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PREFACE 

When a new work is presented to the public, almost every reader 
expects to find some reasons assigned by the author for his under 
taking. 

The unusually great demand for the Juvenile Readers and the 
Sequel to them, and the frequent and earnest solicitations of the pa¬ 
trons of those works, as well as a belief that the addition of another 
volume, somewhat more mature in its character, was needed, to 
adapt the Series to the wants of the public, were the chief induce¬ 
ments which led to the publication of the present work. 

Some persons may think, that books of a similar character have 
been sufficiently multiplied; but, in answer to this, it may with pro¬ 
priety be remarked, that the greatest evidence of a spirit of improve¬ 
ment in our schools and academies, and that education is in a high 
state of prosperity, is the continually increasing demand for new 
School-Books, which exists in every part of our country. Indeed, 
it may with perfect safety be stated, that when instructers become 
wholly content with the elements and principles which have long 
been in use, the progress of improvement is entirely at an end. The 
spirit of the age is onward; and, while improvements are in prog¬ 
ress, in every thing in which the mind of man is engaged, or on 
which the impress of man’s handiwork is exhibited, what philan¬ 
thropist, what statesman, or what friend of our numerous and flour¬ 
ishing schools and academies, can, for a moment, wish to check the 
progress of improvement in our books, and systems of instruction ? 

In making this selection, the author has been strictly rigid in se¬ 
lecting such pieces only, as shall have a direct tendency to lead the 
scholars in the paths of virtue and religion, as well as to improve 
their taste in reading. Such improvement he has hoped to promote, 
by furnishing a book embracing selections of various character, 
written in a chaste and pure style, by eminent statesmen, pious di¬ 
vines, profound philosophers, and the most approved poets of this 
and other countries. 

It is well known, that the influence of school exercises in the for¬ 
mation of young minds, is very great; and, perhaps, that influence 
does not operate with more force in any department of education 
than in the improvement which the mind receives from the exercise 
of reading. Chastity of thought, and purity of diction, have, there¬ 
fore, been objects of peculiar attention in the compilation of this 
work. 

The pieces in this work are chiefly American. The “English 
Reader,” the book most generally used in the schools of our coun¬ 
try, does not contain a single piece or paragraph written by an 
American qjtizen. Is this good policy ? Is it patriotism ? Shall 
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the children of this’ great nation be compelled to read, year after 
year, none but the writings and speeches of men, whose views and 
feelings are in direct opposition to our institutions and our govern¬ 
ment ? Certainly, pride for the literary reputation of our own coun¬ 
try, if not patriotism and good policy, should dictate to us the pro¬ 
priety of inserting, in our School-Books, specimens of our own 
literature; and, it is certainly no disparagement to English Reading- 
Books, to state, that they are not adapted to American schools. 
The United States have political and civil institutions of their own; 
and, how can these be upheld and sustained, unless the children 
and youth of our country are early made to understand them, by 
books, and other means of instruction ? 

In this book, as well as in the Juvenile Readers and the Sequel 
to them, nothing has been inserted which is sectarian, or in any 
wise calculated to offend the feelings of any person of whatever re¬ 
ligious denomination. Whenever religion is the topic, it is treated 
of in a serious manner, with an expression of its importance to man, 
without dictating to any one, in what particular manner he must 
worship, or what his creed must be, in order to make religion bene¬ 
ficial to him. 

The prose and poetry are designedly intermixed, as well as the 
different subjects treated of by the writers, that the scholars may 
have a variety of subjects in each week, so that a monotonous tone 
will not be contracted by reading poetry every day for a number of 
weeks, or the scholars become disgusted or fatigued with the read¬ 
ing of one style of pieces for a number of days in succession. It is 
believed that the division of each lesson into verses, will be of great 
importance to the teacher, as well as scholar. 

Believing that, simply to teach children to read or enunciate cor¬ 
rectly, by which the intellect only is improved, is of very small im¬ 
portance in comparison with the inculcation of moral principles, the 
author has taken great pains to select such pieces as will have a 
tendency to improve the heart as well as the head ; for, the youth 
of our country can not enjoy the blessings of our free institutions or 
aid in perpetuating them, unless they are morally as well as intel¬ 
lectually educated. 

The opinion seems to have been very generally entertained, for 
many years past, that spelling and reading should be taught to¬ 
gether ; or, at least, that occasional exercises in spelling should ac¬ 
company the reading exercises. Hence, the authors of nearly every 
Series of Reading-Books, published within the last eight or ten 
years, have selected words from the Reading Lessons of their sever¬ 
al books and placed them either immediately before or after the 
Reading Lesson from which such words were taken. But those 
words have been selected by them with very little or no regard to 
system or particularity. What, I would ask, are the objects to be 
attained by giving spelling Lessons in connexion with reading Les¬ 
sons ? Certainly, either to teach the orthography, the pronunciation, 
or the definition of the words thus selected. If to teach the orthog¬ 
raphy, then the words of difficult orthography, only, should have 
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been selected: if to teach the pronunciation, then the words involv¬ 
ing difficulties in pronunciation, only, should have been selected, 
and so on. But no attention, whatever, has been paid to these 
things. They have selected a few words from each Reading Les¬ 
son, and placed them at the beginning or end of the Lesson, with¬ 
out having given the pronunciation, accentuation, or definition, or 

designated the part of speech, (except in a few cases words are d 
fined in some of the larger books;) and, what is still worse, if p< a 
sible, the same word is repeated again and again, filling up th 
book uselessly, while other words, of equal or even greater impor¬ 
tance, . contained in the same Reading Lessons, are not inserted in 
any Spelling Lesson of the hook ! 

In this Series of Reading-Books, all the new words contained in 
each Reading Lesson, are placed at the head of the Lesson, divided, 
pronounced, accented, and defined, with the part of speech desig¬ 
nated. Thus, all the words in Reading Lesson I, New Juvenile 
Reader, No. I, are formed into a Spelling Lesson, and placed at the 
head of the Lesson. Then, all the words in Reading Lesson II, 
not in Reading Lesson I, are formed into a Spelling Lesson, and 
placed at the head of Reading Lesson II, and so on throughout the 
five Reading-Books, viz.—New Juvenile Reader, Nos. I, II, and III, 
Sequel to the Juvenile Readers, and the New North American 
Reader—without the repetition of any word in the Spelling Lessons, 
or the omission of any new word which may occur in any new 
Reading Lesson. The scholar will thus have an opportunity to be¬ 
come acquainted with the spelling, pronunciation, accentuation, part 
of speech, and definition of all the words in each Reading Lesson 
before he reads them ; or, if already acquainted with their orthogra¬ 
phy and pronunciation, he can go over these as a kind of review, 
while learning the definitions of the words. When a word has 
more than one distinct definition, that one applicable to its first use 
in the Reading Lesson is given in Italic ; and, the different shades 
of meaning are separated by semicolons in the definitions, and a 
change of the parts of speech by periods. It is fully believed that 
the nice shades of difference in the meaning of words, and their 
proper use and application, can best be learned in connexion with 
other words, as in a Reading Lesson. To attempt to learn the def¬ 
initions of words in the abstract columns of a dictionary, uncon¬ 
nected with the sentences or paragraphs in which the words are 
properly used, is worse than useless. 

The importance of definitions in elementary Reading-Books will 
be fully appreciated when it is recollected that a great many words, 
in common use, have two, three, or even four different spellings 
while the pronunciation is the same; as, sale, sail; vane, vain, vein ; 
pare, pair, pear ; rite, write, right, wright; slay, slaie, sley, sleigh, 
§c. tyc., the orthography of none of which can ever be learned ex¬ 
cept their pronunciation and definition be associated : no distinction 
being made to the ear , but only to the eye on paper. The same 
maybe said of the words differently pronounced or accented when a 
different part of speech ; as, read, v., rkad, pre.j abuse, n., abuse, v. • 
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rise, n., rise, v.; w\nd, v., iv\nd, n.; con’ duct, w., con duct', v.; ab ¬ 
sent, a., ab sent', v., &c., &c. So also of those differently spelled 
when a different part of speech ; as, advice, n., advise, v.; prophecy 
n. (prof e se) proph e sy, v. (prof e si), &c. &c., none of which can 
be learned or understood either by scholar or teacher unless the pecu¬ 
liarities of each be distinctly noted. Again ; no scholar should read 
any lesson without first becoming acquainted with the meaning of 
every word of which it is composed. He will thus read more under- 
standingly, and consequently, with greater interest and pleasure. 
The scholar, also, being accustomed to the practice of defining every 
word from the very first attempt to read, will form a fixed habit of 
inquiring, in after life, into the meaning of every new word, which 
will be of very great importance to him, a& he will not, having this 
fixed habit, ever pass or slur over words new to him, without ascer¬ 
taining their true import and meaning, by which he might be de¬ 
prived of much of the pleasure and advantage of reading. 

It is earnestly recommended that each word in every Spelling Les¬ 
son be pronounced, at sight, by the scholar, immediately before he 
spells the lesson. [See Cobb’s New Spelling Book, page 16.] 

Questions have been inserted at the end of each Reading Lesson 
so that, from the answers elicited, the teacher will know how far and 
how correctly the scholar has understood the subjects treated of in 
each Reading Lesson. It is believed, also, that the scholar will be 
more attentive, while reading, if he expects to be questioned about 
what he has read ; and, the act of questioning will more deeply im¬ 
press upon his mind the subjects about which he has been reading. 
Many of the Questions are particularly designed, also, to call into 
action the mental faculties of the scholar, leading him to become a 
thinking as well as a reasoning being ; and, likewise, to make him 
fully sensible of his duty both to his Maker and his fellow-beings. 

In short, it may be remarked, that although this work was more 
particularly designed for the use of schools; yet, it is confidently 
believed that it will be found an excellent companion for the student 
and professional man, and also a suitable Family Reading-Book. 

With these remarks, and an humble and ardent wish that the fol¬ 
lowing work may be useful to the youth of our country, the author 
submits it to the patronage of an enlightened and candid com¬ 
munity. LYMAN COBB. 

New York, Nov. 1844. 
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INTRODUCTION, 

OBSERVATIONS AND RULES ON THE PRINCIPLES 

OF GOOD READING. 

CHAPTER I. 
OBSERVATION I. 

The art of reading with propriety, and speaking gracefully, 
is a matter of so much utility and importance to man, in the va¬ 
rious departments of society, that it is greatly to be regretted so 
necessary a part of education should be almost totally neglected. 

OBSERVATION II. 

To give rules for the management of the voice in reading, by 
which the necessary pauses, emphasis, and tones, may be dis¬ 
covered and put in practice, is not possible. After all the direc¬ 
tions that can be offered on these points, much will remain to be 
taught by the living instructer: much will be attainable by no 
other means than the force of example influencing the imitative 
powers of the learner. Some rules and principles on these 
heads, will, however, be found useful, to prevent erroneous and 
vicious modes of utterance ; to give the young reader some taste 
of the subject; and to assist him in acquiring a just and accurate 
mode of delivery. The Observations and Rules, comprised un¬ 
der the following heads, have been treated of quite largely in the 
Sequel or Fourth Reading Book, to which the attention of both 
teacher and pupil is particularly referred, viz.: proper loudness 
of voice ; distinctness ; due degree of slowness ; propriety 
OF PRONUNCIATION J EMPHASIS J TONES ] PAUSES J AND MODE OF 
reading verse. Also, to the Explanation of the stops or points, 
and other characters, used in Writing and Printing, and Key 
to the Pronunciation, given in Juvenile Reader No. III. 

Some additional Observations and Rules, however,are here given. 

CHAPTER II. 
ARTICULATION. 

OBSERVATION I. 

Correct and distinct articulation is of the very greatest impor¬ 
tance in reading. In order to articulate distinctly and clearly, 
every letter in each syllable should have its due proportion of 
sound, in strict accordance with the most approved custom of 
pronouncing it; and, such a distinction should be made between 
the syllables, of which the several words are composed, as that 

2 
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the ear will, without perplexity or hesitation, recognise their 
number, and at once perceive and determine to which syllable 
each letter belongs. 

RULE i. 

Let each scholar pronounce, at sight, in a slow and distinct man¬ 
ner, every word of his spelling lesson before the exercise of spelling. 
[See Cobb’s New Spelling Book, page 16.] 

rule n. 

Let each scholar, in the process of spelling, pronounce the sylla¬ 
bles as he proceeds, in a distinct and deliberate manner. This, more 
than any other exercise, will prevent an indistinct and faulty artic¬ 
ulation in reading. 

EXAMPLES. 

Thus, promote—p-r-o-pro—m-o-t-e-mote—pro-mote'. Subterranean—s-u-b- 
sub—t-e-r-ter—subter—r-a-ra—subterra—n-e-ne—subterrane—a-n-an—'sub- 
ter-ra' ne 'an. 

OBSERVATION II. 

The importance of this practice in the exercise of spelling, will 
be fully appreciated, when we consider that reading is only the 
enunciation of syllables, with the simple addition of accent, em¬ 
phasis, cadence, or inflection, &c., during the process of reading, 
induced by the particular interest or emotion of the reader. 

RULE III. 

Accustom each scholar to pronounce in immediate succession 
similar sounds and difficult combinations of sounds. 

EXAMPLES. 

Acts, beasts, trusts, Christ’s, length, wealth, stealth, shrink, lifts, sifts, finds, 
whelms, prism, effects, contempt, subjects, fifteenth, strengthenedst, insistest, 
manuscripts, rejoicest, slept, tempts, sufficeth, possesseth, &c. 

The Acts of the Apostles. 
Up the Aigh Aill he leaves a Auge round stone. 
While many a whining whisperer whiles away his time. 
Thou heardestf my mos< earnest entreaties. 

RULE IV. 

Let every scholar be particular to pronounce the vowels in unac¬ 
cented or terminating syllables distinctly, without slurring, clipping, 
suppressing, or mispronouncing them. 

EXAMPLES. 

Words ending in mg, as, re&din for reading; command for command ; con- 
sidwiZ or considerable for considerable; natw or nater for nature; appear for 
a pear; contentrrvunt for contentment; xictry for victory, &c., &c. [See 
ytriable Pronunciation, Cobb’s New Sequel, pages 235, 236, &c.] 

OBSERVATION III. 

No scholar should ever be permitted to attempt to read tha* 
which he does not or can not understand. He should always 
have an opportunity to read over to himself, and study well his 
Reading Lesson before he is required to read it aloud. Children 
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never make any mistakes in emphasis, cadence, or rising or 
falling inflections in conversation. What is the cause of this 
difference between the conversation of children, and the mechani¬ 
cal reading almost universally heard in our schools ? Certainly, 
because they do not understand what they read. 

rule v. 

Let every scholar become thoroughly acquainted with the pre¬ 
cise meaning, or the nice shades of difference in the meaning of 
the words which compose his Reading Lesson. 

RULE vi. 
Let the scholar, for this purpose, study with great care and at¬ 

tention, the definitions which precede each Reading Lesson, and also 
endeavor, as far as possible, to enter into or realize the emotions 
and sentiments of the writer of the Lesson. 

CHAPTER III. 
OF TONES, LOOKS, EMOTIONS, PASSIONS, AND GESTURES. 

OBSERVATION I. 

Emotions and Passions belong to Language as well as Ideas. 
To express the former, nature teaches us to make use of Tones, 
Looks, and Gestures. To express the latter, is the peculiar 
province of Words. A reader or speaker should not make a 
movement of a limb or feature, for which he has not a good 
reason. When he addresses Heaven, he should look upward. 
When he speaks to his fellow-creatures, he should look around 
upon them. The spirit of what he says, should appear in his looks. 

OBSERVATION II. 
The scholar should not be permitted to pitch his voice too low, 

for then there would, most certainly, be indistinctness of utter¬ 
ance. Neither should too high a note be chosen, as the lungs 
would, in that case, soon become wearied. And, more than all, 
let him avoid a monotonous or sing-song habit of reading which 
very often exists. 

RULE i. 

Let the tone of the scholar’s voice always correspond with the 
character and nature of the subject which he is reading. 

RULE II. 

Let the scholar choose that pitch of voice in the use of which he 
will feel most at ease, and by which, both above and below, he will 
have the greatest room for the variation of his voice. 

EXAMPLES. I. 

“ All this ! Ay, more. Fret till your proud heart breaks: 
Go, show your slaves how choleric you are, 
And make your bondmen tremble. Must I budge ? Must I observe you ? 

Must I stand and crouch 
Under your testy humor?” 
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II. 

“ On Linden, when the sun was low, 
All bloodless lay the untrodden snow, 
And dark as winter was the flow 
Of Iser rolling rapidly.” 

Every person will at once perceive, that, if these two examples be reatf 
with the same Tone, Emotions, Gestures, &c., the whole effect and beautj 
of each would be lost. 

CHAPTER IV. 
INFLECTIONS. 

OBSERVATION I. 

In Heading, there are two essential inflections or turns of the 
voice, the rising and the falling. The rising inflection turns or 
causes the voice to slide upward, and is designated by the acute 
accent ('). The falling inflection turns or causes the voice to 
slide downward, and is designated by the grave accent ('). 
These two inflections have been justly described as the axis on 
which the force, variety, and harmony of speaking turn; and 
they can not, therefore, be too fully exemplified to the pupil. 

RULE i. 

When words or clauses are connected by the disjunctive or, the 
former part terminates with the rising inflection, and the latter part 
with the falling inflection. 

EXAMPLES, 

Should we say eager,' or eager' 1 
Will you ride', or walk' 1 
Does he talk rationally', or irrationally' 1 
Did he act improperly', or properly' 1 
Does he pronounce correctly', or incorrectly' 1 
Do they act cautiously', or incautiously' 1 

RULE II. 

When a direct question is asked, or one that admits the answer 
yes or no, the former part has the rising and the latter part the fal¬ 
ling inflection. 

EXAMPLES. 

Does he act honestly' 7 No'. Was he very angry' 1 He was'. 
Are you an American' 1 lam'. Have you been sick"? Yes'. 
Are you a Christian' 1 I profess to be'. Does he read correctly' I No. 

RULE III. 

When a negative is opposed to an affirmative, the former part 
has the rising and the latter part the falling inflection. 

EXAMPLES. 

I did not call William', but Henry'. 
He did not pay me ten', but five dollars'. 
She was not esteemed for her beauty', but for her amiability. 
I did not say he was wiser', but better'. 
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RULE IV. 

Tender emotions usually cause the voice to take the rising in¬ 
flection. 

EXAMPLES. 

O peace of mind', angelic guest'. When all thy mercies, O my God', 
Jesus saith unto her, Mary'. My rising soul surveys'. 

RULE v. 

Interrogative sentences which commence with a verb, generally 
close with the rising inflection. 

EXAMPLES. 

Is he dutiful' 1 Wast thou displeased with the rivers' 1 
Will the Lord cast us off for ever' 1 Hath God forgotten to be gracious' 1 

RULE VI. 

Sentences which commence with an interrogative 'pronoun or 
adverb, [who, which, what, how, when, where, &c.,) generally close 
with the falling inflection. 

EXAMPLES. 

Who is coming' ? 
Where do you reside' 1 
How long will you remain here' 1 
Who can fathom the depths of misery into which intemperance plunges its 

victims' 1 
How contemptible is envy' ? 
How despicable is slander' 7 

RULE VII. 

Exclamatory sentences usually close with the falling inflection. 

EXAMPLES. 

O that my head were waters'! 
How dead the vegetable kingdom lies'! 
What a piece of work is man'! 

Note.—The preceding Rules and Examples are those which can be given upon gen¬ 
eral principles. All the other changes of Inflection can best be taught by the living 
teacher. 

CHAPTER V. 
ACCENT. 

OBSERVATION I 

Accent is a forcible stress of voice on a letter or syllable to 
distinguish it from other letters or syllables, and render its artic¬ 
ulation more distinct and audible. 

OBSERVATION II. 

Every word of more syllables than one, has one of them ac¬ 
cented. The placing of the accent on one syllable in preference 
to another is determined entirely by custom, except in a few cases, 
without regard to the meaning of the words. 

RULE i. 

The accented syllable of every word should be uttered with a 
louder tone than the other syllables. 

2* 
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EXAMPLES. 

Did he presume to trifle with your principles 1 
will not be thus interrogated. 

RULE It. 

When the same word is sometimes used as a noun and some¬ 
times as a verb, the accent is changed. [See Cobb’s New Spelling 
Book, pages, 135 and 136.] 

EXAMPLES. 

Con' duct to conduct'. Per' fume to perfume'. 
Prod' uce to produce'. Cem' ent to cement'. 

RULE III. 

The accent may be changed or transposed when it is neces¬ 
sary to render any particular syllable emphatic. 

EXAMPLES. 

There is a difference between giving and forgiving. 
This corruptible must put on i?icorruption. 
Our bodies are mortal, but our souls are immortal. 

CHAPTER VI. 
EMPHASIS 

OBSERVATION. 

Emphasis is that stress of voice which is laid upon certain 
words in a sentence. The rules which govern emphasis depend 
upon feeling; and, they must, in general, be left to the taste of 
the reader or speaker. To be able, with a mere glance of the 
eye, to read any piece with good emphasis, can be effected only 
by long practice and close attention. 

RULE. 

To have a scholar read with correct emphasis, he should speak 
naturally and with a lively interest in what he utters. 

EXAMPLES. 

We should never sacrifice principle to please any one. 
“ They say unto the blind man again, what sayest thou of him 1 
You have done that you should be sorry for. 
I could honor thy courage; but I must detest and punish thy crimes. 

TO TEACHERS. 

Let all teachers impress upon their pupils the necessity of 

studying every Reading Lesson as carefully as they study 

their Arithmetic, Grammar, History, and other Lessons, 

passing no word, sentence, paragraph, or Lesson, without 

fully understanding it and being perfectly able to explain 

it: then, and not till then, shall we have a community 

of GOOD READERS. 
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OR, 
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Spelling Lesson I. 

[Note.—This Spelling Lesson contains all the words of Reading Lesson I, which 
were not in any Reading Lesson, contained in Juvenile Reader, Nos. I, II, or III. or 
in the Sequel to the Juvenile Readers; and, Spelling Lesson II, all the w ords of Reading 
Lesson II, which were not in Reading Lesson I, and so on ; so that the scholar will 
spell all the new words contained in each Reading Lesson before he reads them. See 
Note, page 11, New Juvenile Reader, No. I.] 

A bi ding (A bl' ding), part. a. lasting, continuing; remaining : par. of Abide, 
to dwell; to remain; to stay or dwell in a place; to bear or support. 

A do rer (A d<V r&r), n. one who adores. 
Ad ver si ty (Ad vAr' sA 'te), n. misfortune, calamity; affliction. 
An ti ci pate (An tis' se 'pite), v. to take or act before, to foresee; to foretaste; 

to prevent. [concern. 
Anx i e ties (Ang zl' e 'tlz), n. plu. of Anxiety, solicitude, trouble of mind ; 
Au di ence (Aw' dA 'Anse), n. a collection or assembly of persons to hear; a 

hearing ; the act of hearing ; an interview. 
Bles ses (bias' stz), pres. t. of Bless, to express or feel a wish or desire for the 

happiness or prosperity of one; to praise, glorify; to make happy; to 

Bor ders (bdr' durz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Border, a side, the outer edge or 
part of any thing; a boundary: v. to approach near to; to make or 
adorn with a border; to confine upon ; to reach, to touch. 

Bright est (brl' tAst), a. most shining; clearest; most evident; most acute. 
Chris ti an i ty ('krls tshe An' e 'te), n. the religion, precepts, or system taught 

by Christ; the religion of Christians. 
Couch (kSdtsh), n. a bed; a seat or place of repose or ease ; a layer: v. to 

lie down ; to stoop or bend ; to hide ; to remove a cataract from the eye. 
De cline (de kllne'), n. tendency to a worse state; decay ; diminution ; a fal¬ 

ling off: v. to bend or lean downward; to deviate; to fail; to decay ; 
to shun ; to refuse ; to vary, modify, or inflect, as words. 

De volves (dA vdlvz'), pres. t. of Devolve, to pass from or come to another, or 
fall to ; to fall by succession ; to roll down. 

De vo tions (de vo' sh&nz), n. plu. of Devotion, solemn worship,prayer, piety; 
strong affection, ardor; act of reverence or ceremony. 

DA vddt', a. religious, pious; sincere ; given to prayer. 
Dts Ap pdlnt' mAnts, n. plu. of Disappointment, defeat or failure of hopes or 

expectations. 
Ear li est (er' 1A 'est), a. first, most prior in time; being in the best season : 

A 
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Fol lies (f6l' llz), n. plu. of Folly, absurd, criminal, or sinful action; depravity; 
weakness or want of understanding. [ceed ; to copy, imitate. 

Fol lows (f8l' lize), pres. t. of Follow, to go after, attend; to pursue ; to suc- 
For give ness (for gtv' nfes), n. act of forgiving; pardon. [magnanimity. 
For ti tude (f8r' te 'tide), n. strength of mind to endure; courage, firmness; 
Friend ships (frend' ships), n. plu. of Friendship, strong attachment, highest 

degree of affection and intimacy; personal kindness. 
Fro ward (fri' wurd), a. disobedient, perverse; peevish; ungovernable. 
Germes (j&rmz), n. plu. of Germe, a bud, a shoot; a sprout; first principle. 
Guar di an (g&r' de 'in), a. protecting, defending: n. one that has the care 

of another; a warden; one who has charge of an orphan; one who 
guards, secures, protects, or defends. 

He ro ic (he ri' Ik), a. noble, magnanimous; brave, like a hero. 
II lus tra tions ('ll lus tri- shunz), n. plu. of Illustration, exposition, elucida¬ 

tion; explanation. [of thinking. 
In tel lects (In' tel 'lekts), n. plu. of Intellect, the understanding; the faculty 
Le gis la tors (lej' Is 'li tirz), n. plu. of Legislator, one who makes laws; a 

lawgiver. [rise; act of lifting. 
Lifts, pres. t. and n. plu. of Lift, to elevate, to raise; to exalt, elate: n. effort; 
Pro spec tive iy (pri sp&k' tlv '14), ad. with regard to the future. 
Pros per i ty (pr8s p&r' e 't4), n. success, good fortune; welfare. 
Pro tects (pri t&kts'), pres. t. of Protect, to defend; to secure from injury. 
Ru ler (rii' lur), n. one who rules, a governor; an instrument by which lines 

are drawn. 
Sins (slnz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Sin, transgression, neglect of duty; an act 

against or violation of the laws of God, iniquity : v. to violate or neglect 
the laws of God, or knowingly to depart or deviate from a rule of duty. 

Stages (sti'jlz), n. plu. of Stage, a step; a place of rest; a raised floor; 
the floor of a theatre or playhouse. 

Strains (str&nez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Strain, a song; a sprain; style; a 
great effort; turn: v. to filter or squeeze through something ; to stretch, 
to force; to make tense ; to sprain. [alive. 

Sur vlve', v. to live or outlive after or beyond the death of another; to remain 
Teach es (tietsh' Iz), pres. t. of Teach, to instruct; to show; to tell, to inform. 
Throng (£Ar8ng), n. a crowd, a great multitude: v. to crowd together; to 

press or come in multitudes. 
Tim' Id, a. fearful, timorous; not bold, wanting courage. 
Tongues (tungz), n. plu. of Tongue, the instrument of speech, and of taste. 
Tot ter ing (t8t' tur 'Ing), part. a. shaking or reeling as threatening a fall; 

vacillating : par. of Totter, to shake, vacillate, or reel so as to threaten a 
Tri bh' nal, n. the seat of a judge; a court of justice. [fall. 
Tru ant (tr$S' &nt), a. wandering from home, business, or school; idle, lazy : 

n. an idle boy ; an idler. 
Un al loy ed ('&n &1 l<3td'), a. not mixed or alloyed. 

Reading Lesson I. 

The Elevated Character of Woman. 

1. The influence of the female character is now felt and ac¬ 
knowledged in all the relations of life. I speak not now of those 
distinguished women, who instruct their age through the public 
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press. Nor of those whose devout strains we take upon our lips 
when we worship. But of a much larger class ; of those whose 
influence is felt in the relations of neighbor, friend, daughter, 
wife, mother. 

2. Who waits at the couch of the sick to administer tender 
charities while life lingers, or to perform the last acts of kindness 
when death comes ? Where shall we look for those examples 
of friendship, that most adorn our nature ; those abiding friend¬ 
ships, which trust even when betrayed, and survive all changes 
of fortune? 

3. Where shall we find the brightest illustrations of filial 
piety ? Have you ever seen a daughter, herself perhaps timid 
and helpless, watching the decline of an aged parent, and hold¬ 
ing out with heroic fortitude to anticipate his wishes, to admin¬ 
ister to his wants, and to sustain his tottering steps to the very 
borders of the grave ? 

4. But in no relation does woman exercise so deep an influence, 
both immediately and prospectively, as in that of mother. To 
her is committed the immortal treasure of the infant mind. 
Upon her devolves the care of the first stages of that course of 
discipline, which is to form of a being, perhaps the most frail 
and helpless in the world, the fearless ruler of animated creation, 
and the devout adorer of its great Creator. 

5. Her smiles call into exercise the first affections that spring 
up in our hearts. She cherishes and expands the earliest germes 
of our intellects. She breathes over us her deepest devotions. 
She lifts our little hands, and teaches our little tongues to lisp in 
prayer. 

6. She watches over us, like a guardian angel, and protects us 
through all our helpless years, when we know not of her cares 
and her anxieties on our account. She follows us into the world 
of men, and lives in us and blesses us, when she lives not other¬ 
wise upon the earth. 

7. What constitutes the centre of every home ? Whither do 
our thoughts turn, when our feet are weary with wandering, and 
our hearts sick with disappointments ? Where shall the truant 
and forgetful husband go for sympathy unalloyed and without 
design, but to the bosom of her who is ever ready and waiting 
to share in his adversity or his prosperity ? And if there be a 
tribunal w*here the sins and the follies of a froward child may 
hope for pardon and forgiveness this side heaven, that tribunal is 
the heart of a fond and devoted mother. 

8. Finally, her influence is deeply felt in religion. - If Chris¬ 
tianity should be compelled to flee from the mansions of the 
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'dCfrieS 0f Pililos?Phers> the halls Of legislators, or 
he throng of busy men, we should find her last and purest re¬ 

treat with woman at the fireside; her last altar would ?be the fe- 
male heart ; her last audience would be the children o-athered 
around the knees of the mother; her last sacrifice, the secret 
prayer escaping m silence from her lips, and heard, perhaps 
only at the throne of GodCarter. pernaps, 

Sag ffsSr KtsssSSi 
i wwShtrdo ™tfoiiow ^5 'vto’c" ."aiiu,*z 

kfe£5S3BE^2?5*'* 
Spelling Lesson II. 

Ac quire ment(ik kwlre' mint), n. attainment; sain. 

i“ 5 Sldsf gP- am>T’ in tU mm " middle; mingled with 

; “’Sg.-a * “ — « 
Biff otrvTbwtt'r^^J0118/ Unmeaning, dull; unfruitful, steril. 

S u£(olgSuperSLn lhni or •*"*"« or .cat; great prej- 

Blind ^ n want of sight; ignorance. 

-».i—... 

*rT'“^V.t4Snss-,^.-s&r: 
Com^e^m’ to calm 7 

quiet; to adjust or arrange letters; to write P 8 ’ 1 ’ t0 

f0UmHng "“**"** effect of a 
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De sert (d& zfert'), n. reward; degree of merit, worth: v. to forsake; to leave ; 
to abandon ; to quit. 

Dif fi cul ties (dlf f£ 'kul tlz), n. plu. of Difficulty, perplexity, trouble, hard¬ 
ness to be done; distress ; objection ; embarrassment in affairs. 

Dignity (dig' ne 't&), n. honor, rank, elevation; grandeur; nobleness of 
mind; preferment. 

*Dls 4p pdlnt' m&nt, n. defeat or failure of hopes or expectations. 
Dis charge (dls tshlrje'), n. performance; vent; dismission ; explosion ; re¬ 

lease ; payment: v. to unload, disburden; to dismiss, break up; to rc 
lease ; to perform ; to pay ; to let off a gun. 

Dis cour age ments (dls kfir' rlje 'mfents), n. pin. of Discouragement, cause 
of depression, or of fear ; determent; that which abates courage. 

Dis tricts (dls' trlkts), n. plu. and pres. t. of District, a division, region, or ter¬ 
ritory within given lines or limits; a circuit: v. to divide into circuits. 

Ef fee tu al ly (&f f&k' tshu 'il l£), ad. efficaciously, with effect. 
Ef fi ca cy (ef fe 'ki si), n. power or ability to produce effects; production of 

the effect intended. [ing only one principle. 
El e men ta ry ('£1 e min' fi 'ri), a. primary, rudimental; uncombined, hav- 
E1 e ments (el' e ments), n. plu. of Element, the rudiments of literature or 

science; the first or constituent principle of any thing. 
El e vate (il' e 'vite), v. to exalt, dignify; to raise up. [or ability. 
En a bled (in bid), pre. of Enable, to make able, furnish with power, means, 
En a bling (in i' bling), par. of Enable. 
En er gies (en' ir 'jlz), n. plu. of Energy, power, force, vigor; efficacy; spirit. 
En ter tain ed ('in ter find'), pre. of Entertain, to cherish, keep in mind with 

favor; to treat at table, receive hospitably; to amuse, divert; to keep. 
Es ti mate (es' te 'mite), n. value; calculation; computation; comparative 

judgment: v. to set a value on; to rate; to compute. 
Eu lo gist (yft' 1& 'j 1st), n. one who commends or praises. 
Ex ceed ing (ik seed' Ing), part. a. surpassing, excelling; going beyond; 

great in extent, quantity, or duration : par. of Exceed, to surpass, excel; 
to go beyond; to pass limits or bounds. [rouse, animate. 

Ex ci ting (ik si' ting), par. of Excite, to stimulate, encourage; to stir up, 
Ex elusive (iks klu' stv), a. excepting, excluding; that excludes; not in¬ 

cluding. [large, to increase; to expand. 
Ex tend ing (iks find' ing), par. of Extend, to stretch or spread out; to en- 
Ex ten sive (iks ten' stv), a. large, of great extent; wide, having great com¬ 

pass. [thusiasm; religious phrensy. 
Fa nat i cism (fi nat' e \slzm), n. wild and extravagant notions, excessive en- 
Fit ly (fit' li), ad. suitably, justly; properly; conveniently. 
Fraught (friwt), a. laden, replete, full. [much fruit. 
Fruit ful (frSck' fill), a. productive, plenteous; prolific; fertile; producing 
Gov ern ments (g&v' &rn 'mints), n. plu. of Government, a system or civil 

constitution for ruling or controlling a nation; legal authority; direc¬ 
tion ; control; management; executive power. 

Guides (gldez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Guide, one who directs; one who shows 
the way: v. to direct, superintend; to lead ; to instruct. 

Hon or ed (6n' &rd), pre. of Honor, to esteem, to regard, to reverence; to ex¬ 
alt or dignify: n. reputation ; dignity; reverence ; magnanimity ; re¬ 
spect ; chastity ; regard to reputation. 

Ill-re qui ted ('ll re kwl' tid), a. not well paid or rewarded. 
II lus tri ous (11 lis' tri '&s), a. eminent, noble; conspicuous. 
Im bibe (1m blbe'), v. to draw in, receive; to drink ; to absorb 
Im pe ri ous (1m pe' r£ ’us), a. urgent, pressing, authoritative; commanding; 

haughty, arrogant. 
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Impressions (im prish' unz), n. plu. of Impression, influence, mark or 
image in the mind; idea; effect; stamp, mark made by pressure; edition 

of a book. 
In cal cu la ble (in HI' ki '14 bl), a. that can not be calculated. 
In cor po ra ted (In kor' pi 'ri ted), part. a. united in a legal body; mixea 

or united in one body : par. of Incorporate, to form into a legal body, or 
body politic ; to unite or mix; to imbody ; to blend or unite with some¬ 

thing else. , . 
In glo ri ous (in gli' re 'is), a. void of honor; shameful; ignominious, mean. 
In ter ests (In' ter 'ests), n. plu. and pres. t. of Interest, concern, advantage; 

regard to profit, personal benefit; share; influence; premium paid for 
the use of money : v. to affect, to concern; to move. 

La bo ri ous (14 bi' ri 'is), a. tireso-me, requiring sacrifices, not easy; dihgent 

in work, assiduous. 
Le gis la tion ('lij Is 14' shin), n. the act of making or enacting laws. 
Mi tir' nil, a. motherly, pertaining to a mother. 
Mea ger (mie gur). a. barren,.poor; lean; hungry; thm. _ 
Mill ion (mil' yin), n. ten hundred thousand. [trouble; a gangrene. 
Mortifica tion (vm6r ti fi ki' shin), n. humiliation or slight vexation; 
Ob li ga tion ('6b le gi' shin), n. the binding power or force of duty, xow, 

promise, oath, or contract; that favor which binds us to show kindness, 

Ob scuretl(6b skire'), a. unnoticed, humble; not clear, imperfect; dark, 
gloomy; abstruse, unknown: V. to darken, to cloud ; to conceal; to 
perplex; to make less intelligible. [darkly; imperfectly. 

Ob scure ly (6b skire' li), ad. out of sight, not conspicuously; not brightly, 
Op er a tion ('6p er 4' shin), n. influence, agency; process, work, action. 
Ped an try (ped' in 'tri), n. vain display or ostentation of learning. 
Pos ter i ty (p6s ter' i 'ti), n. succeeding generations; descendants. 
Precarious (pre ki' re 'is), a. doubtful, uncertain; dependant; held bj 
Prin ci pal ly (prln' si 'pil li), ad. chiefly; above all. [courtesy. 
Pro phet ic (pri fit' Ik), a. foretelling or predicting future events. 
pu pils (pi' ptlz), n. pin. of Pupil, a scholar ; the apple of the eye. 
Re cent (ri' sent), a. late, not long past; new; fresh. [exactly. 
Reg u lar ly (rig' i 'lir li), ad. statedly; agreeably to rule; methodically; 
Ri mi' nir '4 ted, pre. of Remunerate, to reward, to recompense. 
Ri pirts', n. plu. and pres. t. of Report, a statement, account, or relation oj 

facts given in answer to inquiry or reference; rumor, account returned; 
story; repute; a sound, a loud noise: v. to give an account of; to give 
a statement of facts, &c.; to relate; to tell. . , ... 

Re pub lie (ri pib' Ilk), n. a commonwealth; a free state m which the citi¬ 
zens elect their representatives or rulers. 

Re spon si bil i ty (ri 'sp4n s4 Ml' 14 14), n. the state of being acamntaiU or 
answerable; state of being liable or obliged to answer; ability or means 

to make payment. , ,. 
Re wards (ri wtrdz'), n. plu. and pres. t. of Reward, compensation; recom¬ 

pense : v. to repay; to give in return. LJest- 
Rous ed (r6izd), pre. of Rouse, to excite, to be excited; to stir; to awake from 
Sac ri fi ces (sik' ri 'fl zlz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Sacrifice, destruction or 

loss incurred for obliging another ; an offering made to God, any thing 
destroyed : v. to offer to God ; to destroy, to devote with loss. 

Scat ters (skit' tirz), pres. t. of Scatter, to disperse, to spread thinly ; to place 
or set at a distance from each other; to dissipate. 

Schemes (skimez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Scheme, a plan, a project, a de¬ 
sign ; contrivance: v. to plan ; to contrive. 
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School ma ster (skSSl' 'st&r), n. one who teaches a school. 
School ma sters (skoul' ma 'st&rz), n. plu. of Schoolmaster. 
School ma ster’s (skS<31' ma. \st&rz), n. posses, case of Schoolmaster. 
Sec re ta ry (sek' re 'ta re), n. an officer of a particular department of gov¬ 

ernment ; one who writes for a public body, company, society, or for an 
individual. [school; an academy or college ; a nursery. 

Sem i na ries (sem' £ 'ni rlz), n. plu. of Seminary, a place of education, a 
Sow ing (so \ng),par. of Sow, to scatter, to spread; to scatter seed; to prop¬ 

agate. 
Sto ny (st<V ne), a. hard, insensible, like stone; consisting of or full of stones. 
Til' &nt, n. faculty, natural gift; power; skill; a weight or sum; a coin. 
Tes ti fy (tis' te 'f 1), v. to certify, give evidence of, to prove; to give testi¬ 

mony ; to witness ; to protest. [sertation. 
Theme (theme), n. a subject or topic on which to speak or write; a short dis- 
Themes (thkmez), n. plu. of Theme. 
Thence (th&nse), ad. from that place or time; for that reason. [eral head. 
Top ics (tdp' Iks'), n. plu. of Topic, a subject or matter of discourse; a gen- 
Un de vel op ed (un d4 vfcl' Apt), a. not opened or unfolded. 
Un fold ed (&n fAid' ed), pre. of Unfold, to expand, lay open to view; to dis¬ 

cover; to display. 
VAtes, n. plu. and pres. t. of Vote, ballot or suffrage given at an election; 

voice, preference, will, or wish given or expressed: v. to express one’s 
mind or will by vote, ballot, or voice. 

Warr ior (wir' y&r), n. a military man; a brave soldier. 
Weigh ed (wide), pre. of Weigh, to oppress vdth weight, depress; to balance, 

to raise ; to ascertain or examine the weight; to ponder, to consider. 
Well-in form ed ('wfel-ln fSrmd'), a. acquainted, instructed well. 

Reading Lesson II. 

The Schoolmaster. 

1. There are prouder themes for the eulogist than this. The 
praise of the statesman, the warrior, or the orator, furnishes more 
splendid topics for ambitious eloquence; but no theme can be 
more rich in desert or more fruitful in public advantage. 

2. The enlightened liberality of many of our state govern¬ 
ments, (among which we may claim a proud distinction for our 
own), by extending the common-school system over their whole 
population, has brought elementary education to the door of every 
family. 

3. In this state, it appears, from the Annual Reports of the 
Secretary of the state, 1829, there are, besides the fifty incorpo¬ 
rated academies and numerous private schools, about nine thou¬ 
sand school districts, in each of which instruction is regularly 
given. These contain at present half a million of children 
taught in the single state of Ne& York.# To these may be 

* Now 1S44, there are more than ten thousand school districts, and more than bis 

hundred thousand children in the Common Schools of the State of New York. 
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added nine or ten thousand more youth in the higher semina¬ 
ries of learning, exclusive of the colleges. 

4. Of what incalculable influence, then, for good or for evil, 
upon the dearest interests of society, must be the estimate enter¬ 
tained for the character of this great body of teachers, and the 
consequent respectability of the individuals who compose it! 

5. At the recent general election in this state, the votes of above 
three hundred thousand persons were taken. In thirty years the 
great majority of these will have passed away; their rights will 
be exercised, and their duties assumed by those very children, 
whose minds are now open to receive their earliest and most du¬ 
rable impressions from the ten thousand schoolmasters of this 
state. 

6. What else is there in the whole of our social system of such 
extensive and powerful operation on the national character? 
There is one other influence more powerful, and but one. It is 
that of the Mother. The forms of a free government, the pro¬ 
visions of wise legislation, the schemes of the statesman, the sac¬ 
rifices of the patriot, are as nothing compared with these. 

7. If the future citizens of our republic are to be worthy of 
their rich inheritance, they must be made so principally through 
the virtue and intelligence of their Mothers. It is in the school 
of maternal tenderness that the kind affections must be first roused 
and made habitual, the early sentiment of piety awakened and 
rightly directed, the sense of duty and moral responsibility un¬ 
folded and enlightened. 

8. But next in rank and in efficacy to that pure and holy 
source of moral influence, is that of the Schoolmaster. It is 
powerful already. What would it be if in every one of those 
school districts which we now count by annually increasing 
thousands, there were to be found one teacher well-informed 
without pedantry, religious without bigotry or fanaticism, proud 
and fond of his profession, and honored in the discharge of its 
duties ? How wide would be the intellectual, the moral influence 
of such a body of men ! 

I 9. Many such we have already among us; men humbly w;se 
and obscurely useful, whom poverty can not depress, or neglect 
degrade. But to raise up a body of such men, as numerous as 
the wants and the dignity of the country demand, their labors 
must be fitly remunerated, and themselves and their calling cher¬ 
ished and honored. 

10. The schoolmaster’s occupation is laborious and ungrateful; 
its rewards are scanty and precarious. He may indeed be, and 
he ought to be, animated by the consciousness of doing good, 
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that best of all consolations, that noblest of all motives. But that 
too must be often clouded by doubt and uncertainty. 

11. Obscure and inglorious as his daily occupation may appear 
to learned pride or worldly ambition, yet to be truly successful 
and happy, he must be animated by the spirit of the same great 
principles which inspired the most illustrious benefactors of man¬ 
kind. 

12. If he bring to his task high talent and rich acquirement, 
he must be content to look into distant years for the proof the t 
his labors have not been wasted ; that the good seed which he 
daily scatters abroad does not fall on stony ground and wither 
away, or among thorns, to be choked by the cares, the delusions, 
or the vices of the world. He must solace his toils with the 
same prophetic faith that enabled the greatest of modern philoso¬ 
phers, amidst the neglect or contempt of his own times, to re¬ 
gard himself as sowing the seeds of truth for posterity and the 
care of Heaven. 

13. He must arm himself against disappointment and mor¬ 
tification, with a portion of that same noble confidence which 
soothed the greatest of modern poets when weighed down by 
care and danger, by poverty, old age, and blindness,* still 

:I-In prophetic dream he saw 
The youth unborn, with pious awe, 
Imbibe each virtue from his sacred page.’' 

14. He must know and he must love to teach his pupils, net 
the meager elements of knowledge, but the secret and the use of 
their own intellectual strength, exciting and enabling them here¬ 
after to raise for themselves the veil which covers the majestic 
form of Truth. He must feel deeply the reverence due to the 
youthful mind fraught with mighty though undeveloped ener¬ 
gies and affections, and mysterious and eternal destinies. Thence 
he must have learned to reverence himself and his profession, 
and to look upon its otherwise ill-requited toils as their own ex¬ 
ceeding great reward. 

15. If such are the difficulties, and the discouragements ; such 
the duties, the motives, and the consolations of teachers who are 
worthy of that name and trust, how imperious then the obligation 
upon every enlightened citizen who knows and feels the value of 
such men, to aid them, to cheer them, and to honor them! 

16. But let us not be content with barren honor to buried 
merit. Let us prove our gratitude to the dead by faithfully en 
deavoring to elevate the station, to enlarge the usefulness, and to 

* Bacon. 
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raise the character of the Schoolmaster among us. Thus shall 
we best testify our gratitude to the teachers and guides of our 
own youth, thus best serve our country, and thus most effectually 
diffuse over our land, light, and truth, and virtue.—Gulian G. 
Verplanck. 

v Questions.—What theme is rich in desert and fruitful in public advan¬ 
tage ] Where has education been brought to the door of every family ] 
How] How many school districts are there in the State of New York? 
How many children are there in the Common Schools of the State ] What 
will be of incalculable influence ] What has an extensive and powerful 
operation on our national character ] What is still more powerful ] What 
are as nothing compared with the influence of the Mother and the School¬ 
master ] How are our future citizens to be principally made worthy of 
their rich inheritance ] Where must the kind affections first be roused and 
early piety awakened ] What is next in rank and efficacy ] What have we 
already among us ] What can not depress ] What can not degrade them ] 
What must be remunerated] What cherished and honored] What is la¬ 
borious and ungrateful] What scanty and precarious] What is often 
clouded ] What appears obscure and inglorious to learned pride and ambi¬ 
tion ] How must the teacher be content to look ] How must he solace his 
toils ] How must he arm himself ] With what ] What must the teacher 
know and love ] What must he feel ] What must he have learned thence ] 
What obligation is imperious upon every enlightened citizen ] With what 
should we not be content ] How should we prove our gratitude to the dead ] 
What shall we then best do ] 

Spelling Lesson III. 

Ad mi rers (id ml' rurz), n. plu. of Admirer, one who admires. 
Ad van ta geous ly (Ad v4n t4' jhs 'le), ad. usefully, conveniently; profitably. 
A pos tie’s (4 pds' slz), n. posses, case of Apostle, a disciple of Christ; a per¬ 

son sent or deputed to preach the gospel. 
As pire (4s plre'), v. to desire eagerly; to aim at. 
Cling ing (kllng' Ing), par. of Cling, to adhere closely; to stick to; to hang 

upon by winding or twining around. 
Ea ger ness (ee' ghr 'nfcs), n. ardor, ardent zeal; strong desire. 
El e va tion ('el e v4' shun), n. height; exaltation ; act of raising. 
Ex empt ed (egz emt' &d), pre. of Exempt, to free from; to privilege: a. not 

subject or liable to ; free. 
Far-reach ing (f&r-reetsh' Ing), a. extending or reaching far. 
Fic ti tious (flk tlsh' us), a. not genuine, imaginary; feigned; counterfeit. 
Firm er (ferm' hr), a. stronger, more resolute; more constant, unshaken; 

harder, more solid or compact. 
Im po sing (1m po' zing), part. a. adapted to impress forcibly; commanding; 

laying on ; enjoining : par. of Impose, to lay or put on; to enjoin as a 
duty ; to deceive. [breach; intervention. 

In ter rup tions ('In t&r r&p' shhnz), n. phi. of Interruption, hinderance, stop; 
Lease (l&ese), n. a temporary grant or pei'mission; a contract or letting of 

land or tenements for temporary possession : v. to let by lease; to grant 
temporary possession, &c. 
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Me rid i an (me rid' e 'an), n. mid-day, the highest point; noon; the line 
drawn from north to south which the sun crosses at noon: a. relating 
to mid-day or the highest point. [to. 

Op pose (<5p pAze'), v. to resist, set against; to hinder, act against; to object 
Or phans (dr' f-inz), n. pin. of Orphan, a child who has lost father and mother: 

a. bereft of parents. [a stop; cessation ; a mark ; suspense. 
Pause (pawz), v. to stop, cease to act or to speak; to wait; to deliberate: n. 
Plans (planz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Plan, scherne, project; form, model: v. 

to scheme ; to contrive, form in design. 
Pow er less (pdu' 6r 14s), a. impotent, having no power; weak. 
Pur suits (pur sites'), n. plu. of Pursuit, course of business, employment 

chase; act of following. 
S6b' btng, par. of Sob, to sigh with very deep sorrow and tears; to sigh with 

convulsion and sorrow; to heave the breast suddenly: n. a convulsive 
sigh with tears. [piece; a slip. 

Strip, v. to divest; to make naked ; to peel; to rob: n. a narrow shred or long 
Strike, n. fatal attack, calamity; a blow; a sound; a touch; aline; a dash: 

v. to rub gently ; to sooth; to make smooth. 
U1 ti mate ly (id' tA 'm&t le), ad. at last, finally; in the last consequence. 

Reading Lesson III. 

Human Life. 

1. Ye men of business and of might, in the high meridian of 
your course, What is your life ? Were we to make up an esti¬ 
mate from your daily conversation, from the eagerness of your 
worldly pursuits, from your extensive plans, and far-reaching 
expectations, we must suppose you exempted from the common 
lot of mortality. But no estimate can be more delusive. 

2. Strip your life, then, of these fictitious and imposing circum¬ 
stances, and what is it but a vapor ? What obstacle does your 
fine constitution oppose to the ravages of disease ? to the stroke 
of death ? How many firmer have fallen in a few days, or 
hours? You are rejoicing, perhaps, in a degree of health 
which knows but few and trifling interruptions; and so were 
thousands one week ago, who are now still and powerless, with 
the nations under ground. 

3. You have, it may be, large and dependant families, and 
so had many of them. But the clinging and sobbing of their 
little ones could not save them. How many, even of your own 
acquaintance, have been called for, when all were ready to say 
they could not be spared! You wish to live to educate your 
children and see them advantageously settled in the world : but, 
What is your life ? What longer or better lease have you than 
your neighbor had, whose wife is now a widow and his children 
orphans ? 

3 
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4. But you have talents, and a name, perhaps ; you have 
begun to rise, and your influence is increasing: the temple ot 
fame shines high and afar in your bright horizon; and there is 
many a glittering eminence between you and the elevation to 
which you ultimately aspire. But, pause for a moment and think, 
What is your life? Where now are some, whose prospects 
were brighter, yesterday, than any that can rise to your view ? 
and where, to-morrow, will the admirers of others look for them 
hut in the grave ? Be entreated, then, I beseech you, to pause, 
and answer the apostle’s question, “ What is your life ?”—Dr. 

Heman Humphrey. 

Questions.—What is the life of men of business 1 Are they exempt from 
the common lot of mortality ? Do they not form plans and pursue worldly 
matters as though they never thought of death ? Can any thing be more 
delusive ? Stripped of imposing circumstances, what is their life but a vapor 1 
Does a fine constitution present any obstacle to the ravages of disease, or 
the stroke of death ? Have not many fallen in a few hours ? Were not 
thousands, now dead, rejoicing in health not long since? Will dependant 
families, or weeping children, or friends and acquaintances save parents from 
death ? Parents strive to see their children well educated and settled, but 
have they a lease of their lives % Should not, therefore, all who have talents 
exert them so that the world will be benefited by them 1 Should not all 
pause and ask the question, what is my life ? 

Spelling Lesson IV. 

Ad ven tu rous ly (4d vin' tshu 'ris 14), ad. hazardously, daringly; boldly. 
Ap o plec tic ('ip 6 plik' tlk), a. consisting of or pertaining to apoplexy. 
BVh, n. a place to wash or bathe in; a kind of measure. 
Cal ci ned (kil slnd'), part. a. reduced to calx or powder, tyc.: pre. of Cal¬ 

cine, to reduce to powder; to burn to a calx; to convert to a powder or 
calx by heat. 

Cin ders (sin' durz), n. plu. of Cinder, small particles of matter, or coals 
which remain after any thing is burnt; particles or coals, not burnt, 
mixed with ashes. 

Con fla gra tion ('k6n fli grl' shin), n. a great or general fire. 
Cor pu lent (k5r' pi 'lint), a. fat, very fleshy; gross, bulky. [form. 
Cre ate (kre ite'), v. to produce, bring into existence; to make, to cause; to 
Earth quake (irtA' kwike), n. convulsion, tremor, or shaking of the earth. 
En chant ing (in tshant' Ing), part. a. highly delighting, charming ; affect¬ 

ing with sorcery: par. of Enchant, to charm, to delight in a high de¬ 
gree ; to practise sorcery. 

E qual ling (»' kwii 'ling), par. of Equal, to malce or be equal to: a. like an¬ 
other m degree or in amount; just, equitable ; even: n. one of the same 
rank or age. -• [pustule ; efflorescence 

E rup tion (4 iup' shin), n. act of breaking or bursting forth; emission j 
Ex tend ed (iks tend' id), part. a. stretched or spread out; increased ; enlar¬ 

ged : pre. of Extend, to stretch or spread out; to enlarge; to increase. 
Gal ley (gil' 14), n. a kind of low vessel driven with oars. 
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Heav ed (hAevd), pre. of Heave, to lift, raise, or force up; to swell; to pant; 
to vomit: n. a lift; a throw; a rising ; an effort to vomit. 

Her cu la ne urn ('hAr ki 1A' nA '6m), n. prop, an ancient city of Naples, to¬ 
tally destroyed by an eruption of Mount Vesuvius, in the year 79. 

Jn spect (In spAkt'), v. to examine, to view ; to look into. 
Li' v4, n. a stream or mass of liquid, melted mineral, stony, or sulphureous 

matter, discharged or flowing from a volcano. 
Ma gic (mij' Ik), n. enchantment, sorcery; the art of putting in action th 

power of spirits. [loftiness, pomp; greatness. 
31ag nif i cence (mig ntf' A 'sense), n. grandeur of appearance, splendor; 
Nap kins (nip' klnz), n. plu. of Napkin, a kind of towel or cloth used at 

table to wipe hands, &c. [out; to destroy. 
Ob lit er a ted (6b lit' er 'i tAd), pre. of Obliterate, to efface, to blot out; to rub 
O ver whelm ed ('6 vur hwelmd'), pre. of Overwhelm, to spread over or crush 

with something violent and weighty. 
Phil o soph ic ('fil A z6f Ik), a. skilled in or given to philosophy; belonging 

or suitable to philosophy; calm; rational; regulated by the rules of 
reason. [head on. 

Pil lows (plT lAze), n. plu. of Pillow, a bag of down or feathers, to lay the 
Plin y (plin' n£), n. prop, the name of a celebrated Roman philosopher. 
Pom pe i i (p6m pe' yl), n.prop. an ancient town of Naples, entirely destroyed 

by an eruption of Mount Vesuvius, in the year 79. [friend of Pliny. 
Pom po ni us (p6m pA' ne '6s), n. prop, the name of a celebrated Roman, a 
Rein'nint, n. that which is left; residue. [back; to translate. 
Ren der ing (ren' dur 'Ing), par. of Render, to make; to give ; to return, pay 
Rush, v. to move or pass with violence or tumultuous rapidity: n. a violent 

course or motion ; a plant. 
Speck (spAk), n. a small spot, or discoloration: v. to spot; to stain in drops. 
Sta bi ae (sti' be 'e), n. prop, the name of an ancient town. 
Stream ing (strAem' tng), par. of Stream, to flow, to issue forth; to run: n. a 

running water; a current. [a button, a knob ; a kind of nail. 
Stud' dAd, pre. of Stud, to set or adorn with studs: n. a small post, a stake; 
Ta ci tus (tis' se 'tus), n. prop, a celebrated Roman historian. 
Un du la tions ('An jA 1A' sh&nz), n. plu. of Undulation, a waving motion 

like that of waves. 
Ur ged (6rjd), pre. of Urge, to press, incite; to provoke; to importune, solicit. 
Ve su vi us (vA sA' vA '6s), n. prop, a volcanic mountain in the southern part 
Vil las (vtl' lAz), n. plu. of Villa, a country seat. [of Italy. 
Wl Id' Ast, a. least cultivated, most inordinate; least tame; most savage; most 
'V ri ter (rP t6r), n. an author; one who writes. [licentious. 
2eal ous ly (zAl' 6s 'le), ad. ardently; warmly; with passionate ardor. 

Reading Lesson IV. 

The Last Days of Herculaneum. 

1. A great city; situated amidst all that nature could create 
of beauty and of profusion, or art collect of science and mag¬ 
nificence; the growth of many ages; the residence of enlight¬ 
ened multitudes ; the scene of splendor, and festivity, and happi¬ 
ness : in one moment withered as by a spell; its palaces, its 
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streets, its temples, its gardens, u glowing with eternal spring,” 
and its inhabitants in the full enjoyment of all life’s blessings, 
obliterated from their very place in creation, not by war, or fam 
ine, or disease, or any of the natural causes of destruction to 
which the earth had been accustomed ; hut in a single night, as 
if by magic, and amid the conflagration, as it were, of nature 
itself, presented a subject on which the wildest imagination might 
grow weary without even equalling the grand and terrible reality. 

2. The eruption of Vesuvius, in the year 79, by which Her¬ 
culaneum and Pompeii were overwhelmed, has been chiefly de¬ 
scribed to us in the letters of Pliny, the younger, to Tacitus, 
giving an account of his uncle’s fate, and the situation of the 
writer and his mother. The elder Pliny had just returned from 
the bath, and was retired to his study, when a small speck or 
cloud, which seemed to ascend from Mount Vesuvius, attracted his 
attention. 

3. This cloud gradually increased, and at length assumed the 
shape of a pine tree, the trunk of earth and vapor, and the leaves 
“red cinders.” Pliny ordered his galley, and, urged by his 
philosophic spirit, went forward to inspect the phenomenon. In 
a short time, however, philosophy gave way to humanity, and he 
zealously and adventurously employed his galley in saving the 
inhabitants of the various beautiful villas which studded that en¬ 
chanting coast. 

4. Among others he went to the assistance of his friend Pom- 
ponius, who was then at Stahias. The storm of fire, and the 
tempest of the earth, increased; and the wretched inhabitants 
were obliged, by the continual rocking of their houses, to rush 
out into the fields with pillows tied down by napkins upon their 
heads, as their sole defence against the shower of stones which 
fell on them. 

5. This, in the course of nature, was in the middle of the 
day; hut a deeper darkness than that of a winter night had 
closed around the ill-fated inmates of Herculaneum. This arti¬ 
ficial darkness continued for three days and nights ; and when, 
at length, the sun again appeared over the spot where Hercula- 
leum stood, his rays fell upon an ocean of lava S 

6. There was neither tree, nor shrub, nor field, nor house, nor 
iving creature ; nor visible remnant of what human hands had 

reared; there was nothing to be seen but one black extended 
surface, still streaming with mephitic vapor, and heaved into cal 
cined waves by the operation of fire and the undulations of the 
earthquake! Pliny was found dead upon the seashore, stretched 
upon a cloth which had been spread for him, where it was con- 
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jectured he had perished early, his corpulent and apoplectic habit 
rendering him an easy prey to the suffocating atmosphere.— 
Scrap Book. 

Questions.—Where was the city of Herculaneum 1 For what was Her¬ 
culaneum great and magnificent 7 By what was it destroyed 7 By whom 
was the destruction of Herculaneum and Pompeii described 7 What was 
first seen by Pliny 7 From what did it seem to ascend 7 Of what did it at 
length assume the shape 7 What did Pliny then do 7 In what way did 
Pliny humanely employ his galley 7 What were the wretched inhabitants 
obliged to do 1 In what manner did they rush into the fields 7 How long 
did artificial darkness continue around Herculaneum 7 At the end of the 
three days, upon what did the rays of the sun fall 7 What then, only, was 
to be seen 7 Where was Pliny found 7 What rendered him an easy prey to 
the suffocating atmosphere 7 Should not the humane conduct of Pliny be 
ever admired and revered 7 

Spelling Lesson V. 

Ac ces sions (ik sesh' inz), n. plu. of Accession, increased by something ad¬ 
ded, addition; the arriving at or coming to. 

Ad e quate (id' e 'kwite), a. proportionate, equal to; sufficient; even; just. 
Ad e quate ly (id' e kwite le), ad. justly, fitly; with exact proportion. 
Ad verse (id' v&rse). a. contrary, opposite; calamitous, afflictive. 
An chor ed (ingk' ird), pre. of Anchor, to cast anchor, to lie at anchor; to 

fix or rest on; to stop at: n. a heavy iron instrument for holding a ship 
or other vessel by its being fixed in the ground; any thing firm, secure, 
or stable as support. [old times. 

An ti qui ty (in tlk' kwe 'te), n. great age, old times; remains or people of 
Bays (bize), n. plu. and pres. t. of Bay, a body of water, an opening into the 

land, an arm of the sea; a kind of enclosure for hay, &c., in a barn; a 
kind of tree; a kind of color: v. to bark as a dog ; to shut or hem in. 

Ben' e 'fits, n. plu. and pres. t. of Benefit, advantage, profit; use; a kind¬ 
ness : v. to favor; to profit; to do good to. 

Bor der ed (b5r' dird), pre. of Border, to confine upon, to touch; to reach; to 
make or adorn with a border; to approach near to: n. the outer part or 
edge of any thing ; a side; a boundary. 

Can dor (kin' dir), n.fairness, openness of heart, ingenuousness; frankness; 
purity of mind ; sincerity. 

Cape (kipe), n. a headland, a promontory; the neck-piece of a coat or cloak. 
Claim ed (klimd), pre. of Claim, to demand of right; to require: n. a demand 

of right or of any thing due; a title. 
Climes (kllmez), n. plu. of Clime, region, tract of earth; climate. 
Coasts (kAstes), n. phi. and pres. t. of Coast, the border, edge, or margin Oj 

land next to the sea; the shore ; side: v. to sail close by, along, or near 
the shore or coast. 

Col o nies (k<5l' A 'nlz), n. plu. of Colony, a body or company of persons who 
remove to and settle in a distant country, and continue subject to and 
under the protection of the mother-country; the country settled or colo¬ 
nized. [Genoa. 

Co lum bus (ko 16m' bis), n. prop, the discoverer of America, a native of 
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Com mand ers (k5m mind' irz), n. plu. of Commander, a chief officer in the 
7iavy, or army, &c.; a heavy wooden mallet; one who commands. 

Com mu ni ca tion (k6m 'mi ne ki' shun), n. passage, means of passing from 
place to place; the act of imparting; correspondence; intercourse. 

Com pet i tors (kSm pet' e 'turz), n. pin. of Competitor, a rival; an opponent. 
Con jec ture (k8n jik' tshure), n. a surmise, a supposition; a guess; imperfect 

knowledge: v. to guess ; to judge by slight evidence or guess. 
Con trol (k&n trole'), n. command, power over; authority; check, restraint: 

v. to govern; to restrain; to check. 
Co tern po ra ries (ki tim' po 'ri rlz), n. pin. of Cotemporary, one who lives 

at the same time with another: a. living at the same time. 
Di' ring, part. a. bold, adventurous, fearless: par. of Dare, to have courage, 

to venture; to challenge, defy. [proclaim, publish. 
De cla red (de klird'), pre. of Declare, to assert, make known; to affirm; to 
De fine', v. to mark the limit, determine; to decide; to explain; to describe. 
De ri ved (d& rlvd'), pre. of Derive, to receive; to deduce or trace from its 

original; to descend from. 
De ser ved ly (di zer' ved 'le), ad. by merit, worthily. 
De tails (de tilez'), n. plu. and pres. t. of Detail, a particular or minute ac¬ 

count or narration: v. to relate or narrate particulars; to select. 
Dis cov er y (dls kiv' ur 're), n. the act of finding or bringing any thing to 

light, disclosure; first sight of. \Page> or self-interest; impartial. 
Dis in ter est ed (dlz In' tir 'hst id), a. free from all regard of private advan- 
Em pires (enT plrez), n. plu. of Empire, the region over which the dominion 

of an emperor extends; imperial power. 
En du ring (in dh' ring), part. a. continuing, lasting; sustaining: par. of 

Endure, to last, continue; to bear, undergo, sustain. 
En gross ed (in grist'), pre. of Engross, to monopolize; to purchase the whole 

to sell at a higher price;, to copy in a large hand ; to take or assume. 
En thu si asm (in thu' zhh 'izm), n. ardent zeal; exaltation of ideas; heat 

of imagination. [to fix ; to ratify. 
E stab lish ed (e stab' llsht), pre. of Establish, to settle, to found; to confirm, 
E vent ful (e vent' ful), a. full of incidents or changes. 
Ex ag ger a ted (igz aj' ir 'i ted), part. a. represented beyond the truth; en¬ 

larged : pre. of Exaggerate, to represent beyond the truth; to heighten ; 
Ex ten sive ly (iks ten' slv 'le), ad. loidely; largely. [to accumulate. 
Fer til i ty (fir til' le 'te), n. fruitfulness; abundance; richness of soil. 
Fin' lind, n. prop, a country in the north of Europe. 
For eign er (fir' rln vur), n. one not of this country, a native of another; an 

alien, a stranger. 
Ge no a (je ni' i), n. prop, a province of Italy. [events or facts. 
His to ri an (his ti' ri 'in), n. one ivho writes or compiles history ; a writer of 
Hy poth e sis (hi pbth' e 'sis), n. asupposition; a system assumed but not proved. 
Ice land ic (Ise lind' Ik), a. belonging to, or pertaining to Iceland. 
In flex i bil i ty (In 'fleas e bll' le 'te), n. firmness of purpose ; obstinacy of 

will; unyielding stiffness. [explanation; the act of interpreting. 
In ter pre ta tions (In 'ter pri ti' shhnz), n. plu. of Interpretation, exposition; 
Ir ving (ir' vlng), n. prop, the name of a highly celebrated American author. 
I tal ians (1 til' yinz), n.prop.plu. of Italian, a native of Italy; the language of 

Italy: a. relating or belonging to Italy. 
It a ly (It' i 'le), n. prop, a country in the south of Europe. 
Lab ra dor (lib' ri 'dir), n. prop, a hilly country of North America. 
Lat i tude (lit' e 'tide), n. distance reckoned from the equator either north or 

south; space; extent; breadth; width. 
LD time, 7i. the continuance or duration of life. 
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Mar i time (mir' A 'tlm), a. performed on the sea, naval, marine; relating or 
belonging to the sea or ocean. 

Med i ter ra ne an ('med A ter ri' ni 'in), n. prop, the name of an inland sea 
between Europe and Africa: a. nearly enclosed or encircled with land; 
inland. 

Mem o ra ble (mem' 6 'ri bl), a. worthy of memory or remembrance; illustrious. 
Me mo ri als (me mi' re 'ilz), n. pin. of Memorial, something which preserves 

'memory or remembrance; a statement or an address containing a petition, 
claim, or remonstrance; any note or hint: a. preservative of memory. 

Mild' ness, n. gentleness, softness; calmness ; tenderness ; clemency, mercy. 
Nar ra tive (nir' ri 'tlv), n. an account, recital of particulars; a relation : a. 

relating, giving an account. [sing in ships, &c. by water. 
Nav i ga tion ('niv A gi' shun), n. the act of managing ships, tpc., or of pas- 
Nav i ga tor (niv' 4 'gi tfir), n. one who navigates or is skilful in navigating 

ships, fyc.; one who directs the course of ships, &c.; a seaman. 
New found land (nu' fdfind 'lind), n. prop, an island on the east coast of 

North America. [longing to Great Britain. 
No va Sco tia (ni' va ski' shi), n. prop, a province in North America, be- 
Of fend ed (if find' id), pre. of Offend, to displease, make angry; to disgust; 

to transgress; to assail; to be criminal. 
Per se cu ted (pir' si 'kfi tid), pre. of Persecute, to pursue with haired, en¬ 

mity, malice, or malignity ; to harass. 
Re al i zed (re' il izd), pre. of Realize, to feel in all its force, bring to one's 

own experience; to bring into being or act; to believe as real. 
Re ceiv ing (ri sAAv' Ing), par. of Receive, to take, obtain; to admit; to hold, 

retain ; to take what is offered. [to repay; to requite. 
Rec om pense (rik' 6m 'pinse), n. a compensation, a reward; equivalent: v. 
Ri mark', n. observation; note; notice taken: v. to observe ; to note. 
Re pub lies (ri pfib' llks), n. plu. of Republic, a commonwealth; a free state 

in which the citizens elect their representatives or rulers. 
Re qui tal (ri kwl' til), n. reward, recompense; retaliation. 
Re search (ri sirtsh'), n. laborious and diligent inquiry or examination. 
Self-love (silf-luv'), n. love of one’s own person or happiness. 
Sketch ed (skitsht), pre. of Sketch, to trace or draw the outlines of; to plan : 

n. an outline or delineation ; a rough draught. 
Som bre (s6m' bfir), a. gloomy, dark; dull, dusky ; cloudy. [the mind. 
Sug gest ed (sug jest' id), pre. of Suggest, to hint, to intimate; to offer to 
Tra di tion al (tri dtsh' fin 'il), a. communicated, delivered, or transmitted 

orally from age to age, or from father to son. 
Traffic (trif ftk), n. commerce, trade; barter. 
Un di vi ded ( tin di vl' did), a. whole, not divided; unbroken. 
Un doubt ed (fin diut' id), a. not doubted, indubitable. 
Un ex plo red ('fin iks plArd'), a. not explored or searched out. 
Vague (vig), a. indefinite, uncertain; wandering; unsettled. 

Reading Lesson V. 

The Enterprise of Columbus. 

1. The enterprise of Columbus, the most memorable maritime 
enterprise in the history of the world, formed between Europe 
and America the communication which will never cease. The 
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national pride of an Icelandic historian has indeed claimed for 
his ancestors the g'lory of having discovered the western hemi¬ 
sphere. 

2. It is said, that they passed from their own Island to Green¬ 
land, and were driven by adverse winds from Greenland to the 
shores of Labrador ; that the voyage was often repeated ; that 
the coasts of America were extensively explored, and colonies 
established on the shores of Nova Scotia or Newfoundland. 

3. It is even suggested, that these early adventurers anchored 
near the harbor of Boston, or in the bays of New Jersey. But 
this belief rests only on a narrative, traditional in its form and 
obscure in its meaning, although of undoubted antiquity. 

4. The geographical details are so vague, that they can not 
even sustain a conjecture ; the accounts of the mildness of the 
winter and the fertility of nature in the climes which were visited, 
are, on any hypothesis, fictitious or exaggerated ; while the re¬ 
mark, which should define the length of the shortest winter’s 
day, has received interpretations to suit every latitude from New 
York to Cape Farewell. The first discoveries in Greenland 
were a high northern latitude; Finland was but another and 
more southern portion of the same extensive territory. 

5. Imagination had conceived the idea, that vast inhabited re¬ 
gions lay unexplored in the west; and poets had declared, that 
empires beyond the ocean would one day be revealed to the 
daring navigator. But Columbus deserves the undivided glory 
of having realized that belief. During his lifetime he met with o O 

no adequate recompense. 
6. The self-love of the Spanish monarch was offended at re¬ 

ceiving from a foreigner in his employ benefits too vast for re¬ 
quital ; and the cotemporaries of the great navigator persecuted 
the merit which they could not adequately reward. 

7. Nor had posterity been mindful to gather into a finished 
picture the memorials of his career, till the genius of Irving, with 
candor, liberality, and original research, made a record of his 
eventful life, and in mild but enduring colors sketched his sombre 
inflexibility of purpose, his deep religious enthusiasm, and the 
disinterested magnanimity of his character. 

8. Columbus was a native of Genoa. The commerce of the 
middle ages, conducted chiefly upon the Mediterranean Sea, had 
enriched the Italian republics, and had been chiefly engrossed by 
their citizens. The path for enterprise now lay across the ocean. 

9. The states which bordered upon the Atlantic, Spam, Por¬ 
tugal, and England, became competitors for the possession of the 
New World, and the control of the traffic which its discovery 
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was to call into being ; but the nation which, by long and suc¬ 
cessful experience, had become deservedly celebrated for its skill 
in navigation, continued for a season to furnish the most able 
maritime commanders. Italians had the glory of making the 
discoveries, from which Italy derived no accessions of wealth or 
power.—Bancroft’s History of the United States. 

Questions.—What is the most memorable maritime enterprise in the his¬ 
tory of the world ? What did this form ? Who has claimed for his ances¬ 
tors the glory of having discovered the western hemisphere 7 What is said 
that they did 7 What is even suggested that these adventurers did 7 Upon 
what does this belief rest 7 What is said of the geographical details, and of 
other accounts 7 Where were the first discoveries in Greenland made 7 
What had imagination conceived and poets declared 7 For what does Co¬ 
lumbus deserve undivided glory 7 Did Columbus meet, during his lifetime, 
an adequate recompense? How was the Spanish monarch affected? 
What did the cotemporaries of Columbus do ? By whose genius was a rec¬ 
ord of the eventful life of Columbus made? Of what country was Co¬ 
lumbus a native ? Before the discovery of Columbus where and how was 
commerce conducted ? Whom had it enriched ? What nations became com¬ 
petitors for the possession of the New World ? Did Italy derive any acces¬ 
sions of wealth or power from making the discoveries ? 

Spelling Lesson VI. 

A ching (4' king), part. a. suffering distress; being in pain : par. of Ache, 
to be in pain : n. a continued pain. 

A thwart (4 f/tw&rt'), prep, across, transverse; through. 
Be gui ling (be gl' ling), par. of Beguile, to deceive, delude; to pass pleasing¬ 

ly; to amuse; to cheat; to impose upon. 
Br65cr 1 ng, par. of Brood, to muse, consider anxiously; to cover under the 

wing : n. a hatch, number hatched at once ; offspring, breed. 
Bru tus (brfiu' t&s), n. prop, a celebrated Roman, who conspired against Ce¬ 

sar, nis friend, and stabbed him in the Roman senate-house. [peror. 
Ce sar’s fs4' z&rz), n. prop, posses, case of Cesar, the name of a Roman era- 
Clas sic (kl4s' slk), a. pertaining or belonging to authors of the first, order or 

rank; elegant; relating to ancient or antique authors : n. an author of 
the first rank. [tcct; to discover. 

De scries (de skrlze'), pres. t. of Descry, to see at a distance, spy out; to de- 
Ex pand ing (4ks p4nd' Ing), part. a. spreading out, extending: par. of Ex¬ 

pand, to spread out, extend, dilate; to lay open. 
Fan tas tic (f 4a t4s' tlk), a. fanciful, imaginary, whimsical; irrational: hu¬ 

morous ; unsteady. [who follows; a copier, an imitator. 
Fol low ers (f6l' 16 Arz), n.plu. of Follower, a disciple, an adherent; one 
Fur rows (fbr' r6ze), n. pin. and pres. t. of Furrow, a long trench or hollow; 

a hollow made by wrinkles in the face; a groove; a trench in the ground 
made by the plough: v. to trench, cut in furrows ; to wrinkle ; to make 
grooves in. [sons, to appear after death; an apparition, a spirit. 

Ghost (g6st), n. the spirit of a person, supposed by credulous and guilty per- 
Graves (gr4vez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Grave, a place where the dead are de¬ 

posited : v. to carve, to cut. 
Home sick (h6me' slk), a. anxious about or to see home; discontented. 

4 
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In tent (In t&nt'), a. anxiously diligent, closely applying; eager: n. design, 
purpose; meaning. 

Lone ly (lone' le), a. retired, solitary. 
Mis sp&nt', pre. of Misspend, to waste, spend ill. 
Moon’s (mSunz), n. posses, case of Moon, the changing luminary of the night; 

a secondary planet which revolves around the earth. [stars. 
Pie ia des (pie' ya 'dez), n. plu. a northern constellation, a cluster of seven 
Slumbering (slim' b&r 'Ing), part. a. reposing, sleeping lightly: par. of 

Slumber, to repose; to sleep lightly, to doze: n. repose; not deep or 
sound sleep, slight sleep ; sleep. „ 

Spec tre (spek' tur), n. an apparition, a ghost. 
Stal worth (stll' w&rth), a. stout, brave. 
Star ry (star' re), a. decorated or adorned with stars; like stars. 
Star tied (stir' tld), pre. of Startle, to shrink with fear, be alarmed suddenly ; 

to fright, to shock. [tent. 
Tent, n. a movable lodging place or pavilion; a roll of lint: v. to lodge in a 
Un ere a ted (un kre a' t&d), a. not yet created or produced. 
Un seen (&n seen'), a. invisible, not seen. 
Un trod (un trdd'), a. not having been trodden, or marked by the foot. 
Vis ions (vlzh' unz), n. plu. of Vision, a phantom, a supernatural appearance; 

act of seeing; faculty of sight. [drawback. 
With drew (with driV), pre. of Withdraw, to retire; to retreat; to take or 

Reading Lesson VI. 

Night. 

!. Night is the time for rest; 
How sweet, when labors close, 

To gather round an aching breast 
The curtain of repose ; 

Stretch the tired limbs and lay the head 
Upon our own delightful bed ! 

2. Night is the time for dreams, 
The gay romance of life; 

When truth that is, and truth that seems, 
Blend in fantastic strife ; 

Ah! visions less beguiling far, 
Than waking dreams by daylight are! 

3. Night is the time for toil; 
To plough the classic field, 

Intent to find the buried spoil 
Its wealthy furrows yield ; 

Till all is ours that sages taught, 
That poets sang, or heroes wrought. 
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4. Night is the time to weep ; 
To wet, with unseen tears, 

Those graves of memory, where sleep 
The joys of other years ; 

Hopes that were angels in their birth, 
But perished young, like things of earth ! 

5. Night is the time to watch ; 
On ocean’s dark expanse, 

To hail the Pleiades, or catch 
The full moon’s earliest glance, 

That brings unto the homesick mind 
All we have loved and left behind. 

6. Night is the time for care; 
Brooding on hours misspent, 

To see the spectre of despair 
Come to our lonely tent; 

Like Brutus midst his slumbering host, 
Startled by Cesar’s stalworth ghost. 

7. Night is the time to muse ; 
Then from the eye the soul 

Takes flight, and with expanding views, 
Beyond the starry pole, 

Descries, athwart the abyss of night, 
The dawn of uncreated light. 

8. Night is the time to pray; 
Our Savior oft withdrew 

To desert mountains far away, 
So will his followers do ; 

Steal from the throng to haunts untrod, 
And hold communion there with God. 

9. Night is the time for death ; 
When all around is peace, 

Calmly to yield the weary breath, 
From sin and suffering cease ! 

Think of Heaven’s bliss, and give the sign 
To parting friends : such death be mine! 

Montgomery. 
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Questions.—For what is night 1 What is it sweet to do when labors 
close 1 What are less beguiling 1 With what is night the time to wet the 
graves of memory 1 What is night the time to hail 'l To see what like Bru¬ 
tus is night the time 'l For what did our Savior often withdraw 1 For 
what is night the time when all around is peace 1 Of what to think 1 To 
whom give the sign 'l Is not such a death to be desired ? 

Spelling Lesson VII. 

Ac cu mu late (&k ki' mi 'lite), v. to heap together; to increase; to pile up. 
A1 ci bi a des ('il se bl' 6 'dez), n. prop, a famous Athenian general. 
Clear ly (kleer' le), ad. freely, plainly, distinctly; evidently; brightly. 
Con de scend ('kdn de s6nd'), v. to stoop, to yield; to submit to; to bena. 
Con fu sed ly (k<5n fu' zed '16), ad. indistinctly, not clearly; hastily. 
Con tri ved (kon trlvd'), pre. of Contrive, to plan out, invent; to form or de¬ 

sign ; to devise. 
Con verse (k<3n verse'), v. to talk, to discourse with; to hold intercourse. 
De scrip tions (d4 skrlp' shinz), n. plu. of Description, a class of persons, or 

things; the act of describing; representation; definition. 
Dri' ma, n. picture or representation; a composition or poem accommodated 

to action ; a play. [gance. 
El o quent (61' i vkw6nt), a. having the power of oratory; speaking with ele- 
F6rn, n. a kind of plant of several species. 
Locke (16k), n. prop, a man's name, and of a place. 
Prod uce (pr<5d' d&se), n. product, what is produced; amount; gain, profit. 
Re strict ed (re strlkt' ed), pre. of Restrict, to confine, to limit; to restrain. 
Rings (rlngz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Ring, to sound, or cause to sound; to fit 

with rings: n. an ornament for the finger; a circle ; a circular thing; 
sound of bells, &c. 

Sus pect (sis p4kt'), v. to imagine, to conjecture; to mistrust. 
W61d' ing, par. of Weld, to unite firmly and closely two pieces of iron, by 

hammering, when both are intensely heated. 

Reading Lesson VII. 

Pursuit of Knowledge. 

1. In the pursuit of knowledge, follow it wherever it is to be 
found ; like fern, it is the produce of all climates, and like coin, 
its circulation is not restricted to any particular class. We are 
ignorant in youth, from idleness, and we continue so in manhood, 
from pride ; for pride is less ashamed of being ignorant than of 
being instructed, and she looks too high to find that which very 
often lies beneath her. 

2. Therefore condescend to men of low estate, and be for wis¬ 
dom that which Alcibiades was for power. He that rings only 
one hell, will hear only one sound ; and he that lives only with 
one class, will see but one scene of the great drama of life. 

3. Mr. Locke was asked how he had contrived to accumulate 
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a mine of knowledge so rich, yet so extensive and so deep. He 
replied, that he attributed what little he knew to the not having 
been ashamed to ask for information ; and to the rule he had laid 
down, of conversing with all descriptions of men, on those topics 
chiefly that formed their own peculiar professions or pursuits. 

4. I myself have heard a common blacksmith eloquent, when 
welding of iron has been the theme: for what we know thor-, 
oughly, we can usually express clearly, since ideas will supply 
words, but words will not always supply ideas. Therefore,when 
I meet with any that write obscurely, or converse confusedly, I 
am apt to suspect twTo things ; first, that such persons do not 
understand themselves; and, secondly, that they are not worthy 
of being understood by others.—Lacon. 

Questions.—What should we follow wherever it is to be found 7 Why is 

knowledge like fern 7 Why is it like coin 7 From what are youth ignorant 1 
What in manhood 7 What often looks too high 7 To whom should we con¬ 
descend 7 Who will see but one scene of life 7 How did the celebrated Mr. 
Locke say he had contrived to accumulate a mine of knowledge 7 Why and 
when is the blacksmith eloquent 7 When persons write obscurely or con¬ 
fusedly what should we suspect 7 

Spelling Lesson YIII. 

An ti ci pa tion (in 'tls se pi' shin), n. foretaste, the act of anticipating; a 
taking before. [passion. 

Ap a thy (ap' & 'thkj, n. a leant of sensibility, or feeling; exemption from 
Buf' fits, pres. t. and n. pin. of Buffet, to contend against; to box ; to beat; 

to strike : n. a blow with the fist or hand ; a stroke. 
Cap tiv i ty (kip ttv' e 'te), n. bondage, slavery; subjection. 
Clanks (klingks), pres. t. and n. pin. of Clank, to make a sharp, loud, shrill 

sound: n. a sharp, loud, shrill sound. 
Con vulse (kin vilse ), v. to shake or effect by irregular spasms or motion; to 

contract by shaking; to give a violent motion to. 
Cries (krlze), pres. t. and n. pin. of Cry, to scream, to call; to weep ; to pro¬ 

claim: n. shriek, scream; clamor; proclamation. 
Dc dines (de kllncz'), pres.-1. and n. pin. of Decline, to fail; to decay; to 

refuse; to bend or lean downward; to deviate; to vary, modify, or in¬ 
flect, as words: n. decay; diminution; a falling off; tendency to a worse 
state. 

De plo ra ble (de plo' ri 'bl), a. sad, lamentable; calamitous. 
De pres sion (de prish' in), n. dejection, state of sadness; abasement; act of 

humbling ; a hollow. [to be liquefied. 
Dis solves (dtz zilvz'), pres. t. of Dissolve, to break up; to separate ; to melt, 
Door posts (dire' pists), n. pin. of Doorpost, the post of a door. 
En er gy (in' 4r 'je), n. vigor, force, power; efficacy ; spirit. 
Fails (filez), pres. t. of Fail, to decline, to cease; to miss, omit; to be defi¬ 

cient ; to decay ; to become insolvent. [ance ; to stammer. 
Fal ters (fill' t&rz). pres. t. of Falter, to fail; to hesitate in speech or utter- 

4* 
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Fee bier (fie' blur), a. weaker or more weakly; more sickly. 
Flash es (flash' lz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Flash, to break forth suddenly as 

light; to glitter as transient flame; to burst out into a flame, light, or 
wit: n. a sudden blaze; a sudden burst of light or wit. 

Ful' niss, n. abundance, plenty; state of being full, satiety ; completeness. 
Goads (godez), pres. t. and n. plu. of Goad, to incite, to prick; to stimulate; 

to urge; to prick with a goad: n. a pointed stick or instrument to drive 
oxen. 

Gripe, n. grasp, a. hold ; a squeeze; pressure; oppression; the colic: v. to 
seize; to hold fast; to press ; to pinch; to straiten; to feel colic. 

Har bin ger (har' btn 'jfrr), n. a forerunner, a precursor. 
In creas es (In krees' lz), pres. t. of Increase, to grow; to make more or 

greater. 
Ir ri ta tion ('tr re ti' shun), n. excitement, anger; act of exciting; provoca¬ 

tion, exasperation. 
Judg ment-seat (judj' mint-'sAet), n. the seat on which a judge sits; a tribu¬ 

nal ; a court. 
Lo ses (155' zlz), pres. t. of Lose, to depnve of; to suffer loss; to forfeit; to 

bewilder; to fail. 
Mis er a ble (mlz' tiv '& bl), a. wretched, unhappy; mean; worthless. 
Mul ti ply (mil' te 'pli), v. to increase or grow in number. 
Ner vous (nir' v&s), a. pertaining to the nerves; having weak nerves ; strong ; 

vigorous, robust. 
Out cry (Sut' krl), n. cry of distress; clamor; cry of vehemence. 
Par ox ysms (p&r' Sks 'tzmz), n. plu. of Paroxysm, a periodical fit; a return 

of a disease; a fit. 
Per plex ed (pir plekst'), pre. of Perplex, to embarrass; to entangle; to puz¬ 

zle, make intricate; to involve. 
Prays (prize), pres. t. of Pray, to implore, to entreat; to ask with zeal, to pe¬ 

tition. 
Re coils (re koilz'), pres. t. of Recoil, to shrink, fall, or rush back. 
Re forms (re fSrmz'), pres. t. and n. plu. of Reform, to amend, change from 

worse to better; to correct: n. amendment; correction; reformation. 
Re lax es (ri laks' tz), pres. t. of Relax, to slacken, make less firm; to abate ; 

to remit; to divert; to ease. 
Re solves (re zAlvz'), pres. t. and n. pin. of Resolve, to determine, settle in an 

opinio?i; to solve; to analyze: n. a resolution, a determination. 
Re tires (re tlrez'), pres. t. of Retire, to withdraw; to retreat. 
Roars (rArez), pres. t. and n. plu. of Roar, to make a loud noise; to cry or 

bellow as a beast: n. a loud sound or noise; a clamor. 
Strug gle (strhg' gl), v. to make great efforts, to strive; to contend; to labor 

m anguish: n. great labor or effort; contest; strife; agony. 
Strfig' gling, par. of Struggle. 
.Thun ders (tiltin' d&rz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Thunder, to make a loud at 
} terrible noise; to roar or sound after lightning or an electrical discharge: 

n. a loud, rumbling noise which follows lightning. 
Trem bles (trim' biz), pres. t. of Tremble, to shudder; to quake; to shake. 
Vortex (v5r' teks), n. a whirlpool; a whirl, whirling motion or whirling 

around. 
Wlrn' tng, part. a. admonishing, cautioning against danger: n. a previous 

notice; caution against faults or danger: par. of Warn, to give notice; 
to admonish; to caution; to inform. 

WeAps, pres. t. of Weep, to express sorrow, lament; to bewail; to shed tears. 
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Reading Lesson VIII. 

The moral Effects of Intemperance. 

1. The sufferings of animal nature occasioned by intemper¬ 
ance, my friends, are not to be compared with the moral agonies 
which convulse the soul. It is an immortal being who sins and 
suffers ; and, as his earthly house dissolves, he is approaching 
the judgment-seat, in anticipation of a miserable eternity. He 
feels his captivity, and in anguish of spirit clanks his chains and 
cries for help. 

2. Conscience thunders, remorse goads, and, as the gulf opens 
before him, he recoils, and trembles, and weeps, and prays, and 
resolves, and promises, and reforms, and “ seeks it yet again,” 
again resolves, and weeps, and prays, and “ seeks it yet again!” 
Wretched man ! he has placed himself in the hands of a giant, 
who never pities, and never relaxes his iron gripe. He may 
struggle, but he is in chains. He may cry for release, but it 
comes not; and lost! lost! may be inscribed upon the doorposts 
of his dwelling. 

3. In the mean time these paroxysms of his dying moral na¬ 
ture decline, and a fearful apathy, the harbinger of spiritual death, 
comes on. His resolution fails, and his mental energy, and his 
vigorous enterprise ; and nervous irritation and depression ensue. 
The social affections lose their fulness and tenderness, and con¬ 
science loses its power, and the heart its sensibility, until all that 
was once lovely and of good report retires, and leaves the wretch 
abandoned to the appetites of a ruined animal. 

4. In this deplorable condition, reputation expires, business 
falters and becomes perplexed, and temptations to drink multiply, 
as inclination to do so increases and the power of resistance de¬ 
clines. And now the vortex roars, and the struggling victim 
buffets the fiery wave with feebler stroke, and warning supplica¬ 
tion, until despair flashes upon his soul, and, with an outcry that 
pierces the heavens, he ceases to strive, and disappears.—Beecher. 

Questions.—What cause moral agonies to convulse the soul! What 
sufferings are not to be compared with those moral agonies ! What does the 
Drunkard feel ! What does he do in anguish of spirit ! What does his 
conscience do ! What goads him ! What does he then do ! Where has 
he placed himself! What may be inscribed on the doorposts of a confirmed 
Drunkard! What fails! What ensues! What lose their fulness and 
tenderness ! What loses its power ! To what is the Drunkard abandoned ! 
In the Drunkard’s deplorable condition, what expires ! What becomes per¬ 
plexed ! What declines! When despair flashes upon the soul of tho 
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Drunkard, what then happens 'l Is not the condition of the confirmed 
Drunkard awfully deplorable and lamentable'? Will not all my young 
friends avoid the use of all INTOXICATING LIQUORS as they would 
guard the liberties of their country from ruin and overthrow 1 Will all young 
persons remember that this country would be emphatically a blessed country 
if it were not for the blasting and withering misery and wretchedness 
produced by the use of INTOXICATING LIQUORS 1 

Spelling Lesson IX. 

A bun dant (4 bun' dint), a. plentiful; exuberant; abounding. 
Ac com pa ni ments (ik kum' pi 'ne ments), n. plu. of Accompaniment, the 

adding or an addition of any thing by way of ornament; or, for har¬ 
mony or symmetry. 

Ad mit (id mlt'), v. to grant, allow; to suffer or permit to enter; to receive. 
Af ford ed (if ford' ed), pre. of Afford, to produce, to yield; to be able to bear 

expenses; to grant; to set a price. 
Ar ca cfi an (ir ki' de 'in), a. rural, pertaining to Arcadia, a district of Pelo¬ 

ponnesus, celebrated as the abode of rural happiness. 
As so ci a tions (is 's6 sM A shunz), n. plu. of Association, union of things; 

connexion or union of ideas; confederacy ; union, society ; partner¬ 
ship ; an assembly. [or force to leave his country. 

Ban ish ed (bin' Isht), pre. of Banish, to drive away; to exile, to condemn 
Bay ing (bi' Ing), par. of Bay, to bark as a dog; to shut or hem in: n. a 

body of water, an opening into the land, an arm of the sea; a kind of 
enclosure for hay, &c. in a barn; a kind of tree; a kind of color. 

Be gin nings (be gin' nlngz), n. plu. of Beginning, the first state, commence- 
ment; origin ; first cause. 

Bells (belz), n. plu. of Bell, a hollow sounding body of cast metal. 
Be side', prep, at the side of another; distinct from; over and above: ad. 

more than that; moreover; beyond this class. 
Bot toms (bdt' tumz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Bottom, a valley, a low ground, a 

dale; the lowest part; foundation ; a ship : v. to put a bottom to; to fix. 
Brick (brik), n. a mass of clay mixed ivithsand and moistened with water and 

made soft, then formed in a mould, and dried and baked or burnt in a 
kiln; a loaf like a brick : v. to lay with bricks. 

Build ings (blld' Ingz), n. plu. of Building, a house, fyc.; an edifice ; a fabric. 
Con tern plate (k<5n tern' plate), v. to view or consider attentively ; to study; 

to meditate ; to muse. 
Cul ti va tion ('kul te vi' shun), n. the preparing for crops or tilling the land; 

the act of improving the soil; husbandry ; improvement; care or study 
directed to improvement; melioration. 

De pos ite (de p6z' It), v. to place or lay up for preservation; to lodge in any 
place for safe keeping; to trust with; to throw or lay down: n. that 
which is intrusted or committed to the care of another; a pledge; a 
place where things or goods are deposited; a depository. 

Dis ap pear ed ('dls 4p peerd'),pre. of Disappear, to be lost to view; to vanish 
from the sight. [judge; to distinguish. 

Dis cern ed (dlz zernd'), pre. of Discern, to see, to descry; to perceive; to 
E den (e' dn), n. prop, a blessed and happy state; paradise, the garden in 

which Adam and Eve were placed. 
Em i grants (em' e 'grants), n. plu. of Emigrant, one who leaves his country 

or stale to reside in another; one who emigrates. 
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Flit' ting, par. of Flit, to fly swiftly or away, dart along; to flutter. 
Flocks (flfiks), n. pin. and pres. t. of Flock, a company or collection of birds, 

fowls, or animals: v. to gather or assemble in companies, crowds, or 
numbers. 

Gods (gfidz), n.plu. of God, any thing held in very high estimation; any 
person or thing deified, an idol: n. prop, the Supreme Being. 

Guar an tee ('gir in tee), n. surety for a certain result, or performance; one 
who warrants ; a power or one who undertakes to see that a stipulation 
or agreement is performed. 

H5fi.se' hfild, a. belonging to the family or house; domestic: n. those who liv 
under the same roof or compose a family; a family. 

Jour neys (jar' nlz), n. phi. and pres. t. of Journey, travel by land or by 
water; a passage from place to place: v. to travel, pass from place to 
place. 

L6g, n. a heavy piece of shapeless or unhewed wood; a piece of wood or ap¬ 
paratus by which the course or velocity of a ship is measured. 

Luxuriance (lug zu' re 'inse), n. excessive or rank growth, exuberance; 
great abundance. 

Mem ber (mlm' bur), n. an individual of a legislature or assembly, or of a 
society or community ; a limb ; a part; a clause. 

New ly-ar ri ved (nu' le-lr rlvd'), a. lately or recently come. 
Oc cu pant (5k' ku 'pint), n. one who holds or takes possession. 
Out build ings (5fit' blld 'lngz), n.plu. of Outbuilding, a barn, shed, or wood- 

house, &c. 
Par o quets (pir' 6 'kits), n. plu. of Paroquet, a small parrot. 
Pis' t& 'ril, a. rural; pertaining to shepherds ; relating to the care of souls: 

n. a rural poem or one relating to a country life; an idyl. 
Perch ed (p£rtsht), pre. of Perch, to sit or roost as a bird; to fix, light, or 

place: n. a small fish; a bird’s or fowl’s roost; a pole; five yards and a 
half, a rod. 

Prl me vil, a. primitive, original; first. 
Rais ing (rize' tng), par. of Raise, to set up, to erect; to elevate; to exalt; 

to lift; to levy ; to excite. 
Re flee tions (re fl&k' shunz), n. pin. of Reflection, thought, contemplation; 

attentive consideration, meditation; the act of throwing back ; reproach, 
censure. 

Re mo ter (re mfi' t&r), a. more distant, farther off; more foreign. 
Rtv' u 'lets, n. plu. of Rivulet, a small stream, brook, or river. 
Self-con se quence (sMf-kSn' s£ 'kwense), n. high, consequential, or conceited 

opinion or notion of one’s self or property. 
Squir rels (skwer' rilz), n. plu. of Squirrel, a small, active animal. 
Strikes, n. plu. and pres. t. of Stroke, a blow, a sound; a touch; a line; a 

dash ; fatal attack, calamity : v. to rub gently; to sooth ; to make smooth. 
Strug glings (strfig' gltngz), n. plu. of Struggling, an effort, gread labor; 

contest; strife. 
Sump tu ous (sum' tshu 'fis), a. splendid, magnificent; costly, expensive. ! 
Thrifty (tkr\ f te), a. growing rapidly; thriving; sparing, frugal. 
Tink ling (tlngk' ling), part. a. making a sharp sound or noise: par. of 

Tinkle, to make a sharp, quick, noise or sound. 
Wei com ing (wfel' kfim 'tng), par. of Welcome, to salute with kindness; to 

entertain in a hospitable manner: n. a kind reception: a. received wil¬ 
lingly or with gladness; free of expense. 

Wil der ness (wtl' dur 'n&s), n. uncultivated land, a forest; a desert, unin¬ 
habited land or country. 
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Reading Lesson IX. 

The Emigrant1 s Abode in Ohio. 

1. In making remoter journeys from the town, beside the riv¬ 
ulets, and in the little bottoms not yet in cultivation, I discerned 
the smoke rising in the woods, and heard the strokes of the axe, 
the tinkling of bells, and the baying of dogs, and saw the newly- 
arrived emigrant either raising his log cabin, or just entered into 
possession. 

2. It has afforded me more pleasing reflections, a happier train 
of associations, to contemplate these beginnings of social toil in 
the wide wilderness, than, in our more cultivated regions, to come 
in view of the most sumptuous mansion. Nothing can be more 
beautiful than these little bottoms, upon which these emigrants 
deposite, if I may so say, their household gods. 

3. Springs burst forth in the intervals between the high and 
low grounds. The trees and shrubs are of the most beautiful 
kind. The brilliant red-bird is seen flitting among the shrubs, 
or, perched on a tree, seems welcoming, in her mellow notes, the 
emigrant to his abode. Flocks of paroquets are glittering 
among the trees, and gray squirrels are skipping from branch 
to branch. 

4. In the midst of these primeval scenes, the patient and la¬ 
borious father fixes his family. In a few weeks they have reared 
a comfortable cabin and other outbuildings. Pass this place in 
two years, and you will see extensive fields of corn and wheat, 
a young and thrifty orchard, fruit-trees of all kinds, the guarantee 
of present abundant subsistence, and of future luxury. 

5. Pass it in ten years, and the log buildings will have disap¬ 
peared. The shrubs and forest trees will be gone. The Arca¬ 
dian aspect of humble and retired abundance and comfort will 
have given place to a brick house, with accompaniments like 
those that attend the same kind of house in the older countries. 

6. By this time, the occupant, who came there, perhaps, with 
a small sum of money, and moderate expectations, from humble 
life and with no more than a common-school education, has been 
made, in succession, member of the assembly, justice of the 
peace, and, finally, county judge. 

7. I admit that the first residence among the trees affords the 
most agreeable picture to my mind ; and that there is an inexpressi¬ 
ble charm in the pastoral simplicity of those years, before pride 
and self-consequence have banished the repose of their Eden, and 
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when you witness the first stragglings of social toil with the 

barren luxuriance of nature.—T. Flint. 

Questions.—What was discerned rising in the woods ? What was heard 1 

What was seen? What afl'orded very pleasing reflections? More pleasing 
than what ? What was very beautiful ? What was seen flitting among the 
shrubs? What glittering? What skipping from branch to branch? In 
the midst of these scenes what did the father do ? What might have been seen 
in a few weeks ? What in two years ? What in ten years ? By this time, 
what has the occupant become ? What afforded the most agreeable picture ? 
In what is there an inexpressible charm ? 

Spelling Lesson X. 

Ar mies (4r' mtz), n. plu. of Army, a large body of armed men; a great 
number. 

Ar rest fir rest'), v. to obstruct, to hinder; to stay; to stop; to seize, lay 
hanus on: n. a stay or stop; a hinderance ; a restraint; a seizure by 
legal process. 

As pi ra tion ('4s pe ri' shin), n. an ardent wish; a full pronunciation. 
A tro cious (4 tro' shus), a. wicked in a high degree; very heinous ; enor¬ 

mous; outrageous. 
A vow (4 V(3u'),u. to own, acknowledge; to justify ; to declare openly, [rear. 
Back-ground (b4k' ground), n. place of obscurity or little seen; ground in the 
Bar bar i ties (bar bir' e 'tlz), n. plu. of Barbarity, cruelty, savageness; in¬ 

civility. [to do good; charity; free gift. 
Be nev o lence (b& nlv' 6 dense), n. kindness, good will, affection, disposition 
Be reav ed (be reevd'), part. a. deprived of; left or made destitute: v. to de¬ 

prive of; to take away from; to strip. 
Be wil der ing (be wll' dur Ing), part. a. puzzling, misleading; perplexing: 

par. of Bewilder, to lose in pathless places; to mislead; to entangle, to 
perplex, confuse. 

Car cass es (kir' k4s 'lz), n. plu. of Carcass, the dead body of a person, or of 
a brute animal; a kind of bomb ; the unfinished frame or the decaying 
remains of any thing. 

Char ges (tshir' jiz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Charge, an onset, an attack; care, 
trust; precept; accusation; command; expense, cost: v. to intrust; to 
accuse; to impute as a debt; to attack ; to load; to enjoin; to command; 
to exhort. 

Check (tshik), n. restraint, curb; hinderance; stop; a reproof; a kind of 
linen ; an order for money: v. to curb, restrain; to hinder, repress; to 
interfere; to reprove. 

Chiv al ry (shiv' 41 're), n. a military dignity; knighthood. 
Con tern pla tions ('k5n t&m pl4' sh&nz), n. plu. of Contemplation, medilco 

tion, studious thought; continued attention of the mind. 
Death-tones (dith' tAnez), n. plu. of Death-tone, the tone or noise uttered b} 

the dying. [cheating, fraudulent; full of deceit 
De ceit ful (de seet' f ul), a. tending to deceive, mislead, or insnare; false 
De lu sion (dA lu' zhfin), n. a deception, a cheat; error, illusion; a false rep 

resentation, deceit. 
De spair ing (dA spire' Ing), part. a. desponding, wanting hope: par. of De¬ 

spair, to despond, to be without or abandon hope: n. hopeless state 
despondency, hopelessness. 
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Dfe vdur' ing. pari. a. destroying, annihilating; wasting; eating ravenously 
or greedily: par. of Devour, to destroy; to consume; to eat ravenously. 

Dis guise (dlz glze'), v. to conceal, to hide; to disfigure: n. a dress to conceal; 
a counterfeit show ; false appearance. 

Dr&vv' Ing 'rdom, n. a room for the reception of company. [nify. 
El e vates (fef e 'v&tes), pres. t. of Elevate, to raise up, elate; to exalt; to dig- 
Em bel lish ments (fern bel' 11 sh 'ments), n. plu. of Embellishment, decoration ; 

ornament. 
En gros ses (fen gr&se' Iz), pres. t. of Engross, to take or assume; to monop¬ 

olize ; to copy in a large hand; to purchase the whole to sell at a higher 
price. 

En signs (en' sinez), n. plu. of Ensign, a, mark of distinction; a flag, ban¬ 
ner, or standard of a regiment, band, or company; the officer who car¬ 
ries the flag or colors. 

En ter pri ses (In' tfer 'prl zlz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Enterprise, an under¬ 
taking ; an attempt: v. to undertake; to attempt. 

En ter tain ment ('fen ter tine' mfent), n. amusement, diversion; treatment; 
hospitable reception. 

Ex tine tion (feks tlngk' shun), n. suppression, abolition; destruction; act of 
quenching ; state of being quenched or extinguished. 

Fas ci na tions ('fis se ni' shunz), n. plu. of Fascination, enchantment, act 
of bewitching; witchcraft. 

Gds' pfel, n. the holy book of the Christian revelation, God's word; the evangel¬ 
ical history of the birth, actions, &c. of Jesus Christ. [imperfectly. 

Half-sight ed (hif site 'fed), a. having weak or imperfect discernment; seeing 
Hite' ffil 'nfess, n. odiousness; the quality of being hateful or disgusting. 
Hun dreds (hun' drfedz), n. plu. of Hundred, a body, collection, or sum, con¬ 

sisting of ten times ten individuals or units ; a division or circuit, &c.: 
a. ten times ten; ten multiplied by ten. 

In ter rupt ('In tfer rupt'), v. to hinder; to stop by interference. 
Le gal i zed (lfe' gil 'izd), part. a. made lawful or authorized by law: pre. of 

Legalize, to make lawful, authorize. 
Lends (lfendz), pres. t. of Lend, to furnish; to afford; to deliver or grant to 

another on condition of return or its equivalent. 
Mad den ing (mid' dn 'Ing), part. a. making angry or mad: par. of Madden, 

to make mad; to become mad. 
Man gled (ming' gld), part. a. torn or lacerated: par. of Mangle, to lacerate; 

to cut or tear in pieces; to smooth linen. 
Mes sage (mfes' slje), n. any communication, word, or errand, sent from one 

person to another; a written communication of a President to Congress, 
or of a Governor to the Legislature. 

Moans (mAnez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Moan, lamentation; audible sorrow or 
grief: v. to grieve, to mourn; to lament. 

Ndd' ding, part. a. inclining or bending the head with a quick motion: par. 
of Nod, to bow, incline, or bend the head, &c. with a quick motion; to 
be drowsy: n. a quick bend or inclination of the head ; a command. 

Op po sing (dp p6' zing), part. a. acting against; resisting ; hindering : par. 
of Oppose, to object to ; to hinder, act against; to resist, set against. 

Par ti al i ty ('par she fel' lfe 'te), n. inclination to favor one side of a question 
more than another, undue bias of mind; unequal judgment. 

Pit e ous (pit' e '&s), a. sorrowful, exciting pity; compassionate. 
Plumes (plhmez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Plume, a feather, an ornament; pride; 

token of honor : v. to adjust the feathers ; to adorn ; to value ; to strip. 
Pdp' h i&r, a. pleasing to the people; general; familiar; beloved by the peo¬ 

ple ; vulgar; extensively prevalent. 
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Prep a ra tion ('prip A rA' shun), n. a making ready, t/ie act of preparing; 
that which is made ready or prepared. [place; step ; departure. 

Re move (ri mASv'), v. to put. from its place; to change place: n. change of 
Rep re sents ('rip ri zints'), pres. t. of Represent, to exhibit, to show; to de¬ 

scribe; to act for or in the place of another. [lectual feeling. 
Sen ti men tal ('sin ti min' tAl), a. expressing or having sentiment or intet- 
Si vire', a. rigid, very strict; sharp, harsh; cruel; distressing, painful; 

hard, austere. 
Shock (shAk), n. a conflict; concussion, a sudden shake; offence, disgust; a 

pile of sheaves of wheat, rye, &c., usually sixteen in number: v. to 
shake by violence; to offend, to disgust; to strike with surprise or terror. 

Shriek (shriek), n. a shrill, sharp cry or scream of anguish, horror, or terror: 
v. to scream in fright, anguish, or horror; to utter a sharp, shrill cry. 

Slaugh ter (sllw' tAr), n. massacre, great butchery; destruction of life: V. tcf 
slay, to kill. [inferior or subject to another. 

Sub or di nate (sub Sr' di 'nAte), a. inferior in order, lower; subject: n. one 
TAstes, n. plu. and pres. t. of Taste, sense or act of tasting; relish; nice dis¬ 

cernment : v. to perceive by the tongue; to relish. 
Thick en ing (/Aik' kn 'Ing), part. a. growing thick; making thick: par. of 

Thicken, to make or grow thick. [to convey or carry ; to banish. 
TrAns pArts', pres. t. of Transport, to put into ecstasy or affect with passion ; 
Trcach er ous (tretsh' Ar 'As), a. deceitful; faithless, perfidious. 
Treach er y (tretsh' Ar 'ri), n. deceit; faithlessness, breach or violation of 

faith or confidence; perfidy. [a trumpet. 
Trum pet-notes (trAm' plt-'nAtes), n. plu. of Trumpet-note, note or sound of 
Un min gled (An mtng' gld), a. pure, not mixed. 
Un re lent ing ('An ri lint' Ing), a. having no feeling or pity; hard; cruel. 
Un tend ed (An tind' id), a. not having attendance. 
Ush er ed (Ash' Ard), pre. of Usher, to introduce; to forerun: n. an under¬ 

teacher ; one who introduces. 
Ut ter ance (At' tAr 'Anse), n. expression; pronunciation, delivery. 
Val or (vAl' Ar), n. personal bravery, courage; intrepidity; strength; prowess. 
Writh ing (rlth' Ing), part. a. distorting; twisting: par. of Writhe, to distort; 

to wrest; to twist. 

Reading Lesson X, 

Horrors of War. 

1. The first great obstacle to the extinction of war, is the way- 
in which the heart of man is carried off from its barbarities ana 
its horrors, by the splendor of its deceitful accompaniments. 
There is a feeling of the sublime in contemplating the shock of 
armies, just as there is in contemplating the devouring energy 
of a tempest; and this so elevates and engrosses the whole man, 
that his eye is blind to the tears of bereaved parents, and his ear 
is deaf to the piteous moan of the dying, and the shriek of their 
desolated families. 

2. There is a gracefulness in the picture of a youthful warr¬ 
ior burning for distinction on the field, and lured by this gen- 
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erous aspiration to the deepest of the animated throng, where, in 
the fell work of death, the opposing sons of valor struggle for a 
remembrance and a name; and this side of the picture is so 
much the exclusive object of our regard, as to disguise from our 
view the mangled carcasses of the fallen, and the writhing 
agonies of the hundreds and the hundreds more, who have been 
laid on the cold ground, where they are left to languish and to 
die. 

3. There no eye pities them. No sister is there to weep over 
them. There no gentle hand is present to ease the dying pos¬ 
ture, or bind up the wounds, which, in the maddening fury of 
the combat, have been given and received by the children of one 
common father. There death spreads its pale ensigns over 
every countenance, and when night comes on, and darkness 
gathers around them, how many a despairing wretch must take 
up with the bloody field as the untended bed of his last suffer¬ 
ings, without one friend to bear the message of tenderness to his 
distant home; without one companion to close his eyes ! 

4. I avow it. On every side of me I see causes at work, 
which go to spread a most delusive coloring over war, and to re¬ 
move its shocking barbarities to the back-ground of our con¬ 
templations altogether. I see it in the history which tells me of 
the superb appearance of the troops, and the brilliancy of their 
successive charges. I see it in the poetry which lends the magic 
of its numbers to the narrative of blood, and transports its many 
admirers, as by its images, and its figures, and its nodding 
plumes of chivalry, it throws its treacherous embellishments 
over a scene of legalized slaughter. 

5. I see it in the music which represents the progress of the 
battle; and where, after being inspired by the trumpet-notes of 
preparation, the whole beauty and tenderness of a drawing-room 
are seen to bend over the sentimental entertainment; nor do I 
hear the utterance of a single sigh to interrupt the death-tones 
of the thickening contest, and the moans of the wounded men as 
they fade away upon the ear, and sink into lifeless silence. 
| 6. All, all goes to prove what strange and half-sighted crea¬ 
tures we are. Were it not so, war could never have been seen 
m any other aspect than that of unmingled hatefulness ; and I 
can look to nothing but to the progress of Christian sentiment 
upon earth, to arrest the strong current of its popular and pre¬ 
vailing partiality for war. 

7. Then only will an imperious sense of duty lay the check 
of severe principle on all the subordinate tastes and faculties of 
our nature. Then will glory be reduced to its right estimate. 
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and the wakeful benevolence of the gospel, chasing away every 
spell, will be turned by the treachery of no delusion whatever, 
from its simple but sublime enterprises for the good of the species. 
Then the reign of truth and quietness will be ushered into the 
world, and war, cruel, atrocious, unrelenting war, will be stripped 
of its many and its bewildering fascinations.—Chalmers. 

Questions.—What is the great obstacle to the extinction of war? In 
what is there a sublime feeling? Just like what? To what does this feel¬ 
ing make a man’s eye blind ? To what does it make his ear deaf? In 
what is there a gracefulness ? What does this side of the picture disguise 
from our view ? Where is there no eye to pity ? No sister to weep ? Where 
no gentle hand to ease the dying posture ? What does death spread ? On the 
field of battle, what does many a despairing wretch do, when night comes on ? 
What spread a most delusive coloring over war ? Over what does war throw 
its treacherous embellishments ? What does all this tend to prove ? If it 
were not so, how would war have been always viewed ? To what must we 
look to arrest the prevailing partiality for war ? On what will a check then 
be laid? To what will wakeful benevolence then be turned? What will 
then be ushered into the world ? Of what will war then be stripped ? Is 
not war, in which one fellow-being strives to destroy the life of another fel¬ 
low-being, not only immoral but really absurd? Do the butchery and 
slaughter of contending armies, or the success or victory of either army 
prove one fact as to the merits or rights of the question or matters in dispute ? 
Are not the oppressors often victorious as well as the oppressed ? If individual 
citizens of a city, county, or state, submit any matters of difficulty to a jury, 
composed of disinterested and impartial fellow-citizens, should not nations 
submit their difficulties and disputes to other impartial nations or a. jury of 
nations ? 

Spelling Lesson XI. 

Bap tis mal (bap tlz' mil), a. pertaining to baptism. 
Cov e nant (k&v' 6 'nint), n. a solemn agreement; a contract, a stipulation, 

a compact: v. to contract, stipulate ; to bargain ; to agree. 
De vout ly (di vdilt' le), ad. piously, religiously. 
Fer vent ly (fer' v&nt li), ad. with pious ardor; eagerly, vehemently; zeal¬ 

ously; hotly. 
Je sus (ji' zus), n. prop, the Savior of the world, the Messiah. 
Lash es (lish' tz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Lash, the line of hair that edges the 

eyelid; the thong of a whip; a stroke with it: v. to strike with a whip, 
&c.; to tie or bind fast. 

MeAk' ness, n. gentleness of mind, mildness. 
Si lent ly (si' lent '!&), ad. quietly, without noise. 
Un bro ken (un brA' kn), a. v:hole, not broken; entire; not subdued. 
Vow (v&l), n. a solemn or religious promise: v. to make a vow, or a solemn 

or religious promise; to consecrate. 
Whis per (hwls' pur), v. to speak with a low voice: n. a low, soft voice; cau¬ 

tious speech. 
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Reading Lesson XI. 

The Baptism. 

1. She stood up in the meekness of a heart 
Resting on God, and held her fair young child 
Upon her bosom, with its gentle eyes 
Folded in sleep, as if its soul had gone 
To whisper the baptismal vow in Heaven. 

2. The prayer went up devoutly, and the lips 
Of the. good man glowed fervently with faith 
That it would be even as he prayed, 
And the sweet child be gathered to the fold 
Of Jesus. 

3. As the holy words went on 
Her lips moved silently, and tears, fast tears, 
Stole from beneath her lashes, and upon 
The forehead of the beautiful child lay soft 
With the baptismal water. 

4. Then I thought 
That, to the eye of God, that mother’s tears 
Would be a deeper covenant, which sin, 
And the temptations of the world, and death, 
Would leave unbroken, and that she would know, 
In the clear light of heaven, how very strong 
The prayer which pressed them from her heart had been 
In leading its young spirit up to God.— Willis. 

Questions.—On whom did the mother rest? What went up devoutly? 
What glowed fervently ? What moved silently ? What lay soft upon the 
forehead of the child ? What would be a deeper covenant ? Can there be 
a more interesting spectacle than that of a mother dedicating her infant to 
God in Baptism? 

Spelling Lesson XII. 

Ban quet (bingk' kwfet), n. a feast, a grand entertainment: v. to feast, fare 
daintily; to give a feast. [u. to bark as a dog; to shut or hem in. 

Bay (bi), n. a body of water, fyc.; a kind of enclosure, &c.; a tree; a color: 
Bois ter ous (bdts' t&r '6s), a. violent, loud, noisy; furious; stormy. 
Car bon (k&r' b<5n), n. pure charcoal. 
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Com est (kum' Ast), second per. sin. of the pres. t. of Come, to draw near; 
to advance towards ; to attain, happen. 

Cup (k&p), n. a drinking vessel; a part of a flower; any thing hollow: v. 
to draw blood by scarification. 

Death less (d&th' les), a. immortal, never-dying. 
Dove-ey ed (d&v' lde), a. having mild eyes like a dove. 
Eve (Ave), n. the close of the day, evening. [&c.; to emit. 
Ex hale (&gz hAle'), v. to draw or send out vapors or fumes, or, as vapors, 
Fes ter ing (f&s' t&r lng), part. a. corrupting, rankling; growing virulent 

par. of Fester, to corrupt, rankle; to grow virulent. 
Flow er et (Add' hr '&t), n. a small flower. 
Gl£e, n. joy, merriment; gayety, mirth ; a kind of song. 
HAstes, pres. t. of Haste, to hurry, move fast. 
Hoarse (hArse), a. harsh, having a rough sound ; having the voice rough. 
Im pair ed (1m pArd'), pre. of Impair, to make worse, injure; to enfeeble; to 

lessen, diminish. 
Keep' ith, third per. sin. of the pres. t. of Keep, to maintain, to preserve; to 

retain; to hold ; to save; to protect; to remain; to conceal. 
Kind li er (kind' le 'hr), a. milder, more congenial. 
Knee (nee), n. the joint between the leg and thigh. 
Learns (l&rnz), pres. t. of Learn, to gain or acquire skill or knowledge. 
Link ing (llngk' tng), par. of Link, to unite closely; to join or connect by 

links : n. a part or single ring of a chain; that which connects; a sort 
of torch. 

Min is try (min' Is 'tre), n. aid, service; office; agency; business; time of 
ministration; the body of ministers. 

Min strel (min' strtl), n. a singer or player on instruments. 
Per chance (p4r tshAnse'), ad. perhaps; peradventure. 
Re fit', v. to restore after damage; to repair. {split; to be rent asunder. 
Riv en (rtv' vn), part. a. rent or cleft; split: per. par. of Rive, to cleave, to 
Ro bed (rAbd), pre. of Robe, to array; to dress magnificently or pompously; 

to invest: n. a long gown; a dress of dignity or state. 
School-mates (skAol'-mAtes), n. plu. of School-mate, one at the same school. 
Shattered (shit' t&rd), part. a. impaired, broken; disordered; deranged: 

pre. of Shatter, to impair; to dash or break in pieces; to crack, rend; 
to disorder; to derange. 

ShAdt' tng, part. a. expressing joy, or exultation: par. of Shout, to utter or 
cry out in joy, exultation, or triumph : n. a loud cry of joy, triumph, or 
exultation. [flat fish: v. to slide on the ice with skates. 

SkAtes, n. plu. and pres. t. of Skate, a kind of shoe far sliding on the ice; a 
Snow-flakes (snA'-flAkes), n. plu. of Snow-flake, a particle or lock of snow. 
So li cits (sA Its' sits), pres. t. of Solicit, to implore, supplicate; to ask; to 

importune; to entreat; to invite. 
Sour ea (sddrd), pre. of Sour, to make or become cross, crabbed, peevish, harsh, 

uneasy, or discontented; to make or become acid: a. acid, tart; crab¬ 
bed, peevish, morose, cross ; uneasy; severe, austere. 

Spo ken (spA' kn), per. par. of Speak, to utter, pronounce; to give sound; 
to talk, utter sounds. 

Throw ing (MrA' Ing), par. of Throw, to cast, to fling; to toss; to send; to 
extend: n. a cast; an effort; a stroke. 

Toll'-wArn, a. fatigued by thought, toil, or labor. 
Tune' lAss, a. unmusical; not having harmony. 
Turns (turnz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Turn, to move or go around, to return; 

to change; to revolve; to alter: n. act of or a moving around; change; 
vicissitude. 

5 
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Un breath ed (in breethd'), a. not breathed, not exercised. 
Un heard (un herd'), a. not heard; unknown, obscure. 
Un love ly (in liv' le), a. not lovely; not amiable. 
Yel vet (vel' vlt), a. soft, smooth, like velvet: n. a fine, rich stuff, made of silk 

or cotton, with a short, close, fine, and soft nap. 
Yis age (viz' Ije), n. look, countenance; the face. 
Wan der ings (w6n' dir 'Ingz), n. flu. of Wandering, mistaken way> devi- 

ation from rectitude; the roving of the mind; uncertainty. 
Well-tu ned (w&l' find', a. adapted, fitted, or tuned to music. 

Reading Lesson XII. 

Winter. 

1. I deem thee not unlovely; though thou comest 
With a stern visage. To the tuneless bird, 
The tender floweret, the rejoicing stream, 
The discipline is harsh. But unto man, 
Methinks thou hast a kindlier ministry; 
Thy lengthened eve is full of fireside joys, 
And deathless linking of warm heart to heart; 
So that the hoarse stream passes by unheard. 
Earth, robed in white, a peaceful sabbath holds, 
And keepeth silence at her Maker’s feet. 

2. Man should rest 
Thus from his feverish passions, and exhale 
The unbreathed carbon of his festering thought, 
And drink in holy health. As the tossed bark 
Doth seek the shelter of some quiet bay, 
To trim its shattered cordage, and repair 
Its riven sails; so should the toil-worn mind 
Refit for time’s rough voyage. Man, perchance, 
Soured by the world’s rough commerce, or impaired 
By the wild wanderings of his summer’s way, 
Turns like a truant scholar towards his home, 
And yields his nature to the sweet influences 
That purify and save 

3. The ruddy boy 
Comes with his shouting school-mates from their sport, 
And throwing off his skates, with boisterous glee, 
Hastes to his mother’s side. Her tender hand 
Doth shake the snow-flakes from his glossy curls 
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And draws him nearer, and with gentle voice, 
Asks of his lessons, while her lifted heart 
Solicits silently the Sire of Heaven 
To bless the lad. 

4. The timid infant learns 
Better to love its father, longer sits 
Upon his knee, and with a velvet lip 
Prints on his brow such language, as the tongue 
Hath never spoken. 

5. Come thou to life’s feast, 
With dove-eyed meekness and bland charity, 

And thou shalt find even winter’s rugged blast 
The minstrel teacher of the well-tuned soul; 
And when the last drop of its cup is drained, 
Arising with a song of praise, go up 
To the eternal banquet.—Mrs. Sigourney. 

Questions.—What comes with a stern visage,1? What is full of fireside 
joys? What holds a peaceful sabbath? Who should rest? From what? 
Exhale what ? Drink in what ? As what should the toil-worn mind do ? 
Who turns like a truant scholar ? Why ? Who hastes to his mother’s side ? 
What does his mother’s tender hand do ? What does her lifted heart solicit ? 
Of whom ? Who learns better ? What does the father print on the infant’s 
brow ? What will the meek and charitable find winter’s rugged blast to be ? 

Spelling Lesson XIII. 

Ar ray ed (4r ride'), 'pre. of Array, to dress, to deck; to put in order; to em- 
pannel: n. dress; order of battle; a jury empannelled. 

Bl&st, part. a. holy, enjoying heavenly felicity; happy; made happy. 
Fdints, n. pin. of Fount, a spring, a well; a source; head of water; a jet 

or spout of water; original. [land; a kind of color. 
Likes, n. pin. of Lake, a large extent or collection of water surrounded by 
Lap land’s (lip' lindz), n. prop, possess, case of Lapland, the name of the 

most northern place or country of Europe. 
Mos sy (mis' si), a. overgrown, covered, or shaded with moss. 
Pine-wood’s (plnc'-w&dz), n. posses, case of Pine-wood, the name of a kind 

of evergreen wood. [men: one who ransoms or redeems. 
Re deem er’s (ri diim' 6rz), n. prop, posses, case of Redeemer, the Savior of 
Soar (sire), v. to rise high, fly aloft; to mount on the wing; to tower. 
Sum mon (sfim' min), v. to call up; to call or cite by authority; to call up 

or excite to exertion. 
Tran sient (trin' shent), a. soon passed, momentary; short; passing; hasty. 
Wistes, n. pin. and pres. t. of Waste, desolate ground; useless expense: a. 

desolate, wild, uncultivated: v. to spend; to destroy; to lavish ; to con¬ 
sume, diminish. 
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Reading Lesson XIII. 

Northern Spring. 

1. When the soft breath of Spring goes forth 
Far o’er the mountains of the North, 
How soon those wastes of dazzling snow 
With life, and bloom, and beauty glow. 

2. Then bursts the verdure of the plains, 
Then break the streams from icy chains ; 
And the glad raindeer seeks no more 
Amidst deep snows his mossy store. 

3. Then the dark pine-wood’s boughs are seen 
Arrayed in teints of living green; 
And roses, in their brightest dies, 
By Lapland’s founts and lakes arise. 

4. Thus, in a moment, from the gloom 
And the cold fetters of the tomb. 
Thus shall the blest Redeemer’s voice 
Call forth his servants to rejoice. 

5. For He, whose word is truth, hath said, 
His power to life shall wake the dead, 
And summon those he loves, on high, 
To “ put on immortality !” 

6. Then, all its transient sufferings o’er, 
On wings of light the soul shall soar, 
Exulting, to that blest abode, 
Where tears of sorrow never flowed.—Mrs. Hemans. 

Questions,—What occurs when the soft breath of spring goes forth ? 
What does the raindeer no more seek 7 What are then arrayed in teints of 
living green7? What then arise7? What shall the blest Redeemer’s voice 
thus do *? What hath he said his power shall do ? What shall then soar 1 

Spelling Lesson XIV. 

A gents (&' jfents), n. plu. of Agent, any active cause or power; a substitute, 
a deputy. [from another. 

A vul sion (i v&l' sh&n), n. the act of tearing away; or, of pulling one thing 
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Breach (breetsh), n. a gap or opening; the act of breaking ; difference, quar¬ 
rel; invasion; infraction; violation; injury. 

Com po ses (kArn pA' ztz), pres. t. of Compose, to put in a proper state for any 
purpose, to settle; to form or constitute ; to put together; to calm, to quiet; 
to write; to adjust or arrange letters. [strong. 

Cor rob o rate (kAr rob' 6 'rite), v. to confirm, establish; to strengthen, make 
Dam med (dAmd), pre. of Dam, to shut up, to obstruct; to confine: n. a bank 

to stop or confine water; the mother of brutes. 
Dis rup ture (dlz r&p' tshAre), n. a breaking or bursting asunder; rent; breach 
Ev i dent (&v' e 'd&nt), a. plain, apparent; clear; certain; manifest. 
Fire' grAAnd, n. the part of the expanse or field of a picture which appears to 

be before the figures. [lion ; a part or piece broken off. 
Frig' mAnts, n. plu. of Fragment, an imperfect piece or part, a detached por- 
Fred er ick town (frAd' Ar ik tAun), n. prop, the name of a place. 
In vi ting (In vl' ting), par. of Invite, to allure, persuade; to ask ; to bid, to 

call; to request the company of. 
June tion (jungk' shin), n. union, act of uniting; coalition; combination. 
Par ti ci pate (pAr tls' se 'pAte), v. to partake; to share. 
Piles (pilez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Pile, a mass or collection of things; a 

number of things put in regular order; an edifice; a piece of wood 
driven into the ground: v. to lay one thing on another. 

Po to mac (pA tA' mAk), n. prop, the name of a river. [arate ; to lacerate. 
Rind, v. to disunite or tear asunder with violence; to be disunited; to sep- 
Ri ot (rl' it), n. uproar; sedition; noisy, wild, and loose festivity; tumult: 

v. to make an uproar; to revel, to banquet; to raise a sedition. 
SAek't ng, par. of Seek, to search; to look for; to solicit; to go after. [ty. 
Shen an do ah ('shen An dA' A), n. prop, the name of a river, and of a coun- 
TArn, per. par. of Tear, to rend or pull in pieces; to spoil; to rage, to rave: 

n. a rent; a fissure. 
Ti' milt, n. violent, wild, or irregular agitation, commotion, or disturbance; 

a stir; a bustle; high excitement. 
Vint, n. passage, discharge; a hole; an aperture; a sale; emission; utter¬ 

ance : v. to let out; to utter; to emit, publish; to sell. 

Reading Lesson XIV. 

Passage of the. Potomac through the Blue Ridge. 

1. The passage of the Potomac through the Blue Ridge, is, 
perhaps, one of the most stupendous scenes in nature. You 
stand on a very high point of land. On your right comes up 
the Shenandoah, having ranged along the foot of the mountain 
a hundred miles to seek a vent. On your left approaches th 
Potomac, seeking a passage also. In the moment of their junc 
tion, they rush together against the mountain, rend it asunder, 
and pass off to the sea. 

2. The first glance at this scene hurries our senses into the 
opinion, that this earth has been created in time; that the moun 
tains were formed first; that the rivers began to flow afterward ; 
that, in this place particularly, they have been .dammed up by 
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the Blue Ridge of mountains, and have formed an ocean which 
filled the whole valley; that, continuing to rise, they have at 
length broken over at this spot, and have torn the mountain down 
from its summit to its base. 

3. The piles of rock on each hand, but particularly on the 
Shenandoah, the evident marks of their disrupture and avulsion 
from their beds by the most powerful agents of nature, corroborate 
the impression. But the distant finishing which Nature has 
given to the picture, is of a very different character. It is a true 
contrast to the foreground. It is as placid and delightful as 
that is wild and tremendous. 

4. For, the mountain being cloven asunder, she presents to 
your eye, through the cleft, a small catch of smooth blue horizon, 
at an infinite distance in the plain country, inviting you, as it 
were, from the riot and tumult roaring around, to pass through 
the breach, and participate of the calm below. Here the eye 
ultimately composes itself; and that way, too, the road happens 
actually to lead. 

5. You cross the Potomac above its junction, pass along its 
side through the base of the mountain for three miles, its terrible 
precipices hanging in fragments over you, and within about twenty 
miles reach Fredericktown, and the fine country around that. 

6. This scene is worth a voyage across the Atlantic. Yet 
here, as in the neighborhood of the Natural Bridge, are people 
who have passed their lives within half a dozen miles, and 
have never been to survey these monuments of a war between 
rivers and mountains, which must have shaken the earth itself 
to its centre.—Jefferson. 

Questions.—In its passage through what does the Potomac present a stu¬ 
pendous scene % In what State is the Blue Ridge 1 Standing on a high 
point what will you see on the right 'I What on tne left ?■ On the junction 
of the Potomac and Shenandoah against what do they rush ? Rend what 'l 
Pass to what 'l What effect has the first glance at this scene 1 What cor¬ 
roborate that impression 'l What is of a different character 1 To what is it 
a true contrast 'l What does the mountain present to the eye'? What does 
the eye ultimately do ? In crossing the Potomac above its junction, along 
what do you pass 1 Through what % What hang in fragments % What did 
Mr. Jefferson say this scene is worth 'l What of people who lived near it ? 

Spelling Lesson XY. 

A ma zing (& mi' zing), part, a. astonishing, very wonderful; confounding 
with fear, wonder, or surprise: par. of Amaze, to astonish, to cause to 
wonder; to confound with surprise, &c. 
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Ap pa rent ly (ap pi' rint '14), ad. visibly, seemingly; openly; evidently. 
Arve (irv), n. prop, the name of a river in Switzerland. 
As cend ed (is sind' id), pre. of Ascend, to go up; to rise; to mount, or 

move upwards ; to climb up. [to mingle or mix properly. 
At tern per ed (it tim' purd), pre. of Attemper, to soften, to Jit to; to regulate; 
Aw ful ly (&w' fdl V14), ad. with reverence, solemnly; in an awful manner. 
Bil lows (bil' lAze), n. phi. of Billow, a large swell, surge, or wave of the 

sea or a river. 
Cal dron (kiwi' dr&n), n. a large boiler, pot, or kettle. 
Cha fing (tshi' flng), par. of Chafe, to be in violent action; to fret, to rage; 

to excite, make angry; to gall; to heat by rubbing: n. excited heat; 
fume; irritation; rage, fury. [consequence; determination. 

Con clu sion (k6n kid' zh&n), n. final decision, inference ; the close; end ; 
Con ti nu i ty ('k6n ti ni' 4 'ti), n. uninterrupted connexion, or cohesion. 
Con trast ed (kSn trist' id), pre. of Contrast, to place, set, or exhibit in oppo¬ 

sition. J 
De cli ning (di kll' nlng), part. a. diminishing, sinking; failing; refusing, 

&c.: par. of Decline, to bend or lean downward ; to deviate; to fail; 
to decay; to shun; to refuse; to vary, modify, or inflect, as words; to 
diminish; to fall in value: n. tendency to a worse state; decay; dimi¬ 
nution ; a falling off. 

Dwilt, per. par. of Dwell, to abide; to inhabit; to live, reside; to continue. 
Ef ful gence (if fdl' jinse), n. lustre, splendor; brightness, great light. 
End less (ind' lis), a. continual; perpetual; incessant; without end or limit. 
Ex cite ment (ik site' mint), n. stimulation, commotion; agitation; increased 

action; motive which excites or stirs up; act of rousing or stirring up. 
Ex cur sion (iks kdr' shin), n. a ramble; an expedition; a journey; a di¬ 

gression. 
Ex hib it ed (egz hlb' It 'id), pre. of Exhibit, to show, to display; to offer: 

n. a paper or document presented or produced; a statement. 
Ex hi bi tion ('iks he blsh' An), n. a display, a shovi; a setting forth; act of 

exhibiting ; allowance; pension ; salary. 
Height en ed (hi' tnd), pre. of Heighten, to increase, improve ; to raise high¬ 

er, elevate; to meliorate; to aggravate. [infinite. 
Im mense (tm minse'), a. vent large, great in extent; unlimited, unbounded; 
Im pet u os i ty (tm 'pitsh u os' 4 'te), n. a rushing with great violence; fury; 

vehemence; great force. 
In ces sant ly (In sis' sint '14), ad. continually, without intermission. 
In com pre hen si ble (tn 'k6m pre hin' si 'bl), a. that can not be compre¬ 

hended, conceived, or understood. 
Leap (l44p), n. a sudden fall, change, or transition; a spring, a bound; a 

jump: v. to spring, to bound; to jump. [with ; to compound. 
Min gled (mtng' ghl), pre. of Mingle, to blend, to mix; to join, to be united 
Mont Blanc (m6nt blingk'), n. prop, the name of the highest mountain in 

Europs. 
Nov el ty (ndv'&l 'te), n. newness, freshness; innovation; recentness of origin. 
Op tics (<5p' tlks), n. plu. the science which treats of light and vision. 
Pir vi' ding, part. a. extending to every part; passing through: par. of 

Pervade, to be all over or through; to pass through. 
Pin na cle (pin' ni 'kl), n. a summit, a very high point; a turret. 
Pow er ful ly (pod' dr 'ful 14), ad. forcibly, strongly; with power; mightily. 
Pre clu ded (pr4 kid' did), pre. of Preclude, to prevent from occurring, or hap¬ 

pening, to hinder; to shut out. 
Rap ids (rip' Idz), n. plu. that part of a river where, owing to a descent of 

the earth the current moves more swiftly than the common current. 
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Re mar ka bly (re mar' kfe 'ble), ad. unusually, uncommonly; observably; in 
an extraordinary manner. 

Sa len che (si lfen' she), n. prop, the name of a village in Savoy, Europe. 
Scale (sk&le), n. gradation, graduated scheme or figure; a part of the crusty 

covering of some kinds of fish ; a balance; means of ascent, a ladder; 
a line of distances; a gamut: v. to mount or climb on ladders; to strip 
or take off’ scales ; to weigh. 

Spirt' fed, pre. of Sport, to play, to frolick; to make merry; to divert; to 
game : n. play; diversion, pastime; mirth, jest; game; frolic. 

St. Mar tin (sint mar' tin), n. prop, the name of a town in France. 
Sun down (sin' d&un), n. the setting of the sun, sunset. 
Through out {throb <3 At'), prep, quite through: ad. in every part, everywhere. 
Thun der ing (Ihtin' dur 'Ing), part. a. terrible, heavy in sound; loud ; noisy: 

n. a loud, rumbling noise which follows lightning: v. to make a loud, 
heavy, or terrible noise; to roar or sound after lightning or an electrical 
discharge. 

Un lim it ed (un 11m' It 'fed), a. having no limits, boundless. 
Va ry ing (vi' re 'Ing), part. a. diversifying, changing; altering : v. to diver¬ 

sify, variegate; to change ; to alter; to deviate; to disagree. 
Whirl wind (hwferl' wind), n. a stormy wind moving circularly. 

Reading Lesson XV. 

Mont Blanc^in the Gleam of Sunset. 

1. We arrived, before sundown, at the village of St. Martin, 
where we were to stay for the night. The evening being re¬ 
markably fine, we crossed the Arve on a beautiful bridge, and 
walked’ over to Salenche, a very considerable village, opposite 
St. Martin, and ascended a hill to view the effect of the sun’s 
declining light upon Mont Blanc-. The scene was truly grand. 

2. The broad range of the mountain was fully before us, of 
a pure and almost glowing white, apparently to its very base; 
and which, contrasted with the brown teints of the adjoining 
mountains, greatly heightened the novelty of the scene. We 
could scarcely avoid the conclusion, that this vast pile of snow 
was very near us; and yet its base was not less than fifteen, and 
its summit, probably, more than twenty miles, from the place 
where we stood. 

3. The varying rays of light produced by reflection from the 
snow, passing, as the sun’s rays declined, from a brilliant white 
through purple and pink, and ending in the gentle light, which 
the snow gives after the sun has set, afforded an exhibition in 
optics upon a scale of grandeur, which no other region in the 
world could probably excel. 

4. Never in my life have my feelings been so powerfully af¬ 
fected by mere scenery, as thev were in this day’s excursion 
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The excitement, though attended by sensations awfully impres¬ 
sive, is nevertheless so finely attempered by the glow of novelty, 
incessantly mingled with astonishment and admiration, as to pro¬ 
duce, on the whole, a feast of delight. 

5. A few years ago I stood upon Table Rock, and placed my 
.ane in the descending flood of Niagara. Its tremendous roar 

almost entirely precluded conversation with the friend at my 
side; while its whirlwind of mist and foam filled the air to 
great distance around me. The rainbow sported in its bosom; 
the gulf below exhibited the wild fury of an immense boiling 
caldron ; while the rapids above, for the space of nearly a mile, 
appeared like a mountain of billows, chafing and dashing against 
each other with thundering impetuosity, in their eager strife to 
gain the precipice, and take the awful leap. 

6. In contemplating this scene, my imagination and my heart 
were filled with sublime and tender emotions. The soul seemed 
to be brought a step nearer the presence of that incomprehen¬ 
sible Being, whose spirit dwelt in every feature of the cataract, 
and directed all its amazing energies. Yet in the scenery of this 
day there was more of a pervading sense of awful and unlimited 
grandeur: mountain piled upon mountain in endless continuity 
throughout the whole extent, and crowned by the brightest efful¬ 
gence of an evening sun upon the everlasting snows of the 
highest pinnacle of Europe.—Griscom. 

Questions.—At what village did they arrive ? What was remarkably fine ? 

What did they ascend ? For what ? What was truly grand 1 What height¬ 
ened the novelty of the scene 1 What could they scarcely avoid ? What af¬ 
forded an exhibition in optics upon a scale of grandeur 1 What produced a 
feast of delight1? Where and when was conversation almost entirely pre¬ 
cluded ? What filled the air ? What sported ? What appeared like a moun¬ 
tain of billows ? What were filled with sublime and tender emotions ? What 
seemed to be brought a step nearer Deity ? In which was there more of 
awful and unlimited grandeur? What was in endless continuity ? By what 
crowned ? Upon what ? 

Spelling Lesson XVI. 

Ac crues (4k krSSz'), pres. t. of Accrue, to be added, to; to be produced, or 
arise as profits ; to accede to; to come. [tain, to gain. 

Ac quires (4k kwlrez'), pres. t. of Acquire, to gain by labor or power; to at- 
Ad just ment (4d jiist' m&nt), n. regulation, a placing in order; method ; set¬ 

tlement. 
Af flu ence (4f fli '4nse), n. wealth, exuberance of riches; plenty, abundance. 
Ai ien ates (41e' y4n '4tes), pres. t. of Alienate, to estrange, make indifferent, 

to withdraw the affections ; to sell; to transfer : a. withdrawn from. 
6 
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A mount (4 mddnt'), v. to extend, reach, or rise to in quantity, substance, or 
effect; to compose in the whole; to result in: n. the sum total; the 
whole, aggregate; result. 

An ti ci pa ted (4n tl s' si 'pi ted), pre. of Anticipate, to foresee; to foretaste; 
to, take or act before; to prevent. [cines and keeps them for sale. 

A poth e ca ry (4 pbill' e 'ki ri), n. one who compounds or prepares medi- 
A ver sion (4 ver' shun), n. detestation, hatred; repugnance, reluctance; 

dislike. 
Bank rupt (bingk' ript), n. one who is unable to pay his debts; one who fails 

in trade; one who defrauds his creditors: a. unable to make payment; 
insolvent: v. to fail in payment, make insolvent. 

Ca pa ci ties (k4 p4s' si 'tlz), n. plu. of Capacity, powers of the mind, ability; 
sense; room, space; contents ; character; profession. 

Clean li ness (klin' 14 'nis), n. neatness, freedom from dirt; purity. 
Com pu ta tion ('k<5m pi ti' shin), n. estima.te, act of reckoning; calculation 
Com pu ted (lcdm pu' tid), pre. of Compute, to reckon, to estimate; to num¬ 

ber, to count; to calculate. 
Con sis tent (k<5n sis' tint), a. agreeing, not contradictory; conformed to, 

uniform; firm, fixed; not fluid. [late; to understand the meaning. 
Con stru ed (kdn' strood), pre. of Construe, to explain, interpret; to trans- 
Con trol led (kdn trild'), pre. of Control, to direct or govern; to restrain, to 

check, overpower; to have under command or authority over: n. check, 
restraint; command, power over ; authority. 

Coun ter act CkSfln tir 4kt'), v. to act contrary, or in opposition to; to hinder. 
Cre ates (kri ates'), pres. t. of Create, to cause, to produce ; to bring into ex¬ 

istence ; to make; to form. [to merit, to be worthy of. 
De ser ved (di zervd'), part. a. merited, worthy of; earned : pre. of Deserve, 
Dis af fee tion ('dls 4f fek' shin), n. want of affection or zeal; dislike ; en¬ 

mity. [take notice of; to neglect; to slight, contemn. 
'Dls re gird', n. omission of notice, neglect; slight, contempt: v. to omit to 
Dis re spect ('dls re spekt'), n. want of respect, incivility; slight, rudeness; 

irreverence. 
Dis si pa tion ('dls se p4' shin), n. waste of time, substance, or property; dis¬ 

persion ; loose, dissolute, or licentious manner of life. 
Di ver si ty (de vir' si 'ti), n. difference, unlikeness; variety. 
Drink er (drtngk' ir), n. one who drinks; a drunkard. [equal to. 
E qual i zed (i' kw41 'izd), pre. of Equalize, to make equal or even; to be 
Es ti ma tion ('4s te mi' shin), n. the act of valuing, calculation, computation; 

value; comparative judgment; esteem, regard; opinion. 
Fail ure (file' yire), n. bankruptcy, a becoming insolvent; deficiency; omis¬ 

sion; cessation. 
Hir' mi 'nlze, v. to adjust in fit proportions; to make or be in concord, to 

agree in sounds; to correspond; to be in peace, &c. 
I dler (1' dlir), n. one who idles or neglects business; a lazy person. 
I dies (i' dlz), pres. t. of Idle, to spend or lose time in indolence or inactivity * 

a. slothful, lazy, not busy; trifling ; useless, vain. 
II lus tra tion ('ll lis tri' shin), n. exposition, elucidation; explanation. 
Im per cep ti bly (im per sip' ti 'bli), ad. without being or so as not to be 

perceived. 
Im pro pri e ty ('Im pri prl' 4 'ti), n. want of propriety, unfitness; inaccu¬ 

racy ; unsuitableness. [or declaration. 
In ti ma tion ('In ti ma' shin), n. a hint; a suggestion; an indirect notice 
In twines (In twlnez'), pres. t. of Intwine, to wreath or twist together. 
Ir re sis ti bly ('lr ri zls' ti 'bli), ad,, in a manner or so as not to be success¬ 

fully resisted. 
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Lit er a ry (lit' fir 'k re), a. relaxing to literature, letters, or learning. 
Min gle (ming' gl), v. to mix, to be united, with; to join; to compound; to 

be mixed; to blend. [excitement; a march. 
Move ment (m66v' m&nt), n. motion, agitation; a passing, a change of place; 
Oc cur (6k kfir'), v. to arise, happen; to appear; to come to the mind. 
Oint ment (61 nt' mfint), n. a soft or unctuous matter or compound for smear¬ 

ing a diseased part; an unguent. 
Or di na ri ly (6r' dfi 'ni re HA), ad. in most cases, usually; commonly. 
Per ceive (per sAAv'), v. to discover, to know; to see, discern; to feel; to observe. 
Per plex i ty (per picks' A He), n. anxiety, difficulty; embarrassment; intri¬ 

cacy, entanglement. 
Pl&n, n. a scheme, a project; a plot; a form, model: v. to devise; to contrive, 

form in design ; to scheme, [taint, to corrupt; to defile, make unclean. 
P6l lfi' ted, part. a. tainted, corrupted; profaned; defiled : pre. of Pollute, to 
Prac ti cal (prik' te 'kal), a. relating to practice, action, or use; derived from 

practice, not merely speculative. [causing to exist. 
Pro due tive (prA dfik' tlv), a. having the power to produce; efficient; fertile; 
Pro pri e ty (prA prl' A He), n. fitness, suitableness; justness; accuracy. 
Re gird' lfiss, a. careless, heedless; negligent, inattentive. [hearsal. 
Rep e ti tion ('rep A tlsh' un), n. act of repeating the same thing; recital, re- 
Re suit (re zfilt'), n. effect; consequence; decision; a rebounding: v. to pro¬ 

ceed, arise from; to spring; to fly back. 
Sa vor (si' vfir), n. odor, smell, scent; taste: v. to have a smell or taste; to 

liken, have the appearance of. 
Se cu ring (sA kfi' ring), par. of Secure, to ensure, make certain; to’ make 

safe or fast; to protect: a. safe, free from danger; free from fear. 
Se cu red (se kfird'), pre. of Secure. 
Send' tng, par. of Send, to emit; to throw; to transmit; to despatch; to 

cause to go. [verse; perverse. 
T&wirt, v. to oppose; to cross; to contravene; to traverse: a. cross, trans- 
T5r' rfint, n. a strong current; a violent and very rapid stream. 
TA' til, a. complete; full; whole : n. the whole; the entire amount. 
Tra ced (triste), pre. of Trace, to draw, delineate; to follow; to mark out: 

n. a mark drawn; a footstep, a track. 
Un fore seen ('fin fAre sAAn'), a. not seen or known before. [solicit. 
Ur ges (fir' jiz), pres. t. of Urge, to press, incite ; to provoke; to importune, 
Where as (hwire &z'), ad. on the contrary; whereat, at which place. 
Whirl pool (hwfirl' p661), n. water moving circularly; a vortex of water. 

Reading Lesson XVI. 

Little Things destroy Character. 

1. Two individuals, who appear equal as to intellectual capa¬ 
cities, and acquaintance with the business and occupation in 
which they are engaged, and who seem equally desirous to ac¬ 
quire property, are often greatly different as to success. One is 
prosperous and thriving in business ; the other fails, and becomes 
a worthless bankrupt. 

2. When we search to find the causes which have contributed 
to produce this diversity; in the one, the deserved reputation for 
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skilful and successful management in business; to the other, 
that of utter failure, and the sacrifice of all confidence and trust; 
we ordinarily must trace back to little things. 

3. The one, probably, has commenced business with a definite 
plan and system, in which all the parts harmonize, and go to 
form a consistent whole. Every thing is balanced and equalized, 
and this contributes to aid and secure the desired result. Nothing 
is so left as to oppose and counteract, and occasion perplexity and 
disappointment. 

4. The other, though perhaps equally industrious, has no settled 
plan. Nothing is controlled by previous preparation. Hence, 
circumstances unforeseen and unexpected occur, and different 
interests thwart each other, and disappointment and want of suc¬ 
cess ensue. The loss of reputation for good management is, in 
this case, to be traced to a little circumstance. Perhaps, by only 
a few moments’ consideration in forming a plan, adapted to a 
state of things which might have been anticipated, success would 
have been secured. 

5. Again, disregard to the loss of a little time in our employ¬ 
ment, is the cause to which may often be traced the want of suc¬ 
cess in temporal things. The expense of idleness is ordinarily 
to be computed in two ways, in order to make a correct estima¬ 
tion, and perceive its operation to produce loss of reputation. 
The idler of but single hours, not only loses what the industrious 
in the same time acquires, but an expense also accrues, usually, in 
the dissipation of that idle hour. 

6. And that period oT time, which, considered by itself, is 
indeed but short, is yet, by often repetition, found to amount to 
days and weeks. He that idles but little daily, may yet find, on 
definite computation for a single year, that he has done much to 
occasion loss of reputation in business. 

7. The same is true in literary pursuits. He who daily loses 
but one hour in study, in a few years has made a sacrifice of time 
and opportunity for improvement, sufficient to account for the loss 
of literary reputation. 

8. But the temperate drinker of ardent spirits (as he wishes 
to be called) furnishes, perhaps, the most striking illustration of 
little expenses, ruining the reputation in business. The daily six 
cents for liquor, in a few years, amount to a sum sufficient to 
sustain a family in reputation for affluence. Yet the six cents 
daily, though they soon amount to a considerable sum, are, when 
compared with their accompaniments in disastrous effects, but as 
the far distant and scarcely perceptible movement in the ocean, 
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which gives the first intimation of approach to the awful whirl¬ 
pool, whose impetuous torrent irresistibly urges on to the vortex 
of ruin 

9. How often has the deadly poison blasted the reputation of 
him who was in esteem for wisdom and honor, and furnished the 
awful spectacle of a human being as loathsome as the polluted 
ointment of the apothecary, sending forth its unpleasant savor ? 

10. We shall most often find, that it is little things which go 
to make the difference between two individuals, one of whom 
creates general esteem, and the other dislike. One is attentive 
to little things, in appearance and manner of intercourse; the 
other is regardless of these. The consequence is, one impercep¬ 
tibly intwines himself in the affectionate regard of all; the other 
alienates the feelings, and occasions disaffection, and at length a 
fixed dislike and aversion. 

11. The obligation of every one to seek and promote his own 
and his neighbor’s happiness, requires attention to this practical 
fact; and, public opinion can not with propriety be wholly disre¬ 
garded, as to our dress and external appearance. A suitable re¬ 
gard to this subject is productive of happy effects upon society ; 
and, though a total disregard to custom, habits, and fashions, may 
not incur moral guilt, it is certainly unhappy in its influence 
upon us as social beings 

12. Disregard to cleanliness and an adjustment of our clothing 
is an impropriety, which will be construed into disrespect, if not 
contempt, for those in whose society we mingle. Whereas, the 
suitable regard to these, presents the person in a manner most 
favorable for securing influence and esteem.—D. G. Sprague. 

Questions.—Who are often greatly different as to success ? When we 
search for the causes for this diversity, to what must we ordinarily trace them 1 
How did one commence business? What was balanced and equalized ? 
What had not the other 1 What then occur? What ensue? To what is a 
loss of reputation to be traced ? How might success have been secured ? 
What must be computed in two ways ? Wnat accrues to the idler? What 
may he find that idles but little daily ? What may be sufficient to account 
for the loss of literary reputation ? Who furnishes the most striking illustra¬ 
tion of little expenses ruining the reputation ? To what does six cents daily 
for liquor amount to in a few years ? Sufficient for what ? Is the simple 
cost of the ardent spirits thus foolishly and wickedly squandered the 
greatest evil of DRAM DRINKING? As loathsome and polluted 

as what does it often make the man who drinks intoxicating liquors ? 
What shall we most often find ? To what is one attentive ? How is the 
other ? What does one imperceptibly do ? What the other ? What requires 
attention to this practical fact? What can not with propriety be wholly dis¬ 
regarded ? What is productive of happy effects ? What is certainly unhappy? 
Into what will disregard to cleanliness be construed ? In what will a suitable 

6 
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regard to cleanliness present a person 1 Will all young persons bear in 
mind this solemn and important truth that without cleanliness there can not 
be morality ! 

Spelling Lesson XVII. 

A cute (4 Kite'), a. ingenious, penetrating, keen; sharp, subtle. 
Ad ven ti tious ('ad ven tlsh' us), a. foreign, extrinsically added; casual, ac¬ 

cidental. [government. 
A1 le giance (41 le' j4nse), n. the duty of a subject to a superior, prince, or 
A nal o gous (4 n41' 6 'gus), a. having analogy; proportional. 
Ar bi tra ry (ir' be 'tr4 re), a. unlimited, absolute; despotic, governed by will 

only; depending on no rule, capricious. [put into new action. 
A wa ken (4 wa' kn), v. to excite ; to rouse from sleep; to cease to sleep; to 
Bos well (bdz' w&l), n. prop, a man’s name. [project. 
Cas ties (kas' slz), n. pin. of Castle, a fortress; a fortified house; a visionary 
Cheer ful ness (tsheer' fill 'nes), n. liveliness, animation; gayety; readiness; 

alacrity. [tion. 
Col lo qui al (kdl 16' kwe '41), a. relating or pertaining to common conversa- 
Com mons (k<5m' munz), n. plu. the common people; common grounds; the 

lower house of Parliament; food on equal payment or common table. 
Cor us ca tions ('kdr 6s ki' sh&nz), n. plu. of Coruscation, a flash; a quick 

vibration of light. [nical. 
De spot ic (de spdt' ik), a. absolute in power; unlimited in authority; tyran- 
Ef fort (if' firt), n. laborious endeavor; a struggle ; exertion of strength. 
Ex ac tion (igz 4k' shun), n. a drawing from, a tribute; extortion, unjust 

demand. 
Frown ed (frdund), pre. of Frown, to express displeasure by contracting the 

brows or by appearing surly or grim: n. a stern or wrinkled look; a 
look of displeasure. [to gain, earn; to learn ; to advance ; to persuade. 

Gets (gits), pres. t. of Get, to become; to reach, arrive at; to obtain, procure; 
Heb ri des (heh' re 'dez), n. prop. plu. the name of a cluster of Islands. 
Horn age (hdm' Ije), n. respect, reverence; worship; duty ; service to a supe¬ 

rior ; obeisance: v. to pay honor to ; to reverence. [drained.' 
In ex haus ti ble ('In igz haws' te 'bl), a. that can not be exhausted, spent, or 
In mate (In' m4te), n. one ivho is, lives, or lodges in the same house with an- 
John son (j<5n' sn), n. prop, a man’s name. [other. 
Just ly (just' le), ad. properly, honestly; equitably, uprightly ; exactly. 
Longs (longz), pres. t. of Long, to loish or desire earnestly or eagerly: a. not 

short; continued. 
Men tions (men' shunz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Mention, to express in words 
j or writing; to name, to state : n. oral or written expression ; a hint. 
No bles (ni' biz), n. plu. of Noble, one of high rank: a. dignified, exalted; 

1 liberal; great, illustrious ; magnificent; brave ; worthy. 
Oc ca sion al (6k ki' zhun '41), a. incidental, accidental; casual. 
Or bit (5r' bit), n. the path of a planet, a comet, or any thing that revolves 

around, a centre; the cavity of the eye. [larly; methodically. 
Or der ly (6r' dfir 'le), a. regular; methodical; quiet, not unruly : ad. regu- 
Pa tri arch (pi' tre 'irk), n. one who governs by paternal right; the father, 

head, or ruler of a family, or of a church. [States 
Penn syl va ni a ('pin sll vi' ni 'a), n. prop, the name of one of the United 
Plu los o pher (fe Ids' 6 'fur), n. one who devotes himself to the study of morch 

or intellectual science; one skilled in philosophy or the science of nature 
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P<5mp, n. splendor, magnificence; great show, parade ; ostentation, grandeur. 
Raw, a. crude, immature, unmanufactured; not cooked, not subdued or al¬ 

tered by heat; bleak, chill; bare of skin ; sore; new, untried. 
Read er (rfefed' ur), n. one who reads or is studious in books. 
Re minds (re mlndz'), pres. t. of Remind, to put in or bring to mind, notice, 

or remembrance. 
Re qui red (re kwlrd'), pre. of Require, to need; to claim; to demand. 
Sal u ta ry (sfel' & 'ta re), a. wholesome, healthful; safe; advantageous; pro¬ 

moting Health or goodness. 
Self, pro. one's men person: a. same, very particular 
Shi' king, par. of Shake, to agitate, to cause to quake; to totter; to move; 

to tremble, quake, shiver: n. agitation, concussion. ( 
Sys te mat ic ('sts te mit' Ik), a. methodical; pertaining to system. 
Talk ed (tiwkt), pre. of Talk, to converse ; to speak : n. conversation; speech. 
Think er (/Alngk' 6r), n. one who thinks. 
Un cloud ed (un klddd' fed), a. clear, not obscured; clear or free from clouds. 
Un in ter mit ting (in in tfer mlt' ting), a. continual, not ceasing. 
Un re mit ting ('in re mlt' ting), a. not abating; persevering. 
Vis ion (vlzh' in), n. the faculty of sight; act of seeing; a phantom, a su¬ 

pernatural appearance. [ous. 
Vo cifer ous (v& slf fer 'is), a. loud, noisy; making a loud outcry; clamor- 

Reading Lesson XVII. 

Colloquial Powers of Dr. Franklin. 

1. Never have I known such a fireside companion. Great as 
he was, both as a statesman and a philosopher, he never shone 
in a light more winning than when he was seen in a domestic 
circle. It was once my good fortune to pass two or three weeks 
with him, at the house of a private gentleman, in the back part 
of Pennsylvania ; and, we were confined to the house during the 
whole of that time, by the unintermitting constancy and depth 
of the snows. 

2. But confinement could never be felt where Franklin was 
an inmate. His cheerfulness and his colloquial powers spread 
around him a perpetual spring. When I speak, however, of his 
colloquial powers, I do not mean to awaken any notion analogous 
to that which Boswell has given us when he so frequently men¬ 
tions the colloquial powers of Dr. Johnson. 

3. The conversation of the latter continually reminds one of 
u the pomp and circumstance of glorious war.” It was, indeed, 
a perpetual contest for victory, or an arbitrary and despotic ex¬ 
action of homage to his superior talents. It was strong, acute, 
prompt, splendid, and vociferous ; as loud, stormy, and sublime, 
as those winds which he represents as shaking the Hebrides, 
and rocking the old castles that frowned upon the dark rolling 
sea beneath. 
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4. But one gets tired of storms, however sublime they may 
be, and longs for the more orderly current of nature. Of 
Franklin, no one ever became tired. There was no ambition 
of eloquence, no effort to shine, in any thing which came from 
him. There was nothing which made any demand either upon 
your allegiance or your admiration. 

5. His manner was as unaffected as infancy. It was nature’s 
self. He talked like an old patriarch; and his plainness and 
simplicity put you at once at your ease, and gave you the full 
and free possession and use of all your faculties. 

6. His thoughts were of a character to shine by their own 
light, without any adventitious aid. They required only a me¬ 
dium of vision like his pure and simple style, to exhibit, to the 
highest advantage, their native radiance and beauty. His cheer¬ 
fulness was unremitting. It seemed to be as much the effect of 
a systematic and salutary exercise of the mind, as of its superior 
organization. 

7. His wit was of the first order. It did not show itself 
merely in occasional coruscations; but, without any effort or 
force on his part, it shed a constant stream of the purest light 
over the whole of his discourse. Whether in the company of 
commons or nobles, he was always the same plain man ; always 
perfectly at his ease, with his faculties in full play, and the full 
orbit of his genius for ever clear and unclouded. 

8. And then, the stores of his mind were inexhaustible. He 
had commenced life with an attention so vigilant, that nothing 
had escaped his observation, and a judgment so solid, that every 
incident was turned to advantage. His youth had not been 
wasted in idleness, nor overcast by intemperance. He had been 
all his life a close and deep reader, as well as thinker; and, by 
the force of his own powers, had wrought up the raw materials 
which he had gathered from books, with such exquisite skill and 
felicity, that he had added a hundred fold to their original value, 
and justly made them his own.—Wirt. 

Questions.—What did Mr. Wirt say he had never known ? Where was 
Dr. Franklin most winning ? Where and how long a time did he spend with 
Dr. Franklin ? What was spread around him ? By what ? Of what does 
the conversation of Dr. Johnson continually remind us ? As like what 'l 
Of what does any one become tired ? Of whom did no one ever become 
tired ? He made no effort to do what ? No demand upon what ? How 
was Dr. Franklin’s manner ? Like whom did he talk ? Of what character 
were his thoughts ? What was unremitting ? How did it seem ? What 
might be said of Franklin’s wit; and, when and how did it show itself”? 
Where was he always the same plain man ? What were inexhaustible ? 
How was Franklin’s life commenced ? How was his youth spent ? What 
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was he all his life 'l Will all my young friends remember that Dr. Franklin 
became a great and eminent man by prudence, economy, perseverance, and 
temperance, thus showing to the world what a self-made man can do by 
energetic exertions 'l 

Spelling Lesson XVIII. 

Ad diet ed (4d dlkt' &d), pre. of Addict, to devote, to apply one’s self habitually 
to dedicate. [contempt; meanly; basely. 

Con temp ti bly (k6n t&m' te 'ble), ad. despicably, vilely; so as to deserve 
Mean lv (meen' 14), ad. ungenerously, poorly; vilely; sordidly; without dig¬ 

nity ; basely. 
Ral ly (rib 14), v. to reunite, come back to order; to treat jocosely or pleasantly; 

to restore or bring to order disordered troops: n. act of restoring or 
bringing to order; a satire ; a banter. 

Re claim ing (re klime' tng), par. of Reclaim, to reform; to claim back ; to 
recall; to recover; to tame, make gentle. [to hire, employ. 

Re tain ed (r4 tind'), pre. of Retain, to keep, to hold; to engage; to continue; 
Self-re spect ('s41f-re sp&kt'), n. respect of one’s self. 
Sur ren der ed (sir ren' diird), pre. of Surrender, to yield, give, or deliver 

up: n. act of yielding or delivering up to another. 

Reading Lesson XVIII. 

Self-Respect. 

1. Teach a man to think meanly and contemptibly of himself, 
to cast off all sense of character, and all consciousness of a su¬ 
perior nature, and moral persuasion can no more act upon such 
a man, than if he were dead. A man may be addicted to many 
vices, and yet there may he a hope of reclaiming him. 

2. But the moment he loses all sense, of character, and all 
consciousness of a superior nature ; that is, the moment he begins 
to look upon himself and his vices as worthy of one another, 
that moment all hope of reclaiming him perishes ; for, the last 
ground is surrendered, on which it is possible for his remaining 
good principles to rally and make a stand. 

3. We have often known men who have retained their self- 
respect long after they had lost their regard for principle; but 
never one who retained his regard for principle after he had lost 
his self-respect. Destroy this, and you destroy every thing; for, 

A MAN WHO DOES NOT RESPECT HIMSELF, WILL RESPECT NOTHING.- 

Rochester Gem. 

Questions.—When will moral persuasion not act upon a man 1 When 
may there be a hope of reclaiming a man 'l When does all hope of reclaim- 
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mg a vicious man perish l Why ? What has been often known 1 What 
has not been known 1 When does a man lose his respect for every thing 'l 

Spelling Lesson XIX. 

Blush' Ing,part. a. bearing a bright color; red; modest: par. of Blush, to 
redden the cheeks or face; to color, betray shame, confusion, guilt, mod¬ 
esty, or diffidence: n. the color in the cheeks or face ; a glance. 

Brtm, n. the upper edge, the top, the side, the bank of any thing: v. to fill or 
be filled to the top. 

Buck et (buk' kit), n. a vessel in which water is drawn up or carried. 
Cool ness (kSSl' n&s), n. gentle or moderate cold; indifference; want of af¬ 

fection, ardor, or zeal. 
Curb (kurb), n. a kind of frame or box around the mouth of aivell; part of a 

bridle; restraint, check, hinderance: v. to restrain, to check; to bridle, 
manage as a horse. [butter or cheese. 

Dai ry-house fdi' re-'hddse), n. a house where milk is manufactured into 
Deep-tan gled (deep' ting 'gld), a. growing together closely or thickly. 
Drip' ping, par. of Drip, to fail or let fall in drops: n. a falling or that which 

falls in drops. [or an occult or illusive picture; a typical design. 
Em blem (&m' bl&m), n. that which represents another thing; a painted enigma 
G<3b' lit, n. a kind of bowl, cup, or drinking vessel, having no handle. 
In cli ned (In kllnd'), pre. of Incline, to turn towards; to bend; to give a 

direction; to lean; to be disposed ; to stoop. [come or right. 
In tru sive ly (In troS' slv '14), ad. in an intrusive manner ; without wel- 
I ron-bound (1' urn-'boiind), a. bound with or surrounded by iron. 
Ju pi ter (jd' pe 'tur), n. prop, the supreme pagan or ancient heathen deity; 

one of the primary planets. 
Moss-cov er ed (mds'-k&v 'urd), a. covered or clad with moss. 
Nec tar (nik' tur), n. the supposed drink of the heathen gods. 
Oak en (6' kn), a. made of oak. 
O ver flow ing ('6 v&r fl6' Ing), par. of Overflow, to spread or flow over, or 

fill beyond the brim, inundate as water ; to deluge. 
Plan ta tion (pl&n ta' shun), n. a cultivated farm or estate; a colony; a place 

planted; establishment. [equipoise ; weight. 
Pois ed (pdlzd), pre. of Poise, to balance; to weigh; to examine: n. balance, 
Pdnd, n. an artificial or natural basin, pool, or lake of water. 
Re v&rts', pres. t. of Revert, to turn or fall back; to return; to reverse. 
Sips, pres. t. of Sip, to drink or take into the mouth with the lips in small 

quantities: n. a small draught taken with the lips. 
Ves sel (v&s' sil), n. any thing in which liquids are put; a cask or utensil for 

liquors; a ship, &c. for navigation; a tube. 
White-peb bled (hwlte'-p&b 'bid), a. covered with white pebbles. 

Reading Lesson XIX. 

The Bucket. 

1. How dear to this heart are the scenes of my childhood, 
When fond recollection presents them to view! 
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The orchard, the meadow, the deep-tangled wild wood, 
And ev’ry loved spot which my infancy knew; 

The wide-spreading pond, and the mill which stood by it, 
The bridge, and the rock where the cataract fell; 

The cot of my father, the dairy-house nigh it, 
And e’en the rude bucket which hung in the well! 

The old oaken bucket, the iron-bound bucket, 
The moss-covered bucket, which hung in the well! 

2. That moss-covered vessel I hail as a treasure; 
For often, at noon, when returned from the field, 

I found it the source of an exquisite pleasure, 
The purest and sweetest that nature can yield. 

How ardent I seized it, with hands that were glowing, 
And quick to the white-pebbled bottom it fell.; 

Then soon, with the emblem of truth overflowing, 
And dripping with coolness it rose from the well; 

The old oaken bucket, the iron-bound bucket, 
The moss-covered bucket arose from the well 

3. How sweet from the green mossy brim to receive it, 
As poised on the curb it inclined to my lips ! 

Not a full blushing goblet could tempt me to leave it, 
Though filled with the nectar that Jupiter sips. 

And now, far removed from the loved situation, 
The tear of regret will intrusively swell, 

As fancy reverts to my father’s plantation, 
And sighs for the bucket which hangs in the well ; 

The old oaken bucket, the iron-bound bucket, 
The moss-covered bucket, which hangs in his well. 

Samuel Woodworth. 

Questions.—What did Mr. Woodworth say were dear to his heart ? Of 
what were these scenes composed ? And even what ? What did he hail as 
a treasure ? Why and when ? What was an emblem of truth 7 Can any 
thing be more delicious than a drink of cool water from the well or mountain 
spring? What did intrusively swell? Can anything be more delightful 
than the fond recollections of the scenes of our childhood ? Should not, 
therefore, all young persons by their obedience and kindness to their parents 
and friends contribute to the endearments of those associations ? How pleas¬ 
ant then, the recollection of them! 
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Spelling Lesson XX. 

Ab o ri gi nes ('4b 6 rlj' e 'nfez), n. plu. the first or earliest inhabitants of a 
country. [lieve: n. help, support; subsidy. 

Aid ed (4de' fed), pre. of Aid, to assist, to help; to succor, to support; to re- 
As cer tain ('4s sfer tine'), v. to make certain or gain knowledge by examina¬ 

tion or experiment; to establish, to fix. 
Can a da (k4n' 4 'd4), n. prop, an extensive country of North America. 
Cer e mon ies (sfer' e 'min nlz), n. pin. of Ceremony, outward rite, external 

form in religion; forms of civility; outward forms of state. 
Civ il i za tion ('slv 11 e z4' shun), n. the state of being civilized; the act of 

civilizing. 
Con trast (kon trist'), v. to exhibit, place, or set in opposition. 
Con ver sion (k6n ver' shin), n. a change from a bad to a religious and holy 

life ; change from one religious opinion to another ; a change or turning 
from one thing or state to another. 

Coun ter bal an ced ('kddn tir b41' 14nst), pre. of Counterbalance, to weigh 
or balance against in the opposite scale. [courage, hopelessness. 

De spon den cy (de sp<5n' dfen 'se), n. despair, dejection of spirits; loss of 
Di min ish ed (de min' Isht), pre. of Diminish, to decrease, grow less; to make 

less; to impair; to degrade. 
Ear li er (fer' le 'ur), a-, more prior in time; first; being in the better season : 

ad. in better time; sooner. 
Ec cle si as tics (ek 'kle zhe 4s' tlks), n. plu. of Ecclesiastic, a clergyman, a 

priest, a minister of the gospel; a person in orders: a. relating to the 
church, not civil. [of strength. 

Ef forts (fef' firts), n. plu. of Effort, laborious endeavor; a struggle; exertion 
Ex er tion (fegz fer' shun), n. an effort; act of exerting. [destroy. 
Ex tin guish ed (feks ting' gwlsht), pre. of Extinguish, to quench, put out; to 
Fires (firez), n. phi. and pres. t. of Fire, any thing burning; heat and light; 

flame ; conflagration; ardor of passion; spirit; vigor of fancy; intel¬ 
lectual activity : v. to take or set on fire; to discharge any firearms ; to 
kindle; to inflame. 

Fleet' Ing, part. a. passing rapidly ; flying with swiftness; transient: par. 
of Fleet, to fly swiftly; to pass lightly or rapidly: n. a company of 
ships; a navy: a. swift, quick ; nimble, active. 

Fore fa thers (fore f4' thirz), n. plu. of Forefather, an ancestor. 
For tunes (fdr' tshinez), n. plu. of Fortune, success, the good or ill that be¬ 

falls any one; portion, estate; luck; chance; wealth, riches; posses¬ 
sions ; destiny. 

Fron tiers (fron teerz'), n. plu. of Frontier, the border or extreme part or verge 
of a country or territory which borders on another country: a. bordering; 
lying or being on the extreme part. 

His to ri ans (his t<V re '4nz), n. plu. of Historian, a writer of events or facts; 
one who writes or compiles history. 

Homes (himez), n. plu. of Home, one's habitation, residence, dwelling, or 
house; one’s country: a. severe, close; poignant: ad. to one’s own hab¬ 
itation ; to the point, closely. 

Hipe' less, a. destitute of or without hope; despairing ; desperate. 
Hu ron (hi' rin), n. prop, the name of one of the lakes lying between the 

United States and Canada. 
In tre pid i ty ('In trfe pld' e 'tfe), n. undaunted courage, fearlessness; very 

great boldness; fearless bravery. [ful; miserable; pitiful; poor. 
Lam en ta ble (14m' fen 't4 bl), a. rrumrnfvl, to be lamented; grievous, sorrow- 
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Le gends (14' jindz), n. plu. of Legend, an incredible and unauthentic narra- 
live, a f a>k; a chronicle or register; an inscription. [king better. 

Me !i o ra ticu ('m4 14 6 ri' shfin), n. improvement; act of improving or ma- 
Mis sion a ry (mtslT &n 'i r4), a. relating to missions: n. one sent to propa¬ 

gate or spread religion. 
Mo tive (mu' ilv), n. that which incites to action, moves the will, or determines 

the choice : a. causing motion; tending to move. 
Mu ta tions (mu ti' shunz), n. phi. of Mutation, change; process of chan¬ 

ging ; alteration. [mark; to celebrate. 
Ob serve (db zirv'), v. to see, to notice; to regard; to watch; to obey; to re- 
Phys i cal (ftz' 4 'kil), a. relating or pertaining to nature; not moral; me¬ 

dicinal. 
Plough ed (plddd), pre. of Plough, to turn and break up the ground; to fur¬ 

row : n. an instrument to break or turn up the ground or soil; a joiner s 
instrument with which to groove. 

Pri va tions (prl vi' shunz), n. plu. of Privation, absence or deprivation of 
any thing necessary fur cmnfort, want; loss, removal, or destruction of any 
thing. [visible; standing out, protuberant. 

Prom i nent (prdnf 4 'nint), a. most striking, conspicuous, principal; most 
Pro tec t.ion (pr6 tik' shin), n. preservation, defence, or shelter from annoy¬ 

ance, injury, or loss; passport. [gression ; haste. 
Ra pid i ty (ri pld' 4 't4), n. velocity, swiftness; celerity; quickness of pro- 
Rel Ics (r41' lks), n. pin. of Relic, that which remains; the body of a dead 

person. [hold ; to limit; to confine ; to forbear. 
Re strain (r4 strine'), v. to suppress, to check; to repress, to hinder; to with- 
Re suits (re zhlts'), n. plu. and pres. t. of Result, effect; consequence; decis¬ 

ion ; a rebounding: v. to proceed, arise from; to spring; to fly back. 
Rock y (rdk' k4), a,, stony, full of, or abounding with rocks; hard ; rough. 
Sat is fac tor i ly ('sit ts fik' t&r vr4 14), ad. in a manner to satisfy, content, 

or convince the mind. [or advancing. 
Sta tion a ry (sti' shun '4 re), a. fixed, not progressive; settled; not moving 
St. Ig nace (sint ig' nise), n. pop. the name of a place on the shores of 
Theirs (thlrez), pro. posses, case of They. [lake Huron. 
Threat en (Mrit' tn), v. to exhibit the appearance of coming evil; to menace, 

to declare or denounce evil against. 
Tribes (trlbez), n. plu. of Tribe, a distinct race or body of people; a family; 

a division of vegetables, &c. 
Un chan ged (&n tshinjd'), a. not changed or altered. 
Zeal (z44l), n. passionate ardor, earnestness; warmth. 

Reading Lesson XX. 

Melancholy Decay of the Indians. 

1. Neither the government nor people of the United States 
have any wish to conceal from themselves, nor from the world, 
that there is upon their frontiers a wretched, forlorn people, look¬ 
ing to them for support and protection, and possessing strong 
claims upon their justice and humanity. Those people received 
our forefathers in a spirit of friendship, aided them to endure 
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privations and sufferings, and taught them how to provide for 
many of the wants with which they were surrounded. 

2. The Indians were then strong, and we were weak ; and, 
without looking at the change which has occurred in any spirit 
of morbid affectation, but with the feelings of an age accustomed 
to observe great mutations in the fortunes of nations and of indi- 
viduals, we may express our regret that they have lost so much 
of what we have gained. 

3. The prominent points of their history are before the world, 
and will go down unchanged to posterity. In the revolution of 
a few ages, this fair portion of the continent, which was theirs,, 
has passed into our possession. The forests, which afforded 
them food and security, where were their cradles, their homes, 
and their graves, have disappeared, or are disappearing, before 
the progress of civilization. 

4. We have extinguished their council fires, and ploughed up 
the bones of their fathers. Their population has diminished 
with lamentable rapidity. Those tribes that remain, like the 
lone column of a falling temple, exhibit but the sad relics of their 
former strength ; and, many others live only in the names, which 
have reached us through the earlier accounts of travellers and 
historians. 

5. The causes which have produced this physical desolation 
are yet in constant and active operation, and threaten to leave us, 
at no distant day, without a living proof of Indian sufferings, 
from the Atlantic to the immense desert which sweeps along the 
base of the Rocky Mountains. Nor can we console ourselves 
with the reflection, that their physical condition has been conn* 
terbalanced by any melioration in their moral condition. 

6. We have taught them neither how to live nor how to die. 
They have been equally stationary in their manners, habits, and 
opinions ; in every thing but their numbers and their happiness ; 
and, although existing, for more than six generations, in contact 
with a civilized people, they owe to them no one valuable im¬ 
provement in the arts, nor a single principle which can restrain 
their passions, or give hope to despondency, motive to exertion, 
or confidence to virtue. 

7. Efforts, however, have not been wanting to reclaim the In* 
dians from their forlorn condition ; but with what hopeless re¬ 
sults, we have only to cast our eyes upon them to ascertain. 
Whether the cause of this failure must be sought in the princi¬ 
ples of these efforts, or in their application, has not yet been sat¬ 
isfactorily determined ; but, the important experiments which are 
now making, will probably, ere long, put the question at rest. 
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8. During more than a century, great zeal was displayed by 
the French court, and by many of the dignified French ecclesi¬ 
astics, for the conversion of the American aborigines in Canada; 
and, learned, and pious, and zealous men devoted themselves, 
with noble ardor and intrepidity, to this generous work : at what 
immense personal sacrifices, we can never fully estimate. And 
it is melancholy to contrast their privations and sufferings, living 
and dying, with the fleeting memorials of their labors. 

9. A few external ceremonies, affecting neither the head nof 
the heart, and which are retained like idle legends among some 
of the aged Indians, are all that remain to preserve the recollec¬ 
tion of their spiritual fathers; and, I have stood upon the ruins 
of St. Ignace, on the shores of Lake Huron, their principal mis¬ 
sionary establishment, indulging those melancholy reflections 
which must always press upon the mind, amidst the fallen mon¬ 
uments of human piety.—Cass. 

Questions.—What have not the people of the United States any wish to 
conceal from the world 7 How did tne Indians receive our forefathers 7 
How were the Indians then 1 How were our forefathers 7 Of what may 
wre express our regret 7 What are before the world 7 What have disappeared 7 
Before what 7 What have been extinguished 1 What ploughed'? What 
diminished I What do those tribes of Indians that remain exhibit 7 What 
are yet in constant and active operation 7 What do they threaten 7 Have 
the Indians been benefited by us 7 What have we not taught them 7 Has 
not the evil, inflicted upon the poor Indians by introducing ardent spiritj 
among them, been greater than all the good, civil, moral, or religious, eflecte 1 
by our acquaintance with them 7 In what have they remained stationary ? 
Do the Indians owe any thing to the people of this country from havin i 
been in contact with them 7 Any thing valuable, or to restrain their passions I 
What have not been wanting to reclaim the Indians 7 With what results I 
What has not been satisfactorily determined 7 What was displayed moi i 
than a century 7 By whom 7 For what 7 What can not be fully estimated 1 
What is it melancholy to contrast 7 What are all that remain of those e • 
forts 7 Where and upon what did Mr. Cass indulge melancholy reflections 

Spelling Lesson XXI. 

Al ge bra (41' je 'br4), n. a kind, of peculiar or universal arithmetic; a meth* l 
of computation in which signs and symbols, commonly letters, are us i 
to represent numbers and quantities. 

Ap pa ra tus ('4p pi ri' t&s), n. phi. necessary instruments, furniture, tools, r 
other things for accomplishing or performing any art, trade, or operation. 

A rith me tic (4 r\th' ra£ 'tlk), n. the science of numbers, or the art of com¬ 
putation. 

Cal cu lus fk4l' ki '14s), n. a kind of arithmetic which treats of the very 
small differences of variable quantities; the stone in the bladder. 
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De fray ed (d£ frAde'), pre. of Defray, to pay, bear, or discharge, as cost or 
expenses. [ed; ultimate end or design. 

Des ti na tion ('des te ni' shim), n. condition or purpose intended or appoint- 
Ex cep tion (4k sep' shim), n. the thing or person excepted, exclusion; cavil; 

objection; offence taken. [in favor of either party, unprejudiced. 
Im par tial (1m par' shal), a. equal, not partial; just, equitable; not biased 
In di ca ted (In' d& 'ki t4d), pre. of Indicate, to point out; to show, exhibit. 
In ex o ra bly (In eks' A 'ra bl&), ad. in such a manner as not to be moved by 

entreaty. 
In volv ing (In vAlv' tng), par. of Involve, to joined or connected with; 

to Comprise; to inwrap, envelop; to entangle; to blend, take in. 
Lan gua ges (ling' gwlj 'lz), n. plu. of Language, the manner or expression 

of ideas or feelings by the people of one natian as distinct from another; 
human speech ; style. (language. 

Lit' In, n. the ancient language of the Romans: a. relating to the Roman 
Men su ra tion ('min shh ri' shin), n. the art, act, result, or practice of meas¬ 

uring. [by the public; a very poor person. 
Pau pers (paw' purz), n. plu. of Pauper, one who receives alms or is supported 
Per sua ded (pir swi' did), pre. of Persuade, to bring to an opinion; to in¬ 

fluence or induce by argument. 
Plum-pdd' ding, n. a pudding containing plums, raisins, or currants. 
Pour' ist, a. most in want, most indigent; meanest, lowest. 
Re form ers (re f Arm' firz), n. plu. of Reformer, one who reforms or effects an 

amendment or reformation. [imposed. 
Tax a tion (tiks A' shin), n. the act of taxing or taping a tax; impost; sum 

Reading Lesson XXI. 

Necessity of Education. 

1. So well are we persuaded of the benefit the public would de¬ 
rive from a good system of national education, that we are as anxious 
as these reformers can he, that the poorest person in the country 
should he taught reading, writing, arithmetic in all its rules and 
branches, mensuration, the elements of algebra and geography. 
If the parents, from misfortune and accident involving no crime, 
are unable to pay for such an education, let the public maintain 
such children as paupers till twelve or fourteen years of age, and 
then bind them out to some industrious calling. 

2. But where this is not the case with the parent, he should 
be compelled inexorably to pay his fair proportion toward the 
expense attending this first of duties. Beyond the branches now 
indicated, education is a luxury, not a necessary of life. You 
might as well say that a child has a natural right to plum-pud- 
ding and custard after dinner, as to Greek, Latin, the oriental 
languages, and the higher calculus 

3. We would even go as far as to provide teachers and appa 
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ratus at the public expense for every branch of knowledge with¬ 
out exception, but the public expense should be defrayed from 
the produce of impartial taxation. To such national schools, 
every person might send his children to be taught whatever 
branches of knowledge the parent thought necessary to the future 
destination of the child.—Judge Cooter—Southern Review. 

Questions.—What should every person in the country be taught 1 How 
should the children of the unfortunate poor be educated 1 What is one of 
the very first duties of parents who are in comfortable and easy circumstan¬ 
ces 1 What should be provided at the public expense ? How should the ex¬ 
pense of providing teachers, &c. be defrayed 1 Will every young person re¬ 
member that the institutions of this country, so much esteemed and highly 
regarded by patriots and philanthropists, in this and every other country, can 
not be perpetuated, unless thewhole of our population be both intellectually 

and morally EDUCATED 1 

Spelling Lesson XXII. 

Bray (bri), n. a harsh, loud noise or cry, as of an ass; a kind of bank: v. to 
make a harsh, loud noise or cry, as of an ass ; to beat, pound, or grind 
small. [mules. 

Cav al cade ('kiv 41 kide'), n. a procession of persons on horseback, or on 
Com par i son (k<5m pir' e 'sun), n. illustration or simile, act of comparing; 

comparative estimate ; proportion. [country; a fellow patriot. 
Com pa tri ots (k6m pi' tre 'its), n. plu. of Compatriot, one of the same 
Coun try-dance (kin' tre-'danse), n. a kind of dance. 
Cur ved (kirvd), pre. of Curve, to bend, to crook; to inflect: n. a bending or 

inflection without angles; any thing bent: a. bent, crooked; inflected. 
Cur vet ting (kir vet' ting), part. a. leaping, bounding; frisking: par. of 

Curvet, to leap, to bound; to frisk : n. a leap, a bound; a frolic. 
Dirt' tng, par. of Dart, to start, fly, rush, or spring suddenly or rapidly; to 

thrust as a dart; to throw, emit: n. a pointed weapon thrown by the hand. 
Di ver si fi ed (di ver' si 'fide), part. a. variegated, made various; altered: 

par. of Diversify, to variegate, make various; to alter, make different. 
Don key (d6ng' ke), n. a kind of familiar or childish name given to a mule 

or an ass used for riding. 
En er get ic ('in ir jit' lk), a. forcible, powerful; strong, vigorous; active. 
En vel op ed (in vil' upt), pre. of Envelop, to cover, to hide; to in wrap ; to 

enclose, surround. 
Ev i den ced (iv' i 'dinst), pre. of Evidence, to show, evince; to prove: n. 

testimony, proof; witness; that which shows or proves facts. 
Ex e cu ted (iks' <± 'ki tid), pre. of Execute, to perform, to effect; to put in 

act; to finish, to complete; to put to death. 
Ex pres sing (iks pris' sing), par. of Express, to utter, declare; to indicate ; 

to designate; to represent; to squeeze or press out: n. a special mes¬ 
senger or message: a. clear, plain ; manifest. 

Fright ed (frl' tid), part. a. terrified; daunted: par. of Fright, to terrify; to 
daunt: n. panic, sudden terror. 

Ge n-i i (je' ne '!), n. phi. spirits, imaginary beings between men and angels, 
good or bad; demons. 

7* 
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Gras sy (gras' se), a. covered, filled, or containing grass. 
Hum ming birds (hum' mtng 'b&rdz), n. plu. of Hummingbird, a very small 

beautiful bird, darting and rapid, in its movements. 
In di ca tions ('In d£ ka' shunz), n. plu. of Indication, marie, sign; token; 

symptom; note; display. 
Lines (llnez), n. plu. and pres. i. of Line, row, rank, extension in length; a 

string; lineament; delineation; part of a verse; the equator; a busi¬ 
ness ; a limit; order; progeny ; longitudinal extension ; the twelfth of 
an inch : v. to cover on the inside; to guard within. 

Ma nceu vres (m4 nSo' v&rz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Manoeuvre, a change of 
position, a dexterous movement; any skilful management; an evolution, 
a stratagem: v. to change position ; to manage with skill, dexterity, art, 
address, or stratagem. 

Min' u 'et, n. a stately, graceful, and regular dance. 
Mo ment’s (mi' m&nts), n. posses, case of Moment, an instant, a small or 

minute portion of time ; importance, value ; force, weight; consequence. 
Move ments (m53v' ments), n. plu. of Movement, a change of place, motion; 

a passing ; agitation; excitement; a march. 
Neigh ings (ni' tngz), n. plu. of Neighing, the voice of a horse. 
Op er a ted (6p' fer 'A t&d), pre. of Operate, to act, to have or produce effect; to 

have agency ; to perform. 
Pace (pAse), n. a step; gait; manner of walking; a measure of two and 

a half feet: v. to measure by steps ; to move slowly, or, with a particular 
Pa tri ar chal ('p4 tre &r' Ml), a. relating or belonging to patriarchs. [gait. 
Per form ed (pfer fdrmd'), pre. of Perform, to execute, to do; to discharge; to 

fulfil; to accomplish. 
Pha lanx (fa' langks), n. a large number or body of horses, soldiers, or men 

closely a,nd compactly imbodied or combined os to firmness and solidity. 
Prai rie (pri' re), n. an extensive and generally level tract of land, naturally 

destitute of trees, and covered with tall coarse grass. 
Pre cis ion (pre slzh' 6n), n. accuracy, exactness; exact limitation. 
Prick ed (prlkt), pre. of Prick, to erect; to pierce ; to spur ; to goad ; to pain; 

to mark; to make acid: n. a sharp point; a spur; a puncture; sharp 
pain. [a runner ; one that races. 

Ra cer (ri' s&r), n. a horse that can run swiftly, or one bred to run for prizes; 
Rfet' r A 'gride, a. going, moving, or proceeding backwards; contrary: v. to 

go, move, or proceed backwards. [mean; cringing. 
Ser vile (s&r' vll), a. slavish, submissive; held in subjection, dependant; 
Shells (shAlz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Shell, an instrument of music; the hard, 

outer, or superficial covering of any thing ; a bomb : v. to take out of, 
strip off, or cast, the shell. 

Shift' fed;,apre. of Shift, to change, alter; to transfer; to move; to find means; 
to resort to expedients; to evade; to put off: n. a change; an expe¬ 
dient ; an evasion ; last resource; artifice. 

Snort, n. a, blowing hard or forcing air through the nose with noise, as ahorse: 
v. to blow hard or force air with violence through the nose, as a horse; 
to turn up in scorn, anger, or derision. 

Sn&rts, n. plu. and pres. t. of Snort. [giving a clear sound. 
So no rous (sA nA' r&s), «. shrill, high-sounding; loud ; magnificent of sound ; 
Spon ta ne ous (sp5n ti' ne 'us), a. voluntary, acting by its own will or of its 

own accord; produced or acting of itself without human labor or being 
planted. 

SpAt' ted), part. a. speckled or specked; stained; disgraced: pre. of Spot, to 
mark or stain; to disgrace: n. a speck; a blot; a certain place; dis- 

Steeds (stiedz), n. plu. of Steed, a horse for state or war. [grace 
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StAm pi' dA, n. a heavy, noisy stamping or trampling of horses, 
v Struc ture (strAk' tshAre), n. organized construction or make; form; an ed¬ 

ifice ; frame. [wants ; equally to; competently. 
. Suf fi cient ly (suf fish' Ant '1A), ad. enough or so as to satify; adequately to 

Tamperings (tAnT pAr lngz), n. flu. of Tampering, a meddling with or 
trying experiments; a being busy; a practising secretly. 

’ Un em ploy ed ('An Am plStd'), a. idle, not occupied.; not employed, at leisure. 
Un mix ed (An mikst'), a. not mingled; not mixed, pure. 
VAr' dint, a. covered with growing grass or plants ; green; fresh; flourishing, 
Vro cal (vA' k41), a. uttered by the voice; having a voice. 

Reading Lesson XXU. 

Wild Horse. 

1. The day before we came in view of the Rocky Mountains, 
I saw in the greatest perfection that impressive, and, to me, 
almost sublime spectacle, an immense drove of wild horses, for a 

< long time hovering around our path across the prairie. I had 
often seen great numbers of them before, mixed with other ani¬ 
mals, apparently quiet, and grazing like the rest. Here there 
were thousands unmixed, unemployed ; their motions, if such a 
comparison might be allowed, as darting, and as wild as those 
of hummingbirds on the flowers. 

2. The tremendous snorts, with which the front columns of 
the phalanx made known their approach to us, seemed to be 
their wild and energetic way of expressing their pity and disdain, 
for the servile lot of our horses, of which they appeared to be 
taking a survey. 

3. They were of all colors, mixed, spotted, and diversified 
i with every hue, from the brightest white to clear and shining 

black; and of every form and structure, from the long and slen¬ 
der racer, to those of firmer limbs and heavier mould; and of 

i all ages, from the curvetting colt, to the range of patriarchal 
steeds, drawn up in a line, and holding their high heads for a 

ri survey of us, in the rear. 
4. Sometimes they curved their necks, and made no more 

progress than just enough to keep pace with our advance. 
Then there was a kind of slow and walking minuet, in which 
they performed various evolutions, with the precision of the 
figures of a country-dance. Then a rapid movement shifted the 
front to the rear. But still, in all their evolutions and move¬ 
ments, like the flight of seafowl, their lines were regular, and 
free from all indications of confusion. 
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5. At times a spontaneous and sudden movement towards us, 
almost inspired the apprehension of a united attack upon us. 
After a moment’s advance, a snort and a rapid retrograde move- 
ment seemed to testify their proud estimate of their wild inde¬ 
pendence. The infinite variety of their rapid movements, their 
tamperings and manoeuvres, were of such a wild and almost 
terrific character, that it required hut a moderate stretch of fancy 
to suppose them the genii of these grassy plains. 

6. At one period they were formed for an immense depth in 
front of us. A wheel, executed almost with the rapidity of 
thought, presented them hovering on our flanks. Then, again, 
the cloud of dust, that enveloped their movements, cleared away, 
and presented them in our rear. They evidently operated as a 
great annoyance to the horses and mules of our cavalcade. The 
frighted movements, the increased indications of fatigue, suffi¬ 
ciently evidenced, with their frequent neighings, what unpleasant 
neighbors they considered their wild compatriots to he. 

7. So much did our horses appear to suffer from fatigue and 
terror, in consequence of their vicinity, that we were thinking of 
some way to drive them off; when on a sudden, a patient and 
laborious donkey of the establishment, who appeared to have 
regarded all their movements with philosophic indifference, 
pricked up his long ears, and gave a loud and most sonorous 
bray from his vocal shells. 

8. Instantly this prodigious multitude, and there were thousands 
of them, took what the Spanish call the “ stompado.” With a 
trampling like the noise of thunder, or still more like that of an 
earthquake, a noise that was absolutely appalling, they took to 
their heels, and were all in a few moments invisible in the verdant 
depths of thejplains, and we saw them no more.—T. Flint. 

Questions.—What was seen on the prairies 7 Before what 7 Was the 
number of horses great 7 Like what were their motions 7 Of what did they 
seem to express pity and disdain 7 Of what color wrere the horses 7 Of 
what form 7 Of what age 7 What did they sometimes curve 7 What prog¬ 
ress did they make 7 What did these horses do with great precision 7 Pre¬ 
cision of what 7 What were regular and free from confusion 7 What ap¬ 
prehension was almost inspired 7 How did they seem to testify their wild 
independence 7 What might they have been supposed to be, owing to their 
wild and terrific character 7 Where were the horses formed at one period 7 
>Vhere presented at another 7 What were these horses considered 7 What 
did the patient and philosophic donkey do 7 What was then done by the 
wild horses 7 What was like the noise of thunder or of an earthquake 7 
How did they become invisible 7 
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Spelling Lesson XXIII. 

Ces sa tion (sis si' shAn), n. a rest, a ceasing; a stop; a pause; a suspen¬ 
sion, a respite. 

De serve (de zirv'), v. to merit, to be worthy of. 
Doc trines (dAk' trlnz), n. Vlu. of Doctrine, the truth of the gospel; a prin¬ 

ciple, whatever is taught; precept; act of teaching. 
Good-will (g&d-wtl'), n. benevolence; kindness. 
In ap pre ci a ble ('In ip prA' shA 'i bl), a. that can not be estimated or ap- 

In dffatTga’ble ('In dA fat' A 'gi bl), a. unwearied, not tired, not yielding 

to fatigue. 
In scrip tion (tn skrtp' shin), n. any thing, either a title, a name, or a sen¬ 

tence, &c., engraved or written on something for duration; an address. 
In ten tion (In tin' shin), n. design, purpose; end; aim. 
Lit er al ly (lit' 4r 'il le), ad. really, not figuratively ; with strict or close ad¬ 

herence to words. 
Mau so le urn ('maw sA le' Am), n. a stately monument; a magnificent tomb. 
Meet ly (meet' 14), ad.fitly, properly; suitably; duly. 
No' tid, pre. of Note, to set down; to observe; to attend; to remark: n. a 

mark, a token ; a notice; a remark; reputation ; a stigma; an account; 
sound in music; a short writing or letter; a written confession of debt; 

comment. „ , , , , , . 
Pas tor (pis' tAr), n. a clergyman, a minister of the gospel who has charge of a 

church; a shepherd. 
Per il ous (pir' 11 As), a. full of danger, hazardous. 
Preach ing (prAetsh' Ing), par. of Preach, to teach or inculcate religion, to ex¬ 

hort to repentance; to pronounce or proclaim a religious discourse publicly. 
Pre tence (pre tfense'), n. a pretext, assumption; a show of what is not real; 

claim true or false. . 
Re mote ly (rA mote' le), ad. at a distance, not nearly; in a small degree, 

slightly. . . 
Re po sing (re pA' zing), par. of Repose, to rest, to be at rest; to live m 

quiet; to lodge ; to lay to rest; to sleep ; to place or rest in confidence: 

n. sleep ; rest, quiet. 
Rest ing-place (rist' tng-'plise), n. a place of rest. 
Rude ly (rflAd' 14), ad. roughly, coarsely; harshly; uncivilly; ignorantly. 
Scrip (skrtp), n. a small bag; a small writing; a schedule or certificate. 
Stin' dard, n. a settled rate, that which is a test; an ensign of war, a staff 

with a flag or colors; a standing tree; a rule of measure. 
Treas u red ftrizh' Ard), pre. of Treasure, to lay up; to provide, collect for 

future use; to hoard : n. wealth accumulated or hoarded ; nches ; abun- 

Un mark ed (An mirkt'), a. not marked; not observed or regarded. 
Un pro tect ed ('An prA tikt' id), a. not protected; defenceless. 
Un stud i ed (An stAd' Id), a. not studied; not premeditated. 
Way fa rers (wi' fi 'rArz), n. phi. of Wayfarer, a traveller; a passenger. 
Way side (wi' side), n. the side of the way or road. 
WAIl-dfl' Inn-, n. the doing or acting well. 
Wilds (wlldz), n.plu. of Wild, an uncultivated tract or region, a desert; a 

waste: a. not cultivated ; not tame; savage; licentious. 
Wont (wAnt), n. custom, habit; use: a. accustomed; habituated: v. to be 

accustomed or habituated ; to use. 
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Reading Lesson XXIII. 

The Missionary Preacher. 

1. In our western forests, where men are remotely situated 
from one another, and can not well provide for an established 
place of worship and a regular pastor, the labors of the Mission- 
ary, valued at the lowest standard of human want, are inappre¬ 
ciable. We may add, that never did laborers more deserve, yet 
less frequently receive, their reward. 

2. Humble in habit, moderate in desire, indefatigable in well¬ 
doing, pure in practice and intention, without pretence or osten¬ 
tation of any kind, they have gone freely and fearlessly into 
places the most remote and perilous, with an empty scrip, but 
with hearts filled to overflowing with love of God and good-will 
to men ; preaching their doctrines with a simple and unstudied 
eloquence, meetly characteristic of, and well adapted to, the old 
groves, the deep primitive forests, and rudely barren wilds, in 
which it is their wont most commonly to give them utterance. 

3. Day after day, week after week, and month after month, 
finding them wayfarers still, never slumbering, never reposing 
from the toil they have engaged in, until they have fallen, almost 
literally, into the narrow grave by the wayside ; their resting- 
place unprotected by any other mausoleum or shelter than those 
trees which have witnessed their devotions; their names and 
worth unmarked by any inscription ; their memories, however, 
closely treasured up and carefully noted among human affections, 
and within the bosoms of those for whom their labors have been 
taken; and their reward, with a high ambition cherished well 
in their lives, found only in that better abode where they are 
promised a cessation from their labors, but where their works 
still follow them.—W. Gilmore Simms. 

Questions.—What are inappreciable 7 Where 7 How has the missionary 
gone freely and fearlessly into remote and perilous places 7 Where preach 
his doctrines 7 How has day after day found the missionary 7 Never what 7 
How has he almost literally fallen 7 How protected 7 How name and 
worth marked 'l What treasured up 7 Where 7 Where reward found 7 
What there promised 7 Can any thing be more praiseworthy than the de¬ 
voted and self-sacrificing labors of the pious missionary 7 
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Spelling Lesson XXIV. 

Ac com mo da tion (4k 'k£m m6 di' shin), n. a providing or provision of 
conveniences or comforts; an adjustment of differences, reconciliation; 
fitness. 

A pol lo (4 p6l' 16), n. prop, the god of music, poetry, and the sciences. 
Ap pro ving (4p prSS' vlng), part. a. expressing approbation, commending; 

liking: par. of Approve, to like, to be pleased with; to allow or admit 
the propriety of; to prove; to make worthy, justify ; to commend. 

A re as (a' re '4z), n. pin. of Area, the surface or superficial contents of a 
thing; any plain open surface. 

As so ci a tion (4s 's6 sh6 4' shin), n. an assembly, confederacy; union, so¬ 
ciety ; partnership; union of things ; connexion or union of ideas. 

As tron o my (4s tr8n' 6 'm6), n. the science which teaches the knowledge 
of the heavenly or celestial bodies. 

At tain ed (4t tand'), pre. of Attain, to reach, arrive at; to come to; to ob¬ 
tain, procure; to gain. 

At ti ca (4t' te 'k4), n. prop, the name of a peninsula of ancient Greece; the 
name of a place. 

Can tons (k4n' tinz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Canton, a small portion of land 
or division or district of country or territory, forming a distinct govern¬ 
ment ; a clan: v. to divide into small parts; to allot separate quarters 
for soldiers. [cade; a disease in the eye. 

Cat a racts (kit' 4 'rikts), n. plu. of Cataract, a very large waterfall, a cas- 
Clo ses (kl<V zlz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Close, to end, terminate; to conclude, 

finish ; to enclose; to confine; to join, unite ; to shut, make fast; to co¬ 
alesce : n. conclusion, end; termination; pause, cessation; the time of 
shutting up. 

Com pri sed (k6m prlzd'),pre. of Comprise, to include; to contain; to com¬ 
prehend. [a meeting. 

Con gress (k<5ng' gris), n. the legislature of the United States; an assembly; 
Con trib ute (kdn trtb' Ate), v. to give, impart; to lend aid, influence, or 

power; to bear a part; to give for a common purpose; to have a share 
in any act. 

Cor re spon dent ('kSr re sp5n' dent), a. suitable, fit; adapted ; answerable; 
agreeable: n. one who corresponds or keeps up intercourse by writing 
letters. 

Coun ties (kdfin' ttz), n. pin. of County, a shire, division of a state, &c. 
De creed (d6 kreed'), pre. of Decree, lo order, determine; to fix; to appoint; 

to doom by a decree: n. an edict; a law; sentence, order; determina¬ 
tion, purpose. [person or thing deified. 

De i ty (de' e 't6), n. prop, the Supreme Being, Goa: a fabulous god, any 
De scends (de sendz'), pres. t. of Descend, to go, come, or sink down; to come 

from. 
Di men sions (de m4n' shiinz), n. plu. of Dimension,extent,size; capacity, bulk. 
Ec stat ic (ek st4t' Ik), a. transporting, rapturous; entrancing; ravishing, 

very delightful. 
E lap sed (e 14pst'), pre. of Elapse, to pass, slide, or glide away. 
E stab lish ing (e st4b' Itsh 'tng), par. of Establish, to found, to settle; to ful¬ 

fil; to ratify; to fix, to confirm; to erect; to ordain. [dation. 
Eu lo gi um (y& 16' je '&m), n. an encomium, a.panegyric; praise, commen- 
Ex alt (4gz lit'), v. to elevate; to raise or lift up; to extol; to magnify, to 

praise. 
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Ex cced (ek seed'), v. to surpass, to go beyond a given measure, limit, or quan- ] 
tity; to excel; to pass limits or bounds; to go beyond; to go too far; : 
to be more or larger. 

Ex cep tions (ek sep' shunz), n. plu. of Exception, the person or thing ex- i 
cepted or not included; exclusion; objection; cavil; offence taken. 

Ex ul ta tion ('egz ul ti' shun), n. an expression of great gladness, joy, and 
delight; triumph. 

Ful ton (ful' tn), n. prop, a man’s name. [delineated. 
Graph ic (graf' Ik), a. pertaining to the art of writing and delineating; well j 
II lus tra ted (tl lus' tri hid), pre. of Illustrate, to elucidate, make dear, explain; 

to brighten. [office, or honor, or greatness. 
In sig ni a (tn sig' ne '&). n. pin. distinguishing marks, badges, or signs of 1 
In ven tions (tn. vin' shinz), n. plu. of Invention, the act of contriving, pro¬ 

ducing, or finding out something new; the thing invented. 
'Ltt Sr a' ti, n. plu. the learned, men of learning. 
Lyre (lire), n. a stringed instrument of music; a kind of ancient harp. 
Max i mum (iniks' e 'mhm), n. the greatest quantity, number, or price attainable 

in any supposed, or given case. 
Neth er lands (nith' ur 'lindz), n. prop, the name of a country in Europe. 
Or di nance (or' de 'ninse), n. an established or authorized lav:, rule, rite, or 

ceremony ; a prescript; an appointment. 
Plas tic (plis' tlk), a. forming, giving, or having power to give form. 
Pro claim ed (pro k la aid'), pre. of Proclaim, to declare, tell, utter, or publish 

openly; to promulgate; to announce. [rhetorically. 
Pro nounce (pro nd&nse'), v. to utter, declare; to speak; to deliver, utter 
Re nown (re n3&n'), n. distinction, exalted reputation; fame, celebrity. 
Re plete', a. completely or wholly filled, full. 
Rit ten house (lit' tn 'hSise), n. prop, a man’s name. 
Rime, n. prop, the capital city of Italy ; the name of a village, and of a town. 
Sa lu bri ty (si lu' bre 'te), n. heallhf ulness; wholesomeness. 
Sav ans (siv' inz), n. plu. learned men. 
Strung, pre. of String, to f urnish with strings, to tune a stringed instrument; 

to file, put on a string: n. a slender line or cord; a small rope; a thread; 
a nerve or tendon; a series of things. 

Sip port' Ing, par. of Support, to sustain, to maintain; to prop, uphold; to 
bear; to endure; to verify; to vindicate: n. maintenance; aid, help, 
succor; prop ; subsistence. 

Swiss, n. prop. a, native or the language of Switzerland,. 
The o lo gi ans Qihb k ]«V je 'inz), n. plu. of Theologian, one well versed in 

theology, a professor of divinity; a divine. 
Twen ti eth (twin' te vi'/i), a. the ordinal of twenty; the tenth twice repeated. 
Vin di ca ted (vtn' de 'ki tid), pre. of Vindicate, to assert, to support, main¬ 

tain as true; to defend ; to justify ; to clear, prove to be true. 

Reading Lesson XXIV. 

Extract from De Witt Clinton's Discourse, delivered at 
Schenectady.—1823. 

1. It is an ordinance of heaven, that man must he employed 
or he unhappy. Mental or corporeal labor is the destination ol 
his nature; and, when he ceases to be active, he ceases to be 
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useful, and descends to the level of vegetable life. And certainly 
those pursuits which call into activity his intellectual poweis, 
must contribute most to his felicity, his dignity, and his usefulness. 
The vigorous direction of an active mind to the accomplishment 
of good objects, forms its most ecstatic delights. 

2. The honor g.nd glory of a nation consist in the illustrious 
achievements of its sons in the cabinet and in the field, in the 
science and learning which compose the knowledge of man, in 
the arts and inventions which administer to his accommodation, 
and in the virtues which exalt his character. 

3. Scarcely two centuries have elapsed since the settlement of 
these United States, and in that period we have seen a Washing¬ 
ton, a Henry, a Franklin, a Rittenhouse, and a Fulton ; the most 
splendid names in war, in eloquence, in philosophy, in astronomy, 
and in mechanics, which the world has ever witnessed. 

4. The congress of patriots who proclaimed our independence 
in the face of an admiring world, and in the view of approving 
heaven, have descended with three exceptions to the grave : and, 
in this illustrious band were comprised more virtue, and wisdom, 
and patriotism, and energy, than in any association of ancient or 

i modern times. 
5. I might proceed and pronounce a eulogium on our savans, 

who have illustrated philosophy and the exact sciences ; on our 
literati, who have explored the depth and ascended the heights 

, of knowledge ; on our poets, who have strung the lyre of Apollo; 
on our painters, who have combined the sublime and beautiful 
in the graphic art; on our statesmen, who have taught the ways 
and means of establishing the greatest happiness of the greatest 
numbers ; and on our theologians, who have vindicated the ways 
of God to man. 

6. When we consider the small areas in which the insignia 
of human greatness have been displayed, we shall find equal 
cause for astonishment and exultation. Attica was not more ex¬ 
tensive than some of our counties, and the whole of Greece did 
not exceed this state in dimensions. Rome for a long period did 
not cover as great an extent; and, the Swiss Cantons, the United 
Netherlands, and England, when compared with the illustrious 
men and the illustrious deeds of which they can boast, are of a 
very limited space. 

7. The United States contain more than a tAventieth part of 
the land of this globe, and not six hundred thousand square miles 
less than the whole of Europe. The Deity has placed us on a 
mighty continent: the plastic hand of nature has operated on a 
stupendous scale. Our rivers and lakes; our cataracts and 

8 
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mountains ; our soil and climate; bear the impress of greatness, 
of fertility, of salubrity. In this spacious theatre, replete with 
the sublime and beautiful, let us act a correspondent part. 

8. This state, which now has a population of a million and a 
half, is capable of supporting ten millions of souls ; and, before 
this century closes this maximum will be attained. And if in the 
councils of the Almighty it is decreed, that we shall continue to 
advance in all that can render a people intelligent and virtuous, 
prosperous and happy, with what reverence will posterity regard 
the memory of those who have laid the foundation of such great¬ 
ness and renown! 

Questions.—What is an ordinance of heaven? What is the destination 
of man’s nature ? When man ceases to be active, to what does he descend ? 
What contributes most to man’s felicity and usefulness ? In what consist the 
honor and glory of a nation ? Have not many great and GOOD men arisen 
since the settlement of the United States to bless and honor our country ? Is 
any great, learned, intellectual, or wise man a blessing to his country, 
unless he is a GOOD man also ? Will my young friends draw the comparison 
between Washington and Franklin, and Aaron Burr and Benedict Arnold? 
What comprised more virtue and wisdom than any other association of ancient 
or modern times 1 On whom might a eulogium be pronounced ? In what 
shall we find cause for astonishment and exultation ? How extensive was 
Attica ? What the dimensions of Greece ? What are of very limited space ? 
More than what do the United States contain ? What less than the whole 
of Europe ? On what has Deity placed us ? What has the hand of nature 
done ? Of what do our rivers, lakes, soil, climate, &c. bear the impress ? 
What, then, is it the duty of the people of this country to do ? Does not a 
great responsibility rest upon ns as a nation ? What amount of population 
aid Mr. Clinton say the State of New York is capable of supporting? When 
did he suppose the amount would be reached ? What did Mr. Clinton say 
posterity will do ? 

Spelling Lesson XXV. 

0§§m, n. condemnation, judgment; judicial sentence; fate: v. to fix the fate 
of, to destine; to judge; to condemn, to sentence. 

Heart’s (hlrts), n. posses, case of Heart, the seat of life, love, and affection; 
conscience; inner part. 

Kind li est (kind' le 'fest), a. mildest, most congenial; most favorable; most 
proper: ad. with best will; most benevolently; most favorably or obli¬ 
gingly. 

Pas sion’s (pish' unz), n. posses, case of Passion, zeal, ardor, desire, eager¬ 
ness ; anger; love ; suffering; feeling. 

Tra ces (tri' stz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Trace, a mark drawn; a footstep, a 
track ; a vestige; a chain, strap, or rope of a harness by which the horse 
draws: v. to draw, delineate; to mark out; to follow exactly. 
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Reading Lesson XXV. 

Stanzas ; “ I am not what I have been 

1. 1 am not what I have been! Pain 
Has stolen the roses from my cheek, 

And never can I know again 
The health their hues were wont to speak. 

2. I am not what I have been! Care 
Has left its traces on my brow ; 

What matters it ? bright smiles are there, 
To hide the gloom that lies below. 

3. I am not what I have been ! Time 
His work of wasting too has done; 

My life is in its earliest prime, 
But ah ! my heart’s glad youth is gone. 

4. I am not what I have been ! Life 
For me has lost its every charm ; 

I’m weary of wild passion’s strife, 
I can no longer brave its storm. 

5. I am not what I have been! Fate 
On me has laid her heaviest doom; 

And now in patience I await 
Her last, her kindliest gift, a tomb! 

Miss C. Embury. 

Questions.—What has taken the roses from the cheek? What has left 
traces on the brow 1 What hide the gloom ? What is gone ? What no 
longer brave? What has laid her heaviest doom? What is the kindliest gift 
to a sincere and truly pious Christian ? 

Spelling Lesson XXVt. 

A1 pine (if pin), a. belonging or pertaining to the Alps; elevated; very high 
Ban ners (bin' n&rz), n. pin. of Banner, a, flag, a military standard; a streamer. 
Blfint, the poetical and obsolete per. par. of Blend, to mingle or mix together. 
Chas ten ed (tshi' snd), part. a. purified; corrected: pre. of Chasten, to 

chastise, to correct; to punish, inflict pain; to purify from faults or errors. 
Con quer ors (k6ngk' fir firz), n. pin. of Conqueror, one who conquers de 

fea/s, or subdues. 
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Crowns (r:r3unz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Crown, the regal or royal diadem or 
oruamcrJ, for the head, worn by hinge, queens, tyc.; top of the head, &c.; 
a piece of money; honor; dignity; a garland; completion; a reward: 
v. to invest with a crown, to adorn; to reward; to honor, dignify; to 
complete, terminate. 

De files (de filez'), n. flu. and pres. t. of Defile, a long, narrow passage, 
pass, or way, as between hills: v. to make foul or impure ; to pollute ; to 
corrupt; to violate; to march or file off, file by file. 

En sign fen' sine), n. a flag, banner, or standard of a regiment, band, or 
company; a mark of distinction; the officer who carries the flag or colors. 

Flash, v. to glitAer as transient flame; to break forth suddenly as light; to 
burst out into a flame, light, or wit: n. a sudden blaze; a sudden burst 
of light or wit. 

Fling' ing, par. of Fling, to cast, to throw; to dart; to flounce ; to cast with 
violence or from the hand; to wince; to sneer: n. a cast; a throw; a 
sneer, a gibe; a sarcasm, contemptuous remark. 

Float (flute), v. to move or swim on the surface; to deluge: n. a body that 
is swimming or is borne on the water; a raft; the act of flowing. 

Float ed (flute' fed), pre. of Float. 
Gla ciers (gli' shfcrz), n. plu. of Glacier, an immense mass or field of snow 

and ice, formed in elevated but deep valleys on the sides or top of the Alps, 
or other high mountains. 

Gor geous (gdr' jus), a. glittering, splendid; fine, showy. 
H&sts, n. plu. of Host, am army; a great number; one who entertains an¬ 

other ; a landlord. 
Im print ed (1m print' fed), pre. of Imprint, to impress; to mark or print by 

pressure; to fix deep on the mind or memory; to stamp'letters or print. 
Kings (klngz), n. plu. of King, a monarch, a sovereign; a chief ruler. 
King ly (king' le), a. royal, monarchical; noble, august : ad. with an air of 
Lark’s (larks), n. posses, case of Lark, a small singing bird. [royalty. 
Mur murs (mur' m&rz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Murmur, to give a low, mutter¬ 

ing, shrill sound; to complain; to grumble; to utter discontent: n. a 
low, buzzing, continued noise; a complaint generally in a low voice. 

Old en (61' dn), a. old, ancient. 
Ord nance (6rd' nfense), n. cannon, heavy artillery, great guns. 
Pall, n. a cloak or mantle of state; a covering for a coffin at a funeral: v. to 

cloak, to cover or invest; to cloy; to become vapid or insipid. 
Peaks (peeks), n. plu. of Peak, the top of a mountain or hill; a point. 
Pfeer' less, a. unequalled, having no equal. 
Tic tu red (plk' tshurd), part. a. painted or represented in colors: pre. of Pic¬ 

ture, to paint or represent in colors: n. a resemblance of persons or 
things in colors; a painting. 

Pin ions (pin' yinz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Pinion, a wing; the joint of the 
wing remotest from the body; a quill; fetters; the tooth of a wheel: v. 
to bind or confine the wings; to shackle. 

Sink ing (slngk' Ing), part. a. declining, going down; subsiding: par. of 
Sink, to decline; to fall; to go down ; to settle ; to subside ; to degrade: 
n. a kind of drain; a kind of basin; a place of filth. 

Soar ing (s6re' Ing), par„ of Soar, to rise high, to tower; to mount on the 
wing; to fly aloft. 

Spires (spirez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Spire, a steeple; a curve line, a wind¬ 
ing like a screw ; a wreath ; a tapering or pyramidical body; a shoot, 
stalk, or blade of grass, &c.: v. to shoot up pyramidically. 

Sprink ling (sprlngk' ling), par. of Sprinkle, to scatter, to disperse, as dry 
particles; to cast or scatter water in drops; to wet or rain. 
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Stern ly (st&rn' le), ad. harshly; austerely, severely. 
Stir red (st&rd), pre. of Stir, to agitate; to incite; to animate; to move, to 

be in motion: n. a bustle; tumult; commotion; agitation. 
S6m' mlts, n. plu. of Summit, the top, the utmost height or highest point. 

1 Thrills (JthxWz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Thrill, to feel a sharp tingling sensa¬ 
tion ; to penetrate ; to pierce; to tingle: n. a tingling sensation ; a sharp 
sound ; a breathing hole. 

1 Thrones (thrhncz), n. phi. and pres. t. of Throne, a royal seat, a scat of a 
king or of a bishop: v. to enthrone ; to exalt. 

T6r' rents, n. plu. of Torrent, a strong or violent current; a violent and very 
rapid stream. [or victory. 

Tn um phant (trl um' f&nt), a. victorious; celebrating or noting a triumph 
Un pil lar ed (&n pi 1' l&rd), a. not having, or deprived of pillars. 
Vales (vilez), n. plu. of Vale, a valley; a low ground. 
Voice ful (votse' fdl), a. like or resembling a voice. 
Won ders (win' durz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Wonder, something grand, sur¬ 

prising, or strange; astonishment; surprise; amazement: v. to be surpri¬ 
sed or astonished. [chaplet. 

Wreaths (reethz), n. plu. of Wreath, any thing curled or twisted; a garland, a 
Wrecks (r&ks), n. plu. and pres. t. of Wreck, destruction or mins of a ship ; 

shipwreck ; ruin; the remains of any thing ruined: v. to strand ; to 
drive or dash against the shore or rocks and break; to destroy, to ruin; 
to suffer total loss. 

Reading Lesson XXVI. 

The Alps. 

1. Proud monuments of God ! sublime ye stand 
Among the wonders of his mighty hand : 
With summits soaring in the upper sky, 
Where the broad day looks down with burning eye ; 
Where gorgeous clouds in solemn pomp repose, 
Flinging rich shadows on eternal snows: 
Piles of triumphant dust, ye stand alone, 
And hold, in kingly state, a peerless throne ! 

2. Like olden conquerors, on high ye rear 
The regal ensign, and the glittering spear: 
Round icy spires the mists, in wreaths unrolled, 
Float ever near, in purple or in gold ; 
And voiceful torrents, sternly rolling there, 
Fill with wild music the unpillared air : 
What garden, or what hall on earth beneath, 
Thrills to such tones, as o’er the mountains breathe 7 

8* 
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3. There, through long ages past, those summits shone 
When morning radiance on their state was thrown ; 
There, when the summer day’s career was done, 
Played the last glory of the sinking sun; 
There, sprinkling lustre o’er the cataract’s shade, 
The chastened moon her glittering rainbow made ; 
And blent with pictured stars, her lustre lay, 
Where to still vales the free streams leaped away. 

4. Where are the thronging hosts of other days. 
Whose banners floated o’er the Alpine ways ; 
Who, through their high defiles, to battle, wound, 
While deadly ordnance stirred the heights around 1 
Gone * like the dream that melts at early morn, 
When the lark’s anthem through the sky is borne: 
Gone ; like the wrecks that sink in ocean’s spray, 
And chill Oblivion murmurs ; Where are they? 

5. Yet u Alps on Alps ” still rise; the lofty home 
Of storms and eagles, where their pinions roam; 
Still round their peaks the magic colors lie. 
Of morn and eve, imprinted on the sky; 
And still, while kings and thrones shall fade and fall, 
And empty crowns lie dim upon the pall; 
Still shall their glaciers flash : their torrents roar ; 
Till kingdoms fail, and nations rise no more. 

Willis Gaylord Clark. 

Questions.—What stand sublime 1 Among what ] What looks down ] 
What repose] What reared on high ] Like what] What float near ] What 
roll sternly] And fill what] With what] What shone through ages 
passed ] What played ] When ] What did the moon make ] What is 
gone ] Like what ] W'hat still rise ] The lofty home of what ] What still 
Hie ] While what fade] What lie dim ] What shall still flash ] What roar ] 
Till when ] What can be more sublime, imposing, and inspiring than a view 
of the magnificent and grand Alps ] Who can but admire this stupendous 
and wonderful workmanship of the Deity ] 

I _ 
Spelling Lesson XXYII. 

Ac cord ing iy (4k kSrd' tng '14), ad. agreeably to, consequently; conformably; 
suitably. 

A droit iy(4 droit'14), ad. skilfully, ingeniously; actively, nimbly; dexterously. 
A larm ing (4 larm' tng), part. a. terrifying, giving alarm; exciting appre¬ 

hension : par. of Alarm, to cause or excite fear or terror; to rouse to 
vigilance; to give notice of danger; to surprise; to call to arms: n. 
sudden terror or fear; a notice or cry of danger. 
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(Am phi the a tre ('4m fe the 4 'tur), n. an edifice or building of an oval or 
circular form, having its area encompassed with rows of seats, rising 
one above another. 

I A part (a part'), ad. aside ; separately ; distinctly; at a distance. 
| As sem blage (4s s&m' bitje), n. a collection; a joining ; act of assembling. 

As sem bling-place (4s sem' bllng-'pl4se), n. a place in or at which to as¬ 
semble. [sleep; to excite, to put into new action. 

A wa kens (4 w4' knz), pres. t. of Awaken, to rouse from sleep; to cease to 
Bee' tllng, part. a. hanging over, jutting out; being prominent: par. of Beetle, 

to jut out, to hang over; to be prominent: n. an insect; a large, heavy, 
wooden mallet. 

Black en ed (blak' knd), part. a. grown or made black: pre. of Blacken, to 
make or grow black; to darken ; to defame. 

Cal cu la ted (k41' ku '14 t£d), pre. of Calculate, to be fitted, to be prepared; to 
compute; to reckon; to adjust. 

Cliff (kllf), n. a precipice; a steep rock. 
Con sid er a tions (kAn 'sld ur 4' sh&nz), n. plu. of Consideration, reason, 

mature or sei-ious thought; regard, notice; importance; contemplation; 
prudence ; motive; compensation. 

Con vey ed (kSn v4de'), pre. of Convey, to pass, to cause to pass; to trans¬ 
port; to carry; to bear; to transmit, to transfer; to send; to impart. 

Crags (kr4gz), n. plu. of Crag, a rough, steep, bioken rock; a point of a rock; 
the nape of the neck. 

Da red (d4rd), pre. of Dare, to defy; to challenge; to have courage, to ven¬ 
ture ; to be bold enough. 

D411, n. a cavity, hollow place; a pit; a shady covert; a valley. [hollow. 
Ex ca va tion ('4ks k4 v4' sh&n), n. a hollow or cavity; the act of making 
Fl' 4t, n. a command or order; a decree. 
Flings (fltngz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Fling, to cast, to throw; to dart; to 

flounce; to cast with violence ; to wince; to sneer; to send forth; to 
scatter: n. a cast, a throw; a sneer, a gibe; a sarcasm, a contemptuous 
remark. 

Foam ing (fAme' In g), part. a. frothing, raging: par. of Foam, to froth; to 
gather foam or froth; to be in a rage: n. froth, spume ; rage. 

Foot-path (fit'-p4fA), n. a narrow path or way for persons only, to walk. 
Frown ing (frddn' Ing), part. a. threatening, loweiing; contracting the brow: 

par. of Frown, to express displeasure by appearing grim or surly or by 
contracting the brows: n. a look of displeasure; a stern or wrinkled look. 

G4ze, v. to look earnestly and intently ; to look with curiosity : n. a fixed look; 
a look of intent eagerness, regard, wonder, or admiration. 

Gian ces (gl4n' slz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Glance, to view with a quick cast 
of the eye; to fly off in an oblique direction ; to hint: n. a quick view; 
a cast of the sight; a sudden shoot of light or splendor. 

Hew ed (hide), pre. of Hew, to cut, to chop; to cut, form, or shape with an 
axe or other sharp instrument; to make smooth ; to hack. 

Jour ney ing (j&r' n£ ing), par. of Journey, to pass from place to place, to 
travel: n. a passage from place to place; travel by land or by water. 

Light ly (11 te' le), ad. without care, vnth levity; gayly; easily, cheerfully; 
nimbly; without weight. 

Light ning (llte' ntng), n. the electric flash that precedes or attends thunder. 
Lof ti er (lAf' te 'ur), a. higher, more elevated; more sublime; prouder; 

haughtier; more stately. 
Men a cing (m4n' n4s ing). part. a. threatening; exhibiting coming evil or 

danger : par. of Menace, to threaten ; to exhibit the danger of coming 
evil: n. a threat, a threatening; a show of probable evil. 
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Ob du rate (8b' jA 'rite), a. inflexibly hardened, or wicked; hard of heart; 
stubborn, obstinate. 

O ver arch es ('A vAr 'irtsh' \z\ pres. t. of Overarch, to cover as with an arch. 
O ver hang ing ('A vur h&ng' fng), part. a. jutting or projecting over: par. of 

Overhang, to jut or project over. 
O ver shad ow ('A Vur sh&d' dA), v. to cover, throve a shade over, to shelter ; to 

hide; to protect. [v. to be in danger; to hazard ; to jeopard. 
Per ils (p&r' Hz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Peril, danger, hazard; risk, jeopardy: 
P14t' fdrm, n. a horizontal plain or elevation; a sketch or delineation ; a 

scheme or jplan. 
Prod i gies (prod' e 'jlz), n. plu. of Prodigy, something very astonishing, sur¬ 

prising, or extraordinary, or out of the ordinary process of nature; a 
wonder; a monster ; portent. 

Pro jec tion (prA jek' shin), n. a jutting or shooting out or forward; a throw¬ 
ing; a plan, scheme, design; a delineation. 

Projects (prA jekts'), pres. t. of Project, to jut out or shoot forward; to throw 
out; to scheme, contrive; to form. 

Rain bows (r&ne' bAze), n. plu. of Rainbow, an arch or semi-circle, consisting 
of all the colors formed by the refraction and reflection of the sun’s rays 
from drops of rain or vapor, appearing in the hemisphere opposite the sun. 

Ra vine (r& Veen'), n. a long, deep hollow or pass, caused or worn by a tor¬ 
rent or stream of water. 

Se clu ded (se klu' d&d), part. a. shut out; separated from others: pre. of Se¬ 
clude, to separate, keep apart from others; to shut out, live in retire¬ 
ment ; to preclude. 

Sheet, n. any thing expanded, as water; a sail of a ship; a broad piece of 
cloth for a bed; a broad piece of paper as made, printed, or written on 
singly. 

Some how (sAm' hAA), ad. in one way or another. 
Splen did ly (splen' did 'le), ad. magnificently; pompously, with great show. 
Ter ribly (ter' re 'ble), ad. dreadfully, awfully; frightfully ; formidably. 
Un par al lei ed (An par' al 'l&ld), a. having no equal, unequalled, not to be 

matched. [bend downward. 
Verge (verje), n. the edge, the brink; a border; a rod, a wand: v. to tend ; to 
Wind' Ing, par. of Wind, to turn, to move around; to change; to twist; to 

sound by blowing or inflation; to infold; to encircle 

Reading Lesson XXVII. 

A Scene in the Catshill Mountains. 

1. We first came to the verge of the precipice, from which 
the water takes its leap upon a platform that projects with the 
rock many feet over the chasm. Here we gazed into the dell 
and the basin into which the stream pours itself from the beetling 
cliff But the prospect from this point is far less thrilling than 
from below ; and we accordingly began our descent. 

2. Winding around the crags, and following a foot-path be¬ 
tween the overhanging trees, we gradually, and with some diffi¬ 
culty, descended as far as to have a fine view of the station which 
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we had just left. The scene here is magnificent beyond descrip' 
tion. 

3. Far under the blackened canopy of everlasting rock, that 
shoots above to an alarming extent over the abyss, the eye glances 
around a vast and regular amphitheatre, which seems to be the 
wild assembling-place of all the spirits of the storms, so rugged, 
so deep, so secluded, and yet so threatening does it appear ! 

4. Down from the midst of the cliff that overarches this won¬ 
derful excavation, and dividing in the midst of gloom that seems 
to settle within it, comes the foaming torrent, splendidly relieved 
upon the black surface of the enduring walls, and throwing its 
wreaths of mist along the frowning ceiling. 

5. Following the guide that had brought us thus far down the 
chasm, we passed into the amphitheatre, and, moving under the 
terrific projection, stood in the centre of this sublime and stupen¬ 
dous work ; the black, iron-bound rocks behind us, and the 

I snowy cataract springing between us and the boiling basin, which 
still lay under our feet. 

6. Here the scene was unparalleled. Here seemed to be the thea¬ 
tre for a people to stand in, and behold the prodigies and fearful 
wonders of the Almighty, and feel their own insignificance. 
Here admiration and astonishment come unbidden over the soul, 
and the most obdurate heart feels that there is something to be 
grateful for. 

7. Indeed, the scene from this spot is so sublime, and so well 
calculated to impress the feelings with a sense of the power and 
grandeur of nature, that, apart from all other considerations, it is 
worthy of long journeying and extreme toil to behold it. 

8. Having taken refreshment, very adroitly managed to be con- 
i veyed to us from above by John, whom, by the way, I would 
j name as an excellent guide as well as a reputable boy, we de- 
I scended to the extreme depth of the ravine, and, with certain he¬ 

roic ladies, who somehow dared the perils of the path, we gazed 
from this place upon the sheet of water, falling from a height of 
more than two hundred and fifty feet. 

9. This is a matter of which Niagara would not speak lightly ; 
and, there is wanting only a heavy fall of water to make this 

1 spot not only magnificent, for that it is now, but terribly sublime. 
Mountains ascend and overshadow it; crags and precipices pro¬ 
ject themselves in menacing assemblage all about, as though 
frowning over a ruin which they are only waiting some fiat to 
make yet more appalling. 

10. Nature has hewed out a resting-place for man, where he 
may linger, and gaze, and admire ! Below him she awakens 
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her thunder, and darts her lightning; above him she lifts still 
loftier summits, and around him she dings her spray and her 
rainbows.—G. Mellen. 

Questions.—Where are the Catskill Mountains 7 Near what River 7 On 
which side of the river 7 To what did they first come 7 Into what did they 
gaze 7 Around what did they wind 7 What follow 7 What descend 7 
What did the eye glance around 7 Whence comes the foaming torrent 7 
Into what did they pass 7 What was around them 7 What did this place 
seem to be 7 What would the most obdurate heart there feel 7 What is this 
scene well calculated to do 7 Of what is it worthy 7 After having taken 
some refreshment upon what did they then gaze 7 What would make this Elace terribly sublime 7 What ascend 7 What project themselves 7 What 

as nature there done 7 What may man there do 7 What is below 7 What 
above 7 What around 7 

Spelling Lesson XXVIII. 

A1 tars (il' tferz), n. plu. of Altar, a place for sacred or divine offerings or 
communion, [censure upon; to criticise; to notice, observe; to consider. 

An i mad vert ed ('an e mid vfert' fed), pre. of Animadvert, to censure, pass 
An tag o nist (in tig' 6 'nlst), n. one who fights, quarrels, or contends with 

another, an opponent; an adversary. [revenge. 
A venge (i vfenje'), v. to vindicate, punish; to defend, take satisfaction; to 
A ven ging (i vfen' jlng), par. of Avenge. 
D« mind' ed, pre. of Demand, to call, ask, or seek by right or authority; to 

claim: n. a calling, asking, or seeking by authority ; a claim by right; a 
debt; a question. [own; to deny; to denounce. 

Dis claim ed (dls klimd'), p-e. of Disclaim, to condemn, disapprove; to dis- 
Du el list (dfe' 11 'list), n. one who fights a duel or in single combat. 
Er ring (fer' ring), part. a. deviating or wandering from the truth or the right 

way; mistaking: par. of Err, to deviate or wander from, or miss the 
right way; to stray; to mistake, commit errors. 

Ex cuse (feks kuse'), n. plea offered in justification, apology; pardon. 
Ex e cu tion ('fek se ku' sh&n), n. performance; act of accomplishing or com¬ 

pleting ; practice; capital punishment, death inflicted according to law ; 
effect. 

Ex pli cit ly (eks plls' sit ie), ad. plainly, expressly; clearly; directly. 
Finds (flndz), pres. t. of Find, to meet with; to obtain by seeking or search¬ 

ing ; to discover; to learn ; to supply. 
'Here to fire', ad. formerly, in times previous. 
In cor rup ti ble ('In k<5r rup' te 'bl), a. not capable of corruption; that can 

not be corrupted. [treat with confidence or confide to the care of. 
In trust ed (In trust' fed), pre. of Intrust, to commit to, or deliver in trust; to 
Mag nan i mous (mag nan' e 'm&s), a. great of mind, having nobleness of 

soul; disinterested ; brave; liberal and honorable. 
Meas ures (mezh' irez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Measure, means to an end; 

that by which any thing is measured; degree; time in music; metre; 
limit; quantity: v. to compute by rule, mark out; to ascertain extent or 
quantity 
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Mur ders (m&r' d&rz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Murder, the act of unlawfully 
killing a person with malicious premeditation: v. to kill a human being 
unlawfully and with premeditated or deliberate malice; t; destroy. 

Offences (6f f&n' slz), n. plu. of Offence, crime, transgression; injury; 
trespass, sin; anger; displeasure. 

Par a ly zed (pir' a 'lizd), pre. of Paralyze, to deprive of strength or the 
power of muscular action, as with palsy; to affect with palsy; to destroy 
action, weaken. 

Pit i a ble ('pit' & 'a bl), a. deserving pity, lamentable. 
Poig nant (p<3e' n&nt). a. severe, painful; sharp, piercing; keen; satirical. 
Pros e cu tor (pr6s' e 'ku t&r), n. one who prosecutes. 
Re m6n' strate, v. to urge, exhibit, show, or present strong reasons agains 

any thing; to expostulate. 
Sane tu a ry (singk' tshu 'a re), n. protection, place of refuge; a sacred asy¬ 

lum ; a house of worship ; a temple, a holy place. 
Sof ten (s5f fn), v. to become or make soft, to relent; to mollify; to make or 

become less hard, harsh, or severe; to make or become more mild. 
VI' 6 'li t&d), pre. of Violate, to break, infringe; to injure; to ravish. 
Wit ness es (wit' nes iz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Witness, one who sees and 

testifies or bears testimony ; one who attests a writing ; testimony : v. to 
see or know; to attest, bear testimony. 

Wrongs (r«5ngz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Wrong, crime, misdemeanor; violation 
of right, injustice, injury : v. to injure, treat unjustly or with injustice : 
a. not right; not fit or proper; erroneous: ad. amiss, not rightly. 

Reading Lesson XXVIII. 

On the Death of General Alexander Hamilton. 

1. He yielded to the force of an imperious etistom ; and, yield- 
! ing, he sacrificed a life in which all had an interest; and he is 

lost; lost to his country, lost to his family, and lost to us. For 
this act, because he disclaimed it, and was penitent, I forgive him. 
But there are those whom I can not forgive. I mean not his 

I antagonist, over whose erring steps, if there are tears in heaven, 
a pious mother looks down and weeps. 

2. If he is capable of feeling, he suffers already all that hu- 
I manity can suffer. Suffers, and wherever he may fly, will suffer 
\ with the poignant recollection of having taken the life of one 
| who was too magnanimous in return to attempt his own. Had 
It he known this, it must have paralyzed his arm while it pointed, 

at so incorruptible a bosom, the instrument of death. Does he 
know this now, his heart, if it is not adamant, must soften ; if it 

\ is not ice, it must melt. 
3. But on this article I forbear. Stained with blood as he is, 

if he is penitent, I forgive him ; and if he is not, before these 
altars where all of us appear as suppliants, I wish not to excite 
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your vengeance, but rather, in behalf of an object rendered 
wretched and pitiable by crime, to wake your prayers. But I 
have said, and I repeat it, there are those whom I can not for¬ 
give. I can not forgive that minister at the altar, who has hith¬ 
erto forborne to remonstrate on this subject. 

4i I can not forgive that public prosecutor, who, intrusted with 
the duty of avenging his country’s wrongs, has seen those 
wrongs, and taken no measures to avenge them. I can not for¬ 
give that judge upon the bench, or that governor in the chair of 
state, who has lightly passed over such offences. I can not for¬ 
give the public, in whose opinion the duellist finds a sanctuary. 

5. I can not forgive you, my brethren, who, till this late hour, 
have been silent, while successive murders were committed. 
No ; I can not forgive you, that you have not, in common with 
the freemen of this state, raised your voice to “ the powers that 
be,” and loudly and explicitly demanded an execution of your 
laws. Demanded this in a manner which, if it did not reach 
the ear of government, would, at least, have reached the heavens, 
and pleaded your excuse before the God that fills them, in whose 
presence, as I stand, I should not feel myself innocent of the 
blood which cries against us, had I been silent. 

6. But I have not been silent. Many of you who hear me 
are my witnesses, the walls of yonder temple where I have 
heretofore addressed you, are my witnesses, how freely I ham 
animadverted on this subject in the presence, both of those who 
have violated the laws, and of those whose indispensable duty it 
is to see the laws executed on those who violate them.—Dr. 

Nott. 

Questions.—To what did General Hamilton yield? What did he sacri¬ 
fice ? By whom was he killed ? Why did Dr. Nott say he would forgive 
him? Whom could he not forgive? Who weeps over his erring steps? 
Why would Aaron Burr, who killed Gen. Hamilton, suffer poignant recollec¬ 
tion ? What must have paralyzed his arm ? What must have softened ? If 
what? For what did Dr. Nott wish to wake the prayers of his hearers? 
Why could he not forgive the minister ? Why the public prosecutor ? Why 
could he not forgive the judge or governor? Why not the public? Why 
could Dr. Nott not forgive his hearers? In what way did he say they should 
have demanded an execution of the laws ? Who did he say were his wit¬ 
nesses ? Of what ? Can there be any thing more revolting to the feelings 
of a sensitive mind than a fight, either with deadly weapons or otherwise, 
between two human beings? Is not the practice of FIGHTING A DUEL, 
to settle any difficulty that may exist between two individuals, not only 
exceedingly immoral, but ridiculously foolish and absurd? Is the right or 
merit of any question affected either directly or indirectly, by two excited 
persons shooting at each other? Is the one, more in fault, touching the 
matter at issue, any more likely to be killed by this honorable system of 
murdering an opponent, than the one less guilty? 
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Spelling Lesson XXIX. 

Ab sur di ty (ib sir' de 'te), n. folly, want of judgment, propriety, or reason; 
inconsistency. [extreme pain of body. 

Ag o ny (4g' 6 'ne), n. extreme or violent anguish or fain of mind; suffering, 
Ar range (Ar rAnje'), v. to put, set, or place in the proper order, or in the 

proper place. [a place. 
Ar rives (ar rlvez'), pres. t. of Arrive, to happen, to come; to come to, or reach 
Ar ter ies (Ar' t&r 'rtz), n. pin. of Artery, a cylindrical vessel, canal, or tube 

which conveys tne blood from the heart to all parts of the body. 
Bits, n. pin. and pres. t. of Bit, a small piece; a morsel or mouthful; a small 

coin; the iron part of a bridle; the point of an auger or borer: v. to put 
the bridle upon a horse. [actual: ad. corporeally. 

Bod i ly (b6d' e ie), a. relating or pertaining to the body; corporeal; real, 
Bub bled (bib' bid), pre. of Bubble, to run gently, or with a gurgling noise; 

to rise in bubbles; to cheat, impose on : n. a small bladder or vesicle of 
water, &c. filled with air; any thing which wants solidity and firmness; 
a vain project; a fraud; a cheat. 

Card (kard), n. a paper, painted with figures or characters, used in games; a 
written or printed note or message; an instrument for combing wool, 
flax, &c.; a paper containing the points of the compass, a chart: v. to 
comb, soften, or open wool, &c. with a card. 

Cards (kArdz), n.plu. undpres. t. of Card. 
Con scious (k6n' shis), a. having sense, knowing, or being internally 

persuaded of guilt, or innocence; having perception or knowledge of 
wrhat passes in one’s own mind. 

De pend' trig, par. of Depend, to trust to, to rely on; to hang from; to adhere. 
Dis play ing (dts pli' lng), par. of Display, to show, exhibit; to open, un¬ 

fold ; to spread wide: n. an exhibition of any thing to view; an unfold¬ 
ing; show. 

Down ward (dddn' w&rd), ad. in a descending course; from a higher to a 
lower place ; towards the centre : a. descending, tending down; decli¬ 
vous; dejected; bending. [dable; venerable. 

I Dread ful (dred' ful), a. terrible, awful; frightful, fearful, alarming; formi- 
Dry ness (drl' nes), n. thirst, want of moisture; aridity, drought; want of 

juice or greenness; want of ardor. 
Eye balls (1' balz), n. pin. of Eyeball, the globe, ball, or apple of the eye. 
Freak (freek), n. a sudden fancy, a whim; a humor; caprice: v. to checker; 

to variegate. [money. 
Game ster (gAme' st&r), n. one addicted to gaming, gambling, or playing for 
Ger ma ny (jer' mA ’iib), n. prop, the name of a country in Europe. 
[for ror (h6r' rir), n. gloom, dreariness, a shuddering; excessive fear; terror 

mixed with hatred. [ceive; to contrive. 
I ma gine (A mij' In), v. to form ideas in the mind, to fancy; to think ; to con- 
Im mo va ble (tm m5S' vA 'bl), a. that can not be moved or forced; firm; 
In ef fa ble (In if' fA 'bl), a. unutterable, unspeakable. [steadfast. 
In stan ta ne ous ('tn stAn ti' ni 'is), a. done in an instant; speedy. 
In suf fer a ble (In suf' fur 'A bl), a. intolerable, not to be endured; detestable. 
In sup por la ble ('In s&p pur' ti 'bl), a. that can not ba tolerated or endured, 

insufferable. 
MA Itg' nint, a. malicious, virulent; envious; pernicious; dangerous to life. 
Op press ed (<5p prist'), pre. of Oppress, to burden with impositions, to over¬ 

power; to crush by hardship ; to subdue. [ical fit. 
Par ox ysm (pir' &ks 'tzm), n. a fit, phrensy; a returaj of a disease; a period- 
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Per cep tion (p&r sep' shun), n. the act, power, or faculty of perceiving; idea; 
Pos si bly (p3s' se vble), ad. by any power; perhaps, so that it may be. [notion. 
Racks (r&ks), n. pin. and pres. t. of Rack, extreme pain, torture, anguish; an 

engine of torture; a frame for hay; a grate: v. to harass; to torment; 
to torture; to strain; to draw off. 

Re strain ed (re str&nd'), pre. of Restrain, to hinder, to check, repress; to sup¬ 
press ; to withhold; to limit; to confine ; to forbear. 

Sav a ges (s&v' lj iz), n. plu. of Savage, a bo.rbarian, a person uncivilized 
and untaught: n. uncivilized, rude; cruel; wild. 

Sock ets (sdk' kits), n. plu. of Socket, a hollow place, pipe, or tube to receive 
and hold something, as the receptacle of the eye; or, for a candle in a can¬ 
dlestick, &c. 

Stike, n. a thing wagered, pledged, or bet; a hazard ; a small post, stick of 
wood, or piece of timber sharpened for setting in the ground: v. to wa¬ 
ger or pledge; to fasten, defend, or support with stakes; to mark the 
limits by stakes. [moral stupidity; numbness. 

St&' pdr, n. suppression or suspension of sense or sensibility, insensibility; 
Throat (thr6te), n. the forepart of the neck, containing the gullet and wind¬ 

pipe, passages for the food and breath. 
Tdr' mfents, n. plu. of Torment, pain, torture; misery, anguish. 
Vile' n&ss, n. baseness, wickedness; worthlessness; meanness; despicableness. 
Vis' t&, n. a prospect through an avenue; a view, as between rows of trees. 
Whirl (hw&rl), n. a turning or moving with great violence, velocity, or ra¬ 

pidity ; quick rotation, circular motion: v. to move rapidly; to turn or 
move around with violence or velocity. 

Reading Lesson XXIX. 

The Gamester. 

1. No man who has not felt, can possibly imagine to himself 
the tortures of a gamester ; of a gamester like me, who played 
for the improvement of his fortune; who played with the recol¬ 
lection of a wife and children, dearer to him than the blood that 
bubbled through the arteries of his heart; who might be said, 
like the savages of ancient Germany, to make these relations th« 
stake for which he threw ; who saw all my own happiness and 
all theirs, through the long vista of life, depending on the turn 

of a card ! 
? 2. All bodily racks and torments are nothing, compared with 
certain states of the human mind. The gamester would be the 
most pitiable, if he were not the most despicable creature that 
exists. Arrange ten bits of painted paper in a certain order, and 
lie is ready to go wild with the extravagance of his joy. He is 
only restrained by some remains of shame, from dancing about 
the room, and displaying the vileness of his spirit by every sort 

of freak and absurdity. 
3. At another time, when his hopes have been gradually 
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worked up into a paroxysm, an unexpected turn arrives, and he 
is made the most miserable of men. Never shall I cease to re¬ 
member the sensation I have repeatedly felt, in the instantaneous 
sinking of the spirits, the conscious fire that spread over my 
visage, the anger in my eye, the burning dryness of my throat, 
the sentiment that in a moment was ready to overwhelm with 
curses, the cards, the stake, my own existence, and all mankind. 

4. How every malignant and insufferable passion seemed to 
rush upon my soul! What nights of dreadful solitude and de- 

t spair did I repeatedly pass during the progress of my ruin ! 
It was the night of the soul! My mind was wrapped in a 
gloom that could not be pierced! My heart was oppressed 
with a weight, that no power, human or divine, was equal to 
remove ! 

5. My eyelids seemed to press downward with an invincible 
burden ! My eyeballs were ready to start and burst their sock¬ 
ets ! I lay motionless, the victim of ineffable horror ! The 
whole endless night seemed to be filled with one vast, appalling, 

I immovable idea ! It was a stupor, more insupportable and tre- 
i mendous, than the utmost whirl of pain, or the fiercest agony of 
1 exquisite perception.—Godwin. 

Questions.—Of what is it impossible to image the tortures ? To improve 
whatdoes the gamester often play ? With the recollection, also, often, of whom 1 
What does the gamester often see depending 1 On what ? Can any thing 
be more base than for a man to jeopard the fortune and happiness of his 

i family by depending on the turn of a card or any other turn or throw of chance 
in gambling ? Wnat can not be compared with certain states of the mind ? 
Who is the most despicable creature that exists? Why? From what is 
the gamester restrained ? By what ? What happens to him at another time ? 
What did the writer of this Lesson say he should never cease to remember ? 

I What seemed to rush upon his soul ? What did he repeatedly pass ? In 
what was his mind wrapped ? With what his heart oppressed ? What seem¬ 
ed to press downward ? What were ready to burst ? How did the night 

I seem to be filled ? A stupor more insupportable than what ? Can the life 
of any human being be more dreadfully deplorable than that of the game¬ 

ster or gambler ? Is not stealing the act of taking money, &c., from another 
without giving or rendering him an equivalent therefor? Is not the gam¬ 

bler, then, equally guilty with the thief, as both alike take without giving 
an equivalent in return? Will all my young friends remember this fact, 

that GAMBLING is only a polite method of STEALING, equally immoral, 

and never take from another any thing as the result of a game of CHANCE 
or of a BET ? 

Spelling Lesson XXX. 

Af fee tion’s (if fik' sh&nz), n. posses, case of Affection, love, fondness, good¬ 
will : kindness; zeal; quality 
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Ar dent ly (&r' dfent 'lfe), ad. eagerly, zealously; vehemently, fiercely ; hotly; 
affectionately. 

A vert ed (a vert' fed), part. a. turned from, aside, or away; put off: pre. of 
Avert, to turn from, aside, or away; to put by, off, or away; to keep off. 

Baf fled (bfef fid), pre. of Baffle, to deceive, to defeat; to confound; to elude 
or mock by artifice, shifts, or turns. 

Breathed (brefethd), pre. of Breathe, to throw out, to utter privately; tore- 
spire, to take in and throw out the air by the lungs; to take breath; to 

* live ; to rest. 
Brief (brefef), a. short, not long; concise; contracted: n. an epitome; a short 

or concise writing; a short extract; a kind of writ; letters patent. 
Change ful (tshinje' fdl), a. full of change, mutable ; inconstant, fickle; un¬ 

certain. 
Chills (tshllz), pres. t. and n.plu. of Chill, to blast, to depress; to make cold ; 

to cause to shiver; to deject, discourage: a. cold, not warm, cool; de¬ 
pressed ; dejected, discouraged: n. a shivering, a cold; chilliness. 

Chords (kdrdz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Chord, the string of a musical instru¬ 
ment; concord of sounds; a right line, in geometry, drawn or extended 
from one end of the arc of a circle to the other: v. to furnish strings; 
to agree in sound; to harmonize. 

Cloys (klolz), pres. t. of Cloy, to satiate, cause to loathe; to glut; to surfeit. 
Cold ly (kAld' le), ad. unfeelingly, without emotion, or concern; indifferently, 

negligently, reservedly; without heat. 
Con ge ni al (kdn je' ne '41), a. kindred, partaking of the same nature, kind, 

or genus; agreeable to the nature; natural. 
Cor ro ding (kdr rA' ding), part. consuming, preying upon; eating away: 

par. of Corrode, to eat away or consume by slow degress; to prey upon; 
to impair. [continue, to last. 

En dures (fen diirez'), pres. t. of Endure, to bear, undergo; to sustain; to 
En vy ing (fen' vfe 'ing), par. of Envy, to feel uneasy, mortified, or vexed at 

the happiness, joy, pleasure, reputation, or excellence of another; to 
grieve at or repine at the wealth or success of another; to grudge; to 

ate another for excellence or happiness: n. pain, vexation, mortification, 
or discontent at another’s prosperity or good; malignity. 

E o Ii an (A A' le 'an), a. pertaining or belonging to Eolia, in Asia Minor. 
Er rors (fer' rurz), n. plu. of Error, a mistake, a blunder; offence; sin. 
E stran ged (e stranjd'), pre. of Estrange, to alienate; to withdraw, keep at 
Fl' nfest, a. most delicate; softest, purest; gayest, most showy. [a distance. 
Gen tier (jen' tlur), a. milder, meeker, more peaceable; softer ; tamer. 
Gleam (glfefem), n. a beam, a ray; a shoot of light; brightness; lustre: v. to 

shoot or shine with flashes of light. 
Guile (glle), n. deceitful cunning, craft; insidious artifice. 
Harp, n. a Stringed instrument of music; a constellation : v. to play on the 

harp; to dwell on vexatiously. 
Hoard ed (hArd' fed), part. a. laid up; collected, amassed: pre. of Hoard, to 

collect and lay up in store; to amass; to hide: n. store or quantity laid 
up; a secret or hidden treasure. [bitter; more eager. 

Keen er (keen' tir), a. more severe^more acute; sharper, more piercing, more 
Keen ly (keen' le), ad. acutely, eagerly; sharply; severely; bitterly. 
Kin' drfed, a. congenial; related, allied by birth: n. relation by birth, &c., 

relatives; affinity. 
L4v' tsh, v. to bestow, expend, or scatter with profusion; to waste; to squan¬ 

der : a. profuse, extravagant; prodigal, wasteful. 
Lfend, v. to afford, furnish; to deliver or grant to another on condition of re¬ 

turn or its equivalent 
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Lingks (llngks), n. plu. and pres. t. of Link, a parl or single ring of a chain; 
that which connects; a sort of torch: v. to unite closely; to join or 
connect by links. 

Lire, v. to entice; to attract; to draw: n. an enticement; that which allures. 
Ma li cious (mi llsh' us), a. malignant, intending iU; very malevolent, ill- 

disposed ; spiteful. 
Mask ed (miskt), part. a. covered with a mask, disguised: pre. of Mask, to 

cover with a mask; to disguise : n. a cover for the face ; a disguise. 
Mem or y’s (mSm' hr 'riz), n. posses, case of Memory, the power or faculty 

of retaining ideas or past events in the mind. 
Mil dew (mil' dh), n. a sort of disease, spot, or defect, as on plants; spots on 

cloth or paper: v. to affect or taint with mildew. 
Min gling (mlng' gllng), part. a. blending, uniting; mixing: par. of Min¬ 

gle, to mix, to blend; to join, to be united with ; to compound. 
Mocks (m<5ks), pres. t. and n. plu. of Mock, to laugh at, to ridicule; to de¬ 

ride ; to deceive, elude; to mimitdt: n. ridicule, derision; contempt, 
sneer; mimicry: a. false, counterfeit. [transgression, crime, sin. 

Of fence (6f fhnse'), n. affront, displeasure given; injury; anger ; trespass; 
Ran dom (rhn' dum), n. v;ant of direction, rule, method, or proper thought; 

hazard; chance: a. done by or left to chance, or without aim; heedless. 
R£ prhss', v. to restrain; to crush, subdue. 
Rife, a. prevalent, prevailing ; common; predominant. 
Scorn ing (sk<3rn' Ing), par. of Scorn, to despise, to disdain; to revile ; to con¬ 

temn, to slight: 7i. disdain; extreme contempt; scoff. [to disunite. 
Sev ers (sev' urz), pres. t. of Sever, to disjoin, part by violence; to separate; 
Steals (steelz), pres. t. of Steal, to pass or gain upon or withdraw privily; to 

take without right or liberty; to take by theft. 
Sur mise (sur mlze'), n. a suspicion, a conjecture; an imperfect notion: v. to 

suspect, to conjecture ; to imagine. 
Sus pi cion’s (shs pish' unz), n. posses, case of Suspicion, the act of suspect¬ 

ing; mistrust without proof, or upon very slight evidence. 
Sweet ens (sweet' tnz), pres. t. of Sweeten, to make or become sweet. 
Un meant (hn mfent'), a. not intended or meant. 

Reading Lesson XXX. 

Broken Friendship. 

1. When o’er the links of Friendship’s chain, 
Suspicion’s dark, corroding1 stain 
Is breathed from lips whose hidden guile 
Lies masked beneath a friendly smile ; 
Though formed of gold that mocks decay, 
Such mildew steals its strength away ; 
Till, wasting slow, it parts at last, 
And severs hearts it once joined fast. 

2. When all the gentler feelings lend 
Their sweetest influence, to blend 

9* 
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Two kindred spirits into one, 
As mingling streams together run, 
How coldly cruel must he he 
Who turns their love to enmity, 
By secret whispers, dark surmise, 
Or open and malicious lies! 

3. And those there are, nor are they few, 
Who love to poison friendships true, 
Who, envying, strive to blast the joys 
Which spring from love that never cloys. 
Such should not die; hht still live on, 
When all that sweeten! life is gone; 
Without one cheering gleam to bless 
Their path of lonely wretchedness J 

4. But sometimes truest friends will part, 
And coldness fill each altered heart, 
For some unmeant and light offence 
That wounds the nice, exquisite sense 
Which minds of finest tone possess, 
Keenly alive to injuries; 
Some word, perhaps, at random spoken, 
Or slight neglect, their love has broken S 

5. How sad to mark the averted eye, 
Once bright with kindly sympathy; 
To feel affection’s tide has changed, 
And find some valued friend estranged! 
Of all the pangs that rend the heart, 
Scarce one can cause a keener smart; 
But proudly scorning to complain, 
It silently endures its pain. 

6. Throughout my brief but changeful life, 
With errors and misfortunes rife; 
I ardently have sought to find, 
In the world’s crowd, some kindred mind; 
Some one with thoughts and feelings pure, 
Who virtue loves, though follies lure ; 
In whose congenial breast to pour 
Of my heart’s wealth, the hoarded store. 
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7. Though baffled oft, not wholly vain 
That search has been ; I still retain 
In fond remembrance, some whose kind 
And gentle voices, like the wind 
Breathed through the Eolian harp at even, 
Awakened strains that seem of Heaven ; 
Will thrill the chords of memory’s lyre, 
Till reason, feeling, life expire! 

8. But I have learned the bitter truth, 
Which early chills the hopes of youth, 
|That it is wisdom to repress 
The gushing tide of tenderness 
Which the young soul would lavish round 
Like wasted dews on barren ground ; 
Lest it diffuse its richest showers 
On worthless weeds instead of flowers! 

Rochester Gem. 

Questions.—Wha. does dark suspicion’s stain do, when breathed over 
Friendship’s chain 1 Is not a auspicious, surmising, secretly whispering per¬ 
son one of the most contemptible of all beings in society 1 Is not an en¬ 

vious person not only one of the most unhappy as well as one of the most 
despicable beings'? What do envious persons often strive to do 'l What 
ought to happen to such base and mean persons 'l Who will sometimes part 1 
Why 1 Should not all friends avoid such offence or slight neglect 1 What 
is sad to mark 'l What can scarcely cause a keener smart! What has the 
writer sought to find'? What was not wholly vain'? What did he still re¬ 
tain 1 What did he learn that it is wisdom to repress ? Lest what ? Is it 
not better, however, occasionally to be deceived and disappointed than to have 
a suspicious temper, rendering the possessor despicable in the eyes of every 
good person, and miserably wretched in himself'? Will all my young friends 
remember, however, that friendships should be formed very cautiously, pru¬ 
dently, and never hastily'? 

Spelling Lesson XXXI. 

Ar tic u late (&r tlk' & 'lite), v. tv form words, speak as a man; to pronounce 
distinctly ; to join: a. having joints; jointed; distinct. 

P.reez es (bre£z' Iz), n. plu. of Breeze, a soft wind; a gentle gale, [heathen god. 
Cau tan tow wit ('kiw tin tdd' wit), n. prop, the name of an Indian or 
Charm ing (tsh&rnV tng), part. a. enchanting, delightful; pleasing or de¬ 

lighting in the highest degree: par. of Cnarm, to please greatly, to de¬ 
light, enchant: to subdue : n. something to gain the affections: enchant¬ 
ment, a spell. 

De cease (de sees'), n. death, departurefrom life: v. to die, depart from life. 
FrAsts, n. plu. and pres. t. of Frost, congelation, act of freezing; act of con¬ 

gealing by the effect of cold: v. to cover like something resembling frost, 
as white sugar. 
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Oc to ber (6k t6' bur), n. the tenth month of the year. 
Rapt, a. transported; ravished. 
Sep tem ber (sep tem' b&r), n. the ninth month of the year. 
S6dth wist', n. the point between the south and west. [west. 
South wes tern (sSiWi wes' turn), a. being, belonging to, or towards thesouth- 
Tombs (tSSmz), n. plu. of Tomb, a vault or sepulchre for the dead, the grave 

Reading Lesson XXXI. 

The Indian Summer of New England. ^ 

1. The southwest is the most pleasant wind which b^^s in 
New England. In the month of October, in particular, after the 
frosts which commonly take place at the end of September, it 
frequently produces two or three weeks of fair weather, in which 
the air is perfectly transparent, and the clouds, which float in the 
sky of the purest azure, are adorned with brilliant colors. 

2. If at this season a man of an affectionate heart and ardent 
imagination should visit the tombs of his friends, the southwestern 
breezes, as they breathe through the glowing trees, would seem 
to him almost articulate. Though he might not be so rapt in 
enthusiasm as to fancy that the spirits of his ancestors were whis- 
pering in his ear, yet he would at least imagine that he heard 
the small voice of God. 

3. This charming season is called the Indian Summer, a name 
which is derived from the natives, who believe that it is caused 
by a wind, which comes immediately from the court of their 
great and benevolent god Cautantowwit, or the southwestern 
god, the god who is superior to all other beings, who sends them 
every blessing which they enjoy, and to whom the souls of their 
fathers go after their decease.—Freeman. 

Questions.—Which is the most pleasant wind in New England 'l When 
does this wind produce two or three weeks of fair weather 'l What is then 
transparent 'l What float in the sky and are adorned with brilliant colors 'l 
At this season, what seem almost to articulate 'l At this time what would a 
man imagine that he heard 1 What is this season called 'l Prom what do 
the natives believe this wind comes 1 

Spelling Lesson XXXII. 

Am pie (4m' pi), a. fully sufficient, extensive, abundant; great, large; extend¬ 
ed ; wide ; copious; liberal; diffusive. 

Bui wark (bdl' w&rk), n. shelter, protection; means of safety; a fort; a for¬ 
tification. 

A 
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Chan nels (tsliin' nAlz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Channel, facilities or means i 
a hollow bed for running water, or course for a stream ; a cavity, groove, 
furrow, or gutter drawn longwise: v. to cut in channels or grooves; to 
form a channel. 

Com mend (kAm mend'), v. to make acceptable, to present to favorable notice; 
to mention with approbation or speak in favor of; to praise, represent 
as worthy. 

Con tem pla ted (kon tern' pli 'ted), pre. of Contemplate, to have in mind or 
view, or to think of; to view or consider attentively ; to intend; to 
study ; to meditate; to muse. [elude; to form a definite opinion. 

De ci ded (dA si' ded), pre. of Decide, to determine, to settle; to finish, con- 
De cis ions (de slzh' unz), n. pin. of Decision, determination, opinion, final 

judgment; firmness or promptness in determining any thing. 
Des pefctism (dAs' po 'tlzm), n. tyranny, unlimited control; arbitrary govern¬ 

ment, absolute or unlimited authority or power. 
Die tates (dt k' tites), n. pin. and pres. t. of Dictate, a precept, suggestion; 

rule, order; maxim: v. to suggest; to order; to tell with authority. 
Dom i na tion ('d<5m A ni' shun), n. tyranny, arbitrary authority; absolute 

government; power, rule ; dominion. 
El e va ting (41' A 'va ting), par. of Elevate, to improve, refine, or dignify; to 

raise up ; to elate; to exalt; to excite, to animate. 
Ein bat tied (4m bit' tld), part. a. arrayed for or in order of battle: pre. of 

Embattle, to range or set in order of battle. 
! Ev er y where (4v' fir 're hwire), ad. in all places; in every place. 

Ex ert (4gz Art'), v. to perform, to do, to put foi'th; to use with strength of 
an effort; to strain. 

Ex ert ed (igz 4rt' 4d), pre. of Exert. 
Ex per i ment (4ks per' A 'm4nt), n. trial or proof of any thing; essay: v. to 

make trial, to try. [freely; affably. 
I Fa mil iar ly (fi mil' yar '14), ad. wed, intimately; without formality; easily, 
I Firm ly (fArm' 14), ad. constantly, steadily, with firmness; resolutely ; strong¬ 

ly ; immovably ; compactly; solidly. [to leave ; to avoid. 
1 Flee, v. t> escape, run. or hasten from or aveay from danger or evil; to depart, 

Hon est ly (<W 4st '14), ad. truly, faithfully, sincerely; uprightly, justly. 
Iin per a tive (tin per' a Tlv), a. containing positive comma.'nd, authoritative; 

commanding, expressive of command. [drops. 
In stil (In stll'), v. to infuse gently, introduce, or insinuate; to infuse by 
Lea gued (lAAgd), pre. of League, to unite, to confederate: n. a confederacy; 

a distance of three miles. [invested with power to make laws. 
Le gis la tures (!4j' Is la tshirez), n. pin. of Legislature, the body of men 
Lib cr ties (lib' er 'tlz), n. plu. of Liberty, freedom, privilege; permission. 
Lin guists (ling' gwlsts), n. plu. of Linguist, a person skilled or well versed 

in languages. [skilled or well versed in mathematics. 
Math e ma ti cians ('m&!h 4 mi fish'inz), n. plu. of Mathematician, a person 
Op pres sor (3p pris' sur), n. one who oppresses, a tyrant. 
O ver awe ('6 vur &w'), v. to keep in or restrain by awe; to terrify. 
Pir' a 'mount, a. superior to all others; chief; eminent, of the highest order 

n. the chief. \or performed; capable to be or that may be practised. 
Prac ti ca ble (prik' (4 'ki bl), a. feasible, that may or can be done, effected, 
Pro ceed ings (prA sAAd' lngz). n. plu. of Proceeding, a transaction, a proce¬ 

dure; progress from one thing to another; a legal process. 
Re li ance (r4 11' inse), n. depcndance, trust; confidence. 
Re pub li can (rA pub' 14 'kin), a. pertaining, relating, or belonging to a re¬ 

public ; agreeable to the principles of a republic; placing the govern¬ 
ment in the people: n. one who prefers or advocates a republic. 
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Re qui si tion ('r&k kwe ztsh' un), n. a requiring of something, a demand; a 
claim made. 

Spe cia.1 ly (sp&slT il 'le), ad. particularly,'peculiarly; chiefly. 
Suf frage (suf frlje), n. a vote, voice given in deciding a question or contest.' 
Sup po sing (sup p<V zing), par. of Suppose, to lay down, assume, or admit 

without proof; to imagine; to think. [ments 
Te' nire, n. a holding or being held; the manner of holding lands and tene- 
Trem bling ly (truin' bltng 'le), ad. so as to fear, shake, or quiver. 
Trust' Ing, par. of Trust, to confide in, to rely on; to believe; to sell on 

credit: n. confidence; reliance; care, charge; credit; confident opinion. 
U ni ver sal ly ('y& ne v&r' s41 '!£), ad. without exception, throughout or with 

extension to the whole. 
Un mo ved (un mSuvd'), a. not affected; not moved, fixed. 
Un sha ken (inshi' kn), a. firm, fixed; not shaken ; unmoved. 
Ve nal i ty (ve nil' le 'te), n. regard to reward, mercenariness; prostitution. 
Whole some (hAle' sum), a. sound, conducive to public happiness, salutary ,* 

salubrious, favoring, promoting, or contributing to health. 

Reading Lesson XXXII. 

Intellectual and Moral Education of the People, the only 
means of Safety to the Government. 

1. The question, then, What can we do to promote the cause 
of liberty throughout the world ? resolves itself into another: 
What can we do to ensure the success of that experiment which 
our institutions are making upon the character of man ? 

2. In answering it, it is important to remark, that whatever 
we would do for our country, must be done for the people. 

Great results can never be effected in any other way. Specially 
is this the case under a republican constitution. 

3. Here the people are not only the real, but also the acknowl 
edged fountain of all authority. They make the laws, and they 
control the execution of them. They direct the senate, they 
overawe the cabinet, and hence it is the moral and intellectual 
character of the people which must give to the “ very age and 
body of our institutions their form and pressure.” 

4. As long, then, as our people remain virtuous and intelligent, 
our government will remain stable. While they clearly perceive, 
and honestly decree justice, our laws will be wholesome, and the 
principles of our constitution will commend themselves every¬ 
where to the common sense of man. 

5. But should our people become ignorant and vicious ; should 
their decisions become the dictates of passion and venality, rather 
than of reason and of right, that moment are our liberties at an 
end ; and, glad to escape from the despotism of millions, we 
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shall flee for shelter to the despotism of one. Then will the 
world’s last hope be extinguished, and darkness brood for ages 
over the whole human race. 

6. Not less important is moral and intellectual cultivation, if 
we would prepare our country to stand forth the bulwark of the 
liberties of the world. Should the time to try men’s souls ever 
come again, our reliance under God must be, as it was before, 
on the character of our citizens. 

7. Our soldiers must be men whose bosoms have swollen with 
the conscious dignity of freemen, and who, firmly trusting in a 
righteous God, can look unmoved on embattled nations leagued 
together for purposes of wrong. 

8. When the means of education everywhere throughout our 
country shall be free as the air we breathe; when every family 

shall have its BIBLE, and every individual shall love to read 
it; then, and not till then, shall we exert our proper influence 
on the cause of man ; then, and not till then, shall we be prepared 
to stand forth between the oppressor and the oppressed, and say 
to the proud wave of domination, Thus far shalt thou come, and 
no farther. 

9. It seems, then, evident, that the paramount duty of an 
American citizen is to put in requisition every possible means for 
elevating universally the intellectual and moral character of our 
people. 

10. When we speak of intellectual elevation, we would not 
suggest that all our citizens are to become able linguists, or pro¬ 
found mathematicians. This, at least for the present, is not prac¬ 
ticable ; it certainly is not necessary. The object at which we 
aim will be attained, when every man is familiarly acquainted 
with what are now considered the ordinary branches of an En¬ 
glish education. 

11. The intellectual stores of one language are then open be¬ 
fore him; a language in which he may find all the knowledge 
that he will ever need to form his opinions upon any subjects on 
which it will be his duty to decide. A man who can not read, 

let us always remember, is a being not contemplated by the ge¬ 
nius of our constitution. 

12. Where the right of suffrage is extended to all, he is cer¬ 

tainly A DANGEROUS MEMBER OF THE COMMUNITY WHO HAS NOT 

qualified himself to exercise it. But on this part of the sub¬ 
ject I need not enlarge. The proceedings of national and state 
legislatures already furnish ample proof that our people are 
tremblingly alive to its importance. We do firmly believe the 
time to be not far distant, when there will not be found a single 
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citizen of these United States, who is not entitled to the appella¬ 
tion of a well-informed man. 

13. Bat supposing all this to be done, still only a part, and by 
far the least important part of our work will have been accom¬ 
plished. We have increased the power of the people, but we 
have left it doubtful in what direction that power will be exerted. 
We have made it certain that a public opinion will be formed ; 
but whether that opinion shall be healthful or destructive, is yet 
to be decided. 

14. We have cut our channels, by which knowledge may be 
conveyed to every individual of our mighty population ; it re 
mains for us, by means of those very channels, to instil into every 
bosom an unshaken reverence for the principles of right. 

15. Having gone thus far, then, we must go farther ; for you 
must be aware that the tenure by which our liberties are held 
can never be secure, unless moral, keep pace with intellectual 

cultivation. This leads us to remark, in the second place, that 
our other and still more imperative duty is to cultivate the 

MORAL CHARACTER of our people.—Wayland. 

Questions.—For whom must any thing be done, if done to benefit the 
country ! What can not otherwise be effected 1 When is this specially the 
case ! Under a republican constitution who are the real and acknowledged 
fountain of all authority ! Who make the laws ! What must give form and 
pressure to the age and body of our institutions 1 What will make our gov¬ 
ernment remain stable 1 What will then be wholesome ! What will then 
commend themselves ! To what ! Should our people become ignorant and 
vicious, and their decisions not be controlled by reason and right, what will 
then be at an end 'l What will then be extinguished ! Over what will dark¬ 
ness then brood ! What is not less important ! If what ! When must our 
reliance be on the character of our citizens I What must our soldiers be I 

For what shall we be prepared, when the means of education shall be free 

as air, and when every family shall have its BIBLE and love to read 
it? What then, is the paramount r>uty of an American citizen 1 What 
is it not necessary for all our citizens to become I When will this object of 
intellectual elevation be attained I What will then be open before man ! In 
which he may find what ! Who is a being not contemplated by the genius 
of our constitution! Who is a dangerous member of the community! 
When! What furnish ample proof I Of what! What is it believed is not 
far distant! What is by far the least important part of the work of giving 
the great body of the people an education ! What may be left doubtful! 
What may still remain to be instilled into every bosom ! What can never be 
secure, unless moral, keep pace with intellectual cultivation ! What then 
is the imperative duty of every philanthropist, patriot, and Christian ! 
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Spelling Lesson XXXIII. 

Bind' tng, par. of Bind, to gird, inwrap; to confine; to restrict, restrain; 
to tie, fasten to ; to oblige; to confirm ; to contract, grow stiff; to make 
or become costive; to form a border, or fasten or cover the edge with a 
band, riband, or leather, &c. 

Blists, n. pin. and pres. t. of Blast, any destructive or pernicious influence; 
blight; sound; gust of wind ; explosion of powder; the entire blowing 
of a forge or furnace to melt a certain quantity of ore: v. to injure; to 
blight; to cause to wither; to confound ; to split with powder. 

Blfifim' tng, part. a. thriving or flourishing in the health, vigor, and beauty of 
youth, or in bloom; flowering: par. of Bloom, to yield or produce blos¬ 
soms ; to flower; to be in a state of youth: n. a blossom, the opening 
of a flower of a plant, tree, &c.; immaturity, prime of life; a fine native 
flush or color. 

Ca res sing (ka rfes' sing) part. a. fondling, treating with affection: par. of 
Caress, to fondle, to treat with fondness and affection: n. an act of en¬ 
dearment ; an embrace. [the Holy Spirit. 

Com fort er (kirn' furt 'hr), n. one who comforts or administers consolation; 
Con grat u la ting (kdn gritsh' 6 'li ting), par. of Congratulate, to vnsh or 

profess joy to, or to compliment another upon any lwppy event; to felici¬ 
tate; to rejoice in anticipation. 

De sert ed (de zert' fed), part. a. entirely forsaken; abandoned: pre. of De¬ 
sert, to forsake ; to leave utterly, abandon; to quit: n. degree of merit 
or demerit; worth; reward. [n ate event, mishap; misery. 

Dis as ters (dlz is' tfirz), n. pin. of Disaster, misfortune, calamity; unfortu- 
Hu mil i a tion (hi 'mil fe a' shin), n. state of being abased, mortification; 

act of humbling or of humility, abasement. 
In hab i tant (In hib' e 'tant), n. one thai lives or resides in a place, a dweller; 

one who has a legal residence in a town, city, &c. 
Ne ces si ties (nfe sis' se 'tlz), n. pin. of Necessity, want, need; extreme in¬ 

digence, poverty; compulsion, that which must be. 
O ver whelm ing ('6 vhr hwilin' Ing), part. a. crushing with weight, spread¬ 

ing, or covering over: par. of Overwhelm, to spread over or crush with 
something violent and weighty. 

Pr<5s' trite, v. to throw down; to demolish, to ruin; to overthrow; to lay flat; 
to fall down in adoration or humble reverence. 

Re trieve (re triev'), v. to regain, recover; to repair; to restore. 
Re vcr ses (rfe vfer' slz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Reverse, change, vicissitude; 

adversity, misfortune; that which is opposite to another: v. to turn up¬ 
side down, invert, change the order; to repeal; to subvert. 

Rift' fed, pre. of Rift, to cleave, split, or burst open: n. a cleft, a breach; an 
opening. 

Rough ness (rfif nfes), n. ruggedness, harshness, severity; unevenness ; inele¬ 
gance ; want of delicacy; coarseness of manners ; tempestuousness. 

Soft er (sift' fir), a. milder, nwre lender; more gentle; more easily yielding; 
less hard, rough, or harsh ; more delicate; smoother. [to animate. 

Stlm' u 'li tfed, /ire. of Stimulate, to excite, to spur on; to rouse up ; to quicken, 
Sub lim i ty (sfib 11m' e *te), n. height in excellence, loftiness of nature, or of 

character; loftiness or elevation of place, style, or sentiment; moral 
grandeur. 

Sup port er (sfip port' fir), n. one who supports or sustains; a prop. 
Ton urils (ffen' drllz), n. plu. of Tendril, the clasp or clasper of a vine, &c. 

10 
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Touch ing (tiitslT ing), part. a. affecting, pathetic; moving: par. of Touch, 
to affect; to move ; to feel, to reach to ; to be in contact; to handle; to 
join: n. sense of feeling; contact; a test; a feature; a stroke. 

Tread ing (tr&d' ding), par. of Tread, to walk on; to step; to set the foot; to 
trample; to beat: n. a stepping; a step with the foot. [worthless. 

Triv ial (triv' yll), a. inconsiderable, small; trifling, unimportant, light; vile, 
Twi ned (twind), pre. of Twine, to wind, to wrap; to twist; to cling to; to 

unite: n. a strong twisted thread ; a twist; close embrace. 
Un shrink ing (&n shrtngk' Ing), a. not falling back, not withdrawing, or 

shrinking from. 

Reading Lesson XXXIII. 

The Wife. 

1. I have often had occasion to remark the fortitude with 
which women sustain the most overwhelming reverses of fortune. 
Those disasters which break down the spirit of a man, and pros¬ 
trate him in the dust, seem to call forth all the energies of the 
softer sex, and give such intrepidity and elevation to their char¬ 
acter, that at times it approaches to sublimity. 

2. Nothing can be more touching, than to behold a soft and 
tender female, who had been all weakness and dependance, and 
alive to every trivial roughness, while treading the prosperous 
paths of life, suddenly arising in mental force to be the comforter 
and supporter of her husband under misfortune, and abiding, 
with unshrinking firmness, the most bitter blasts of adversity. 

3. As the vine, which has long twined its graceful foliage 
about the oak, and been lifted by it into sunshine, will, when the 
hardy plant is rifted by the thunderbolt, cling around it with its 
caressing tendrils, and bind up its shattered boughs; so is it 
beautifully ordered by Providence, that woman, who is the mere 
dependant and ornament of man in his happier hours, should be 
his stay and solace when smitten with sudden calamity ; winding 
herself into the rugged recesses of his nature, tenderly supporting 
the drooping head, and binding up the broken heart. 

4. I was once congratulating a friend, who had around him a 
blooming family, knit together in the strongest affection. “ I 
can wish you no better lot,” said he, with enthusiasm, “ than to 

have a wife and children. If you are prosperous, there they are 
to share your prosperity ; if otherwise, there they are to comfort 
you.” 

5. And, indeed, I have observed, that a married man, falling 
into misfortune, is more apt to retrieve his situation in the world 
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than a single one ; partly, because he is more stimulated to ex¬ 
ertion by the necessities of the helpless and beloved beings who 
depend upon him for subsistence ; but chiefly, because his spirits 
are soothed and relieved by domestic endearments, and his self- 

respect kept alive by finding, that though all abroad is darkness 
and humiliation, yet there is still a little world of love at home, 

; of which he is the monarch. 
6. Whereas, A SINGLE MAN is apt to run to waste and 

self-neglect ; to fancy himself lonely and abandoned, and his 
heart to fall to ruin, like some deserted mansion, for want of an 
inhabitant.—Irving. 

Questions.—What do women generally sustain with greater fortitude than 
men ? What do those disasters which break down the spirit of a man, seem to 
call forth in woman ? And what do they seem to give to her character ? To 
what does her character at times approach ? What can not be more touching ? 
Suddenly rising to be what ? As what is it beautifully ordered by Providence 
that woman should be? Winding herself into what? Tenderly supporting 
what ? Binding up what ? What lot or condition in life can not be better ? 
Who is the more apt to retrieve his situation, if unfortunate? Why? What 
does the married man find there is still ? Does not every man find HAP¬ 
PINESS in the bosom of his family, if anywhere? Can any man be happy 
after he has lost his self -respect ? Is not A SINGLE MAN more likely to 
fall into self-neglect and lose his self-respect than A MARRIED MAN 
both in adversity and in prosperity? 

— 

Spelling Lesson XXXIV. 

Am big u ous (4m big' A 'As), a. doubtful, mysterious; having two meanings. 
An tique (4n teek'), a. very old, of old fashion; ancient: n. any thing very 

old ; a relic, a remnant of antiquity. 
A pal o gist (4 p6l' A 'jtst), n. one who makes an apology. 
Be holds (be hAldz ), pres. t. of Behold, to look upon, to see; to view. 
Ben c die tions ('bAn A dtk' shAnz), n. phi. of Benediction, a blessing, advan¬ 

tage conferred by blessing; thanks, acknowledgment; a blessing pro¬ 
nounced. 

BlAd, pre. of Bleed, to lose, draw, or let blood; to drop as blood. 
Blood stain ed (blAd' stind), a. stained with blood. 
BlAsh, v. to betray shame, confusion, modesty, diffidence, or guilt; to color, 

redden the cheeks or face: n. the color in the cheeks or face ; a glance. 
Ca the dral (k4 thk’ dr41), n. the principal church in a diocess. 
Chau cer (tshiw' sir), n. prop, the name of an English poet. 
Com plain ing (k5m plAnc' tng), par. of Complain, to lament, to murmur; to 

accuse. [to dedicate or devote solemnly. 
Con se era ted (k<5n' sA 'kri tAd), pre. of Consecrate, to hallow, make sacred; 
Cor rupt ed (kAr rupt' Ad), part. a. depraved, defiled, vitiated; infected; pu¬ 

trefied ; bribed : par. of Corrupt, to deprave, defile ; to spoil, destroy ; to 
infect; to become or make putrid; to decay; to bribe: a. spoiled, pu¬ 
trid ; vicious, wicked ; decayed. 
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Crowd ing (krAAd' ing), par. of Crowd, to press close together; to urge; to 
swarm, to be numerous and confused; to squeeze; to encumber: n. a 
multitude, a throng; a great number collected together without order, or 
pressed together ; the populace. 

Ded i ca ted (d6d' 6 'ki ted), jore. of Dedicate, to consecrate, make sacred; to 
devote or appropriate chiefly to; to inscribe. 

Em bla zon ed (6m bli' znd), pre. of Emblazon, to adorn loith figures of her- 
aldry; to deck in glaring colors. 

Em blems (6m' blemz), n. pin. of Emblem, a typical design; a painted enigma 
or an occult or illusive picture; that which represents another thing. 

En cum bers (6n kirn' burz), pres. t. of Encumber, to clog, to load; to im¬ 
pede ; to embarrass; to perplex. 

Flat ter ers (flit' tir 'urz), n. pin. of Flatterer, one who flatters. 
Flour ish (flfrr' rlsh), v. to thrive, increase and enlarge; to be in vigor; to be 

prosperous; to boast; to adorn, embellish ; to brandish : n. bravery; os¬ 
tentatious parade of words; showy splendor; fanciful strokes of the 
pen, &c. 

Foot step (fit' st6p), n. a trace, track, mark, or impression of the foot. 
Hal low ed (hil' lAde), part. a. consecrated, made sacred: par. of Hallow, to 

consecrate, make holy or sacred ; to keep sacred. [gend. 
Le gen da ry (16j' 6n 'da re), a. fabulous, strange, romantic; relating to a le- 
Mu se’s(mi' zlz), n. posses, case of Muse, the deity or power of poetry; deep 

thought, close attention : v. to meditate, to think on; to ponder, to study 
in silence. 

Pam per (pim' pur), v. to feed or fill luxuriously; to glut. 
Pan the on (pin the An), n. an ancient temple in Rome, dedicated to all the 

heathen gods. 
Pen sion ed (p6n' shund), part. a. supported or maintained by a pension: pre. 

f Pension, to support by an allowance or settle a pension on : n. a set¬ 
tled annual or yearly allowance to any one for past services. 

Plen te ous ness (p!6n' te 'As n6s), n. abundance, copious supply, plenty. 
Pipe, n. prop, the name of a celebrated English poet; the bishop of Rome, the 

head of the Roman Catholic church. ^ 
Prin ces (prln' slz), n. pin. of Prince, the son of a king; a sovereign; a ruler. 
Pro fa ned (prA find'), pre. of Profane, to pollute, put to wrong or improper 

use; to abuse; to violate: a. irreverent to God and sacred things; im¬ 
pure, polluted; secular; not sacred; heathenish. 

Righ te ous ness (rl' tshe 'is nes), n. justice, equity; religion, piety; virtue. 
Sane ti fi ed (singk' te 'fide), pre. of Sanctify, to make holy, to purify; to 

set apart for a sacred use. [ical tenets. 
Sect (s6kt), n. a body or number of persons united in some religious ox philosoph- 
Sheds (shedz), pres. t. and n. pin. of Shed, to scatter; to cast off; to spill: n. 

a slight building or covering. 
Sov er eigns (suv' er inz), n. pin. of Sovereign, a monarch, a supreme ruler: 

a. supreme in power or efficacy. 
Tib' 16ts, n. phi. of Tablet, a smooth, level surface loritten on ; a little table. 
Toil ed (tdlld), pre. of Toil, to labor or work hard; to drudge: n. hard labor; 

fatigue; a net or snare. 
Tyr an ny (tlr' in 'ne), n. cruel, arbitrary, or severe exercise of power; severity. 
Un a dorn ed ('An i dornd'), a. not adorned or ornamented. 
Vist' n6ss, n. immense greatness or extent; magnitude. 
Vo tive (vA' tlv), a. given by vow; devoted. 
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Reading Lesson XXXIV. 

Impressions derived from the Study of History. 

* 1. The study of the history of most other nations, fills the 
mind with sentiments not unlike those which the American trav¬ 
eller feels on entering the venerable and lofty cathedral of some 
proud old city of Europe. Its solemn grandeur, its vastness, its 
obscurity, strike awe to his heart. 

2. From the richly painted windows, filled with sacred em- 
I blems and strange antique forms, a dim religious light falls 

around. A thousand recollections of romance, and poetry, and 
legendary story, come crowding in upon him. He is surrounded 
by the tombs of the mighty dead, rich with the labors of ancient 

i art, and emblazoned with the pomp of heraldry. 
3. What names does he read upon them ? Those of princes 

and nobles, who are now remembered only for their vices, and 
I; of sovereigns, at whose death no tears were shed, and whose 
i memories lived not an hour in the affections of their people. 

There, too, he sees other names, long familiar to him for their 
guilty or ambiguous fame. There rest the bloodstained soldier 

H of fortune ; the orator, ■who was ever the ready apologist of 
tyranny ; great scholars, who were the pensioned flatterers of 

L power ; and poets, who profaned the high gift of genius, to pam- 
I per the vices of a corrupted court. 

4. Our own history, on the contrary, like that poetical temple 
|i of Fame, which was reared by the imagination of Chaucer, and 
j decorated by the taste of Pope, is almost exclusively dedicated to 
| the memory of the truly great. Or rather, like the Pantheon of 

Rome, it stands in calm and severe beauty, amidst the ruins of 
I ancient magnificence, and u the toys of modern state.’3 

5. Within, no idle ornament encumbers its bold simplicity. 
! The pure light of heaven enters from above, and sheds an equal 
i and serene radiance around. As the eye wanders about its ex- 
I tent, it beholds the unadorned monuments of brave and good men, 

who have greatly bled or toiled for their country ; or it rests on 
votive tablets, inscribed with the names of the best benefactors of 

t mankind. 
6. No, Land of Liberty! thy children have no cause to blush 

for thee. What though the arts have reared few monuments 
i among us, and scarce a trace of the muse’s footstep is found in 
| the paths of our forests, or along the banks of our rivers ; yet 

our soil has been consecrated by the blood of heroes, and by 
iO* 
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great and holy deeds of peace. Its wide extent has become one vast 
temple and hallowed asylum, sanctified by the prayers and blessings I 
of the persecuted of every sect, and the wretched of all nations. ! 

7. Land of Refuge ; Land of Benedictions! Those prayers > 
still arise, and they still are heard. “ May peace be within thy I 
walls, and plenteousness within thy palaces “ May there be no 
decay, no leading into captivity, and no complaining, in thy 
streets u May truth flourish out of the earth, and righteousness 
look down from Heaven.”—G. C. Verplanck. 

Questions.—With what does the study of the history of other nations fill 
the mind'? What strike awe to the heart of the reader ? What falls around ? 
What crowd upon him? By what is he surrounded? At whose death were 
no tears shed ? What lived not an hour ? Who there rest in the tombs, thus 
emblazoned ? To what is our own history almost exclusively dedicated ? 
How does it stand? With what is it not encumbered? What is shed 
around ? What does the eye behold 1 On what rest ? By what has our 
soil been consecrated? What has become a hallowed asylum? Sanctified 
by what? What still arise? Should not every young person in this country 
be grateful for the many and great blessings which he receives, and duly ap¬ 
preciate the great responsibility resting on him, to guard and keep sacred 
the valuable and noble institutions of this blessed and happy Republic ? 

Spelling Lesson XXXV. 

Blooms (blSSmz), n. plu„ and pres. t. of Bloom, a blossom or the opening of a 
flower of a tree, &c. 5 prime of life; a fine native flush or color; immaturi¬ 
ty : v. to yield or produce blossoms; to flower; to be in a state of youth. 

Broth er hoods (bifeth' ur 'hudz), n. phi. of Brotherhood, a society, a class of 
persons of the same kind; a union, an association, a fraternity; the state 
or quality of being a brother. 

CJock (kl^k), n. an instrument or machine which tells, shows, or measures time 
and its divisions, as seconds, minutes, and hours, a time-piece; an insect; 
a figured work in the ankle of a stocking. 

De cay cd (de kide'), pre. of Decay, to wither, perish, lose excellence; to de¬ 
cline; to fail: n. a falling off, decline, a gradual failing; declension. 

De vi sing (de vl' ztng), par. of Devise, to contrive, invent; to project, to 
plan; to scheme; to bequeath, grant by will: n. the act of bequeathing, 
or a gift by will. 

Ev er-blush ing ('&v &r-bl&sh' tng), a. continually or constantly blushing. 
FMd, pre. of Flee, to depart, to leave ; to hasten or run away from danger or 

evil; to attempt to escape; to take shelter; to avoid. 
Fools (fSSlz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Fool, a person who acts absurdly; a per¬ 

son destitute of reason, an idiot; a buffoon; a term of reproach : v. to 
impose on; to disappoint; to trifle, to jest; to treat with contempt; to 
idle. [coarsest; least clear; least fair; most stormy. 

Foil' est, a. most hateful, most ivicked; most impure, most filthy; grossest, 
Fra med (fr&md), pre. of Frame, to make, invent; to regulate, adjust; to fit 

and join; to compose; to form, to plan: n. timbers or parts united so as 
to enclose or admit something else; structure; fabric; regularity, order; 
scheme 
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Gl' ping, part. a. staring, yawning, opening the mouth wide from wonder, 
admiration, or drowsiness: par. of Gape, to yawn, open the mouth wide 
from wonder, sleepiness, &c.; to stare ; to crave. 

Gree di ness (gree' d& 'nhs), n. eagerness of desire or appetite; ravenousness. 
H&l' 11 sh, a. infernal, malignant, like, or having the qualities of, or relating 

to hell; very wicked. 
H&r' 41d, n. a harbinger, a forerunner; an officer who registers genealogies, 

proclaims war or peace, regulates coats of arms, &c.; a proclaimer, a 
publisher: v. to introduce, as by a herald. 

In jur ed (In' jurd), part. a. wronged, damaged; hurt: par. of Injure, to hurt, 
to damage; to wrong; to impair; to annoy. 

Meals (m4£Iz), n. plu. of Meal, a repast; the quantity or portion of food 
eaten at once or at one time; the substance or edible part of corn ground 
fine. 

Pes ti lence (pes' te 'l&nse), n. moml disease or corruption vihich destroys hap¬ 
piness ; plague, a contagious or infectious disease or distemper. 

Plague (plig), n. a pestilence, a disease; any thing vexatious; trouble: v. to 
vex, tease; to trouble, harass; to infest. 

Pr6p' 4 'gite, v. to spread, extend,; to increase; to promote; to generate. 
Re proach ed (r£ prAtsht'), pre. of Reproach, to treat with contempt; to cen¬ 

sure, to upbraid with opprobrium: n. censure with derision or contempt; 
shame; infamy. 

Shun ned (shund), pre. of Shun, to avoid, keep dear of; to decline; to escape. 
Sian der (sl4n' dir), n. a false report or statement maliciously uttered or made 

to injure or defame a person's reputation; defamation; reproach; ill 
name: v. to injure or censure maliciously by false reports; to defame, to 
belie. 

Sian ders (sl4n' d&rz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Slander. 
Whelp (hwelp), n. a puppy, a cub. 
Wit ting ly (wit' ting 'le), ad. by design, knowingly; with knowledge. 

Reading Lesson XXXV. 

The Slanderer. 

1. ’Twas Slander filled her mouth with lying words, 
Slander, the foulest whelp of Sin. The man 
In whom this spirit entered was undone. 
His tongue was set on fire of hell, his heart 
Was black as death, his legs were faint with haste 
To propagate the lie his soul had framed; 
His pillow was the peace of families 
Destroyed, the sigh of innocence reproached, 
Broken friendships, and the strife of brotherhoods: 
Yet did he spare his sleep, and hear the clock 
Number the midnight watches, on his bed, 
Devising mischief more; and early rose, 
And made most hellish meals of good men’s names. 
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2. From door to door you might have seen him speed, 
Or placed amidst a group of gaping fools, 
And whispering in their ears, with his foul lips. 
Peace fled the neighborhood in which he made 
His haunts ; and, like a moral pestilence, 
Before his breath, the healthy shoots and blooms 
Of social joy and happiness, decayed. 
Fools only in his company were seen, 
And those forsaken of God, and to themselves given up. 

3. The prudent shunned him and his house 
As one who had a deadly moral plague. 
And fain all would have shunned him at the day 
Of judgment; but in vain. All who gave ear 
With greediness, or wittingly their tongues 
Made herald to his lies, around him wailed; 
While on his face, thrown back by injured men, 
In characters of ever-blushing shame, 
Appeared ten thousand slanders, all his own.—Pollok. 

Questions.—Who is undone ? Can any thing be more infamously 

wicked and contemptible than SLANDERS As black as what is the 
slanderer’s heart ? With what are his legs faint 1 To do what? What 
is his pillow ? For what does the slanderer spare his sleep ? Where may 
he be seen ? What flees the neighborhood ? What decays before the slan¬ 

derer’s breath? Who, only, are seen in the company of the slanderer? 

Who shuns the slanderer and his house ? As what ? Who wail around 
the slanderer ? Will all my young friends keep in mind the baseness 

and exceedingly great wickedness of SLANDER, and never speak falsely, 

disrespectfully, or otherwise ill of any one; and also, remember, that if 
they can not conscientiously say any good of an absent person, it is their duty 

to say nothing ? 

Spelling Lesson XXXVI. 

Base ly (bise' le), ad. dishonorably, meanly; vilely, worthlessly; lowly. 
Christ’s (krlsts), n. prop, posses, case of Christ, the Savior of men, the Re¬ 

deemer : one who saves, redeems, or ransoms. 
Con flict (k<5n' fllkt ), n. struggle, contest; strife, contention; combat; collision; 

opposition ; distress of mind. 
Con sti tu tion al (.'k<5n ste ti' sh&n Al), a. consistent with, according or rela¬ 

ting to, or inherent in, the civil constitution, or the natural frame of body 
or mind; legal. 

Con vie tions (kdn vik' shfmz), n. plu. of Conviction, a convincing of error 
or sin, sense of guilt; act of proving guilty; confutation; the state of 
being convinced. 

Cour a geous (kur 4' jus), a. brave, resolute; intrepid^ bold; daring. 
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De ny (de nl'), v. to refuse, not to yield; to withhold ; to disown; to contradict. 
Dis ci pie (dls si' pi), n. a follower; a scholar, a learner. 
En dovv ments (en ddd' ments), n. pin. of Endowment, any quality, faculty, 

or gift of nature; any thing valuable which is bestowed upon the mind 
or body by our Creator ; wealth or property allotted as a settled portion. 

For ti fi ed (for' t£ 'fide), pre. of Fortify, to strengthen or add strength and 
firmness to; to confirm, to fix; to encourage; to secure or defend by forts, 
strong works of defence, &c. 

Frank ness (frAngk' nes), n. liberality, generosity; fairness, candor, ingenu¬ 
ousness ; plainness, openness, freedom. 

1m pro ved (tm prSAvd'), pre. of Improve, to cultivate, to make or become 
better; to use profitably. [mind; communicated force. 

Im pul ses (tm' pul 'stz), n. plu. of Impulse, impression, influence on the 
In ward (In' wurd), a. internal; placed within, interior: ad. within, towards 

the internal parts or inside. 
O ver pow er ed ('A vftr pAu urd), pre. of Overpower, to vanquish, to crush; 

to subdue; to defeat; to affect too much. 
Pas sion ate ness (pish' An 'it nes), n. vehemence of mind; stale of being 

or aptness to be in a passion. 
P&r' mi 'nent, a. lasting, continuing; durable : not decaying. 
Re nun'ei a tion (re 'nun she A' shun), n. a rejection; the act of renouncing. 
Re sent ments (re zint' ments), n. phi. of Resentment, deep sense of injury; 
Self-con trol ('silf-kAn trAle'), n. control of one’s self. [anger. 
Self-de ny ing ('silf-de nl' Ing), a. denying one’s self. 
Sen si bil i ties ('sin se btl' le 'ttz), n. plu. of Sensibility, delicate or quick 

feeling; quickness of sensation; acuteness of perception; susceptibility 
of impressions. 

Sin cere ly (sin sire' le), ad. truly, honestly; purely; without dissembling. 
Sub ject (sub jekt'), v. to bring or put under subjection or power; to enslave; 

to reduce, make liable; to expose; to submit. 
Sum mon ed (sum' mund), pre. of Summon, to call or excite to exertion; to 

call up; to call or cite by authority. [not to disclose. 
Sup priss', v. to restrain, subdue ; to crush; to stifle; to conceal; to destroy; 
Tist, n. trial, means of trial; examination ; a standard : v. to prove; to try, 

compare with a fixed standard. 
Up held (6p hi Id'), pre. of Uphold, to sustain, maintain, to support; to ele¬ 

vate ; to lift on high; to keep from falling. 
Wlr' ring, par. of War, to contend, strive; to make war; to carry on hostil¬ 

ities or a contest: n. public contest, open hostility; contention, act of 
opposition. 

Reading Lesson XXXVI. 

Advice to the Young. 

1. Young man, remember that the only test of goodness, vir¬ 
tue, is moral strength, self-denying energy. You have generous 
and honorable feelings, you scorn mean actions, your heart beats 
quick at the sight or hearing of courageous, disinterested deeds, 
and all these are interesting qualities ; but, remember, they are 
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the gifts of nature, the endowments of your susceptible age. 
They are not virtue. 

2. God and the inward monitor ask for more. The question 
is, do you strive to confirm, into permanent principles, the gener¬ 
ous sensibilities of the heart ? Are you watchful to suppress the 
impetuous emotions, the resentments, the selfish passionateness, 
which are warring against your honorable feelings ? Especial¬ 
ly do you subject to your moral and religious convictions, the 
love of pleasure, the appetites, the passions, which form the 
great trials of youthful virtue % 

3. Here is the field of conflict to which youth is summoned. 
Trust not to occasional impulses of benevolence, to constitutional 
courage, frankness, kindness, if you surrender yourselves basely 
to the temptations of your age. No man who has made any 
observation of life, but will tell you how often he has seen the 
promise of youth blasted; intellect, genius, honorable feeling, 
kind affection, overpowered and almost extinguished, through the 
want of moral strength, through a tame yielding to pleasure and 
the passions. Place no trust in your good propensities, unless 
these are fortified, and upheld, and improved, by moral energy 
and self-control. 

4. To all of us, in truth, the same lesson comes. If any man 
will be Christ’s disciple, sincerely good, and worthy to be named 
among the friends of virtue, if he will have inward peace and 
the consciousness of progress towards Heaven, he must deny 
himself, he must take the cross, and follow in the renunciation 
of every gain and pleasure inconsistent with the will of God.— 
Channing. 

Questions.—What is the only test of goodness 7 What are interesting 
qualities 7 What should the young remember 7 What are not virtue 7 
What should the young strive to confirm 7 To suppress what 7 What should 
the young subject to their moral and religious convictions 7 To what is 
youth summoned 7 To what should the young not trust 7 If what 7 What 
has often been blasted I What often overpowered and extinguished 7 In 
what should not the young place trust 7 Unless what 7 What must every 
person do to have inward peace 7 

Spelling Lesson XXXVII. 

Aim ed (4md), pre. of Aim, to direct, take sight; to level; to design; to en¬ 
deavor to strike, reach, or obtain: n. sight, direction ; design; endeavor; 
purpose, intention. 

Aims (iraez), pres. t. and n. plu. of Aim. 
Ap pen dage (4p p&n' dlje), n. something added, an addition. 
As cri bed (4s krlbd'), pff- of Ascribe, to attribute nr impute to: to assign. 
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At tain ment (it tine' ment), n. the act of procuring or attaining any thing; 
acquisition; something attained. 

Ca ses (ki' slz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Case, condition, state, or circumstance; 
a covering ; a box, a sheath ; variation or inflection of words, as nouns 
and pronouns; a cause in court: v. to put in a case or cover. 

Con cen tra tion ('k6n sen tri' shun), n. the act of concentrating, drawing, or 
bringing nearer together or to a point; a compressing or collecting into 
a more narrow space. [division. 

Di p&rt' mint, n. a separate station, allotment, place, room, office, part, o 
De ter mi na tion (de 'tir mi ni' shun), n. firm resolution, a settled purpose 

decision; an ending. 
Dint, n. force, power exerted; violence; a blow, a stroke; mark of a blow: v 

to make a hollow or cavity by a blow. [prohibit. 
Ex clu ded (eks klh' did), pie. of Exclude, to shut out; to except; to debar, 
For ma tion (f3r mi' shun), n. the act of forming or creating; production ; 

manner of forming a tiling. 
Ig no ble (Ig ni' bl), a. base, not noble; mean ; worthless; of low birth. 
Im i ta ted (lm' e 'ta ted), pre. of Imitate, to follow, the action, manner, &c., 

of another; to copy, try to resemble; to counterfeit. 
In her it ed (tn hir' It 'ed), pre. of Inherit, tQ receive or take by inheritance 

from an ancestor; to nave possession. 
In val u a ble (In vil' u 'i bl), a. inestimable, very valuable. 
In vet er ate (In vit' ir 'ite), a. firmly established or fixed; deep-rooted; old, 

long established; obstinate. 
Man i fest ed (man' e 'fist id), pre. of Manifest, to exhibit to view, to make 

appear; to show plainly; to make known; to disclose, reveal; to dis¬ 
play : a. plain, open; obvious, apparent; detected; clearly visible: n. a 
kind of writing; an invoice of a cargo. 

Men tion (min' shfin), v. to state; to name; to express in words or writing: 
n. oral or written expression ; a hint. 

Mid way (mid' wi), ad. half the way, in the middle of the way: a. being in 
the middle: n. the middle of the way, distance, or passage. 

Om nip o tent (6m nip' 6 'tint), a. alhpowerful; almighty, having or pos¬ 
sessing unlimited power. [vanced ; leading forward ; increased. 

On ward (6n' w&rd), ad. forward, progressively; toward the point: a. ad- 
Prof li gate (pr6f li 'gite), a. extremely vicious, wicked; abandoned to vice; 

lost to principle, virtue, or decency : n. an abandoned, shameless wrretch. 
Pr6v” irb, n. an old, saying, an adage; a maxim of wisdom. 
lie cov er ed (re kuv' urd), pre. of Recover, to regain, get back; to repair; to 

restore ; to grow well. 
Re gain (re gine'), v. to recover, obtain again; to gain anew. 
Re solve (re zolv'), v. to determine, settle in an opinion; to solve ; to analyze; 

to inform; to clear up, explain ; to decree, to melt; to dissolve; to sep¬ 
arate parts : n. a resolution, a fixed determination. 

Rev els (riv' elz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Revel, a feast with loose and noisy 
jollity: v. to carouse ; to feast with loose and clamorous merriment. 

Sec ond ed (sik' und 'id), pre. of Second, to aid, to forward, assist; to sup¬ 
port; to follow next: n. the sixtieth part of a minute; the one next to 
the first; one who attends another in a duel; a supporter: a. next to 
the first; the ordinal of two; inferior. 

Shov el ling (sh&v' vl 'ling), par. of Shovel, to throw with a shovel: n. a 
tool or instrument for digging or throwing earth, coal, &c. [mark. 

Slg' nil, a. remarkable, memorable; eminent: n. a sign that gives notice; a 
Stirt' id, pre. of Start, to set out; to rise or move suddenly ; to alarm; to lei 

out as water * n. a sudden motion; a setting out. 
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Stead i ness (sted' e 'n&s), n. constancy, firmness; uniform and consistent 
conduct. [any business ; to contract to perform. 

Un der takes ('&n d&r tikes'), pres. t. of Undertake, to engage in; to assume 
Un ti ring (un ti' ring), a. indefatigable, not becoming tired. 
Wa ked (wikt), prc. of Wake, to rouse, excite; to cease to sleep; to rouse 

from sleep ; to watch : n. a watch, vigil; a feast; a track in water. 
Wor thi est (w&r' the 'ist), a. most excellent, most valuable; most meritorious; 

most deserving. 

Reading Lesson XXXVII. 

Formation of Character. 

1. It is ever to be kept in mind, that a GOOD NAME, is, in 
all cases, the fruit of personal exertion. It is not inherited from 
parents ; it is not created by external advantages ; it is no neces¬ 
sary appendage of birth, or wealth, or talents, or station ; but the 
result of one’s own endeavors ; the fruit and reward of good 
principles, manifested in a course of virtuous and honorable ac¬ 
tion. This is the more important to be remarked, because it 
shows that the attainment of a good name, whatever be your ex¬ 
ternal circumstances, is entirely within your power. 

2. No young man, HOWEVER HUMBLE HIS BIRTH, 
or obscure his condition, is excluded from the invaluable boon. 
He has only to fix his eye upon the prize, and press toward it, 
in a course of virtuous and useful conduct, and it is his. And 
it is interesting to notice how many of our worthiest and best 
citizens have risen to honor and usefulness by dint of their own 
persevering exertions. They are to be found, in great numbers, 
in each of the learned professions, and in every department of 
business ; and, they stand forth, bright and animating examples 
of what can be accomplished by resolution and effort. 

3. Indeed, my friends, in the formation of character, personal 
exertion is the first, the second, and' the third virtue. Nothing 
great or excellent can be acquired without it. A good name will 
not come without being sought. All the virtues of which it is 
composed are the result of untiring application and industry. 
Nothing can be more fatal to the attainment of a good character 
than a treacherous confidence in external advantages. These, 
if not seconded by your own endeavors, “ will drop you mid¬ 
way ; or, perhaps, }rou will not have started, when the diligent 
traveller will have won the race.” 

4. To the formation of a good character, it is of the highest 
importance that you have a commanding object in view, and 
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that your aim in life be elevated. To this cause, perhaps, 
more than to any other, is to be ascribed the great difference 
which appears in the characters of men. Some start in life with 
an object in view, and are determined to attain it; while others 
live without plan, and reach not for the prize set before them. 
The energies of the one are called into vigorous action, and they 
rise to eminence ; while the others are left to slumber in ignoble 
ease and sink into obscurity. 

5. It is an old proverb, that he who aims at the sun, to be sure . 
will not reach it, but his arrow will fly higher than if he aimed 
at an object on a level with himself. Just so in the formation of 
character. Set your standard high ; and, though you may not 
reach it, you can hardly fail to rise higher than if you aimed at 
some inferior excellence. Young men are not, in general, con¬ 
scious of what they are capable of doing. 

6. They do not task their faculties, or improve their powers, 
or attempt, as they ought, to rise to superior excellence. They 
have no high, commanding object at which to aim ; but often 
seem to be passing away life without object and without aim. 
The consequence is, their efforts are few and feeble ; they are 
not waked up to any thing great or distinguished; and, there¬ 
fore, fail to acquire a character of decided worth. 

7. My friends, you may be whatever you resolve to be. Reso¬ 
lution is omnipotent. Determine that you will be something in. 
the world, and you shall be something. Aim at excellence, and 
excellence will be attained. This is the great secret of effort 
and eminence. I can not do it, never accomplished any thing j 
I will try, has wrought wonders. 

8. You have all, perhaps, heard of the young man, who, hav¬ 
ing wasted, in a short time, a large patrimony, in profligate 
revels, formed a purpose, that he would regain what he had lost. 
The purpose thus formed he kept; and, though he began by 
shovelling a load of coals into a cellar, he proceeded from one 
step to another, till he more than recovered his lost possession, 
and died an inveterate miser, worth sixty thousand pounds. 

9. I mention this, not as an example to be imitated, but as a 
signal instance of what can be accomplished by fixed purpose 
and persevering exertion. A young man who sets out in life 
with a determination to excel, can hardly fail of his purpose. 
There is, in his case, a steadiness of aim ; a concentration of 
feeling and effort, which bear him onward to his object with ir¬ 
resistible energy, and render success, in whatever he undertakes, 
certain.—J. Hawes. 

11 
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Questions.—What in all cases, is the fruit of personal exertion 7 Of 
what is a good name the result 7 Of what is it the fruit and reward 7 What 
is entirely within the power of every one 7 Will all my young friends re¬ 
member, that, a GOOD NAME is more valuable than money, houses, or 
lands ; and, endeavor, by a virtuous, kind, amiable, and honest course of 
conduct, to attain it 7 Does obscurity or humble birth prevent any one from 
attaining it 7 What is it interesting to notice 7 What are to be found in 
great numbers 7 What is personal exertion in the formation of character 7 
How, only, will a good name come 7 What is fatal 7 To what 7 What, in 
the formation of a good character, is of the highest importance 7 Why do 
some rise to eminence, while others are left to sink into obscurity 7 What is 
an old proverb 7 What should be set high 7 Of what are young men not 
generally conscious 7 They do not task what 7 Or improve what 7 Or 
attempt what 7 They have not what 7 How do they seem to pass away life 7 
What is the consequence 7 What do they fail to acquire 7 What may young 
men be 7 What will then be attained 7 What has never accomplished any 
thing 7 What has wrought WONDERS 7 What did a certain young man 
form a purpose to do 7 How did he begin to accomplish it 7 What was the 
result 7 What part of the conduct of this young man should rriot be imitated 7 
Can any thing be more worthy of contempt than an inordinate or inveterate 
love of money 7 Can the life of any man be more deplorably wretched 
than that of a MISER 7 What young man will not fail of accomplishing 
his purpose 7 

Spelling Lesson XXXVIII. 

Ab stain ed (4b st4nd'), pre. of Abstain, A? refrain or keep from; to forbear. 
A larm ed (4 l&rmd'), pre. of Alarm, to excite or cause fear or terror; to rouse 

to vigilance; to give notice of danger; to surprise; to call to arms: n 
sudden terror or fear; a notice or cry of danger. 

Ap pe tite (4p' pe 'tlte), n. a desire of drink or food; keenness of stomach, 
hunger; desire of sensual pleasure or gratification. 

Ap prehend ed ('4p pre hind' Id), pre. of Apprehend, to fear; to conceive of; 
to understand ; to seize, take hold of; to be of opinion, to think. 

Chron i cal (krdn' e 'k4I), a. of long duration or continuance. 
Con firm ed (k6n flrmd'), part. a. established, fixed; put past doubt: pre. of 

Confirm, to put past doubt, establish, fix; to strengthen; to make cer¬ 
tain ; to ratify. 

Cour ses (kir' slz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Course, conduct, career • direction, 
way; race; order; passage; track of a ship sailing ; place for running ; 
service of meat, &c.; natural bent: v. to hunt; to run; to pursue. 

Draughts (drifts), n. plu. of Draught, a drink, a quantity drunk at once; the 
t act of drinking ; act of drawing liquor, &c. [ justly. 
Ex act ly(4gz4kt' 14),ad.precisely; strictly; nicely; accurately; methodically; 
H4rm' llss, a. doing no harm, innocent; not hurtful or injurious; unhurt. 
Ill ness (11' n&s), n. sickness, disease; indisposition; a malady, a disorder; 

evil. Inot credible. 
Im prob a ble (tm pr6b' 4 'bl), a. not likely to happen or to be true; unlikely, 
In sin u a ting (In sin' u '4 ting), part. a. entering, imposing, or introducing feritly or artfully; creeping or winding in : par. of Insinuate, to intro- 

uce, infuse, enter, creep or flow in gently, slowly, imperceptibly, or 
artfully ; to gain on the affections or push one’s self into favor by gentle 
or artful means; to bint; to suggest; to wind in or along; to wheedle. 
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La bor ed (Ii' burd), pre. of Labor, to be afflicted, burdened, or distressed with ; 
to toil, to work; to exert one’s powers; to till, cultivate; to urge: n. 
toil, work ; pains ; exercise ; travail; bodily or mental exertion. 

Long-con tin u ed ('l&ng-kdn tin' Ade), a. continued, practised, or pursued 
long. [fesses the art or skill of healing. 

Phy si cians (fe ztsh' Anz), n. plu. of Physician, one who possesses or pro- 
Plunge (plunje), v. to rush into, overwhelm; to put or force suddenly into 

water, or other liquid; to dive; to thrust or drive into any state: n. the 
act of plunging; a putting into water, &c. 

Rec on cile (r&k' 6n 'siie), v. to bring to acquiescence or quiet submission; to 
conciliate anew, compose or quiet differences; to adjust, make consistent. 

Ref or ma tion ('ref 3r ma shun), n. amendment of life; change from worse 
to better; correction. 

Re lipse', n. a falling back or return to sickness, error, or vice : v. to fall back 
to error or vice, or from a state of recovery to sickness; to decline. 

Re luc tance (re luk' tanse), n. unwillingness; repugnance, aversion. 
Re p&l', v. to resist, drive back; to oppose. 
Res o lu tions ('r&z A 1A' shfinz), n. plu. of Resolution, fixed determination; 

act of resolving; firmness. [to drive away. 
Rid, a. free, clear; disencumbered: v. to free, set free; to clear; to destroy; 
Seem ing ly (seem' Ing 'Ie), ad. in appearance, show, or pretence. 
Sin' fill, a. wicked, unholy, iniquitous; impious, guilty of sin. 
Subt le (s&t' tl), a. artful, crafty; sly ; cunhing; deceitful. 
Swal low (swdl' lo), v. to take down the throat: n. the throat; a small bird. 
Temp ta tion (tern tA' shin), n. enticement to evil; trial; the act of tempting. 
Tri fled (tri' fld), pre. of Trifle, to treat lightly, to make of no importance; to 

talk or act with levity or folly, or without seriousness or dignity; to 
waste away, dissipate: n. a thing of very little or no moment, value, 
importance, or consequence. 

Whet ted (hwfet' ted), pre. of Whet, to excite, stimulate; to sharpen by fric¬ 
tion, to edge; to provoke: n. the act of sharpening by friction. 

Reading Lesson XXXVIII. 

Danger of Bad Habits. 

1. A man’s case may be pronounced to be desperate, when 
his mind is brought into such a state as that the necessary means 
of reformation shall have lost their effect upon him ; and, this is 
the natural consequence of confirmed habits of vice, and a long- 
continued neglect of the means of religion and virtue; which is 
so far from being an impossible or improbable case, that it is a 
very general one. 

2. In order to be the more sensible of this, you are to consider 
that vice is a habit, and therefore of a subtle and insinuating na¬ 
ture. By easy, pleasing, and seemingly harmless actions, men 
are often betrayed into a progress, which grows every day more 
alarming. Our virtuous resolutions may break with difficulty. 
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It may be with pain and reluctance that we commit the first acts 
of sin, but the next are easier to us ; and use, custom, and habit, 
will at last reconcile us to any thing, even things the very idea 
of which might at first be shocking to us. 

3. Vice is a thing not to be trifled with. You may, by the 
force of vigorous resolution, break off in the early stages of it j 
but habits, when they have been confirmed, and long continued, 
are obstinate things to contend with, and are hardly ever entirely 
subdued. When bad habits seem to be overcome, and we think 
we have got rid of our chains, they may perhaps only have be¬ 
come, as it were, invisible ; so that when we thought we had re¬ 
covered our freedom and strength, so as to be able to repel any 
temptation, we may lose all power of resistance on the first ap¬ 
proach of it. 

4. A man who has contracted a habit of vice, and been aban¬ 
doned to sinful courses for some time, is never out of danger. 

He is exactly in the case of a man who has long labored under 
a chronical disease, and is perpetually subject to a relapse. The 
first shock of any disorder a man’s constitution may bear, and, 
if he be not naturally subject to it, he may perfectly recover, and 
be out of danger. But when the general habit is such, as that a 
relapse is apprehended, a man’s friends and physicians are 
alarmed for him. 

5. The reason is, that a relapse does not find a person in the 
condition in which he was when the first fit of illness seized him. 
That gave his constitution a shock, and left him enfeebled, so as 
to be less able to sustain another shock ; and especially if it be 
more violent than the former, as is generally the case in those 
disorders. 

6. In the very same dangerous situation is the man who has 
ever been addicted to vicious courses. He can never be said to 
be perfectly recovered, whatever appearances may promise, but 
is always in danger of a fatal relapse. He ought, therefore, to 
take the greatest care of himself. He is not in the condition of 
a person who has never known the ways of wickedness. 

7. He ought, therefore, to have the greatest distrust of himself, 
and set a double watch over his thoughts, words, and actions, for 
fear of a surprise. For if once, through the force of any par¬ 
ticular temptation, he should fall back into his former vicious 
courses, and his former disposition should return, his case will 
probably be desperate. He will plunge himself still deeper in 
wickedness ; and, his having abstained for a time, will only, as it 
were, have whetted his appetite, and make him swallow down 
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he poison of sin by larger and more eager draughts than ever. 
—Priestley. 

Questions.—When may a man’s condition or case be pronounced desper¬ 
ate'? Of what is this the natural consequence'? What is of a subtle and 
insinuating nature "? How are men often betrayed into a progress which 
becomes alarming "? What may break with difficulty 1 To what will use, 
custom, and habit at last reconcile us 1 With what should we not trifle "? 
When may persons break off from vice 1 When are habits scarcely ever en¬ 
tirely subdued"? When may persons lose all power of resistance to bad 
habits "? Who is never out of danger 1 He is exactly like what"? Why 
is a relapse very dangerous 1 Who is always in danger of a fatal relapse "? 
Over whom should a double watch be set "? When and what will a man of 
vicious habits be liable to swallow down by larger and more eager draughts 
than before"? Will all young persons remember that habits, wnether good 

or bad, formed in youth, will generally remain with them through life, and 
never practise any vice, or contract any BAD HABIT 1 

Spelling Lesson XXXIX. 

Am bi tion’s (imbtsh' unz), n. posses, case of Ambition, eager desire of power, 
superiority; or, of honor, fame, excellence, or preferment. 

Bile' fdl, a. sad, sorrowful; full of misery, or of mischief. 
Blood-wrung (bl&d'-r&ng), a. gained or obtained by blood. 
Cal va ry’s (kal' vi 'rtz), n. prop, posses, case of Calvary, the place where Christ 

was crucified; the place of sculls. [color. 
Chrys o lite (krls' 6 'llte), n. a precious stone or mineral of a dusky green 
Cof fers (k6f f&rz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Coffer, a chest or trunk; a money 

chest; a treasure : v. to treasure or lay up in a chest or coffer. 
Con trite (kdn trite), a. broken-hearted for sin, truly penitent; humble; sor- 
Crave (krive), v. to beg, ask earnestly; to long for ; to beseech. [rowful. 
Death’s (d&l/is), n. posses, case of Death, the extinction of life; mortality. 
Di a dems (dl' 4 'demz), n. plu. of Diadem, a crown; the ensign, badge, or 

mark of royalty. 
F6S1, n. a person who acts absurdly; a person destitute of reason, an idiot; a 

buffoon ; a term of reproach : v. to impose on ; to disappoint; to trifle, 
to jest; to treat with contempt; to idle. 

G4sp' Ing, part. a. opening the mouth to catch breath: par. of Gasp,'to open 
the mouth wide to catch breath ; to pant; to gape: n. an opening of the 
mouth to catch breath ; a catch of breath. 

Gilds (gtldz), pres. t. of Gild, to illuminate, to brighten ; to adorn with lustre ; 
to overlay or wash over with gold. [reconcile. 

Heal (h£el), v. to restore to peace or tranquillity; to cure; to grow well; to 
Heav y-la den (hfev' ve-li' dn), a. laden with a heaven burden. 
Hoanls (hArdz), n.plu. and pres. t. of Hoard, a hidden or secret treasure, store 

or quantity laid up: v. to collect and lay up in store; to amass ; to hide. 
Monarch’s (m6n' 4rks), n. posses, case of Monarch, a king or emperor; a 

. , sole rul^r. [to pass away; to disappear. 
■ ■ away; disappeared: par. of Vanish, 

Win, v. to gain, obtain; to gain by conquest. 
Wouldst (wddst), v. defective, second per. sin. pre. of Will, to desire. 

11* 
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Y6ke,%. service, employment in another's cause or business; a mark of ser¬ 
vitude ; bondage; slavery; a couple; a pair; a kind of bandage for the 
neck; a piece of timber or instrument fitted to the necks of two oxen 
by which they draw: v. to bind or connect by a yoke for work, &c.; to 
unite; to couple. 

Reading Lesson XXXIX. 

The Bible. 

“ This is a true saying, and worthy of all acceptation.” 

1. This little book I’d rather own, 
Than all the gold and gems 

That e’er in monarch’s coffers shone, 
Than all their diadems. 

Nay, were the seas one chrysolite,* 
The earth a golden ball, 

And diamonds all the stars of night, 
This book were worth them all. 

2. How baleful to ambition’s eye 
His blood-wrung spoils must gleam, 

When death’s uplifted hand is nigh, 
His life a vanished dream! 

Then hear him with his gasping breath 

For one poor moment crave ! 
Fool! wouldst thou stay the arm of death ? 

Ask of thy gold to save ! 

3. No, no ! the soul ne’er found relief 
In glittering hoards of wealth ; 

Gems dazzle not the eye of grief, 
Gold can not purchase health: 

But here a blessed balm appears 
To heal the deepest wo ; 

And he that seeks this book in tears, 
His tears shall cease to flow. 

4. Here He who died on Calvary’s tree 
Hath made that promise blest; 

*-“ Had she been true, 
Would Heaven make such another world 
Of one entire and perfect chrysolite, 
I’d not have sold her for it.”—Shakspeare. 
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“ Ye heavy-laden, come to me, 
And I will give you rest. 

A bruised reed I will not break, 
A contrite heart despise ; 

My burden’s light, and all who take 

o. Yes, yes, this little book is worth 
All else to mortals given ; 

For what are all the joys of earth 
Compared to joys of heaven ? 

This is the guide our Father gave 
To lead to realms of day; 

A star whose lustre gilds the grave, 
“ The Light, the Life, the Way.” 

William Leggett. 

Questions.—What book is better than gold, or gems, or diadems'! Worth 
all what ? What is baleful to ambition’s eye 1 In what did the soul never 
find relien What can not purchase health 7 What appears to heal I What 
.-hall cease to flow 7 Why and when 7 Who shall win the skies I What is 
the BIBLE worth"? To what does the bible guide I What docs it gild] 
Will all my young friends remember that every thing which is good or desi¬ 

rable, either of a civil, social, political, or religious nature, comes to us from 
the bible. and study and learn its precepts so as to be influenced by them 7 

Spelling Lesson XL 

Ac com plish (4k k6m' pltsh), v. to execute, to effect; to finish, to complete; 
to fulfil; to adorn. [tage, profit; use; a kindness. 

Bfen' fe 'fit fed, pre. of Benefit, to do good to ; to profit; to favor : n. advan- 
Be queath ed (be kwfefethd'), pre. of Bequeath, to give or leave by will or tes¬ 

tament to another. [excellence or beauty; to take prisoner. 
Cap ti vate (kip' te 'vite), v. to charm; to subdue, enslave; to overpower by 
Christ (krlst), n. prop, the Savior of men, the Redeemer: n. one who saves, re¬ 

deems, or ransoms [scrupulous; exactly just. 
Con sci en tious ( k6n she fen' shus), a. governed or regulated by conscience, 
Dig ni fy (dig' ne 'fl), v. to exalt, distinguish by excellence; to advance, pro¬ 

mote ; to elevate; to honor; to make illustrious. [in faith. 
Ed i fi ca tion ('fed e ffe ki' shun), n. instruction, improvement; a building up 
En light en (fen 11' tn), v. to illuminate, make light; to instruct; to cheer. 
En li ven (fen 11' vn), v. to animate, to cheer; to make quick or alive, active, 

or gay. [from which time is computed. 
E ra (e' ri), n. a particular point or fixed period of time; a particular date 
Ex pand (eks pind'L v. to extend, lay open ; to spread out; to dilate. 
Ex per i men tal (feks 'pfer e mfen' til), a. founded or built on, pertaining to, 

or known by experiment or experience. 
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Fel low-men (f&l' IA-'men), n. plu. of Fellow-man, one that has the same 
Creator or is of the same class. 

Four score (fire' skAre), a. four times twenty. 
Gar ner (g£r/ nur), n. a granary, a place for depositing grain for preservation. 
Gift ed (gift' ed), a. endowed with a particular talent, faculty, or eminent 

powers. [wanting a part; impaired ; not entire. 
Im per feet (1m per' f&kt), a. not perfect or complete, defective; not finished 
In sep a ra ble (In sep' a 'r£ bl), a. united so as not to be separated, parted, or 

disjoined. [direct, enjoin ; to train up, to form by precept 
In struct ing (in strukt' Ing), par. of Instruct, to teach, educate, inform; to 
Ir re proach a ble ('lr rA protsh' £ 'bl), a. without reproach, innocent; just; 

that can not be reproached. [will. 
Leg a cy (l&g' A 'sA), n. a particular thing, bequest, or gift made or left by 
Lit er a ture (lit' er 'a tshure), n. learning; skill in letters. [prove. 
Me li o ra ting (me le '6 ra 'ting), par. of Meliorate, to make better; to im- 
Mu nif i cence (mu nif' A 'sense), n. liberality, generosity; act of giving. 
Owned (And), pre. of Own, to acknowledge; to have, possess by right; to 

claim; to confess, avow. 
Pil grim age (pll' grim vije), n. a course or journey of religious devotedness; 

a long journey or visit to a holy or sacred place or on a religious account. 
Pro claim ing (prA klAme' ing), par. of Proclaim, to declare, tell, utter, o? 

publish openly, to promulgate ; to announce. 
Re fdrm', v. to correct, remove that which is bad; to amend, change from worse 

to better: n. correction; amendment; reformation. 
RA fdrm' ing, par. of Reform. 
Ri gid (rij' Id), a. strict, precise; exact; stern, severe; stiff; sharp. 
Sig nally (sig' nal '1A), ad. remarkably, eminently; memorably. 
Sketch (sk&tsh), n. an outline or delineation; a rough draught: v. to trace 

or draw the outlines of; to plan. 
So li ci tous (sA lis' sA 'tus), a. anxious, concerned, very desirous; careful. 
Spark lings (splrk' lingz), n. plu. of Sparkling, a shining or emitting of live- 

viness or sparks. [tion ; a globe ; an orb. 
Sphere (sfere), n. circuit, compass, province, or knowledge of action or mo- 
Strict (strikt), a. close, exact, rigorous; severe; confined, limited. 
Sir' pl&s, a. exceeding what is wanted: n. overplus, remains or excess beyond 

what is needed or prescribed. [terious 
Un search a ble (An sertsh' £ 'bl), a. that can not be explored, inscrutable; mys- 
Vi tal ly (vl' t£l '1A), ad. essentially, in a manner to give life or affecting life. 
Wes ley (wAs' 1A), n. prop, a man’s name. 

Reading Lesson XL. 

Character of John Wesley. 

1. The characters of men eminent in the walks of literature 
rind religion, are an invaluable legacy which the God of provi- 
lence and grace has bequeathed to posterity. Though dead, 
they speak to the living, to edification and comfort. 

2. And among those of modern times who have adorned and 
benefited the age in which they lived, and whose example may 
be exhibited for the imitation of others* none shines with bright 
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er lustre than the Rev. John Wesley. Highly gifted by nature, 
studious from his youth to manhood, educated under the influ¬ 
ence of those principles of Christianity which warm the heart 
and expand the mind, devoted, in all his labors, to the best inter¬ 
ests of mankind, he became no less eminent for his private vir¬ 
tues than for his public labors. 

3. From that happy era of his life, when he became vitally uni¬ 
ted to Jesus Christ by a living faith, until he finished his earthly 
pilgrimage, his days were filled up in doing good to his fellow- 
men, in proclaiming the unsearchable riches of Christ, in diffu¬ 
sing abroad the lights of religion and science, and, by a life of 
rigid self-denial, strict economy, and indefatigable industry, he 
was enabled to accomplish an amount of labor truly astonishing, 
and to devote the whole of his surplus income for the temporal 
and spiritual benefit of mankind. 

4. While most others were solicitous to procure for themselves 
fame or wealth, ease or pleasure, Wesley seemed only ambitious 
to do good. With a heart overflowing with love to God and man, 
he was ever devising schemes for meliorating human misery, for 
instructing the ignorant, reforming the profligate, and leading all 
within the sphere of his influence to glory and immortality. 

5. He was far in advance of the age in which he lived. With 
a mind naturally acute, highly cultivated by science and litera¬ 
ture, a heart expanded by the genuine principles of Christianity, 
and ever intent in watching for opportunities of usefulness, he 
soared far above most of his cotemporaries, anticipated the next 
generation in their plans of active benevolence, and thus laid the 
foundation for those magnificent schemes of public munificence, 
which now adorn and dignify the Christian world. 

6. As a minister of Jesus Christ, he was plain, energetic, ex¬ 
perimental, and practical. His object was not to captivate the 
imagination by the sparklings of wit, or the strokes of oratory j 
but it was to enlighten the understanding by the sublime yet 
simple truths of the gospel; to reform and enliven the heart by 
the spirit of grace, and to conduct all with whom he had inter¬ 
course to that knowledge of God which is eternal life. 

7 Though he doubtless exhibited those spots of infirmity 
which are inseparable from humanity, yet his life was irreproach 
able in the sight of God and man, and his death, at the age Ot 
fourscore years and eight, gave an illustrious testimony in favor 
of that religion which had been the support and solace of his 
life. Having filled up his days in acts of devotion to his God, 
and in deeds of justice and benevolence to his fellow-men, as a 
shock of ripe corn, he was finally gathered into the garner of his 
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Heavenly Father, proclaiming with his dying breath, the best of 
all is, “ God is with us !” 

8. Let those who read this short and imperfect sketch of one 
of the most holy and eminent men of his day, remember that the 
same benignant Being who so highly favored and so signally 
owned Wesley, is ever ready to bestow upon them the same bles¬ 
sings, provided they improve their talents and opportunities with 
the same conscientious diligence.—Dr. Nathan Bangs. 

Questions.—What are an invaluable legacy ! Bequeathed by whom ! 
Who, among those of modern tunes, shines with bright lustre 1 For what 
did Wesley become eminent ! How were his days filled up ! To what did 
he devote the whole of his surplus income ! Of what only did he seem am¬ 
bitious'! Is not the ambition of DOING GOOD to our fellow-men the 
most noble ambition ! For what did he devise schemes I What did he 
anticipate! Of what did he lay the foundation! What was it his object 
to do 1 What was irreproachable! What did he proclaim with his dying 
breath ! What should all remember ! 

Spelling Lesson XLI. 

A1 le vi ate (41 le've '4te), v. to ease, allay, soften; tof lessen; to extenuate. 
A1 li ed (41 llde'), pre. of Ally, to unite or form a union or relation by resem? 

blance, similitude, friendship, confederacy, compact, kindred, or marriage * 
n. one related or united by friendship, confederacy, or marriage. 

A loof (4 165f), ad. at a distance; disconnected; cautiously. 
Bit ter ness (bit' tur 'nes), n. keen sorrow or distress of mind; painful afflic? 

tion; a bitter taste, acridness; malice; sharpness; severity ; satire. 
Con ceit ed (k5n seek &d), part. a. vain, opinionative; imagined, fancied • 

proud: pre. of Conceit, to fancy, imagine; to conceive; to think: n. 
imagination; idea, thought; conception; fancy; opinionative pride; 

Count less (kSunt' les), a. infinite, numberless; innumerable. [notion. 
De ceive (de seev'), v. to mislead, cause to mistake; to bring into error; to 

delude, impose on. 
Dis pen sa tion ('dts pen s4' shun), n. distribution; that which is dispensed 

a system of principles; method or plan of Providence. [sation. 
Dis tri bu tion ('dts tre biT shin), n. a. distributing or deeding out; a dispen- 
Draught (dr4ft), n. a drink, a quantity drunk at once; the act of drinking; 

act of drawing liquor, &c. 
En joy ments (en j6e' ments), n. plu. of Enjoyment, happiness, pleasure; 

possession with pleasure and delight. [a donor. 
Giv er (gtv' ur), n. prop, the Supreme Being: n. one who gives or bestows; 
Good-heart ed (gfid'-Mrt '&d), a. kind, generous; amiable. 
I ma gin ed (e m4j' tnd), pre. of Imagine, to fancy, to think; to form ideas in 

the mind; to conceive; to contrive. [with a misdemeanor or crime. 
Im peach (1m peetsh'), v. to censure, call in question; to accuse ; to charge 
Im per cep ti ble ('tm p&r sep' te 'bl), a. not to be perceived. 
In di rect ly ('tn de r&kt' le), ad. not in express terms, unfairly; obliquely. 
In ex pe ri en ced ('tn eks pe' re '&nst), a. not having experience or skill. 
In ner most (tn' nur 'm6st), ef. deepest within, farthest inward; inmost. 
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Ir re trie va ble (ir re treA' vi 'bl), a. irrecoverable, irreparable. 
M6r' A1 'Ists, n. plu. of Moralist, a mere moral man; one who teaches or 

practises morality. [with a command. 
O be di ence (A bi' de 'ense), n. a proper submission to authority; compliance 
Or dain ing (dr dine' tng), par. of Ordain, to decree; to establish, to settle; 

to appoint; to invest with a ministerial power; to institute. 
Per ad ven ture ('per id vin' tshAre), ad. may be, by chance; perhaps. 
Pet ty (pet' te), a. small, trifling; little; low, mean. 
Plank (plingk), n. a broad piece of sawed timber, thicker and stronger than 

board: v. to cover or lay with planks. 
Pour ing (pAre' Ing), par. of Pour, to turn or let into, or throw out a liquid-, 

to issue, emit, or send forth; to flow, to stream; to rush. 
PrA tind', v. to hold out an appearance of; to allege or put in a claim truly or 

falsely; to show hypocritically; to simulate. 
PrA fiss', v. to make pretensions of; to avow, declare openly. 
Rire, a. excellent, very valuable; uncommon, scarce, not frequent; thin, sub¬ 

tile ; partly cooked or nearly raw. 
Reason able (re' zn 'i bl), a. agreeable to reason, rational; just; having, 

endued with, or governed by reason; tolerable; moderate, not excessive. 
Rig' u '1A tid, pre. of Regulate, to direct, put in order; to adjust by rule, 

method, or mode; to subject to rules. 
Re straint (re strint'), n. a check, a holding baxk; abridgment of liberty; hin- 

derance of the will or action, restriction. 
Self-in dul gence (\self-ln dAl' jinse), n. indulgence of one’s self. 
Sen ti men tal ists ('sen te min' til 'tsts), n. plu. of Sentimentalist, one who 

affects sentiment, exquisite sensibility, or fine feeling. 
Spires, pres. t. of Spare, to be merciful, tender, or to have pity; to be frugal; to 

forbear to destroy, to save; to grant; to omit; to part with ; to forgive; 
to indulge: a. scanty; lean; thin; superfluous. 

Strug gles (strig' glz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Struggle, great labor or effort; 
contest; strife; agony: v. to make great efforts; to labor in anguish; to 
strive; to contend. 

Sum' mlng, par. of Sum, to compute, cast up, reckon; to comprise; to add 
particulars: n. the whole amount or quantity ; a compendium; the sub- 

Sweet en (swiet' tn), v. to make or become sweet. [stance ; height. 
Tern' pists, n. plu. of Tempest, a violent wind, a gale; a storm; a commotion. 
Tooth ache (tflAth' ike), n. pain in the teeth. 
Twinge (twlnje), n. a sudden, short, sharp, darting pain; a pinch; a tweak : 

v. to feel sharp or darting pain ; to pinch; to torment; to tweak. 
Un der val ue ('An dir vAT A), v. to rate or estimate below the real worth; to 

despise; to esteem lightly. 
Un ex tin guish ed ('An fekstlng' gwlsht), a., not pul out; not quenched. 
W&r' fire, n. conflict, struggle; military service; military life, war. ! 
Well-dis po sed ('wil-dts pAzd'), a. kind, having good intentions. 
Wound (wAAnd), n. a hurt; an injury: v. to hurt by violence. 

Reading Lesson XL1. 

Human Life. 

1. There are certain conceited moralists, or philosophers, if so 
please you, and certain affected sentimentalists, who profess to 
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consider life and all its blessings a boon not worth receiving, not 
worth possessing, and not worth our thanks to the great Giver. 

2. In the pride of fancied superiority, they pretend to look with 
calm contempt on the struggles, the pursuits, the enjoyments of 
their fellow-creatures, and to hold themselves aloof from such a 
petty warfare for petty objects. They undervalue the enjoyments, 
they exaggerate the sufferings of the human race, and indirectly 
impeach the mercy of Providence, in having created countless 
millions of human beings only to increase the sum of misery in 
this world. 

3. But, for our part, we hold no communion with such men, 
whether they are sincere or not; nor do we believe for one sin¬ 
gle moment, (except, peradventure, when suffering a twinge of 
the toothache,) that the good-hearted, well-disposed inhabitants of 
this world, take them by and large, do not, on the whole, enjoy 
more than they suffer even here, where it would seem from these 
philosophers and sentimentalists, there is as little distribution of 
infinite justice as there is dispensation of infinite mercy. 

4. What though there are intervals of sorrow, disappointment, 
remorse, agony, if you will, mingled in the cup of existence; 
that man must be very wretched indeed, who, in looking back 
upon his course, can not count far more hours of enjoyment than of 
suffering. We deceive ourselves perpetually, and there is noth¬ 
ing- which we exaggerate more than the ordinary calamities of 
others, until the truth is brought home to ourselves by being pla¬ 
ced in the same situation. 

5. When mankind appear to be plunged in the very waters 
of bitterness, without hope or consolation, they are not, after all, 
so wretched as might be imagined by the young and inexperi¬ 
enced. Melancholy, grief, nay, even despair can find a strange 
pleasure in unlimited self-indulgence. 

6. The good Being who gives the wound seems to have pro¬ 
vided a remedy to soften its pangs, by ordaining that the very 
grief which dwells in the innermost heart should be mixed with 
some rare ingredients that sweeten or alleviate the bitter draught. 
In his extreme justice, he seems to remember mercy ; and, while 
he strikes, he spares. 

7. Amidst clouds and darkness there is still an unextinguished 
light; in storms and tempests there floats a saving plank ; amidst 
the deepest wo there is a sad luxury in giving way without re¬ 
straint to tears ; in callino- to mind again and again the lost ob- 

3 O O 

jec-t of our affections, summing up the extent of our irretrievable 
loss, and pouring into our own wounds the balm of our own pity. 

8. Happiness consists in a quiet series of almost imperceptible 
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enjoyments that make little impression on the memory. Every 
free breath we draw is an enjoyment; every thing beautiful in 
nature or art is a source of enjoyment; memory, hope, fancy, 
every faculty of the intellect of man is a source of enjoyment; 
the flowers, the fruits, the birds, the woods, the waters, the course, 
the vicissitudes, and the vast phenomena of nature, created, regu¬ 
lated, and preserved by the mighty hand of an omnipotent Being 
all are legitimate and reasonable sources of enjoyment, within th 
reach of every rational being. 

9. Death is indeed the lot of all, and all should yield a calm 
obedience to the law of nature when the hour shall come. But 
a fretful impatience or an affected contempt of life, is as little al¬ 
lied to philosophy as to religion.—J. K. Paulding. 

Questions.—Who profess to consider life not worth possessing ? What do 
they pretend 1 In what I What do they undervalue? What impeach? 
For what? Who enjoy more than they suffer? What man must be very 
wretched ? In what do we exaggerate ? When are men not as wretched as 
might be imagined ? What can find a strange pleasure ? In what ? Who 
has provided a remedy ? For what ? What is there still amidst clouds and 
darkness ? What is there amidst the deepest wo ? In what does happiness 
consist ? What are enjoyments or reasonable sources of enjoyment ? What 
is the lot of all ? What is very little allied to philosophy or religion? Should 
not every person make the very best use of LIFE? 

Spelling Lesson XLII. 

A bove-men tion ed ('4 bAv-mAn' shAnd), a. mentioned before. 
A bu sed (a bAzd'), pre. of Abuse, to make an iU use of; to treat rudely or ill; 

to impose on; to defile; to revile ; to violate. 
As sumes (4s sAmez'), pres. t. of Assume, to lake upon one's self; to undertake; 

to claim unjustly, to arrogate ; to promise. 
As su red (4sh shArd'), part., a. certain, indubitable; persuaded: pre. of As¬ 

sure, to make certain, confident, or secure ; to give confidence ; to assert 
positively. [magnificent. 

Au gust (Aw gAst'), a. grand, impressing awe and veneration; great, majestic; 
B4sh' fAl, a. warding confidence, having a downcast look; coy, shy; modest 

to excess; shamefaced. 
Car riage (k4r' rtje), n. deportment, manners; conduct, behavior; a vehicle, 

that which carries, generally on wheels ; act of carrying or transporting ; 
conveyance. 

Cen sures (sAn' shArez), pres. t. and n. pin. of Censure, to blame, condemn; to 
reproach, find fault with; to judge: n. blame; reproach; judgment; 
judicial sentence. 

Checks (tshAks), n. plu. and pres. t. of Check, hinderance, slop; curb, re¬ 
straint ; a reproof; an order for money; a kind of linen : v. to curb, re¬ 
strain ; to hinder, repress ; to interfere; to reprove. 

Con elude rk6n klAde'), v. to end, finish • to determine; to decide; to *nfer. 
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Con found ed (kAn fA&nd' fed), pre. of Confound, to viingle, blend; to per¬ 
plex ; to astonish ; to destroy ; to overthrow; to abash. 

Con ver ses (kAn ver' slz), pres. t. of Converse, to talk, to discourse with; to 
hold or have intercourse. [modesty. 

De cen cy (de' sen 'se), n. propriety, that which is becoming, decorum; fitness; 
De fi ance (de f 1' inse), n. contempt of opposition or danger; a daring, a 

challenge. 
De nA' ting, par. of Denote, to indicate, betoken; to mark, to show; to express. 
En cour age (en kur' rlje), v. to incite, inspire; to give courage to ; to ani¬ 

mate ; to imbolden. 
Es say (fes' si), n. a kind of free composition or short treatise, designed toillus* 

irate or prove any subject; a trial, an experiment; an attempt, an endeavor. 
E stab lish (e stib' 11 sh), v. to settle, confirm; to fix; to found; to fulfil; to 

ratify; to erect; to ordain. 
Ex tremes (feks tremez'), n. plu. of Extreme, extremity, utmost point; highest 

or farthest degree of any thing; end. 
Fan cies (fin' slz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Fancy, to imagine, suppose; to be 

pleased with, to like ; to believe without proof; to portray in the mind : 
n. imagination; an inclination; caprice; idle scheme; taste; idea, 
opinion; false notion ; fondness ; conception; humor ; whim. 

Ill-na ture (U-na' tshure), n. unkindness, peevishness, crossness; malevolence. 
In de cent (In de' sfent), a. unbecoming, offensive to modesty ; unfit; indelicate. 
In dif fer ent (In dlf' fur 'fent), a. that causes no feeling of interest, not good; 

neutral; impartial; inattentive, regardless, unconcerned ; passable. 
In ge nu i ty ('In je nu e 'te), n. openness of heart, candor; the power of 

ready invention ; subtlety, acuteness ; wit, genius ; skill; curiousness. 
In gen u ous ('In jen' A 'us), a. open, candid, free from disguise, frank; fair; 

generous; noble. 
Mai ice (mil' Is), n. a disposition to injure others, malignity; extreme ma¬ 

levolence or enmity, spite; deliberate mischief. 
Max im (milks' 1m), n. a general or established principle; an axiom. 
Meth od (meth' ud), n. a manner, way; a regular disposition or convenient 

order of things, regularity. [or in a wrong sense. 
'Mis In tfer' prfet 'fed, pre. of Misinterpret, to understand or explain erroneously 
Mix ture (mlks' tshure), n. a compound; a mingled or mixed mass of differ¬ 

ent ingredients ; act of mixing. [duties of life; virtue; ethics. 
Mo ral i ty (mo ril' le vte), n. the system, doctrine, and practice of the moral 
Odd (Ad), a... strange, singular; uncommon ; particular; not even in number. 
O ra tion (6 ri' shun), n. a public speech; a declamation, an harangue; a 

rhetorical speech. 
Par don ed (par' dnd), pre. of Pardon, to remit as a penalty for crime; to for¬ 

give ; to excuse: n. remission of penalty, exemption from punishment; 
forgiveness. [the passions or feelings. 

Pa thet ic (pi thet' Ik), a. affecting the passions, moving; adapted to move 
PA llte' nfess, n. elegance or polish of manners, gentility; complaisance; obli¬ 

ging attentions; civility; good breeding. 
Re straints (re strints'), n. plu. of Restraint, a rest/riclion; a hinderance of 

the will or action; a holding back ; abridgment of liberty; a check. 
to mans (rA' minz), n. prop. plu. of Roman, a native of Rome, a citizen of 

Rome. [tory; base. 
Scan da lous (skin' di 'lus), a. shameful, disgraceful; opprobrious, defama- 
Sheep' Ish, a. bashful, shamefaced; meanly diffident; timorous to excess. 
Sheep'Ish'ness, n. bashfulness, shamefacedness; mean diffidence; excessive 

timorousness. 
Sig ni fy (slg' nJ 'fl), v. to mean, to import; to make known; to declare. 

12 
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Trib u ta ry (trlb' & 't& re), a. paying tribute, subject; contributing, yielding 
supplies : n. one who pays tribute. [one who oppresses. 

Ty rant (t\' r4nt), n. a cruel, despotic, arbitrary, and severe ruler or master ; 
Un der ta ken ('din dur ta' kn), per. par. of Undertake, to venture, to attempt; 

to assume any business ; to engage in; to contract to perform ; to promise. 

Reading Lesson XLII. 

On Modesty. 

1. I know no two words that have been more abused by the 
different and wrong interpretations which are put upon them, 
than these two, Modesty and Assurance. To say such a one is 
a modest man, sometimes indeed passes for a good character; but 
at present is very often used to signify a sheepish awkward fel¬ 
low, who has neither good breeding, politeness, nor any knowl¬ 
edge of the world. 

2. Again, a man of assurance, though at first only denoting 
a person of free and open carriage, is now very usually applied 
to a profligate wretch, who can break through all the rules of 
decency and morality without a blush. I shall endeavor, therefore, 
in this essay to restore these words to their true meaning, to pre¬ 
vent the idea of Modesty from being confounded with that of 
sheepishness, and to hinder Impudence from passing for Assu¬ 
rance. 

3. If I was put to define Modesty, I would call it, the reflec¬ 
tion of an ingenuous mind, either when a man has committed an 
action for which he censures himself, or fancies that he is expo¬ 
sed to the censures of others. For this reason a man truly mod¬ 
est is as much so when he is alone as in company, and as sub¬ 
ject to a blush in his closet as when the eyes of multitudes are 
upon him. 

4. I do not remember to have met with any instance of modesty 
with which I am so well pleased, as that celebrated one of the young 
prince, whose father, being a tributary king to the Romans, had 
several complaints laid against him before the senate, as a tyrant 
and oppressor of his subjects. The prince went to Rome to de¬ 
fend his father, but coming into the senate, and hearing a multi¬ 
tude of crimes proved upon him, was so oppressed when it came 
to his turn to speak, that he was unable to utter a word. The 
story tells us, that the fathers were more moved, at this instance 
of modesty and ingenuity, than they could have been by the 
most pathetic oration; and, in short, pardoned the guilty father 
for this early promise of virtue in the son. 
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5. I take Assurance to be, the faculty of possessing a man’s 
self, or saying and doing indifferent things without any uneasi¬ 
ness or emotion in the mind. That which generally gives a man 
assurance, is a moderate knowledge of the world, but above all, 
a mind fixed and determined in itself to do nothing against the 
rules of honor and decency. An open and assured behavior is 
the natural consequence of such a resolution. A man thus 
armed, if his words or actions are at any one time misinterpreted, 
retires within himself, and from a consciousness of his own in¬ 
tegrity, assumes force enough to despise the little censures of ig¬ 
norance or malice. 

6. Every one ought to cherish and encourage in himself the 
modesty and assurance I have here mentioned. A man without 
assurance is liable to be made uneasy by the folly or ill-nature 
of every one with whom he converses. A man without modesty 
is lost to all sense of honor and virtue. 

7. It is more than probable, that the prince above-mentioned 
possessed both these qualifications in a very eminent degree. 
Without assurance he would never have undertaken to speak 
before the most august assembly in the world : without modesty 
he would have pleaded the cause he had taken upon him, though 
it had appeared ever so scandalous. 

8. From what has been said, it is plain, that modesty and as¬ 
surance are both amiable, and may very well meet in the same 
person. When they are thus mixed and blended together, they 
compose what we endeavor to express when we say a modest as¬ 
surance ; by which we understand the just mean between bash¬ 
fulness and impudence. 

9. I shall conclude with observing, that as the same man may 
be both modest and assured, so it is also possible for the same per¬ 
son to be both impudent and bashful. We have frequent instan¬ 
ces of this kind of odd mixture in people of depraved minds and 
mean education; who, though they are not able to meet a man’s 
eyes, or pronounce a sentence without confusion, can voluntarily 
commit the greatest villanies, or most indecent actions. 

10. Such a person seems to have made a resolution to do ill 
even in spite of himself, and in defiance of all those checks and 
restraints, his temper and complexion seem to have laid in his 
way. Upon the whole, I would endeavor to establish this maxim, 
that the practice of virtue is the most proper method to give a 
man a becoming assurance in his words and actions. Guilt al¬ 
ways seeks to shelter itself in one of the extremes, and is some¬ 
times attended with both.—Spectator. 
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Questions.—What two words have been much abused by wrong interpre¬ 
tations 7 To whom is a man of assurance very usually applied 1 With what 
is modesty often confounded 7 For what does impudence often pass 7 How 
should modesty be defined 7 When is a truly modest man subject to a blush 7 
Who had complaints laid against him 7 What did his son do 7 How was he 
affected on hearing the crimes of his father 7 Who were moved by the mod¬ 
esty of this son 7 What did the senators then do 7 What gives a man as¬ 
surance 7 What is the natural consequence 7 Who retires within himself 7 
To despise what does he assume force enough 7 What should every one en¬ 
courage in himself 7 Who is liable to be made uneasy 7 By what 7 To 
what is a man without modesty lost 7 What are amiable 7 What compose a 
modest assurance 7 What is it possible for the same person to be 7 Who 
can commit the greatest villanies or most indecent actions 7 What is the 
most proper method to give a man a becoming assurance 7 What does guilt 
always seek 7 Will all young persons remember that MODESTY and SELF- 
RESPECT always command and receive the esteem and regard of all the 
good and virtuous in every community 7 

SrELLiNG Lesson XLIII. 

Ad heres (4d hArez'), pres. t. of Adhere, to hold or stick to; to cleave to; to 
remain fixed. 

As cribe (4s krlbe'), v. to assign or impute to; to attribute to. 
At tain ments (at tine' mints), n. plu. of Attainment, acquisition, the act of 

attaining or procuring any thing ; something attained. 
At trib ute (4t trlb' Ate), v. to impute, ascribe; to consider or suppose to belong. 
Be lieves (be lAAvz'), pres. t. of Believe, to trust, have or exercise faith; to put 

confidence in ; to think true; to credit. 
BlAn' dish 'mints, n. plu. of Blandishment, soft words, kind speeches, flattery; 

act or expression of fondness, tenderness, or kind treatment. 
Bu ry (ber' re), v. to put into a grave; to inter the dead ; to hide, conceal. 
Chase (tshise), n. that which is hunted; pursuit of any tiling; hunt; ground 

where beasts are hunted; a printer’s frame: v. to drive; to pursue; to 
hunt. 

Cheer less (tsheer' 14s), a. dreary, without comfort, gladness, or gayety. 
Chris tian ize (krlst' yun 'lze), v. to convert or proselyte to Christianity, or 

make Christian. [in arts, &c. 
Civ il ize (slv' 11 'lze), v. to reclaim from a savage and brutal state; to instruct 
Com mence (k6m mense'), v. to begin, enter upon; to originate, take rise. 
Con te;n plates (k8n t4m' plates), pres. t. of Contemplate, to think of; to have 

in mind or view ; to view or consider attentively; to intend; to study ; 
to meditate; to muse. 

Con vert (k6n v4rt'), v. to change from one slate or thing to another; to turn; 
to appropriate or apply to; to turn from a bad life to a good one. 

Coun ter acts ('k<3un t&r 4kts(). pres. t. of Counteract, to hinder, to defeat, or 
frustrate; to act in opposition or contrary to. 

De nom i nates (d£ nAm' 4 'nites), pres. t. of Denominate, to call, to name; 
to give a name to. 

Dissi pate (dls' se 'pAte), v. to disperse, scatter; to spend lavishly, to squander. 
Es sen tial ly (4s s4n' shAl 'le), ad. by the constitution of nature, absolutely; in 

an important, degree; necessarily. 
Ex pli cit (eks plls' sit), a. plain, clear; direct, express. 

12* 
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Ex tinct (eks tlngkt'), a. dead, no more existing; abolished, being at an end: 
extinguished, put out. 

Fun d4 men' til, a. essential, serving for the foundation or basis; important. 
Heart less (hirt' lfes), a. spiritless; void of affection or courage. 
Hypocrisy (he pok' re 'sfe), n. dissimulation, deceit; a false pretence; a 

counterfeiting of religion. 
11 lu min ed (11 lu' mind,), pre. of Illumine, to enlighten; to make light or 

bright; to decorate; to adorn. [to confer, bestow on. 
Im part ed (tin pirt' fed), pre. of Impart, to communicate; to grant; to give; 
Irn prove rnents (tm pr55v' ments), n. plu. of Improvement, advancement, me¬ 

lioration ; progress from good to better; growth in knowledge ; instruc¬ 
tion ; beneficial employment or use. 

In di an’s (tn' dfe 'anz), n. prop, posses, case of Indian, a native of the Amer¬ 
ican continent, a savage; a native of India: a. belonging to India or 
the Indies. [quality. 

In fe ri or i ty (In'ffe rfe 6r' fe 'tfe), n. a lower value, dignity, rank, state, or 
In spi ra tion (in spfe ri' shun), iu divine or supernatural infusion of ideas 

into the mind; the act of drawing in the breath. 
In tel li gi ble (In tfel' lfe jfe bl), a. that may be understood or comprehended. 
In vokes (in vfekes'), pres. t. of Invoke, to implore; to pray to; to call upon. 
Jeal ous (jfel' lus), a. apprehensive; suspicious in love; emulous; suspiciously 

vigilant, cautious, or fearful. [of the mind. 
Met a phys i cal ('mfet & ftz' fe 'kll), a. relating to metaphysics or the science 
Modes (mfedez), n. plu. of Mode, manner, fashion; form; method. 
Qm ni pres ent ('5m nfe prez' fent), a. present in every place. 
Om nis ci ent (5m nlsh' fe 'fent), a. having infinite knowledge, knowing with¬ 

out bounds. [thing peculiar; particularity. 
Pe cm li ar i ties (pfe 'ki lfe ar' fe 't!z), n. phi. of Peculiarity, singularity, some- 
Pen' fe 'trates, pres. t. of Penetrate, to pierce; to enter; to make way; to under¬ 

stand. [which has been begun; to be steadfast. 
Per se ve red ('per sfe vferd’), pre. of Persevere, to persist or continue in that 
Per ti na cious ly ('pfer te ni’ shus 'lfe), ad. obstinately, stubbornly. 
Per vert' fed, pre. of Pervert, to distort, to turn from the proper use, or from truth 

or propriety; to corrupt. 
Pol tsh ed (p5l' tsht), part. a. refilled, polite, elegant; made smooth: pre. of 

Polish, to make or become smooth; to refine or make polite or elegant 
of manners: n. a smooth gloss or surface; refinement or elegance of 
manners. [division. 

Pre cincts (prfe' slngkts), n.plu. of Precinct, an outward limit, a boundary; a 
Prej u di ces (prfej' i "cits Iz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Prejudice, prepossession, 

previous bias or bent of the mind; premature opinion, judgment without 
examination; injury: v. to fill with prejudice, to bias the mind unduly; 

Pris tine (prts' tin), a. ancient, original; first. [to hurt, to injure. 
PrSb' lfem, n. a question proposed for solution or to be solved. 
Pur sues (pur size'), pres. t. of Pursue, to follow; to attend to ; to prosecute ; 

to chase; to go on, proceed. 
Rfe thm' lfess, a. admitting no return. 
Roams (rfemez), pres. t. of Roam, to wander over, to rove; to range; to ramble. 
Rush es (rush' !z), pres. t. and n. plu. of Rush, to pass or move with violence 

or tumultuous rapidity: n. a violent course or motion; a plant, [seclusion. 
Sol i tudes (s5l' fe 'tidez), n. plu. of Solitude, a desert; loneliness, lonely life 
50 lu tion (sfe lu' shun), n. explanation, act of removing or explaining a doubf 

or difficulty ; the process of dissolving in a fluid ; a kind of mixture. 
51 'per In tfend' Ing, part. a. taking care of; overseeing: par. of Superintend, 

to take care of; to oversee; to manage. 
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Si prime', a. highest or chief in power, dignity, or authority; principal. 
Tra di tion (tr& dish' fin), n. an oral communication, account, or transmission 

from age to age, or, from father to son. [stroke ; a touch. 
Traits (tr-ites), n. plu. of Trait, a characteristic, an outline; a feature; a 
Un aid ed (fin 4de' Id), a. not assisted; not helped. [tinually. 
Un ceas ing ly (fin sees' ing 'le), ad. without cessation or intermission, con- 
Un re strict ed ('fin re strlkt' fid), a. not restricted, confined, or limited. 
Un writ ten (fin rlt' tn), a. not written, oral; verbal. 
Wor ships (wfir' ships), pres. t. and n. plu. of Worship, to adore, serve, or 

reverence religiously; to honor; to adore: n. adoration; religious rever¬ 
ence ; dignity; title of honor. 

Reading Lesson XLIII. 

The Indians. 

1. There are many traits of the Indian character highly interest¬ 
ing to the philosopher and Christian. Their unconquerable at¬ 
tachment to their pristine modes and habits of life, which coun¬ 
teracts every effort toward civilization, furnishes to the philosopher 
a problem too profound for solution. 

2. Their simple and unadorned religion, the same in all ages, 
and free from the disguise of hypocrisy, which they have received, 
by tradition, from their ancestors, leads the mind to a conclusion, 
that they possess an unwritten revelation from God, intended for 
their benefit, which ought to induce us to pause before we under¬ 
take to convert them to a more refined and less explicit faith. 

3. The religion of the Indian appears to be fitted for that state 
and condition in which his Maker has been pleased to place him. 
He believes in one Supreme Being, with all the mighty attributes 
which we ascribe to God; whom he denominates the Great and 
Good Spirit, and worships in a devout manner, and from whom 
he invokes blessings on himself and friends, and curses on his 
enemies. 

4. Our Maker has left none of his intelligent creatures with¬ 
out a witness of himself. Long before the human mind is capa¬ 
ble of a course of metaphysical reasoning upon the connexion 
which exists between cause and effect, a sense of Deity is inscri¬ 
bed upon it. It is a revelation which the Deity has made of 
himself to man, and which becomes more clear and intelligible, 
according to the manner and degree in which it is improved. In 
the Indian, whose mind has never been illumined by the light 
of science, it appears weak and obscure. 

5. Those moral and political improvements, which are the 
pride and boast of man in polished society, and which result 
from mental accomplishments, the savage views with a jealous 
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sense of conscious inferiority. Neither his reason, nor his inven¬ 
tion, appears to have been exercised for the high and noble pur¬ 
poses of human excellence ; and, while he pertinaciously adheres 
to traditional prejudices and passions, he improves upon those 
ideas only which he has received through the senses. 

6. Unaided by any other light than that which he has received 
from the Father of lights, the Indian penetrates the dark curtain 
which separates time and eternity, and believes in the immortality 
of the soul, and the resurrection of the body, not only of all man¬ 
kind, but of all animated nature, and a state of future existence, 
of endless duration. It is, therefore, their general custom to bury 
with the dead, their bows, arrows, and spears, that they may be 
prepared to commence their course in another state. 

7. Man is seldom degraded so low, but that he hopes, and be¬ 
lieves, that death will not prove the extinction of his being. Is 
this a sentiment resulting from our fears or our passions ? Or, 
rather, is it not the inspiration of the Almighty, which gives us 
this understanding, and which has been imparted to all the chil¬ 
dren of men ? A firm belief in the immortality of the soul, with 
a devout sense of a general superintending power, essentially 
supreme, constitutes the fundamental article of the Indian’s faith. 

8. His reason, though never employed in high intellectual at¬ 
tainments and exertions, is less corrupted and perverted while he 
roams in his native forests, than in an unrestricted intercourse 
with civilized man. * * * He beholds, in the rising sun, 
the manifestation of divine goodness, and pursues the chase with a 
fearless and unshaken confidence in the protection of that great 
and good Spirit, whose watchful care is over all his works. 

9. Let us not, then, attribute his views of an omniscient and 
omnipresent Being to the effect of a sullen pride of independence, 
and his moral sense of right and wrong to a heartless insensi¬ 
bility. Deprived, by the peculiarities of his situation, of those 
offices of kindness and tenderness which soften the heart, and 
sweeten the intercourse of life in a civilized state ; we should con¬ 
sider him a being doomed to suffer the evils of the strongest and 
most vigorous passions, without the consolation of those divine 
and human virtues which dissipate our cares, and alleviate our 
sorrows. 

10. It is now two hundred years since attempts have been 
made, and unceasingly persevered in, by the pious and benevo¬ 
lent, to civilize, and Christianize, the North American savage, 
until millions of those unfortunate beings, including many entire 
tribes, have become extinct. The few who remain within the 
precincts of civilized society, stand as human monuments of 
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Gothic grandeur, fearful and tremulous amid the revolutions of 
time. 

11. Neither the pride of rank, the attraction of honor, nor 
the hope of distinction, can afford to the Indian a ray of com¬ 
fort, or the prospect of better days. He contemplates the past as 
the returnless seasons of happiness and joy, and rushes to the 
wilderness as a refuge from the blandishments of art, and the 
pomp and show of polished society, to seek, in his native soli¬ 
tudes, the cheerless gloom of ruin and desolation.—National 

(Cincinnati) Republican. 

Questions.—What are highly interesting to the philosopher and Christian1? 
What furnishes a problem to the philosopher ? To what conclusion does the 
simple and unadorned religion of the Indians lead ? For what does the reli¬ 
gion of the Indian appear to be fitted ? In what does the Indian believe"? 
What is inscribed upon the human mind "? What appears weak and obscure"? 
In what? What does the Indian view with a jealous sense ? Upon what 
does the Indian improve ? What does the Indian penetrate and in what be¬ 
lieve ? What do the Indians bury with their dead ? For what ? What con¬ 
stitutes the fundamental article of the Indian’s faith? When is the Indian’s 
reason less corrupted and perverted ? How and what does he pursue ? 
What should we consider the Indian ? What have been unceasingly perse- 
\ ered in two hundred years ? As what do the few remaining Indians stand ? 
What can not afford a ray of comfort to the Indian ? To what does the In¬ 
dian rush? To seek what? Is not the condition of the Indians TRULY 
DEPLORABLE and PITIABLE ? 

Spelling Lesson XL1V. 

Bat tie ment (bit' tl 'mint), n. a wall raised on a building, &c. with embra¬ 
sures or open places; a breastwork. 

Cir cling (ser' kllng), part. a. surrounding; enclosing : par. of Circle, to en¬ 
close, surround; to move around any thing; to encompass, encircle; to 
move circularly: n. a series ending where it begins; a curve line having 
all parts equally distant from the centre; a round figure or body; a com¬ 
pany ; an orb; a compass; a circuit. 

Clings (kltngz), pres. t. of Cling, to adhere closely; to stick to; to hang upon 
by winding or twining around. 

Death-mu sic (dfef/i'-mi 'ztk), n. the music or sounds which denote or accom¬ 
pany approaching danger, death, or destruction. 

En tnu si ast (fen thh' zhe '1st), n. a person of elevated fancy, ardent zeal, ex¬ 
alted ideas, heated imagination, or excessive credulity. 

Frol ic (frfir lk), a. gay, playful; merry, full of levity or of pranks: n. a 
wild prank ; merriment; gayety ; a scene of mirth. 

Isle (lie), n. an island, land surrounded by water. 
Love li er (luv' lfe 'ur), a. highly exciting love or admiration; more amiable. 
Re sume (re zime'), v. to begin or take again; to take back. 
Sub limes (sub llmez'), pres. t. of Sublime, to exalt, heighten; to raise on high; 

to refine by heat; to improve ; a. lofty, grand ; nigh in place or style: 
7i. a grand or lofly style, sublimity. 
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Tow er (tSi' fir), v. to rise or fly high; to mount or soar aloft: n. a citadel, a 
fortress; a high building, flight, or edifice. 

Wee haw ken (wfefe haw' kn), n. prop, the name of a place in the state of New 
Jersey, nearly opposite the City of New York. 

Wont ed (wftnt' fed), part. a. accustomed; habituated : pre. of Wont, to be ac¬ 
customed or habituated; to use: n. custom, habit; use. 

Reading Lesson XLIY. 

Weehawken. 

1. Weehawken ! in thy mountain scenery yet, 
All we adore of Nature, in her wild 

And frolic hour of infancy, is met; 
And never has a summer’s morning smiled 

Upon a lovelier scene, than the full eye 
Of the enthusiast revels on, when high 

2. Amidst thy forest solitudes, he climbs 
O’er crags that proudly tower above the deep, 

And knows that sense of danger, which sublimes 
The breathless moment; when his daring step 

Is on the verge of the cliff, and he can hear 
The low dash of the wave with startled ear, 

3. Like the death-music of his coming doom, 
And clings to the green turf with desperate force, 

As the heart clings to life ; and, when resume 
The currents in his veins their wonted course, 

There lingers a deep feeling, like the moan 
Of wearied ocean, when the storm is gone. 

4 In such an hour, he turns, and on his view, 
Ocean, and earth, and heaven, burst before him; 

Clouds slumbering at his feet, and the clear blue 
Of summer’s sky, in beauty bending o’er him; 

The city bright below; and far away, 
Sparkling in golden light, his own romantic bay. 

5. Tall spire, and glittering roof, and battlement, 
And banners floating in the sunny air, 

And white sails o’er the calm blue waters bent, 
Green isle, and circling shore, are blended there, 
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In wild reality. When life is old, 
And many a scene forgot, the heart will hold 

6. Its memory of this; nor lives there one, 
Whose infant breath was drawn, or boyhood days 

Of happiness were passed beneath that sun, 
That in his manhood prime can calmly gaze 

Upon that bay, or on that mountain stand, 
Nor feel the prouder of his native land. 

Fitz Green Halleck. 

Questions.—What is met in the mountain scenery of Weehawken ? On 
what does the full eye of the enthusiast revel ? Amidst what ? When ? 
Like what? When does a deep feeling linger? WThat burst before him? 
What slumbers ? What bends ? What sparkles ? What are blended there ? 
What will the heart hold when life is old ? Who can not calmly gaze upon 
that.bay, or stand on that mountain, and not feel prouder of his native land ? 
Can any one be a good citizen who does not love his NATIVE LAND ? 

Spelling Lesson XLV. 

Al ba tross (41' b4 ’trAs), n. a large aquatic fowl. 
Dark-heav ing (d&rk'-heev ing), a. heaving or throwing up darkly or that 

which is dark. 
Dirge (dfirje), n. a funeral song; a mournful ditty. 
Em pire (4m' pi re), n. the region over which the dominion of an em/pcror ex¬ 

tends ; imperial power. 
Fath om less (f4th' fim '14s), a. having no bottom, bottomless; not to be pene¬ 

trated. 
HAme^ 14ss, a. destitute of or having no home. 
Howls (hAilz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Howl, to roar as a tempest; to wail, ut¬ 

ter a mournful sound, expressive of distress; to cry as a dog or as a 
wolf: n. the cry of a dog or wolf, or of a person in anguish or horror. 

Hur ri cane (hfir' re 'k4n), n. a furious wind, a tempest; a violent storm. 
Mar in er’s (m4r' In 'firz), n. posses, case of Mariner, a seaman, a sailor. 
Mite, n. a companion; an associate ; the second officer in a ship: v. to match; 

to marry; to equal. 
O cean-world (A' shfin-'wfirld), n. the wide sea, the expanse of waters. 
Raves (rivez), pres. t. and n. plu. of Rave, to be furious, to rage; to be wild, 

delirious, or mad; to dote: n. the top or upper piece of timber of the 
body of a cart. [to tower. 

Soars (sArez), pres. t. of Soar, to mount on the wing; to rise high, fly aloft ; 
Spurn' 4st, second per. sin. of the pies. t. of Spurn, to disdain, to scorn; to 

reject; to treat with contempt; to kick. 
Surge (sfirje), n. a large swelling wave or billow; a large rolling swell of wa¬ 

ter : v. to swell and roll; to rise high. 
Un con fi ned (‘fin kAn find'), a. not contined, free from restraint. 
Un fet ter ed (fin f 4t' tfird), a. not fettered, unshackled; unchained. 
Un ti red (fin tlrd'), a. not wearied, not fatigued. 
Un watch ed (fin wAtsht'), a. not watched. 
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Reading Lesson XLY. 

The Albatross. 

“ ’Tis said the Albatross never rests.”—Buffon. 

1. Where the fathomless waves in magnificence toss. 
Homeless and high soars the wild Albatross; 
Unwearied, undaunted, unshrinking, alone, 
The ocean, his empire ; the tempest, his throne. 

2. When the terrible whirlwind raves wild o’er the surge, 
And the hurricane howls out the mariner’s dirge, 
In thy glory thou spurnest the dark-heaving sea, 
Proud bird of the ocean-world, homeless and free. 

3. When the winds are at rest, and the sun in his glow, 
And the glittering tide sleeps in beauty below, 
In the pride of thy power triumphant above, 
With thy mate thou art holding thy revels of love. 

4. Untired, unfettered, unwatched, unconfined, 
Be my spirit like thee, in the world of the mind, 
No leaning for earth, e’er to weary its flight, 
And fresh as thy pinions in regions of light. 

Samuel Daly Langtree. 

Questions.'—What is said of the Albatross ! Where does the Albatross 
soar! How! What is his empire! What his throne! When does he 
spurn the dark-heaving sea! When, where, and with what does he hold 
revels of love ! Should not every one, like the noble Albatross, soar high 
in his thoughts, views, wishes, and aspirations ! 

Spelling Lesson XLYI. 

Boat man (bite' min), n. one who manages a boat. 
Curl (kurl), v. to ripple, rise in waves; to turn, bend, or form the hair into 

ringlets: n. an ornament or ringlet of hair; a wave; a flexure. 
Cuts (kits), pres. t. and n. pin. of Cut, to divide, pierce, penetrate, or crop 

with an edged instrument; to hew, carve; to intersect: n. a gash, cleft, 
or wound ; a channel; a picture; form, shape; a part cut off. 

Dip' ping, part. a. plunging or immerging; looking into; inclining: par. of 
Dip, to immerge, to plunge; to sink, to put into any liquid; to enter; to 
moisten, to wet: n. inclination downward, a slopingdepression. 
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Heave (heev), v. to raise, to throw, to lift, or force up; to swell; to pant; to 
vomit: n. a lift ; a throw ; a rising; an effort to vomit. 

Hies (hlze), pres. t. of Hie, to hasten, to go or move in haste or with speed. 
Min' tltng, part. a. spreading, covering; cloaking : par. of Mantle, to cloak, 

to cover; to spread, expand; to disguise ; to revel; to ferment: n. a kind 
of cloak or loose outer garment; a cover; that which conceals. 

Mirror(mtr' riir), n. a glass or something that reflects; a looking-glass; a 
pattern. 

Oar (Are), n. an instrument to row a boat with: v. to row, impel by rowing. 
Pad die (pid' dl), n. a small oar, used by a single rower; the blade of a weap¬ 

on : v. to play in water; to row. 
Peb bly (pib' ble), a. full of, or abounding with pebbles. 
P6' lir, a. pertaining to the pole or poles of the earth; found, situated, or being 

at or near one of the poles. 
Re fleets (r& flikts'), pres. t. of Reflect, to cast or throw back light; to think 

upon ; to consider; to throw reproach, to censure. 
Rip pies (rip' plz), n.plu. and pres. t. of Ripple, the little curling waves; agi¬ 

tation or fretting of the surface of the water; a large comb: v. to agitate, 
fret on the surface. 

Swan (swAn), n. a large white waterfowl. 
SwAep, v. to pass over or along with swiftness; to clear with a broom; to 

brush with force or a long stroke: n. act of sweeping; compass; range; 
general destruction; a large oar. 

Wive' liss, a. free from waves, unagitated, smooth; undisturbed. 

Reading Lesson XLVI. 

To Seneca Lake. 

1. On thy fair bosom, silver lake, 
The wild swan spreads his snowy sail, 

And round his breast the ripples break, 
As down he bears before the gale. 

2. On thy fair bosom, waveless stream, 
The dipping paddle echoes far, 

And flashes in the moonlight gleam, 
And bright reflects the polar star. 

3. The waves along thy pebbly shore, 
As blows the north wind, heave their foam, 

And curl around the dashing oar, 
As late the boatman hies him home. 

4. How sweet, at set of sun, to view 
Thy golden mirror spreading wide, 

And see the mist of mantling blue 
Float round the distant mountain’s side! 

13 
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5. At midnight hour, as shines the moon, 
A sheet of silver spreads below, 

And swift she cuts, at highest noon, 
Light clouds, like wreaths of purest snow 

6. On thy fair bosom, silver lake, 
O! I could ever sweep the oar, 

When early birds at morning wake, 
And evening tells us toil is o’er.—Percival. 

Questions.—Around what do the ripples break ? What echoes far? And 
flashes in what ? What heave and curl ? When ? What is it sweet to view ? 
What spreads below ? When ? Like wreaths of what ? Can any thing be 
more beautiful than the view of a quiet silvery lake at sunset ? 

Spelling Lesson XLVII. 

A mer i cans (4 m4r' 4 kinz), n. prop. plu. of American, a native of America: 
a. belonging to America. 

Bat tie-ground (bit' tl-'grdfind), n. ground on which a battle has been fought. 
Con fer red (k<5n f4rd'), pre. of Confer, to bestow; to grant; to give; to dis¬ 

course ; to converse; to consult together. [make sacred. 
Con se crate (kfin' si 'krite), v. to dedicate or devote solemnly; to hallow, 
D4 sp^nd' tng, part. a. despairing, losing hope or courage: par. of Despond, 

to despair, lose hope or courage; to be cast down or dejected; to sink, fail 
in spirits. [misery. 

Dis as ter (dlz is' tfir), n. unfortunate event, calamity; misfortune; mishap; 
E rect ing (4 r&kt' tng), par. of Erect, to raise, to build, set up; to found; to 

place or set upright; to exalt: a. perpendicular, upright, not leaning; 
firm, unshaken ; bold. [or raised; a setting upright; elevation. 

E rec tion (4 r4k' shfin), n. the act or state of raising, building, or being built 
Gild (gild), v. to illuminate^ to brighten; to adorn with lustre; to overlay or 

wash over with gold. 
Hith er ward (hlth' fir 'wfird), ad. towards this place; this way. 
Hos til i ty (hos til' 14 't4), n. national or private enmity; state or practice of, 

or open war, attacks of an enemy; aggression; unfriendliness; opposition. 
Mag ni tude (mfig' n4 'tide), n. greatness, grandeur; size, bulk. 
Mil i ta ry (mil' I 'tfi r4), a. warlike; becoming or suiting a soldier; relating 

to arms or war: n. troops in general; militia; soldiers; the army. 
MSn' fi 'ment, n. a stone, a heap or pile of stones, a pillar; a memorial, a 

cenotaph; a tombstone. 
No bier (no' bifir), a. more dignified, more exalted; more liberal; greater, 

more illustrious; more magnificent; braver; worthier. 
Per pet u ate (p4r pltsh' fi Ate), v. to cause to endure indefinitely, make per¬ 

petual; to preserve from oblivion. 
R4 mind', v. to put in or bring to mind, notice, or remembrance. 
Re vis its (r4 viz' Its), pres. L of Revisit, to visit again. 
Sol a ced (s6l' Ifist), pre. of Solace, to cheer, to comfort; to amuse: n. com¬ 

fort, pleasure; amusement; alleviation. [timate or mention. 
Sug gests (sfig j4sts ), pres. t. of Suggest, to offer to the mind; to hint ; to in- 
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Un dis tin guish ed ('6n dls ting' gwtsht), a. not distinguished, not having 
distinction. 

Un meas u red (6n m&zh' ird), a. immense; not measured. 
Who so ev er ('h8& si ir), pro. any person whatever without restriction. 

Reading Lesson XLYII. 

The true object of erecting National Monuments. 

Extract from Daniel Webster’s Address, delivered at the laying of the Corner- 
Stone of the Bunker Hill Monument, June 17th, 1825. 

1. Let it not be supposed, fellow-citizens, that, in erecting a 
monument upon the revolutionary battle-ground, the heights of 
Bunker, our object is to perpetuate national hostility, or even to 
cherish a mere military spirit. It is higher, purer, nobler. 
We consecrate our work to the spirit of national independence, 
and we wish that the light of peace may rest upon it for ever. 

2. We rear a memorial of our conviction of that unmeasured 
benefit which has been conferred on our own land, and of the 
happy influences which have been produced by the same events 
on the general interests of mankind. We come, as Americans, 
to mark a spot, which must for ever be dear to us and our pos¬ 
terity. 

3. We wish that whosoever, in all coming time, shall turn his 
eye hither, may behold that the place is not undistinguished, 
where the first great battle of the revolution was fought. We 
wish that this structure may proclaim the magnitude and im¬ 
portance of that event to every class and every age. We wish 
that infancy may learn the purpose of its erection from maternal 
lips, and that weary and withered age may behold it, and be 
solaced by the recollections which it suggests. 

4. We wish that labor may look up here, and be proud, in the 
midst of its toil. We wish that, in those days of disaster, 
which, as they come on all nations, must be expected to come 
on us also, desponding patriotism may turn its eyes hitherward, 
and be assured that the foundations of our national power still 
stand strong. We wish that this column, rising towards heaven, 
among the pointed spires of so many temples dedicated to God, 
may contribute also to produce, in all minds, a pious feeling of 
dependance and gratitude. 

5. We wish, finally, that the last object on the sight of him 
who leaves his native shore, and the first to gladden his who 
revisits it, may be something which shall remind him of the lib- 
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erty and the glory of his country. Let it rise, till it meet the sun 
in his coming ; let the earliest light of the morning gild it, and 
parting day linger and play on its summit. 

Questions.—What was the object of erecting the monument on the heights 
of Bunker 'l To rear a memorial of what 'l To mark what 1 Would it acit 
be very WRONG to do any thing which would tend to perpetuate NA¬ 
TIONAL HOSTILITY or a mere MILITARY SPIRIT 'l We wish that 
infancy may do what 'l That desponding patriotism may do what 1 We 
wish that the Bunker Hill Monument may contribute also to produce what 1 
What do we wish finally 1 

Spelling Lesson XLVIII. 

Ac a dem ic (Ak & dim' Ik), a. pertaining or belonging to an academy, a col¬ 
lege, or university: n. a student; a Platonic philosopher. 

Ac qui si tions (Ak kwe ztsh' hnz), n. plu. of Acquisition, an acquirement; 
any thing gained ; act of gaining or acquiring. 

As per i ties (is plr' e'ttz), n. plu. of Asperity, roughness, harshness; rugged¬ 
ness of temper. [or drawing. 

At trac tions (it trik' sh&nz), n. plu. of Attraction, the power or act of alluring 
Co-op er a tion (kA-'Sp Ir k' shin), n. joint, united, or concurrent operation, 

effort, or labor; that which contributes to the same end. 
De pirt' fed, pre. of Depart, to part, leave this world; to decease, die; to go 

away, to leave; to forsake, to desert; to deviate. [banish. 
Dis pel led (dls pilch), pre. of Dispel, to disperse, drive away; to dissipate; to 
En dear ed (in deird'), pre. of Endear, to make dear or beloved. 
Guest (gist), n. one entertained by another; a visiter; a stranger. 
Height en (hi' tn), v. to increase, to raise higher; to improve; to elevate; to 

meliorate ; to aggravate. 
Hon ors (8n' urz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Honor, reputation, respect, reverence; 

dignity; magnanimity; chastity; regard to reputation: v. to esteem, to 
regard; to reverence ; to exalt or dignify. 

II lu sor y (11 UV sir 're), a. deceiving, fallacious; fradulent; imposing on. 
Land scape (And' skipe), n. the view or prospect of a country or portion of land ; 

a picture; a region. [bitrary will; intention. 
Pleas ures (plizh' urez), n. plu. of Pleasure, delight, gratification; choice; ar- 
Pro ject ed (pri jikt' ed), pre. of Project, to contrive, to form; to scheme ; to 

jut out; to shoot forward ; to throw out. [truth. 
Re al i ties (re II' le 'tlz), n. plu. of Reality, fact, certainty; real existence; 
Sea led (skild), pre. of Scale, to mount or climb, as on ladders; to strip or 

take off scales; to weigh : n. gradation, graduated scheme or figure; a 
part of the crusty covering of some kinds of fish ; a balance ; means of 
ascent, a ladder ; a line of distances, a gamut. 

Sim i lar i ty ('slm e Ar' 4 'tl), n. resemblance; likeness. 
Smooth ed (sm85thd), pre. of Smooth, to soften, paUiaie; to make level, even, 

calm, or easy: a. soft, not rough; level, even on the surface. 
Sof ten ing (s&f fn 'Ing), par. of Soften, to become or make soft or more mild, 

to relent; to mollify; to make or become less hard, harsh, or severe. 
Sue ces sive ly (suk sis' slv 'le), ad. in regular or uninterrupted order or suc¬ 

cession. 
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Sweets, n. flu. of Sweet, something pleasing or grateful; sweetness; a per¬ 
fume ; a. word of fondness. 

Tan tlings (tin' tllngz), n. plu. of Tantling, a hoping for, or a person who 
hopes for pleasure which can not be attained. [fatigue; a snare or net. 

T311' In par. of Toil, to labor or work hard; to drudge: n. hard labor; 
Tran quil (tring' kwll), a. quiet, peaceful; calm, undisturbed. 
Wyt ten bach (wit' tn xbik), n. prop, a man’s name. 

Reading Lesson XLVIII. 

The Life of Wyttenbach. 

1. The life of Wyttenbach was one of those rare and happy 
exceptions to the usual lot of humanity, on which the mind loves 
to dwell. At an age when the visions of hope are too frequently 
dispelled by gloomy realities, he was blessed with the full ac¬ 
complishment of schemes, projected by the fond enterprise, and 
adorned with all the brilliant coloring of youthful enthusiasm. 

2. He early gained the friendship and esteem of those who, 
in his eyes, had been favored by nature with every gift that can 
confer dignity and importance upon man ; and, in his onward 
career, successively scaled all the heights of intellectual ambition 
to which his aspirations had ever soared. His life, it is true, was 
one of labor; but his labors and pleasures were the same. He 
was toiling up an eminence where, at each successive step, tha 
difficulty of the ascent was repaid by a landscape constantly 
spreading out before him in extent, and softening in beauty. 

3. Even the evils of old age were unfelt, or were attended by 
comforts that smoothed their asperities. He saw his merit uni¬ 
versally appreciated and honored ; he had many faithful friends 
endeared to him by similarity of tastes and pursuits, and a learned 
wife to heighten, by her sympathy and co-operation, the sweets 
of literature, without which he scarcely considered life as vital. 
Especially was he one of those happy characters who fully knew 
the value of the blessings which Providence has placed before 
them. The pleasures which were dearest to his youthful fancy 
lost none of their attractions with time. 

4. No tantlings of ambition, no illusory hopes of higher hap¬ 
piness ever tempted him to cast a longing eye on enjoyments, ac¬ 
quisitions, or honors, beyond the tranquil shades of his academic 
bowers. He had pursued the career which was most delightful; 
he had acquired the fame which was most enviable ; he had at¬ 
tained to the honors which were most elevated, in his estimation. 
Thus blessed with whatever to him was desirable, his days flow 

13* 
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ed on with content, and he departed from life like a guest well 
pleased with the entertainment. 

Professor Nott.—Southern Review. 

Questions.—What was the life of Wyttenbach ? With what was he bles¬ 
sed'? What did he early gain? What did he successively scale ? What 
were unfelt by him ? What did he see appreciated? What had Wyttenbach 
to heighten the sweets of literature ? By what ? Can any thing be more 
admirable and soul-inspiring than the sympathies and co-operation of an 
affectionate, devoted, and INTELLIGENT WIFE? Can any husband 
prosper in any undertaking unless he has the sympathy and co-operation of 
his wife ? Of what did he fully know the value ? What lost none of their 
attractions? What never tempted him? To do what? He had pursued 
what ? Acquired what ? Attained to what ? How did his days flow on ? 
How did he depart from life ? 

Spelling Lesson XLIX. 

Ad ja cent (4d j4' s&nt), a. lying close or near to, contiguous; bordering on. 
Ad vi sed (id vlzd'), pre. of Advise, to counsel, give advice; to inform, give 

notice; to consult; to deliberate, consider. 
Af feet (4f fekt'), v. to move or act upon the mind or passions; to aim at; to 

try; to make a show; to be fond of. 
A1 a can ta ra ('41 4 k4n' t4 'r4), n. prop, the name of a river. 
A1 i cu di ('41 e ku' dl), n. prop, the name of an island. 
Be wii der ed (be wir durd), pre. of Bewilder, to perplex, confuse; to entangle ; 

to lose in pathless places; to mislead. 
Bot tom less (bdt' turn 'les), a. not having a bottom, fathomless. 
Bdiind' Id, pre. of Bound, to limit; to terminate; to restrain; to spring, fly 

back; to jump; to rebound: n. a limit; a spring, a leap; a restraint. 
Brink (brlngk), n. the edge or verge of any thing.or place; the side, the 

border; a precipice. 
Bry done’s (brT dinez), n. prop, posses, case of Brydone, a man’s name. 
Catch ing (k4tsh' Ing), par. of Catch, to receive; to seize, lay hold of; to in¬ 

snare ; to take infection ; to be contagious ; to overtake ; to take hold ; 
to stop: n. seizure, act of seizing ; any thing that catches ; a snare; a 
song sung in succession ; a snatch; an advantage taken. 

Ce res (se' rez), n. prop, the ancient pagan name of the inventor or goddess of 
agriculture or corn; the name of a planet. 

Cha os (k4' 6s), n. an irregular or confused mass; disorder; confusion. 
Chart (tshlrt), n. a map, a delineation of coasts, islands, rocks, entrances in¬ 

to harbors, &c. 
Com pletes (kdm pletes'), pres. t. of Complete, to finish, to end; to perfect; 

to fulfil; to perform: a. finished, ended; perfect; entire; full. 
Com pre hend ing ('k<5m pre hind' Ing), par. of Comprehend, to comprise, 

include; to contain; to conceive; to understand. 
Con spire (k6n spire'), v. to unite or meet for any purpose; to concert a crime, 

to plot; to unite or agree to do evil. 
Corn-fields (k3rn'-f elldz), n. plu. of Corn-field, a field where corn is growing. 
Cra ter (kri' tur), n. the mouth, aperture, or vent of a volcano. 
Cra ters (kr4' t&rz), n. plu. of Crater. 
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Dfe Itn' e 'i tfed, prc. of Delineate, to describe, to draw; to design; to paint; 
Dfense, a. close, compact; thick. [to sketch. 
Den ser (din' s&r), a. closer, 'more compact; thicker. [sight. 
Dim ly (aim' le), ad. 'not brightly, obscurely; not with a quick but imperfect 
Dis ap pear ('dls ip pifer'), v. to vanish from the sight; to be lost to view. 
Dis cnar ges (dls tshir' jlz), pres. t. and n. pin. of Discharge, to emit, throw 

out; to unload, disburden ; to dismiss, break up ; to release, to free ; to 
perform, execute; to pay ; to let off' a gun ; to give vent to : n. vent; an 
unloading ; dismission; explosion; ransom; release, liberation ; pay¬ 
ment ; performance, execution. [or proceed from. 

E mer ging (e mfer' jlng), par. of Emerge, to rise out of any thing; to issue 
En chant ment (fen tshint' mfent), n. Mghesi degree of delight; irresistible in¬ 

fluence, fascination; magical charms, sorcery. 
En lar ges (fen lir' jlz), pres. t. of Enlarge, to become or make greater, to in¬ 

crease; to extend; to swell; to expand; to amplify, expatiate. 
E rup tions (fe rup' shunz), n. pin. of Eruption, act of bursting or breaking 

forth; emission; pustule; efflorescence. 
Et na (fet' ni), n. prop, the name of a volcanic mountain in Europe; the 

name of a village and town. [pand. 
Ex tend (feks tfend'), v. to stretch or spread out; to enlarge; to increase; to ex- 
Ex tends (feks tfendz), pres. t. of Extend. 
Ex tract (eks trikt'), v. to take from; to select; to draw out of. 
For tile (ffer' til), a. fruitful, rich, productive ; abundant; prolific; inventive. 
Flike, n. a layer, a stratum; any thing that appears loosely held together, a 

scale; a particle or lock of snow: v. to form or break into flakes. 
Fri gid (frij' Id), a. cold, toanting heat; dull; lifeless, insensible; impotent; 

wanting zeal. 
Gir die (gfer' dl), n. an enclosure; a belt or band ; any thing drawn around 

the waist: v. to gird; to bind; to enclose, shut in; to make a circular 
incision in the bark of a tree to kill it. 

G&lfs, n. plu. of Gulf, an abyss; a large bay, a deep recess in the sea or 
ocean, or opening into land; a whirlpool. 

II lu mi nate (tl li' mfe 'nite), v. to enlighten, supply with light; to adorn with 
festal lamps, &c., or, with pictures, &c.; to illustrate. 

Iin men si ty (tm mfen' se 'tfe), n. vastness in extent, unlimited extension ; un¬ 
bounded greatness, infinity. 

Im per fee tion ('tm pfer ffek' sh&n), n. a defect, a fault; failure. 
In ter ve ning ('tn tfer vfe' nlng), part. a. being or coming between : par. of 

Intervene, to come, happen, or be situated between. 
Judg ing (j&dj' tng), par. of Judge, to form an opinion; to pass sentence 

upon; to decide; to discern; to hear and determine: n. one who pre¬ 
sides in, or is authorized to hear and determine causes in a court; one 
skilled in decisions. [exasperate, provoke. 

Kin dies (ktn' dlz), pres. t. of Kindle, to light; to inflame; to set on fire; to 
LI pi' rl, n. prop, the name of an island. 
Mil' ti, n. prop, the name of an island. [circle in the heavens, the galaxy. 
Mi. ky-way (mil' ke-'wi), n. a long, broad, white, luminous track, path, or 
No where (n<V hwire), ad. not in any place. 
Ob ser ver (6b zfer' vur), n. one who observes, looks on, or remarks. 
Pi ni' rl, n. pop. the name of an island. 
Ra rer (ri' r&r), a. thinner, more subtile; more excellent, more valuable; more 

*“ uncommon or scarce, less frequent; less cooked or more raw. 
Rears (rfeferz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Rear, to raise; to bring up; to educate : n. 

the hinder troops of an army ; the part behind ; last class. 
Re gi one Cul ta (re' jfe '6ne kfd' ti), n. prop, the cultivated region. 
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Re gi one De ser ta (r£' je '6ne d& z&r' ta), n. prop, the uncultivated, frigid 
region. [obsequious follower or dependant. 

S&t' £1 'lltes, n. phi. of Satellite, a small planet revolving around a larger; an 
Se me tus, n. prop, the name of a river. [sever., 
S&p' a 'ri ting, par. of Separate, to divide, to part; to disunite, disjoin; to 
Sep a ra tion ('sep a ra' shin), n. act of separating, disunion; a parting; a 

disjunction ; a divorce. [curtail. 
Shor ten ed (shdr' tnd), jore. of Shorten, to make short or shorter; to lop; to 
Si ci ly (sis' s& '14), n. prop, the name of an island. 
Sin gu lar (sing' gi 'Hr), a. unusual, remarkable; particular, rare; eminent; 

odd ; alone; single, not plural; not complex. 
Strdm b6' 16, n. prop, the name of an island. [environ. 
Sur rounds (sir rdindz'), pres. t. of Surround, to encompass; to enclose; to 
Syl vo sa (sll v6' si), n. prop, the woody region. [book. 
Tract (trikt), n. a region; a quantity of land; a course; a treatise; a small 
Tracts (trikts), n. plu. of Tract. 
Treads (tr&dz), pres. t. and -n. plu. of Tread, to set the foot, to walk on; to 

step; to trample; to beat: n. a stepping; a step with the foot. 
Un ac cus tom ed ('in ik kis' timd), a. not accustomed, not used. 
U nites (yi nltes'), pres. t. of Unite, to join two or more into one; to adhere; 

to agree. [ance. 
Va ri e ga ted (vi' re 'e gi 't&d), pre. of Variegate, to diversify in appear- 
V’ine yards (vln' yirdz), n. plu. of Vineyard, a ground planted with vines 

which produce grapes. 
Well-known (wel'-none), a. generally known or understood. 
Wi den (wi' dn), v. to become or make wide or wider; to extend. 
Wind ings (wind' Ingz), n. yin. of Winding, a turn or turning, a meanders 

a bend; a flexure. 
Wood y (wild' d&), a. consisting of or abounding with wood. 
Z6ne, n. a belt, a girdle; a division of the earth: 

Reading Lesson XLIX, 

Mount Etna. 

1. The man who treads Mount Etna, seems like a man above 
the world. He generally is advised to ascend before daybreak; 
the stars now brighten, shining like so many gems of flames; 
others appear which were invisible below. The milky-way 
seems like a pure flake of light lying across the firmament, and 
it is the opinion of some that the satellites of Jupiter might be 
discovered by the naked eye. 

2. But when the sun arises, the prospect from the summit of 
Etna is beyond comparison the finest in nature. The eye rolls 
over it with astonishment and is lost. The diversity of objects ; 
the extent of the horizon; the immense height; the country like 
a map at our feet; the ocean around ; the heavens above ; all' 
conspire to overwhelm the mind, and affect it with sensations of 
astonishment and grandeur. 
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3. We must be allowed to extract Mr. Brydone’s description 
of this scene. “ There is not,” he says, “ on the surface of the 
globe, any one point that unites so many awful and sublime ob¬ 
jects. The immense elevation from the surface of the earth, 
drawn as it were to a single point, without any neighboring 
mountain for the senses and imagination to rest upon and recover 
from their astonishment, in their way down to the world. 

4. u This point or pinnacle, raised on the brink of a bottom¬ 
less gulf, as old as the world, often discharges rivers of fire, and 
throws out burning rocks, with a noise that shakes the whole isl¬ 
and. Add to this the unbounded extent of the prospect, com¬ 
prehending the greatest diversity, and the most beautiful scenery 
in nature, with the rising sun advancing in the east, to illuminate 
the wondrous scene. 

5. “ The whole atmosphere by degrees kindles up, and shows 
dimly and faintly the boundless prospect around. Both sea and 
land appear dark and confused, as if only emerging from their 
original chaos, and light and darkness seem still undivided ; till 
the morning, by degrees advancing, completes the separation. 
The stars are extinguished, and the shades disappear. 

6. “ The forests, which but now seemed black and bottomless 
gulfs, from whence no ray was reflected to show their form or 
colors, appear a new creation rising to Sight, catching life and 
beauty from every increasing beam. The scene still enlarges, 
and the horizon seems to widen and expand itself on all sides ; 
till the sun, like the great Creator, appears in the east, and with 
his plastic ray completes the mighty scene. 

7. u All appears enchantment; and it is with difficulty we can 
believe we are still on earth. The senses, unaccustomed to the 
sublimity of such a scene, are bewildered and confounded ; and 
it is not till after some time, that they are capable of separating 
and judging of the objects that compose it. 

8. “ The body of the sun is seen rising from the ocean, im¬ 
mense tracts both of sea and land intervening; the islands of 
Lipari, Panari, Alicudi, Strombolo, and Volcano, with their 
smoking summits, appear under your feet; and, you look down 
on the whole of Sicily as on a map, and can trace every river 
through all its windings, from its source to its mouth. 

9. “ The view is absolutely boundless on every side ; nor is 
there any one object within the circle of vision to interrupt it, so 
that the sight is everywhere lost in the immensity; and I am per¬ 
suaded, it is only from the imperfection of our organs, that the 
coasts of Africa, and even of Greece, are not discovered, as they 
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are certainly above the horizon. The circumference of the vis¬ 
ible horizon on the top of Etna, can not be less than 2000 miles. 

10. “ At Malta, which is near 200 miles distant, they perceive 
all the eruptions from the second region ; and that island is often 
discovered from about one half the elevation of the mountain ; so 
that, at the whole elevation the horizon must extend to near 
double that distance, or 400 miles, which makes 800 miles for the 
diameter of the circle, and 2400 for the circumference; but this 
is by much too vast for our senses, not intended to grasp so 
boundless a scene. 

11. “The most beautiful part of the scene is certainly the 
mountain itself, the island of Sicily, and the numerous islands 
lying around it. All these, by a kind of magic in vision, that I 
am at a loss to account for, seem as if they were brought close 
around the skirts of Etna; the distances appearing reduced to 
nothing. 

12. “ Perhaps this singular effect is produced by the rays of 
light passing from a rarer medium into a denser, which, (from a 
well-known law in optics), to an observer in the rare medium 
appears to lift up objects that are at the bottom of the dense one, 
as a piece of money placed in a basin appears lifted up as soon 
as the basin is filled with water. 

13. “ The Regione Deserta, or the frigid zone of Etna, is the 
first object that calls your attention. It is marked out by a circle 
of snow and ice, which extends on all sides to the distance of about 
eight miles. In the centre of this circle, the great crater of the 
mountain rears its burning head, and the regions of intense cold, 
and of intense heat, seem for ever to be united in the same point. 

14. “ The Regione Deserta is immediately succeeded by the 
Sylvosa, or the woody region, which forms a circle or girdle of 
the most beautiful green, which surrounds the mountain on all 
sides, and is certainly one of the most delightful spots on earth. 
This presents a remarkable contrast with the desert region. 

15. “It is not smooth and even, like the greatest part of the 
latter; but is finely variegated by an infinite number of those 
beautiful little mountains, that have been formed by the different 
eruptions of Etna. All these have now acquired a wonderful 
degree of fertility, except a very few that are but newly formed, 
that is, within these five or six hundred years; for it certainly re¬ 
quires some thousands, to bring them to their greatest degree of 
perfection. We looked down into the craters of these, and at¬ 
tempted, but in vain, to number them. 

16. “ This zone is everywhere succeeded by the vineyards, 
orchards, and corn-fields that compose the Regione Culta, or the 
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fertile region. This zone makes a delightful contrast with the 
other two regions. It is bounded by the sea to the south and 
southeast, and on all its other sides, by the rivers Semetus and 
Alacantara, which run almost around it. The whole course of 
the rivers is seen at once, and all their beautiful windings through 
these fertile valleys, looked upon as the favorite possession of 
Ceres herself. 

17. “Cast your eyes a little farther, and you embrace the 
whole island ; all its cities, rivers, and mountains, delineated in 
the great chart of nature; all the adjacent islands, and the whole 
coast of Italy, as far as your eye can reach ; for it is nowhere 
bounded, but everywhere lost in the space. On the sun’s first 
rising, the shadow of the mountain extends across the whole isl¬ 
and, and makes a large tract visible even in the sea and in the 
air. By degrees this is shortened, and in a little time is confined 
only to the neighborhood of Etna.”—London Encyclopedia. 

Questions.—Like what does it seem to tread Mount Etna 7 What seems 
like a pure flake of light 1 What is the finest prospect in nature 1 What 
conspire to overwhelm the mind 7 There is no one point on the surface of 
the globe that unites what 7 What does this point or pinnacle often discharge 7 
And throw out what 7 With a noise that does what 7 What illuminates 7 
What kindles up by degrees 7 What appear dark and confused 7 What are 
extinguished 7 What appear a new creation 7 What completes the mighty 
scene 7 What is it difficult to believe 7 What are bewildered and confounded 7 
What is seen rising from the ocean 7 What appear under your feet 7 You 
look down on what 7 And trace what 7 What is absolutely boundless 7 
What is lost everywhere 7 What is the circumference of the visible horizon 
on the top of Etna 7 What is too vast for our senses 7 What is the most 
beautiful part of the scene 7 How is this singular effect produced 7 How 
does it appear 7 What is the first object that calls attention 7 How is it 
marked 7 What rears in the centre of this circle 7 Wfcat seem to be united 7 
What forms a circle of the most beautiful green 7 What does this present 7 
How is it variegated 7 What was it vain to attempt to number 7 How is this 
zone succeeded 7 How,is it bounded 7 What is seen at once 7 What is de¬ 
lineated 7 What extends across the whole island 7 And makes what 7 Can 
any thing be more sublime and grand than this view from Mount Etna 7 

Spelling Lesson L. 

Ash-holes (Ash' hilez), n. plu. of Ash-hole, a place to deposite ashes; the lower 
part of a forge or furnace. [one who stands near. 

Ry-stand ers (bl' st&nd 'urz), n. phi. of By-stander, a spectator, a looker on; 
Cas tine (kis' tine), n.prop. the name of a place, [heavy; without readiness. 
Clumsy (kllW z&), a. badly constructed, ill-made; awkward, unhandy; 
Cook ing (k66k' tng), part. a. preparing victuals: par. of Cook, to dress or 

prepare victuals for the table: n. one who dresses or prepares victuals. 
Des ti tute (d&s' tA 't&te), a. needy, wanting; abject, comfortless; friendless, 

forsaken ; in want of, not possessing. 
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Dol lar (d5r lur), n. a silver coin, in the United States, value 100 cents; in 
Europe of different values. [another for a new residence. 

Em i grate (em' e 'grate), v. to remove from one State, place, or country to 
En cum brance (An kum' branse), n. useless addition or clog; impediment; 

load, burden; burden or legal claim on an estate. 
Fu el (fu' 11), n. wood, coal, <f*c. to be burnt; the matter or aliment of fire; 

that which feeds or excites passion. 
Ga zette (gi z&t'), n. a newspaper: v. to insert or publish in a gazette. 
In clem ent (In klem' ent), a. severe, rigorously cold; not mild, harsh; bois¬ 

terous, rough, stormy : unmerciful. [or set; to designate; to select. 
Lo cate (16' kite), v. to settle in a. particular place, spot, or position; to place 
Maine (mine), n. prop, the name of one of the United States. 
Mi' grite, v. to remove from one State, place, or country to a distant one in 

which to reside ; to change place. [by miracle. 
Mi rac u lous ly (me rik' u 'las le), ad. by extraordinary means, wonderfutty; 
Need' less, a. unnecessary; not wanted, not requisite. 
Pas sers (pis' s&rz), n. plu. of Passer, one who passes; a passenger. 
Pit y ing (pit' te 'Ing), part. a. having sympathy for: par. of Pity, to sympa¬ 

thize with, to compassionate; to have sympathy or be pained for: n. 
compassion, sympathy with misery, or pain for the distresses of others. 

Pre die a ment (pre dlk' a 'ment), n. condition, particular stale, or situation; 
a class or kind. [vail; to surpass in influence. 

Pre dom i nate (prA d<5m' A 'nite), v. to be superior, to be ascendant; to pre- 
P&l' ling, par. of Pull, to draw out or forcibly; to pluck up; to drag: n. act 

of drawing. [part, portion; dividend; the blade of a plough. 
Shi' rl ng, par. of Share, to partake, to have apart; to divide, to portion: n. a 
Shiv er ing (shiv' hr 'Ing), par. of Shiver, to shake, to tremble; to quake; to 

break into many parts: n. a sm&ll piece; a shaking or trembling fit. 
Suf fer ers (suf' fur 'frrz), n. plu. of Sufferer, one who suffers or endures. 
Un var nish ed (un vir' nlsht), a. plain; not adorned; not varnished. 
U ten sils (yi tin' sllz), n. pin. of Utensil, a vessel, instrument, or tool for use 

in a kitchen or for farming purposes. 
Ward robes (ward' rAbez), n. plu. of Wardrobe, a place or room where clothes 

are kept; wearing apparel in general. [to others. 
Well-wish ers (wAl-wlsh' urz), n. plu. of Well-wisher, one who wishes good 
Wood piles (wild' pll?z), n. plu. of Woodpile, a pile or quantity of wood to be 

burnt. 

Reading Lesson L. 

u I 'pity them.” 

1. We were about making another appeal to our readers in 
behalf of the unfortunate and suffering poor of our city, when the 
following anecdote presented itself to us in the columns of the 
United States Gazette. We commend it to the careful attention 
of our readers. 

2. It appears that a poor man once undertook to emigrate from 
Castine, in Maine, to some new town in Illinois ; and, when he 
had reached about half way, in passing a clumsy bridge, was un¬ 
fortunate enough to lose his horse in the river. He had but this 
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one animal to convey all his worldly property, consisting of a bed, 
one trunk of clothes, a few cooking utensils, a sick wife, and sick 
young children. 

3. These were miraculously saved from sharing the same fate 
as the poor horse, but the loss of him was enough. By his aid 
the family, it may be said, had lived and moved, and now that 
they were left helpless in a land of strangers, without the ability 
to go on or return ; without money, or a single friend to whom 
to appeal; the case was a pretty hard one. 

4. There were a great many passers by on the other side; 
some even laughed at the odd predicament the man was placed 
in, but by degrees a group of various kinds of people began to 
collect, all of whom pitied him. 

5. Some pitied him a great deal, some considerably, and 
some did not pity him much, because they said he might have 
known better than to try to cross the bridge, when his horse 
might swim over the.river ; but pity, however, seemed rather to 
predominate with them all. Some pitied the man, and some 
the horse, and most all of them pitied the poor helpless mother 
and her six more helpless children. 

6. Amidst this pitying party stood a rough, unvarnished son 
of the West; one who knew what it was to migrate some hun¬ 
dreds of miles over new roads, to locate a destitute family in the 
woods. Seeing the old man’s forlorn situation, and looking 
around on the by-standers, he said, “ All of you seem to pity these 
poor people very much, but I would beg leave to ask each of you 
how much ?” 

7. “ There,” said he, “ old gentleman,” pulling out a ten dol¬ 
lar bill, “ there is the aanount of my pity ; and if others will do as 
I do, you may soon get another pony, and so God bless you.” It 
is needless to say the effect that this active charity produced. In 
a short time the happy emigrant arrived at his destined home, 
and is now a thriving farmer, and a good neighbor to the benev¬ 
olent stranger, who was his “ friend in need, and a friend indeed.” 

8. “1 have related this story for the benefit of the suffering 
poor in this city. There are plenty of well-wishers to the unfor¬ 
tunate, and thousands who profess to pity the poor sufferers who 
are shivering for the want of fuel at this inclement season. If 
they really do pity them, I would ask how much ? Have they 
nothing that they can spare from their wardrobes, or woodpiles, 
which would serve the poor better at this time than merely say¬ 
ing, ‘be ye warm and be ye clothed.’ Many families would be 
thankful for the mere cinders that are an encumbrance to the 
ash-holes of the rich.”—Badger’s (New York) Messenger. 

14 
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Questions.—Who emigrated to Illinois 1 Prom what place ? What hap¬ 
pened to this emigrant ? Where ? Without what were this emigrant and his 
family left! What did a great many persons do who passed that way? 
What did some others do? Is it not one of the most mean and contempti¬ 

ble acts to laugh at the sufferings, or calamities of others? What did others 
do? What seemed to predominate? Who stood amidst this “pitying” 

party? What did he say? What did he then do ? Was not his conduct 
most noble, as well as most generous ? What effect did his act of charity 
produce upon the other by-standers ? Will all of my young friends remember 
that it is their duty always to aid others in distress as they have ability to do 
it; and, also remember that it is “ more blessed to give than to receive V* 

Spelling Lesson LI. 

An chor (4ngk' ur), n. a heavy iron instrument for holding a ship or other 
vessel at reU in the water, generally by its being fixed in the ground; any 
thing firm, secure,-or stable as support: v. to cast at anchor, to lie at 
anchor; to fix or rest on; to stop at. 

Bleed' tng, part. a. letting or losing blood: par. of Bleed, to lose, draw, take 
from, or let blood; to drop as blood. 

Bree zy (bree' ze), a. full of, fanning, or fanned with gales. [mindful. 
Care less (hire' les), a. unconcerned, having no care; negligent; heedless, un- 
Cost ly (k5st' 14), a. dear, of great price; expensive; sumptuous. 
Dew y (dii' e), a. moist or wet ivith dew; like or resembling dew. 
Dim pled (dim' pld), part. a. set or marked with dimples: pre. of Dimple, to 

sink in, or to form small cavities, hollows, or dimples: n. a small cavity, 
hollow, or depression in the cheek or chin. 

Flee cy (flee' se), a. soft, resembling wool; woolly, covered with wool. 
For giv en (fdr g!v' vn), per. par. of Forgive, to pardon; to remit; to over¬ 

look an offence. 
Mir ror ed (ml r' rurd), a. like or resembling a mirror. 
Moon beams (mSSn' b4emz), n. pin. of Moonbeam, a ray of lunar light, or light 

from the moon. 
Mir' raur ing, part. a. making a low, continued noise: par. of Murmur, to 

complain; to grumble; to utter discontent; to give a low, muttering, 
shrill sound : n. a complaint generally in a low voice; a low, buzzing, 
continued noise. 

Night-bird (nite' bird), n. a bird which flies in the night only. 
Rill, n, a small stream or brook. 
Sol o mon (sSl' 6 'min), n. prop, the name of one of the kings of Israel; a 

man’s or boy’s name. 
Spir it-voi ces (splr' It-'vdls iz),. n. plu. voices like or resembling those of 

spirits. 
Strain (strine), n. a song; a sprain; style; a great effort; turn: v. to 

filter or squeeze through something; to stretch, to force; to sprain; to 
make tense. [up; to furrow. 

Up turn ed (ftp turnd'), part. a. turned up: pre. of Upturn, to turn or throw 
WUr' bllng, part. a. singing, quavering the voice: par. of Warble, to sing.; to 

quaver notes ; to utter musically. [by uniting threads. 
Weave (weev), v. to unite or form by texture or intermixture; to form cloth 
Where fore (hw4r' fire), ad. for what or which reason 
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Reading Lesson LI. 

Musings. 

1. I wandered out one summer night 
’T was when my years were few, 

The breeze was singing in the light 
And I was singing too. 

The moonbeams lay upon the hill 
The shadows in the vale, 

And here and there a leaping rill 
Was laughing at the gale. 

2. One fleecy cloud upon the air 
Was all that met my eyes, 

It floated like an angel there 
Between me and the skies. 

I clapped my hands and warbled wild, 
As here and there I flew, 

For I was but a careless child 
And did as children do. 

3. The waves came leaping o’er the sea, 
In bright and 'glittering bands, 

Like little children wild with glee. 
They linked their dimpled hands. 

They linked their hands—but ere I caught 
Their mingled drops of dew, 

They kissed my feet as quick as thought— 
Away-the ripples fleyjj;! 

The twilight hours like birds flew by, 
As lightly and as free ; 

Ten thousand stars were in the sky, 
Ten thousand in the sea. 

For every wave with dimpled cheek, 
That leaped upon the air, 

Had caught a star in its embrace, 
And held it trembling there. 

5. The young moon, too, with upturned sides, 
Her mirrored beauty gave, 

And as a bark at anchor rides 
She rode upon the wave.. 
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The sea was like the heaven above. 
As perfect and as whole, 

Save that it seemed to thrill with love, 
As thrills the immortal soul. 

6. The leaves, by spirit-voices stirred, 
Made murmurs on the air, 

Low murmurs—that my spirit heard, 
And answered with a prayer. 

For ’twas upon the dewy sod, 
Beside the moaning seas, 

I learned at first to worship God, 
And sing s.uch strains as these. 

7. The flowers all folded to their dreams, 
Were bowed in slumber free, 

By breezy hills and murmuring streams, 
Where’er they chanced to be. 

No guilty tears had they to weep, 
No sins to be forgiven—• 

They closed their eyes and went to sleep, 
Right in the face of heaven. 

8. No costly raiment round them shone, 
No jewels from the seas, 

Yet Solomon upon his throne 
Was ne’er arrayed like these. 

And just as free from guilt and art, 
Were lovely human flowers, 

Ere sorrow set her bleeding- heart 
On this fair world of ours. 

9. I heard the laughing wind behind 
A-playing with my hair, 

The breezy fingers of the wind, 
How cool and moist they were! 

I heard the night-bird warbling o’er 
Its soft enchanting strain ; 

I never heard such sounds before, 
And never shall again. 

10. Then wherefore weave such strains as these.. 
And sing them day by day, 

When every bird upon the breeze, 
Can sing a sweeter lay % 
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I7d give the world for their sweet art, 
The simple—the divine ; 

I’d give the world to melt one, heart, 
As they have melted mine.—Amelia B. Welby. 

Questions.—What was singing in the light ? When ? What lay upon the 
hill ? What was laughing at the gale ? What floated ? Where ? What 
came leaping over the seas ? What were in the sky ? What gave mirrored 
beauty ? What was answered with a prayer ? What closed their eyes and 
went to sleep ? What had no costly raiment ? Who was not arrayed like 
these? What was heard laughing? What wabbling ? What can be more 
delightful than the singing of birds ? What mor£ heart-cheering than the con¬ 
templation of the works of God in the field and grove ? 

Spelling Lesson LI I. 

Ab hor rence (4b hdr' rinse), n. great hatred or aversion; detestation; act 
of abhorring. [principles. 

A pos ta cy (4 p8s' t4 'se), n. a departure or falling from profession, faith, or 
Ap pro ba tion (ip pro hi' shin), n. the act of approving; support; attestation. 
As sim i late (4s si m' e 'lite), v. to grow, make, or bring to a likeness, to cause 

to resemble; to convert to the same nature. 
As sim i la ted (4s stm' e '14 tld), pre. of Assimilate. 
Bonds (bSndz), n. plu. of Bond, that which binds or holds, obligation; union, 

connexion ; cord or chain ; ligament: v. to secure by bond. 
Char ac te ris tics (kar '4k te rts' tlks), n. plu. of Characteristic, that which 

constitutes the character: a. constituting the character. 
Dis crim i na tion (dls 'krim e n4‘ shin), n. distinction; act or faculty of dis¬ 

tinguishing; a mark. 
En join ed (In j<5ind'), pre. of Enjoin, to prescribe, to command; to order, to 

direct; to urge upon. 
Kn throne (In /krone), v. to place on a throne; to exalt. 
Ex tols (Iks tdlz'), pres. t. of Extol, to exalt, magnify; to celebrate; to praise. 
Pel low ship (fll' li 'ship), n. society, companionship, association; intercourse; 

partnership; establishment in a college. [enemy; Satan. 
Fiends (felndz), n, plu. of Fiend, an infernal being; a malicious foe or 
For bid den (for bid' dn), per. par. of Forbid, to prohibit ; to hinder; to oppose. 
1m pu ri ty (lm pi' re ’te), n. act of unchastity, lewdness; foulness, filthiness. 
In jus tice (In jis' its), n. want of equity, wrong; iniquity; injury to rights. 
O di ous (A' dl us), a. hateful, detestable; very offensive; disgusting. 
Out cast (3it' k4st), n. one who is cast out or expelled; an exile, one driven 

from home : a. expelled, cast out; rejected. 
Pre ccpts (pre' slpts), n. plu. of Precept, a command, a rule given authorita¬ 

tively ; an order, a mandate. [ical directions. 
Pre scri bed (pre skrlhd'), pre. of Prescribe, to set down, to order; togivemed- 
PrA htb' It 'Id, pre. of Prohibit, to forbid, to interdict; to hinder; to debar. 
Pu ri ty (pi'rl'te), n. chastity, innocence; cleanness; clearness; freedom 

from foulness. 
Scrip tures (skrlp' tshirez), n. plu. of Scripture, the Bible, the Old and New 

Testament, sacred writing. 
Sllf' ls'n ’nlss, n. a disregard for the interest or happiness of others ; self-love. 

14* 
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Sev er (s&v' 6r), v. to disunite, to separate; to disjoin, part by violence. 
Sin' fdl 'n&ss, n. neglect or violation of the duties of religion; wickedness; 

iniquity. 
Sub mis sive (s&b mis' slv), a. yielding; humble; obedient. 
Sub se quent (sub' se 'kw&nt), a. coming after; following in train. [loved. 
Un a mi a ble (un k' m& 'a bl), a. not lovely, not pleasing; not worthy to be 
Un er ring (un er' ring), a certain, net liable to err; not mistaking. 
U ni form (yi' ne 'f<3rm), a. even, regular, unvaried in form; having the 

same form, similar to itself: n. a like dress for a company, regiment, &c. 
of soldiers. [tion. 

Un ion (y&ne'yun), n. concord, the act of joining; a confederacy; conjunc- 
Wri fcer’s (rl' turz), n. posses, case of Writer, an author; one who writes 

Reading Lesson LIL 

Purity of the Bible. 

1. When you look into the Bible, you see holiness and purity 
its great characteristics. It bears on every page “ Holiness to 
the Lord.” When it speaks of God, it represents him as the 
greatest and holiest Being in the universe, and.extols his charac¬ 
ter as above all praise. When it speaks of man, it speaks of his 
primitive integrity with approbation, and of his subsequent apos- 
tacy and sinfulness, with pity and abhorrence. Everywhere it 
draws a discrimination between holiness and sin, between good 
men and bad, and in such a way as to leave the impression, that 
in the writer’s view, the difference is awfully wide, and the con¬ 
sequences of it everlasting. 

2. The precepts of the Bible are all holy. They begin by re ¬ 
quiring holiness in the thoughts and affections ; then in the 
words; then in the conduct. The Scriptures require nothing 
less than perfect holiness. Universal, uniform, persevering holi¬ 
ness alone will bear a comparison with this unerring standard. 
u Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, with 

.all thy soul, with all thy mind, and with ail thy strength.” This 
is its first and great Commandment. 

» 3. You open the Bible, and you find yourself in the presence 
of God. Him you are directed to worship in spirit and in truth ; 
to exalt him above every rival; to enthrone him in your heart; 
to give him all honor and praise ; to delight in his character; to 
be thankful for his mercies: to be submissive to his will; to re¬ 
joice in his government; to serve him with the whole heart, and 
to be assimilated to his moral image. 

4. And the second command is like unto the first: “Thou 
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.” Here every grace and vir 
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tue is required, and every unamiable and unkind affection and 
action is forbidden. Every act of purity, justice, honesty, and 
benevolence is required; every act of impurity, injustice, hatred, 
and selfishness is forbidden. Every thing that can render man 
honorable and useful is enjoined ; every thing that can render 
him mean, base, and injurious is forbidden. 

5. All that can diffuse peace and happiness in his own bosom 
and throughout the world is required ; all that can rob him of 
peace and joy within, and diffuse disaster and calamity without is 
forbidden. All that can assimilate a creature of yesterday to his 
Maker, and prepare him for the family and fellowship of angels 
is prescribed ; all that can render him deformed and odious, that 
can sever the bonds of moral union, and fit him to be the com¬ 
panion of foul and miserable fiends, and the eternal outcast from 
God and holiness, is prohibited.—Dr. Gardiner Spring. 

Questions.—What do you see, when you look into the Bible 7 How does 
the Bible represent God 7 What does it say of man 7 Between what does 
the Bible draw a discrimination 7 In what way 'l What are all holy 7 What 
do the Scriptures require 7 Which is the first and great Commandment of 
the Bible 7 Which is the second 7 Would not this be a most lovely world, 

if these two commandments were obeyed 1 Should we then see as much 
selfishness, avarice, intemperance, or hear that worst, basest, and most 
contemptible of all things, SLANDER, as now 7 What is required, and 
what forbidden in the Bible 7 What is enjoined 7 What is still farther re¬ 
quired, and what forbidden 7 What is prescribed 7 What prohibited 7 Will 
all my young friends remember that the BIBLE is the best of all books, and 
read it often, carefully, and attentively, so as to be influenced by its precepts 
and injunctions 7 

Spelling Lesson LI1I. 

Ac cu mu la tion (4k ki mi 14' shin), n. the act of accumulating; the col¬ 
lecting together. 

A dopt ed (4 dflpt' fed), pre. of Adopt, to pursue as a method or plan; to copy; 
to select; to embrace ; to take or receive as one’s own the daughter or 
son of another person. 

A1 lude (41 lide'), v. to refer to a thing; to hint at indirectly; to insinuate. 
A mours (4 m55rz'), n. plu. of Amour, intrigue; an affair of love ; gallantry. 
Ar gu ment (4r' gi 'mfent), n. a reason offered for or against an opinion or 

measure ; the subject of any discourse ; debate. 
Ar rest ed (4r rfest' fed), pre. of Arrest, to check, restrain; to obstruct, to hinder; 

to stop; to stay ; to seize, lay hands on: n. a stay or stop; a hinderance; 
a restraint; a seizure by legal process. 

As sem blies (4s sfem' bitz), n. plu. of Assembly, a company met or assembled 
together; a convention or council; in some of the United States a branch 

s of the legislature. 
As serts (4s sferts'), pres. t. of Assert, to maintain, affirm; to vindicate. 
Eards (b&rdz), n. plu. of Bard, a poet. 
Bi' sfest, a. meanest, lowest; most worthless; vilest. 
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Cal cu la tion ('kil kit la' shun), n. a compulation, an estimate; a reckoning; 
the art or practice of computing. [South and West of Europe. 

Celts (silts), 71. prop. pin. of Celt, one of the primitive inhabitants of the 
Ci mon (si' mdn), n. prop, the name of a celebrated Athenian. 
Con tro vert (k6n' tro 'virt), v. to oppose, to dispute; to deny ; to debate. 
JDe fi cient (di fish' ent), a. wanting, imperfect; defective; failing. 
De ni cd (di nide'), pi'e. of Deny, to contradict; to disown ; to refuse, not to 

yield; to withhold. [causes, active cause. 
Ef fi cient (if fish' int), a. that causes or produces the effect: n. the agent that 
Fas ci na ting (fils' si 'ni ting), par. of Fascinate, to enchant, captivate; to 

charm; to bewitch. 
Fer til i zed (fer' til 'izd), pre. of Fertilize, to make fruitful or productive. 
Fic tioa (fIk' shun), n. a feigned or invented stonj or tale; act of feigning; 

a falsehood. 
Games (gimez), n. pin. and pres. t. of Game, amusement, sport; jest, insolent 

merriment; birds or animals hunted: v. to play, to sport; to gamble, 
play for money. 

Ge ni us es (ji' ne 'uslz), n. phi. of Genius, a person of superior intellectual 
faculties; a particular natural talent; peculiar character, nature; dispo¬ 
sition ; mental powers or faculties ; power of invention. 

His tor i cal (his t6r' i 'kil), a. pertainmg or relating to, or containing history. 
In di cates (In' de 'kites), pres. t. of Indicate, to show, exhibit; to point out. 
In im i cal (In 1m' i 'kil), a. contrary, hurtful; hostile, unfriendly; adverse, 

repugnant; unkind. 
In or di nate (In dr' di 'nite), a. excessive, immoderate; irregular. 
In spire (in spire'), v. to infuse into the mind; to draw in the breath; to 

breathe into. [to exasperate, provoke. 
Kin die (kin' dl), v. to rouse, to animate; to light; to inflame; to set on fire; 
Loath (16£A), a. reluctant, unwilling; not ready ; not inclined. 
Lux u ri ous (lug zu' re 'us), a. voluphious, softening by or enslaved to pleas¬ 

ure; abounding with luxuries. [at the celebrated battle of Marathon. 
Mil ti a des (mil ti' i vdiz), n. prop, an Athenian who commanded the Greeks 
Oc cupies (6k' kh 'pize), pres. t. of Occupy, to engage, to employ; to hold, 

to possess ; to use; to keep. 
O lym pic (6 11 m' plk), a. relating to Olympia, a town in ancient Greece, and 

to the games celebrated there. [the world. 
Pe las gi (pi 14s' ji), n. pin. a people of Greece, supposed the most ancient in 
Per i cles (pir' i 'klz), n. prop, a celebrated commander, statesman, and ora¬ 

tor of Athens. [fully. 
Pe ru sal (pe ru' zal), n. the act of reading or examining alte7itively and care- 
Pre sent (pre zint'), v. to exhibit, introduce; to offer; to give ; to prefer. 
Prose (prize), n. language not in verse or confined to poetical measure: v. to 

make or give a prolix and tedious relation. [tion. 
Re ci ta tions ('r&s si ti' shunz), n. pin. of Recitation, a rehearsal; a repeti- 
Rlse, n. beginning, first appearance; act of rising, ascent; increase; original; 

elevation. 
Ri' vlng, part. a. wandering: par. of Rove, to wander; to ramble ; to range. 
Ru ling (rfid' ling), part. a. governing, controlling; predominant; chief: par. 

of Rule, to govern, manage; to command, to direct; to draw lines: n. 
government; sway; what is fixed or established for direction. 

Scan di na vi ans ('skin di ni' vi '4nz), n. prop. phi. the name of the inhabi¬ 
tants of Scandinavia, the ancient name given to that territory which con¬ 
tains the modern kingdoms of Norway, Sweden, Denmark, &c. 

Sci en tif ic ('si en tlf' Ik), a. relating to or according to the principles of sci¬ 
ence; versed in science ; producing knowledge. 
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Tribe, n. a distinct race or body of people; a family; a division of vegetables, &c. 
V&rsc, n. a certain number of 'measured lines, in poetry; a distinct portion or 

division of a subject or composition, a paragraph, in prose. 
Warr iors (wUr' yurz), n. phi. of Warrior, a brave soldier; a military man. 
Wy an dots (wl' in 'd<5ts), n. prop. plu. the name of a tribe of American Indians. 
Xen o phon (z&n' A 'fin), n. prop, an Athenian, celebrated as a general, an 

historian, and a philosopher. 

Reading Lesson LI1I. 

Importance of the Study of History. 

[Extract from a discourse, delivered before the Ohio Historical Society, by 
Gen. William Henry Harrison.] 

1. Gentlemen of the Historical Society :—No opinion has 
been more generally entertained in every civilized community, 
than that which asserts the importance of the study of history, as 
a branch of education. And although there are few, if any, who 
would controvert this proposition, it will scarcely be denied, that 
there is no study, at this day, so much neglected. We every¬ 
where meet with men possessed of much intelligence, great sci¬ 
entific attainments, high standing in those professions which 
require profound study and deep research, who have neglected 
to inform themselves, not only of the circumstances which influ¬ 
enced the rise and progress, the decline and fall, of the most cel¬ 
ebrated nations of antiquity, but who are extremely deficient in 
the knowledge of the history of their own country. 

2. If we search for the causes which have produced this state 
of things, one, perhaps the most efficient, will be found in the 
great increase of works of fiction, and the fascinating character 
with which they have been clothed, by the great geniuses who 
have been employed upon them. It is the perusal of these, which 
occupies the attention of the wealthy, and fills the leisure moments 
of the man of business. 

3. I am loath to give another reason for this decline in the 
taste for historical reading, because it indicates, also, a decline in 
patriotism. I allude to the inordinate desire for the accumula¬ 
tion of riches, which has so rapidly increased in our country, and 
which, if not arrested, will ere long effect a deplorable change 
in the character of our countrymen. 

4. This basest of passions, this “ meanest of amours,” could 
not exhibit itself in a way to be more destructive of republican 
principles, than by exerting an influence on the course of edu¬ 
cation adopted for our youth. The effects upon the moral con¬ 
dition of the nation would be like those which would be produced 
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upon the verdant valley of our State, if some quality inimical to 
vegetable life, were to be imparted to the sources of the magnifi¬ 
cent river by which it is adorned and fertilized. 

5. It is in youth, and in early youth, that the seeds of that 
patriotism must be sown, which is to continue to bloom through 
life. No one ever began to be a patriot in advanced age ; that 
holy fire must be lighted up when the mind is best suited to re¬ 
ceive, with enthusiasm, generous and disinterested impressions. 
If it is not then the “ ruling passion” of the bosom, it will never 
be at an age when every action is the result of cool calculation, 
and the basis of that calculation too often the interest of the indi¬ 
vidual. This has been the prevailing opinion with every free 
people throughout every stage of civilization, from the roving 
savage tribe, to the numerous and polished nation ; from the bar¬ 
barous Pelasgi to the glorious ’era of Miltiades and Cimon, or the 
more refined and luxurious age of Pericles and Xenophon. By 
all, the same means were adopted. 

6. With all, it was the custom to present to their youth the 
examples of the heroic achievements of their ancestors, to inspire 
them with the same ardor of devotion to the welfare of their 
country. As it regards the argument, it matters not whether the 
history was written or unwritten, whether in verse or prose, or 
how communicated ; whether by national annals, to which all 
had access ; by recitations in solemn assemblies, as at the'Olym- 
pic and other games of Greece ; in the songs of bards, as among 
the Celts and Scandinavians ; or in the speeches of the aged 
warriors, as was practised by the Wyandots, Delawares, Shawa- 
nese, and other tribes of our own country. Much fiction was, no 
doubt, passed off on these occasions as real history ; but as it was 
believed to be true, that was sufficient to kindle the spirit of emu¬ 
lation in the cause of patriotism among those to whom these reci¬ 
tations, songs, and speeches were addressed. 

Questions.—What opinion has not been more generally entertained ? 
What study is so much neglected'? Whom do we everywhere meet? In 
what are these persons deficient 1 What are the most efficient causes which 
produce these effects ? What occupies the attention of the wealthy and the 
man of business ? Is it not most deplorable that so much time and money 
are wasted and worse than thrown away particularly by the young in the pur¬ 
chase and perusal of works of mere fiction instead of scientific, philosophical, 
biographical, historical, &c. works by the reading of which their minds would 
be much improved and benefited? What other reason may be given for 
the decline in the taste for historical reading? Can any thing be more de¬ 
structive to the moral character of any person than an. inordinate desire for 
the accumulation of riches? In what way can this BASEST OF PAS¬ 
SIONS be most destructive of republican principles? What would the 
effects upon the moral condition of the nation then be like ? When should 
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the seeds of patriotism be sown I When does no person ever begin to be a 
patriot 1 With whom has this been the prevailing opinion 1 Is it not the duty 
of every youth to become thoroughly acquainted with the civil and political 
institutions of our country 1 

Spelling Lesson LIV. 

Av er age (iv' ur ije), n. a medium, a mean proportion: v. to reduce to 
medium. [embellish 

Beau ti fy (bu' te 'fi), v. to malce beautiful or add beauty to; to adorn, to deck, 
Black ness (blik' nis), n. dark or black color; darkness ; atrociousness. 
Caf fre (kaf' fre), n. prop, the name of one of the race of natives in Africa. 
Cal um ny (kil' fim 'ne), n. false charge or accusation of a fault, offence, or 

crime maliciously reported or made; slander. [sculls. 
Car ib (kir' lb), n. prop, the name of one of a race of people having flat 
Cir cas sian (sir kish' in), n. prop, a native of Circassia, one of the seven 

Caucasian nations between the Black and Caspian Seas. [hend. 
Con ceive (kAn seev'), v. to imagine, think; to form in the mind ; to compre- 
Con tig u ous (kAn tig' u 'us), a. adjacent, adjoining, meeting so as to touch. 
Cu ti cle (k&‘ te 'kl), n. the thin, exterior or outer skin; scarf-skin. 
Dis ere pance (cits' kre 'pinse), n. difference; contrariety. [riety. 
Di ver si ties (de ver' si 'tlz), n. phi. of Diversity, difference, unlikeness; va- 
Dwirfs, n. pin. of Dwarf, a person, animal, or plant below the common or 

ordinary size. [inhabit the coast of Labrador, North America. 
Es qui maux (es' kwe 'mAze), n. prop. phi. the name of the people who chiefly 
Ex cur sive (iks kur' siv), a. wandering; rambling; deviating. 
Ex traor di na ry (iks tror' di 'ni ri), a. remarkable, wonderful; uncommon, 

not ordinary; eminent. 
Geor gi an (jAr' ji 'in), n. prop, a native of Georgia, a country between the 

Black and Caspian Seas, remarkable for its beautiful women. 
Gian ced (glinst), pre. of Glance, to hint; to view with a quick cast of the 

eye; to fly off in an oblique direction; to shoot or dart a sudden ray of 
splendor: n. a quick view; a cast of the sight; a sudden shoot of light 

Glib' A 'lir, a. spherical, like a globe; round. [or splendor. 
Gra da tions (gri di' shunz), n. plu. of Gradation, regular progress, process, 

or order; series ; arrangement. 
Grea sy (gree' zi), a. oily, unctuous; fat, smeared with fat; gross. 
In ter est ed (In' tir 'ist id), part. a. hairing an interest, engaged; concerned ; 

affected, moved: pre. of Interest, to affect, to concern; to move; to 
have a share: n. excited feeling; concern ; advantage; regard to profit, 
personal benefit; share; influence ; premium paid for the use of money. 

Lap land ers (lip' lind 'urz), n. prop. plu. of Laplander, a native of Lapland, 
the most northern country of Europe. 

Mag ni fi ed (mig' ne 'fide), pre. of Magnify, to make great; to exalt; to 
extol, to praise greatly. [called Moguls. 

MA g&l', n. prop, the name of an emperor or prince of the nation in Asia 
Ne' grA, n. one of the black or African race, or a descendant from that race. 
Nice ly-turn ed (nlse' le-Virnd), a. delicately or finely formed. 
Pat a go ni an ('pit a gA' ne 'in), n. prop, a native of Patagonia, a large coun¬ 

try in the most southern part of South America. 
Scull (skul), n. the bone which encloses or incases and defends the brain; a 

small boat; a short oar. 
Stat ure (stitsh' Are), n. the height of a man; or, of any animal. 
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Tar' tar, n. prop, a native of Tartary; an acid; concrete salt; wine lees; a 
person of an irritable temper. 

LTn an gu lar (un &ng' g& 'l§tr), a. having no angles. 

Reading Lesson LIV. 

On the Varieties of the Unman Race. 

1. If we throw an excursive glance over the globe, and con¬ 
template the different appearances of mankind in different parts 
of it, and especially if we contrast these appearances where they 
are most unlike, we can not but be struck with astonishment, and 
feel anxious for information concerning the means by which so 
extraordinary an effect has been produced. 

2. The height of the Patagonian and the Caffre is seldom 
less than six feet, and it is no uncommon thing to meet with in¬ 
dividuals among them that measure from six feet seven to six feet 
ten: compared with these, the Laplanders and Esquimaux are 
real dwarfs ; their stature seldom reaching five feet, and being 
more commonly only four. 

3. Observe the delicate cuticle, and the exquisite rose and lily, 
that beautify the face of the Georgian or Circassian: contrast 
them with the coarse skin and greasy blackness of the African 
negro, and imagination is lost in the discrepance. Take the 
nicely-turned and globular form of the Georgian head, or the 
elegant and unangular oval of the Georgian face: compare the 
former with the flat scull of the Carib ; and the latter with the 
flat visage of the Mogul Tartar, and it must, at first sight, be dif¬ 
ficult to conceive that each of these could have proceeded from 
one common source. 

4. Yet the diversities of the intellectual powers are, perhaps, 
as great as those of the corporeal; though I am ready to admit, 
that for certain interested purposes of the worst and most Avicked 
description, these diversities, for the last half century, have, even 
in our oavu country, been magnified vastly beyond their fair 
average, though the calumny has of late begun to lose its poAver. 

5. The external characters thus glanced at form a few of the 
extreme boundaries: but all of them run into each other by such 
nice and imperceptible gradations in contiguous countries, and 
sometimes even among tb&same people, as to constitute innumer¬ 
able shades of varieties, and to render it difficult, if not impossi¬ 
ble, to determine occasionally to what region an individual may 
belong when at a distance from his OAvn home. 

Good’s Book of Nature. 
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Questions.—We shall be struck with astonishment and feel anxious for 
information about what, if we glance over the globe and contrast «vhat 7 
What is the height of the Patagonian and Caffre 7 What is the height of the 
Laplanders and Esquimaux 1 Observe what 7 That beautify what 7 Con¬ 
trast them with what 7 Ta.ke what 7 Compare the former with what 7 And 
the latter with what 7 What would it be difficult to conceive, at first sight 7 
The diversities of the intellectual powers are, perhaps, as great as what 7 
What run into each other by imperceptible gradations 7 What is rendered 
difficult 7 Is it not one of the most wonderful as wrell as one of the best an 
wisest provisions of Providence that the different varieties of the huma 
race are so admirably fitted for every variety of climate and region on the globe 

Spelling Lesson LV. 

Ab rupt ly (Ab rfipt' lfe), ad. suddenly; hastily, without notice. 
Ad ven ture (id vfen' tshire), n. a bold undertaking; an accident, a chance; 

a hazard; an enterprise: v. to hazard; to try the chance; to dare. 
Ad ven tu rer (id vfen' tshi 'rur), n. one who adventures, hazards, or tries. 
Arch ed (Artsht), pre. of Arch, to cover or build with arches: n. part of a circle 

or curve line; any thing in the form of a circle; a chief: a. chief; 
mirthful, waggish; shrewd. 

Barge (blrje), n. a boat for pleasure, or for burden. 
Blist' lng, par. of Blast, to split with powder; to injure; to blight; to cause 

to wither; to confound: n. explosion of powder; any destructive or per¬ 
nicious influence ; blight; sound ; gust of wind ; the entire blowing of 
a forge or furnace to melt a certain quantity of ore. 

Blize, n. a flame, the light of a flame; publication; light: v. to publish, make 
known ; to flame, to burn ; to be conspicuous. 

Caus ing (kiwz' lng), par. of Cause, to influence; to effect; to make to exist; 
to produce: n. what produces or effects any thing; a reason, motive; ob¬ 
ject; side; suit in law. 

Cav ern (kfev' Am), n. a deep, hollow place in the earth, a large cave. 
Cle o pa tra’s (‘klfe A pA' trAz), n. prop, posses, case of Cleopatra, queen of 

Egypt, celebrated for her beauty and cunning. 
Crawl ing (krAwl' lng), par. of Crawl, to creep; to move slowly; to cringe. 
Dark er (dArk' fir), a. with less light; more obscure, more opaque; more blind; 

more gloomy. 
Dis cov er (dts kAv' Cir), v. to espy, to find out; to detect; to reveal; to dis¬ 

close, bring to light. [tion ; plainness; precision. 
Dis tinct ness (dts tlngkt' nfes), n. clearness; nice discrimination or observa- 
Ech o (4k' kA), n. a sound reverberated, returned, or reflected: v. to be sounded 

back or reverberated. 
En trance (fen' trAnse), n. the passage, avenue, door, or gate by which a place 

may be entered; act of entering ; initiation ; commencement. 
Ex claim (feks klAme'), v. to ay out, declare; to vociferate, make an outcry. 
Fire work (fire' wArk), n. preparations of gunpowder, &c. for making ex¬ 

plosions. [determine ; to rest; to become firm or hard. 
Fix ing (flks' lng), par. of Fix, to fasten or make fast; to settle firmly; to 
For ci bly (fAr' s£'blfe), ad. strongly, powerfully; by force. 
Gay e ty (gA' e 'te), n. cheerfulness, airiness; mirth; finery, show. [gard. 
Hear ken ed (hAr' knd), pre. of Hearken, to listen, give ear; to attend ; to re- 
Hew ing (hi' lng), par. of Hew, to cut or hack off with an edged instrument; 

to mate or form a smooth surface. 
15 
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Hewi^(Mne), 'per. par of Hew. 
Hor i zon tal ly ('h6r e zAn' til 'll), ad. in o, horizontal direction; on a level. 
II lu mi na ted (tl 1A' ml 'ni ted), pre. of Illuminate, to supply with light; to 

adorn with festal lamps. &c., or, with pictures, See.; to enlighten; to 
illustrate. [ing great weights; a mechanical power. 

Le ver (le' v&r), n. a bar or instrument of iron or wood used in raising or lift- 
Ltv' Id, a. black and blue, of a lead color; discolored as by a blow or. bruise. 
Mar vel lous (mir' vll 1As), a. wonderf ul, exciting surprise; strange ; in¬ 

credible. 
Mean time (mien' time), ad. in the intervening time. [ear, harmonious. 
Me lo di ous (mi IA' di 'As), a. musical., containing melody; agreeable to the 
Mi ners (mi' nurz), n. phi. of Miner, one who digs canals or passages, ; 

one who digs in mines or for metals. 
Ore (Are), n. metal unrefined or in its fossil state. [to bake bread, &c. 
Ov en (uv' vn), u. an arch or arched place or cavity, usually of brick, in which 
Palm (pirn), n. victory; triumph; a tree; the inner part of the hand 5 a 

measure of 3 inches: v. to impose by fraud ; to conceal in the hand. 
Pegs (plgz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Peg, a small, pointed, wooden pin or piece 

of wood : v. to fasten with a wooden peg or pin. 
Per for mance (plr fdr' m&nse), n. a work, thing done; completion or execu¬ 

tion of any thing; act of performing; action, deed ; composition, work 
written. [merrily. 

Pleas ant ly (pllz' Ant 'll), ad. in an agreeabte or pleasant manner; gayly; 
Press es (prls' tz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Press, to bear or force; to urge; to 

crowd; to squeeze; to distress; to encroach; to straiten ; to compel; to 
impress: n. an instrument or machine for pressing or printing; a crowd ; 
a throng; a case, frame, or closet for clothes; act of forcing men into 
service. 

Pdsh' Ing, par. of Push, to press forward; to thrust; to urge or impel; to 
drive: n. a thrust; an impulse; an assault; attack ; a trial, vigorous 
effort. 

Reck on ing (rlk' kn ing), par., of Reckon, to compute, calculate; to num¬ 
ber ; to esteem; to count; to cast; to reason, consider. 

Rec re a tion ('rek re A' shun), n. amusement, diversion; refreshment; relief 
from toil, sorrow, or pain. 

Reg u lar i ty ('reg A lir' e 'tl), n. order, exactness; method; conformity to 
certain principles or rules. 

Re spects (re splkts'), n. plu. and pres. t. of Respect, consideration, regard, 
view taken; reverence, regard to worth ; esteem; honor; relation; at¬ 
tention : v. to regard, to esteem; to have relation or relate to. 

RA tin' dA, n. a building formed round both inside and outside. 
Rub' blsh, n. any thing worthless, waste matter; ruins; fragments. 
Seize (sAAz), v. to take possession; to lay hold of; to take suddenly ; to catch, 

to grasp ; to take by force. 
StAn' nlng, port. a. confounding or making dizzy by a loud noise: par. of 

Stun, to confound or make dizzy or senseless by loud and mingled sounds 
or noise, or with a blow, 

Ut ter ed (fit' t&rd), pre. of Utter, to pronounce; to speak; to publish; to 
vend. 

Vault ed (vlwlt' Id), part. a. arched, concave: pre. of Vault, to arch, to shape 
or form with a vault; to leap, to tumble: n. a continued arch; a cellar; 
a cave or cavern ; a repository for the dead ; a leap. 

VStd, n. an empty space, vacancy; emptiness: a. vacant; empty; unoccu¬ 
pied ; vain; free 5 destitute; v. to vacate; to evacuate to quit; to emb * 
to annul, 
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Wa ter fall (wl' t&r 'fill), n. a fall or 'perpendicular descent of a river or 
stream; a cascade; a cataract. [elements, 

Wa ter’s (wi' tirz), n. posses, case of Water, a transparent fluid, one of the 

Reading Lesson LV. 

Description of the Speedwell Mine in England. 

1. We entered a wooden door, placed in the side of a hill, and 
descended one hundred and six stone steps, laid like those of a 
set of cellar stairs. The passage was regularly arched with 
brick, and was in all respects convenient. Having reached the 
bottom of the steps, we found a handsome vaulted passage cut 
through solid limestone. 

2. The light of our candles discovered that it extended hori¬ 
zontally into the mountain, and its floor was covered with an un¬ 
ruffled expanse of water, four feet deep. The* entrance of this 
passage was perfectly similar in form to the mouth of a common 
oven, only it was much larger. Its breadth, by my estimation, 
was about five feet at the water’s surface, and its height four or 
five feet, reckoning from the same place. 

3. On this unexpected, and to me, at that moment, incompre¬ 
hensible canal, we found launched a large, clean, and convenient 
boat. We embarked, and pulled ourselves along, by taking hold 
of wooden pegs, fixed for that purpose in the walls. Our prog 
ress was through a passage wholly artificial, it having been all 
blasted and hewn out of the solid rock. 

4. You will readily believe that this adventure was a delight¬ 
ful recreation. I never felt more forcibly the power of contrast. 
Instead of crawling through a narrow, dirty passage, we were 
now pleasantly embarked, and were pushing along into I knew 
not what solitary regions of this rude earth, over an expanse as 
serene as summer seas. 

5. We had not the odors or the silken sails of Cleopatra’s 
barge, but we excelled her in melody of sound and distinctness 
of echo ; for when, in the gayety of my spirits, I began to sing, 
the boatman soon gave me to understand that no one should sing 
in his mountain without his permission ; and, before I had ut¬ 
tered three notes, he broke forth in such a strain that I was con 
tented to listen, and yield the palm without a contest. 

6. His voice, which was strong, clear, and melodious, mado 
all those silent regions ring ; the long, vaulted passage augmented 
the effect; echo answered with great distinctness, and had the 
genii of the mountain been there, they would doubtless have ta» 
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ken passage with us, and hearkened to the song. In the mean¬ 
time we began to hear the sound of a distant waterfall, which 
grew louder and louder as we advanced under the mountain, till 
it increased to such a roaring noise that the boatman could no 
longer be heard. 

7. In this manner we went oh a quarter of a mile, till we ar¬ 
rived in a vast cavern formed there by nature. The miners, as 
they were blasting the rocks, at the time when they were forming 
the vaulted passage, accidentally opened their way into this cavern. 

8. Here I discovered how the canal was supplied with water; 
I found that it communicated with a river running through the 
cavern at right angles with the arched passage, and falling down 
a precipice twenty-five feet into a dark abyss. After crossing 
the river, the arched way is continued a quarter of a mile farther 
on the other side, making in the whole half a mile from the en¬ 
trance. The end of the arch is six hundred feet below the sum¬ 
mit of the mountain. 

9. When it is considered that all this was effected by mere 
dint of hewing and blasting, it must be pronounced a stupendous 
performance. It took ^l'd^dR years of constant labor to effect it. 
In the meantime the fortune of the adventurer was consumed, 
without any discovery of ore, except a very little lead ; and, to this 
day, this great work remains only a wonderful monument of hu¬ 
man labor and perseverance. 

10. During the whole period of five years that they continued 
this work, after they crossed the cavern, they threw the rubbish 
into the abyss, and it has not sensibly filled it up. They have 
contrived to increase the effect of the cataract by fixing a gate 
along the ledge of rocks over which the river falls. 

11. This gate is raised by a lever, and then the whole mass 
of water in the vaulted passage, as well as that in the river, 
presses forward towards the cataract. I ascended a ladder made 
by pieces of timber fixed in the sides of the cavern, and, with the 
aid of a candle elevated on a pole, I could discover no top ; my 
guide assured me that none had been found, although they had 
ascended very high. 

12. This cavern is, without exception, the most grand and sol¬ 
emn place that I have ever seen. When you view me in the centre 
of a mountain, in the midst of a void, where the regularity of the 
walls appears like some vast rotundo ; when you think of a river 
as flowing across the bottom of this cavern, and falling abruptly 
into a profound abyss, with the stunning noise of a cataract; 
when you imagine, that, by the light of a firework of gunpowder, 
played off on purpose to render this darkness visible, the foam 
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of the cataract is illuminated even down to the surface of the 
water in the abyss, and the rays, emitted by the livid blaze of this 
preparation, are reflected along the dripping walls of the cavern, 
till they are lost in the darker regions above, you will not won¬ 
der that such a scene should seize on my whole soul, and fill me 
with awe and astonishment, causing me to exclaim, as I involun¬ 
tarily did, “ Marvellous are thy works, Lord God Almighty !” 

Prof. Silliman. 

Q,ukstions.—What did they enter? What did they descend ? What did 
they find at the bottom of the steps ? What did they discover by the light of 
the candles ? Similar to what was the entrance to th.s passage ? What is 
its breadth 1 What the height ? What did they then find 1 Through what 
was their progress ? Over what did they push along ? What did they excel ? 
What did the boatman do and say ? YVhat made those silent regions ring 1 
What did they then begin to hear ? How and by whom was this way opened 
into this cavern ? What communicated with a river ? How far is the arched 
way continued ? What must this be pronounced ? How many years of la¬ 
bor to perform it ? What does the work still remain 1 What was done du¬ 
ring the five years? What have they contrived to do? How is the gate 
raised? What did he ascend ? Likj^vha^loihe wails appear? What is 
illuminated ? What did the scene ct^WiBW^^laim ? 

Spelling Lesson LVI. 

As sem bled (is s4m' bid), pre. of Assemble, to meet or collect together; to 
bring or call together. 

Bar ba rism (bir' bi 'rizm), n. brutality, barbarity, cruelly; ignorance of arts, 
want of learning; an uncivilized state, savagism; an impropriety of 
speech. 

Ca pa ci ty (ki pis' s4 'ti), n. state, condition; powers of the mind, ability ; 
sense; room, space ; contents; character; profession. 

Church es (tshirtsh' iz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Church, a particular or the 
collective body of Christians; a place where Christians worship: v. to 
return thanks in church. 

Com mil tee (k6m mlt' tee), n. a number of persons elected or appointed to 
whom any business is referred or intrusted for management or to examine 
and consider and report thereon. 

De liv er (d4 11 v' hr), v. to save, to rescue; to yield, to surrender; to give, hand 
o\er; to speak, to utter; to release. [pulsion; excision. 

Ex ter mi na tion (4ks 'tir me ni' shin), n. total destruction, extirpation ex- 
Glit, v. to satiate, overload; to cloy, nil beyond sufficiency; to disgust; to 

devour : n. more than enough ; a kind of wooden wedge. 
Hea then (hi' thn), a. gentile, pagan: n. a gentile ; a pa<xan, one who wor¬ 

ships idols; one unacquainted with the true God, or has not revelation ; 
a rude, barbarous person. [cheat; imposition. 

Im pos ture (tin p&s' tshire), n. deception practised by a false pretewler; fraud, 
In con cei va bly ('In kdn s44' vi 'ble), ad. beyond comprehension or con¬ 

ception. [man’s or boy’s name. 
Is ra el (iz' ri '41), n.prop. the name of one of the ancient patriarchs; or, a 
1, ove li est (liv' 14 'ist), a. most highly exciting love or admiration; most amiable. 

15* 
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M& h<5m' k 'tin, a. relating to Mahomet: n. one who professes the religion of 
Mahomet, a mussulman. 

Mu ses (mi' zlz), n. flu. and pres. t. of Muse, the power of poetry; deep thought, 
close attention: v. to ponder, to study in silence; to think on, to meditate. 

O ver throw ('A vfcr thxb’), v. to subvert, demolish; to throw down; to defeat; 
to ruin. 

Pil grims (plT grtmz), n. plut of Pilgrirff, one who removes or travels on a reli¬ 
gious account; one who visits a holy or sacred place. 

Plead (pleid), v. to urge, supplicate; to reason with another; to discuss; to 
defend or argue before a court of justice. 

Res cue (r&s' ki), v. to deliver, set free from oppression, danger, confinement, 
or violence: n. a deliverance from oppression, danger, violence, or arrest. 

Sham bles (shim' biz), n. plu. a flesh-market; a butchery, place where butcher’s 
meat is sold. [or, of several towns in the United States. 

Smyr na (smfer' ni), n. prop, the name of a large seaport city in Asia Minor ; 
TVirob, v. to palpitate, beat forcibly; to heave : n. a beat, a heave; a strong 

pulsation. 
Tri umphs (trV umfs), n. plu. and pres. t. of Triumph, success, prosperity; 

conquest, victory; joy or pomp for success: v. to exult, rejoice for, oi 
celebrate a victory; to conquer. 

Urge (Arje), v. to solicit, importune; to press; to incite; to provoke. 
Yin' dil, a. ferocious, cruel; barbarous: n. a cruel, ferocious man. 

Reading Lesson LV1. 

Claims of Greece upon America. 

Extract from an Address, delivered in Boston, in behalf of the Greeks, by the 
Rev. S. E. Dwight. 

1. Though not called to plead the cause of Greece before my 
assembled countrymen, yet, at the request of your committee, I 
am at this time allowed, my friends and fellow-citizens, to urge 
her claims on you. But need I urge them ? What heart does 
not throb, what bosom does not heave, at the very thought of 
Grecian Independence ? Have you the feelings of a man ; and 
do you not wish that the blood of Greece should cease to flow, 
and that the groans and sighs of centuries should be heard no 
more ? 

2. Are you a scholar; and shall the land of the muses ask 
your help in vain? With the eye of the enthusiast do you often 
gaze at the triumphs of the arts; and will you do nothing to res¬ 
cue their choicest relics from worse than Vandal barbarism? 
Are you a mother, rejoicing in all the charities of domestic life; 
are you a daughter, rich and safe in conscious innocence and pa¬ 
rental love; and shall thousands more, among the purest and 
loveliest of your sex, glut the shambles of Smyrna, and be doomed 
to a capacity inconceivably worse than death ? 

3. Are you a Christian ; and do you cheerfully contribute your 
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property to christianize the heathen world ? What you give to 
Greece is to rescue a nation of Christians from extermination, to 
deliver the ancient churches, to overthrow the Mahometan im¬ 
posture, to raise up a standard for the wandering tribes of Israel, 
and to gather in the harvest of the world. 

4. Are you an American citizen, proud of the liberty and in¬ 
dependence of your country? Greece, too, is struggling for 
these very blessings, which she taught your fathers to purchase 
with their blood. And when she asks your help, need I urge 
you to bestow it ? Where am I ? in the land of the Pilgrims, in 
a land of Independence, in a land of Freemen. Here, then, I 
leave the Grecian cause. 

Questions.—What should throb and heave 1 For what ? Who are 
doomed to a capacity worse than death ? That which was given in behalf of 
Greece was to aid in overthrowing whose imposture 1 To aid in raising a stan¬ 
dard for what 1 For what did Greece struggle 1 I hope all my young friends 
will realize the great blessings which they enjoy in this, their happy country, 

and so conduct themselves that, in the eyes of their Creator and of the world, 
they will not appear unworthy of them ? 

Spelling Lesson LVII. 

Bare foot (bire' fAt), a. having neither stockings nor shoes. 
Ce leb ri ty (s4 14b' rh 'te), n. fame, publicity; renown ; distinction ; honoi 

publicly bestowed. 
Com pa tri ot (k6m pi' tr4 'ut), n. a fellow patriot; one of the same country. 
Crowds (krdildz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Crowd, a multitude, a throng; a great 

number collected together without order, or pressed together; the popu¬ 
lace: v. to press close together; to urge; to swarm, to be numerous and 
confused ; to squeeze ; to encumber. 

De tail (d4 tile'), n. a particular and minute statement, account, or narration: 
v. to relate or narrate particulars; to select. 

Doc u ments (ddk' u m4nts), n. plu. of Document, a record, written evidence 
or proof; instruction; direction. 

Em pov er ish ed (4m p8v' 4r 'tsht), pre. of Empoverish, to make poor, reduce 
to poverty; to lessen or exhaust fertility. 

Ex pres sions (4ks pr4sh' unz), n. plu. of Expression, declaration; utterance; 
act of expressing; representation ; a phrase ; a form or mode of speech; 
act of squeezing or pressing out. 

France (frinse), n. prop, the name of a country in Europe. 
Greet' 4d, pre. of Greet, to salute in kindness; to congratulate; to address. 
In debt ed (tn d4t' t4d), part. a. being under obligation; having incurred a 

debt. 
Irk some (4rk' sum), a. unpleasant, troublesome; tedious, wearisome. 
La fay ette ('li fi 4t'), n. prop, the name of a wealthy, patriotic nobleman in 

France, who, during the American Revolution, came to this country and 
expended his fortune and jeoparded his life in the cause of liberty. 

Mu ni tions (mi ntsh' 4nz), n. plu. of Munition, ammunition, provisions, ma¬ 
terials foi war; fortification, strong hold. 
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Op po si tion ('5p pA zlsh' un), n. obstacle, attempt to defeat; contrariety; hos¬ 
tile resistance ; the party that opposes. 

Ow ed (Ade), pre. of Owe, to be obliged or bound; to be indebted. 
Re gi ment (rlj' e 'mint), n. a body of soldiers or troops consisting of several 

companies under or commanded by a colonel. 
Sat is fi ed (sit' Is 'fide), pre. of Satisfy, to be content, to gratify wishes to the 

full extent; to content; to please; to convince ; to pay, to recompense ; 
to atone ; to free from doubt. 

Self-gov ern ment (sllf-guv' Am 'mint), n. government of one’s self. [skill. 
Sol dier y (sAle' j&r 'rl), n. a body of soldiers; or, of military men ; martial 
Sub stan tial (sib stlrT shll), a. real, strong; solid; corporeal; material; 

true. [to rage, to rave: n. a rent; a fissure. 
Tire, pre. of Tear, to separate or remove; to rend or pull in pieces; to spoil; 

Reading Lesson LVII. 

The Obligations of America to Lafayette. 

Extract from Mr. Hayne’s Speech in the Senate of the United States, upoia 
the Bill making provision for Gen. Lafayette, Dec., 1824. 

1. I did hope, Mr. President, that this bill would meet with no 
opposition. I had hoped that the world would see, that against 
a proposition for showing our gratitude, as a nation, in something 
more than mere words to General Lafayette, not a voice would 
be raised. But, sir, I am disappointed ; and, it is, therefore, the 
irksome task of this committee to go into detail, and to show how 
much we are absolutely indebted to this great man. 

2. It appears from some documents, sir, in possession of the 
committee, that the general, during six years of our revolutionary 
war, sacrificed one hundred and forty thousand dollars of his pri¬ 
vate fortune, in the service of this country. And how, sir, was 
this sacrifice made 1 Under what circumstances ? Was he one 
of our own citizens ? one of those whose lives and fortunes were 
necessarily exposed during the vicissitudes of a contest for the 
right of self-government ? 

3. No, sir, no such thing. He tore himself away from his 
country and his home, to fight the battles of freedom in a foreign 
land, and to make common cause with a people to whom he owed 
no duty. Nor was he satisfied with the devotion of his personal 
"ervices. 

4. It is a matter of record on the pages of your history, that he 
armed a regiment for you; that he sent a vessel laden with arms 
and munitions of war for you ; that he put shoes on the feet of 
your barefoot and suffering soldiery. For all these services he 
asked no recompense ; he received none. He spent his fortune 
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for you ; he shed his blood for you ; and, without acquiring any 
thing but a claim upon your gratitude, he empoverished himself. 

5. And now, sir, what would be thought of us in Europe, if, 
after all that has passed, we should fail to make a generous and 
liberal provision for our venerable guest ? We have, under cir¬ 
cumstances calculated to give to the event great celebrity, invited 
him to our shores. We have received him with the utmost en¬ 
thusiasm. The people have everywhere greeted him in the 
warmest terms of gratitude and affection. 

6. Now what will be thought of us in Europe, and, what is 
much more important, how will we deserve to be thought of, if 
we send back our venerable guest without any more substantial 
proof of our gratitude, than vague expressions of regard? You 
have made him a spectacle for the world to gaze on. He can 
not go back to France, and become the private citizen he was 
when he left it. 

7. You have, by the universal homage of your hearts and 
tongues, made his house a shrine, to which every pilgrim of lib¬ 
erty, from every quarter of the world, will repair. At least, let 
him not, after this, want the means of giving welcome to the 
Americans, who, whenever they visit the shores of France, will 
repair in crowds to his hospitable mansion, to testify their venera¬ 
tion to the illustrious compatriot of their fathers. 

8. I regret, sir, that 1 have been compelled to say thus much 
upon the subject. But, sir, I. have full confidence that there can 
not in this house, there can not in this nation, be but one univer¬ 
sal feeling of gratitude and affection for Lafayette. 

Questions.—Who was Gen. Lafayette 7 For what and when did he first 
visit this country ? How many years did he spend in the American Revolu¬ 
tion ? What did he sacrifice? He made common cause with whom ? What 
is a matter of record ? Did Lafayette ask or receive any recompense for his 
services and sacrifices? What, only, did he acquire? By whom was he 
greeted? How and when? Was there ever a more noble and generous 

PATRIOTISM exhibited by any human being than that by Gen. Lafayette? 

Should not the people of this country for ever revere the name of their most 
worthy friend, LAFAYETTE, who, with the greatest degree of disinterested 
benevolence, and at the greatest peril, hazarded his fortune and his life ? 

Spelling Lesson LVIII. 

A dop tion (4 dip' sh&n), n. the act of adopting; the state of being adopted. 
Ad vise (Ad vlzo'), v. to counsel, give advice; to inform, give notice; to con¬ 

sult ; to deliberate, consider. 
A mend ments (4 mAnd' mAnts), n. phi. of Amendment, an alteration or change 

for the better; reformation of life; recovery. 
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A ny where (fen' nfe 'hwire), ad. at or in any place. \parts. 
Ap por tion ment (ip pore' shun 'mint), n. a dividing into portions, shares, or 
Bank rupts (bingk' rfepts), n. pin. and pres. t. of Bankrupt, one who is unable 

to pay his debts; one who fails in trade ; one who defrauds his creditors: 
v. to fail in payment, make insolvent: a. unable to make payment; in¬ 
solvent. 

Brind' id, part. a. stigmatized, disgraced; burnt or marked with a hot iron: 
v. to mark with a brand or stigma: n. a piece of wood partly burnt or 
burning ; an iron with which to mark or burn figures or letters ; a mark 
made ; a sword; a stigma. 

Bub ble (bib' bl), v. to rise in bubbles; to run gently, or with a gurgling 
noise ; to cheat, impose on : n. a small bladder or vesicle of water, &c. filled 
with air; any thing which wants solidity and firmness ; a vain project; 
a fraud ; a cheat. 

Cat i line (kit' e 'line), n. prop, the name of the Roman conspirator. 
Con tract ing, (kdn trikt' tng), par. of Contract, to bargain, make a bargain; 

to lessen, shorten, shrink up; to draw together; to abridge. 
Di' vtd, n. prop, thena.me of one of the kings of Israel; a man’s or boy’s name. 
Death-war rant (dfe£A-wdr' rant), n. a warrant authorizing or requiring the 

death of a person. 
De feet (de ffekt'), n. a fault, imperfection; a blemish; want, failing. [bat. 
De fy (de fl'), v. to dare, to challenge; to brave; to slight; to provoke to com- 
Des per ate ly (dfes' per 'ite le), ad. hopelessly; rashly, furiously; madly; ir¬ 

retrievably. 
De vi sed (de vizd'), pre. of Devise, to contrive, to plan; to invent; to project; 

to scheme; to bequeath, grant by will: n. the act of bequeathing, or a 
gift by will. [fines ; a circuit: v. to divide into circuits. 

Dis trict (dls' trlkt), n. a division, region, or territory within given limits or 
Ed i fice (fed' fe 'fis), n. a structure, a fabric; a building. 
En tries (fen' trlz), n.plu. of Entry, the act of committing any thing to writing 

or recording in a book; the act of entering, entrance ; passage, ingress; 
account of a ship’s cargo given at the custom-house. 

Ex pen sive (feks pfen' slv), a. cosily, dear; lavish, extravagant; given to or 
incurring expense. [bors in the same cause or for the same end. 

Fel low-la bor ers (ffel' 16-li' bur &rz), n. plu. of Fellow-laborer, one who la- 
Flat ter (flit' tur), v. to praise falsely, to caress; to sooth with praise; to please; 

to raise false hopes. 
Pdf' mu 'li, n. a prescribed form, order, or rule. [right. 
Frfefe' hold, n. land, tenement, or estate held by free tenure or in perpetual 
Grin, n. the act of closing or setting and showing the teeth in anguish, laugh¬ 

ter, or scorn : v. to show the teeth set close together in laughter, scorn, 
or anguish. [dissatisfied or murmurs at the laws. 

Male con tent (mile' kdn 'tfent), a. discontented, dissatisfied: n. one who is 
Of fice-hunt ing (df' fls-'hfent Ing), n. the business of planning or scheming 

to obtain office. [perform. 
Op er ate (dp' fer 'ate), v. to have or produce effect; to act; to have agency; to 
Pan der (pin' d&r), v. to be subservient to passion or lust: n. a pimp, a mean 

wretch or bawd; a procurer. 
Par ti sans (pir' tfe 'zinz), n. plu. of Partisan, an adherent of a party, a party 

man; the commander or head of a party; a kind of pike, [vates a farm. 
Plan ter (plin' t6r), n. one who owns a plantation; one who plants or culti- 
Rep re sen ta tion ('rfep rfe zfen ti' shun), n. a body or collection of representa¬ 

tives elected; image, likeness ; account given; exhibition; appearance for 
another. ° [from evil. 

Sal va tion (sil vi' shun), n. preservation from eternal death; deliverance 
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Sar don ic (slir ddn' ik), a. relating to or denoting a kind of convulsive in¬ 
voluntary laugh. 

V6te, v. to express one's mind or will by vote, ballot, or voice: n. ballot or suf¬ 
frage given at an election; voice, preference,.will, or wish given or ex¬ 
pressed. 

Wir ling, part. a. being desirous, free to do, prompt, or disposed: par. of Will, 
to desire; to direct; to determine ; to dispose by testament: n. choice; 
disposition; command; the faculty of choosing ; inclination; a testament. 

Wits, n. pin. of Wit, invention, intellect; thought; quickness of fancy ; sense, 
judgment; humor; a man of genius. 

Reading Lesson LVIII. 

Change is not Reform. 

1. Sir, I see no wisdom in making this provision for future 
changes. You must give governments time to operate on the 
people, and give the people time to become gradually assimilated 
to their institutions. Almost any thing is better than this state of 
perpetual uncertainty. 

2. A people may have the best form of government that the 
wit of man ever devised, and yet, from its uncertainty alone, 
may, in effect, live under the worst government in the world. 
Sir, how often must I repeat, that change is not reform. I am 
willing that this new constitution shall stand as long as it-is pos¬ 
sible for it to stand, and that, believe me, is a very short time. 
Sir, it is in vain to deny it. 

3. They may say what they please about the old constitution ; 
the defect is not there. It is not in the form of the old edifice, 
neither in the design nor the elevation : it is in the material, it is 
in the people of Virginia. To my knowledge that people are 
changed from what they have been. The four hundred men 
who went out to David were in debt. The partisans of Cesar 
were in debt. The fellow-laborers of Catiline were in debt. 

4. And I defy you to show me a desperately indebted people, 
anywhere, who can bear a regular sober government. I throw 
the challenge to all who hear me. I say that the character of the 
good old Virginia planter, the man who owned from five to 
twenty slaves, or less, who lived by hard work, and who paid his 
debts, is passed away. A new order of things is come. The 
period has arrived of living by one’s wits ; of living by contract¬ 
ing debts that one can not pay ; and, above all, of living by office¬ 
hunting. 

5. Sir, what do we see ? Bankrupts, branded bankrupts, giv¬ 
ing great dinners, sending their children to the most expensive 
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schools, giving grand parties, and just as well received as any 
body in society. I say, that in such a state of things, the old 
constitution was too good for them ; they could not bear it. No, 
sir, they could not bear a freehold suffrage and a property repre¬ 
sentation. 

6. 1 have always endeavored to do the people justice ; but I 
will not flatter them; I will not pander to their appetite for 
change. I will do nothing to provide for change. I will not 
agree to any rule of future apportionment, or to any provision for 
future changes, called amendments to the constitution. They who 
love change, who delight in public confusion, who wish to feed 
the caldron, and make it bubble, may vote, if they please, for fu¬ 
ture changes. 

7. But, by what spell, by what formula are you going to bind 
the people to all future time ? You may make what entries upon 
parchment you please. Give me a constitution that will last for 
half a century ; that is all I wish for. No constitution that you 
can make will last the one half of half a century. 

8. Sir, I will stake any thing short of my salvation, that those 
who are malecontent now, will be more malecontent three years 
hence than they are at this day. I have no favor for this consti¬ 
tution I shall vote against its adoption, and I shall advise all the 
people of my district to set their faces, ay, and their shoulders 
against it. But if we are to have it, let us not have it with its 
death-warrant in its very face ; with the sardonic grin of death 
upon its countenance.—Randolph. 

Questions.—What may cause people to live under the worst form of 
government 1 What is not reform 1 Who were in debt 1 Who can not bear 
a regular sober government 1 What period did Mr. Randolph say had ar¬ 
rived 1 What did he say was to be seen 1 Is it not exceedingly immoral for 
a person who is in debt to spend large sums of money in giving great din¬ 

ners and grand parties 'l Would it not be better even for those who are 
not in debt, but who are wealthy, to give more to the suffering poor around 
them, instead offoolishly expending their money in extravagant living and in 
expensive and gaudy clothing ? What did Mr. Randolph say he had always 
done ? What did he say he would not do 1 What did he say he would ad¬ 
vise his people to do I Why 1 Is it not a noble trait in every public man’s 
character that he thus plainly, candidly, and fearlessly expresses his opinion 
of measures of public importance and utility 1 

Spelling Lesson LIX. 

Ash es (Ash' tz), n. pin. the rem,ains of a dead, body; or, of any thing burnt. 
Ba yon ets (bi' yun vets), n. plu. and pres. t. of Bayonet, a short, broad dag¬ 

ger, fixed at the end of a musket: v. to stab or pierce with a bayonet. 
Bil low (bll' 16), n. a large swell, surge, or wave of the sea; or, of a river. 
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Bit ter ly (bit'tfir'1A), ad. soirov fully; sharply; severely, cruelly; with a 
Brit on (brlt' tn), n. prop, a native of Britain. [bitter taste. 
Carv ed (kirvd), pre. of Carve, to cut or engrave letters or figures in stone or 

wood; to cut meat at the table. 
Cof fin (k<5f' fin), n. a kind of chest or box in which a dead human body is 

buried; a kind of mould: v. to enclose or put in a coffin. 
Corse (kArse), n. the dead body of a human being, a corpse; a carcass. 
Dark ly (dirk' 1A), ad. without light; obscurely, blindly; imperfectly. 
FI' ring, par. of Fire, to discharge any firearms; to take or set on fire; to 

kindle; to inflame : n. any thing burning; heat and light; flame ; con¬ 
flagration ; ardor of passion ; spirit; vigor of fancy ; intellectual activity. 

FA' nAr '&], a. used at the burial of the dead, mourning: n. a burial, interment; 
obsequies. 

Go ry (gA' rA), a. covered or stained with congealed blood; bloody; murderous. 
Heap ed (heApt), pre. of Heap, to throw or pile up; to amass, accumulate ; to 

lay up: n. many things thrown together without order; a mass; a clus¬ 
ter, number; accumulation. [trepidity. 

HA' rA, n. a great and brave warrior; a man distinguished for valor and in- 
Mar tial (mir' shil), a. warlike, bold; given to or suiting war or battle. 
Mis ty (mis' te), a. filled vyiih or raining in fine drops; clouded; obscure; 

dark. [light, or light from the moon. 
Moon beam’s (mflAn' bAAmz), n. posses, case of Moonbeam, a ray of lunar 
Mor row (mAr' rA), n. the next day after the present. 
RAm' plrts, n. plu. of Rampart, a wall around a place, that which secures 

safety, or fortifies and defends from assaults. 
Reck (rAk), v. to care, to heed; to mind. 
RA t\' ring, par. of Retire, to retreat; to withdraw; to recede. 
ShrAAd, n. the dress of the dead, a winding sheet; a cover, a shelter ; a range 

or number of large ropes to support the mast of a ship: v. to cover, to 
Stead fast ly (stAd' fist '1A), ad. firmly, with constancy. [shelter ; to hide. 
Sul len ly (s&l' 11 n le), ad. obstinately, morosely; sourly; gloomily. 
Up braid (Ap bride'), v. to reproach, to chide; to rebuke. 

Reading Lesson LIX. 

The. Burial of Sir John Moore. 

Sir John Moore, a gallant British general, who was killed in battle at Co¬ 
runna, in Spain, Jan. 16, 1809, by the French. 

1. Not a drum was heard nor a funeral note, 

As his corse to the ramparts we hurried, 
Not a soldier discharged his farewell shot, 

O’er the grave where our hero we buried. 
We buried him darkly at dead of night, 

The turf with our bay’nets turning, 
By the struggling moonbeam’s misty light, 

And our lanterns dimly burning. 

2. Few and short were the prayers we said, 
And we spoke not a word of sorrow, 

16 
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But we steadfastly gazed on the face of the dead ! 
And’we bitterly thought on the morrow. 

No useless coffin confined his breast, 
Nor in sheet nor in shroud we bound him, 

But he lay like a warrior taking his rest, 
With his martial cloak around him. 

3. We thought as we heaped the narrow bed, 
And smoothed down his lonely pillow, 

That the foe and the stranger would tread o’er his head, 

And we far away on the billow. 
Lightly they’ll talk of the spirit that’s gone, 

And o’er his cold ashes upbraid him, 
But nothing he’ll reck if they let him sleep on, 

In the grave where a Briton has laid him. 

4. But half our heavy task was done, 
When the clock told the hour for retiring, 

And we heard the distant and random gun, 
That the foe was sullenly firing. 

Slowly and sadly we laid him down, 
From the field of his fame, fresh and gory, 

We carved not a line, we raised not a stone, 
But we left him alone with his glory.—Wolfe. 

Questions.—Who was Sir John Moore? Where was he killed? By 
whom ? When ? What was not heard where the hero was buried ? When 
was he buried ? By what ? On what did they bitterly think who buried 
him ? T-ike what did he lay ? Without what ? What was around him ? 
What did they think ? What did they then hear ? How did they lay him 
down ? What did they not do ? How did they leave him ? Can any thing 
be more deplorably melancholy than the destruction of brave and noble men 
by the cruel and murderous practice of WAR ? 

Spelling Lesson LX. 

A cres (&' k&rz), n. plu. of Acre, a quantity of land, 160 square rods. 
Ad ams (id' imz), n. prop, the name of a Mount in the State of New Hamp- 

shire; the name of one of the Presidents of the United States; or, of a 
person, town, or county. 

Am mo noo sue (Am m6 n6fl' shk), n. prop, the name of a river. 
Ap pre ci ate (Ip pre' she Ate), v. to estimate; to value, set a price on. 
Ap proach ed (ip pr&tsht'), pre. of Approach, to come to; to draw near or to: 

n. act of drawing near ; access. 
Ar du ous (&r' ji As), ■«. difficult, hard to climb or attain ; laborious ; lofty. 
Back stays (bik' st&ze), n. plu. long ropes or stays to assist the shrouds in 

supporting the mast of a ship. 
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Beach (beitsh), n. the shore of the sea; or, of a lake ; the strand. [circle. 
Bilt, n. an enclosure; a girdle, a cincture ; a sash ; a zone; a strait: v. to en- 
Big, n. an insect of various kinds. 
Cau tion ed (kiw' sh&nd), pre. of Caution, to warn, give notice of danger; to 

admonish : n. foresight, provident care ; prudence; warning. 
Check ed (tshikt), pre. of Check, to restrain, to curb; to hinder, repress; to 

interfere; to reprove: n. hinderance, stop ; curb, restraint; a reproof; an 
order for money ; a kind of linen. 

Co gi ta ting (kSj' A'ti ting), par. of Cogitate, to think, meditate. 
Con vex (kon' veks), n. a spherical or convex body: a. rising in or to a circu¬ 

lar or round form. 
Cu bic (ki' blk), a. having the form or properties of a cube. [manent. 
De cid u ous (di std' j& 'As), a. falling as in autumn; not perennial or per- 
Drea ry (drii' ri), a. dismal, gloomy; sad, mournful. 
Dr&g, n. any ingredient or substance used in medicine or physic; any thing 

without worth or value, or of slow sale. 
Ex al ta tion ('igz iU ti' shin), n. the state or act of being elevated or raised 

on high ; elevation ; a raising or lifting up. 
Ex pel (iks pil'), v. to drive out, eject; to force away; to banish. 
Ex po sure (Aks pA' zhire), n. the state of being exposed or laid open; actofex- 
Firs (firz), n. pJu. of Fir, a kind of tree, [posing; exhibition ; manifestation. 
For est-trees (fAr' Ast-'trAAz), n. plu. of Forest-tree, a tree growing in the for- 
Gltmpse, n. a short, slight view; a weak, faint light. [est or wood. 
Gnarl ed (narld), a,, knotty, full of knots. [feldspar, and quartz. 
Gran ite (gran' It), n. a hard stone or rock, formed of concretions of mica, 
Gri' vlng, part. a. carving, engraving: par. of Grave, to carve, to cut: n. a 

place where the dead are deposited: a. solemn, serious ; not showy; not 
acute or sharp in sound. 

Gists, n. plu. of Gust, a sudden blast of wind; sense of tasting, taste; liking. 
Head long (hed' lAng), a. precipitous, very sleep; rash, thoughtless, precipi¬ 

tate: ad. rashly, precipitately; with the head foremost. 
Hem lock-trees (him' lok-'trAAz), n. plu. of Hemlock-tree, a kind of tree. 
In di rcct ('In di rikt'), a. oblique, not straight; not honest; not fair. 
Jef fer son ( jif' fir 'sn), n. prop, the name of a Mount in the Slate of Ncio 

Hampshire; the name of one of the Presidents of the United States ; or, 
of a person, town, or county. [as a juror. 

Ju ry men (ji' re 'min), n. plu. of Juryman, one who is on a jury, or serves 
Leaf y (lief' A), a. full of or like leaves. 
LAflse, a. unbound, not fist; not close or tight; not connected ; remiss; lax; 

wanton ; vague; not strict or rigid ; untied : v. to unbind ; to untie; to 
relax; to release ; to open : n. liberty, freedom from restraint. 

Ma chines (mi sheenz'), n plu. of Machine, an artificial engine or work which 
serves to aid or save human strength or power; a complicated work pro¬ 
duced by super-human agency. 

Mad i son (mid' A 'sn), n. prop, the name of a Mount in N. Hampshire; the 
name of one of the Presidents of the U. S.; or, of a person, town, or county. 

Mois ten ed (mAls' snd), pre. of Moisten, to make damp or humid; to wet. 
Mon roe (min rA'), n. prop, the name of a Mount in N. Hampshire; the name 

of one of the Presidents of the IT. S.; or, of a person, town, or county. 
Moun tain ous (mAAn' tin us), a. full of or abounding with mountains; hilly; 
Nod ule (nAd' jule), n. a little lump or knot. [huge. 
Peak (peik), n. the top of a mountain or hill; a point. 
Pres i dents (priz' A 'dints), n. plu. of President, the chief magistrate or officer 

of the United States; one at the head of others, a chief officer of* * =oei- 
ety, corporation, &c. 
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Q,ual i fy (kwSl' le 'fl), v. to modify, abate; to fit, make suitable; to soften; 
to accomplish. 

Re fresh' Ing, part. a. reviving, cooling; giving spirits: par. of Refresh, to 
revive ; to cool; to relieve; to cheer, recreate. [ness of. 

Re sem bling (rfe zfem' bllng), par. of Resemble, to be like or to have the like- 
Rol led (rAld), pre. of Roll, to revolve, to turn ; to move in a circle; to fold : 

n. a thing made round or rolled ; a turn ; a register. 
Shrouds (shrdddz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Shroud, a range or number of large 

ropes to support the mast of a ship; the dress of the dead, a winding sheet; 
a cover, a shelter: v. to cover, to shelter; to hide. [exceed. 

Sftr nifj&nt' fed, pre. of Surmount, to overcome; to rise above ; to conquer; to 
Swfel' ling, part. a. enlarging or growing in dimensions; growing larger or 

louder: par. of Swell, to grow or become larger; to extend: n. exten¬ 
sion of bulk, increase. [a want of drink; to be dry. 

Thirst (7Mrst), n. pain from want of drink; dryness; eager desire : v. to feel 
Trick ling (trlk' ling), par. of Trickle, to fall in drops or flow gently. 
U ni form ly (yi' ne 'fdrm le), ad. without variation, in a uniform manner. 
Violently (vl' A'lfentl h), ad. with great force; vehemently; forcibly; furiously. 
'V<5l in tfeer', a. free, acting from choice or free will: n. a soldier or other per¬ 

son who serves or acts of his own choice or of his own accord: v. to en¬ 
gage in any service voluntarily. 

Reading Lesson LX. 

Ascent of Mount Washington.—“ Things as they are ” 

1. The ascent of Mount Washington is a very laborious task, 
although a great part of its elevation above the sea and of Con¬ 
necticut river, is, of course, surmounted before arriving at its base. 
I was not prepared to find this noble eminence rising so abruptly 
as it does from the side on which we approached it. 

2. After leaving our resting-place a few yards, and entering a 
thicker shade of forest-trees, we began a steep ascent, over a sur¬ 
face broken by roots, and occasionally by loose stones, which 
soon checked the ardor with which we commenced it. It was 
nearly as steep, I believe, as the side of the cone of Vesuvius, 
though not as smooth. 

3. How little do we think, in our towns and cities, in the midst 
of our indolent habits, of what the muscles are able to perform, 
or of the pleasure we may derive from their exercise. Three or 
four men were now toiling up this ascent. Over them the phy¬ 
sicians had often bent, I dare say, cogitating what names to give 
the forms of debility by which they had been stretched upon their 
beds, and what nauseous drug they should apply to expel once 
more the evil spirit of luxury. 

4. Now, like a vessel just from the graving beach, after setting 
up her shrouds and backstays, on they went, over stones and 
roots and every obstacle, apparently as insensible to fatigue as so 
many machines. 
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5. No opening- through the forest is afforded during the ascent 
by which a glimpse may be caught of the world beneath ; and it 
was long before we had any relief from the sight of close and 
leafy trees around and above us. The first change which we 
noticed was that in the species of the trees. This was instanta¬ 
neous. 

6. We left, as it were with a single step, the deciduous forest, 
and entered a belt of tall firs, nearly equal in size and thickness. 
After walking among these for a few minutes, they became sud¬ 
denly diminished in size, one half or more, and speedily disap¬ 
peared entirely, leaving us exposed to the heat of an unclouded 
sun. 

7. Our guide now cautioned us to look to our steps ; but we 
did not fully appreciate the value of his warning, until we had 
two or three times sunk with one foot into deep crevices between 
the loose rocks on which we were treading,, concealed by thick 
evergreen bushes, which were now the only vegetable production 
remaining. 

8. Although these gradually became reduced in size, it was 
not until they had disappeared that we could walk with security. 
The surface had ere this become less steep, but the large size of 
the rocks, in many places, with their ragged points and edges, 
rendered the passage still arduous, and more slow than we could 
have desired. 

9. Before us rose a vast nodule, of a uniformly gray color, 
whose summit appeared at but a short distance : but when we 
had reached the point, we found another swelling convex before 
us, and another beyond that; so that, having exclaimed that the 
highest peak in the Union was, after all, not so very mighty a 
thing, we at last had to qualify the expression, and to say with 
respect, that Mount Washington had some claim to its name. 

10. Indeed, when we began to perceive that we were already 
above the inferior summits, named after several of the other Pres¬ 
idents, which had appeared so great from below and at a distance, 
we felt that we were in the region of real exaltation ; and al¬ 
though Washington was still above us, could look down upon 
Adams, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, and what not. 

11. When we find a spot where man can not exist, we want 
to see what can ; and I began to look around for any thing with 
legs. Black flies, of course, like volunteer jurymen, will not 
stay where the absence of mankind does not allow them to find 
employment. Nothing with life could I catch or see but one 
miserable black bug. 

12. One of the earliest accounts of the ascent of this noble em- 
16* 
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inence which I ever read, represented, I remember, that the sum¬ 
mit was scattered with fragments of the limbs of pine or hemlock- 
trees, bleached by long exposure, and resembling stags7 horns. 
The comparison was a very apt one. These bits of wood have, 
no doubt, been carried up by some of the violent gusts of wind 
which are common in mountainous regions. 

13. A gentleman once described one which he saw some years 
ago. A roaring was first heard, soon after the tops of the forest- 
trees on the summit of the opposite mountain were bent violently 
down, and then many of their gnarled branches were seen flying 
in the air. The wood found on Mount Washington has proved 
convenient to visiters suffering with cold, as it will make an ex¬ 
cellent fire. 

14. For ourselves, we suffered most from thirst; and could 
hardly allow our eyes their expected feast upon the boundless 
landscape, until we had demanded of our obliging guide to be 
conducted to the icy springs of which he had spoken. He soon 
brought us to a hole in the rocks, where, only three or four feet 
down, we saw a small bed of ice, which was slowly trickling 
away in tears, under the indirect heat of the sun. 

15. We caught these pure drops, and found them a most re¬ 
freshing draught. This was the highest head of the Ammonoo- 
suc river, which we could discover, and we had saved, at least, 
a portion of its intended current a rough and headlong descent 
down a dreary mountain. 

16. We had seen the landscape below several times beginning 
to reveal itself through the mist; but now, when we'had pre¬ 
pared ourselves to enjoy it, and taken our seats on the highest 
blocks of ragged granite between the Rocky Mountains, the Ocean, 
and the North Pole, we found it all concealed from our eyes. 

17. Clouds of gray mist and vapor began to drive by us, which 
moistened our garments, scarcely yet dry, and soon chilled us to 
an uncomfortable degree. Now and then acres, nay, cubic miles 
of clouds seemed suddenly to be rolled away from beneath us, 
leaving frightful gulfs thousands of feet down, yet bottomless ; 
and these in another moment would be filled with mist, heaped 
up higher than Mount Jefferson, Adams, Washington, and even 
ourselves, who were last enveloped again, and often concealed 
from each other’s view.—Theodore Dwight, Jun. 

Qubstions.—What was a very laborious task ? Where is Mount Wash¬ 
ington ? As steep as what is this Mount”? Who had often bent”? Over 
whom 1 Cogitating what ? How did they go on? What is not afforded 
during the ascent ? To what were they exposed ? Into what did their feet 
aink ? What rendered the passage arduous and slow ? What rose before 
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them 7 What will not stay in the absence of mankind ? What did the earli¬ 
est account of the ascent of this noble eminence represent ? By what have 
the bits of wood been carried 7 Where ? What was seen flying in the air ? 
What has proved convenient? Why? From what did they luffer most ? 
What did they see slowly trickling away ? What did they find a refreshing 
draught ? What did they find concealed from their eyes ? Why ? In what 
way were they chilled ? What seemed suddenly to be rolled away from be¬ 
neath them ? What were often enveloped and concealed ? 

Spelling Lesson LXI. 

A1 le gha ny ('41 le gA' nfe), n. 'prop, the name of a river, mountain, county, &c. 
Bap tism (bAp' tlzm), n. a christening, a naming; a rite, sacrament, or ordi¬ 

nance of the Cnristian church, administered by the use of water. 
Bring' kth, third per. sin. of the pres. t. of Bring, to fetch, bear to; to conduct, 

induce; to drive. 
Cab ins (kAb' tnz), n. pin. of Cabin, a hvt, a cottage; a small room; an 

apartment or room in a ship, steamboat, &c., for-the officers, &c., or for 
passengers : v. to live or confine in a cabin. [a tree hollowed out. 

Ca noes (ki nAAz'), n. pin. of Canoe, a boat made of bark, or of the body of 
Car a van (k4r' 4 'v4n), n. a company or body of travellers, pilgrims, or mer¬ 

chants, passing from one place to another, generally across uninhabited 
regions. 

Clus ter ed (kl&s' t&rd), pre. of Cluster, to collect into bodies; to grow in 
bunches : n. a bunch, a number of things growing together; a collection 

Cone-like (kAne'-llke), a. like or resembling a cone. [of persons. 
Crest ed (krfest' fed), a. adorned with or wearing a crest or plume. 
Crush ed (krusht), pre. of Crush, to beat down, subdue; to depress, dispirit; 

to squeeze; to press with violence; to bruise ; to conquer: n. a collision; 
a bruising ; act of rushing together. 

Curl ed (k&rld), pie. of Curl, to ripple, rise in leaves; to turn, bend, or form 
the hair into ringlets: n. an ornament or ringlet of hair; a wave; a 
flexure. [of language. 

Di a lect (dl' 4 'Ifekt), n. language, speech; style, manner of expression; idiom 
E ter nal’s (fe tfer' n41z), n. posses case of Eternal, an appellation of God: a. 

endless, everlasting; perpetual; without beginning or end, endless; 
Hoar (hAre), a. white, whitish, or gray with frost, snow, or age. [ceaseless. 
Hun ter (hiin' t&r), n. one who hunts, chases, or pursues game or animals. 
Ken tuck y (kfen tuk' kfe), n. prop, the name of one of the United Stales; or, 

of a river. [insolently. 
Lord ly (lArd' lfe), a. proud; haughty, insolent: ad. proudly; imperiously, 
Mas sa chu setts ('mAs sA tshh' sfets), n. pi'op. the name of one of the United 

States. [States. 
Mis sou ri (mts sAA' re), n. prop, the name of a river ; or, of one of the United 
Mo nad nock (mi nAd' nAk), n. prop, the name of a mountain in the State of 

New Hampshire. > [river; or, of a county, &c. 
Ni ag a ra’s (nl Ag' 4 'r4z), n. prop, posses, case of Niagara, the name of a 
NAte' lfess, a. not attracting notice; not conspicuous. 
On ta ri o’s (An tA' rfe 'Aze), n. prop, posses case of Ontario, the name of one 

of the lakes lying between the United States and Canada. 
Rap pa han nock ('r4p pA hAn' nAk), n. prop, the name of a river. 
Red-brow ed (rfed'-brAAd), a. having red brows. 
Roam ed (rAmd), pre. of Roam, to rove, to ramble; to wander over; to range. 
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Shddt, n. a loud cry of joy, triumph, or exultation: v. to utter or cry out in 
joy, exultation, or triumph. 

Sle&p' l&ss, a. wanting, giving, or having no sleep, 'wakeful; having no rest. 
Soul’s (sAlez), n. posses, case of Soul, the rational, immortal part of man ;‘the 
Toil some (toll' sAm), a. laborious, wearisome. [vital principle. 
Track less (trAk' l&s), a. untrodden, having no path or footsteps. 
Trlb' Ate, n. something contributed or given; an annual or stated sum paid by, 

or imposed on a conquered or subjected country. 
Un re sist ing ('An re zlst' ing), a. not making resistance; not opposing. 
Vir gin i a’s (vAr jin' e 'Az), n. prop, posses, case of Virginia, the name of one 

of the United States. [Massachusetts. 
Wa chu set (wA tshu' sAt), n. prop, the name of a mountain in the State of 
YAre, ad. of old time, long ago, long time past. 

Reading Lesson LXI. 

Indian Names 

M How can the red men -be forgotten, while so many of our States and Terri» 
tories, Bays, Lakes, and Rivers, are inevitably stamped by names of their 
giving 

1. Ye say they all have passed away, 

That noble race and brave, 
That their light canoes have vanished 

From off the crested wave ; 
That midst the forests where they roamed 

There rings no hunter shout, 
But their name is on your waters, 

Ye may not wash it out. 

2. 1 Tis where Ontario’s billow 
Like Ocean’s surge is curled, 

Where strong Niagara’s thunders wake 
The echo of the world. 

Where red Missouri bringeth 
Rich tribute from the west, 

And Rappahannock sweetly sleeps 
On green Virginia’s breast. 

3. Ye say their cone-like cabins, 
That clustered o’er the vale, 

Have fled away like withered leaves 
Before the autumn gale ; 

But their memory liveth on your hills, 
Their baptism on your shore, 

Your everlasting- rivers speak 
Their dialect of yore. 
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4. Old Massachusetts wears it, 
Within her lordly crown, 

And broad Ohio bears it, 
Amidst his young renown ; 

Connecticut hath wreathed it 
Where her quiet foliage waves, 

And bold Kentucky breathed it hoarse 
Through all her ancient caves. 

5. Wachuset hides its lingering voice 
Within his rocky heart, 

And Alleghany graves its tone 
Throughout his lofty chart; 

Monadnock on his forehead hoar 
Doth seal the sacred trust, 

Your mountains build their monument, 
Though ye destroy their dust. 

6. Ye call these red-browed brethren 
The insects of an hour, 

Crushed like the noteless worm amidst 
The regions of their power ; 

Ye drive them from their fathers’ lands, 
Ye break of faith the seal, 

But can ye from the court of Heaven 
Exclude their last appeal ? 

7. Ye see their unresisting tribes, 
With toilsome step and slow, 

On through the trackless desert pass, 
A caravan of wo ; 

Think ye the Eternal’s ear is deaf? 
His sleepless vision dim ? 

Think ye the soul's blood may not cry 
From that far land to Him?—Mrs. Sigourney. 

Questions.—Who have passed away 7 What have vanished 7 From 
what 1 What rings not 7 What may not be washed out 7 The Indian name 
is where 7 What have fled away 7 Like what 7 What liveth 7 Where 7 
What wears it 7 What bears it 7 What hath wreathed it 7 What breathed 
it 7 Through what 7 What is hidden 7 Where 7 What seals the sacred 
trust 7 Like what have the red-browed brethren been crushed 7 From what 
have the Indians been driven 7 What has been broken 7 What can not be 
excluded 7 What have passed through the trackless desert 7 How 7 Is it 
not a melancholy and almost heart-sickening reflection to every sensitive and 
generous mind that the Indians have, in such a great number of cases, been 
cruelly and faithlessly treated and wronged by many of the white people of this 
country 7 
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Spelling Lesson LXII. 

A dieu (4 di'), ad. farewell: n. a farewell; a departure; an expression of kind 
wishes at parting. 

Ad vi sers (id vl' zftrz), n. plu. of Adviser, one who advises or counsels. 
A1 lure ment (41 lire' mint), n. temptation, tha,t which allures or entices; en¬ 

ticement. 
A mass (4 m4s'), v. to accumulate; to collect into a heap or mass. 
As so ci ates (4s s6' she '4tes), n. plu. and pres. t. of Associate, a companion; 

a confederate, a partner: v. to unite with, join in, or keep company; to 
accompany. 

A stray (4 str4'), ad. out of, or from the right way or place. 
Beg gar y (big' gur vre), n. poverty, indigence; great want. 
Bias phe mies (bl4s' fl 'miz), n. plu. of Blasphemy, irreverent or contemptuous 

words, or an indignity offered to God by words or writing. 
Bu sies (biz7 zlz), pres. t. of Busy, to engage; to employ : a. employed, active; 

bustling ; officious. 
Catch es (k4tsh' lz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Catch, to take, receive; to seize, lay 

hold of; to insnare ; to take infection ; to be contagious; to overtake; to 
take hold ; to stop : n. seizure, act of seizing; any thing that catches ; a 
snare; a song sung in succession; a snatch; an advantage taken. 

Char nel-house (tsh4r' nll-'h5iise), n. the place where the bones of the dead 
are reposited. 

Con sents (k<5n slnts'), pres. t. of Consent, to yield, to assent; to agree to : n. 
assent; permission; agreement, concord; compliance. [of a crime. 

Con vict (kSn' vtkt), n. a person convicted or legally proved or found guilty 
Coun try-home (kin' tre-'hAme), n. a residence or home in the country. 
Dream ed (drelmd), pre. of Dream, to imagine, have ideas of; to think in 

sleep; to think idly : n. thoughts in sleep; idle fancy. 
En tice ment (In tlse' mint), n. the act, practice, or means of enticing to evil; 

allurement; instigation. [proof of any thing; essay: v. to make trial. 
Ex per i ment’s (Iks plr' I 'mints), n. posses, case of Experiment, trial or 
Fil/A, n. foul or dirty matter, dirt; nastiness ; pollution. 
Friend less (frlnd' 14s), a. destitute of or wanting friends. 
Gan grene (g4ng'grene), n. a mortification of some part of a living body: v. 

to mortify or become mortified. 
G&rb, n. clothes, dress; exterior appearance. 
Gr6g'-sh6p, n. a house where grog or liquor is sold. 
Hence forth (hlnse' f6rth), ad. from this time forward. 
Hud died (hud' did), pre. of Huddle, to throw together m confusion; to do in 

a hurry ; to press or crowd together confusedly or without order: n. a 
crowd without order; tumult; confusion. 

Ir res o lute (ir rez' b 'lhte), a. not determined, not firm in purpose; wavering. 
Jeers (jeerz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Jeer, a scoff taunt; mockery ; biting jest: 

v. to scoff, deride ; to mock. [to forfeit; to bewilder; to fail. 
Lo sing (165' zing), par. of Lose, to deprive or be deprived of; to suffer loss; 
Nur ture (nur' tshire), n. instruction; education ; food, diet: v. to bring up; 

to train ; to educate; to nourish. 
Oaths (bths), n. plu. of Oath, an irreverent and impious mention of, or o.ppeal 

to God, profane language; a solemn declaration, affirmation, or promise, 
made with an appeal to God for its truth or faithful fulfilment. 

Out ward (6dt'w&rd), a. external; apparent, visible; foreign; not spiritual: 
ad. towards the outside or outer parts; to foreign parts. 

Pint, a. shut up, closely confined. [of defiling. 
Pol lu ti )n (p6l 14' shin), n. defilement, impurity; state of being defiled; act 
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P56r'-hi3ise, n. a house in which the poor are supported by public expense. 
Por ter-house (p6r' t&r-'hddse), n. a house where porter, beer, &c. are sold. 
'Pre m4 tire', a. happening too soon, too early; ripe too soon; too hasty. 
Rid i cule (rid' k 'kule), n. that which provokes wit or contempt with laugh¬ 

ter: v. to laugh at; to deride. * 
Ru ral (r6(V ral), a. belonging to, existing in, or suiting the country 
Scru pies (skrflo' plz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Scruple, hesitation, reluctance to 

decide; backwardness; doubt; a weight of 20 grains : v. to hesitate; to 
doubt; to question. 

Se ren i ty (s£ ren' e 'ti), n. calmness, stillness, quietness; clearness; peace. 
Sis ter ly (sis' t&r 'le), a. like or becoming a sister; affectionate. 
Squal id (skw8l' lid), a. very dirty, extremely filthy; foul, nasty. 
Stl'fling, part. a. suffocating; suppressing: par. of Stifle, to suffocate, to 

choke; to suppress; to extinguish : n. the joint of the hinder leg of a 
horse next to the body. 

Straits (str&tes), n. pin. of Strait, pressing or distressing necessity; difficulty; 
distress; a narrow pass or passage; violent effort. 

Swells (swfclz), pres. t. and n. pin. of Swell, to become or grow larger; to ex¬ 
tend : n. extension of bulk, increase. [fliction ; disturbance. 

Troub ling (tr&b' bllng), par. of Trouble, to disturb, to vex ; to afflict: n. af- 
Un bless ed (un blest'), a. not blessed; unhappy, wretched. 
Un hon or ed (&n 6n' n&rd), a. not treated with honor or respect. 
Un wept (un w&pt'), a. not wept, lamented, or mourned for. 
Wiste' fill, a. lavish, prodigal; destructive. 
Yawns (yiwnz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Yawn, to open wide; to gape, to be 

drowsy and dull: n. a gaping ; an opening wide. 

Reading Lesson LXII. 

• Temptations of Large Cities. 

Extract from a discourse delivered in the City of New York. 

1. How many youth are there, alas ! and must we say of both 
sexes ? who came from their native hills, pure as the streams that 
gush forth at their side, and have found in our city, allurement, 
enticement, pollution, poverty, disease, and premature death. 
Look at that young man, if indeed vice and misery have left him 
yet young; look at him as he stands in the early morning, per¬ 
haps, at the entrance of some porter-house or grog-shop, pale, ir¬ 
resolute, destitute, friendless, not knowing where to go, or what 
to do ; fix your eye, ay, and a compassionate eye, upon him for 
one moment, and I will tell you his history. 

2, A few years only have passed over him, since he was the 
cherished member of a happy country-home. It was at that pe¬ 
riod that his own inclination, or family straits, led him to seek his 
fortune abroad in the world. What a moment is that, when the 
first great tie of nature is broken ; the tie to home ! The long 
pent-up and quiet tenderness of family affection swells in the eye 
of the mother, and trembles at her heart, as she busies herself with 
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the little preparations necessary for the departure of her son; 
her charge, till now, from infancy. 

3. At length the day comes for him to bid adieu to the scenes 
of his early life.'* Amidst the blessings and prayers of kindred, 
with many precious words spoken to him, he turns away, him¬ 
self moved to tears perhaps, as he catches the last glance of the 
holy roof of his childhood. He comes to the great city ; and for 
a time, probably, all is well with him. Home is dear at his 
heart, and the words of parental caution and of sisterly love are 
still in his ears ; and the new scenes seem strange, and almost 
sad to him. But, left alone in the city throng, he must seek com¬ 
panions. 

4. And here, alas ! is his first great peril. Could he have been 
acquainted with but two or three virtuous and agreeable families, 
with whom to pass his leisure hours, all might still have been 
well. But left to chance for his associates, chance is but too 
likely to provide him with associates that will tempt him to go 
astray. Their apparently honest wonder at his country simpli¬ 
city, their ridicule of his fears, their jeers at his doubts and scru¬ 
ples, ere long wear off the first freshness of virtue. 

5. He consents, for experiment’s sake, it may be, to take one 
step with his evil advisers. That step sets the seal of doom upon 
his whole after career. Now, and from henceforth, every step 
is downward—downward—downward—till, on earth, there is no 
lower point to reach. And what though for a while he maintain 
some outward decency! What though he dress well and live 
luxuriously, and amass wealth to pamper his vices ! It is but a 
cloth of gold spread over the fatal gangrene, that is eating into 
his vitals, and his very heart! 

6. But, often, instead of that cloth of gold, are the rags of beg¬ 
gary, or the garb of the convict. Vice is expensive and waste¬ 
ful. It wants means at the same time that it is losing credit. It 
must, without a rare fortune, descend to beggary or crime. How 
often does it find both mingled in its bitter cup ! How many are 
there in this city who have descended from the high places of 
honor and hope, to a degradation of which once they never 
dreamed as possible! 

7. Alas ! how sad is the contrast between what that man is, 
and what he once was! But a little time ago, and he knew gen¬ 
tle nurture, and the music of kind words, and the holy serenity of 
nature, and quiet rural labor ; the peace and plenty of a country- 
home were around him; and a mother’s gentle tone, and a sis¬ 
ter’s kind voice, were in his ears; and words of sweet and sol¬ 
emn prayer rose each morning and evening, perhaps, beneath the 
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venerable roof where he dwelt; and now—in the prison or the 
poor-house, or in some dwelling more desolate, pent up with 
stifling filth and squalid wretchedness, amidst oaths, and blows, 
and blasphemies, he is pursuing his dark and desperate way to 
a grave, that already yawns to receive him! 

8. And when he is buried—“ his pale form shall not be laid 
with many tears” beneath the green fresh sod of his native fields ; 
but he shall be hurried and huddled into some charnel-house, un¬ 
wept, unhonored, unblessed, even there, where “the wicked 
cease from troubling, and the weary are at rest!” 

Rev. Orville Dewey. 

Questions.—Who came from their native hills'? Pure as what? Is it not 
a melancholy thought that so many young men are ruined in large cities ? At 
whom look? Where? What have passed over? Who sought his fortune ? 
Where ? What swelled and trembled ? When ? Is not the scene of leav¬ 
ing the home of parents most affecting ? What scene more touching to a 
sensitive mind than a departure from the parental roof? When is the 
young man moved to tears ? What is dear to him ? What are still in his 
ears ? What seem almost sad to him ? Where is the young man’s first great 

peril who goes from the country to the city to reside ? How might all have 
been well with him ? Is not every person, having an inexperienced young 
man in his employment in a city, who leaves him to chance for his associ¬ 

ates, VERY GUILTY ? If left to temptation and chance, what will soon 
wear off? What does the young man, thus circumstanced, often consent to 
do? Upon what does that ONE STEP with his evil advisers set the seal ? 
From henceforth every step is what? Till what? [Awful thought !] Will 
not every father and every mother pause, reflect, and consider; and, in all 
cases, make it a sacred duty not to permit a son or daughter, who has been 
kindly and tenderly brought up in the country, to be thus left to chance for 
associates in a city where temptation and evil advisers appear continu¬ 
ally to seduce and mislead the young and inexperienced ? What if the vicious 
young man dress fashionably, will he not soon exchange that for the dress of 
a beggar or of a convict ? Is not vice so expensive and wasteful that he 
must, ere long, descend to beggary or crime ? Is not the contrast then most 
lamentably deplorable? What did he know a little time ago? What does 
he now pursue? Amidst what? W7hen dead, where and how will he be 
buried ? Will all my young friends beware of the FIST STEP in an evil 

COURSE? 

Spelling Lesson LXI11. 

Ab stract (lb' strlkt), a. pure, separate or distinct from something else; refined: 
n. a summary ; a smaller quantity ; an epitome, an abridgment. 

4c ci den tal ('Ik se din' til), a. casual, happening by chance, or unexpect¬ 
edly ; fortuitous; non-essential. 

A gen cy (4' jin 'si), n. action, operation; business performed by an agent; 
instrumentality ; the quality of acting or exerting. 

A1 ter na ted (11 tlr' nl 'tld), pre. of Alternate, to change or perform recipro¬ 
cally or by turns: a. being by turns ; reciprocal: n. that which happens 
by turns; vicissitude. 

17 
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Beau ties (bfi' tlz), n. plu. of Beauty, a particular excellence; that which 
pleases the eye; symmetry, grace; a very handsome person ; an assem¬ 
blage of ornaments ; elegance; harmony 

Bfi sfits', v. to perplex; to harass; to waylay; to besiege, to hem in. 
Com pla cent (kom pli' sfint), a. civil, affable; mild; cheerful. 
De jec tion (dfi jfik' shin), n. depression of mind, melancholy; lowness of 

sph‘its, caused by misfortune. 
Dis con tent ed ('dls k6n tint' id), part. a. uneasy, dissatisfied: pre. of Dis¬ 

content, to make uneasy, to dissatisfy: n. uneasiness, want of content¬ 
ment. 

Dis ere tion (dls krish' fin), n. nice discernment and judgment; prudence and 
knowledge; wise or judicious management; liberty of acting at pleasure. 

Dis eas es (diz fifiz' Iz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Disease, distemper, malady; 
sickness: v. to afflict with sickness, pain, or disease; to pain; to infect. 

Dis gust (dtz gfist'), v. to offend, to displease; to produce aversion or dislike: 
n. aversion; dislike ; disrelish, distaste. 

Dis gust ed (dlz gfist' fid), part. a. displeased, offended: pre. of Disgust. 
Dul ler (d&r l&r), a. more stupid, less bright; slower; more blunt: more sad. 
Em bry o (fim' brfi '6), a. relating or pertaining to an unfinished state or rudi¬ 

ments : n. the rudiments of any thing before the several members are 
distinctly formed; any thing unfinished. 

En thu si asts (fin thix' zhfi 'fists), n. plu. of Enthusiast, a person of elevated 
fancy, ardent zeal, heated imagination, exalted ideas, or excessive credulity. 

Ep ic (fip' Ik), a. heroic; narrative; rehearsing: n. a kind of poem. 
Ex e cutes (fiks' fi 'kites), pres. t. of Execute, to perform, to effect; to do, carry 

into effect; to put in act; to finish, to complete; to put to death. 
Ex ploits (fiks pldlts'), n. plu. of Exploit, a great, heroic, or noble act, deed, 

or achievement; a successful attempt. 
Fa mil iar i zed (ffi mil' yfir izd), part. a. made familiar; accustomed: pre. 

of Familiarize, to accustom, habituate; to make familiar or easy by 
habit. 

Feeds (ffifidz), pres. t. of Feed, to delight, entertain; to supply with or give 
food to; to nourish, cherish ; to furnish; to keep; to graze, to pasture; 
to take food, eat: n. food ; pasture; meat. 

Feign (fine), v. to assume, pretend; to dissemble; to invent, to devise; to 
represent falsely, to counterfeit. 

Fi red (fird), pre. of Fire, to animate, excite; to take or set on fire; to kin¬ 
dle ; to inflame; to discharge any firearms: n. any thing burning; heat 
and light; flame; conflagration; ardor of passion; spirit; vigor of fancy; 
intellectual activity. 

Hap pi ly (hip' pfi 'lfi), ad. fortunately, luckily; successfully. 
Hir' mfi 'nl zing, par. of Harmonize, to be in peace, cf*c.; to make or be in 

concord, to agree in sounds; to correspond ; to adjust in fit proportions.- 
I de al (i de' fil), a. visionary, imaginary; existing in idea; mental, intel¬ 

lectual. [ble; not fitting. 
In con gru ous (In k5ng' grfi 'fis), a. unsuitable, not consistent; not agreea- 
Ir re cov er a bly ('lr re kuv' fir 'fi blfi), ad. beyond recovery or remedy. 
Jar' ring, part. a. agitating, discordant; shaking: par. of Jar, to clash, inter¬ 

fere; to dispute; to shake; to strike harshly : n. a kind of shaking, rat¬ 
tling sound; discord; a clash; a kind of earthen, glass, or stone vessel. 

Lov er (Ifiv' fir), n. one who loves or is in love; a friend. [multiplied. 
Man i fold (mfin'fi'ffild), a. many, numerous; of different kinds, diverse; 
Math e mat i cal ('mfi^ fi mfit' fi 'kfil), a. pertaining, relating, or belonging to 

mathematics. [attention. 
Med i ta tion ('mfid fi tfi' sh&n), n. deep thought, serious contemvteition : close 
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Met a phor (mit' 4 'fAr), n. a similitude, comparison; a word expressing si¬ 
militude or not its original import. [wrong or in a wrong way. 

Mis leads (mis leidz'), pres. t. of Mislead, to deceive, lead into error; to guide 
Out strip (ddt strip'), v. to exceed, leave behind; to outgo, go beyond. 
Pitt, n. prop, the name of one of the greatest and most celebrated English 

statesmen. 
Po ems (pA' Amz), n. pin. of Poem, a metrical composition. 
Pre dis po sed ('pre dls pAzd'), pre. of Predispose, to incline beforehand; to 

adapt to any thing previously. 
Pr<5f' Its, n. pin. and pres. t. of Profit, advantage, gain', advance in price : v. 

to gain or give advantage; to benefit; to advance; to improve. 
Pure ly (pAre' 14), ad. merely; in a pure manner; completely. 
Q,uer u lous (kwir' A lAs), a. habitually complaining; expressing complaint. 
Ra pha el (r4' fa 'el), n. prop, a very celebrated and distinguished painter. 
Rites, pres. t. and n. plu. of Rate, to value, to estimate; to tax; to chide: n. 

degree; price, value ; portion; tax. [revolting. 
Rib' 41, n. one v:ho opposes, revolts from, or resists lawful authority: a. rebellious, 
Rl' vil ling, par. of Rival, to strive or compete for the same thing, to emulate: 

n. a competitor; an antagonist: a. standing in competition, emulous; 
having like claims. [denly; to catch, to grasp; to take by force. 

Seiz es (seez' Iz), pres. t. of Seize, to take possession, lay hold of; to take sud- 
S«5n' nits, n. plu. of Sonnet, a small or short poem. 
Sound er (sAAnd' Ar), a. more profound,less disturbed; more healthy; stouter; 

less hurt; less decayed; firmer. [qualities. 
Tim' pir '4 mint, n. constitution of body; medium ; due mixture of different 
Thence for ward (thinse for' wurd), ad. from that time. [move. 
Tr4ns fir', v. to convey from one place to another; to sell or make over; to re- 
Un let ter ed (An lit' tArd), a. not lettered, unlearned. 
Un sus tain ed ('An sAs tind'), a. not supported; not maintained. 

Reading Lesson LXIII. 

The Advantages and the Dangers of the American Scholar. 

Extract from a Discourse delivered on the day preceding the Annual Com¬ 
mencement of Union College, July 26, 1836. By Gulian C. Verplanck. 

1. There is yet a danger that sometimes besets and misleads 
the American literary man. Familiarized from youth with the 
glories and beauties of European literature, his ambition is early 
fired to imitate or to rival its excellence. He forms to himself 
grand plans of intellectual exploits, all of them probably incon¬ 
gruous with the state and taste of his country, and most of them 
doubtless beyond his own ability. The embryo author projects 
epic poems, and in the mean while executes sonnets in quantities; 
the artist feeds his imagination with ideal historical compositions 
on the scale and above the excellence of those of Raphael; the 
young orator dreams of rivalling the younger Pitt, and of ruling 
the nation by his eloquence, at the age of four-and-twenty. 

2. These enthusiasts enter the living world, and soon find that 
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their expectations are but a dream. They discover either that 
the world rates their talent very differently from their own esti¬ 
mate of it, or else that the state of society about them is wholly 
adverse to its exercise in the direction or on the scale their ambi¬ 
tious fancy had anticipated. The coarse matter-of-fact character 
of our world begins to disgust them. They see duller school-fel¬ 
lows outstrip them in worldly success. They see the honors and 
profits of public office bestowed upon some whom they know to 
be unworthy. The profits of trade and speculation are gathered 
before their eyes by the unlettered. 

3. Disappointed and disgusted, they are now tempted to ascribe 
their disappointment to the republican institutions of their coun¬ 
try ; not reflecting that it is impossible to enjoy all kinds of good 
at the same time ; that whatever is administered by men must be 
subject to abuse; and that to be happy and successful, every man 
must some how or other conform himself to the sphere where 
Providence has placed him. 

4. If the scholar gives way to this temptation, he becomes a 
discordant, jarring thing in society, harmonizing with nothing 
near or around him. He dwells with a sort of complacent dis¬ 
gust upon every imperfection of our social state. He gradually 
becomes a rebel in heart to our glorious institutions. His affec¬ 
tions and secret allegiance transfer themselves to some other form 
of government and state of society, such as he dreams to have 
formed the illustrious men and admirable things of his favorite 
studies—forms of government or states of society, such as he 
knows only by their accidental advantages without a glimpse of 
their real and terrible evils. 

5. When this mental disease, for so it may be called without a 
metaphor, seizes irrecoverably upon the thoughts of the retiring, 
the sensitive, and timid lover of books and meditation, his capa¬ 
city for useful exertion is ended : he is thenceforward doomed to 
lead a life of fretful restlessness alternated with querulous dejec¬ 
tion. On the other hand, should he be naturally a man of firmer 
temperament and sounder discretion, time and experience will 
sober down his fancies, and make him join in the labors of life 
with cool submission. Still he is in danger of being a soured 
and discontented man, occasionally compelled to feign what he 
does not feel, and always unsustained by that glad confidence, that 
eager zeal and gay hope, which ever cheer him who loves and 
honors his country, feels her manifold blessings, and is grateful 
for all of them. 

6. As various bodily diseases are observed to be specially in¬ 
cident to their several particular arts, trades, and professions, so 
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the malady I have just described seems in this country to be that 
to which men of purely literary cultivation are specially predis¬ 
posed. The men of daily toil seem happily to live quite below 
the level of its agency, those of abstract inquiry, of mathematical 
study, physical observation and high science, as much above it. 

Questions.—With what is the American literary man sometimes beset 7 
What is early fired'? To what 7 What does he form to himself 7 What does 
the author project With what does the artist feed his imagination 7 Of. 
what does the young orator dream 1 What do the enthusiasts soon find 7 
What do they see 1 What are gathered before their eyes 1 What are they 
tempted to do 7 Why7 When does the scholar become a discordant thing in 
society 7 Upon what does he dwell 7 How 1 And gradually becomes what 7 
What are transferred 7 To what 7 When is his capacity for useful exertion 
ended ? To what is he then doomed 7 In what and when will the man of 
learning act and labor with cool submission 7 Of what is he still in danger 7 
Should not all literary young men, therefore, in this country, by proper 
bodily exercise, and above all, by h,abits of strict TEMPERANCE, both 
in eating and DRINKING, avoid all the ills of restlessness, peevishness, 

and dejection, above described, so as to become useful members of society, and 
blessings to their friends 7 

Spelling Lesson LXIV 

Ac qui si tion (Alt kwfe zlsh' un), n. act of gaining or acquiring; an acquire¬ 
ment; any thing gained. [of anticipating; a taking before. 

An ti ci pa tions (4n 'tls se pi' shinz), n. plu. of Anticipation, foretaste, the act 
Com mand ed (kom mind' id), pre. of Command, to direct, engage; to order; 

to govern; to lead : n. right or act of commanding; order ; message ; in¬ 
junction. [the knowledge of; to hide, to secrete; not to divulge. 

Con ceals (kSn seelz'), pres. t. of Conceal, to keep secret or close, to withhold 
Con soling (k<5n si' ling), part. a. comforting; cheering; reviving: par. of 

Console, to comfort; to cheer; to revive; to alleviate grief. 
Con trib u ting (kin trlb' 4 'ting), par. of Contribute, to impart, give, to lend 

aid, power, or influence; to bear a part; to give for a common purpose; 
to have a share in any act. 

Dis tine tions (dts tlngk' shinz), n. plu. of Distinction, note of superiority, 
eminence of character; difference made ; quality; discernment; elevation 
of rank, &c. 

Ex haust ed (fegz hiwst' fed), pre. of Exhaust, to expend the whole by exertion, 
to consume; to draw out entirely or totally; to drain; to take away or 

Fire see', v. to see beforehand, to divine; to foreknow. [diminish. 
Hum blest (im' blfest), a. lowest, most lowly; least proud ; most modest, meek¬ 

est ; most submissive. [into; to find out; to examine. 
In ves ti ga ted (In vfes' te 'gi tfed), pre. of Investigate, to search out, inquire 
Ma tu ri ty (mi ti' rfe te), n. completion, sta,te of perfection; ripeness, [nostic. 
Pres a ges (prfes' 4 'jlz), n. plu. of Presage, something that foreshows; a prog- 
Rev e la tions ('rfev fe 14' shinz), n. plu. of Revelation, communication of sa¬ 

cred truths, disclosure of truth to men by God; discovery ; act of disclosing. 
Sen su al (sfen' shi ’41), a. pertaining or belonging to the senses; consisting 

in or pleasing to tne senses ; carnal; lewd. [style, or excellence. 
Sub li mer (sib 11' mir), a. more lofty, more elevated, grander; high in place, 

17* 
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T5r' ptd, a. having lost the power, or destitute of feeling; motionless, numb; 
dull, sluggish; stupid; inactive. 

U til i ty (yu til' le 'te), n. usefulness, production of good; profit; conveni- 
Well-b4' Ing, n. welfare, happiness; prosperity. [ence. 
Well-ed u ca ted (w&l-fed' jft 'ki tfed), a. educated, taught, or instructed well. 

! Reading Lesson LXIV. 

On the Pleasure of Acquiring Knowledge. 

1. In every period of life, the acquisition of knowledge is one 
of the most pleasing employments of the human mind. But in 
youth, there are circumstances which make it productive of higher 
enjoyment. It is then that every thing has the charm of novelty \ 
that curiosity and fancy are awake; and that the heart swells 
with the anticipations of future eminence and utility. 

2. Even in those lower branches of instruction which we call 
mere accomplishments, there is something always pleasing to the 
young in their acquisition. They seem to become every well-ed¬ 
ucated person ; they adorn, if they do not dignify humanity; and, 
what is far more, while they give an elegant employment to the 
hours of leisure and relaxation, they afford a means of contribu¬ 
ting to the purity and innocence of domestic life. 

3. But in the acquisition of knowledge of the higher kind, in 
the hours when the young gradually begin the study of the laws 
of nature, and of the faculties of the human mind, or of the mag¬ 
nificent revelations of the Gospel, there is a pleasure of a sublimer 
nature. The cloud, which, in their infant years, seemed to cover 
nature from their view, begins gradually to resolve. 

4. The world in which they are placed, opens with all its 
wonders upon their eye ; their powers of attention and observa¬ 
tion seem to expand with the scene before them ; and, while they 
see, for the first time, the immensity of the universe of God, and 
mark the majestic simplicity of those laws by which its operations 
are conducted, they feel as if they were awakened to a higher 
species of being, and admitted into nearer intercourse with the 
Author of Nature. 

5. It is this period, accordingly, more than all others, that de¬ 
termines our hopes or fears of the future fate of the young. To 
feel no joy in such pursuits; to listen carelessly to the voice 
which brings such magnificent instruction ; to see the veil raised 
which conceals the counsels of the Deity, and to show no emo¬ 
tion at the discovery, are symptoms of a weak and torpid spirit, 
of a mind unworthy of the advantages it possesses, and fitted only 
for the humility of sensual and ignoble pleasure. 

6. Of those, on the contrary, who distinguish themselves by 
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the love of knowledge, who follow with ardor the career that is 
open to them, we are apt to form the most honorable presages. 
It is the character which is natural to youth, and which, there¬ 
fore, promises well of their maturity. We foresee for them, at 
least, a life of pure and virtuous enjoyment, and we are willing 
to anticipate no common share of future usefulness and splendor 

7. In the second place, the pursuits of knowledge lead not only 
to happiness, but to honor. u Length of days is in her right hand, 
and in her left are riches and honor.” It is honorable to excel 
even in the most trifling species of knowledge, in those which 
can amuse only the passing hour. It is more honorable to excel 
in those different branches of science which are connected with 
the liberal professions of life, and which tend so much to the dig¬ 
nity and well-being of humanity. 

8. It is the means of raising the most obscure to esteem and at¬ 
tention ; it opens to the just ambition of youth, some of the most 
distinguished and respected situations in society; and it places 
them there with the consoling reflection, that it is to their own in¬ 
dustry and labor, in the providence of God, that they are alone 
indebted for them. But, to excel in the higher attainments of 
knowledge, to be distinguished in those greater pursuits which 
have commanded the attention and exhausted the abilities of the 
wise in every former age, is, perhaps, of all the distinctions of 
human understanding, the most honorable and grateful. 

9. When we look back upon the great men who have gone 
before us in every path of glory, we feel our eye turn from the 
career of war and of ambition, and involuntarily rest upon those 
who have displayed the great truths of religion, who have investi¬ 
gated the laws of social welfare, or extended the sphere of hu¬ 
man knowledge. These are honors, we feel, which have been 
gained without a crime, and which can be enjoyed without re¬ 
morse. They are honors also which can never die, which can 
shed lustre even upon the humblest head, and to which the young 
of every succeeding age will look up, as their brightest incentives 
to the pursuit of virtuous fame.—Alison. 

Questions.—What is one of the most pleasing employments 7 When 7 

When has every thing the charm of novelty 7 There is always something 
pleasing to the young in what 7 To what docs the acquisition of knowledge 
afford the means of contributing'? In what is there pleasure of a more sub¬ 
lime nature 7 What opens with all its wonders 7 They feel as if they were 
awakened to what'? What are symptoms of a weak and torpid spirit 7 Of 
whom are we apt to form the most honorable presages 7 We foresee what 1 
To what do the pursuits of knowledge lead 7 It is honorable to excel in 
what 7 In what is it still more honorable to excel 7 Whom and to what does 
the acquisition of knowledge raise 7 Can there be a more pleasing sight than 
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that of witnessing an OBSCURE and INDIGENT YOUNG MAN rise by 
his own exertions, unaided by wealth or ancestry, to eminence and useful¬ 
ness? To such a young man, what is the consoling reflection'? What are, 
perhaps, the most honorable and grateful distinctions % When do we feel our 
eye turn from the career of war and ambition, and involuntarily rest upon 
what 1 Without what can these honors be enjoyed 'l What can never die I 
Can shed lustre upon what 'l Will be the brightest incentives to what 1 Will 
all my young friends remember that the way to wealth, fame, honor, distinc¬ 
tion, and respectability, is, in this country, open to all who are industrious, 
persevering, kind, amiable, virtuous, temperate, and, above all, OBEDI¬ 
ENT and KIND to their parents, without which none may ever even hope 
to prosper 1 

Spelling Lesson LXV. 

All-be hold ing ('ll-be hild' tng), a. beholding all things. 
Bar can (Mr' kin), a. belonging or pertaining to Barca, a country in Africa. 
Blight (bllte), n. any thing blasting or nipping ; a mildew ; a kind of disease 

in plants : v. to blast; to affect with blight, hinder fertility ; to frustrate. 
Cham ber (tshime' bfir), n. a private or retired apartment or room; an apart¬ 

ment or room in the upper story of a house; a hollow or cavity; a court: 
v. to be wanton; to occupy, lodge, or be shut up as in a chamber. 

Clod (klSd), n. a lump or mass of earth, or clay, a turf; a dolt or dunce: v. 
to collect into concretions or a mass; to pelt with clods. 

Con tin u ous (k5n tin' u 'is), a. closely joined or united together. 
Dash ings (dish' Ingz), n. plu. of Dashing, a. striking against; a breaking ; 

an obliterating ; a blotting; a mingling; a flying off. [cible necessity. 
Des ti ny (dis' te 'ni), n. ultimate fojte; doom ; condition appointed ; invin- 
Dra per y (dri' p&r 'ri), n. cloth-work, hangings, curtains, fyc.; the dress of a 

picture or statue; cloth ; stuffs of wool. [more jovial. 
Gay er (gi' ur), a. more cheerful, more merry; more airy; finer, more snowy; 
Glides (glldez), pres. t. of Glide, to flow or move gently, smoothly, and silently: 

n. the act of passing or moving gently and smoothly. 
Gray-head ed (gri'-hid 'Id), a. having a gray head or hair. 
Hind' fll, n. as much as the hand can hold, grasp, or contain. 
Hears (hiirz), pres. t. of Hear, to feel an impression of sound; to perceive by 

the ear ; to listen ; to hearken ; to attend. 
Lipse, n. flow, a passing or course; a glide; a slip; a fall; a petty error ; a 

mistake: v. to slip ; to fall; to glide ; to fail in duty or fall from truth. 
Mead ows (mid' dize), n. plu. of Meadow, a tract of low land, grass land oi 

field for mowing; or, from which hay is annually made. 
Mirth (mir^/t), n. merriment, hilarity, jollity; gayety. 
Mu sings (mi' zlngz), n. plu. of Musing, a studying in silence, a pondering; 

a thinking, a meditating. 
Or e gon (8r' re vg8n), n. prop, the name of a large territory, belonging to the 

United States, situated between the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific 
Ocean. [right; the father, head, or ruler of a family, or of a church. 

Pa tri archs (pi' tre 'irks), n. plu. of Patriarch, one who governs by paternal 
Pen sive (pin' slv), a. appearing serious or thoughtful; sorrowfully thought¬ 

ful; sad; serious. [veringly. 
Plfid, v. to toil, to drudge; to travel laboriously; to study closely and perse- 
Q,uar ry-slave (kw6r' re-'slive), n. a slave who works or digs in a quarry. 
Rock-rib bed (r6k'-rtbd), a. having ribs or raised lines and channels of rocks 

or stones. 
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Scour ged (sk&rjd), pre. of Scourge, to whip severely, lash vrith a whip; to 
punish, chastise ; to afflict greatly ; to harass: n. a whip,- a lash; a pun¬ 
ishment, chastisement; affliction. 

Seers (sierz), n. pin. of Seer, a prophet; one who sees. 
Sh&rp' n&ss. n. keenness, seventy ; acuteness of intellect; ingenuity; acidity; 

painfulness; fierceness. 
Shud der (sh&d' dir), v. to quake with horror or fear; to quiver, to shiver; to 

tremble: n. a tremor; a trembling or shaking with horror or fear. 
Stretch ing (stretsh' tng), par. of Stretch, to extend or he extended; to expand; 

to strain ; to reach; to draw out or be drawn out: n. extension; reach ; 
effort; extent. 

Sur ren der ing (sir rin' dir ing), par. of Surrender, to yield, give, or deliver 
up : n. act of yielding, giving, or delivering up to another. 

Sus tain ed(sis tind'), pre. of Sustain, to support, uphold; to maintain; to 
Swain (swine), n. a pastoral youth; a young man. [bear, endure; to help. 
Teach ings (teetsh' Ingz), n. plu. of Teaching, an instructing; a telling; a 

showing. [mering. 
Un fal ter ing (in fill' tir ing), a. not faltering, not hesitating; not stam- 
Un heed ed (in heed' id), a. not heeded, disregarded; neglected, slighted. 

Reading Lesson LXV. 

Thanatopsis. 

1. To him who in the loveofNature holds 
Communion with her visible forms, she speaks 
A various language ; for his gayer hours 
She has a voice of gladness, and a smile 
And eloquence of beauty, and she glides 
Into his darker musings, with a mild 
And gentle sympathy, that steals away 
Their sharpness, ere he is aware. 

2. When thoughts 
Of the last bitter hour come like a blight 
Over thy spirit, and sad images 
Of the stern agony, and shroud, and pall, 
And breathless darkness, and the narrow house, 
Make thee to shudder, and grow sick at heart; 
Go forth, under the open sky, and list 
To Nature’s teachings, while from all around, 
Earth and her waters, and the depths of air, 
Comes a still voice ; yet a few days, and thee 
The all-beholding sun shall see no more 
In all his course; nor yet in the cold ground, 
Where thy pale form was laid, with many tears, 
Nor in the embrace of ocean, shall exist 
Thy image. 
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3. Earth; that nourished thee, shall claim 
Thy growth, to be resolved to earth again ; 
And, lost each human trace, surrendering up 
Thine individual being, shalt thou go 
To mix for ever with the elements, 
To be a brother to the insensible rock 
And to the sluggish clod, which the rude swain 
Turns with his share, and treads upon. 

4. The oak 
Shall send his roots abroad, and pierce thy mould. 

1 Yet not to thy eternal resting-place 
Shalt thou retire alone ; nor couldst thou wish 
Couch more magnificent. Thou shalt lie down 
With patriarchs of the infant world, with kings, 
The powerful of the earth ; the wise, the good, 
Fair forms, and hoary seers of ages past, 
All in one mighty sepulchre. 

5. The hills, 
Rock-ribbed and ancient as the sun ; the vales, 
Stretching in pensive quietness between ; 
The venerable woods; rivers that move 
In majesty, and the complaining brooks 
That make the meadows green ; and, poured round all, 
Old ocean’s gray and melancholy waste j 
Are but the solemn decorations all 
Of the great tomb of man. 

6. The golden sun, 
The planets, all the infinite host of heaven, 
Are shining on the sad abodes of death, 
Through the still lapse of ages. All that tread 
The globe are but a handful to the tribes 
That slumber in its bosom. Take the wings 
Of morning, and the Barcan desert pierce; 
Or lose thyself in the continuous woods 
Where rolls the Oregon, and hears no sound, 
Save his own dashings, yet, the dead are there; 
And millions in those solitudes, since first 
The flight of years began, have laid them down 
In their last sleep ; the dead reign there alone. 

7 So shalt thou rest; and what if thou shalt fall 
Unheeded by the living ; and no friend 
Take note of thy departure ? All that breathe 
Will share thy destiny. The gay will laugh 
When thou art gone, the solemn brood of care 
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Plod on, and each one as before will chase 
His favorite phantom; yet all these shall leave 
Their mirth and their employments, and shall come 
And make their bed with thee. 

8. As the long train 
Of ages glide away, the sons of men, 
The youth in life’s green spring, and he who goes 
In the full strength of years, matron, and maid, 
And the sweet babe, and the gray-headed man, 
Shall one by one be gathered to thy side, 
By those, who in their turn shall follow them. 

9. So live, that when thy summons comes to join 
The innumerable caravan, that moves 
To that mysterious realm, where each shall take 
His chamber in the silent halls of death, 
Thou go not, like the quarry-slave at night, 
Scourged to his dungeon, but, sustained and soothed 
By an unfaltering trust, approach thy grave 
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch 
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.—Bryant. 

Questions.—What speaks a various language ? To whom 7 What is 
stolen away 7 When should we go forth, under the open sky, and listen to 
Nature’s teachings 7 What shall be in a few days 7 What shall send roots 
abroad 7 With whom shalt thou lie down 7 All in one mighty what 7 What 
are but the solemn decorations of the tomb of man 7 What shine through 
the lapse of ages 7 What are but a handful 7 To what 7 Take the wings 
of the morning and pierce what 7 What are there 7 Who will share thy 
destiny 7 Is it not much more important to be good and leave an unspotted 
name and reputation at death than to have wealth and flattering friends 

and a pompous funeral with not one sigh from a virtuous bosom at your de¬ 
parture 7 Who shall be gathered one by one to thy side after death 7 How, 
then, shouldst thou live'? Will not all my young friends remember that, to 
be happy here and hereafter, they must be GOOD 7 

Spelling Lesson LXVI. j 

Ab sorb ed (4b sArbd'), pre. of Absorb, to engross or engage wholly ; to swal¬ 
low up ; to suck up ; to drink in. 

Ap pa rent (4p pA' rint), a. seeming, visible; plain, open; evident; certain. 
Ap prove (4p profiv'), v. to be pleased with, to commend; to be like; to allow 

or admit the propriety of; to prove; to make worthy, justify. 
Av a rice (Av' 4 'rls), n. an inordinate or insatiable desire of gaining wealth, 

an excessive love of money; covetousness. 
Av o ca tions ('4v A kA' shAnz), n. plu. of Avocation, the business that calls; 

the act of calling off or aside. 
Blind' ing, par. of Blend, to mingle or mix together. 
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Com men ces (kSm min' slz), pres. t. of Commence, to begin to be; to enter 
upon, begin ; to originate, take rise. 

Con fess ed (kin fist'), pre. of Confess, to admit or consent to; to own, ac 
knowledge; to avow; to make confession of a crime or fault. 

Con junc tion (kin jlngk'shun), n. league, bond; union; a meeting; the 
name of one of the parts of speech. 

Con sid ers (kin sid' urz), pres. t. of Consider, to regard; to suppose; U 
think or deliberate upon ; to reflect, meditate on ; to study. 

De gen er ates (dl jin' Ir 'ites), pres. t. of Degenerate, to become worse, to de¬ 
cline or decay in good qualities, kind, or vvrtue; to grow base: a. having 
decayed or declined in virtue or worth; base. 

De tests', pres. t. of Detest, to abhor, to hate extremely; to abominate. 
Dregs (drlgz), n. plu. refuse, feculence ; the sediment of liquors; lees; worth¬ 

less matter. 
El e ment (II' I 'mint), n. the state of any thing suited to one's temper; the rudi¬ 

ments of literature or science; the first or constituent principle of any thing. 
En lar ging (In Hr' jing), par. of Enlarge, to make or become greater, to in¬ 

crease, extend; to expand; to swell; to amplify, expatiate. 
Ex as per a ted (egz Is' plr 'I tld), pre. of Exasperate, to provoke, irritate; to 

enrage, make very angry ; to vex. [exempt; to object. 
Ex cept ed (Ik slpt' ed), pre. of Except, to leave or take out, to exclude; to 
Fir' tnlst, a. most distant, most remote: ad. at or to the greatest distance; 

most remotely. [ror, or failure. 
In fal li bly (In fll' II 'bll), ad. certainly, without a possibility of mistake, er- 
In flames (in fllmez'), pres. t. of Inflame, to enkindle or excite; to set on fire ; 

to provoke, exasperate, or irritate ; to aggravate; to grow hot, angry, and 
painful. [by instinct. 

In stinc tive (in stlngk' tiv), a. acting without reason, spontaneous; prompted 
Is sues (ish' ize), pres. t. and n.plu. of Issue, to proceed; to pass out; to send 

or come out or forth: n. event, consequence; termination, conclusion 
end; egress; offspring; passage out; discharge; a vent. 

Ma lig ni ty (mi lig' nl 't£), n. evil disposition towards another, extreme enmity; 
malice; virulence; heinousness. 

Mem bers (mlm' burz), n. plu. of Member, an individual of a community or 
society; or, of a legislature or assembly; a part; a limb; a clause. 

Mis In' thrb 'pist, n. a nater of mankind. [tunate event. 
Mis car riage (mis kir' rije), n. failure; fault, ill conduct; abortion ; unfor- 
No to ri e ty (vni to rl' I 'te), n. public exposure; public knowledge. 
Per forms (plr firmz'), pres, (.of Perform, to do; to execute; to discharge; to 

fulfil; to accomplish. 
Per se cutes (plr' si 'kites), pres. t. of Persecute, to pursue with hatred, mal¬ 

ice, malignity, or enmity; to harass. 
Pub lie ly (plb' lilt 'le), ad. with exposure to popular notice ; openly, without 

concealment. [to receive as a reward. 
Reaps (rllps), pres. t. of Reap, to obtain, to gather; to cut grain with a sickle; 
Re eip ro cal (re sip' ri 'kll), a. mutual, alternate. 
Re fer red (re flrd'), pre. of Refer, to appeal or submit to; to leave to; to al¬ 

lude ; to direct to another; to have relation; to dismiss or leave for judg¬ 
ment or decision. 

Rl gird' ing, par. of Regard, to esteem; to value; to observe; to mind, to 
heed; to respect; to notice: n. esteem, respect; attention; reverence; 
note. 

Rlst' llss, a. uneasy, not quiet; being without sleep; turbulent; unsettled. 
Sem blan ces (slm' blln 'slz), n. plu. of Semblance, appearance, show; likeness. 
Shuns (shhnz), pres. t. of Shun, to avoid, keep clear of; to decline; to escape. 
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Sub di vis ions ('sfib d£ vlzh' unz), n. plu. of Subdivision, a portion or part 
of a division or larger pari; the act of subdividing. 

Sue ceeds (sfik seedz'), pres.t. of Succeed, to prosper, to be or make successful; 
to follow in order; to be subsequent to. [another. 

Sym pa thize (slnT pi 7/tize), v. to have a common feeling; to feel with or for 
Taints (tints), pres. t. and n. plu. of Taint, to corrupt; to sully; to infect; to 

poison: n. corruption; infection ; a strain; a blemish on reputation. 
The at ri cal (thh it' re 'kil), a. suiting, belonging, pertaining to, or like a 

theatre. [pardoned. 
Un par don a ble (in pir* dn 'i bl), a. not to be forgiven; that can not be 
Un so cial (fin sfi shil), a. not social, not adapted or beneficial to, or agreea¬ 

ble in society. 
Vi ti ates (vtsh' £ 'ites),pres. t. of Vitiate, to deprave, to corrupt, to spoil; to 

render defective; to invalidate, make void; to injure the quality of. 

Reading Lesson LXVI. 

Vanity. 

1. There is, it will be confessed, a delicate sensibility to char¬ 
acter, a sober desire of reputation, a wish to possess the esteem 
of the wise and good, felt by the purest minds, which is at the 
farthest remove from arrogance or vanity. The humility of a 
noble mind scarcely dares approve of itself, until it has secured 
the approbation of others. Very different is that restless desire 
of distinction, that passion for theatrical display, which inflames 
the heart and occupies the whole attention of vain men. 

2. This, of all the passions, is the most unsocial, avarice itself 
not excepted. The reason is plain. Property is a kind of good 
which may be more easily attained, and is capable of more mi¬ 
nute subdivisions, than fame. In the pursuit of wealth, men are 
led by an attention to their own interest to promote the welfare 
of each other; their advantages are reciprocal; the benefits 
which each is anxious to acquire for himself he reaps in the 
greatest abundance from the union and conjunction of society. 
The pursuits of vanity are quite contrary. 

3. The portion of time and attention mankind are willing to 
spare from their avocations and pleasures to devote to the admira¬ 
tion of each other is so small, that every successful adventurer is 
felt to have impaired the common stock. The success of one is 
the disappointment of multitudes. For though there be many 
rich, many virtuous, many wise men, fame must necessarily be 
the portion of but few. Hence every vain man, every man in 
whom vanity is the ruling passion, regarding his rival as his 
enemy, is strongly tempted to rejoice in his miscarriage, and re 
pine at his success. 

18 
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4. Besides, as the passions are seldom seen in a simple, un¬ 
mixed state, so vanity, when it succeeds, degenerates into arro¬ 
gance ; when it is disappointed (and it is often disappointed), it is 
exasperated into malignity, and corrupted into envy. In this 
stage the vain man commences a determined misanthropist. He 
detests that excellence which he can not reach. He detests his 
species, and longs to he revenged for the unpardonable injustice 
he has sustained in their insensibility to his merits. He lives 
upon the calamities of the world ; the vices and miseries of men 
are his element and his food. 

5. Virtues, talents, and genius are his natural enemies, which 
he persecutes with instinctive eagerness and unrelenting hostility. 
There are who doubt the existence of such a disposition; but 
it certainly issues out of the dregs of disappointed vanity : a dis¬ 
ease which taints and vitiates the whole character wherever it 
prevails. It forms the heart to such a profound indifference to 
the welfare of others, that, whatever appearances he may assume, 
or however wide the circle of his seeming virtues may extend, 
you will infallibly find the vain man is his own centre. 

6. Attentive only to himself, absorbed in the contemplation of 
his own perfections, instead of feeling tenderness for his fellow- 
creatures as members of the same family, as beings with whom 
he is appointed to act, to suffer, and to sympathize, he considers 
life as a stage on which he is performing a part, and mankind in 
no other light than spectators. Whether he smile or frown, 
whether his path be adorned with the rays of beneficence, or his 
steps be dyed in blood, an attention to self is the spring of every 
movement, and the motive to which every action is referred. 

7. His apparent good qualities lose all their worth, by losing 
all that is simple, genuine, and natural: they are even pressed 
into the service of vanity, and become the means of enlarging its 
power. The truly good man is jealous over himself lest the 
notoriety of his best actions, by blending itself with their motive, 
should diminish their value; the vain man performs the same 
actions for the sake of that notoriety. The good man quietly dis¬ 
charges his duty, and shuns ostentation; the vain man considers 
every good deed lost that is not publicly displayed. The one is 
intent upon realities, the other upon semblances : the one aims to 
be virtuous, the other to appear so.—Robert Hall. 

Questions.—What is that, felt by the purest minds, which is the farthest 
remove from arrogance or vanity 1 Should not every person strive to secure 
the approbation of the good and virtuous 'l Can any one be a good citizen 
who disregards the esteem and GOOD OPINION of his fellow-citizens 1 

What is the most unsocial of all the passions ? Can any thing be more dis~ 
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gushng and worthy of the contempt of every sensitive mind than VANITY? 
Property is a kind of what? In the pursuit of wealth men are led to what? 
The suceess of one is what? Why ? What must necessarily be the portion 
of but few ? What is every vain man strongly tempted to do ? Is it not one 
of the meanest acts to rejoice at the failure or repine at the success of 
another ? When vanity is disappointed into what is it exasperated ? Into 
what corrupted ? The vain man then becomes a determined what ? He de¬ 
tests what? He lives upon what ? What are his element and his food ? Can 
any person’s life be more lamentably deplorable than that of the man who 
cherishes malignity and envy and lives upon the calamities of the world ? 
What does he persecute ? Disappointed vanity does what ? With him what 
is the spring to every movement ? Who is jealous over himself? Why? 
For what does the vain man perform the same actions ? The good man does 
what ? The vain man considers what ? The good man aims at and is intent 
upon what? The vain man what? Will all my young friends avoid VAN¬ 
ITY as most destructive to social and private happiness and as most despi¬ 

cable in the eyes of every intelligent person ? 

Spelling Lesson LXVII. 

A bound (4 bddnd'), v. to be in great plenty, to have, or to be prevalent. 
Ab so lute (4b' sA 'lite), a. arbitrary, not limited; unconditional; complete ; 

positive; certain. 
Ac cord (ak kdrd'), n. an agreement, harmony; union; a compact: v. to 

agree to; to suit with ; to unite; to adjust; to harmonize. 
Act ing (4kt' tng), par. of Act, to do, perform; to be in action ; to conduct, 

behave; to feign, represent; to imitate: n. a deed, achievement, or ex¬ 
ploit ; decree ; the decision of a legislative body, &c.; part of a play. 

A do ring (4 dA' ring), part. a. loving, reverencing; honoring: par. of Adore, 
to reverence, to worship; to honor; to love intensely. 

Ban ner (b4n' nur), n. a flag, a military standard; a streamer. 
Bids (btdz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Bid, to desire, invite; to command, to order; 

to offer a price ; to propose : n. an offer of a price. 
Ca lum ni ous ly (k4 l&m' ne '4s 1A), ad. slanderously; injuriously. 
Char ter (tshir' tur), n. a writing or instrument conferring or bestowing priv¬ 

ileges, rights, or poweis; a deed; a grant; immunity: v. to let or hire a 
ship, &c.; to establish by charter. 

Col lec tive (kAl lek' tlv), a. aggregated, gathered or formed by gathering into 
one mass, sum, or body; inferring. 

Com mon wealth (kAm' mun 'wil£A), n. a\ free and independent state; a re¬ 
public ; the general body of the people, the public. [give a name to. 

De nom i na ted (de nAm' e 'ni tid), pre. of Denominate, to call, to name; to 
En coun ter (in kAAn' tur), v. to meet with; to engage in conflict, combat, or 

battle; to attack; to resist; to fight; to oppose: n. a meeting in contest; 
battle; a combat; a single fight; duel; engagement. 

En gine (en' jin), n. means, that by which any effect is produced; an instru¬ 
ment, a kind of machine for throwing water to extinguish fire; an agent. 

Fair est (fire' Ast), a. most beautiful, most handsome; most honest; frankest; 
whitest, purest; clearest; mildest, most gentle ; most equitable ; plainest. 

False ly (false' le), ad. not truly, erroneously; perfidiously, treacherously. 
Folds (f Aldz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Fold, an embrace, an enclosure; a double; 

a plait; a pen for sheep: v. to double over or up; to enclose; to shut 
up or confine in a fold. 
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Fra ter ni ties (fr4 t&r' ne vtlz), n. pin. of Fraternity, a body of men united, a 
society; a corporation ; a brotherhood; the quality of a brother. 

Her' mlt, n. one who retires from society and lives in solitude; a devout recluse. 
Im pe ri al (tm pe' xh '41), a. royal, regal, belonging or pertaining to a mon¬ 

arch, emperor, or empire; monarchical. [verb. 
M65d, n. disposition, temper; state of mind ; manner; form or variation of a 
Or ga ni zed (8r‘ g4 'nizd), part. a. properly and duly systematized, reduced 

to form: pre. of Organize, to systematize; to form properly or in regular 
Pi' &t, n. one who writes poetry or poems, [structure; to construct suitably. 
Pris ons (priz' znz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Prison, a jail, a place of confine¬ 

ment : v. to confine, shut up; to enchain. 
Prov ince (pr8v' tnse), n. the proper office or business of any one; a subjected 

or conquered distant country belonging to a kingdom or empire; a tract, 
region, or district. 

R5Sd, n. the fourth part of an acre, 40 square rods; a pole; a cross. 
Scaf folds (sk4f' f&ldz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Scaffold, an elevated stage or 

platform on which a criminal is placed to be executed; a temporary stage 
or support of wood used by builders to support the workmen: v. to fur¬ 
nish with a scaffold ; to uphold. 

Star-span gled (st&r-sp4ng' gld), a. adorned or set with stars. 
Sway (swi), n. influence, power; rule; dominion; direction: v. to influence, 

incline; to wield, govern, to rule ; to bias; to have weight. 
Tram pled (tr4m' pld), part. a. trodden under foot: pre. of Trample, to tread 

under foot; to treat with pride, contempt, and insult. 
Un fold ing (6n f&ld' Ing), par. of Unfold, to lay open to view; to display; to 

discover; to expand. 
Wars (warz), n.plu. and pres. t. of War, public contest, open hostility; conten¬ 

tion, act of opposition: v. to make war; to carry on hostilities or a con¬ 
test ; to contend, strive. [ordered well. 

Well-or der ed (w41-dr' durd), a. properly conducted, managed, or behaved; 
Wronged (rSngd), part, a treated improperly or unjustly; injured: pre. of 

Wrong, to injure, treat unjustly or with injustice; to deprive of some 
right: n. crime, misdemeanor; violation of right, injustice, injury: a, 
not right; not fit or proper; erroneous: ad. amiss, not rightly. 

Reading Lesson LXVII. 

Extract from an Oration delivered at Cambridge, July 4, 1826. 

1. The greatest engine of moral power which human nature 
knows, is an organized, prosperous state. All that man in his 
individual capacity can do ; all that he can effect by his fraterni¬ 
ties, by his ingenious discoveries and wonders of art, or by his 
influence over others, is as nothing, compared with the collective, 
perpetual influence on human affairs and human happiness, of 
a well constituted, powerful commonwealth. 

2. It blesses generations with its sweet influence ; even the 
barren earth seems to pour out its fruits under a system where 
property is secure, while her fairest gardens are blighted by des¬ 
potism. Men, thinking, reasoning men, abound beneath its be- 
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nignant sway; nature enters into a beautiful accord, a better, 
purer consent with man, and guides an industrious citizen to 
every rood of her smiling wastes ; and we see, at length, that 
what has been called a state of nature, has been most falsely, 
calumniously so denominated ; that the nature of man is neither 
that of a savage, a hermit, nor a slave ; but that of a member of 
a well-ordered family, that of a good neighbor, a free citizen, a 
well-informed, good man, acting with others like him. 

3. This is the lesson which is taught in the charter of our in¬ 
dependence ; this is the lesson which our example is to teach the 
world. The epic poet of Rome ; the faithful subject of an abso¬ 
lute prince, in unfolding the duties and destinies of his country¬ 
men, bids them look down with disdain on the polished and 
intellectual arts of Greece, and deem their arts to be, 

“To rule the nations with imperial sway ; 
To spare the tribes that yield; fight down the proud ; 
And forcevthe mood of peace upon the world.” 

4. A nobler counsel breathes from the charter of our indepen¬ 
dence ; a happier province belongs to our free republic. Peace 
we would extend, but by persuasion and example; the moral 
force, by which alone it can prevail among the nations. 

5. Wars we may encounter ; but it is in the sacred character 
of the injured and the wronged ; to raise the trampled rights of 
humanity from the dust; to rescue the mild form of Liberty from 
her abode among the prisons and the scaffolds of the elder world, 
and to set her in the chair of state among her adoring children ; 
to give her beauty for ashes; a healthful action for cruel agony; 
to put at last a period to her warfare on earth ; to tear her star- 
spangled banner from the perilous ridges of battle, and plant it 
on the rock of ages. There be it fixed for ever, the power of a 
free people slumbering in its folds, their peace reposing in its 
shade!—E. Everett. 

Questions.—What is the greatest engine of moral power ! What is as 
nothing 1 Compared with what 1 With wnat are generations blessed ! What 
are blighted by despotism 1 Beneath what do thinking, reasoning men 
abound ! Under an organized and prosperous state, what do we see, at 
length! That the nature of man is not what! But that he is what-1 Where 
is this lesson taught! What does the faithful subject of an absolute prince 
do! A nobler counsel than this breathes from what! How should we 
extend peace ! How, alone, can peace prevail among the nations ! Should 
not every person cultivate a peaceful spirit, so that the horrible, detestable, 

and ABSURD practice of WAR may be for ever at an end! Will every 
young American remember, that under Providence, it is for out country to set 
this noble example ! 

18 
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Spelling Lesson LXVIII. 

Act ed (ikf 4d), pre. of Act, to exert power; to perform ; to be in action; to 
do; to conduct, behave; to imitate; to feign, represent: n. a deed, achieve¬ 
ment, exploit; decree; the decision of a legislative body; part of a play. 

A1 i ment (41' 4 'ment), n. nourishment; food ; support. [ner. 
As ton ish ing ly (4s t<W ish 'tng 14), ad. in an astonishing or amazing man- 
Cor re spond ing ('k5r re spdnd' tng), part. a. fitting, suitable; agreeing; 

answering : pox. of Correspond, to suit; to agree; to fit, to answer; to 
keep up intercourse by writing letters to each other alternately. 

De nom i na tions (de 'n8m 4 ni' shhnz), n. pin. of Denomination, a class or 
society of individuals, called by the same name; a name given to a thing; 
a title. [strike out. 

Ff faced (ef fiste'), pre. of Efface, to blot out, wear away; to destroy ; to 
En no bling (en no' bltng), part. a. dignifying, elevating; exalting: par. of 

Ennoble, to dignify, make noble; to elevate ; to exalt. 
Flour ish ed (fl&r' rlsht), pre. of Flourish, to thrive, increase and enlarge ; to 

be in vigor; to be prosperous; to boast; to adorn, embellish; to bran¬ 
dish : n. bravery; ostentatious parade of words ; showy splendor ; fanci¬ 
ful strokes of the pen, &c. [age, to support. 

Fos ter ed (f5s' turd), pre. of Foster, to cherish, to nurse-; to feed; to encour- 
Fos ter ing (f6s' turing), part. a. cherishing, nursing; encouraging: par. 

of Foster. 
Guard ed (gird' ed), pre. of Guard, to watch, protect; to defend; to secure 

from harm: n. a watch; security; defence; a man o.r body of men for 
defence; protection; care. [cestor. 

He red i ta ry (he r4d' 4 'ta re), a. descending by inheritance; or, from an an- 
Hov er (h&v' ur), v. to hang over or about; to flap the wings, to flutter; to 

wander near or about. [spiration of the Scriptures. 
In fi del (In' fe 'del), n. one who rejects or disbelieves Christianity or the in- 
En ves ti ga tion (In 'v4s te gl' shin), n. examination, a searching for truth; 

the aetion or process of searching minutely. 
Nur ser y (nir' sir 're), n. an apartment or room where children axe nursed and 

brought up; a plantation of young trees. [to appear. 
Oc curs (5k kirz'), pres. t. of Occur, to come to the mind; to arise ; to happen; 
Far ta ken (plr ti' kn), per. par. of Partake, to participate, to have or take a 

part in or share of any thing; to share. 
Phil an thro pists (fil in' tkrb 'pists), n. pin. of Philanthropist, one who loves 

and wishes well to his fellow-men, one of general benevolence. 
Pre di lec tions ('pre de 14k' shinz), n. plu. of Predilection, a prepossession in- 

favor of something; a previous liking; a preference. 
Rare ly (rire' 14), ad. not often, seldom; finely. 
Re fir', v. to have recourse, to appeal; to leave to; to allude; to deliver, dis- 
| miss or submit for judgment or decision; to direct to another; to have 
- relation. 
Re sp5nd', v. to answer, to reply; to correspond ; to suit: n. a short anthem. 
Soothes (s85thz), pres. t. of Sooth, to assuage, soften, mollify; to quiet, to 

calm ; to flatter, to please. 
S8dnd' ed, pre. of Sound, to make a noise; to search for depth ; to examine; 

to celebrate by sound : n. any thing audible, noise ; voice; a narrow sea : 
a. whole, firm; unhurt; healthy; stout; undecayed. 

Un chan ging (&n tshine' ji ng), a. suffering no alteration. 
Ver' had, a. spoken, uttered by the mouth, oral; literal; pertaining to verbs. 
Way ward (wl' wurd), a. perverse, fToward; unruly. 
Where in (hwlre in'), ad. in which; in what or which place or thing. 
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Reading Lesson LXYIII. 

Importance of well-directed Maternal Influence. 

1. The minds of children are easily interested, as every thing 
is new to them, and a new and most beautiful world is opening 
before them with all the attractions of nature and art. Their ca¬ 
pacities expand astonishingly with even moderate instruction, if 
it be systematic and regular, as it leads them to investigation and 
inquiry far beyond the sphere of the instructions they receive : at 
this time how necessary it is, to endeavor to stamp upon their 
minds some salutary truths not to be effaced. The works of na¬ 
ture present an extensive field for instruction wherein a child 
may be soon taught to acknowledge the existence of a Supreme 
Being from the convictions of reason. 

2. In connexion with the book of nature, the Bible should be 
the first book used from whence to draw our precepts as contain¬ 
ing instruction suitable to the earliest age. It is not necessary to 
wait until the child is able to read for itself. The best mode of 
presenting instruction is by familiar verbal communication: its 
truths are better remembered, and in this manner too, a large 
portion of the Bible can be condensed into a small compass. 
Give the young minds subjects for thought; they are ever active, 
ever busy; and, if not provided with proper aliment by those 
who have the care of them, they will resort to something for 
themselves which may be adverse in its influence. 

3. The precepts of the gospel are ennobling and refining in a 
high degree; and, they will ere long show their effects upon the 
mind trained in their discipline. I have often been led to observe 
the striking difference between children who have been brought 
up according to the wisdom of this world, and of those taught ac¬ 
cording to the gospel; how much more expanded is the young 
mind of one instructed in the gospel precepts ; how much more 
elevated in its character ; how much more ready to sympathize 
with suffering, and to respond to benevolent and noble sentiments : 
it has partaken of the true and proper food of the soul, and by it 
has flourished and become vigorous. It is in the fostering atmo¬ 
sphere of the nursery, where the form is given to the young and 
tender plant. A celebrated artist once said, my mother’s kiss 
made me a painter ; how many thousands might say, my mother’s 
kiss made me a Christian or an infidel, a useful or a useless mem¬ 
ber of society. 

4. If mothers wish to know the extensive influence which 
their precepts and examples exert either for good or evil upon the 
career and destiny of their children, they need only refer to some 
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striking examples for proof sufficient to establish this fact. In 
observing and reading the history of great and good or bad men, 
the thought rarely occurs that they have once been children, and 
have passed through the helpless years of infancy, been acted 
upon by influences which have formed their characters ; and yet, 
if we should trace their goodness or their crimes to the right 
source, we should find that for the most part the seeds of early 
influence had produced the corresponding fruit. 

5. And I have no doubt that could we know the history of 
very many philanthropists, we should find that the seeds of their 
usefulness had been sown in the nursery, and the germes fostered 
by the kind and gentle instruction of some Christian mother, 
whose voice sounded like music on the ear, and whose sympa¬ 
thy fell like balm upon the heart, grieved by the little trials 
and pains of childhood. 

6. Often too, in after years, when clouds hover darkly over 
life’s troubled path, she soothes the sorrows, and proves the com¬ 
fort of her child ; or, her faithful heart ever follows the wayward 
or wandering one, with the same unchanging affection, with 
which in years gone by, she guarded and provided for the help¬ 
less dependant upon her care. No one will deny that as the 
early prejudices and predilections are formed for religion, so they 
generally remain through life ; hence the strong attachment of 
individuals to the various denominations which we often find 
hereditary for generations.—Mrs. A. B. Whelpley. 

Questions.—What are easily interested 1 Why? What expand aston¬ 
ishingly ? What present an extensive field for instruction ? What should be 
the first book used ? What is not necessary ? Which is the best mode of 
instruction ? What should young minds have given them ? If not thus pro¬ 
vided, to what will they resort ? What are ennobling and refining ? Between 
what may a striking difference be seen 1 What is more expanded ? More 
elevated in what ? More ready to do what 1 Of what has it partaken 1 
What is given in the fostering atmosphere of the nursery ? What did a cele¬ 
brated artist once say ? What might many thousands say ? Can any one 
estimate the influence of a PIOUS MOTHER? Can not almost every in¬ 
stance of noble, generous, and philanthropic actions of benevolent and 
patriotic men, in this and every other country, be traced directly to the EARLy 

influence and instruction of a PIOUS MOTHER? Can any one hopp 
for or have any reason to expect success or prosperity who disregards the 
kind advice and pious instruction of his MOTHER ? What can be more 
consoling and heart-cheering to a desponding heart in severe affliction than 
the fond recollection of a pious mother’s prayers and tears poured forth 
and shed in infancy for her beloved offspring ? 

Spelling Lesson LXIX. 
Ad mi red (£d mlrd ), pre, of Admire, to love, to esteem; to regard: to won 

der at. 
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A do red (a dArd'), pre. of Adore, to love intensely, t-o worship; to honor; 
A wry (i rl'), ad. asquint, obliquely; unevenly ; aside. [to reverence. 
Bar gain ed (bar' gtnd), prc. of Bargain, to make a contract; to agree: n. a 

contract; an agreement; stipulation; the thing bought or sold. 
Bow els (b<3&' ilz), n. plu. the interior part of any thing; the intestines; the 

entrails, parts within the body; tenderness, compassion. 
Com plete (kom plite'), v. to finish, to perfect; to end; to fulfil; to perform : 

a. finished ; perfected ; ended ; entire; full. 
De ba scd (de biste'), part. a. degraded; sunk, lowered: pre. of Debase, to 

degrade; to lower ; to adulterate ; to sink ; to lessen ; to reduce; to ren¬ 
der mean. [Debase. 

De bi' sing, part. a. degrading, rendering mean; adulterating, &c.: par. of 
De crep it (dA krip' It), a. infirm, wasted and worn with age. 
Dev ils (div' viz), n. plu. of Devil, an evil spirit, a fallen angel; the enemy of 

mankind. 
Dream ing (dreem' lng), pari. a. imagining, having ideas of; thinking idly, 

&c.: par. of Dream, to imagine, have ideas of; to think in sleep; to 
think idly : n. thoughts in sleep; idle fancy. 

Earth y (hrth' e), a. like earth; consisting of or relating to earth. 
Fist' tng, par. of Fast, to omit to take the usual meals; to abstain from food 

religiously: n. abstinence from food; a day for fasting: a. firm, fixed; 
sure ; swift, rapid ; quick: ad. firmly; surely; swiftly, with speed, rap¬ 
idly ; closely. [gleam or exhibit light or lustre. 

Glit ter (gilt' tur), n. splendor, bright show; lustre: v. to shine brightly; to 
Grisp' lng, par. of Grasp, to hold in the hand; to gripe ; tc?seize; to strug¬ 

gle : n. the gripe or seizure of the hands; embrace; hold ; possession. 
Heaps (heeps), n. phi. and pres. t. of Heap, a mass; a cluster, number; ac¬ 

cumulation ; many things thrown together without order: v. to amass, 
accumulate; to throw or pile up; to lay up. 

H&r' rid, a. shocking, dreadful; hideous ; rough, rugged. 
Hunt' ed, pre. of Hunt, to seek; to search or chase as game ; to pursue; to 

follow the chase: n. a chase for game; pursuit; pack of hounds. 
Ul-gui ded (11 gi' d£d\ a. not properly guided or directed. [imation. 
In an i mate (In in' e 'mite), a. destitute, void of, or without life, spirit, or an- 
In cu ra ble (In ku' ra 'bl), a,, that can not be cured, healed, or remedied. 
In hu man (In hi' min), a. unfeeling, cruel; barbarous, savage. [knees. 
Kneel ed (niild), pre. of Kneel, to bend or rest on the knee; to fall on the 
Laugh ing-stock (lif' Ing-'stSk), n. an object of ridicule; a butt. 
Light-wing ed (llte'-wlng 'id), a. speedy; swift, rapid. 
Mightst (mltst), v. defective, second per. sin. pre. of May, to be possible. 
Mur der ous (mir' dir 'is), a. guilty of murder; bloody. 
Night-man’s (nlte'-minz), n. posses, case of Night-man, one who carries away 

or removes filth in the night. 
Pint, v. to desire earnestly, to long; to palpitate, beat rapidly : n. palpitation, 

rapid motion of the heart. [to pledge; to give as security. 
Plight (pllte), n. condition, state; case; pledge; state of being involved: v. 
Rite, n. a ceremony, a.n observance; a solemn act of religion. 
Slg' nil ’lze, v. to make or render distinguished, eminent, or remarkable. 
SA' rist, a. most afflicting, most distressing; most painful, most severe; most 

tender to the touch. 
Sweat (sw&t), v. to perspire, to emit moisture; to drudge, to toil; to cause to 

emit moisture: n. moisture emitted from the pores of the skin; labor; 
toil. 

Thiev ish (thhW Ish), a. addicted to or given to stealing; secret, sly. 
Un alms ed (fin imzd'), a. iwt having received or given alms. 
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Reading Lesson LXIX. 

The Miser. 

1. Gold many hunted, sweat and bled for gold ; 
Waked all the night, and labored all the day; 
And what was this allurement, dost thou ask 1 
A dust dug from the bowels of the earth, 
Which, being cast into the fire, came out 
A shining thing that fools admired, and called 
A god ; and in devout and humble plight 
Before it kneeled, the greater to the less ; 

2. And, on its altar sacrificed ease, peace, 
Truth, faith, integrity ; good conscience, friends, 
Love, charity, benevolence, and all 
The sweet and tender sympathies of life ; 
And to complete the horrid murderous rite, 
And signalize their folly, offered up 
Their souls, and an eternity of bliss, 
To gain them; what ? an hour of dreaming joy ; 
A feverish hour that hasted to be done, 
And ended in the bitterness of wo. 

3. Most, for the luxuries it bought, the pomp, 
The praise, the glitter, fashion, and renown, 
This yellow phantom followed and adored. 
But there was one in folly farther gone, 
With eye awry, incurable, and wild, 
The laughing-stock of devils and of men, 
And by his guardian angel quite given up, 
The miser, who with dust inanimate 
Held wedded intercourse. 

4. Ill-guided wretch ! 
Thou mightst have seen him at the midnight hour, 
When good men slept, and in light-winged dreams 
Ascended up to God, in wasteful hall, 
With vigilance and fasting worn to skin 
And bone, and wrapped in most debasing rags, 
Thou mightst have seen him bending o’er his heaps, 
And holding strange communion with his gold ; 
And as his thievish fancy seemed to hear 
The night-man’s foot approach, starting alarmed, 
And in his old, decrepit, withered hand, 
That palsy shook, grasping the yellow earth 
To make it sure. 
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5. Of all God made upright, 
And in their nostrils breathed a living soul, 
Most fallen, most prone, most earthy, most debased ; 
Of all that sold Eternity for Time, 
None bargained on so easy terms with death. 
Illustrious fool! Nay, most inhuman wretch ! 
He sat among his bags, and, with a look 
Which hell might be ashamed of, drove the poor 
Away unalmsed, and midst abundance died, 
Sorest of evils ! died of utter want.—Pollok. 

Questions.—For what do many sweat and bleed? What do fools ad¬ 
mire ? What do they sacrifice on its altar ? And, to complete their folly, 
what do they offer up? To gain what? Does any thing so absorb all 
the good feelings of our nature, as that most contemptible of all things, 

called AVARICE? For what do most persons follow and adore this yell/no 
phantom ? Who is and ought to be the laughing-stock of devils and of men ? 
What may the miser be seen doing at the midnight hour ? What grasp in 
his decrepit, withered hand ? For what does the miser sell Eternity ? Among 
what does he sit ? Whom does he drive away unalmsed ? How does the 
miser die ? Will all my young friends remember that the inordinate love 

of money is one of the very BASEST of passions ; and, also remember, that, 
they can never enjoy pleasure, comfort, or happiness either in the procuring 
of money or in the possession of it, unless with the disposition TO DO GOOD 
with it when possessed ? 

Spelling Lesson LXX. 

Dealt (dllt), pre. of Deal, to distribute, scatter; to trade, to traffick; to divide: n. 
a part; quantity ; a board or plank; fir-wood. 

Gild' id, part. a. adorned, illuminated.; overlaid with gold: pre. of Gild, to 
overlay or wash over with gold ; to adorn with lustre; to illuminate, to 
brighten. 

Ri bike', n. reproof; reprehension: v. to reprove, to chide ; to check. 
Wring (ring), v. to writhe, distort; to twist, to turn ; to strain ; to extort; to 

distress. 

reading Lesson LXX. 

To one Bereft, 

1. The heart that has not known the hour 
When Grief could bid it bow, 

Or seen that looks and words have power 
To wring the brightest brow, 

’Twere vain to torture with a song 
As sorrowful as mine ; 
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Leave such to pant amidst the throng 
That crowd its gilded shrine. 

2. But ye that suffer ; who have felt 
The destiny of earth, 

That Death, with shadowy hand hath dealt 
Rebuke amidst your mirth ; 

To you this tribute of a word, 
When other sounds have fled, 

Will come like loved tones, faintly heard j 
The Memory of the Dead.—Mellen. 

Questions.—Whom is it in vain to torture with a song ? To what should 
they be left 1 To whom will this tribute come like loved tones 'l What can 
be more gratifying and soul-inspiring to a sensitive and virtuous mind than 
fondly to cherish the MEMORY of the DEAD by a grateful remembrance or 
recollection of their noble and generous DEEDS'? 

Spelling Lesson LXXI. 

Beck on ing (bek' kn 'Ing), part. a. making a sign: par. of Beckon, to make 
a sign to: n. a sign without words. 

Be guiles (be gllez'), pres. t. of Beguile, to delude, deceive; to cheat; to pass 
pleasingly; to amuse ; to impose upon. 

Bind' est, sec. per. sin. of the pres. t. of Bend, to incline, to stoop; to make or 
become crooked; to submit; to subdue : n. curve; turn. 

Bl' ding, par. of Bide, to dwell, to remain in a place; to endure; to suffer. 
Bow est (bdd' 1st), sec. per. sin. of the pres. t. of Bow, to bend, to stoop; to 

depress ; to subdue, to crush; to sink under pressure; to bend the body 
in token of respect: n. an act of reverence, respect, or submission ; the 
rounding, forward part of the side of a sloop, ship, steamboat, &c. 

Cher ubs (tsher' hbz), n. plu. of Cherub, a celestial spirit, an angel; a kind 
of figure. [troon; one who meanly shrinks from danger. 

Dis' tird, a. cowardly; meanly shrinking from danger: n. a coward, a pol- 
D&s' p8t, n. a tyrant; an absolute king, emperor, or prince. 
Des pot’s (dis' p5ts), n. posses, case of Despot. 
Doub ly (dub' ble), ad. in twice the quantity. 
Free dom’s (free' dumz), n. posses, case of Freedom, liberty, independence; 

privilege; franchise; license; ease or facility; frankness. 
Gal' ling, part. a. fretting, vexing; teasing, &c.: par. of Gall, to rub off, 

break, or hurt the skin; to tease; to fret, vex; to impair: n. the bile, a 
thick, yellow,, bitter liquor separated or secreted in the liver; rancor, bit¬ 
terness of mind; malignity. 

Gay ly (gi' le), ad. merrily, cheerfully; finely; splendidly, showily. 
Hail ing (hile' 1 ng), par. of Hail, to salute; to call to; to pour down hail: n. 

drops of rain frozen, or little masses of ice or frozen vapor falling. 
Hair-brain ed (hire'-brind), a. wild, heedless; irregular; giddy, volatile. 
Hap ly (hip' 14), ad. it may be, perhaps; peradventure; by chance. 
Hi' tfed, pre. of Hate, to oJbhor, to dislike greatly; to detest, abominate: n. 

hatred, ill-will; malignity; great dislike, detestation. 
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Ills (Hz), n. plu. of Ill, evil, misery; misfortune, harm; wickedness: a. bad, 
wicked; sick, disordered: ad. not rightly, amiss; not well. 

Imp (Imp), n. offspring, a son; a puny devil. [short; continued. 
Long ed (l^ngd), pre. of Long, to desire or wish earnestly or eagerly: a. not 
Mad ly (mad' 1&), ad. without understanding, foolishly; furiously. 
May est (ini' &st), sec. per. sin. of the pres. t. of May, to be possible. 
Nymphs (nlmfs), n. phi. of Nymph, a goddess of the woods, forests, meadows, 

and waters; a lady. 
Pack (pik), n. a great number; a set; a crew; a number of hounds ; a large 

bundle; a load ; a number of cards: v. to bind up; to make into a pack¬ 
age or bundle; to send in haste; to select or pick a jury partially and 
fraudulently. 

Hi gen er ate (re jin' 6r 'ite), a. renewed, renovated; bom anew, changed 
from a natural to a spiritual state: v. to renew, make or produce anew ; 
to be born anew. 

Sp6t' less, a. pure, free from reproach ; immaculate; holy; innocent. 
Stains (stinez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Stain, a blot, a spot; disgrace, reproach, 

shame; taint: v. to discolor, to spot; to soil; to dye; to bring reproach on. 
Ty rant’s (ti' r&nts), n. posses, case of Tyrant, a cruel, despotic, arbitrary, and 

severe ruler or master; one who oppresses. 
Vir gin (ver' jtn), n. a pure, chaste, and virtuous maid or unmarried woman: 

a. pure; chaste; maidenly; modest. 
Wills (wtlz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Will, to desire; to direct; to determine; to 

dispose by testament: n. choice; disposition; command; the faculty of 
choosing ; inclination; a testament. 

Wipe, v. to dear away; to cleanse or clean by rubbing: n. act of cleansing 
or cleaning; a rub; a blow; a reproof. 

Zeal ots (z&l' fits), n. plu. of Zealot, one who is full of zeal. 

Reading Lesson LXXI. 

My Country. 

1. Again Peace showered her blessings o’er the land, 
And happiness and Freedom, hand in hand 
Went gayly round, and knocked at every door, 
Hailing the rich, and biding with the. poor, 
While wondering nations watched our bright career, 
And looked, and longed to seek a refuge here, 
From all the countless pack of galling ills, 
That slaves still suffer, when the tyrant wills. 

2. And oh! be such thy ever during fate, 
My native land ! still to be good and great! 
Still to be dear to nations, doubly dear, 
The people’s hope, the tyrant’s lasting fear, 
Still to be cherished by the good and brave, 
Still to be hated by the dastard slave, 
That turns in sick’ning envy from thy face 
The mirror that reflects his deep disgrace ; 

19 
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Still to be feared for thy far beck’ning smiles. 
That oft the despot of his prey beguiles, 
Still to be loved, by those who joy to see 
The race of man live happy, great, and free. 

3. Yes! lone and spotless virgin of the west, 
No tyrant pillows on thy swelling breast, 
Thou bow’st before no despot’s guilty throne, 
But bend’st the knee to God, and him alone! 
Dear imp of Freedom, may’st thou live to see. 
In after days a glorious race like thee, 
Whom thy example haply shall inspire, 

» With the pure glow of Freedom’s sacred fire 
Teach them a sober way to break their chains, 
Wipe from fair Freedom’s brow those bloody stains 
That hair-brained zealots sprinkled madly there, 
And show what heaven made it, pure as fair, 
Till in good time a train of nymphs like thee, 
Blooming and happy, virtuous, wise, and free, 
Shall hail thee eldest sister of the train, 
And o’er regenerate earth, sweet cherubs reign. 

J. K. Paulding. 

Questions.—What showered her blessings 'l What went hand in hand 1 

What did wondering nations do 'l What pillows not in this country 1 Will all 
my young friends remember, however, that, although this is a blessed and happy 
country, yet there are two TYRANTS here who hold a more tyrannical 
sway over a large portion of our fellow-citizens than King George of England 
held over the fathers of our American Revolution 1 Need I tell you that the 
names of these tyrants which hold their subjects in the most abject slavery 

are RUM and TOBACC01 

Spelling Lesson LXXII. 

A bu ses (4 b&' slz), n. plu. of Abuse, injury; rude reproach; the ill use of 
i any thing; a corrupt practice. 
As ser tions (4s s4r' sh&nz), n. plu. of Assertion, positive declaration, position 

advanced; affirmation; the act of asserting. 
Be nign (be nine'), a. liberal, wholesome; generous; kind. 
Clo ser (kl<V sur), a. nearer to; more retired, more secret, more private; more 

confined ; more reserved; more covetous; more compact, briefer. 
Co ex ist ('kA Agz 1st'), v. to exist at the same time or together. 
Con flicts (k6n' fllkts), n. plu. of Conflict, contest, strife; contention; strug¬ 

gle ; combat; collision; opposition; distress of mind. 
Coup led (kup' pid), pre. of Couple, to unite^ connect; to chain or link to¬ 

gether ; to join; to marry: n. a pair; two; a brace; two of a sort; man 
and wife; a chain. 
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Dep re cate (dep' re 'kite), v. to regret, have or express deep sorrow at; to 
pray deliverance from or earnestly against. [boiling up. 

Eb ul li tions ('eb id 11 sh' unz), n. pin. of Ebullition, a bubbling, the act of 
En glish men (ing' gllsh 'men), n. phi. of Englishman, a native of England. 
Ex ces sive (&k s&s' slv), a. beyond or exceeding the just and proper limits, 

common proportion, or due bounds. 
Ex po nents (iks pd>' nfents), n. plu. of Exponent, that which sets forth, solves, 

explains, or points out any thing; a figure or term in algebra. 
Grat i fi ed (grat' e 'fide), pre. of Gratify, to please, to delight; to indulge; to 

humor; to satisfy; to requite. 
Im pli cit ly (1m pH s' sit 'le), ad. unreservedly; by inference. 
In volve (In v<5lv'), v. to be connected or joined with, to blend; to comprise; to 

in wrap, envelop ; to entangle; to take in. [journal or diary. 
Jour nal ists (jur' nil 'Ists), n. plu. of Journalist, one who writes or keeps a 
Jour nals(jur' nilz), n. pin. of Journal, a newspaper, book, or pamphlet pub¬ 

lished at staled Limes; a diary, daily account of occurrences ; a daily re¬ 
gister or account-book of daily transactions. [late or convey news. 

News pa pers (nuze' pi 'p&rz), n. plu. of Newspaper, a printed paper to circu- 
Op pres sions (6p pr&sh' inz), n. plu. of Oppression, misery, hardship; sever¬ 

ity ; calamity ; act of oppressing, cruelty. 
Pam phlet (pim' flit), n. a small printed book consisting of sheets stitched 

together but not bound. 
Pr6t' is 'tant, a. belonging or pertaining to Protestants: n. one who protests 

against the Roman Catholic Church or is in favor of the Reformation. 
Pur chas ers (phr' tshis 'hrz), n. plu. of Purchaser, one who purchases or buys. 
Ref er ence (ref' ir 'inse), n. in relation or allusion to; act o.f referring; re¬ 

spect ; arbitration or a hearing before referees, [republican government. 
Re pub li can ism (re p&b' le 'kin lzm), n. a system of or attachment to a 
Right-mind ed (rite'-mind 'id), a. having a right mind or correct views and 

opinions. 
View ed (vide), pre. of View, to consider, survey intellectually; to see, behold ; 

to look on; to examine attentively : n. mental sight, manner and power 
of seeing ; prospect; survey; sight. 

Reading Lesson LXXII. 

England and America. 

1. I was gratified to find, in all my intercourse with English¬ 
men, kind feelings towards my native country freely expressed. 
Though the tone of the public journals and of party pamphlet- 
writers has been any thing but friendly for several years past, I 
believe that all right-minded men in England deprecate hostile 
feelings towards the United States, not merely on grounds of po¬ 
litical expediency, but from a real and earnest desire for the wel¬ 
fare of this country. 

2. Neither in England nor America can journalists be consid¬ 
ered fair exponents of the true state of public opinion. So exces¬ 
sive is the strength of party spirit in both countries, that, in 
general few newspapers or journals can be believed implicitly, 
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in any assertions with reference to points that involve party con¬ 
siderations, or that may be used in party conflicts. 

3. Whatever ebullitions of war spirit may be found in news¬ 
papers on either side of the water, I am satisfied that the mass of 
the people in both countries desire not merely to preserve peace, 
but to cherish a closer and more kindly feeling than ever towards 
each other. 

4. Certainly such ought to be the state of things. The two 
greatest nations on earth, mother and daughter, with a common 
language, common laws, the same literature, the same habits, the 
same religion—why should these nations, of all others, indulge 
in feelings of hostility ? Dependant on each other in many re¬ 
spects, connected by a great and growing trade, why should they 
be ready, at the slighest word, to talk of strife ? 

5. But while I admit freely that I found in all companies the 
kindliest feelings towards America, I found them generally coup¬ 
led with prejudices and erroneous views that went far to coun¬ 
teract them, and will certainly, if not arrested, in the end effectu¬ 
ally destroy them. The reason of all this is sufficiently obvious. 
Towards Americans themselves, as the sons of Old England, as 
Protestant Christians, and, what perhaps is not the least consid¬ 
eration, as the most extensive purchasers of British goods, the 
English people desire to feel kindly. 

6. But the government and institutions of America are viewed 
with very different feelings by all but the Liberal party in En¬ 
gland. They know well that the 'party of the people throughout 
Europe has started into being since the American Revolution, as 
its acknowledged fruit; that the experiment of Republicanism in 
America has not been made for America alone; that the suffer¬ 
ing millions of the Old World have heard, or will in the course 
of time hear, that freedom is possible, and can be made to coexist 
with good government. They know Avell that all the abuses 
and oppressions of European governments will be set forth in 
contrast with the benign institutions of the United States with 
terrible effect.—Dr. J. P. Durbin’s Observations in Europe. 

Questions.—What was Dr. Durbin gratified to find in England ! What 
did he say all right-minded men in England deprecate 1 Why ! What de¬ 
sired by the great body of the people in both countries! Is it not very impol¬ 
itic as well as ABSURD for these two nations, in particular, to have strife 
or difference ! Aside from the wickedness and cruelty of WAR, in every 
case, is it not doubly wicked for these two nations, both speaking the same 
language, with many ties of common kindred, to war with each other! 
What will be effectually destroyed, if not arrested ! Why ! What have the 
suffering millions in Europe heard or will soon hear ! 
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Spelling Lesson LXXIII. 

Ath ens (kth' Inz), n. prop, a celebrated city of Greece, once the seat of learning 
and the arts; the name of several towns in the United States. 

Board (bird), n. the deck of a ship; a piece of wood or timber sawed thin, 
flat, and broad; a table; food; diet; a council: v. to lay with boards; 
to furnish food or diet; to enter a ship by force. 

Can nae (kin' ne), n. prop, the name of an ancient town in Naples, where 
the Romans were defeated by Hannibal. 

Clime (klime), n. region, tract of earth ; climate. [mount 
Con quer (kong' kfir), v. to overcome, gain by conquest; to subdue; to sur- 
Con vin ced (k6n vtnst'), pre. of Convince, to satisfy, persuade, or make one 

sensible of the truth ox fact by proof or evidence; to constrain or force one 
to acknowledge. 

De stst', v. to cease from any thing, to stop; to forbear; to give over. 
En croach ments (in krotsh' mints), n. plu. of Encroachment, the taking pos¬ 

session of another's rights; an unlawful intrusion. 
Extremity (eks trim' 4 'te), n. necessity, emergency; rigor, distress; end, 

limit; the utmost point, degree, or part; violence. 
Fleets, n. plu. and pres. t. of Fleet, a navy, ships of war; a company of ships: 

v. to fly swiftly; to pass lightly or rapidly: a. swift, quick; nimble, 
active. [made in Holland. 

H<5r 14nd, n. prop, the name of a country in Europe; a kind of fine linen 
Hon or a bly (6n' nur 'k ble), ad. with honor, nobly, illustriously; generously;. 

reputably; honestly; fairly. [to stand or rest on. 
In sist ed (tn stst' id), pre. of Insist, to persist in, press or urge with firmness; 
In va ri a bly (tn vi' re 'k blq), ad. uniformly, unchangeably; without altera¬ 

tion, constantly. [or that can not be wounded. 
In vul ner a ble (tn vul' nir 'k bl), a. incapable of receiving injury; not to be 
La ter (li' tfir), a. more recent, not long past; more tardy; slower ; less early; 

farther gone. [a female who is head of a family. 
Mts' triss, n. a sovereign ; a woman who governs or teaches; an instructress ; 
Neu tral (n&' tril), a. not engaged on either side; not of either party; indif¬ 

ferent ; neither good nor bad: n. one who does not act or engage on 
either side. [of indifference. 

Neu tral i ty (ni tril' le 'te), n. the state of taking no part on either side; or, 
Per sia (pir' shi), n. prop, the name of a country in Asia. 
Pos ses sions (poz zish' finz), n. plu. of Possession, property, land, estate, or 

goods; the state of holding, having, occupying, or possessing a thing. 
Pre p6n' dir 'i ting, part. a. inclining to one side; outweighing : par. of Pre¬ 

ponderate, to outweigh; to exceed in weight or influence; to incline to 
one side. 

Pro tect ress (pro tikt' ris), n. a government, city, or woman that protects. 
Re pil' ling, par. of Repel, to drive back; to oppose ; to resist. 
Re sist (re zlst'), v. to act or strive against, oppose; to withstand. 
Speak er (speek' fir), n. the presiding officer in a deliberative assembly; one 

who speaks. 
Sfib mlt', v. to surrender; to yield, to resign; to be subject; to refer. 
Sw&rn, per. par. of Swear, to promise or declare upon oath; to affirm or utter 

a solemn declaration, with an appeal to God for its truth; to utter an 
oath, to be profane. [stract; a creed. 

Sym bols (stm' bfilz), n. plu. of Symbol, an emblem, a sign; a type; an ab- 
Tri umph ed (tri' fimft), pre. of Triumph, to obtain, exult, rejoice for, ct cel¬ 

ebrate a victory; to conquer: n. success, prosperity; conquest, victory; 
joy or pomp for success. 

19* 
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Reading Lesson LXXIII. 

The Courage of a People, their Great Strength. 

Extract from Robert Goodloe Harper’s Speech, on the necessity of resisting 
the aggressions and encroachments of France, delivered in the House of 
Representatives of the United States, May 29, 1797. 

1. Mr. Speaker,—There can not be the least doubt, but that, 
when France is at length convinced that we are firmly resolved 
to call forth all our resources, and to exert all our strength to re¬ 
sist her encroachments and aggressions, she will soon desist from 
them. She need not be told, sir, what these resources are; she 
knows well their greatness and extent; she knows well that this 
country, if driven into a war, could soon become invulnerable to 
her attacks, and could throw a most formidable and prepondera¬ 
ting weight into the scale of her adversary. 

2. She will not, therefore, drive us to this extremity, but will 
desist as soon as she finds us determined. If our means, sir, of 
repelling the attacks of France, were less than they really are, 
they might be rendered all sufficient, by resolution and courage. 
It is in these that the strength of nations consists, and not in fleets, 
nor armies, nor population, nor money : in the “ unconquerable 
will; the courage never to submit or yield.” 

3. These are the true sources of national greatness; and, to 
use the words of a celebrated writer, u where these means are not 
wanting, all others will be found or created.” It was by these 
means that Holland, in the days of her glory, triumphed over the 
mighty power of Spain. It was by these means that, in later 
time, the Swiss, a people not half as numerous as we are, and 
possessing few of our advantages, honorably maintained their 
neutrality amidst the shock of surrounding states, and against the 
haughty aggressions of France herself. 

4. France insisted that the Swiss should surrender their privi¬ 
leges as a neutral nation, but, finding them resolved to maintain 
them, gave up the attempt. This was effected by that determined 
courage, which alone can make a nation great or respectable: 
and this effect has invariably been produced by the same cause 
in every age and in every clime. It was this that made Rome 
the mistress of the world, and Athens the protectress of Greece. 

5. When was it that Rome attracted most strongly the admi¬ 
ration of mankind, and impressed the deepest sentiment of fear on 
the hearts of her enemies 1 It was when seventy thousand of 
her sons lay bleeding at Cannae, and when Hannibal, victorious 
over three Roman armies and twenty nations, was thundering at 
her gates. It was then that the young and heroic Scipio, having 
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sworn on his sword, in the presence of the fathers of the country, 
not to despair of the Republic, marched forth at the head of a 
people, firmly resolved to conquer or die ; and that resolution en¬ 
sured them the victory. 

6. When did Athens appear the greatest and the most formi¬ 
dable ? It was when giving up their houses and possessions to 
the flames of the enemy, and having transferred their wives, their 
children, their aged parents, and the symbols of their religion, on 
board of their fleet, they resolved to consider themselves as the 
Republic, and their ships as their country. It was then they 
struck that terrible blow, under which the greatness of Persia 
sunk and expired. 

Questions.—In what does the strength of nations consist ? How did 
Holland triumph over the mighty power of Spain ? Who maintained their 
neutrality against the haughty aggressions of France ? How was this ef¬ 
fected I What did this make Rome ? What Athens? When did Rome 
most strongly attract the admiration of mankind ? What did the young and 
heroic Scipio then do ? When did the people of Athens appear the most 
formidable ? What did they transfer to their fleet ? What did they then re¬ 
solve ? What was the effect of this resolution ? Is it riot to be hoped, that no 
such destruction of lives will hereafter take place, particularly among nations 
who profess to be CIVILIZED ? 

Spelling Lesson LXXIV. 

Ag ri cul ture (£g' rfe 'khl tsh&re), n. tillage of the earth, the cultivation of the 
ground, husbandry. [to address to; to busy. 

Ap plies (4p pllze'), pres. t. of Apply, to put to, to suit to; to employ; to study; 
A void ing (4 vdld' Ing), par. of Avoid, to shun; to escape or keep at a dis¬ 

tance from; to retire, withdraw ; to become vacant. 
Chiefs (tshfeefs), n. plu. of Chief, the principal person or head of a tribe, family, 

&c.; a commander, a leader; the principal part: a. most eminent; 
principal; highest in office ; of the first order. 

Com pre hend ed ('k<5m pre hfend' fed), pre. of Comprehend, to understand; to 
comprise, include; to contain ; to conceive; to imply. 

Com pre hends ('k8m pre hfendz'), pres. t. of Comprehend. 
Co-op er a ted (kA-<5p' fer '4 tfed), pre. of Co-operate, to operate, labor, or act 

jointly with others to the same end; to concur in the same effect. 
Dearths (dfer^s), n. plu. of Dearth, want, great scarcity; barrenness ; famine. 
De fi ned (dfe find'), pre. of Define, to explain, describe; to mark the limit; 

to determine; to decide; to ascertain. [lay waste. 
De p6p' h '14 tfed, pre. of Depopulate, to dispeople, deprive of inhabitants; to 
El tiers (fel' durz), n. plu. of Elder, one who is older, a senior, a ruler; an offi¬ 

cer in the church, &c.; the name of a tree or shrub : a. more advanced 
or surpassing another in years; older, having lived longer. 

En cour a ged (fen kfir' rtjd), pre. of Encourage, to promote, to incite, to sup¬ 
port; to inspire; to give courage to; to animate; to imbolden. 

En cour age ments (fen kur' rlje 'mfents), n. plu. of Encouragement, incite¬ 
ment, support; tne act of giving courage; favor; incentive; countenance. 

En su ring (fen shi' ring), par. of Ensure, to make certain or sure, to secure, 
to ascertain; to make sure or exempt from loss or damage. 
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Facts (f&kts), n. phi. of Fact, truth, reality, any thing done; a deed, an act; 
an event. [tution; dearth. 

Fam ines (f&m' Inz), n. plu. of Famine, great want or scarcity of food; desti- 
Fe£d' Ing, par. of Feed, to supply with or give food to; to nourish, cherish; 

to furnish; to keep; to graze, to pasture; to delight, to entertain: n. 
food; pasture; meat. 

Fish' Ing, n. the act or art of catching fish: par. of Fish, to catch or try to 
catch fish, &c.; to seek by art; to draw up or forth: n. an animal that 
lives in the water. 

Flour ish es (flur' rlsh iz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Flourish, to thrive, to be 
prosperous, to be in vigor; to increase, enlarge; to boast; to adorn, em¬ 
bellish ; to brandish: n. bravery; ostentatious parade of words; showy 
splendor; fanciful strokes of the pen, &c. 

In trigues (In treegz'), n. plu. and pres. t. of Intrigue, a plot, a. complicated 
scheme; a stratagem; an amour, a love affair: v. to form plots or schemes; 
to carry on secret designs. 

In tro du ces (in trA dA' slz), pres. t. of Introduce, to bring m, to cause to ex¬ 
ist; to make known; to conduct, lead, or usher in. [examine. 

In ves ti gate (In v&s' te 'g&te), v. to inquire into, find out; to search out; to 
Lead ers (leed' urz), n. plu. of Leader, one that leads or conducts, a chief; a 

guide; a commander. 
Man i fest (m&n' A'f&st), a. plain, obvious, apparent; open; clearly visible; 

detected: v. to exhibit to view, to make appear; to show plainly; to 
make known; to disclose, reveal; to display: n. a kind of writing; an 
invoice of a cargo. 

Mer chan dise (mer' tsh&n 'dize), n. goods, wares, commodities to be bought or 
sold in trade; commerce; trade: v. to traffick, to trade; to buy or sell. 

Mo nar chi cal (mA n&r' ke 'Ml), a. vested in a single ruler; belonging or per¬ 
taining to a monarch, regal. [by cattle or for pasturing. 

Pas tu rage (pis' tshu 'lije), n. the use of pasture, feed for cattle; lands grazed 
Pop u lous (p<5p' & i&s), a. well inhabited; full of people. 
Pref er ence (pref' er 'Anse), n. estimation of one thing above another; act of 

preferring; choice. [ful. 
Prej u di cial ('pr&j A dish' &1), a. injurious, detrimental; mischievous; hurt- 
Re lites', pres. t. of Relate, to have reference, refer, or belong to; to tell; to recite. 
Rel a tive (r&l' A 'tlv), a. comparative; having relation; respecting: n. a per¬ 

son allied or connected by blood or marriage, a relation; a pronoun which 
has an antecedent. [a thing into more parts. 

Sub di vi ded ('sub de vl' d&d), pre. of Subdivide, to divide again or a part of 
'Si p&r s&' d&d, pre. of Supersede, to render unnecessary, to make void; to set 

aside; to take the place of. 
Syr i a (sir' e '&), n. prop, the name of a province of Turkey in Asia. 
Tech ni cal (t&k' ne 'Ml), a. not in common use; belonging or pertaining to a 

particular art, trade, or profession. 
The or y (the ur 're), n. a system, a plan, founded on principles; an exposi¬ 

tion of the general principles of any science; speculation; a scheme. 
Til lage (til' llje), n. the cultivation or practice of ploughing land. 

Reading Lesson LXXIV. 

Political Economy. 

1. The language of science is frequently its most difficult part, 
but in political economy there are few technical terms, and those 
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easily comprehended. It may be defined as the science which 
teaches us to investigate the causes of the wealth and prosperity 
of nations. 

2. In a country of savages, you find a small number of inhab¬ 
itants spread over a vast tract of land. Depending on the preca¬ 
rious subsistence afforded by fishing and hunting, they are fre¬ 
quently subject to dearths and famines, which cut them off in 
great numbers. As soon as they begin to apply themselves to 
pasturage, their means of subsistence are brought within more 
narrow limits, requiring only that degree of wandering necessary 
to provide fresh pasturage for their cattle. Their flocks ensu¬ 
ring them a more easy subsistence, their families begin to increase; 
they lose, in a great measure, their ferocity, and a considerable 
improvement takes place in their character. 

3. By degrees the art of tillage is discovered, a small tract of 
ground becomes capable of feeding a greater relative number of 
people; the necessity of wandering in search of food is super¬ 
seded ; families begin to settle in fixed habitations, and the arts 
of social life are introduced and cultivated. 

4. In the savage state scarcely any form of government is 
established ; the people seem to be under no control but that of 
their military chiefs in time of warfare. The possession of flocks 
and herds in the pastoral state introduces property, and laws are 
necessary for its security; the elders and leaders, therefore, of 
these wandering tribes begin to establish laws to violate which is 
to commit a crime and to incur a punishment. 

5. This is the origin of social order ; and when in the third 
state, the people settle in fixed habitations, the laws gradually as¬ 
sume the more regular form of monarchical or republican govern¬ 
ment. Every thing now wears a new aspect; industry flourishes, 
the arts are invented, the use of metals is discovered; labor is 
subdivided ; every one applies himself more particularly to a dis¬ 
tinct employment, in which he becomes skilful. 

6. Thus, by slow degrees, this people of savages, whose origin 
was so rude and miserable, become a civilized people, who oc¬ 
cupy a highly cultivated country, crossed by fine roads, leading 
to wealthy and populous cities, and carrying on an extensive 
trade with other countries. 

7. The whole business of political economy is to study the 
causes which have thus co-operated to enrich and civilize a na¬ 
tion. This science, therefore, is essentially founded upon his¬ 
tory, not the history of sovereigns, of wars, and of intrigues, but 
the history of the arts, and of trade, of discoveries, and of civili¬ 
zation. 
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8. We see some countries, like America, increase rapidly in 
wealth and prosperity, while others, like Egypt and Syria, are 
empoverished, depopulated, and falling to decay; when the causes 
which produce these various effects are well understood, some 
judgment may be formed of the measures which governments 
have adopted to contribute to the welfare of their people ; whether 
certain branches of commerce should be encouraged in prefer¬ 
ence to others ; whether it be proper to prohibit this or that kind 
of merchandise ; whether any peculiar encouragements should 
be given to agriculture ; whether it be right to establish by law 
the price of provisions or the price of labor, or whether they 
should be left without control; and whether many other meas¬ 
ures, which influence the welfare of nations, should be adopted 
or rejected. 

9. It is manifest, therefore, that political economy consists of 
two parts, theory and practice; the science and the art. The 
science comprehends a knowledge of the facts which have been 
enumerated ; the art relates more particularly to legislation, and 
consists in doing whatever is requisite to contribute to the increase 
of national wealth, and avoiding whatever would be prejudicial 
to it.—Mrs. Bryan. 

Questions.—What does Political Economy teach us to investigate 7 To 
what are savages frequently subject 7 Why 7 When are their means of sub¬ 
sistence brought within more narrow limits'? Requiring only what7 What 
then begin to increase 7 What do they lose 7 What takes place 7 What is 
discovered by degrees 7 What is superseded 7 What are introduced and cul¬ 
tivated 7 What is not established in the savage state 7 The people seem to 
be under what 7 What introduces property 7 What is the origin of social 
order 7 What do the laws gradually assume 7 What then flourishes 7 What 
are invented 7 What discovered 7 What subdivided 7 To what does every 
one apply himself 7 What do this people of savages, by slow degrees, become 
and do 7 Upon what, then, is the science of Political Economy essentially 
founded 7 Some countries increase rapidly in wealth and prosperity, while 
others what 7 Why 7 How and to what purpose can the causes which have 
produced these various effects be profitably applied by us 7. Is it not plain 
that whatever is necessary to contribute to national wealth should be done, 
and that whatever is prejudicial to it should be avoided 7 Should not every 
person, therefore, who is a FRIEND to his country reflect, when about to 
engage in any business, whether the result of that business will be benefi¬ 
cial or injurious to his fellow-citizens, instead of simply inquiring whether 
the business will enrich HIMSELF 7 

Spelling Lesson LXXV. 

A mount ed (k mdflnt' fed), pre. of Amount, to extend, reach, or rise to in quan¬ 
tity, substance, or effect, to result in; to compose in the whole: n. the 
sum total; the whole, aggregate ; result. 
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Chirp (tsh&rp), n. the noise or voice of insects or birds: v. to make a cheerful 
noise as small birds. [plan; art; scheme; plot; artifice; device. 

Con tri van ces (kAn trl' v&n 'slz,) n. plu. of Contrivance, act of inventing, 
Coop ed (kAApt), pre. of Coop, to shut up, to confine; to cage: n. a cage for 

fowls; a pen for animals ; a barrel. 
Crops (krAps), n. plu. and pres. t. of Crop, grain, fruits, gathered or 

growing in the field, the harvest; produce; the craw or first stomach of a 
bird or fowl: v. to cut off; to mow; to reap. 

DAs' Ig 'ni tAd, pre. of Designate, to point, mark out, or show particularly or 
definitely; to appoint; to distinguish. 

Feath er ed (ffeth' urd), part. a. clothed or covered with feathers; winged: pre. 
of Feather, to dress in, fit or cover with feathers; to enrich: n. the 
natural covering of birds and fowls ; a plume ; an ornament. 

Fen ces (fin' slz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Fence, a line or enclosure around a 
field, yard, or garden, made of rails, posts and boards, or of stones; a wall; 
a hedge; a guard : v. to enclose or secure with a fence, hedge, or wall; 
to guard. [the grass. 

Grass hop pers (gris' hAp 'pirz), n. plu. of Grasshopper, an insect that hops in 
Hird' ship, n. severe labor, want, or toil; great fatigue ; oppression. 
Hay field (hi' field), n. the field in which grass is cut and dried for fodder. 
HAlp' Ing, par. of Help, to assist, to aid; to succor, to support; to heal; to 

relieve; to prevent, hinder; to supply; to avoid: n. assistance, aid; 
support, succor; relief; remedy. 

Hud son (hfiid' sn), n. prop, the name of a river; and, of a city, person, &c. 
Huge (hije), a. enormous, bulky; vast, immense; very great or large. 
Hum ming bird (hum' mtng 'bird), n. a very small beautiful bird, darting 

and rapid in its movements. [measure. 
In sa ti a ble (In si' she A bl), a. that can not be satisfied, greedy beyond 
In stincts (In' stlngkts), n. plu. of Instinct, natural disposition or faculty by 

which animals are directed to do what is necessary for their preservation 
without instruction or experience. 

Mac far lane (mik fir' line), n. prop, a man’s name. [rabbit. 
Mar mot (mir' mit), n. a small animal that resembles and burrows like the 
Me thod i cal (me th&d' A 'kil), a. proceeding or arranged in due, just, or con¬ 

venient order, regular; exact. 
Migh ti est (ml' ti 'Ast), a. strongest, greoiest; most powerful; most vigorous. 
Mis chief’s (mis' tshlfs), n. posses, case of Mischief, harm, evil; injury, dam¬ 

age ; hurt; vexatious affair : v. to harm ; to injure ; to hurt. [stroy. 
Mow mg (mA' Ing), par. of Mow, to cut with a scythe; to cut down ; to de- 
Mul ti pli ca tion ('mul ti pli ki' shun), n. an arithmetical rule; the act of 

multiplying. [tial part. 
Mu ti la tion ('mi ti li' shin), n. the deprivation of a limb; or, of any essen- 
O be di ent (A bi' di 'Ant), a. performing what is required or abstaining from 

what is forbidden ; submissive to authority. [ers, &c. 
Ot ter (At' tar), n. a kind of amphibious animal that lives in the banks of riv- 
Pin' man, n. one who writes a good hand; or, professes writing; one who 

writes. [mcnt. 
Fay mates (pli' mites), n. plu. of Playmate, a companion in play or amuse- 
riough ing (plAu' tng), par. of Plough, to turn and break up the ground; to 

furrow: n. an instrument to break or turn up the ground or soil; a join¬ 
er’s instrument with which to groove. 

Plu mage (pli' mtje), n. the feathers which cover a bird or fowl. 
PA' ring, par. of Pore, to look or examine steadily, carefully, or intensely: n. 

a small passage in the skin; a small hole or passage. 
Pro ge ny (prAj' e 'nA), n. offspring; race; issue; descendants. 
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Re sist less (re zlst' 14s), a. irresistible, that can not be resisted or withstood. 
Rhymes (rimez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Rhyme, an harmonical succession or 

correspondence of sounds in the terminating syllables or words in verses; 
poetry; a poem: v. to accord or agree in sound ; to make verses. 

Riv er-side (riv' hr-'side), n. the side or bank of a river. [wise. 
Sa ga cious (sa g&' shis), a. quick of scent; or, of thought; discerning, acute; 
Scam per ing (skim' piir 'Ing), par. of Scamper, to run with speed and fear; 

to escape. [at school. 
School-books (skSSl'-bSoks), n. plu. of School-book, a book studied or read 
School-boy (skfidl'-bde), n. a boy who attends a school. 
School ing (sk§51' Ing), par. of School, to teach, instruct; to train : n. a place 

of education and instruction ; a seminary. 
Spe cif i cal ly (sp4 slf' e 'k&l le), ad. according to the nature of the species. 
Sto ry-books (stA' r4-'b5Sks), n. plu. of Story-book, a small book containing 

stories or tales. [well. 
Tol er a bly (tSl' 4r '4 ble), ad. passably; so as to be endured; moderately 
Va ri ance (v&' re 'inse), n. in disagreement; difference; discord, dissension. 
Wea ri some (we re 'sum), a. tedious; tiresome, fatiguing. 
Wil son (wU' sn), n. prop, a man’s name. 
Work ing (wurk' Ing), par. of Work, to labor, to toil; to act; to carry on, 

operate ; to effect; to embroider; to ferment: n. toil, labor; employment; 
performance. 

Reading Lesson LXXV. 

The Idle School-hoy. 

1. In a beautiful village on the west bank of the Hudson, lived 
two boys, whose names were George Wilson and Thomas Mac- 
farlane. They were both tolerably good boys, that is, they never 
fought, or told lies, or took what did not belong to them, or did 
mischief for mischief’s sake* as too many lads do ; they were 
good-natured, industrious, and obedient to their parents, respect¬ 
ful to their elders, and cheerful and obliging among their school¬ 
fellows and playmates. 

2. So far, there was but little difference between them; but 
there was one point in which one little boy could hardly be more 
at variance with another, than was George Wilson from his 
friend and companion. Thomas loved books with a resistless 
passion, while to George they were the most wearisome things 
in the world. 

3. Thomas delighted in reading story-books, accounts of trav¬ 
els, and, above all, works that treated of natural history ; of the 
habits and instincts of the various beasts, the beautiful plumage 
and melodious song of birds, the wonderful and ingenious con¬ 
trivances of insects, of the huge elephant, mightiest of all that 
treads the earth, the sagacious marmot, the insatiable otter, the 
fierce eagle, and the hummingbird, that loveliest of the feathered 
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kind, the methodical bee, and the precious silkworm, with all 
their admirable works and modes of providing for their own 
wants and the safety of their progeny. 

4. He had little time to read, for his father was only a poor 
farmer, and there was work enough for him to do in every sea¬ 
son of the year except the winter ; it is true, that die was but a 
little boy, and could not undertake hard work, such as plough¬ 
ing, or mowing, or building fences, or g.etting in the crops j but 
there are many things to be done upon a farm, which even little 
boys can undertake, and Thomas was never idle. 

5. The summer in which this story commences, was the first 
in which he had been spared for school; and although he did 
not like grammar, and arithmetic, and geography as well as he 
did the books for which we have already mentioned his fondness, 
yet he gave them up cheerfully, and devoted all his leisure time 
at home to his lessons, because he knew that it would please his 
father in the first place, and in the second, because he could not 
be sure of going to school another year, except in three winter 
months, and therefore had no time to lose. 

6. Besides, he had sense enough to reflect, that what he 
learned at school was likely to be more useful to him than what 
he read in his favorite books, although not quite as pleasant; and 
his father had early made him understand, that out of useful things 
acquired in youth, grow pleasant things to be enjoyed in manhood. 

7. As we have already said, George Wilson was in many 
things as good a boy as his companion, Thomas ; but he disliked 
books in general, and school-books in particular, with an aversion 
that almost amounted to hatred. He was not an idle boy ; he 
would work from morning till night as hard as his years and 
strength would permit. 

8. But to be cooped up in a little room every day in the bright 
pleasant summer, poring over a stupid grammar, or horrible slate, 
or the “ hard maps,” when he would rather be scampering over 
the hills, or down by the river-side fishing, or helping his father 
in the hay field, or going into the woods to bring home the cows, 
or lying at full length upon his back, listening to the song of the 
gay birds, and the chirp of the grasshoppers, or, in short, work¬ 
ing or playing at any thing out of doors, was, in his estima¬ 
tion, the very perfection of hardship; and, as he could not or 
would not perceive what was to be gained by it in the end, he 
considered it little better than rank tyranny in his father, although, 
to do the boy justice, no thought of resisting his father’s will ever 
entered his mind. 

9. The summer passed away, and winter came and went 
20 
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Thomas Macfarlane made good use of his time and opportunity, 
but George was still the idle school-boy, and his year of edu¬ 
cation scarcely added to his stock of learning. He had become 
a tolerable reader, but gained no increase of taste or inclination 
for the practice; of grammar and geography he knew almost 
nothing; and his writing might still have passed for the first 
efforts of a better penman, driven to the employment of his left 
hand, by the loss or mutilation of the right. 

10. As for arithmetic, that he never could get on with, at least, 
so he declared himself, and he could apply to himself literally, 
and with perfect truth, the well-known school-boy rhymes, in 
which the torments of Multiplication, Division, Practice, and 
the Rule of Three, are specifically designated. His father’s 
circumstances, and his own increased strength, denied him 
another complete year of trial, and the little schooling he was 
able to gain during the next three or four winters, did scarcely 
more than serve to keep up in him the very scanty acquirements 
we have described.—Continued. 

Questions.—What were the names of these two boys who lived on the 
west bank of the Hudson River 7 They were both what 7 They never did 
what 7 What sight is more lamentable or deplorably wicked than to see 
two school-boys beating each other 7 What is more despicably mean than 
that of TELLING LIES 7 Does any one respect a LIAR 7 What, on the 
other hand, can be more delightful than to see children kind to each other, 
and obedient and respectful to their PARENTS and TEACHERS 7 
What was the great point in which these two boys differed or were unlike 7 
In what did Thomas take delight 7 He had little time for what 7 Why 7 To 
what did Thomas devote all his leisure time 7 He had sense enough to do 
what 7 What did his father make him early understand 7 What did George 
dislike 7 He was not what 7 What would he do from morning till night 7 
What, in the estimation of George, was the very perfection of hardship 7 
George was still what 7 When 7 What had he become 7 In what else de¬ 
ficient 7 What did his little learning scarcely serve to do 7 

Spelling Lesson LXXVI. 

Ac cep tance (4k sip' t4nse), n. a receiving, acceptation; reception with ap¬ 
probation ; the receiving, signing, or endorsing a bill of exchange or 
draft so as to make him who accepts liable for payment. 

Ac ces si ble (4k sis' si 'bl), a. that may be reached or approached ; affable. 
Adopt (4 ddpt'), v. to pursue as a method or plan; to copy ; to select; to em¬ 

brace ; to take or receive as one’s own the daughter or son of another 
person. 

A lert (4 llrt'), a. watchful, vigilant; quick, nimble; brisk, lively 
A mend (4 mind'), v. to correct, to change any thing that is wrong; to grow 

better, to reform. 
A vail (4 vile'), v. to turn to advantage for; to profit, to be of use, to benefit; 

to prosper; to assist: n. advantage, benefit; use ; effect; profit. 
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Bus tie (bus' si), n. stir, hurry; tumult, confusion : v. to be busy, stir; to hurry. 
Can di date (kan' dfe 'elite), n. one who is a competitor, aspires to, or is pro¬ 

posed for an office; one who solicits or is proposed or recommended for 
advancement. [sufficiency; legal capacity ; right; fitness. 

Com pe tence (k<W pfe 'tfense), n. sufficient property or means of subsistence, 
Com pre hen sion ('k6m prfe hen' shin), n. understanding, capacity; knowl¬ 

edge ; act of comprehending; a comprising ; a compendium. 
Con grat u La tion (kon 'gritsh A li' shun), n. an expression or wishing of joy 

for the success or happiness of another. [urge; to confine. 
Con strain ed (k6n strind'), pre. of Constrain, to compel, to force; to press; to 
Con suit ed (k6n sAlt' fed), pre. of Consult, to ask advice of; to take counsel; 

to regard, act with respect to; to plan. 
Coun ter part (kdfin' tfer 'pirt), n. a corresponding part; a copy ; a duplicate. 
Court-house (kArt'-hdAsc), n. a house in which courts are held. 
Dfe bi' ting, par. of Debate, to deliberate; to discuss, argue; to disputp, to 

contest; to controvert: n. dispute; controversy; discussion, contention 
in argument; a contest. 

De cem ber (dfe sfem' bAr), n. the twelfth and last month of the year. 
Dem on stra tion ('dfem on stri' shun), n. act of demonstrating, exhibition; 

certain or unquestionable proof, highest degree of evidence, [spending. 
Ex pen di turc (feks pfen' dfe 'tAre), n. sum expended; disbursement; act of 
Fa cil i ties (fi stl' lfe 'tlz), n. pin. of Facility, readiness, easiness of access; 

easiness ; ready compliance ; dexterity. 
Fal low (fAL 16), a. uncultivated, neglected; unoccupied; unploughed; pale 

red : n. ground ploughed to remain awhile then to be ploughed again 
before being sowed ; land not tilled : v. to plough and harrow land then 
to remain awhile before being ploughed again and sowed. [on a farm. 

Farm hous es (farm' h6Az vlz), n. plu. of Farmhouse, a house belonging to, or 
Firm' Ing, part. a. cnltivoMng land: par. of Farm, to cultivate land ; to lease 

or rent: n. land occupied or cultivated by a farmer. 
Flags (flfegz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Flag, a, kind of ensign or standard; the 

colors or ensign of a ship, or of an army; a water-plant; a flat stone: v. 
to droop, to become wreak; to lose vigor; to cover with flat stones. 

Foun der (foin' dur), n. one who founds, establishes, or begins; one who 
casts vessels of metals: v. to make lame; to fill and sink ; to fail. 

Fru gal ly (frA' gal 'lfe), ad. economically, savingly, not profusely; sparingly 
without being mean; thriftily. 

Gain ing (gfene' Ing), par. of Gain, to obtain, acquire; to get; to procure; to 
win, attain; to reach, arrive at; to grow rich: n. profit, advantage; in¬ 
terest. [sire or expectation of good; confidence in a future event. 

H6' ping, par. of Hope, to expect with desire; to place confidence in: n. de- 
H6 tfel', n. a genteel inn or house for entertaining strangers or travellers; a 

palace. [timbers of a house. 
House-rais ing (hAAse'-rize ing), n. the act oj erecting or raising the logs or 
Im pro ving(tm pr66' vtng), par. of Improve, to become or make better; to 

cultivate; to use profitably; to increase. [judgment. 
Ju di cious (jA dish'As), a. vnse, prudent; rational; skilful, having sound 
Lfend' lArd, n. the keeper or master oj an inn, tavern, or hotel; the lord or I owner of land; one who owns land or houses having tenants under him. 
Law yer (l&w' yAr), n. one who professes or practises law. 
Law yers (lAw' yArz), n. plu. of Lawyer. 
Live li hood (live' lfe 'hAd), n. maintenance, means of living; support of life. 
Mar kets (mar' kits), n. plu. and pres. t. of Market, a public place for or time 

of sale of fruits, vegetables, meats, fyc.; sale; rate, price: v. to trade or 
deal in or at a market; to buy or 
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Neph ew (nlv' vl), n. the son of a brother or sister. 
North wes tern (n&vth wes' turn), a. being, towards, or belonging to the north- 

west. [attend : n. observation; note, heed; remark ; information. 
No ti cing (n<V tls 'Ing), par. of Notice, to observe, see; to note, to heed ; to 
Ob tain ing (8b tine' tug), par. of Obtain, to get, procure; to gain, acquire; 

to gain; to succeed. 
Oc cur rence (8k klr' rense), n. the happening or a taking place; any thing 

that happens ; a single or accidental event; an incident. 
Owns (Inez), pres. t. of Own, to possess, to have by right; to claim; to ac¬ 

knowledge ; to confess, avow : a. belonging to; denoting title or property. 
Pay ment (pi' mint), n. act of paying; money paid ; reward; recompense. 
Peals (plllz), n. phi. and pres. t. of Peal, a succession of sounds, a loud sound: 

v. to play or utter loud sounds; to assail with noise. [provide. 
Pre pi' ring, par. of Prepare, to qualify, to fit; to make ready; to adjust; to 
Profit a ble (pr8f' It 'i bl), a. gainful, lucrative; useful; advantageous. 
Pur chas er (plr' tshas 'lr), n. one who purchases or buys. 
Reap ing (relp' tng), par. of Reap, to cut grain with a, sickle; to obtain ; to 

gather; to receive as a reward. [ter; to enrol; to celebrate. 
Re cord ed (rl k8rd' Id), pre. of Record, to write or enter in a book; to regis- 
Sile, n. act of selling, vent; market; auction, public exposure of goods, &c. 
Sat is fac tion ('sit is fik' shun), n. gratification, that which pleases; state 

of being pleased ; content; atonement; recompense ; amends; payment. 
School-mate (sk88l'-mite), n. one at the same school. 
Shddts, n. plu. and pres. t. of Shout, a loud cry of joy, triumph, or exultation: 

v. to utter or cry out in joy, triumph, or exultation. 
Spec u la tions ('splk & li' shlnz), n. plu. of Speculation, the act of bmjing 

with an expectation of an advance in price; mental scheme, train of 
thoughts; view ; contemplation ; act of speculating. 

Spring, pre. of Spring, to begin to grow; to rise up; to bound, to leap; to is¬ 
sue : n. the season of the year when grass, plants, &c. spring up, and 
the leaves of the trees shoot forth ; a leap, a bound ; a source, original; 
a fountain; elastic force or power. 

Stee pies (stll' plz), n. plu. of Steeple, a spire or turret of a church. 
Sue cess ful ly (slk sis' fdl 'll), ad. prosperously; fortunately. [content. 
Suf fi ced (suf fizd'), pre. of Suffice, to be sufficient or enough; to satisfy; to 
Sys terns (sts' tlmz), n. plu. of System, a method; a methodical and con¬ 

nected scheme; a connexion or combination of things or parts. 
TlntAs, n. pin. of Tenth, one part in ten, the tenth part; a tithe : a. the first 

after the ninth ; the ordinal of ten. 
Thick ly (th\\C II), ad. densely, closely; compactly; deeply. 
Throng ed (/-Ar8ngd), pre. of Throng, to crowd together; to press or come in 

multitudes : n. a crowd, a great multitude, a press of people. 
Towns man (tdfinz' min), n. one of the same town. [to banish. 
Trins p8rt', v. to convey or carry; to put into ecstasy or affect with passion; 
Twen ty-six (twin' te-'slks), a. twenty and six added. 
Un im pro ving ('In tm pr88' vtng), a. not improving or advancing; not 

tending to instruct. [profitable. 
Un pro due tive ('In pr8 dik' tlv), a. not productive or fruit ul; barren; not 
Un set tied (In sit' tld), a. not steady; not determined; having no inhabi¬ 

tants : pre. of Unsettle, to unfix, unhinge; to move; to disturb; to make 
uncertain. [violent. 

Ur gent (!r' jlnt), a. pressing, importunate;- earnest; necessitous; cogent; 
Ut ter ing (It' tlr 'tng), par. of Utter, to pronounce; to speak.; to publish; to 

vena: a. extreme; entire; utmost; outward. 
Wil son’s (wtl' snz), n.prop. posses, case of Wilson, a man’s name. 
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Reading Lesson LXXVI. 

The Idle School-boy.—Concluded. 

1. Time passes, and so do the lives of men. Old Mr. Wilson 
died, and George, now twenty-six years of age, succeeded him 
in the farm. He married a wife, and children were born unto 
him; and in other respects his career was for many years al- ‘ 
most the counterpart of his father’s. He continued to labor in 
the same field, and send his produce to the same markets; liv¬ 
ing in the same little old house ; and like him, too, finding him¬ 
self, year after year, just as poor on the last day of December as 
he had been on the previous first of January. 

2. He saw his neighbors increasing in wealth and prosperity; 
boys who had gone to the same school and at the same time 
with himself, and like him, the sons of poor farmers, rising 
above their original sphere, their possessions enlarged by judi¬ 
cious enterprise, their enjoyments augmented, not only by the 
increase of means, but still more by the improved taste and ex¬ 
panded knowledge, for the acquisition of which competence 
gives facilities, and their children preparing by a liberal and 
complete education for a career of usefulness, and, perhaps, the 
attainment of the highest honors, accessible, in this favored 
land, to all men of intelligence and talent, whatever may be 
their origin or station. 

3. George was not of a complaining or envious disposition, 
but he couid not help noticing the contrast between his own un¬ 
improving fortunes, and those of almost every one around him. 
It did not occur to him that the real cause was to be found in 
their greater intelligence and knowledge. The seeds which 
had been planted in their minds in youth, had been kept alive 
by nourishment, and cherished in their springing up and prog¬ 
ress to maturity, while his understanding had lain fallow; and 
the harvest showed who had pursued the wiser cours’e. 

4. He only saw that his condition remained just the same, 
while that of all his neighbors was improving; and he consid¬ 
ered it altogether the result of their good fortune, although, if 
he had had eyes to see and intelligence to understand, there 
was no secret in the matter. The means of their prosperity 
were open as the daylight. 

5. Their superior knowledge and judgment enabled them to 
take advantage of the various improvements in agriculture, and 
in farming utensils, that were made from time to time ; to avail 
themselves of new and more profitable markets for the sale of 
their grain and wool, and other produce; and to engage in safe 

20* 
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and prudent speculations, such as frequently present themselves 
to almost every man, but are appreciated and made use of only 
by the alert and judicious. 

6. All this was above George Wilson’s comprehension; his 
neglected education had left him a mere laborer, without saga¬ 
city to understand advantages offered for his acceptance, or to 
foresee those which might be obtained in future; and, he had 
no thought beyond ploughing, sowing, and reaping, just as his 
father had done before him, while his neighbors successfully 
adopted newer and better systems, and were prompt to seize all 
the opportunities afforded by an improving state of science and 
society. 

7. Thus he went on for several years, working hard and liv¬ 
ing frugally, yet gaining nothing more than a bare subsistence 
by his toil; and thus perhaps he would have continued till his 
death, had no misfortune overtaken him. But a life without 
misfortune seldom falls to the lot of man, and that of George 
Wilson was no exception to the general rule. An unproductive 
season plunged him into debt, and the loss of a few hundred 
dollars by the failure of a merchant to whom he had sold a 
quantity of produce upon credit, for the sake of getting a higher 
price, completed his embarrassment. 

8. Ruin stared him in the face, and his creditors becoming 
urgent for the payment of their claims against him, he was com¬ 
pelled to think of selling his farm, and preparing himself for 
still greater privations than even those he had been accustomed 
to encounter and endure. It was a painful extremity, and 
George could hardly bear to think of it at first; but necessity 
is a stern master, and before many months had passed away, 
he was constrained not only to dwell upon the measure in 
his mind, but to take the necessary steps for putting it in ex¬ 
ecution. 

9. It happened, that at this period, George received a visit 
from an uncle whom he had never seen ; his father’s younger 
brother, who, in early life, being of a roving and somewhat un¬ 
settled disposition, had taken it, into his head to learn a trade, 
and for that purpose, to try his fortune in the city of New York ; 
but had afterward gone to sea, and finally established himself 
in one of the western states, those fertile and rapidly advancing 
regions to which so many emigrants were tempted, some twenty 
or thirty years ago, by the hope of gaining wealth at less ex¬ 
penditure of time and labor than was indispensable in the more 
thickly peopled states that lie upon the Atlantic. 

10. At the moment of his arrival, his nephew had just sue- 
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ceeded in obtaining a purchaser for his farm, and was anxiously 
debating within himself what course he should adopt, what 
means resort to for a livelihood. He consulted his visiter, of 
course, and the immediate answer was, “ Come to Ohio.” 

11. But little argument was needed to persuade one so totally 
empoverished, and so little capable of judging for himself, as the 
hero of our tale ; and it was soon determined that the uncle 
should return forthwith to his own residence, for the purpose of 
making preparations, and that George should follow him as 
soon as he could settle up his affairs, and convert his whole pos¬ 
sessions into money. 

12. A few months sufficed to accomplish this last requisite, 
and early in the spring, George Wilson departed with his fam¬ 
ily, and his little stock of wealth, from the village in which his 
life had hitherto been passed. It is not our purpose to follow 
him on his journey, which was accomplished slowly, but with¬ 
out any accident or adventure worthy to be recorded; but to 
transport the reader at once to the flourishing little town of 
B-, in the northwestern part of the state of Ohio, not far from 
which was the portion of land, consisting of several hundred 
acres, purchased for George Wilson by his uncle. 

13. The travellers arrived at B-, a little before evening, 
and were surprised to find the inhabitants engaged in a general 
demonstration of joy, as if at the occurrence of some happy 
event, in which all were interested, and by which all were very 
much delighted. The bells were sending out loud and merry 
peals from the steeples of the only two churches in the place, a 
gun was repeatedly fired upon the green before the court-house, 
the people thronged the streets with glad looks, uttering frequent 
shouts of congratulation, flags were waving from high poles set 
up at the corners, a band of music was playing in the great 
room of the principal hotel, and the usual appearance of bustle 
and activity in business, seemed to have given place to a gen¬ 
eral expression of public satisfaction, 

14. The curiosity of our emigrant was, of course, much ex¬ 
cited ; and, as soon as he had established his family in the hotel, 
at which they were to pass the night, and he could gain the at¬ 
tention of the landlord, who seemed as much delighted as the 
rest, he begged to know the occasion of all this gladness and 
rejoicing. 

15. “ We have just got through our county election,” said the 
host, “ and the successful candidate is a great favorite. There 
was great opposition in other parts of the county, where the peo- 
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pie do not know him as well as we do ; but all is right now, 
and so we are burning a little powder for joy.” 

u I suppose he is a townsman of yours, then.” 
u Yes: he has lived here almost from the time of the very first 

house-raising; for you see our B-is hut a young place, ah 
though it is so flourishing.” 

16. “ And what was the election for, if I may ask?” 
“ Member of Congress.” 
“ And the candidate is a lawyer, I suppose ?” 
“ No: he is a farmer ; owns that large and thriving estate 

you passed just before you came into the town. He is one of 
our richest men, and one that has more learning, too, than nine 
tenths of the lawyers anywhere about here ; but it is not for his 
money, or his learning, that we are glad to have him for our 
representative; it is because he is a smart, sensible man in the 
first place, and a right up-and-down honest man into the bargain. 
That is what we all stood up for him for.” 

17. “ Is he a native of this state ?” 
“ No: he is from New York; he came out here more than twenty 

years ago, and settled right down where he is now ; in fact, we 
consider him almost the founder of this town. When he first 
came here, he was poor, and there were only a few farmhouses 
scattered about; he and the town have grown up into conse¬ 
quence together.” 

“ Well, he must be considerable of a man from your account; 
what is his name, pray?” 

18. “ Macfarlane.” 
“Macfarlane? from New York state you say; not Thomas 

Macfarlane, surely, my old schoolmate ?” 
“Yes: his name is Thomas, sure enough; and if you were 

a schoolmate of his, you have something to be proud of, I can 
tell you.” 

19. And it was, indeed, Thomas Macfarlane; that same 
Thomas, who, thirty years before, had so improved the time 
which George had wasted. His manhood had fulfilled the 
promise of his youth, and the seed then sown had taken root, 
and sprung up green and flourishing ; and these were the fruits 
it had brought forth, wealth, respect, the esteem and confidence 
of his fellow-citizens, and an honorable place in the councils of 
the nation. 

20. “ Alas,” thought George, when he was again alone, “ I 
see now the truth of what Thomas said to me, that 4 one might al¬ 
most as well be without hands as without education.’ He made 
good use of his time and opportunities, and he is rich, useful 
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honored, and happy; I am a poor worthless creature, struggling 
with hardship almost at the close of life, and scarcely hoping to 
be any thing better than I am, for there is no time now to 
amend the errors of my youth. This is my reward for having 
been an idle school-boy.”—John Inman. 

Questions.—What did George Wilson do at the age of twenty-six 7 His 
career was what 7 What did he see about him 7 What, in this favored land, 
is accessible to all men of intelligence and talent, whatever may be their 
ORIGIN or station'? What did not occur to him'? What had been kept 
alive 1 What had lain fallow 1 What did he see 1 What did he consider 1 
What could he have seen and understood 1 What was open as daylight 7 
The superior knowledge and judgment of George Wilson’s neighbors enabled 
them to do what 7 What was all this above 7 He had no thought beyond 
what 1 What, only, did he gain each year 7 What seldom falls to the lot of 
man'? What completed his embarrassment'? Will all my young friends re¬ 
member this great and solemn truth, that he who is IN DEBT is A 
SLAVE, and, never contract a debt under any circumstances, which can 
not, under any emergency, be promptly paid 7 What was George Wilson 
compelled to do 7 What is a stern master 7 What happened at this period 7 
Who was debating within himself 7 About what 7 What was soon deter¬ 
mined 7 To what place did George Wilson remove 7 What were they sur¬ 
prised to find 7 What was the cause of this excitement 7 To what office 
was Thomas Macfarlane elected 7 Why 7 How many years before had he 
removed there 7 What did George Wilson think on hearing the success of 
his former school-mate 7 Will all my young friends remember, that, although 
all who become learned may not be members of Congress, yet they will be 
better fitted to become good and USEFUL CITIZENS if well EDU¬ 
CATED 7 

Spelling Lesson LXXV1I. 

Ag gran dize ment (&g' grin 'dize ment), n. the slate or act of being aggran¬ 
dized, or of aggrandizing. [suggestion. 

A1 lu sion (il lu' zhun), n. an indirect reference; a hint; an implication; a 
Bine' fill, a. hurtful, destructive; poisonous. 
Ca bals (ka bilz'), n. plu. and pres. t. of Cabal, a private junto or body of men 

united in some dose design; intrigue : v. to form close intrigues ; to plot 
or intrigue privately, \mark ; to give a character; to engrave or imprint. 

Char ac te ri zed (kir' ik te 'rlzd), pre. ofNCharacterize, to distinguish, to 
Con fers (k<$n f&rz'), pres. t. of Confer, to bestow; to grant; to give; to dis¬ 

course ; to converse; to consult together. 
Con flict ing (k6n fit let.' tng), part. a. contending, being in opposition; con¬ 

trary : par. of Conflict, to strive, to struggle, contend; to fight; to strike 
against. [struggle in arms. 

Con tests (kon' fists), n. plu. of Contest, strife, dispute; debate; quarrel; 
De grades (di gridez'), pres. t. of Degrade, to reduce, sink, or lower in honor, 

office, or rank; to diminish the value of, lessen. 
Dis claim ing (dls klime' tng), par. of Disclaim, to disapprove, condemn; to 

disown ; to deny; to renounce ; to disavow. 
Dis in ter est ed ly (dtz In' tir 'ist id Te), ad. without regard of private ad¬ 

vantage or self-interest; impartially. 
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Dis may ing (dtz mi' Ing), par. of Dismay, to depress the spirits, dishearten, 
discourage; to affright, terrify: n. depression; fall of courage ; terror; 
fear. \tude; to deprive of liberty. 

En sla ved (£n sl&vd'), pre. of Enslave, to reduce or subject to bondage or servi- 
Ex er ci sing (feks' fer 'si zing), par. of Exercise, to use, to employ; to train ; 

to practise: n. exertion, effort, or labor of the body for amusement or 
health ; practice; performance, task; use. put out. 

Ex tin guish (feks ting' gwlsh), v. to destroy, put an end to; to quench, to 
Gen er os i ty ('jen £r 6s' & 't&), n. nobleness of mind, magnanimity; act or 

quality of being generous; liberality. 
Grat i fi ca tions ('gr&t e fA ki' sh&nz), n. plu. of Gratification, pleasure, de¬ 

light; act of pleasing; a recompense, reward. [ferent; incongruous. 
In com pat i ble (in k<5m pit' e 'bl), a. inconsistent with something else; dif- 
In cul ca ted (In kil' ki 't&d), pre. of Inculcate, to teach, enforce, urge, or im¬ 

press upon the mind by admonitions. 
In trigue (In trelg'), n. a plot, a complicated scheme; a stratagem; an amour, 

a love affair: v. to form plots or schemes; to carry on secret designs. 
Joy less (j8A' 14s), a. void of, giving, or having no joy. 
Owes (Aze), pres. t. of Owe, to be indebted to; to be obliged or bound. 
Pos ses sor (p<5z z&s' sir), n. one who possesses; an owner; a proprietor. 
Pre dom i nates (pre ddm' A 'nites), pres. t. of Predominate, to be ascendant, 

to prevail; to be superior; to surpass in influence. 
PrA lAng', v. to lengthen out, extend in lime; to continue; to put off. 
PrA mA' ting, par. of Promote, to advance, to forward; to elevate ; to raise in 

rank or office. 
Prompts (promts), pres. t. of Prompt, to incite, move to exertion, instigate; to 

assist; to dictate; to remind : a. quick; ready; acute ; present; told down. 
Sole ly (sAle' 14), ad. only; singly; separately. 
Sdr' did, a. niggardly, meanly avaricious; mean, vile; base; covetous. 
Sub ser vi ent (sib sir've 'Ant), a. serving to promote some end; subordinate; 

instrumental, useful as an instrument. 
Ut ter ly (it' tir 'll), ad. totally, wholly; fully, entirely; completely; perfectly. 

Reading Lesson LXXVII. 

Public Spirit—as opposed to Selfishness in all its various 
operations. 

Extract from a Sermon, delivered in the City of New York, April 13, 1815, 
being the day appointed as a day of Thanksgiving for the restoration of the 
Blessings of Peace, by Bishop Hobart. 

1. There is no passion more debasing than the selfish love of 
gain ; than the pursuit of it merely for its own sake, or on ac¬ 
count of the personal advantages which it will bestow on its 
possessor. No generous or honorable feelings can live in the 
bosom where this inordinate passion has struck its deep and 
baneful roots. If it degrades and contracts the individual, it 
will degrade and contract, vrhere it generally prevails, the na¬ 
tional spirit; rendering it incapable of rising to extensive and 
noble views, or to deeds of generosity and splendor. 

2. Where the selfish love of gain predominates, the national 
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character is mean and sordid. Public spirit necessarily 
becomes extinct, where each individual of the community 
feels no other passion, and knows no other object, than personal 
aggrandizement. If, then, it is essential to individual nobility 
of spirit, it is most certainly so to elevation of national character, 
that the love and the pursuit of wealth should be regulated, not 
solely by a reference to the selfish gratification which it brings 
but by a supreme regard to those objects of general benevolence 
and of public good, which it confers on its possessor, the high 
honor and the exalted pleasure of promoting. 

3. Degraded, indeed, will be our country, should its citizens 
ever become enslaved by that love of gain which knows no 
other object than selfish gratification ; for, they will, then, most 
certainly, be characterized by that selfish employment of wealth, 
which is utterly incompatible with public spirit. 

4. There is no maxim more plain, than that each individual 
lives not for himself alone, but for the general benefit of that 
community to whose laws and protection he owes the enjoy¬ 
ment of life, of liberty, and of property. The public, therefore, 
have a claim upon the wealth of each individual as far as may 
be necessary to the general honor, safety, and happiness. 

5. And where selfish views and selfish gratifications have ex¬ 
tinguished that public spirit which interests every individual in 
the general honor and welfare, and which prompts him freely 
to devote a liberal proportion of his wealth to all those plans of 
science, of religion, and of benevolence, by which the public 
prosperity and happiness are advanced, that nation may prolong 
a feeble and joyless existence, but will never attain that honor 
and felicity to which disinterested public spirit alone can elevate 
a people. 

6. It is farther essential to the prosperity and happiness of a 
nation, that public spirit should extinguish all selfish views in the 
exercise of political rights. 

7. The citizen should know no object but the good of his 
country—no passion but for its honor. Public spirit should ele¬ 
vate him above that selfishness, which would engage him in the 
arts of intrigue and the cabals of faction, in order to attain con¬ 
sequence or station. No scene can be more disgusting, and 
none to a patriotic mind more dismaying, than those political 
contests, where freemen, instead of calmly and disinterestedly 
exercising their political rights in reference solely to the best in¬ 
terests of their country, are arranged, in hostility to each other, 
under the banners of faction. 

8. Utterly disclaiming, as inconsistent both with my duty and 
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my feelings, all allusion to particular men or measures, I would 

earnestly impress the general truth, (and general political truth 

alone should be inculcated from this sacred place,) that the na¬ 
tion, the great mass of whose citizens are made subservient to 

the selfish views of conflicting political parties, is not des¬ 
tined to be long free, flourishing, or happy. 

Questions.—What is the most debasing'? What can not live in any bo¬ 
som where the INORDINATE LOVE op GAIN has taken root? What 
does it render incapable of rising ? To what 1 When is the national char¬ 

acter mean and sordid ? How should the love and the pursuit of wealth be 
regulated ? When will our country become degraded ? What is utterly in¬ 
compatible with PUBLIC SPIRIT ? What maxim is plain ? On what have 
the public a claim? When will a nation prolong a feeble and joyless exist¬ 
ence ? What should public spirit extinguish ? Every citizen should know 
no object but what ? No passion but what ? To what should Public Spirit 
elevate every citizen ? What scene is most disgusting and dismaying to a 
patriotic mind ? What nation can not long be free, flourishing, or happy? 

Spelling Lesson LXXVIII. 

E mer ges (e mer' jlz), pres. t. of Emerge, to issue or proceed from; to rise out 
of any thing. 

Fer' vld, a. hot, burning; warm, animated ; ardent, eager; vehement, zealous. 
Glad den ed (glad' dnd), pre. of Gladden, to make or become glad, to cheer 

exhilarate; to please. 
Glire, n. a dazzling, overpowering, or bright light; lustre, splendor: v. to 

shine so as to dazzle the eyes' or sight. [itance from an ancestor. 
In her it (In h&r' it), v. to possess, have possession; to receive or take by inher- 
Lab yr inth (lib' er 'XntJi), a. intricate, perplexing; winding: n. a maze, a 

place full of inextricable windings; or, of difficulties. 
L6ng'-lSst, a. lost or forgotten for a long time. 
Man tie (min' tl), n. a cover, that which conceals; a kind of cloak or loose 

outer garment: v. to cloak, to cover; to spread, expand ; to disguise; to 
revel ; to ferment. 

O bliv i ous (6 bllv' e 'is), a. forgetful; causing forgetfulness. [on foot. 
Path way (paV/U wi), n. a way, a course of life; a narrow way to be passed 
Re stores (re stirez'), pres. t. of Restore, to bring or give back, to return any 

thing; to heal, to cure ; to revive; to recover ; to repair. 
Sad den ed (sid' dnd), pre. of Sadden, lo make sad, melancholy, or sorrowful. 
Un seal ing (in seel' Ing), par. of Unseal, to open what is sealed. 
Un tri ed (in tride'), a. not tried, attempted, or experienced; not having 

passed trial. 
Vault (va wit), n. a repository for the dead ; a continued arch; a cellar; a cave 

or cavern ; a leap: v. to arch, to shape or form with a vault; to leap, to 
tumble. 

Reading Lesson LXXVIII. 

Twilight. 

1. Tis the quiet hour of feeling. 
Now the busy day is past. 
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And the twilight shadows stealing, 
O’er the world their mantle cast; 

Now the spirit, worn and saddened, 
Which the cares of day had bowed, 

By its gentle influence gladdened, 
Forth emerges from the cloud ; 

2. While on Memory’s magic pages, 
Rise our long-lost joys to light, 

Like shadowy forms of other ages 
From the oblivious breast of night; 

And the loved and lost revisit 
Our fond hearts, their place of yore, 

Till we long with them to inherit 
Realms above, to part no more. 

3. There we search for hidden treasures, 
Buried in the vault of time, 

Thought its labyrinth pathway measures, 
And restores them to their prime. 

Then with eager, anxious feeling, 
Secret things we would unfold, 

And, its awful tomb unsealing, 
Wish the doubtful future told: 

4. Long to know the drops of sorrow 
Mingled with our draught of life, 

\. What the unknown, untried to-morrow. 
Hath of care, and toil, and strife; 

And the winged hours of pleasure 
Which may cross the weary way, 

Ere our destined course we measure, 
And return to kindred clay. 

5. Morning hath her song of gladness, 
Sultry noon, its fervid glare, 

Evening hours, their gentle sadness, 
Night its dreams, and rest from care; 

But the pensive twilight ever 
Gives its own sweet fancies birth, 

Waking visions, thit may never 
Know reality on earth.—Knickerbocker. 

21 
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Questions.—When is the quiet hour of feeling ? What emerges ? What 
rise ? Like what ? Till we long to inherit what ? For what search ? What 
do we wish ? What long to know 1 What hath her song of gladness 1 Bu 
the pensive twilight gives what? 

Spelling Lesson LXXIX. 

Au spi cious (!w splsh' us), a. kind, propitious; prosperous, fortunate, lucky; 
favorable; having omens of success. 

Binds (blndz), pres. t. of Bind, to tie together, make firm; to fasten to; to con¬ 
fine ; to restrict, restrain; to gird, inwrap; to oblige; to confirm; to 
contract, grow stiff; to make or become costive; to form a border, or 
fasten or cover the edge with a band, riband, or leather, &c. 

Glo ry’s (glA' rlz), n. posses, case of Glory, honor, renoion; brightness, splen¬ 
dor ; praise: v. to boast, exult; to be proud of. [federate. 

League (l££g), n. a confederacy; a distance of three miles: v. to unite, to con- 
Suns (s&nz), n. plu. of Sun, the fountain of heat and light. 
Un spoil ed (&n spSlld'), a. not ruined. 

Reading Lesson LXXIX. 

Washington. 

1. Great were the hearts, and strong the minds, 
Of those who framed, in high debate, 

The immortal league of love that binds 
Our fair broad empire, state with state. 

2. And deep the gladness of the hour, 
When, as the auspicious task was done, 

In solemn trust, the sword of power 
Was given to Glory’s unspoiled Son. 

3. That noble race is gone ; the suns 
Of fifty years have risen and set; 

But the bright links those chosen ones 
So strongly forged, are brighter yet. 

4. Wide—as our own free race increase—- 
Wide shall extend the elastic chain, 

And hind, in everlasting peace, 
State after state, a mighty train.—Bryant. 

Questions.—What were great ? What strong ? Who framed what ? 
What was given ? To whom ? What is gone ? What are brighter yet ? 
What shall extend wide? Will all my young friends endeavor to imitate the 
virtues of our beloved GEORGE WASHINGTON who never told a 
falsehood, never violated an obligation, or was guilty of any other mean 

or dishonorable act? 
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Spelling Lesson LXXX. 

Benignly (bA nine' 14), ad. kindly, graciously; generously, liberally; fa¬ 
vorably. [cuse from. 

Dts pAnse', v. to divide or deal out in parts or portions; to distribute; to ex- 
Ex plores (Aks plArez'), pres. t. of Explore, to search into; to examine by 

trial; to scrutinize. [sion of the fpot. 
Foot steps (fit' stAps), n. pin. of Footstep, a trace, track, mark, or impres- 
Gam bol (gAm' bil), v. to dance, to skip; to frisk; to leap: n. a skip; a leap; 

a frolic. 
Gra ces (grA' stz), n. phi. and pres. t. of Grace, kindness, virtue; favor of 

God; pardon, privilege; ornament; beauty; a short prayer; religious 
affections: v. to adorn, embellish; to dignify; to honor. 

Her i tage (hAr' A 'ttje), n. an inheritance; an estate; the people of God. 
Im par a dise (1m pAr' A 'dlse), v. to make happy, or put in a state of felicity. 
MAg' nAt, n. that which has the power to attract to a certain point; loadstone, 

an ore which has the peculiar properties of attracting iron, or of point¬ 
ing to the poles. 

Mar in er fmAr' tn Ar), n. a seaman, a sailor. [mellow. 
Mild er (mild' Ar), a. more gentle, more tender; softer; kinder; calmer; more 
Moons (m&Snz), n. pin. of Moon, the changing luminary of the night; a sec¬ 

ondary planet which revolves around the earth. 
Pa geant ry (pAj' Ant 'rA), n. shoio, a pompous exhibition; a spectacle. 
Seep tre (sAp' tAr), n. an ensign of royalty or of authority: v. to invest with 

royal authority. 
Strows (strAze), pres. t. of Strow, to scatter, to spread by scattering. 
Su preme ly (si prAme' 1A), ad. in the highest degree. 
Time- tu tor ed (time'- tA 'tArd), a. tutored or instructed by time or experience. 
Weal thi est (wAl' thh 'Ast), a. richest, most opulent; most affluent. 

Reading Lesson LXXX. 

The love of Country and of Home. 

1. There is a land, of every land the pride, 
Beloved by heaven o’er all the world beside; 
Where brighter suns dispense serener light, 
And milder moons imparadise the night; 
A land of beauty, virtue, valor, truth, 
Time-tutored age, and love-exalted youth. 

2. The wandering mariner, whose eye explores 
The wealthiest isles, the most enchanting shores, 
Views not a realm so bountiful and fair, 
Nor breathes the spirit of a purer air; 
In every clime, the magnet of his soul, 
Touched by remembrance, trembles to that pole: 
For in this land of heaven’s peculiar grace, 
The heritage of nature’s noblest race, 
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There is a spot of earth supremely blest, 
A dearer, sweeter spot than all the rest, 
Where man, creation’s tyrant, casts aside 
His sword and sceptre, pageantry and pride, 
While, in his softened looks, benignly blend 
The sire, the son, the husband, father, friend. 

3. Here woman reigns; the mother, daughter, wife, 
Strows with fresh flowers the narrow way of life; 
In the clear heaven of her delightful eye, 
An angel-guard of loves and graces lie; 
Around her knees domestic duties meet, 
And fireside pleasures gambol at her feet. 
Where shall that land, that spot of earth, be found ? 
Art thou a man ? a patriot % look around; 
Oh! thou shalt find, howe’er thy footsteps roam, 
That land thy country, and that spot thy home. 

Montgomery. 

Questions.—What is the pride of every land 1 Who views not a realm 
so bountiful and fair? What does man cast aside? Where? What be¬ 
nignly blend ? Who reigns here ? Strows what ? What meet ? Where ? 
What gambol? Can any one be happy or even a good citizen who does 
not love his native country ? Can any man expect to find real HAPPI¬ 
NESS except in the domestic circle at HOME? 

Spelling Lesson LXXXI. 
Ad di tions (id dish' £mz), n. flu. of Addition, act of adding, an adding to; 

increase; an arithmetical rule. [forward; preferment. 
Ad vance ment (id vinse' mint), n. improvement, promotion; act of coming 
A1 le vi a tion (il 'le ve i' sh&n), n. a mitigation, an allaying; act of les¬ 

sening, extenuating, easing, or making light. [an aiming at. 
As pi rings (is pi' rlngz), n.plu. of Aspiring, an eager desire, an ardent wish; 
As sid u ous ly (is std' jft As 14), ad. diligently; continually, closely. 
Be fore' hind, ad. previously, before in time, place, or thing; at first; in a 

state of anticipation. 
Be tike', v. to apply, resort to; to have recourse to; to take to. [take care of. 
Be wire', v. defective, to be cautious; to regard with caution or suspicion; to 
Char ac te ri zes (kir' ik te 'ri zlz), pres. t. of Characterize, to distinguish; 

to mark; to give a character; to engrave or imprint. 
Con cord (k«5ng' kdrd), n. harmony; agreement, union. 
Con nect ing (k<5n n&kt' Ing), part. a. uniting, joining; cohering: par. of 

Connect, to join, unite; to cohere; to tie, link, or fasten together. 
De prlve', v. to take from, divest; to bereave; to debar. 
De vo tion al (de vA‘ sh&n 'il), a. devout, pious; pertaining to devotion. 
En gen der ed (in jin' d&rd), pre. of Engender, to produce; to excite; to 

beget; to form. 
Ere bus (ir' 4 'b&s), n. prop, the name of an ancient infernal deity. 
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Fit' niss, n. meetness, suitableness; propriety; reasonableness. 
Ge ol o try (je 61' 16 'ji), n. the science or doctrine of the structure of the 

earth and of the materials or substances which compose it. 
Heed less ly (hied' 16s 'li), ad. thoughtlessly; carelessly, negligently. 
High way (hi wi'), n. public path or road; a great road. 
HiT min i zing, part. a. rendering kind or humane; softening: par. of Hu¬ 

manize, to soften, render kind, humane, or benevolent. 
In com plete ('In k6m plite'), a. not finished; not perfect. 
In sig nif i cant ('In slg nlf 6 'kint), a. having no weight of character, unim¬ 

portant; void of meaning; mean, worthless; trifling. 
In stru men tal i ty (In stri min til' le 'te), n. agency; means to an end. 
In stru ments (In' stri 'mints), n. plu. of Instrument, a tool; an agent; a 

writing; means used. [exist; to conduct, bring, lead, or usher in. 
In tro du cing ('In tr6 di' sing), par. of Introduce, to make known, cause to 
In vite (In vlte'), v. to call, ask; to allure; to persuade; to bid; to request 

the company of. [show. 
Mock er y (m6k' hr 're), n. derision, ridicule; sportive insult, scorn; vain 
Mo not o nous (m6 n6t' 6 'nhs), a. having a sameness of sound, wanting a 

variety in inflection or cadence. 
Mourn ful ly (m6rn' fil 'li), ad. with sorrow or grief, sorrowfully. 
Mu si cian (mi zlsh' in), n. one skilled or versed in music. 
Naught (niwt), n. nothing: a. bad, corrupt; worthless. 
Pis' time, n. amusement, diversion; sport. 
Per for mer (pir f5r' mur), n. one who performs any thing. 
Per for incrs (pir f3r' murz), n. plu. of Performer. 
Prej u dice (prij' i 'dts), n. previous bias or bent of the mind; prepossession; 

premature opinion, judgment without examination; injury: v. to fill 
with prejudice, to bias the mind unduly; to hurt, to injure. 

Pro ceed ing (pr6 siid' Ing), par. of Proceed, to act; to go on or forward; 
to advance; to issue; to arise. [grow or become clear. 

Pu ri fi ed (pi' ri 'fide), pre. of Purify, to make pure, refine; to cleanse; to 
Rec ti tude (rik' ti 'tide), n. uprightness, freedom from immorality; equity; 

justness. [reject. 
Re fuse (ri fize'), v. to dedine to do or accept; to deny a request, &c.; to 
Rip' pllng, par. of Ripple, to agitate, fret on the surface: n. the little curling 

waves; agitation or fretting of the surface of the water; a large comb. 
Shaks peare (shikes' piir), n. prop, a celebrated English poet. 
Sobs (s6bz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Sob, to sigh with convulsion and sorrow; 

to sigh with very deep sorrow and tears; to heave the breast suddenly: 
n. a convulsive sigh with tears. 

SSSth' Ing, part. a. assuaging, softening, mollifying; calming: par. of Sooth, 
to assuage, soften, mollify; to quiet, to calm ;"to flatter, to please. 

Spind' Ing, par. of Spend, to pass, dispose of; to lay out, expend; to waste; 
to consume; to exhaust. [device. 

Strat a gems (str&t' 4 'jimz), n. plu. of Stratagem, artifice, trick, deception; a 
Sti' dint, n. one who studies or is given to books; a scholar; a learner. 
Sub lu na ry (sib' li ni ri), a. terrestrial, earthly; pertaining to this world. 
Sus cep ti bil i ty (sis 'sip ti bll' li 'ti), n. the quality of receiving or admit¬ 

ting impressions. 
Val ue less (vil' i 'lis), a. being of or having no value or worth. 
Trea sons (tri' znz), n. plu. of Treason, the attempting to overthrow the gov¬ 

ernment or to betray it inlo the hands of a foreign power; the highest 
crime against the state, kingdom, &c. 

Trist' id, pre. of Trust, to confide in; to rely on; to believe; to sell on 
credit: n. confidence; reliance; care, charge; credit; confident opinion. 

21* 
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Wor ship ping (war' ship 'ping), far. of Worship, to reverence, serve, or adore 
religiously; to honor; to adore: n. adoration; religious reverence; dig¬ 
nity ; title of honor. 

Reading Lesson LXXXI. 

On the Importance of the Study of Music. 

1. Years have rolled on, introducing new sciences and 
making additions to those already discovered; no one of them, 
however, has attained to a greater degree of perfection, none 
assumed a higher ground in the estimation of the world at 
large than that of music. May it still continue to advance 
until without its cultivation, education itself shall he considered 
incomplete. 

2. A social being by nature, man delights to commune with 
his fellow man; indeed, if you deprive him of the joys atten¬ 
dant upon such an intercourse he will soon lose all that char¬ 
acterizes him as man, and sink to a level with the inferior 
creation. It is obvious then that whatever tends to draw more 
closely the bands which unite society should be assiduously 
cultivated. Does not music do this? Could one wish a stronger 
connecting link ? 

3. Nor is a knowledge of this, the perfection of the fine arts, 
valueless, if acquired only for the sake of recreation and pas¬ 
time. The merchant wearied by constant toil may find in this 
an alleviation of all his woes; the mechanic, laying aside his 
instruments of labor, may betake himself to a more cheering 
occupation; in this the farmer may forget the ploughshare and 
the student may enliven grave pursuits with harmless recreation. 

4. Ever in search of amusement, youth must have some 
means of spending their leisure moments, else in their giddy 
pursuit after pleasure they may forsake the path of rectitude 
and travel heedlessly down the highway of vice. Furnish 
them, then, with a source of innocent gratification, and how 
often might they be saved from a long career of folly and dis¬ 
sipation ! 

5. The mind, purified by the cultivation of music, looks with 
horror upon vice, and is ever anxious to attain a still greater 
perfection in all that is holy, all that is exalted. To the mu¬ 
sician the whole world is filled with beauty; to him the wind, 
as it sobs mournfully through the trees, is music; the gentle 
rippling of some winding stream, melody sublime! He can see 
the Creator manifest in all his works; for, his is not a narrow 
mind that can comprehend naught save what is passing in its 
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own contracted world. Truly has Shakspeare, the immortal 
poet, exclaimed: 

“ The man that hath no music in his soul, 
Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds, 
Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and SPOILS ; 
The motions of his spirit are dull as night, 
And his affections dark as Erebus; 
Let no such man be trusted.” 

6. Why have we not connected the practice of harmony 
more intimately with our whole system of education ? Shall 
we, an enlightened community, live in this respect, so far behind 
the spirit of the age ? Must we refuse to adopt an improvement 
because our fathers did ? Proceeding upon such a principle as 
this, what become of Chemistry and Geology, what of Phi¬ 
losophy, what in fine of all learning! 

7. Too sensible to let slip an opportunity for improving her 
common schools, and regarding music as intimately connected 
with the formation of the moral character, Germany has long 
since introduced its practice into all her public institutions. 
Nor have the other countries of Europe and some parts of the 
United States been behind in this particular. Prejudice is fast 
giving way before the brighter light of experience! 

8. Youth is undoubtedly the most proper season in which to 
commence this study: then the feelings are more easily excited, 
the emotions more lively and the susceptibility to harmony most 
apparent. No time, therefore, can be more suitable for the 
cultivation of the science than this early period of life with its 
eager joys and its aspirings after all that is pure and holy. 

9. To the cultivation of Church Music in particular would I 
invite your serious attention. If members of the church arc 
desirous of worshipping in a manner every way becoming to 
Christians, if they are anxious that the whole service should 
be well suited to the honor and glory of their Maker, let them 
manifest a greater interest than ever in the advancement of 
Sacred Harmony. 

10. Through its instrumentality devotional feelings are the 
more easily engendered, and the soul, freed, as it were, from 
the body, is permitted to catch a brighter view of eternity. 
While listening to the soothing strains man feels that earth is 
not his abiding place, that his spirit belongs to a brighter world 
far beyond this sublunary sphere. 

11. To make church music what it should be, much care 
and attention will be required. The performers may possess o 
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perfect knowledge of the various intervals, they may display 
much art in the execution of their pieces; yet, if devotional 
feeling be wanting, the desired effect can never be produced. 
Without this, singing is valueless. The theme must inspire the 
performer with sentiments similar to those which the writer ex¬ 
perienced; if it do not, the execution can not fail to become 
monotonous. ’Tis mockery of the Almighty, ’tis worse than 
mockery, to utter a succession of sounds in which there is no 
meaning whatever, no fitness to the design of church worship. 

12. Young men; to you especially would I address myself! 
You must, of necessity, become the leading inhabitants of our 
community: to you the then younger members will look for 
examples worthy of imitation, and on you will rest the respon¬ 
sibility if you should wilfully lead them astray from the path 
of innocence and virtue. Follow this course you must, unless 
you should prepare yourselves beforehand to act the better and 
wiser part of benefactors. Think not you live for yourselves 
alone. The world claims you as its own. 

13. There is no one, however insignificant he may appear to 
be, but that has an influence over some other member of so¬ 
ciety: let him beware whether he use this for good or evil! 
Now the cultivation of Music has been shown to be capable of 
refining and ennobling the feelings ; it is admitted that it 
makes man an altered being, that it elevates him far above the 
ordinary lot of mortals, and even causes him to partake, as it 
were, of fhe joys of Heaven. Can you refuse to give your 
zealous support to a science so humanizing in its nature?— 

Anonymous. 

Questions.—What have rolled on? What has assumed a high ground? 
Without what should education be considered incomplete ? What will cause 
man soon to lose all that characterizes him as man ? What then should be 
assiduously cultivated ? Who may find music an alleviation of all his woes? 
What may music cause youth to do ? Have not thousands been kept from 
bad associates, and vice, and crime, from the love and study of MUSIC? 
Who looks with horror upon vice ? Can any thing so protect and keep pure 
the good principles of young men as an association with VIRTUOUS 
YOUNG LADIES of highly cultivated musical attainments? What does 
and can the musician see ? Who is fit for treasons, stratagems, and 
spoils ? Who does not believe that any family or school can be governed 
more harmoniously and with HALF the labor in which SINGING is prac- 
ised, than in one in which it is not ? Which is the most proper season to 

commence the study ? Why ? Why should Church Music be cultivated ? 
When listening to the soothing strains of Music, what does man feel ? What 
is necessary to make Church Music what it should be? On whom does great 
responsibility rest? What does the world claim? Of what should every 
young man beware? Why? What is music capable of doing? 
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Spelling Lesson LXXXII. 

Ac tors (4k' turz), n. plu. of Actor, one wlw acts, does, or performs any thing ; 
a stage-player. 

Atr gre gate (Ag' gre 'g4te), n. the whole or result of many particulars', the 
° °sum of parts collected: v. to collect, accumulate, or heap together: a. 

formed of or being parts collected; total. 
Aug ment (iwg ment'), v. to make or grow larger; to increase. 
A vail a ble (4 vAle' 4 'bl), a. being able to effect an object, advantageous, bene¬ 

ficial; profitable, useful; powerful. 
Co los sal (kA Ids' s41), a. gigantic, very large; huge; like a colossus. 
Com mands (kAm m4ndz'), n. plu. and pres. t. of Command, injunction; or¬ 

der ; message; right or act of commanding: v. to direct; to engage; to 
order; to govern; to lead. [mutual engagement. 

Con fed er a cy (kAn f&d' 4r '4 se), n. federal compact or union; a league; 
Doub led (d&b' bid), pre. of Double, to increase to twice the quantity; to make 

two-fold, add as much more; to fold; to pass around: n. twice the 
quantity or number; a fold ; a trick : a. twice as much; two-fold; of 
two kinds. [resolute; most constant, most unshaken. 

Firm est (ferm' &st), a. most solid, strongest; most compact; hardest; most 
Gi gan tic (jl gAn' tlk), a. very great or mighty; enormous; big, bulky; 

huge; like a giant. [first principle. 
Ground work (grAdnd' w&rk), n. the ground, foundation; the first stratum; 
In struc ter (In str&k' t&r), n. one who instructs or teaches; a teacher. 
Pro gres sive (prA gres' stv), a. going forward or onward, advancing. 
Pro pri e tors (prA pri' A 'turz), n. plu. of Proprietor, an owner, one who pos¬ 

sesses in his own right; or, has the exclusive right to any thing. 
Scope (skApe), ?&. room, space; extent; freedom from restraint; aim, inten¬ 

tion ; drift. 
Un trod den (&n trAd' dn), a. not having been trodden or marked by the foot. 

Reading Lesson LXXXII. 

The future Greatness of the United States. 

Extract from an Address delivered before the New York Lyceum of Natural 
History, 1841. 

1. A thorough knowledge of the available means of a peo¬ 
ple, is the firmest groundwork of successful legislation. All 
studies which promote such knowledge must increase the en¬ 
joyments of life, and augment the aggregate of individual 
happiness. 

2. If the commands of wisdom be regarded by a rational 
being, the spirit of the patriot can not rest quiet when awa 
kened by the contemplation of what the American confederacy 
now is, compared with what it was a century ago, and with 
what it seems destined to become a century hence. 

3. One hundred years past, the entire population of the colo¬ 
nies scarcely doubled the present number of inhabitants of this 
city alone. The child is now born who may look forward to 
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the astonishing results of a progressive population favored by¬ 
laws the dictates of their own intelligence, the proprietors of a 
country in which he now lives, and which still presents to the 
eye an almost untrodden forest, which, within the lapse of that 
time, will be occupied by at least one hundred millions of people. 

4. What a gigantic theatre for the actors of that day! What 
scope for the man of science, and the writer of literature, and 
the moral instructer! How subordinate the rank of many now 
flourishing nations! Imagination is lost in the colossal pros¬ 
pect.—Dr. John W. Francis. 

Questions.—What is the firmest groundwork of successful legislation'? 
What must increase the enjoyments of life'? When can not the spirit of the 
patriot rest quiet 7 Who may look forward 7 To what 7 When, is it sup¬ 
posed, will the United States contain ONE HUNDRED MILLIONS of 
people 7 Is it not the duty, then, of every citizen in this highly favored land, 
to act well his part, so that the people of other nations, also, seeing our ex¬ 

ample, may be benefited by the happy influences of the GLORIOUS 
INSTITUTIONS of our country 7 

Spelling Lesson LXXXIII. 

A bun dant ly (i bin' dint 'le), a(l- amlMh fully; liberally; plentifully. 
Ap pli ca ble (ip* pie 'ki bl), a. suitable; that may be applied. 
Ap pre hend ('ip pri hend'), v. to fear; to conceive of; to understand; to 

seize, take hold of; to be of opinion, to think. 
As su red ly (ish sh&' rid 'le), ad. certainly; without doubt; indubitably. 
Char ter ed (tshir' t&rd), part. a. established or granted by charter; privileged: 

par. of Charter, to establish by charter; to let or hire a ship, &c.: n. a 
writing or instrument conferring or bestowing privileges, rights, or 
powers; a deed; a grant; immunity. 

Civ il (slv' 11), a. relating to society or the community; municipal; not mili¬ 
tary; political; complaisant, polite, kind; well-bred; affable, courteous, 
gentle and obliging. 

Com men su rate (kom min' shu 'rite), a. equal, proportional; reducible to 
some common measure: v. to reduce to some common measure. 

Com mu ni ties (kdm mi' ni 'tlz), n. plu. of Community, body politic, society; 
common possession. [comply with, to yield. 

Con form ing (kin firm' Ing), par. of Conform, to make like or adapt to; to 
Con tin u ance (kin tin' i 'inse), n. duration, perpetuity; abode in a place; 

perseverance; uninterrupted succession. 
Cum brous (kirn' brus), a. oppressive, burdensome; troublesome; heavy. 
De tect (de tikt'), v. to discover, find out; to bring to light. 
Dis tinct ly (dls tlngkt' le), ad. plainly, clearly; not confusedly, separately. 
Effect ing (if fikt'Ing), par. of Effect, to accomplish, to bring to pass; to 

produce; to perform; to achieve; to cause: n. event produced, conse¬ 
quence ; issue; meaning, general intent; advantage; reality; completion. 

E vin ced (e vlnst'), pre. of Evince, to show} make plain; to prove; to man¬ 
ifest. 

Ex is tent (igz Is' tint), a. having being, existence, or life. 
Mi min' turn, n. force, impetus; quantity of motion. 
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Nour ish (n&r' rtsh), v. to maintain, encourage; to support by fo«d. 
Per pet u a ted (pAr pAtsh' & 'A tAd), pre. of Perpetuate, to caitsc io endure in¬ 

definitely, to make perpetual; to preserve from oblivion. 
Pol i ty (pAl' 14 'te), n. a form of government; civil constitution. 
Por tions (pAre' shunz), n. plu. and pies. t. of Portion, a part; an allotment, 

a part assigned; a dividend; a wife’s fortune: v. to divide, allot; to par¬ 
cel ; to endow. 

PrAs' sing, part. a. urgent; distressing; urging; constraining: par. ofljress, 
o bear or force; to urge; to crowd; to squeeze; to distress; to en¬ 

croach ; to straiten; to compel; to impress: n. an instrument or machine 
for pressing or printing; a crowd; a throng; a case, frame, or closet fer 
clothes; act of’ forcing men into service. 

Ref er a ble (rAf Ar A bl), a. that may be referred; or, assigned. 
Re fine' mAnt, n. elegance, polish of manners, purity of taste; or, of heart, 

mind, or morals; act of refining. 
Se lect (sA lAkt'), v. to choose in preference to others; to pick out, to cull: a. 

nicely chosen; taken by preference; choice; picked, culled. 
Sub due (s&b dh ), v. to reduce to subjection or render fertile; to conquer; to 

tame; to crush. 
Sup pArt' Ad, pre. of Support, to sustain, uphold; to maintain; to prop; to 

bear; to endure; to verify; to vindicate: n. maintenance; aid, help; 
succor; prop; subsistence. 

Sus pen sion (sfis pAn' shun), n. an interruption, a temporary cessation or 
privation of any thing; act of delaying; a hanging up. 

Un an swer a ble (An An' sir 'A bl), a. not to be answered or refuted. 

Reading Lesson LXXXIII. 

The Necessity and Advantages of the General Diffusion of 
Knowledge. 

1. Knowledge, supported by virtue, and yielding to it in 
return a cheerful homage, is, therefore, the great moral power 
by which our institutions are to be upheld and perpetuated. It 
has been so for the past; it must be so for the future. The first 
settlers of this continent, and especially those of New England, 
were intelligent and educated men ; and, they brought with 
them, from the old world, a considerable share of the then ex¬ 
istent knowledge. 

2. It was this which enabled them to expel the savage; to 
subdue the wilderness; to plant on these shores the institutions 
of civil and religious freedom; and to watch and nourish them 
until their roots took hold of the everlasting rocks, and their 
branches reached the skies. It was this knowledge, enlarged 
by hard experience, and by such culture as their circumstances 
allowed, which enabled them to select from the principles of 
civil polity in which they had been bred, so much as was 
applicable to their condition; to reject such parts as were too 
cumbrous, artificial, or exclusive, for communities lik° • 
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and to improve what they retained by conforming it, from time 
to time, to their necessities and interests. 

3. It was this which, in after times, enabled them to detect, 
in its first approaches, the spirit of tyranny; which qualified 
them to maintain, by unanswerable arguments, their natural 
and chartered rights ; which taught their hands to war, and 
their fingers to fight; and which, by the blessing and good 
providence of God, carried them safely and in triumph through 
the memorable conflict for independence. 

4. Our progress, since, in the arts of life, in political and 
moral science, and in the means of private and public happi¬ 
ness, is, to a considerable extent, distinctly referable to the same 
cause. As long as this moral force shall continue in active 
operation, our country may be expected to move forward in a 
path of increasing brightness; but whenever the momentum 
shall cease to be applied, our career must assuredly be arrested. 
And as, in the nature of things, it is almost impossible that 
society should stand still, its motion, at such times, will usually 
be retrograde. 

5. That the present possession of knowledge furnishes, in 
itself, no certain guarantee of its continuance, is abundantly 
evinced by the history of Egypt, Greece, and other ancient na¬ 
tions ; by the condition to which all Europe was reduced 
during the dark ages; and by the present degraded state of 
many portions of the globe, once the favored seats of learning 
and refinement. Every nation in the old world has, at some 
period in the course of its history, made the retrograde move¬ 
ment to which we have referred; and of the young empires in 
the west, our own country alone has gone forward with a 
steady pace. 

6. We have now among us a valuable stock of available in¬ 
formation, and the nature of our institutions is favorable to in¬ 
quiry. There is, therefore, no reason to apprehend an imme¬ 
diate suspension of our progress; and yet it is obvious, that 
great and constant effort will be necessary to make the actual 
diffusion of knowledge commensurate with the rapid increase 
and pressing wants of our population. It is, therefore, matter 
of immense importance that we make efficient and perpetual 
efforts to diffuse, throughout all classes of our people, the bles¬ 
sings of useful knowledge. 

7. Among the means of effecting this end, we must un¬ 
doubtedly assign the first place to the education of youth. 
This is justly regarded as the basis of all general knowledge 
in a community; and it is certainly the most efficient instru- 
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ment which can be employed in its diffusion. Well, therefore, 
does it deserve the highest care of the state and of patriotic 
individuals.—Benjamin F. Butler. 

Questions.—How are the institutions of this country t* oe upheld and 
perpetuated 1 What were the first settlers of this Continent'? What did 
they bring with them ? What did this knowledge enable them to expel? 
What to subdue? To plant what? To watch and nourish what? What 
did this knowledge, enlarged by experience, enable them to do ? To reject 
what ? To improve what ? To detect what ? Qualified them to maintain 
what? Taught them what? Carried them safely through what? What, 
to a considerable extent, is referable to the same cause? When will our 
country move forward in a path of increasing brightness? When will our 
career be arrested ? What is abundantly evinced by the history of Egypt, 
&c. ? What has every nation made ? When ? What is favorable to inquiry ? 
There is no reason to apprehend what ? Great and constant effort will be 
necessary to make what ? What is matter of immense importance ? To what 
must we assign the first place ? Will all remember, however, that it would 
be better for the community to have all the children and youth of our country 
grow up in utter IGNORANCE, if they are not morally educated at the 
same time that they are inteUecImiUaj educated, so as to become GOOD, 
MORAL, and VIRTUOUS citizens as well as WISE and LEARNED men, 
as a learned wicked man can do ten times as much mischief in society as an 
ignorant wicked man ? 

Spelling Lesson LXXXIV. 

Bub bles (b&b' biz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Bubble, a small bladder or vesicle 
of air in frozen water; or, of water, &c. filled with air; any thing 
which wants solidity and firmness; a vain project; a fraud; a cheat: v. 
to run gently, or with a gurgling noise; to rise in bubbles; to cheat, 
impose on. 

Con geal ed (k6n j&eld'), part. a. frozen, changed or converted to ice; con¬ 
creted : pre. of Congeal, to freeze; to change, convert, or turn by frost, 
from a fluid to a solid state; to thicken ; to harden; to concrete into a 
solid mass. 

Crust (kr&st), n. a hard external coat, case, shell, or covering; outer part of 
bread; an incrustation: v. to envelop; to cover with a hard case or coat; 
to gather a crust. 

De tach ed (di t4tsht'), pre. of Detach, to separate, part from; to send off a 
party of men from the main company or regiment. 

Di late (di lite'), v. to enlarge, expand; to extend; to spread out; to widen; 
to speak largely, relate at large. 

Di la ted (de 14 tia), pre. of Dilate. [of being extended. 
Di la tion (di 14' sh&n), n. expansion, act of expanding; act of extending or 
Ex hales (igz h41ez'), pres. t. of Exhale, to send or draw out vapors or fumes, 

or, as vapors, See.; to emit. 
FIT 4 'mints, n. plu. of Filament, a fibre; a slender thread. 
Freez es (friiz' tz), pres. t. of Freeze, to congeal, or to be congealed with 

celd; to chill or kill by cold; to harden into ice. [small globe. 
Glob ules (gl6b' Alez), n. plu. of Globule, a small round particle or mass; a 
In sen ci bly (In sin' si bli), ad. imperceptibly; stupidly; gradually. 
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In te ri or (In te' r£ 'fir), a. inner; internal, being within; inland: n. the 
inside; inward part; inland country. [formed by fibres interwoven. 

M&m' brine, n. a web of several kinds of fibres, or, a thin, white, flexible skin, 
O pa ci ty (A pis' se 'te), n. want of transparency, state impervious to light; 

cloudiness; darkness; obscurity; opaqueness. 
O paque (A pike'), a. riot transparent, impervious to light; dark; obscure. 
Pel li cle (pel' le 'kl), n. a thin film or skin; a saline crust. 
Plites, n. plu. and pres. t. of Plate, a thin fiat piece of any thing; a small 

shallow vessel to eat on; a piece of metal; wrought silver, &c.; impres¬ 
sion from an engraving: v. to cover or adorn with plate; to overlay with 
metal. [other moving body, from a direct course. 

Re frac tion (re frik' shun), n. the deviation or variation of a ray of light, or 
Rind' Ing, par. of Rend, to disunite or tear asunder with violence; to be dis¬ 

united ; to separate; to lacerate. 
Se ve' rist, a. sharpest, most rigid; strictest; harshest; most cruel; most dis¬ 

tressing, most painful; hardest, most austere. 
Trans form ed (trins fdrmd'), pre. of Transform, to change the form, shape, 

or appearance; to be changed in form. 
Trans pa ren cy (trins pi' ren 'se), n. perviousness to, or the power or quality 

of transmitting, or suffering the rays of light to pass through; clearness. 
Tri an gles (trl' ing 'glz), n. plu. of Triangle, a figure having three angles. 
Weigh ti er (wi' t& '6r), a. heavier, more ponderous; having more weight; 

more important; more momentous. 

Reading Lesson LXXXIV. 

Reflections wpon Ice. 

1. Water, when condensed by cold,' loses insensibly its flu¬ 
idity, changes in proportion to the increase of the cold, and 
becomes that solid body which we term ice. This change, 
which in the present season is daily wrought before our eyes, 
deserves to be particularly considered; at least, we should 
endeavor to learn'the reasons of some of those phenomena 
which appear in congealed water. 

2. Ice is a body lighter than water; for, if we put congealed 
water into a temperate heat, so that the ice may be detached from 
the sides of the vessel, it always swims at the top; and were it 
weightier than the water, it would necessarily sink to the bot¬ 
tom. What makes it lighter is the increase of its size; for, 
although it becomes at first more compact with the cold, yet it 
becomes much dilated when transformed into ice. This dilation 
is formed with so much violence, as to be capable of rending 
a copper globe so thick that it would require a force of one 
thousand and twenty-eight pounds to produce the like effect. 

3. When the icy crust is formed on the surface of the water, 
the ice is as yet entirely transparent; but as it thickens, it be¬ 
comes opaque. This opacity is produced by bubbles of air, 

22 
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different sizes, which are included in the ice, and which occa¬ 
sion a more frequent refraction of the rays of light. Ice 
exhales a great many vapors even in the severest cold. 

4. It has been found by experiments, frequently repeated, that, 
when the cold is most intense, four pounds of ice lose, by evap¬ 
oration, a whole pound of its substance in eighteen days; and 
that a piece of ice, of the weight of four ounces, loses four, 
grains of its weight in twenty-four hours. Ice is formed com¬ 
monly at the surface of water. It is an error to suppose that 
it is formed at the bottom, and that it afterward swims; for the 
cold, by which it is formed, coming from the atmosphere, that 
cause can not operate at the bottom of the water without 
having previously congealed all that was above. 

5. The manner in which ice is formed, is not less remar¬ 
kable, which is this: when it freezes gently, a multitude of small 
threads may be seen, proceeding from the interior circumfe¬ 
rence of the glass, in different directions; and, forming all sorts 
of angles among themselves, they unite on the surface of the 
water, and then form a very thin pellicle of ice. 

6. These first threads or filaments are succeeded by others; 
they multiply and increase in the form of thin plates, and being 
increased in number and thickness, they unite themselves to 
the first pellicle or crust. In proportion as the ice thickens, a 
multitude of air-bubbles appear; and the more intense the cold 
becomes, the more these bubbles increase. Hence it is, that the 
transparency of the ice diminishes, especially towards the cen¬ 
tre ; and then it begins to dilate violently, and swell to a 
greater size. 

7. When the cold is very keen, and it freezes violently, a 
thin membrane is formed on the surface of the water, which 
proceeds from the sides of the glass, towards the centre. Under 
this membrane others are seen, which appear in the form of 
triangles, the base of which is towards the side of the glass, 
while the more acute angles are directed to the centre. Thus 
the icy crust thickens, is rendered opaque by the included 
globules of air, is dilated, and becomes lighter and lighter.— 
Sturm. 

Questions.—When does water lose insensibly its fluidity 7 What deserves 
to be considered 7 Lighter than what is ice 7 How is this known 7 When 
does water become much dilated 7 How is this dilation formed 7 So as to 
be capable of what 7 When is ice entirely transparent 7 When does it be¬ 
come opaque 7 How is this opacity produced 7 What has been found by 
experiments 7 Where is ice commonly formed 7 What is an error 7 Why 7 

What, remarkable, may be seen when ice is formed by gentle freezing? 
What unite themselves7 To what7 When is a thin membrane formed? 
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From what does it proceed 7 What appear in the form of triangles 7 Where 'l 
How is the icy crust rendered opaque 7 

Spelling Lesson LXXXV. 

An ces try (in' s&s 'tre), n. genealogy, lineage, descent; birth; pedigree; a 
series of ancestors. 

Ar ro gate (4r' rb 'gite), v. to assume, to take; to claim vainly or unjustly. 
At tri bute (it' trl 'bite), n. inherent quality, property; reputation. 
Birth right (blr£A' rite), n. any right or privilege to which a person is born 

or is entitled by birth. 
Bot a ny- bay (b<5t' 4 'ne- bi), n. prop, the name of a place on the east coast 

of New South Wales, New Holland, (so called from the great variety of 
herbs found on the shore,) originally fixed on for a colony of convicts 
from Great Britain. [more gallant. 

Bra ver (bri' vur), a. nobler, more courageous; finer; bolder, more daring; 
Cant (kint), n. whining pretensions, phrases often repeated; a corrupt dialect; 

a whining, affected manner of speech; slang; a toss; a throw: v. to 
speak with an affected or whining tone; to turn; to toss; to throw. 

Coal- heav er (kole'-hlev 'hr), n. one who heaves, lifts, or carries coal. 
Con victs (k8n' vlkts), n. plu. of Convict, a person convicted or legally 

proved or found guilty of a crime. 
Cour te ous (k&r'te'us), a. civil, polite, respectful; well-bred; complaisant. 
Cra died (kri' did), pre. of Cradle, to nurse in infancy; to lay or rock in a 

cradle; to cut and lay grain in a swath with a cradle: n. a small mo¬ 
vable bed or machine for rocking children; a tool or instrument for cut¬ 
ting grain; a frame of timber for launching a ship. 

Dl p&rt' mint, n. conduct, behavior, demeanor; carriage, manner of acting. 
Dis ap prove ('dls 4p prflSv'), v. to censure, condemn; to dislike; to blame. 
Doc trine (d<5k' trin), n. a principle, whatever is taught; precept; act of 

teaching; the truth of the gospel. 
Dutch (d&tsh), a. pertaining to Holland or its inhabitants: n. prop. plu. the 

people of Holland ; the language of Holland. 
E liz a beth (e llz' 4 'bith), n. prop, the name of one of the former Queens of 

England; a girl’s or woman’s name. 
Flim sy (film ze), a. vain, mean; weak, feeble; thin; slight; limber. 
Hear ti ly (h&r'te'le), ad. sincerely, cordially; actively, vigorously; freely. 
How ards (hdfi' firdz), n. prop. plu. of Howard, a celebrated English philan¬ 

thropist, who, from feelings of humanity, prompted by Christian benevo¬ 
lence, visited all the hospitals and prisons of Europe for the purpose of 
benefiting the poor, the wretched, and the guilty. 

New Am ster dam (n& 4m' st&r vd4m), n prop, the name given to the City of 
New York by the Dutch settlers who founded it. 

No ble men (ni' bl 'min), n. plu. of Nobleman, one who is ennobled in honoi 
or rank; a noble, a man of rank, or birth; a peer. 

'Ndt with stind' Ing, prep, not excepting; not opposing: con. although; nev¬ 
ertheless ; however. [that is not varied. 

Par ti cle (p4r' te 'kl), n. a small or minute part or portion ; an atom; a word 
Pick pock et (plk' pok 'kit), n. one who steals from the pocket. 
Pre fir', v. to esteem, honor, or regard more than or above another or others; to 

advance; to raise. [false appearance; pretence. 
Pre ten sions (pre tin' sh&nz), n. plu. of Pretension, claim, true or false; 
dueen (kwlln), n. a woman who rules oris sovereign of a kingdom; the wife 

of a king. 
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Rec om men da tion ('r&k 6m m4n da' shun), n. that which procures a favor¬ 
able reception or commends to favor; act of recommending or praising. 

Sim ply (slm' pie), ad. merely; only; without art; foolishly; plainly. 
Sub scribe (sub skrlbe'), v. to give consent to; to sign; to attest; to promise 

to give by writing one’s own name. [ward. 
Un as su ming ('im 4s su' mtng), a. modest, not assuming; not bold or for- 

Reading Lesson LXXXY. 

American Ancestry. 

Extract from a letter written at Saratoga Springs, July, 1833, by George P. 
Morris. 

1. That “no American should wish to trace his Ancestry- 
farther back than the revolutionary war,” is a good sentiment. 
I admire and will stand by it. Yet, while I disapprove most 
heartily of the conceited airs and flimsy pretensions which cer¬ 
tain little people arrogate to themselves on account of their 
birthright, I can not subscribe to one particle of the cant I am 
in the habit of hearing expressed on these subjects. 

2. It is not “ the same thing,” to me at least, whether my 
father was a count or a coal-heaver, a prince or a pickpocket. 
I would have all my relations, past, present, and to come, good 
and respectable people, and should prefer the blood of the How¬ 
ards to that of the convicts of Botany-bay; nor do I believe I 
am at all singular in these particulars. It is nothing more than 
a natural feeling. 

3. Still I would think no ill of a man on account of any mis¬ 
fortune that may have attended his birth, nor well of a man 
simply because he happened to be cradled in the lap of affluence 
and power. The first may be one of nature’s noblemen, and 
the other a poor creature, notwithstanding all his splendor ; and, 
that this frequently happens, every day’s experience affords us 
abundant testimony. 

4. That the claims of all to distinction should rest upon their 
own individual talents, deportment, and character, is also sound 
doctrine, and can not be disputed : yet this is no reason why we 
should not have an honest and becoming pride in the genius, 
integrity, or gallant bearing of those from whom we sprung. 

5. Now, yonder stands a gentleman,* who, in my humble 
judgment, can not but indulge a secret glow of satisfaction, 
while contemplating the roots of his family tree. He came 
from a good stock, the old Dutch settlers of New Amsterdam, 

* Mr. Stuyvesant, the descendant of the former Governor of New York. 
22* 
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than which no blood that flows in the human veins is either 
purer, better, or braver. 

6. His forefathers were eminently conspicuous as Christians, 
soldiers, and sages ; they occupied the high places of honor and 
authority, were the ornaments of their day and generation, and, 
notwithstanding the shade of ridicule which a popular writer* 
has cast around and interwoven with their history, their mem¬ 
ories will ever be cherished until virtue ceases to be an attribute 
of the human mind. 

7. The public spirit of this gentleman and his liberal views 
have long been the theme of universal praise ; and, although I 
do not enjoy the privilege of his personal acquaintance, I know 
he must be a gentleman ; the mild and benignant expression of 
his face, his unassuming habits, his bland and courteous de¬ 
meanor, all bespeak it; and, to use the language of Queen 
Elizabeth, are unto him “ letters of recommendation throughout 
the world.” 

Questions.—Is it not the duty of every young man so to conduct himself 
that no reproach will be brought upon the name and memory of his worthy 
and respectable ANCESTORS whose name he bears'? Is it not, however, 
one of the most contemptible acts for any young man to assume and arro¬ 
gate a haughty demeanor simply because his ANCESTORS happened to be 
respectable, while his OWN character, conduct, and talents claim no respect'? 
Should the wealth or poverty of any young man’s PARENTS make any 
difference as to the respect, patronage, or honor bestowed upon him % Is it 
not the most beautiful and delightful feature of the institutions of our happy 
country that every young man is esteemed by all the virtuous and respectable 
portion of our community in accordance with his VIRTUES, talents, 
attainments, and GOOD CONDUCT, and not because his ancestors are 
or have been v)ealthy and respectable ? Can the institutions of our country 
be sustained upon any other principle 1 What does every day’s experience 
afford % What is sound doctrine ? The claims of all to distinction should 
rest upon what 1 Yet we may have an honest and becoming pride in what 1 
The old Dutch settlers of New Amsterdam were what 1 What will ever be 
cherished 1 Is not every person more happy for being kind, affable, polite, 
and courteous ! Can any thing be more delightful or praiseworthy ? On the 
other hand, what can be more DESPICABLE than a haughty and supercil¬ 
ious deportment"? 

! _ 

Spelling Lesson LXXXVI. 

Ban nock bum (bin' n&k 'b&rn), n. prop, the name of a town of Scotland, 
noted for the defeat of Edward II, by Robert Bruce. 

Clothes (kl&thz), pres. t. of Clothe, to invest, to dress; to furnish or cover with 
garments; to cover. [which furnishes us milk. 

Cow ed (kd&d), prc. of Cow, to dispirit: to depress with fear: n. the animal 

* Washington Irving. 
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Deck (dAk), v. to adorn; to dress ; to array; to cover; to clothe: n. the floor 
or covering of a ship; a pack or pile of cards. 

Dem i-gods (dem' A-'gAdz), n.plu. of Demi-god, a great or fabulous hero whom 
the heathen supposed partook of the divine nature, half a god. 

Elms (Almz), n. pin. of Elm, the name of a tree. 
Fac tious (f4k‘ shus), a. given to faction, party, or dissension; turbulent. 
Fine, n. a temple; a church or place consecrated to religion. 
Fanes (f Anez), n. plu. of Fane. [ward or on, make speed. 
Has tens (hi' snz), pres. t. of Hasten, to make haste, to hurry; to push for- 
Mir' i VAon, n. prop, the name of a village of Greece, noted for the defeat of 

120,000 Persians, by 10,000 Greeks, under Miltiades. 
Pil lar ed (ptl' lArd), a. supported by pillars or columns; like a pillar. 
PAlnt' lng, par. of Point, to direct towards; to show; to sharpen; to divide 

by stops; to aim; to show or note with the finger; to indicate: n. an 
aim or end; a space; a sharp end; a stop in writing or printing; a de¬ 
gree ; a cape, headland ; punctilio, nicety. 

Pro tect ing (prA tAkt' tng), part. a. shielding, defending; preserving: par. 
of Protect, to defend; to secure or shield from injury or danger ; to pre¬ 
serve in safety. 

Re po ses (rA pA' zlz), pres. t. of Repose, to rest, to be at rest; to live in quiet; 
to lodge; to lay to rest; to sleep; to place or rest confidence in: n. 
sleep; rest,quiet; tranquillity. 

Res cu eld (rAs' kAde), pre. of Rescue, to set free, or deliver from oppression, 
danger, confinement, or violence: n. a deliverance from oppression, dan¬ 
ger, violence, or arrest. [turf. 

Sods (s<3dz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Scrtl, a clod; turf, sward: v. to cover with 
Stat ue (stitsh' A), n. a likeness or image of a whole living body carved or 

formed out of metal, wood, or stone. 
Strow (strA), v. to scatter, to spread by scattering. 
Sways (swAze), pres. t. and n. plu. of Sway, to influence, govern; to wield, to 

rule; to incline; to bias; to have weight: n. influence, power; rule; 
dominion; direction. 

VAn' Ar 'A tAd, part. a. revered, regarded with veneration: pre. of Venerate, to 
revere, to reverence ; to regard or treat with respect or veneration. 

Wlkes, pres. t. and n. plu. of Wake, to rouse; to cease to sleep; to rouse from 
sleep; to excite ; to watch: n. a watch, vigil; a feast; a track in water. 

Reading Lesson LXXXVI. 

Graves of the Patriots. 

1. Here rest the great and good ; here they repose 
After their generous toil. A sacred band, 
They take their sleep together, while the year 
Comes with its early flowers to deck their graves, 
And gathers them again, as Winter frowns. 
Theirs is no vulgar sepulchre ; green sods 
Are all their monument; and yet it tells 
A nobler history than pillared piles, 
Or the eternal pyramids. 
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2. They need 
No statue or inscription to reveal 
Their greatness. It is round them ; and the joy 
With which their children tread the hallowed ground 
That holds their venerated hones, the peace 
That smiles on all they fought for, and the wealth 
That clothes the land they rescued ; these, though mute, 
As feeling ever is when deepest; these 
Are monuments more lasting than the fanes 
Reared to the kings and demi-gods of old. 

3. Touch not the ancient elms, that bend their shade 
Over their lowly graves ; beneath their boughs 
There is a solemn darkness, even at noon, 
Suited to such as visit at the shrine 
Of serious Liberty. No factious voice 
Called them unto the field of generous fame, 
But the pure consecrated love of home. 

4. No deeper feeling sways us, when it wakes 
In all its greatness. It has told itself 
To the astonished gaze of awe-struck kings, 
At Marathon, at Bannockburn, and here, 
Where first our patriots sent the invader back 
Broken and cowed. Let these green elms be all 
To tell us where they fought, and where they lie. 

5. Their feelings were all nature, and they need 
No art to make them known. They live in us, 
While we are like them, simple, hardy, bold, 
Worshipping nothing but our own pure hearts, 
And the one universal Lord. They need 
No column, pointing to the heaven they sought, 
To tell us of their home. The heart itself, 
Left to its own free purpose, hastens there, 
And there alone reposes. 

6. Let these elms 
Bend, their protecting shadow o’er their graves, 
And build, with their green roof, the only fane 
Where we may gather on the hallowed day, 
That rose to them in blood, and set in glory. 
Here let us meet, and, while our motionless lips 
Give not a sound, and all around is mute; 
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In the deep sabbath of a heart too full 
For words or tears, here let us strow the sod 
With the first flowers of spring, and make to them 
An offering of the plenty Nature gives, 
And they have rendered ours, perpetually.—Percival. 

Questions.—Who take their sleep together'? While what 7 What are 
all their monument 7 What do they not need 7 What are more lasting 
monuments than the fanes reared to the kings of old 7 What should not be 
touched 7 Why 7 What called these patriots to the field 7 What has told 
itself 7 To what 7 Where 7 What were all nature 7 What is not needed 
to tell us of their home 7 What reposes 7 Let what bend over their graves 7 
Let us strow what 7 And make what 7 What place should be more sacred 

than the GRAVE op the PATRIOT 7 

Spelling Lesson LXXXV1I. 

Alms giv ing (S.mz' glv 'Ing), n. the giving or bestowing of alms, charity. 
Ap pend (ap pind'), v. to add or join to; to hang on or to. 
Ba sed (biste), pre. of Base, to found; to lay the foundation; to set: n. the 

bottom; foundation, pedestal; support; the gravest part in music: a. 
mean, worthless, vile ; low; in music, deep, grave. 

Broth er ly (bruth' hr ie), a. like or becoming a brother; affectionate. 
Brows (brAAz), n. pin. of Brow, the forehead; the arch of hair over the eye ; 

the edge or side of any high place. 
Cal lous (k&l' lus), a. insensible, hardened; unfeeling; hard, indurated. 
Cit i zen ship (sit' e vzn ship), n. the rights and privileges of a citizen; the 

state of being a citizen. 
Cor rupt (kAr ript'), a. vicious, wicked; spoiled, putrid; decayed: v. to de¬ 

prave, defile; to spoil, destroy ; to infect; to become or make putrid ; to 
decay; to bribe. 

Coun te nan ces (kAAn' te 'n&n slz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Countenance, form, 
of the face; air; look ; exterior appearance; patronage, support: v. to 
support, encourage; to patronise; to favor. [elegance of manners. 

Cour te sy (kur' te 'se), n. civility, politeness, kind treatment; complaisance, 
Cov e tous (kuv' e 'tus), a. inordinately desirous, very eager to obtain and pos¬ 

sess ; avaricious. 
DA fir', v. to put off.J to delay; to refer to ; to yield or leave to another. 
De scr ving (de z&r' vlng), part. a. meritorious; worthy of: po.r. of Deserve, 

to merit, to be worthy of. 
Ex ist ed (igz 1st' id), pre. of Exist, to be, have a being; to live. , 
Fine' niss, n. show, beauty; elegance; splendor; delicacy; purity; minute¬ 

ness ; sharpness. 
Fourth (fArth), a. the ordinal of four; the first after the third. 
Hab i ta tion ('hlb e ti' shin), n. a place of abode ; a residence, dwelling. 
Hhrl, v. to move rapidly; to whirl; to throw with violence; to drive: n. act 

of throwing with force or violence; a tumult. [to deceive. 
I in po ses (lin pa zlz), pres. t. of Impose, to enjoin as a duly; to lay or put on; 
In ais crim i nate (in dls krlm' A 'nite), a. not making any distinction; con¬ 

fused ; not distinguished. [pudence. 
In so lence (In' sA i&nse), n. piide or haughtiness mingled with contempt; im- 
In ter fe rence (in tAr fe' rinse), n. an intermeddling; a clashing; an inter¬ 

position ; a mediation. 
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In tim i da tion (in 'tlm e di' shin), n. the act of intimidating, abashing, or 
Kll' ling, par. of Kill, to destroy; to deprive of life; to slay, [making fearful. 
Loans (lAnez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Loan, any thing lent; act of lending: v. 

to lend any thing; to deliver for temporary use. 
Lof ti ly (16f' te 'le), ad. haughtily, proudly; on high ; sublimely. 
Ma chin er y (mi sheen' 6r 're), n. enginery; complicated workmanship. 
Main ly (mine' le), ad. chiefly, principally; greatly. 
Man li ness (min' le 'nis), n. bravery, boldness; dignity. 
Man u fac tor ies ('min 6 fik' tur 'riz), n. plu. of Manufactory, a house 

building, or place in which or where articles or goods are made or man 
ufacturmg carried on. [service of the Roman Catholic Church. 

Mass es (mis' tz), n. plu. of Mass, a body, an assemblage; a lump; bulk; the 
Mus cle (mis' si), n. the fleshy, fibrous part, or organ of motion in animals; 

a shellfish. 
No bly (nA' ble), ad. generously, magnanimously; liberally; illustriously ; 

bravely; worthily; greatly; with dignity or greatness of soul. 
Op pro bri um (6p prA' bre 'Am), n. disgrace, reproach mingled with disdain 

or contempt; infamy. 
Pau per (plw' pur), a. being supported or receiving support from the public: n. 

one who receives alms or is supported by the public ; a very poor person. 
Pir mlts', pres. 1. of Permit, to allow, suffer; to give or grant leave or liberty; 

to give up or resign. 
Per pet u ates (pfer petsh' & 'Ates), pres. t. of Perpetuate, to make perpetual, to 

cause to endure indefinitely; to preserve from oblivion. 
Phil an thro py (fll in' thxb 'pe), n. benevolence, love of mankind; universal 

good nature or will. 
Pinch ed (plnsht), part. a. constricted, distressed; straitened; squeezed: pre. 

of Pinch, to press hard as between the fingers; to squeeze; to straiten ; 
to gripe; to oppress with want; to distress: n. a painful squeeze; a 
gripe; oppression ; a difficulty; distress. 

Polls (pAlez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Poll, an election of or place of voting for 
civil officers; a register or list of voters or heads ; the head: v. to take a 
list or register of voters or heads; to cut, clip, or shear off the hair; to 
lop the tops of trees. 

Pre cise ly (prA slse' le), ad. exactly; nicely; accurately; with precision. 
Pre sump tive (pre zum' tlv), a. supposed; taken by previous supposition; 

unreasonably or rashly confident. [declare openly. 
Pro fes ses (prA fes' slz), pres. t. of Profess, to make pretensions of; to avow, 
Proj ect (pr6j' fekt), n. a design, a plan; a scheme; a contrivance. 
Promiscuous (prA mis' kA '6s), a. indiscriminate, undistinguished; min¬ 

gled, confused; mixed. 
Rel ic (rAl' Ik), n. that which remains; the body of a dead person. 
Scorn ed (skdrnd), part. a. despised, contemned; reviled: pre. of Scorn, to 

despise, to disdain; to revile; to contemn, to slight: n. disdain ; extreme 
contempt; scoff. 

Sear (seer), v. to cauterize; to burn; to wither; to dry; to make callous or 
insensible: a. dry; withered. 

Self-im por tance ('self-lm p5r' tinse), n. a high opinion of one's self; vanity; 
self-conceit. 

ShAme' lAss, a. destitute of or wanting shame; impudent; immodest. 
Soil ed (sdlld), pre. of Soil, to make dirty, to stain; to foul; to daub ; to pol¬ 

lute, to sully, defile ; to tarnish : n. ground, earth; mould; pollution ; 
dirt; compost; stain ; foulness; tarnish. 

Stride, v. to take a pompous or long step: n. a long step. [splendidly. 
Sump tu ous ly (s&m' tsh6 '6s 1A), ad. luxuriously, expensively; magnificently, 
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Ten den cy (t&n' (ten 'se), n. direction or course towards any effect, object, place, 
or result; drift. [early ; soon ; in good time. 

Time ly (time' te), a. seasonable, being in good time; sufficiently early: ad. 
Un troub led (in trub' bid), a. not disturbed, free from care or trouble; not 

confused. 
Vil la ges (vtl' llj 'tz), n. flu. of Village, a small collection of houses. 
Weights (wites), n. flu. of Weight, a fonderous mass, influence, fower, conse¬ 

quence ; heaviness; gravity; importance; a mass by which bodies are 
weighed. 

Reading Lesson LXXXVII. 

The Elevation and Moral Power of the Laboring Classes. 

Extract from a Discourse delivered in the City of New York. 

1. I do not say precisely that a ministry for the poor is the 
only thing that can save our city, or our country. It is too 
much the fashion, no doubt, to urge each particular benevolent 
project among us as the only means of national salvation. It 
were wiser to append this solemn condition to the injunction of 
our entire social duty. And this is mainly my intent in what I 
now say. But I will venture to say somewhat more specifically, 
that this is a country in which the higher classes must take an 
interest in the lower, or it can not sustain its peculiar political 
institutions; and, that this interest must be taken, where it is 
chiefly called for, where its principal and proper field is—in 

cities ! 

2. And consider, I pray you, with reference to the bearing of 
this observation upon the political prospects of the country, that 
our cities are not long to be limited to the number of half 
a dozen, or ten. There are to be congregated masses of men 
all around us. Crowded manufactories, and flourishing cities 
are rising in every part of the land. In a hundred points with 
which you are well acquainted in the map of the country, prop¬ 
erty has already taken a value that is based upon this presumpr 
tive, and though, perhaps, exaggerated, yet in the main, proba¬ 
bly, correct calculation. 

3. Now what, with reference to the country, are these masses 
of dense population to be? You need not be told that they 
are to be its rulers. These masses are the mighty weights in 
the political machinery, that are to urge every thing onward in 
a prosperous career, or to hurl every thing to destruction. If, 
of this crowded population of our manufactories, villages, and 
cities, one third or one fourth part is to be—I do not say poor— 
but neglected, scorned, corrupt, depressed, and desperate, who is 
willing to take the risk and the peril of such a coming day ? 
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4. The lower classes are every day rising in power, and they 
feel it. The rise of wages every day shows it. Every election 
shows it. They are not situated like the same classes in the 
old world, and they can not be safely treated in the same way. 
The rich among us may sit apart in their palaces now, and not 
know that class; they may refuse to mingle with it, either in 
the duties of citizenship at the polls, or in the offices of philan¬ 
thropy at its own miserable homes ; but they must know that 
class yet! Better that they should know it now, in the only 
way that is safe—in kindness and brotherly love. 

5. I speak not for the intimidation of the rich, any more than 
of the poor. Evil for both would be any contact but in mutual 
good will. Let the rich and the favored then nobly stretch out 
the hand to their poorer brethren. Better is it for their prop¬ 
erty, their comfort, their social honor and happiness, that they 
should ; better for public security, and universal improvement. 
Let the impartial institutions under which we live, teach us the 
lessons of philanthropy and Christianity! Let a true respect, 
and a kindly and humane regard for each other, take place of 
ignorance, and dislike, and distrust, and contempt. 

6. Away with this absurd opprobrium cast upon poverty! 
this more absurd notion, that it is a certain fineness of apparel, 
or a certain sphere of employment, or a certain number of feet 
square for habitation, that makes the man, or makes the man 
respectable ! Away with this detestable insolence of mere con¬ 
dition, which permits one human being to stride loftily by 
another human being, on mere poor virtue and right of his be¬ 
ing an idler, or of his bearing the name of gentleman! Some 
of the noblest men in your city, in your country, in the world, 
are poor men—ay, and men engaged in the humblest toils. I 
have seen the stamp of honesty, and manliness, and dignity, on 
brows that are soiled with the sweat and dust of street labor : 
and I never saw upon any brows, the more legible inscription 
of sacred and beautiful humanity. 

7. Yes, there are men, wdio, for their families, are humbly 
and nobly, and with many disinterested sacrifices, toiling every 
day in these streets, wrho have more dignity, more gracefulness, 
more refinement of character, than some who walk these same 
streets in pride, and are clothed in purple and fine linen, and 
fare sumptuously every day. I love those men. I like their 
faces—the open and manly brow, the clear and untroubled eye. 
I like their very faces; they are more beautiful, they are far 
finer subjects for the pencil, than countenances pinched wfith 
covetous anxieties or dressed up with smiles of hollow- courtesy; 
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how much more than those which are swelled out with self-im¬ 
portance, or bloated with luxurious excess! 

8. Let not this be taken for fine, or perhaps fantastic, senti¬ 
ment. At any rate, I mean it not for such. It is the real ten¬ 
dency of all true civilization and Christianity, to raise the mass 
of mankind to respectability and honor. To this tendency, in 
America we must yield. It is our only safety. The necessity 
may never have existed before; but it exists now—and here. 
We may not resist, we may not neglect, we may not defer, the 
duty that it imposes upon us. 

9. But how is this duty to the poor, and I mean now the vi¬ 
cious poor—to be discharged ? I answer, by taking a proper 
social and moral interest in their welfare. It is not by almsgiv¬ 
ing, that the depressed and indigent class of the poor is to be 
raised. This only perpetuates the evil which it professes to re¬ 
lieve. So far from raising the character of the poor, it breaks 
the very spring of that energy by which they must rise. It 
diminishes that self-respect which we wish to increase. Judi¬ 
cious loans to the poor may be most timely and useful; and re¬ 
lief should be administered to the sick. 

10. But as long as there is a nerve or a muscle in the human 
system that can work, and the possessor of it is put upon the 
pauper list, he is, by the very laws of human nature, inevitably 
degraded. Upon the deserving poor, the gifts of respect and af¬ 
fection may exert a kindly influence ; but the gifts of mere pity, 
divested of respect, sear and blast even the callous heart of 
shameless indolence and vice. They find, indeed, one relic of 
human emotion, one angry feeling of wounded self-respect, in 
the abandoned mind, and they are fast killing that with kind¬ 
ness. 

11. I altogether distrust, therefore, that system of indiscrimi¬ 
nate and annual charity among us, which every winter pours 
out its flood, only to leave all more waste and desolate than it 
was before. Nay, I am tempted to say, that this promiscuous 
almsgiving is an interference with the system of Providence.:— 
Rev. Orville Dewey. 

Questions.—What is too much the fashion 1 It would be wiser to do 
what? What must be done to sustain the peculiar political institutions 

of our country 1 Where chiefly? Is it not a MELANCHOLY REFLEC¬ 
TION that the poor, laboring classes are so little cared for by those whose 
houses are built by them, and from whose toil and labor they derive nearly 
all their means of subsistence, enjoyments, and luxuries ? What are 
rising in every part of the land ? What are mighty weights in the political 
machinery? To do what? Who are every day rising in power? What 
shows it ? What may the rich do? What must they know yet ? It is better 

23 
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that they should what 7 How 7 What would be evil for both classes 7 What 
should the rich do, then 7 It is better for what that they should 7 What 
should teach us lessons of philanthropy and Christianity 7 What should take 
place 7 Of what 7 What is an absurd notion 7 What is DETESTABLE 
INSOLENCE 7 Who are some of the noblest men 7 On what is often 
seen the stamp of honesty, manliness, and dignity 7 Who have more dignity, 
and more gracefulnes 7 Than whom 7 Can there be a more loathsome 

and disgusting object than a covetous or self-important human being, 
bloated with luxurious excess ? What is the real tendency of civilization aad 
Christianity 7 What may we not resist, neglect, or defer 7 How should our 
duty to the poor be discharged 7 What EVIL does ALMSGIVING only 
perpetuate 7 It breaks what 7 Diminishes what 7 Loans may be made 
to whom 7 Relief to whom 7 Who is inevitably degraded 7 By what and 
when 7 What sear and blast even the callous heart 7 Will all remember 
that ANNUAL PUBLIC CHARITY increases and perpetuates PAUPERISM; 
and, also remember, that, the only proper CHARITY to the poor is EM¬ 
PLOYMENT? 

Spelling Lesson LXXXVIII. 

A chieve ment (A tsheev' mfent), n, a great or heroic deed; the performance 
of an action. [ture. 

Ag ri cul tu ral ('4g rfe kAl' tshA 'r41), a. pertaining or belonging to agricul- 
An cients (Ane' shfents), n. plu. those vjho lived m old times; old men. 
As cen dant (4s sfen' dint), a. predominant; surpassing; above the horizon; 

superior; overpowering: n. superiority, influence; height; elevation. 
Con grat u late (k6n grAtsh' A 'lAte), v. to wish or profess joy to, or to compli¬ 

ment another upon any happy event; to felicitate; to rejoice in anticipa¬ 
tion. [proves, or tills land, 

Cul ti va tors (kuf te 'vA turz), n. plu. of Cultivator, one who cultivates, im- 
De pArt' mfents, n. plu. of Department, a separate part, station, allotment, 

place, room, office, or division. 
Dis cour a ging (dis k&r' rij ing), a. disheartening, depressing: par. of Dis¬ 

courage, to dishearten, depress; to deter, dissuade; to destroy confidence. 
Doubt ing (d&At' Ing), par. of Doubt, to distrust, to suspect; to hesitate; to 

question: n. uncertainty of mind, scruple; hesitation; suspense; sus¬ 
picion ; apprehension. [from slavery or from prison. 

En fran chise ment (fen frfen' tshlz 'mfent), n. the act of making free; release 
Fit' ting, part. a. being or making suitable; preparing; suiting: par. of Fit, 

to suit or be suited ; to be proper; to equip; to qualify; to adapt; to 
accommodate: n. a disorder, a paroxysm; a convulsion: a. suitable; 
proper; convenient; right; qualified ; meet. 

Flock (fl6k), n. a company or collection of animals, birds, or fowls: v. to 
gather or assemble in companies, crowds, or numbers. 

II lib er al i ty (11 'lib fer 41' le 'tfe), n. want of liberality, narrowness of mind; 
meanness; parsimony, niggardliness. 

Man u fac tu ring ('m4n A f4k' tshA 'ring), part. a. making goods, fyc. by 
art; belonging to the business of manufactories : par. of Manufacture, to 
make by the hand or by art: n. any thing made by hand or by art. 

Pre pares (pre pArez'), pres. t. of Prepare, to qualify, to fit; to make ready; to 
Re mA' tfest, a. farthest off, most distant; most foreign. [adjust; to provide 
Re spon si ble (rfe sp6n' sfe 'bl), a. accountable; answerable; liable to account; 

able or having means to make payment. 
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S&rfs, n. plu. of Serf, a slave or servant employed in husbandry. [dance. 
Ser vi tude (ser've 'tide), n. the slate of a slave, slavery; bondage; depen- 
Skep ti cal (skip' te k41), a. doubting, hesitating to admit the truth or cer¬ 

tainty of any thing; doubting or denying the truth of revelation. 

Reading Lesson LXXXVIII. 

The Importance of Agriculture to the Perpetuity of our Republic. 

Extract from an Address delivered before the New York State Agricultural 
Society, Jan. 18, 1843. 

1. If it is most discouraging to look back and find ourselves 
but little in advance of the remotest times in many departments 
of our profession, we may at least congratulate ourselves that 
we live in an age when agriculture is in the ascendant. It is 
no longer given up to serfs and slaves as the fitting occupation 
of the most ignorant portions of the community. It now takes 
its rank among the honorable and elevating pursuits of industry. 

2. To follow the plough and tend the flock, is no longer, here 
at least, the mark of ignorance and servitude, as under a false 
and despotic system it was, and some parts of the globe still is. 
In this, we stand upon the ground which the ancients never at¬ 
tained. It is the great achievement of modern time. The 
rights of mankind, the dignity of labor are vindicated; the one 
follows from the other. 

3. Agricultural improvement then rests upon a foundation on 
which it never stood before. It is sustained by free institutions ; 
it is the result of laws, wise, because liberal. The enfranchise¬ 
ment of the many, the elevation of the masses, must go hand in 
hand with the intelligent, industrious, and prosperous cultivation 
of the earth. If agriculture owes much to the benign influence 
of our institutions, liberty owes not less to agriculture. 

4. Where do we look for the calm discretion, the disinterested 
patriotism which must sustain a representative government, but 
to the great community of cultivators of the earth ? Even those 
most skeptical as to the fitness of man for self-government, admit 
that if that experiment ever succeeds, it will be in a nation of 
farmers. 

5. The experiment, thank heaven, has succeeded ; it has suc¬ 
ceeded in a nation of farmers ; and, while we must not be guilty 
of the illiberality of doubting that the great manufacturing na¬ 
tions of other continents may be fitted to administer the high 
duties of freemen, it becomes us to cherish a profession which, 
more than any other, prepares man to receive the highest bles* 
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sing of his race in this world—A FREE GOVERNMENT. 
We must cherish it by industry, by virtue, by intellectual culti¬ 
vation ; by connecting it with science and the arts, and with 
every thing which can elevate and adorn it. 

6. If we do our duty by ourselves and our children, agricul¬ 
ture will never again, it is to be hoped, know the dark ages in 
which for so many centuries it slept with liberty and learning. 
Let us do our duty in the responsible station and happy era in 
which Providence has cast our destiny, and I trust the day is far, 
far distant, when we shall cease to be a nation of farmers and 
a NATION OF FREEMEN.—James S. Wadsworth. 

Questions.—About what may we, in this country, congratulate ourselves ? 
To what is agriculture no longer given up'l What can be more honorable 
and praiseworthy than agricultural pursuits ? Is there, in life, any other busi¬ 
ness or pursuit which renders a man so truly INDEPENDENT ? How 
many hundreds, nay thousands in crowded cities are compelled to do what 
they would scorn to engage in, if in the honorable and independent business 
of farming ? What are vindicated I Upon what does agricultural improve¬ 
ment now rest 'l By what sustained ? What must go hand in hand I Lib¬ 
erty owes what'? Where shall we look for disinterested PATRIOTISM? 
Must we not rely upon the farmers in every emergency 1 What have the 
most skeptical admitted ? What, then, does it become us to cherish ? For 
what does agriculture or farming prepare a man ? How shall we cherish it ? 
If we do our duty, what will never again happen ? Will every patriot and 
friend to his country remember, that, the only hope for the perpetuity of our 
blessed institutions and liberties must be in the intelligence, integrity, and 
MORAL CULTURE of the FARMERS of our country? 

Spelling Lesson LXXXIX. 

Briefly (br44f' 14), ad. concisely, in few words; shortly; quickly. 
Con verse (k8n' virse), n. conversation, familiar talk or discourse; acquaint¬ 

ance ; familiarity : a. opposite; contrary; reciprocal. 
De rives (d4 rlvez'), pres. t. of Derive, to receive, deduce from; to trace or de¬ 

duce from its original; to descend from. 
Fresh ly (frish' 14), ad. newly; recently; coolly; ruddily ; briskly. 
Grace ful ly (grise' f81 '14), ad. elegantly, beautifully; with pleasing dignity. 
Grat i fy ing (grit' 4 'fl Ing), part. a. pleasing, delighting ; indulging: par. 

of Gratify, to please, to delight; to indulge; to humor; to satisfy; to 
requite. 

Hi' 18, n. a bright or luminous circle around the sun, moon, or stars. 
Im parts (tm pirts'), pres. t. of Impart, to communicate; to grant; to give; to 

confer, bestow on. 
Im pe tus (tm' pi 'tus), n. impulse; force of motion; violent effort or force. 
Pr6 m8' tid, pre. of Promote, to forward, to advance; to elevate, exalt; to 

prefer; to raise in rank or office. 
Re ceives (re siivz'), pres. t. of Receive, to take, obtain; to admit; to hold, 

retain ; to take what is offered ; to accept; to welcome. 
Re pay (re pi'), v. to recompense; to pay back ; to requite. 
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Re view ed (r4 vide'), pre. of Review, to inspect, examine; to survey, look 
back on; to re-examine; to consider again: n. survey; a re-examina¬ 
tion ; notice or analysis of a new book; an inspection of troops. 

Rich ness (rltsh' nls), n. sweetness; opulence, wealth; fertility; abundance. 
Sir pis' 6lng, part. a. exceeding; excelling, going beyond : par. of Surpass, 

to exceed; to excel, go beyond. 

Reading Lesson LXXXIX. 

The good Effect of Knowledge and Education on Society. 

Extract from an Address delivered before the Boston Lyceum, Dec. 1843—by 
John Keese. 

1. The effect of education on Society forms another point wor¬ 
thy of remark. From the salutary domestic influences to which 
we have referred results of a most important and beneficial charac¬ 
ter would be enjoyed by society ; and, some of these consequences 
deserve here to be briefly reviewed. Where the duties of home 
receive faithful attention, all valuable interests of society will 
flourish, the charms and advantages of social intercourse in their 
beautiful variety will thus be appreciated and enjoyed. The 
“ social circle,” whether it be composed of the stern or fairer 
sex, or of the appropriate association of both, receives from the 
influence of knowledge, a halo of pure brightness which im¬ 
parts lasting radiance to all who are attracted by its splendor 
and love its modest beauty. 

2. Friendship derives from knowledge peculiar interest and 
value. Perhaps there can be no real friendship save that which 
is founded on a known similarity of views and feelings enter¬ 
tained by those who thus are bound in strong attachment to each 
other. Knowledge continually forms new ties of union: it 
makes every meeting of friends the source of true enjoyment, 
while it prepares the way and occasion for more useful and 
gratifying converse. 

3. Where intelligent youth in pure and joyous association 
gather the flowers of knowledge that grow with generous verdure 
and surpassing richness, here character is formed, here truth is 
freshly breaking on the youthful mind, here motives are pre¬ 
sented to the opening intellect, purposes are formed, and a gen¬ 
eral impetus created that effects the entire course of subsequent 
life ; and, if the lights of truth and purity be properly kept burn¬ 
ing in such familiar scenes, the cause of correct education will 
immediately be much promoted and seeds of knowledge and 
virtue, (almost without one laborious effort,) will thus be grace 

23* 
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fully sown, to spring and bear and blossom with luxuriance and 
beauty; and repay with golden harvest the agreeable provi¬ 
dence and toil of early culture. 

Questions.—When and where will the charms and advantages of SOCIAL 
INTERCOURSE be appreciated and enjoyed? What receives a halo o-f 
brightness from the influence of knowledge ? In what, only, can there be 
real friendship? Knowledge continually forms what? Makes what? 
Prepares what ? Where is character formed ? When will the cause of cor¬ 
rect education be promoted and the seeds of knowledge and virtue be grace¬ 
fully sown ? What will then be repaid ? Can any thing be more delightful 
than the emulous and praiseworthy efforts of youth to obtain KNOWLEDGE 
and EDUCATION ? 

Spelling Lesson XC. 

Ac knowl edg ment (4k ndl' lldj 'm&nt), n. recognition, confession; gratitude; 
thanks ; concession; admission of the truth. 

As sail ing (4s s4le' Ing), par. of Assail, to invade, to attack; to assault; to 
set, leap, or fall upon violently. 

Car ols (k4r' rfidz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Carol, to warble, to sing; to praise, 
celebrate: n. a song of joy, exultation, praise, or devotion, [solemnity. 

Com mem o ra tion (kdm 'm4m 6 r4' shin), n. the act of public celebration or 
Con vince (kdn vlnse'), v. to satisfy, persuade, or make one sensible of the 

truth or fact by proof or evidence; to constrain or force one to ac¬ 
knowledge. [lish; to assert, affirm. 

De dares (d4 kl4rez'), pres. t. of Declare, to proclaim, make known; to pub- 
Er rand (4r' r4nd), n. a message; an order or mandate; special business sent 

by a messenger. [evaporation. 
Ex ha la tion ('eks h4 14' shun), n. that which rises in vapor; or, is exhaled; 
Fa ther less (fi' thur '14s), a. destitute of or having no father. 
Glean (gleen), v. to gather what the reapers leave behind; to pick up, gather 

the remains or any thing scattered. 
In at ten tive ('In 4t ten' tlv), a. heedless, negligent; careless, regardless. 
In cense (In' s4nse), n. acceptable praises and prayers; perfume exhaled by 
Lin net (ltn' nit), n. a small singing bird. [fire. 
Nes tling (nes' sling), par. of Nestle, to cherish or house, as a bird in its nest; 

to lie close and snug; to settle; to move about in one’s seat. 
Or dains (5r d4nez'), pres. t. of Ordain, to decree; to establish, to settle; to 

appoint; to invest with a ministerial power; to institute. 
Pro claims (prd kllmez'). pres. t. of Proclaim, to announce, declare, tell, utter, 

or publish openly; to promulgate. 
Sen ti nels (sen' t4 'n41z), n. plu. of Sentinel, a watch; a soldier on guard. 
Sheaves (she&vz), n. plu. of Sheaf, a quantity of the stalks of wheat, rye, cf*c 

bound together; a small bundle of grain. 
Vi gils (vtj' llz), n. plu. of Vigil, a watch; devotion; a fast kept or religious 

service performed in the evening before a holyday or feast. 

Reading Lesson XC. 

Thanksgiving. 

1. It is a wise and venerable custom, in New England, to set 
apart one day in the year for the voluntary commemoration of 
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the divine favor and goodness ; and it is pleasing to see so cor¬ 
rect a custom gaining ground in our country. Not that in New 
England, or anywhere else, it requires a year to roll over our 
heads to convince us of the everlasting mercies of Heaven. 

2. The sublime structure of the universe ; this beautiful land¬ 
scape, the earth; the magnificent ocean, now assailing th 
clouds with its foam, and then nestling the little birds on its bil 
lows; the glorious sun, and these sweet sentinels of light, the 
stars ; the voice of the thunder, and the song of the linnet: who 
knows any thing of these, and can, for a moment, doubt the su¬ 
preme benevolence of the Almighty! 

3. Yet, although every instant be fruitful in blessings, we are 
inattentive, and do not regard ; we are ignorant, and do not ap¬ 
preciate ; we are ungrateful, and do not consider; we are selfish, 
and will not understand them. The best require to be reminded 
of their duty, and the thoughtless must be told of it always. It 
is wise, therefore, to select the season of gladness, and point to 
the source of good. When the husbandman rejoices for the 
harvest is ripe, and the poor go into the field to glean 

The sheaves, which God ordains to bless 
The widow and the fatherless, 

it becomes man to acknowledge the reward of his labors, the 
blessing of his hopes, and the goodness of the giver of all things. 
Then, especially, should he pour forth the grateful incense of 
his praise, and his devotion. 

4. The Almighty deserves the praise of his creatures. The 
flower pays its worship in fragrant exhalation, and the lark 
when he carols at the gate of heaven, in praise of their glorious 
Maker. The sun burns incense daily, and the virgin stars keep 
nightly vigils; the mysterious anthem of the forest proclaims its 
devotion, and the sea declares its obedience as it murmurs into 
repose. Every moment of time bears an errand of mercy, and 
should not be allowed to pass without an acknowledgment of 
gratitude. 

“Ye, chief, for whom the whole creation smiles, 
Crown the great hymn.” 

Crafts. 

Questions.—What is a wise and venerable custom 1 What is it pleasing 
to see 1 What is not required ! To convince us of what ! What nestles 
the little birds 1 Where ? Who require to be reminded of their duty 1 What, 
therefore, is it wise to do! What does it become man to acknowledge! 
When ! Can any sight be more delightful or heart-chcering than the gather¬ 
ing of the grain and the fruits of the field by the happy and rejoicing hus- 

f 
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bandman 7 Then, especially, should the husbandman do what 1 The Al¬ 
mighty deserves what 7 The flower pays what 7 And the lark when 7 
What burns incense daily 7 What keep nightly vigils 7 What bears an er¬ 
rand of mercy 7 Who should crown the great hymn 7 What can be more 
sublime than the devout THANKSGIVING of grateful hearts for past mercies 
and gifts 7 What spectacle more pleasing to the beholder, or more fraught 
with benefit to those who partake of the social intercourse, grateful sal¬ 

utations, and hearty good wishes, at a New England THANKSGIVING 
DINNER 7 

Spelling Lesson XCI. 

As ser tion (4s sir' shin), n. position advanced; positive declaration; affirma¬ 
tion ; the act of asserting. [chain; ligament: v. to secure by bond. 

Bind, n. obligation; that which binds or holds; union, connexion; cord or 
Com mu ta tion ('kdm mi ti' shin), n. the change or alteration of a greater 

claim, penalty, or charge to a less; exchange; ransom. 
Com ports (kdm pirts'), pres. t. of Comport, to agree, to accord; to suit; to 

bear, endure; to behave. 
Com pro mise (kdm' pri 'mlze), n. an amicable or mutual agreement; or, ad¬ 

justment of difficulties: v. to adjust and settle a difference or dispute by 
mutual agreement or concessions ; to agree, to accord. 4 - 

Con tin gen cies (kin tin'jin 'slz), n. plu. of Contingency, casualty, fortui¬ 
tous event; accident; the possibility of coming to pass. [credit. 

Cred i tor (krid' 4 'thr), n. one to whom a debt is owed or due; one who gives 
Debt or (dit' tir), n. one who owes money, services, &c.; or, is under obliga¬ 

tion to another. [course or of any design. 
De but (de bi'), n. first appeamnce; the commencement or opening of a dis- 
De liv er ance (d4 11 v' ir 4nse), n. rescue, release; act of freeing, delivering, 

giving, or transferring; utterance. [of enforcing; force applied. 
En force*ment (in f6rse' mint), n. a putting in execution; compulsion; act 
Ex cu sa ble (iks kh' z4 'bl), a. admitting of excuse; pardonable; that may 

be excused. [charge; privilege; immunity; state of being exempt. 
Ex emp tion (igz im' shin), n. freedom from any burden, service, tax, oi 
Ex on er a ting (igz dn' ir '4 ting), par. of Exonerate, to discharge; to dis¬ 

burden ; to unload. 
Fdl fll' mint, n. performance; accomplishment; completion. 
Judg ments (judj' mints), n. plu. of Judgment, discernment, opinion; criti¬ 

cism; act of judging ; decision; sentence; doom. 
Li' g41, a. lawful, according to, or, authorized or permitted by law. 
Le gal ly (14' g41 '14), ad. lawfully, in accordance with law. 
Li a bil i ty ('ll 4 bl 1' 14 'ti), n. responsibility, the state of being liable, bound, 

or subject; tendency. [ure; privation ; defeat. 
Loss es (Ids' Iz), n. plu. of Loss, damage, ruin; waste; destruction; forfeit- 
Man i fest ing (m4n' 4 'fist tng), par. of Manifest, to exhibit to view, to dis¬ 

play ; to make appear; to show plainly; to make known; to disclose, 
reveal: a. plain, open; obvious, apparent; detected; clearly visible : n. 
a kind of writing; an invoice of a cargo. 

Mer ci less (mir' s4 'lis), a. destitute of mercy, cruel; pitiless. 
Mir' It 'id, part. a. deserved; earned: pre. of Merit, to deserve; to earn; to 

have a right to: n. worth, value, excellence ; desert; claim, due reward 
right. 

Mer i to ri ous ('mer 4 ti r4 'is), a. deserving of reward; or, of regard. 
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Op po nents (op p<V nAnts), n. plux of Opponent, one who opposes; an adver¬ 
sary; an antagonist: a. adverse, opposing; opposite, [sents a petition. 

Pe ti tion ers (pe tlsh' un 'urz), n. pin. of Petitioner, one who offers or pre- 
Re liev ing (re lAAv't ng), par. of Relieve, to ease, to free from want, care, pain, 

suffering, &c.; to free ; to help ; to support, assist. 
Re luc tant (re luk' tint), a. unwilling; much averse to ; coy. 
Re suit ed (rA zult’ Ad), pre. of Result, to spring, proceed; to arise from ; to fly 

back : n. effect; consequence ; decision; a rebounding. 
Ses sion (sAsh' in), n. a sitting or time of sitting or term of Congress; or, of 

a legislature, council, court, &c.; the act of sitting. 
Shy lock (shi' 16k), n. prop, the name of an avaricious Jew, spoken of in 

Shakspeare’s Merchant of Venice, whose infamous baseness has made 
his name a by-word and reproach throughout the world. [preme ruler. 

Sov er eign (s&v' Ar ‘In), a. supreme in power or efficacy: n. a monarch; a su- 
Stat ute (stitsh' Ate), n. a positive law or law enacted by Congress; or, by a 

legislature, &c.; an edict. [ment; a bargain. 
Stip u la tions ('stlp A 1A' shunz), n. ptu. of Stipulation, a contract or agree- 
Un de ser ved ('in de zArvd'), a. not deserved or merited; unjust. 
Un e quiv o cal ly ('in e kwlv' A kil 1A), ad. plainly; without doubt. 
Un ex cep tion a ble ('in Aks sip' shin '& bl), a. not licme to exception or 

objection. 
Un guard ed (in gArd' Ad), a. not guarded; careless, heedless; negligent. 
Un ri val led (in rl' v&Id), a. having no equal or rival; peerless. 
Vas sals (vis' sAlz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Vassal, a slave, a dependant; a 

subject; a feudatory; a tenant: v. to subject; to enslave. [to hinder. 
With hAld' Ing, par. of Withhold, to keep or hold back, to refuse; to restrain; 

Reading Lesson XCI. 

Extract from Martin Van Buren’s Speech, on the Bill for the Relief of certain 
Surviving Officers of the Revolutionary Army. 

1. Let us look, for a moment, at the arguments advanced by 
the opponents of the bill. The meritorious services of the peti¬ 
tioners, the signal advantages that have resulted from these ser¬ 
vices to us and to posterity; the losses sustained by the petition¬ 
ers, and the consequent advantages derived by the government 
from the act of commutation, are unequivocally admitted. 

2. But it is contended, we have made a compromise legally 
binding on the parties, and exonerating the government from 
farther liability; that in an evil and unguarded hour they have 
given us a release, and we stand upon our bond. 

3. Now the question which I wish to address to the con 
science and the judgments of this honorable body, is this, nt 
whether this issue was well taken in point of law; not whethe. 
we might not hope for a safe deliverance under it; but whether 
the issue ought to be taken at all; whether it comports with the 
honor of the government to plead a legal exemption against the 
claims of gratitude ; whether, in other words, the government 
be bound at all times to insist upon its strict legal rights. 
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4. Has this been the practice of the government on all former 
occasions 1 Or, is this the only question on which this princi¬ 
ple should operate 1 Nothing can be easier than to show that 
the uniform practice of the government has been at war with the 
principle which is now opposed to the claim of the petitioners. 

5. Not a Session has occurred since the commencement of this 
government, in which Congress has not relieved the citizens 
from hardships resulting from unforeseen contingencies, and 
forborne an enforcement of law, when its enforcement would 
work great and undeserved injury. I might, if excusable on an 
occasion like this, turn over the statute book, page by page, and 
give repeated proofs of this assertion. But it is unnecessary. 

6. It appears, then, that it has not been the practice of the 
government to act the part of Shylock with its citizens; and, 
God forbid that it should make its debut on the present occasion, 
not so much in the character of a merciless creditor, as a reluc¬ 
tant, though wealthy debtor; withholding the merited pittance 
from those to whose noble daring and unrivalled fortitude, we 
are indebted for the privilege of sitting in judgment on their 
claims ; and manifesting more sensibility for the purchasers of our 
lands than for those by whose bravery they were won; and, but 
for whose achievements, those very purchasers, instead of being 
the proprietors of their soil, and the citizens of free and sovereign 
states, might now be the miserable vassals of some worthless 
favorite of arbitrary power. 

7. If disposed to be less liberal to the Revolutionary officers 
than to other classes of the community, let us at least testify our 
gratitude by relieving their sufferings, and returning a portion 
of those immense gains which have been the glorious fruits of 
their toil and of their blood. 

8. Such would, in my judgment, be a correct view of the sub¬ 
ject, had the government relieved itself of all farther liability by 
the most ample and unexceptionable performance of its stipula¬ 
tions. How much stronger, then, will be their appeal to your 
justice, if it can be shown that you have no right to urge this 
act of commutation as a complete fulfilment of your promise 1 

Questions.—What are unequivocally admitted ? What comports with the 
honor of the Government'? What is it easy to show? Not a Session of 
Congress has occurred in which it has not done what ? What has not been 
the practice of the government ? What would the people of this country now 
be, had not our REVOLUTIONARY PATRIOTS shown unrivalled bravery 
and fortitude? Can any thing be more ungrateful or disgraceful than 
for the people of this country, who are now enjoying the privileges and 
blessings for which these brave men fought, suffered, and bled, to permit them 
to suffer for the COMFORTS of life ? 
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Spelling Lesson XCII. 

Ac cu mu la ted (Ak ki' mi '14 tfed), pre. of Accumulate, to heap together; to 
increase; to pile up. 

Ad u la tion ('id ji 14' shin), n. great praise, excessive flattery. 
Ar ro gates (Ar' rA 'gites), pres. t. of Arrogate, to assume; to take; to claim 

vainly or unjustly. 
As sert (4s sArt'), v. to vindicate; to maintain; to affirm. 
Blide, n. the sharp or cutting part of a cimeter, sword, or other weapon or 

instrument; a spire of grass or shoot of corn ; a gay or brisk man. 
Ca price (kA preAse'), n. a whim, a freak; a particular fancy; humor. 
Cim e ter (stm' A 'tur), n. a kind of short sword with a convex edge, used by 

the Persians and Turks. 
Coars est (kArse' est), a. least fine; least soft; roughest; grossest; rudest, 

least refined; least civil; meanest. 
Com pli an ces (kAm pli' in 'slz), n. phi. of Compliance, act of yielding or 

complying; concession; submission. 
Con ta gion (kAn ti' jin), n. that which emits or proceeds from a substance, 

body, or diseased person, and is communicated to another person; infec¬ 
tion ; pestilence; venomous exhalations. [casualty; fortuitous event. 

Con tin gen cy (kAn tin' jin 'se), n. the possibility of coming to pass, accident; 
Cool er (kAAT ur), a. more moderately cold; more indifferent; less ardent; 

less fond : n. that which cools ; a vessel for cooling or to make cool. 
Cor rect ed (kAr rekt' ed), pre. of Correct, to rectify, amend; to punish, chas¬ 

tise : a. exact, accurate; right; free from error. [harsh ; unripe. 
Crude (krAAd), a. immature, not well formed or arranged; indigested ; raw ; 
Da mas cus (dA mis' kus), n. prop, the name of a city of Syria, celebrated for 

its manufacture of cimeters, sabres, knives, <$~c.; the name of several 
towns in the United States. 

De noun ced (dA nAdnst'), pre. of Denounce, to accuse, inform against; to 
threaten or utter threatening. [to uncover. 

De vel ops (dA vAl' ups), pres. t. of Develop, to lay open, unfold; to unravel; 
Dis dain ing (dlz dine' Ing), par. of Disdain, to scorn, despise; to slight; to 

contemn; to think unworthy: n. scorn; haughty or indignant contempt. 
Dis hon or (dlz An' nur), n. reproach, disgrace; ignominy ; shame: v. to dis¬ 

grace ; to treat with indignity; to violate chastity. [or dishonor. 
Dis par a ging ly (dts pAr' rij 'Ing 1A), ad. in a manner to disparage, degrade, 
En dan ger ed (An dine' j&rd), pre. of Endanger, to expose to injury or put 

into hazard or peril. 
En force (en fArse'), v. to strengthen; to compel, to urge; to instigate; to im¬ 

press on the mind ; to evince. 
Ex cess es (eks ses' tz), n. plu. of Excess, superfluity, more than enough; sur¬ 

plus; what is above measure ; intemperance. 
Fa mil i ar i ty (fi 'mil yA Ar' A 'tA), n. acquaintance; easy intercourse, free¬ 

dom from ceremony; intimacy. 
Fa vor ites (fi' vAr 'Its), n. plu. of Favorite, a person or thing greatly beloved 

or preferred; a very particular friend. [coalesce. 
Im bod y (1m bAd' dA), v. to unite or form into one body, mass, or system; to 
Im pair ing (1m pire' Ing), par. of Impair, to enfeeble, injure; to make worse; 

to lessen, diminish. [to deceive. 
Im po sed (Im pAzd'), pre. of Impose, to enjoin as a duty; to lay or put on; 
In ap pro pri ate ly (in Ap prA' prA 'Ate le), ad. unsuitably, unfitly. 
In fla med (In flimd'), part. a. excited, exasperated; enkindled; irritated: 

pre. of Inflame, to excite; to enkindle; to set on fire; to provoke, exas¬ 
perate, or irritate; to aggravate; to grow hot, angry, and pa; 
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In flicts (In fllkts'), pres. t. of Inflict, to produce or bring on as an evil; to lay 
on ; to impose as a punishment; to apply. 

In tru ded (In tr65' did), pre. of Intrude, to enter in without just right, per¬ 
mission, or invitation ; to force or thrust one’s self in rudely; to encroach. 

Mirsh, n. a tract of low, wet, or watery ground or land; a swamp; a bog, a fen. 
Ma ster y (mi' stir 're), n. dominion, rule; superiority; skill. 
Mis cel la ne ous ('mts sil 11’ ne 'is), a. consisting of or composed of various 

or several kinds; mixed; mingled. 
Mod i fi ca tions ('m6d e fe ki' shunz), n. plu. of Modification, a particular 

manner or form; act of modifying. 
O ver aw ed ('A vir &wd'), pre. of Overawe, to keep in or retain by awe; to 

terrify. 
Pe dan tic (pi din' tlk), a. vain, awkward, or ostentatious displaying of 

learning or knowledge ; conceited, 
PAl' ish, n. a smooth surface or gloss; refinement or elegance of manners: v. 

to make or become smooth; to refine or make polite or elegant of man¬ 
ners : a. made smooth; refined, polite, elegant. 

Pol i tics (p<5l' le 'itks), n. plu. the science of government. 
Pop u lace (p6p' 4 '11s), n. the multitude, the common people; the vulgar. 
Pre ma ture ly ('pre mi tire' le), ad. before the proper time, too soon; too 

hastily. [to generate. 
Pr5p' i 'gi tid, pre. of Propagate, to spread, extend; to increase ; to promote; 
Quick en ed (kwlk' knd), pre. of Quicken, to excite; to hasten; to make 

alive; to vivify, incite; to accelerate. 
Re cruit (re krSSt'), v. to repair, supply loss or deficiency; to gain or restore 

health, &c.; to enlist, raise, or supply soldiers: n. a new supply; a 
newly enlisted soldier. 

Re lies (ri lize'), pres. t. of Rely, to depend upon; to put trust or have confi¬ 
dence in ; to rest on. 

Re sist ed (rezlst' id), pre. of Resist, to oppose; to act or strive against; to 
withstand. 

Res o lute (riz'A Mite), a. determined,firm; steady; bold. 
Safe guard (slfe' gird), n. security, protection; defence ; a passport. 
Sir' ving, par. of Serve, to perform duties or work for; to assist; to answer, 

to be fit; to attend or wait on; to worship; to promote ; to obey. 
Shoals (shllez), y. plu. of Shoal, a shallow; a sandbank or bar; a crowd ; a 

throng: a. shallow, of little depth. 
States man’s (stites' mlnz), n, posses, case of Statesman, one skilled or versed 

in the art of government; one employed in public affairs. 
Strength en ed (string' £4nd), pre. of Strengthen, to make or grow strong; to 

confirm ; to establish. [to refer. 
Sub mtts', pres. L of Submit, to yield, to surrender; to resign; to be subject; 
Sub or di na tion (sib 'or de nl' shin), n. slate of subjection or inferiority. 
Sup plies (sup pUze'), pres. t. and n.plu. of Supply, to furnish what is wanted; 

to fill up; to afford : n. relief of want; sufficiency. 
Tem po ra ry (tim' pi 'r& re), a. continuing or lasting for a limited time only. 
Un wil ling (in wil' ling), a. not willing or inclined; loath; reluctant. 
Up right ness (ip' rlte'nis), n. honesty, integrity in principle; perpendicularity. 
Va ri ed (vi' rid), part. a. changed, diversified; altered: pre. of Vary, to 

change ; to diversify, variegate; to alter; to deviate; to disagree. 
Weak en ed (we knd), pre. of Weaken, to make or become weak, enfeeble; to 
Weak en ing (we' kn ing), par. of Weaken. [debilitate. 
Wide-spread (wlde'-sprid), a. spread, opened, or extended widely. 
Wield ed (weeld' id), pre. of Wield, to sway, to manage; to command; to 

swing; to use with full power. 
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Reading Lesson XCII. 

The Real and True American Statesman. 

Extract from an Address delivered before the Alumni Association of Nass&u 
Hall, at Princeton, on the day of the Annual Commencement of the Col¬ 
lege, Sept. 30, 1835—by N. Biddle. 

1. Above this crowd and beyond them all, stands that char¬ 
acter which I trust many of you will become ; a real American 
statesman. For the high and holy duty of serving his country, 
he begins by deep and solitary studies of its constitution and 
laws, and all its great interests. These studies are extended 
over the whole circumference of knowledge ; all the depths and 
shoals of the human passions are sounded to acquire the mastery 
over them. 

2. The solid structure is then strengthened and embellished 
by familiarity with ancient and modern languages; with his¬ 
tory, which supplies the treasures of old experience; with elo¬ 
quence, which gives them attraction ; and, with the whole of 
that wide miscellaneous literature, which spreads over them all 
a perpetual freshness and variety. These acquirements are 
sometimes reproached by the ignorant with the name of pedan¬ 
try. They would be pedantic if they intruded into public af¬ 
fairs inappropriately, but in subordination to the settled habits 
of the individual, they add grace to the strength of his general 
character, as the foliage ornaments the fruit that ripens be¬ 
neath it. 

3. They are again denounced as weakening the force of 
native talent, and contrasted disparagingly with what are called 
rough and strong minded men. But roughness is no necessary 
attendant on strength. The true steel is not weakened by the 
highest polish; just as the cimeter of Damascus, more flexible 
in the hands of its master, inflicts a keener wound than the 
coarsest blade. So far from impairing the native strength of the 
mind, at every moment this knowledge is available. 

4. In the play of human interests and passions, the same 
causes ever influence the same results ; what has been, will 
again be, and there is no contingency of affairs on which the 
history of the past may not shed its warning light on the future. 
The modern languages bring him into immediate contact with 
the living science and gifted minds of his remote cotemporaries. 

5. All the forms of literature, which are but the varied modi¬ 
fications in which the human intellect develops itself, contribute 
to reveal to him its structure and its passions ; and, these endow¬ 
ments can be disolayed in a statesman’s career only by elo- 

24 
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quence, itself a master power, attained only by cultivation, and 
never more requiring it than now, when its influence is endan¬ 
gered by its abuse. 

* 6. But the endearing charm of letters in a statesman, is the 
calmness and dignity which they diffuse over his whole thoughts 
and character. He feels that there are higher pursuits than the 
struggles for place. He knows that he has other enjoyments. 
They assist his public duties ; they recruit his exhausted pow¬ 
ers, and they fill, with a calm and genuine satisfaction, those 
hours of repose so irksome to the mere man of politics. Above 
all, and what is worth all, they make him more thoroughly and 
perfectly independent. 

7. It is this spirit of personal independence which is the 
great safeguard of our institutions. It seems to be the law 
of our physical and of our moral nature, that every thing should 
perish in its own excesses. The peculiar merit of free institu¬ 
tions is, that they imbody and enforce the public sentiment: 
the abuse which has destroyed them is, that they execute pre¬ 
maturely, the crude wishes of bodies of men without adequate 
reflection, and before the passions which excited them can 
subside. 

8. Opinions are now so easily accumulated in masses, and 
their action is so immediate, that unless their first impulses are 
resisted, they will not brook even the restraints which, in cooler 
moments, they have imposed on themselves, but break over the 
barriers of their own laws. Their impatience is quickened by 
the constant adulation from the competitors for their favor, till, 
at last, men become unwilling to hazard offence by speaking 
wholesome truth. 

9. It is thus that the caprice of a single individual, some wild 
fancy, perhaps, of some unworthy person, easily corrected, 
or, if there were need, easily subdued at first, when propagated 
over numerous minds not more intelligent than the first, becomes, 
at length, commanding; and, superior intellects are overawed 
by the imposing presence of a wide-spread folly, as the noxious 
vapor of a marsh may poison, by contagion, a thousand free 
hills. That is our first danger. 

10. The second, and far greater peril, is, when these excited 
masses are wielded by temporary favorites, who lead them 
against the constitution and the laws. From both these dan¬ 
gers, the only security for freedom is found in the PERSONAL 
INDEPENDENCE of PUBLIC MEN. This independence 
is not a mere abundance of fortune, which makes place unne¬ 
cessary ; for, wealth is no security for personal uprightness ; bu* 
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it is the independence of mind, the result of talents and educa¬ 
tion, which makes the possessor conscious that he relies on him¬ 
self alone; that he seeks no station by unworthy means ; will 
receive none with humiliation ; will retain none with dishonor. 
They take their stand accordingly. 

11. Having decided opinions, they assert them ; having fixed 
principles, they maintain them, respecting the rights of others,' 
without yielding their own ; and, carrying from private life into 
public stations that resolute gentleness which arrogates nothing 
and submits to nothing. Their true position is that where they 
can best defend the country equally from this inflamed populace 
and their unworthy leaders: on the one hand, resisting that fatal 
weakness, the love of popularity; and, on the other, disdaining 
all humiliating compliances with men in power. 

Questions.—What does the real American statesman for the high and 
holy duty of serving his country 7 Over what are these studies extended 7 
What are sounded 7 What is then strengthened 7 How are these acquire¬ 
ments sometimes reproached 7 When are they pedantic 7 When graceful7 
When denounced 1 Roughness is not what 7 What is not weakened 7 
What is available 7 The same causes ever influence what 7 All the forms 
of literature contribute to reveal what 7 How can these endowments be dis¬ 
played by the statesman 7 The endearing charm of letters in a statesman is 
what 1 What does he feel 7 He knows what 7 What is recruited 7 How 7 
What is the GREAT SAFEGUARD of OUR INSTITUTIONS 7 What is 
the peculiar merit of free institutions 7 What abuse has destroyed them 7 
What are easily accumulated 7 0\Ter what are they apt to break 7 When 7 
When are men unwilling to jeopard offence 7 When are superior intellects 
overawed 7 By what 7 What is a far greater peril 7 Where, then, is the 
only security for freedom found 7 This independence is not what 7 WEALTH 
IS NO SECURITY for what 7 What makes no statesman seek station by 
unworthy means? What is more BASE and DESPICABLE than the in¬ 
trigues of political demagogues to obtain office and station 7 What more 
NOBLE and PRAISEWORTHY than the self-sacrificing spirit and devoted¬ 
ness of the truly patriotic statesman for his country’s good 7 Where is the 
true position of the statesman 7 What does he disdain 7 

Spelling Lesson XCIII. 

Bright-hair ed (brlte'-hird), a. having bright hair. 
Chime (tshlme), n. the musical sounds of bells struck with hammers; corre¬ 

spondence, consonance, or concord of sound: v. to sound in harmony or 
consonance ; to agree ; to suit with. 

Curl ing (k&rl' Ing),part. a. forming into ringlets; bending; twisting: par. 
of Curl, to turn, bend, or form the hair into ringlets; to ripple, rise in 
waves: n. an ornament or ringlet of hair; a wave; a flexure. 

Hferd, n. a number or collection of beasts; a drove; a low or vulgar crowd : v. 
to run in herds; to associate. 

Htll'-slde, n. the side or declivity of a hill. 
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I sa iah’s (1 zi' y4z), n. prop, posses, case of Isaiah, the name of a prophet; one 
of the books of the Old Testament; a boy’s or man’s name. 

Knelt (n&lt), pre. of Kneel, to rest on or bend the knee; to fall on the knees. 
La bor ing (14' bir 'tng), part. a. toiling, exerting strength; working with the 

hands: v. to toil, to work; to till, cultivate; to exert one’s powers; to 
urge; to be afflicted, burdened, or distressed: n. toil, work; pains; exer¬ 
cise ; travail; bodily or mental exertion. [or bay’s name. 

Paul’s (piwlz), n. prop, posses, case of Paul, the name of an apostle; a man’s 
Sab bath-day (sib' bi^-'di), n. a day of rest and worship, a day to be kept 

holy; the first day of the week. [awfully. 
Sol emn ly (sdl' fcm '1£), ad. with gravity and religious reverence; seriously; 
Un cal led (an kiwld'), a. not called; not invited or summoned. 
Un u sed (dn yizd'), a. not used, not accustomed; not employed. 
Un wont (&n wfrnt'), a. unaccustomed, unused. 
Well-ap par el led ('wel-4p pir' feld), a. having good apparel. 
White-hair ed (hwlte'-h4rd), a. having white hair. 

Reading Lesson XCIII. 

The Sabbath. 

I. It was a pleasant morning in the time 
When the leaves fall; and the bright sun shone out 
As when the morning stars first sang together; 
So quietly and calmly fell his light 
Upon a world at rest. 

2. There was no leaf 
In motion, and the loud winds slept, and all 
Was still. The lab’ring herd was grazing 
Upon the hill-side quietly, uncalled 
By the harsh voice of man; and distant sound, 
Save from the murmuring waterfall, came not 
As usual on the ear. One hour stole on, 
And then another of the morning, calm 
And still as Eden ere the birth of man: 
And then broke in the Sabbath chime of bells ; 
And the old man, and his descendants, went 
Together to the house of God. 

3. I joined 
The well-apparelled crowd. The holy man 
Rose solemnly, and breathed the prayer of faith ; 
And the gray saint, just on the wing for heaven ; 
And the fair maid; and the bright-haired young man ; 
And the child of curling locks, just faught to close 
The lash of its blue eye the while: all knelt 
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In attitude of prayer ; and then the hymn, 
Sincere in its low melody, went up 
To worship God. 

4 The white-haired pastor rose 
And looked upon his flock; and, with an eye 
That told his interest, and voice that spoke 
In tremulous accents, eloquence like Paul’s^ 
He lent Isaiah’s fire to the truths 
Of revelation, and persuasion came 
Like gushing waters from his lips, till hearts 
Unused to bend were softened, and the eye 
Unwont to weep sent forth the willing tear. 
I went my way; but as I went, I thought 
How holy was the Sabbath-day of God.—N. P. Willis. 

Questions.—What fell calmly upon a world at rest'? When 7 What was 
not in motion 7 What slept? What grazing quietly? What came not as 
usual on the ear 7 What stole on 7 Calm and still as what 7 What then 
broke in 7 Can any thing be more delightful to the ear than the sound of 
the CHURCH-GOING BELL 7 Who went together 7 Where 7 Who rose 
solemnly 7 Who knelt in attitude of prayer 7 Can there be a more interest¬ 
ing and lovely sight than a whole congregation engaged in the worship of 
God 7 What did the white-haired pastor then do 7 What came from his 
lips 1 Like what 7 What were softened 7 What was sent forth 7 Have the 
people of this country any right to hope or expect that our institutions and 
liberties will be perpetuated inviolate unless the SABBATH be religiously 
and sacredly observed 7 

Sfelling Lesson XCIV. 

A von (A v<5n), n. prop, the name of a, river in England; the name of several 
Bird, n. a poet. [towns in the United States. 
Canst (kinst), sec. p^r. sin. of the pres. t. of Can, to be able; had power. 
Com bine (kom bine ), v. to unite, join; to agree; to coalesce. 
Conchs (k6ngks), n. pin. of Conch, a marine or sea-shell. 
Jdlnt, a. united; combined; shared by two or more; acting in concert: n. 

an articulation of limbs; union of bones; knot in a plant; a hinge; a 
juncture: v. to join or unite; to divide a joint. 

Mil ton (mil' tn), n. prop, the name of a celebrated English poet; the name of 
several towns in the United States. 

Ni' v&l, a. consisting of or belonging to ships. 
Phoe bus (fe' bus), n. prop, a name of the Sun. 
Pi lot (pi' l&t), n. one who steers a ship; a guide: v. to steer a ship; to guide; 

to direct in the course. 
Pine-em bat tied (plne'-em 'bit tld), a. arrayed with pines as for or in order 

of battle. 
R&no-, pre. of Ring, to sound; to cause to sound ; to fit with rings: n. an 

ornament for the finger; a circle ; a circular thing; sound of bells, &c. 

24* 
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Si' tin, n. prop, the chief of the fallen angels, the devil; the prince of dark¬ 
ness or grand adversary of man. [trumpeter. 

Tri tons (tri' t<5nz), n. pin. of Triton, a fabulous deity of the sea, Neptune’s 
Un trav el led (un triv' lid), a. not having been travelled or trodden; not 

having travelled. 

Reading Lesson XCIV. 

America, to Great Britain. 

1. All hail! thou noble land. 
Our fathers’ native soil! 

Oh, stretch thy mighty hand, 
Gigantic grown by toil, 

O’er the vast Atlantic wave to our shore! 
For thou, with magic might, 
Canst reach to where the light 
Of Phoebus travels bright 

The world o’er! 

2. The genius of our clime, 
From pine-embattled steep, 

Shall hail thee, great, sublime ; 
While the Tritons of the deep 

With their conchs the kindred league shall proclaim. 
Then let the world combine ; 
O’er the main our naval line, 
Like the milky-way, shall shine 

Bright in fame ! 

3. Though ages long have passed 
Since our fathers left their home, 

Their pilot in the blast, 
O’er untravelled seas to roam ; 

Yet lives the blood of England in our veins ! 
And shall we not proclaim 
That blood of honest fame, 
Which no tyranny can tame 

By its chains ? 

4. While the language, free and bold, 
Which the bard of Avon sung, 

In which our Milton told 
How the vault of heaven rung, 
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When Satan, blasted, fell with all his host; 
While this, with reverence meet, 
Ten thousand echoes greet, 
From rock to rock repeat 

Round our coast; 

5. While the manners, while the arts, 
That mould a nation’s soul, 

Still cling around our hearts, 
Between let Ocean roll, 

Our joint communion breaking with the sun : 
Yet, still, from either beach, 
The voice of blood shall reach, 
More audible than speech, 

1 We are one!’—W. Allston. 

Questions.—What has grown gigantic 7 The genius of our clime shall 
hail what 7 What shall proclaim the kindred league 1 Let the world do 
what 7 What have long passed 7 Since what 7 What blood still lives in 
our veins 7 What can not tame it by its chains 7 What shall reach, more 
audible than speech, from either beach 7 Is it not a melancholy matter that 
WAR has ever existed between these two countries, both speaking the same 
language, and united by many kindred affinities 7 Should not every patriot 

and friend to his country make every noble and manly effort to prevent the 
recurrence of such a DREADFUL CALAMITY 7 

Spelling Lesson XCV. 

Ap prox i ma ted (ip pr6ks' i 'mi ted), pre. of Approximate, to approach; to 
come or draw near to: a. near to. 

Ar is toe ra cy ('ar Is tdk' ri ’si), n. a few men in a country, society, or neigh* 
borhood, who are, wish, or assume to be distinguished or estimated above 
their neighbors for their wealth, rank, or affluence; a government in the 
hands of the nobles or the principal persons of a country. 

As crip lions (is krtp' shunz), n. plu. of Ascription, the act of ascribing. 
As sail (is sile'), v. to attack; to invade; to assault; to set, leap, or fall upon 

violently. [works of charity; kind, generous. 
Be nef i cent (bi nif' e 'sint), a. doing good; performing or delighting in 
Bring7 tng, par. of Bring, to conduct; to fetch, bear to; to induce; to drive. 
Cal cu late (kil' ki 'lite), v. to compute, reckon; to be fitted, to be prepared; 

to adjust. [to judge: n. blame; reproach ; judgment; judicial sentence- 
Cen sure (sin' shire), v. to find fault with, to condemn; to blame; to reproach ; 
Cer e mo ni al ('sir e m6' ne 'il), n. outward form, external ride: a. relating 

to ceremony or external rites; formal. . 
Cler gy (klir7 ji), n. the whole body of men ordained or set apart for the ser¬ 

vice of God in the Christian Church, the whole body of divines. 
Com par a tive (k6m pir' i 'tlv), a. estimated by comparison; not positive or 

absolute. 
Cost (kdst), n. expense ; price paid ; charge; loss ; detriment: v. to be bought 

for; to be had at a price; to require to be given, expended, borne, suf¬ 
fered, or bestowed. 
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De gen er ate (de jen' er 'ite), a. having declined or decayed in virtue or 
worth ; base : v. to become worse ; to decline or decay in good qualities, 
kind, or virtue; to grow base. 

De mands (de mandz'), n. plu. and pres. t. of Demand, a claim by right; a 
debt; a question; a calling, asking, or seeking by authority : v. to claim; 
to call, ask, or seek by right or authority. 

De moc ra cy (de m6k' ra 'se), n. a government in which the sovereign power 
is in the hands of the people, government by the people. [popular. 

Dem o crat ic ('dem 6 kilt' Ik), a. belonging or pertaining to democracy; 
En du red (en dhrd'), pre. of Endure, to bear, undergo; to sustain ; to con¬ 

tinue, to last. [tribute; a drawing from. 
Ex ac tions (egz !k' shunz), n. plu. of Exaction, extortion, unjust demand; a 
Fran chis es (frln' tshlz 'iz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Franchise, a privilege, 

immunity; exemption ; right granted : v. to make free. 
GSd-speed', n. good speed, success. [unevenness. 
In e qual i ty (Ine kw8T le 'te), n. want of equality, difference; diversity; 
In es ti ma ble (In 6s' te 'ml bl), a. that is above all price or estimate, inval¬ 

uable. [to impose as a punishment; to apply. 
In diet ed (in fllkt' ed), pre. of Inflict, to bring, produce, or lay on as an evil; 
Injunctions (In jungk'shunz). n. plu. of Injunction, urgent exhortation, 

command; order ; precept. 
Lev el ling (16v' il 'ling), part. a. making equal or even; aiming: par. of Level, 

to make equal, even, or flat; to take aim ; to direct the view : a. even, flat; 
smooth ; plain ; equal: n. a plain, a flat surface ; a standard ; an equal; 
an instrument. 

Mod i fi ed (mod' e 'fide), part. a. qualified, tempered; varied or changed: 
pre. of Modify, to qualify; to shape, change the form; to vary; to mod¬ 
erate ; to reduce in extent. 

Plr’ I 'sites, n. plu. of Parasite, one who flatters rich men or men in power by 
ivhich he gains a welcome reception; a hanger-on; a fawning flatterer. 

Pos ses sors (p8z zls' surz), n. plu. of Possessor, one who possesses, an owner; 
a proprietor. [done before of the like kind. 

Pre ce dents (pres' se 'dints), n. plu. of Precedent, an example, rule, or thing 
Proph ets (prdf' its), n. plu. of Prophet, a person inspired or instructed by God 

to announce future events; a foreteller, one who predicts. 
Pro pi tious (pr& pish' 6s), a. favorable; merciful, kind. 
Re pub li cans (re p&b' le 'klnz), n. plu. of Republican, one who prefers or 

advocates a republic: a. pertaining, or belonging to a republic; agreeable 
to the principles of a republic ; placing the government in the people. 

Sat is fy (sat' is 'fi), v. to gratify wishes to the full extent; to be content; to 
please; to convince; to content; to pay, to recompense; to atone; to 
free from doubt, [pectation of selling at a profit; to traffick; to bargain. 

Spec u late (spelt' u 'llte), v. to meditate; to contemplate; to purchase in ex- 
Stop ped (stopt), pre. of Stop, to cease to proceed, to stand still; to check mo¬ 

tion ; to put an end to; to suppress; to conclude: n. cessation of motion; 
pause ; a point in writing. 

Thanks giv ing (thin gks glv' ing), n. the act of rendering or giving thanks; 
a day set apart for religious services and expressions of gratitude. 

The o rists (the o 'rlsts), n. plu. of Theorist, one given to speculations or who 
forms theories. 

Trims mlt', v. to send from one person or place to another. [erate. 
In ed u ca ted (un ed' j6 'ka ted), a. not educated, having no education; illit- 
In learn ed (un Urn' ed), a. illiterate; ignorant. 
T su rer (yu' zh6 'rur), n. one who practises usury. [ciously; with art 
Vise ly (wize' le), ad. with ivisdom, discreetly; prudently, judiciously; saga- 

* 
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Reading Lesson XCV. 

The Importance of Equality in our Social Condition and of 
Universal Knowledge among the People. 

Speech delivered at a Sunday School Celebration on Staten Island, July 4th, 
1839—by Gov. William H. Seward. 

My Friends and Fellow-Citizens: 

1. We have come up here to rejoice that we are a free peo¬ 
ple, and that we live under the protection of republican institu¬ 
tions. Theorists of other countries may speculate upon the 
dangers which beset our constitution : the parasites of power 
and favorites of fortune may censure our principles and our 
manners ; yet, if the sense of mankind could be taken, by offer¬ 
ing to the people of every nation, and kindred, and tongue on 
earth the constitution, the franchises and the condition we enjoy, 
our fellow-men would everywhere rise at once from long oppres¬ 
sion, and boast that they were freemen and republicans as we 
are. 

2. It is right and proper to assemble ourselves together to do 
honor to the memory of our forefathers. Our liberty and secu¬ 
rity were obtained by their privations and sacrifices ; yet those 
privations and sacrifices were voluntary. The exactions of 
England were not yet extreme; the weight of their oppression 
was not yet intolerable. All might have been yielded that was 
demanded, and all could have been endured that was sought to 
be inflicted, and the people of the American Colonies would 
have remained, nevertheless, more free and less oppressed than 
any other nation on earth. 

3. But modified liberty and comparative security were not 
enough to satisfy the demands of our ancestors. They had con¬ 
ceived the idea of absolute independence of foreign power, and 
had wisely learned that true freedom could only be secured by 
institutions of self-government. They never stopped to calculate 
how much of the cost was to fall upon them, and how small must 
be their share of the inestimable benefits of the Revolution. 

4. It is a purpose worthy of our coming here, to render to 
Almighty God ascriptions of praise and thanksgiving for the 
Divine favor and protection. Nor could any other ceremonial 
of worship be as suitable as that you have adopted, of bringing 
hither the children and youth of your great city, to show them 
here, beneath the forest shade, and upon the hill-side, the won¬ 
ders that God hath done in our behalf. It has its precedents 
in the numerous injunctions of the prophets to transmit, in like 
manner, the traditions of his favor towards his chosen people. 
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5. But exultation, because we are free, may be the action of 
minds selfish and ignoble. Gratitude to our forefathers, if it 
produce no beneficent results, is only an unavailing homage to 
the dead. Even ascriptions of praise to God merit no accep¬ 
tance if they proceed from hearts that are not inspired with 
charity towards our fellow-men. When we adopt measures for 
diffusing throughout a wider sphere, the freedom we enjoy, and 
extending its fruition to more distant generations, benevolence 
crowns all the other motives which render this a day of festivity 
and praise throughout our land. 

6. And need enough there is, my fellow-citizens, for such be¬ 
nevolent action as this in which you are engaged. Our institu¬ 
tions, excellent as they are, have hitherto produced but a small 
portion of the beneficent results they are calculated to bestow 
upon the People. The chief of those benefits is EQUALITY. 
We do indeed enjoy equality of civil rights. But we have not 
yet attained, we have only approximated toward, what is even 
more important, EQUALITY OF SOCIAL CONDITION. 

7. From the beginning of time aristocracy has existed, and 
society has been divided into classes: the rich and the poor; 
the strong and the dependant; the learned and the unlearned; 
and, from this inequality of social condition have resulted the 
ignorance, the crime, and the sufferings of the people. Let it 
excite no wonder when I say that this inequality exists among 
us; and that aristocracy has a home even in the land of freedom. 
It does not indeed deprive us of our civil rights, but it prevents 
the diffusion of prosperity and happiness. We should be de¬ 
generate descendants of our heroic forefathers, did we not assail 
this aristocracy, remove the barriers between the rich and the 
poor, break the control of the few over the many, extend the 
largest liberty to the greatest number, and strengthen in every 
way the democratic principles of our constitution. 

8. This is the work in which you are engaged. Sunday 
Schools and Common Schools are the great levelling institutions 
of the age. What is the secret of aristocracy? It is that 

KNOWLEDGE is POWER. Knowledge, the world over, 
has been possessed by the few, and ignorance has been the lot 
of the many. The merchant; what is it that gives him wealth ? 
The lawyer ; what is it that gives him political power ? The 
clergy; what is it that gives them influence so benign for good 
purposes, so effective for mischievous ends ? KNOWLEDGE ! 
What makes this man a common laborer and the other a usurer, 
this man a slave and the other a tyrant 1 Knowledge. 

9 Knowledge can never be taken from those by whom it 
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has once been obtained; and hence the power which it confers 
upon the few can not be broken while the many are unedu¬ 
cated. Strip its possessors of all their wealth, and power, and 
honors, and knowledge still remains the same mighty agent to 
restore again the inequality you have removed. But there is a 
more effectual way to banish aristocracy from among us. It is 
by extending the advantages of knowledge to the many—to all 
the citizens of the State. Just so far and so fast as education is 
extended, democracy is ascendant. 

10. I wish you, my fellow-citizens, God-speed in your benevo¬ 
lent and patriotic labors. Seldom does it happen to any citizen 
to render to his country any service more lasting or more effec¬ 
tual than that which is accomplished by the teachers of these 
schools. While they are at work throughout the country, we 
need indulge no fears of extending too widely the privilege of 
suffrage, and the rights of citizenship. 

11. I return you my humble and grateful acknowledgments 
for the generous welcome you have given me. Although it 
may not be in my power to accomplish any good design which 
I have cherished, and by which I have hoped to contribute some¬ 
thing to the prosperity of the state, I can never forget that, under 
circumstances so propitious, I had the privilege of raising my 
voice as an advocate for the moral and intellectual IM¬ 
PROVEMENT of the PEOPLE. 

Questions.—What did Gov. Seward say they had come up to do? That 
theorists may speculate upon what 7 Parasites and favorites may censure 
what? Yet, if the sense of mankind could be taken, what would be the re¬ 
sult ? It is rignt and proper to do what ? How were our liberty and secu¬ 
rity obtained ? All might have been what ? What were not enough to satisfy 
our ancestors ? They had conceived what? Had wisely learned what? 
They did not stop to do what? What was a worthy purpose ? What was 
very suitable? What maybe the action of selfish and ignoble minds ? When 
may gratitude to our forefathers be an unavailing homage ? What merit no ac¬ 
ceptance? When will benevolence crown all our motives? Of what did 
Gov. Seward say there was need enough ? What have hitherto produced 
but a small portion ? Of what ? What is the chief BENEFIT of our IN¬ 
STITUTIONS ? As yet we have only approximated to what ? What has 
existed from the beginning of time? What have resulted from this INE¬ 
QUALITY of social condition? What exists among us? What dors this 
ARISTOCRACY prevent? When shall we be degenerate descendants? We 
should break what ? Extend what? Strengthen what? Sunday Schools and 
Common Schools are what? What is the SECRET of ARISTOCRACY? 
What is power ? What has been, the world over, possessed by the few ? Wind, 
the lot of the many ? What gives wealth to the merchant ? Political power 
to the lawyer ? Influence to the clergy ? What makes one man a slave and 
the other a tyrant 7 What can not be taken ? What can not be broken ? 
What still remains the same mighty agent ? What is the effectual way to 
banish ARISTOCRACY from among us? When is DEMOCRACY ascen- 
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dant 7 What is most lasting and effectual 1 When need we indulge no 

fears 7 Of extending what 7 Can any thing be more praiseworthy than the 
labors of the Sunday School teacher or any more certain prventive of VICE 
and CRIME 7 

Spelling Lesson XCVI. 

A gi ta ting (4j' k 'ti ting), par. of Agitate, to excite, put in motion; to shake; 
to disturb; to move; to discuss, to debate ; to revolve. 

Bi og ra phy (bi 6g' ri 'fe), n. a history or account of the life and character 
of a particular person. [less. 

Cease less (se&s' les), a. continual, incessant; perpetual, never-ending, end- 
Com bi na tion ('k<5m be ni' shun), n. a union, an assemblage; an associ¬ 

ation ; a league. 
Coun ter feit (kdun't&r'fit), a. fictitious,false; forged; deceitful: v. to forge; 

to copy or imitate with a view to deceive or defraud; to feign, dissemble: 
n. a forgery ; something made in imitation of another ; a cheat; an im¬ 
postor. [make dim. 

Dar ken (dir' kn), v. to make obscure; to make or grow dark; to cloud; to 
Dirk' est, a. most obscure, most gloomy; with least light; most opaque; 

blindest. [disorder. 
Dis tur bance (dis tur'binse), n. perplexity, confusion; agitation; tumult, 
E pochs (e' pdks), n. plu. of Epoch, a fixed period or point of time from which 

dates are numbered or time or years computed. 
Ex em pla ry (egz ern' pli vre), a. deserving or worthy of imitation; serving 

as a pattern ; giving admonition or warning to others. 
Ex i gen cies (iks' e 'jen slz), n. plu. of Exigency, pressing necessity, want; 

demand ; need ; sudden occasion. 
Ex pec ta tion ('eks pik ta' shun), n. something expected or looked for; the 

state or act of expecting, looking, or waiting for. 
Ex u ber ant (egz ii' ber 'int), a. luxuriant, greatly abounding; superfluous; 

abundant, plenteous. [ance; to stammer. 
Faltered (fal' turd), pre. of Falter, to fail; to hesitate in speech or utter- 
Ill-will (ll-wir), n. enmity, hatred; malevolence; envy. 
Main tains (men tinez'), pres. t. of Maintain, to defend, to support; to keep, 

retain ; to preserve. [abundance, more than fulness. 
O ver flow (6' vur 'flu), n. mere expression; an inundation, a deluge ; super- 
Phil o soph i cal ('fil 6 zdf' 4 'k&l), a. belonging or suitable to philosophy ; 

skilled in or given to philosophy ; calm; rational; regulated by the rules 
of reason. 

Pla ca ble (pli' k& 'bl), a. willing to forgive; possible to be appeased. 
Pre ce ded (pre se' did), pre. of Precede, to be or go before in time, rank, or 

place. [ination and inquiry. 
Re search es (re sirtsh' iz), n. plu. of Research, laborious and diligent exam- 
Re tal i ate (re tal' e Ate), v. to requite or return like for like; to repay. 
Rev er en tial ('rev er en' shil), a. proceeding from or expressing veneration 

or reverence. 
Ship wreck (ship' rek), n. the destruction or loss of a ship; destruction : v. 

to destroy or ruin a ship by running ashore or dashing on rocks, shal¬ 
lows, or sandbanks; to be cast ashore. [rarely ; eminently; oddly. 

Sin gu lar ly (sing' gh 'l&r le), ad. unusually, remarkably; particularly; 
Strow ing (stnV Ing), par. of Strow, to spread by scattering; to scatter. 
Sue ces sor (suk ses' s&r), n. one who succeeds or follows. 
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Sup pli ca tions ('sfip pie ki' shfinz), n. plu. of Supplication, a prayer; an 
entreaty ; an humble petition ; earnest request. 

Sur pass ed (sfir past'), pre. of Surpass, to excel; to exceed ; to go beyond. 
Tilgh man (til' man), n. prop, the name of the former Chief Justice of the 

State of Pennsylvania. 
Trans pa rent ly (tr&ns pi' r&nt vle), ad. with transparency; so as to be seen 

through; clearly. [rogated. 
Un ques tion ed (un kw&s' tshund), a. not doubted, indisputable; not inter¬ 
im school ed (fin skoSld'), a. untaught; unlearned, not educated. 
Un va ry ing (fin vi' re'lng), a. not' varying or changing; not liable to change 
Wls' tar, n. prop, the name of an eminent physician. 

Reading Lesson XCVI. 

Character of Judge Tilghman. 

Extracts from a Eulogium upon the Life and Character of the Hon. William 
Tilghman, late Chief Justice of Pennsylvania—by Horace Binney. 

1. Upon the whole, his character as a Judge, was a combina¬ 
tion of some of the finest elements that have been united in that 
office. Among those which may be regarded as primary or 
fundamental, were a reverential love of the Common Law, and 
a fervent zeal for justice, as the end and intended fruit of 
all law. The former was enlightened by laborious study in 
early life, the latter was purified, like the constitution of his 
whole mind, by a ceaseless endeavor to ascertain the truth. In 
the service of these exalted affections, he never faltered. His 
effort in every cause was to satisfy them both; and by atten¬ 
tion to the researches of others, patient inquiry for himself, and 
a judgment singularly free from disturbance of every kind, he 
rarely failed to attain his object. 

2. Other Judges may have had more learning at immediate 
command: none have had their learning under better discipline, 
or in a condition more effective for the duty on which it was 
employed. His mind did not flow through his opinions in a 
stream of exuberant richness, but its current was transparently 
clear, and its depth was never less than the subject required, 
however profound. 

3. He was, moreover, equal to all the exigencies of his office 
and many of them were great, without any such exertion as ap¬ 
peared to disturb the harmony, or even the repose of his facul¬ 
ties ; and, he has finally laid down his great charge, with the 
praise of being second to none who have preceded him in it, 
and of leaving his countrymen -without the expectation or the 
desire of seeing him surpassed by those who shall follow him. 

25 
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4. His temper was singularly placable and benevolent. It 
was not in his power to remember an injury. A few days be¬ 
fore his death, he said to two of his friends, attendant upon that 
scene, u I am at peace with all the world. I BEAR no ILL- 
WILL to ANY HUMAN BEING; and, there is no person 
in existence to whom I would not do good, and render a service, 
if it were in my power. No man can be happy who does not 
forgive injuries which he may have received from his fellow- 
creatures.” 

5. How suitable was this noble conclusion to his exemplary 
life! What a grace did this spirit impart to his own supplica¬ 
tions ! This was not a counterfeit virtue, assumed when the 
power to retaliate was wasted by disease. It was not the mere 
overflow of a kindly nature, unschooled by that divine science 
which teaches benevolence as a duty. It was the virtue of one, 
who, in his eulogium upon his eminent friend, Dr. Wistar, who 
had filled the Chair of the Philosophical Society, thus made 
known the foundation on which his benevolence was built. 

6. u Vain is the splendor of genius without the virtues of the 
heart. No man who is not good, deserves the name of wise. 
In the language of Scripture, folly and wickedness are the same; 
not only because vicious habits do really corrupt and darken 
the understanding, but because it is in no small degree of folly 
to be ignorant, that the chief good of man is to know the will 
of his Creator, and to do it.” 

7. The 'private life of this eminent man, was the reflection of 
an unclouded mind, and of a conscience void of offence ; and 
such external vicissitudes as marked it, did but ripen his virtues 
for their appropriate scene hereafter. The praise of his public 
career is, that it has been barren of those incidents which arrest 
the attention by agitating the passions, of mankind. If it has 
grown into an unquestioned truth, that the poorest annals belong 
to those epochs which have been the richest in virtue and hap¬ 
piness, it may well be admitted that the best Judge for the peo¬ 
ple is he who imperceptibly maintains them in their rights, and 
leaves few striking events for biography. 

8. His course does not exhibit the magnificent variety of the 
Ocean, sometimes uplifted to the skies, at others retiring into 
its darkest caves; at one moment gay with the ensigns of power 
and wealth, and at another strowing its shores with the melan 
choly fragments of shipwreck; but, it is the equal current of a 
majestic river, which safely bears upon its bosom the riches ot 
the land, and reads its history in the smiling cities and villages 
that are reflected from its unvarying surface. 
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9. Such is the praise of the late Chief Justice Tilghman. He 
merited, by his public works and by his private virtues, the re¬ 
spect and affection of his countrymen ; and, the best wish for his 
country and his office is, that his mantle may have fallen upon 
his successor. 

Questions.—In what did Justice Tilghman never falter'? In what did he 
rarely fail ? He was equal to what ? His temper was what ? It was not in 
his power to do what'? He was at peace with whom'? He bore no ill-will 
to whom ? He would do good to whom 1 Will all my young friends remem¬ 
ber these last words of this excellent man; “ No MAN can bb HAPPY who 

DOES NOT FORGIVE INJURIES ”? And also remember, that, to bb 

WISE is to be GOOD 1 What was the private life of this eminent man ? 
What the praise of his public career ? Who is the best Judge for the people 1 
His course did not exhibit what? But it was the equal current of what? 
What did Chief Justice Tilghman merit? Can there, in this life, be any 
thing more desirable than the respect and affection of our fellow-citi¬ 

zens ? 

Spelling Lesson XCYII. 

Ad vo cates (id' \6 kites), n.pln. and pres. t. of Advocate, a defender; one 
who pleads the cause of another: v. to defend; to plead for; to support. 

Ap ply ing (ip pH' tng), par. of Apply, to employ, to use; to put to ; to suit to, 
agree with ; to study ; to address to ; to busy. 

Com po si tion (k#m pi zish' in), n. a writing, or a written work; the act 
of combining ideas and committing them to paper; a mixture; an adjust¬ 
ment or setting of types; a compact, an agreement. 

Con ccits (kin sects'), n. pi / . and pres. t. of Conceit, fancy, notion; idea, 
thought; conception; opinionative pride; imagination : v. to fancy, im¬ 
agine; to conceive; to think. [to convoke; to meet. 

Con ve ned (kin vend'), pre. of Convene, to come or call together, assemble; 
Dec la ra tion ('dek li ri' shim), n. an assertion; an affirmation ; a proclama¬ 

tion ; expression of facts, &c. 
Dis ci plin ed (dts' se 'pltnd), pari. a. educated, instructed; governed ; cor¬ 

rected : n. education; cultivation; improvement; correction, chastise¬ 
ment ; rule, order: v. to educate, instruct; to correct, regulate; to re¬ 
form : to chastise. 

Dis cus sions (dis kush' unz), n. phi. of Discussion, a debate, the treating of 
a subject try argument; an examination; disquisition; a dispersion of 
any thing. [ticular date from which time is computed. 

E ras (e' riz), n.plu. of Era, a particular point or fixed period 0/time; a par- 
Ex trav a gan ces (iks triv' i 'gin stz), n. plu. of Extravagance, irregularity; 

prodigality, vain and superfluous expense; waste; wildness. 
Fo ren sic (f& rfen' stk), a. relating or belonging to courts. 
Ha rangues (hi ringz'), n. pin. and pres. t. of Harangue, a declamation, a 

noisy speech; a popular oration ; an address: v. to make an address; to 
make a noisy speech. 

In volv ed (In vSvld'), pre. of Involve, to be connected or joined with, to blend; 
to comprise ; to inwrap, envelop; to entangle ; to take in. 

Le gis la tive (lij' Is 'li tlv), a. making, giving, or passing laws. 
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O ver run ('A vur r&n'), v. to overspread; to harass by incursions, to ravage, 
to march over; to spread over to outrun ; to exceed ; to alter or change 
the arrangement or disposition of type. 

P&r' 41 '141, n. comparison made; likeness; resemblance; a line continuing to 
and being at the same distance from another line in all its length ; a line 
of latitude: a. extending in the same direction and at the same distance; 
equal; like; similar : v. to correspond or be equal to; to compare. 

Plead ings (pleed' tngz), n. plu. of Pleading, the defence or argument of a 
cause before a court of justice; the act or art of reasoning to persuade. 

Pret ti ness (prlt' t£ 'n4s), n. neatness; beauty without dignity. 
Re ci tal (re si' til), n. a narration; a rehearsal; a repetition. 
Re vAlt' Ing, part. a. doing violence to the feelings, disgusting; changing sides; 

rejecting allegiance : par. of Revolt, to turn, shrink away with disgust or 
abhorrence; to rebel, renounce allegiance; to fall off from one to another: 
n. a renunciation of allegiance; a shrinking or turning away with ab¬ 
horrence, &c.; a desertion ; change of sides. 

Rhet o ric (r4t' A 'rlk), n. eloquence, oratory; the art of speaking. 
States' m4n, n. plu. of Statesman, one skilled or versed in the art of govern¬ 

ment; one employed in public affairs. 
Sur pri sing (sir prl'zing), part. a. astonishing, wonderful; exciting sur¬ 

prise; extraordinary: par. of Surprise, to excite wonder in; to come or 
fall on unawares; to happen unexpectedly; to astonish; to confuse : n. 
sudden wonder or confusion; astonishment. 

Trans la tor (trAns 14' tur), n. one who translates. 
Un con cern ed ('An kAn sernd'), a. not concerned, indifferent; not anxious. 
Vogue (vAg), 7i. fashion, practice; custom; mode; repute. 

Reading Lesson XCVII. 

On the Declaration of Independence. 

1. Great occasions, while they excite and exalt genius, pro¬ 
duce, as they require, a more severe taste. It is a remark of M. 
Auger, the French translator of Demosthenes, that many of the 
political harangues delivered in the States-General, convened 
during the reign of Charles VIII. are, in every point of view, 
admirable, while the nation had as yet no sure and disciplined 
taste for true eloquence, and its forensic oratory, especially, was 
overrun with all manners of abominations. 

2. He accounts for this difference by the important interests 
which were involved in the discussions of the legislative assem 
bly, while the advocates, comparatively unconcerned in the sub¬ 
jects of their pleadings, felt at liberty to indulge their genius in 
the extravagances and conceits so much in vogue at that time. 
It is surprising to us, that in his parallel of Cicero and Demos 
thenes, he did not think of applying this just observation. 

3. Our own Declaration of Independence has always struck 
me as another remarkable example of the same thing. What 
is the merit of that immortal paper % The same which charac¬ 
terizes all the works of true genius, especially where it has pro- 
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duced them on great occasions, a severe and sublime simpli¬ 
city. Any attempt at eloquence, any ornament or prettiness, 
would not only have been out of place, but altogether contempti¬ 
ble and revolting. 

4. Accordingly, it is a curious fact, that the very few passages 
in the original draught which did savor a little of fine writing, 
and which the late Mr. Adams thought the best part of the com¬ 
position, were struck out of it by Congress or the committee. 
Those grave statesmen thought the subject quite too serious for 
rhetoric, the bare recital of facts they wisely considered as the 
highest and the only eloquence which was consistent with the 
character of the occasion, an occasion destined to form one of 
the most important eras in the history of nations.—Legare. 

Questions.—What do great occasions produce? What was overrun? 
With what ? Who felt at liberty to indulge ? In what ? What characterizes 
all the works of true genius ? What have been contemptible and revolting ? 
What were struck out of our Declaration of Independence ? By whom ? 
What did these grave men think ? Was there ever a more noble band of 
PATRIOTS than those who signed the DECLARATION of our INDE¬ 
PENDENCE ? 

Spelling Lesson XCVIII. 

Adjure (fid j fire'), v. to enjoin upon, charge earnestly; to command; to im¬ 
pose or charge an oath on another. 

Bru tal (brS5' til), a. inhuman, savage; cruel; vile; churlish. 
Butch er y (bfitsh' fir 'rfi), n. cruel murder, slaughter; the slaughter of cattle 

or place of slaughter. 
Chair man (tshfiremfin), n. the presiding officer, president, or speaker of a 

committee, meeting, deliberative assembly or legislative body of men; one 
who carries a chair. 

Chris ten dom (krls' sn 'dfim), %. the countries or territories inhabited by those 
who profess to believe the Christian religion; the whole or the collective 
body of Christians. [convex edge, used by the 'Turks and Persians. 

Cim e ters (sim' e 'tfirz), n. plu. of Cimeter, a kind of short sword with a 
Con quer ed (k<5ng' kfird), pre. of Conquer, to overcome, subdue; to gain by 

conquest; to surmount. 
Con stit u ents (k<5n stltsh' fi 'fints), n. plu. of Constituent, one who elects, de¬ 

putes, or appoints another to an office, employment or station; that which 
constitutes or composes ; an essential part: a. essential; elemental; con¬ 
stituting, composing. 

Cres cents (krfis' sents), n. plu. of Crescent, the Turkish flag or standard; the 
increasing moon or the likeness of the moon in her state of increase: a. 
growing; increasing. 

Deep-to ned (dfiep'-tfind), a. having a deep, low, grave, or solemn tone. 
De pos i tor y (d& p6z' e 'tfir rfi), n. a place where any thing is lodged for 

safety; or, to deposite goods, &c. 
Det es ta tion ('dfit fis ti' shfin, n. abhorrence; extreme or violent hatred, [in. 
En com pass (fin kfim' pis), v. to surround; to encircle; to enclose; to shut 

24* 
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Fa nat i cal (f& nit' e 'kal), a. superstitious, wildly enthusiastic; extravagant 
in opinions and notions. 

Fe ro cious (fe r6' shus), a. barbarous, savage, cruel; fierce, wild. 
Gleam ed (gleemd), pre. of Gleam, to flash, to dart; to shine or shoot with 

flashes of light: n. a beam, a ray; a shoot of light; brightness; lustre. 
In com pe ten cy (in k8rn' pe 'ten s4), n. inability, insufficiency; want of 

means or legal power; incapacity. 
In de fi na ble ('In de fi' ni 'bl), a. that can not be defined. 
In dig na tion ('in dig ni' shun), n. extreme anger mingled with contempt, 

disgust, or abhorrence. 
In fu ri a ted (in fu' re 'k ted), part. a. enraged; made furious: pre. of In¬ 

furiate, to enrage; to make mad or furious. 
In vo king (in v<V king), par. of Invoke, to implore, call upon; to pray to. 
Maj es ties (m&j' is 'tiz), n. plu. of Majesty, a royal title, as emperor, king, 

(pc.; sovereignty ; dignity ; grandeur; elevation. 
Of fend (<5f find'), v. to displease; to make angry; to disgust; to transgress; 

to be criminal; to assail. 
Prompt ed (promt' id), pre. of Prompt, to incite, to move to exertion; to in¬ 

stigate; to assist; to remind; to dictate: a. quick; ready; acute; pres¬ 
ent; told down. 

Ri ot ing (ri' ut 4ng), par. of Riot, to revel; to banquet; to make an up¬ 
roar; to raise a sedition: n. uproar; noisy, wild, and loose festivity; 
tumult; sedition. 

Sane tion (s&ngk' shfin), n. approval, influence; support; confirmation; rat¬ 
ification ; authority: v. to confirm; to ratify; to support; to give validity 
or authority to. 

Shock ed (sh6kt), pre. of Shock, to offend; to disgust; to strike with sur¬ 
prise or terror; to shake by violence: n. a conflict; concussion, a sudden 
shake; offence, disgust; a pile of sheaves of wheat, rye, &c., usually 
sixteen in number. 

Shrank (shr&ngk), pre. of Shrink, to decline to act from fear; to fall back as 
from danger; to recoil; to contract itself; to shrivel; to become less: n. 
a contraction; a drawing together. 

Sick ens (slk' knz), pres. t. of Sicken, to be disgusted; to make or become 
sick; to fall into disease; to languish. 

Si mul ta ne ous ('si mul ti' ne 'us), a. being, existing, or happening at the 
same time or together. 

Spec tres (sp&k' turz), n. plu. of Spectre, an apparition; a ghost. 
Sue cor (suk' k&r), v. to help, deliver from suffering; to assist; to relieve: n. 

aid, assistance; deliverance; relief; help. 
Sup pli ca ting (s&p' pie 'ki ting), par. of Supplicate, to entreat, implore; to 

beseech ; to address in prayer. 
Sup press ed (s&p prest'), pre. of Suppress, to stifle, to crush; to restrain; to 

subdue; to conceal; to destroy ; not to disclose. 
Un ex am pled ('un hgz 4m' pld), a. unparalleled, unprecedented; not known 

by or having any example. 
Un qual i fi ed (un kw5l' 14 'fide), a. not modified by any exception or restric¬ 

tion ; not qualified, unfit; not abated. 
Un sul li ed (un s&l' ltd), a. not tarnished, pure; not foul; not stained. 
V6' tfed, pre. of Vote, to express orne:s mind or will by voice, ballot, or vote: n. 

ballot or suffrage given at an election; voice, preference, will, or wish 
given or expressed. 
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Reading Lesson XCYIII. 

Eloquent Appeal in Behalf of Greece. 

Extracts from a Speech on the Greek Revolution, delivered in the House of 
Representatives, in Congress, Jan. 20, 1824. 

1. Mr. Chairman,—There is reason to apprehend that a tre 
mendous storm is ready to burst upon our happy country; one 
which may call into action all our vigor, courage, and resources. 
Is it wise or prudent, then, sir, in preparing to breast the storm, 
if it must come, to talk to this nation of its incompetency to re¬ 
pel European aggression, to lower its spirit, to weaken its moral 
energy, and to qualify it for easy conquest and base submission? 

2. If there be any reality in the dangers which are supposed 
to encompass us, should we not animate the people, and adjure 
them to believe, as I do, that our resources are ample; and that 
we can bring into the field a million of freemen ready to ex¬ 
haust their last drop of blood, and to spend their last cent in the 
defence of the country, its liberty, and its institutions 1 Sir, are 
we, if united, to be conquered by all Europe combined? No, 
sir, no united nation that resolves to be free, can be conquered. 

3. And has it come to this ? Are we so humble, so low, so 
debased, that we dare not express our sympathy for suffering 
Greece ; that we dare not articulate our detestation of the brutal 
excesses of which she has been the bleeding victim, lest we 
might offend one or more of their imperial and royal majesties ? 
Are we so mean, so base, so despicable, that we may not at¬ 
tempt to express our horror, utter our indignation, at the most 
brutal and atrocious war that ever stained earth or shocked 
high Heaven; at the ferocious deeds of a savage and infuria¬ 
ted soldiery, stimulated and urged on by the clergy of a fanat¬ 
ical and inimical religion, and rioting in all the excesses of blood 
and butchery, at the mere details of which the heart sickens and 
recoils ? 

4. But, sir, it is not for Greece alone that I desire to see the 
measure adopted. It will give her but little support, and that 
purely of a moral kind. It is principally for America, for the 
credit and character of our common country, for our own unsul¬ 
lied name, that I hope to see it pass. What appearance, Mr. 
Chairman, on the page of history, would a record like this 
exhibit ? 

5. u In the month of January, in the year of our Lord and 
Savior, 1824, while all European Christendom beheld, with cold 
and unfeeling indifference, the unexampled wrongs and inex 
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pressible misery of Christian Greece, a proposition was made in 
the congress of the United States, almost the sole, the last, the 
greatest depository of human hope and freedom, the representa¬ 
tives of a gallant nation, containing a million of freemen ready to 
fly to arms, while the people of that nation were spontaneously 
expressing its deep-toned feeling, and the whole continent, by one 
simultaneous emotion, was rising, and solemnly and anxiously 
supplicating and invoking high Heaven to spare and succor 
Greece, and to invigorate her arms, in her glorious cause, while 
temples and senate-houses were alike resounding with one burst 
of generous and holy sympathy, in the year of our Lord and 
Savior, that Savior of Greece and of us, a proposition was offered 
in the American congress, to send a messenger to Greece, to 
inquire into her state and condition, with a kind expression 
of our good wishes and our sympathies, and it was rejected!” 

6. Go home, if you can ; go home, if you dare, to your con¬ 
stituents, and tell them that you voted it down. Meet, if you 
can, the appalling countenance of those who sent you here, and 
tell them that you shrank from the declaration of your own sen¬ 
timents ; that you can not tell how, but that some unknown 
dread, some indescribable apprehension, some indefinable dan¬ 
ger, drove you from your purpose; that the spectres of cimeters, 
and crowns, and crescents, gleamed before you, and alarmed 
you; and, that you suppressed all the noble feelings prompted 
by religion, by liberty, by national independence, and by hu¬ 
manity. 

7. I can not, sir, bring myself to believe that such will be the 
feelings of a majority of this committee. But, for myself, though 
every friend of the cause should desert it, and I be left to stand 
alone with the gentleman from Massachusetts, I will give to his 
resolution the poor sanction of my unqualified approbation.—« 
Clay. 

Questions.—What did Mr. Clay say there was reason to apprehend ? Was 
it wise to talk about what 7 The United States can not be conquered by 
whom'? Who might be offended ? At what 1 What was the most brutal 
and atrocious WAR 1 At what does the heart sicken and recoill What 
did Mr. Clay say he would do ? Is it not noble and magnanimous both in 
individuals and nations to SYMPATHIZE with other individuals and na¬ 
tions who are weighed down by distress or by the cruel hand of TYRAN¬ 
NY and OPPRESSION 1 

Spelling Lesson XCIX. 

Ad he rents fid he' r&nts), n. phi. of Adherent, a follower; a partisan .* a. 
united to or with; sticking to 
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A1 le ged (41 lAjd'), pre. of Allege, to declare, assert; to affirm; to maintain. 
Bl6ed, v. to lose, draw, take from, or let blood; to drop as blood. 
Chas tens (tshA' snz), pres. t. of Chasten, to chastise, to correct; to punish, in¬ 

flict pain; to purify from faults or errors. 
Cir cum vent ing ( s&r k&m vent' ing), par. of Circumvent, to gain advan¬ 

tage over or prevent the exercise of by fraud or deception; to deceive, to 
cheat; to delude, impose on. [is equal to another. 

Co e qual (k6 e' kw4t), a. equal with another, of the same rank: n. one who 
Co ex ist ing ('k6 6gz 1st' Ing), par. of Coexist, to exist at the same time or 

together. [to describe. 
De scrip tive (de skrlp' tlv), a. containing description; describing or tending 
Do min ion (do min' y&n), n. territory or district governed; sovereign or su¬ 

preme authority ; power; region ; country. 
Eu lo gy (yu' 16 'je), n. an encomium, a panegyric; praise, commendation. 
In flic tions (In fllk' shfinz), n. plu. of Infliction, the act of inflicting or ap¬ 

plying ; punishment imposed. [country; to assault; to assail. 
In va ded (In vi' ded), pre. of Invade, to make a hostile entrance; to attack a 
In verts (In vferts'), pres. t. of Invert, to change the order or method; to turn 

upside down ; to place the last first. 
Ire land (ire' lAnd), n. prop, the name of a country in Europe. 
I rish men (i' rlsh 'm&n), n. prop. plu. of Irishman, a native of Ireland. 
Lockes (I6ks), n. prop. plu. of Locke, a celebrated English philosopher and 

writer. [reins, the kidneys. 
Loins (l<51nz), n. plu. of Loin, the lower part of the baxk of any animal; the 
Mas sa ere (mis' sa 'kir), n. indiscriminate slaughter, a killing, destruction, 

or murder with cruelty: v. to slaughter or kill indiscriminately or with 
cruelty ; to butcher. [axiom. 

Max ims (miks' Imz), n. plu. of Maxim, a general or established principle; an 
Men a cing ly (m£n' 4 'sing 16), ad. in a threatening manner. 
Mil tons (mil' tnz), n. prop. pin. of Milton, the name of a celebrated English 

poet; the name of several towns in the United States. 
Mit i gate (mlt' e 'gite), v. to alleviate, make less severe; to lessen ; to soften, 

to ease ; to assuage; to moderate, abate. [petitioner. 
Or a tors (<5r' 4 't6rz), n. plu. of Orator, an eloquent, elegant public speaker; a 
Out stretch ed (66t stretsht'), part. a. extended; expanded : pre. of Outstretch, 

to extend ; to stretch or spread out; lo expand. 
Per fid ious (p6r fid' y&s), a. violating good faith, treacherous; false to con¬ 

fidence or trust reposed. [treachery. 
Per fi dy (p6r' fe 'de), n. violation or breach of faith, vows, or trust reposed, 
Pe ri ods (pe' re 'udz), n. plu. of Period, a series or number of years; a circuit; 

the end or conclusion; a complete sentence; a full stop or point; a 
course of events. 

Pu ri fy ing (pi' re ‘fl Ing), part. a. making pure, refining; cleansing : par. 
of Purify, to make pure, refine; to cleanse; to grow or become clear. 

Reach es (reetsh' lz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Reach, to extend to; to stretch 
out; to attain; to arrive at; to be extended; to penetrate: n. extent 
power of attaining to; effort; contrivance ; limit. 

Re lent', v. to feel compassion; to soften, become mild, tender, or less rigid. 
Rig or (rig' 6r), n. severity; strictness; austerity; stiffness. 
Sac ri lege (sAk' re 'llje), n. the act of violating or profaning sacred things; 

the crime of robbing the church. 
Scot land (sk6t' lAnd), n. prop, the name of a country in Europe. 
Self-sac ri fi ces (s61f-s4k' re 'fl zlz), n. phi. of Self-sacrifice, a sacrifice of 

one’s self. [violence. 
Scv er ed (sfev' urd), pre. of Sever, to disunite, lo separate; to disjoin, part by 
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Strl' vtng, par. of Strive, to make efforts, to struggle; to contend, to vie; to 
labor hard, to emulate. 

Su prem a cy (si prem' a 'se), n. highest authority, place, station, or power. 
Sus tains (sis tinez'). pres. t. of Sustain, to support, uphold; to maintain ; to 

bear, endure; to help. [nobleman. 
Syd neys (std' nlz), n. prop. pin. of Sydney, the name of an eminent English 
Thence forth (th&nse' fir£/i), ad. from that time. 
Treat ment (treit' ment), n. conduct, or behavior towards; usage, manner of 

using; management. [king no difference. 
Un dis tin guish ing ('in dls ting' gwlsh 'ing), a. not discriminating ; ma- 
IJn just (in jist'), a. contrary to justice and equity; iniquitous. 
Vin die tive (vln dlk' tlv), a. revengeful; given to revenge. 

Reading Lesson XCIX. 

Extract from an Oration delivered at Washington, 1812. 

1. When Britain shall pass from the stage of nations, it will 
be, indeed, with her glory, but it will also be with her shame. 
And with shame, will her annals in nothing more be loaded 
than in this, that, while in the actual possession of much relative 
freedom at home, it has been her uniform characteristic to let 
fall upon the remote subjects of her own empire, an iron hand 
of harsh and vindictive power. 

2. If, as is alleged in her eulogy, to touch her soil proclaims 
emancipation to the slave, it is more true, that when her sceptre 
reaches beyond that confined limit, it thenceforth, as it mena¬ 
cingly waves throughout the globe, inverts the rule that would 
give to her soil this purifying virtue. 

3. Witness Scotland, towards whom her treatment, until the 
union in the last century, was marked, during the longest peri¬ 
ods, by perfidious injustice or by rude force, circumventing her 
liberties, or striving to cut them down with the sword. Witness 
Ireland, who for five centuries has bled, who, to the present 
hour, continues to bleed, under the yoke of her galling suprem¬ 
acy ; whose miserable victims seem at length to have laid down, 
subdued and despairing, under the multiplied inflictions of her 
cruelty and rigor. 

4. In vain do her own best statesmen and patriots remonstrate 
against this unjust career! in vain put forth the annual efforts 
of their benevolence, their zeal, their eloquence; in vain touch 
every spring that interest, that humanity, that the maxims of 
everlasting justice can move, to stay its force and mitigate the 
fate of Irishmen. Alas, for the persecuted adherents of the cross 
she leaves no hope! Witness her subject millions in the east. 
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where, in the descriptive language of the greatest of her survi¬ 
ving orators, 11 sacrilege, massacre, and perfidy pile up the sombre 
pyramids of her renown.” 

5. But all these instances are of her fellow-men, of merely 
coequal, perhaps unknown descent and blood; coexisting from 
all time with herself, and making up only accidentally, a part 
of her dominion. We ought to have been spared. The other¬ 
wise undistinguishing rigor of this outstretched sceptre might 
still have spared us. 

6. We were descended from her own loins; bone of her bone, 
and flesh of her flesh; not so much a part of her empire as a 
part of herself, her very self. Towards her own it might have 
been expected she would relent. When she invaded our homes, 
she saw her own countenance, heard her own voice, beheld her 
own altars! Where was then that pure spirit which, she now 
would tell us, sustains her amidst self-sacrifices, in her generous 
contest for the liberties of other nations ? 

7. If it flowed in her nature, here, here it might have de¬ 
lighted to beam out; here was space for its saving love: the true 
mother chastens, not destroys the child: but Britain, when she 
struck at us, struck at her own image, struck too at the immor¬ 
tal principles which her Lockes, her Miltons, and her Sydneys 
taught, and the fell blow severed us for ever, as a kindred na¬ 
tion ! The crime is purely her own ; and upon her, not us, be 
its consequences and its stain.—Richard Rush. 

Questions.—With what will the annals of Great Britain be loaded 1 When 1 
What is alleged in the eulogy of Great Britain 1 What rule is inverted by 
her 1 What was marked by perfidious injustice 1 What has bled for centu¬ 
ries 'l Under what 1 Who remonstrate in vain 1 In vain put forth what I 
In vain touch what I Witness what in the east 7 What make up a part of 
her dominion 1 Towards whom ought Great Britain to have relented I Why 1 
When did she behold her own altars I Where, then, was what 1 The true 
mother does what 1 At whom did Great Britain strike when she struck at 
us I What is purely her own 1 Although Great Britain was greatly in fault 
with regard to the causes which led to our separation from ner, yet, under 
present circumstances, is it not the DUTY as well as the INTEREST of the 
citizens of both countries to cultivate a friendly and amicable spirit 1 » 

Spelling Lesson C. 

Au then ti ci ty f'Hw ihitn tls' s4 't&), n. genuineness; authority. 
Clas sics (kl3ts' siks), n. flu. of Classic, a book written by, or an author of the 

first rank or class; an ancient or antique author. 
E van ge list (f v&n' j4 'list), n. a writer of the history of our Savior, Jesus 

Christ; a preacher of the Gospel. 
Ev i den ces (&v‘ & 'd&n slz), n. flu. and pres. t. of Evidence, proof, thatrohich 

proves or shows facts; testimony; witness: v. to show, evince'; to prove. 
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Ex am ine (fegz 4m' In), v. to search into, scrutinize; to try; to ask questions; 
to inquire into ; to inspect carefully. 

Foot stool (fit' stofll), 7i. a stool on which to place the feet while sitting. 
Mar tyr (mar' tur), n. one who is put to or suffers death for the truth of the 

gospel or in defence of any cause: v. to put to death or destroy for ad¬ 
herence to or defence of what any one believes to be truth. 

Per ish a ble (per' Ish '4 bl), a. subject to decay; liable to perish. 
Proph e cy (pr<5f e vse), n. a declaration, prediction, or a foretelling of some¬ 

thing to come. [ture events; a foreteller, one who predicts. 
Proph et (pr<5f It), 7i. a person inspired or instructed by God to announce fu- 
Res ig na tion ('r£z Ig n4' sh&n), n. quiet submissio7i or acquiescence; the act 

of resigning. 
Ser aphs (sir' 4fs), n. plu. of Seraph, one of the highest order of angels. 
Sur vi ved (sur vtvd'), pre. of Survive, to outlive; to live after or beyond the 

the death of another; to remain alive. 
Un change a bie (in tsh4nje' 4 'bl), a. not subject to change, immutable. 
Ver sa tile (ver' s4 'ttl), a. changing, variable; turning round. 
Yea (y4), ad. verily; certainly; yes; truly. 

Reading Lesson C. 

The Best of Classics. 

1. There is a classic, the best the world has ever seen, the 
noblest that has ever honored and dignified the language of 
mortals. If we look into its antiquity, we discover a title to our 
veneration, unrivalled in the history of literature. If we have 
respect to its evidences, they are found in the testimony of mir¬ 
acle and prophecy; in the ministry of man, of nature and of 
angels, yea, even of “ God, manifest in the flesh,” of u God 
blessed for ever.” 

2. If we consider its authenticity, no other pages have sur¬ 
vived the lapse of time, that can be compared with it. If we 
examine its authority, for it speaks as never man spake, we dis¬ 
cover, that it came from heaven, in vision and prophecy, under 
the sanction of Him, who is Creator of all things, and the Giver 
of every good and perfect gift. 

3. If wTe reflect on its truths, they are lovely and spotless, sub¬ 
lime and holy, as God himself, unchangeable as his nature, 
durable as his righteous dominion, and versatile as the moral 
condition of mankind. If we regard the value of its treasures, 
we must estimate them, not like the relics of classic antiquity, 
by the perishable glory and beauty, virtue and happiness of this 
world, but by the enduring perfection and supreme felicity of an 
eternal kingdom.- 

4. If we inquire, who are the men, that have recorded its 
truths, vindicated its rights, and illustrated the excellence of its 
scheme? From the depth of ages and from the living world, 
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from the populous continent and the isles of the sea, comes forth 
the answer j the patriarch and the prophet, the evangelist and 
the martyr. 

5. If we look abroad through the world of men, the victims 
of folly or vice, the prey of cruelty, of injustice, and inquire what 
are its benefits, even in this temporal state, the great and the 
humble, the rich and the poor, the powerful and the weak, the 
learned and the ignorant answer, as with one voice, that humil 
ity and resignation, purity, order, and peace, faith, hope, and 
charity, are its blessing upon earth. 

6. And if, raising our eyes from time to eternity, from the 
world of mortals to the world of just men made perfect, from the 
visible creation, marvellous, beautiful, and glorious as it is, to the 
invisible creation of angels and seraphs, from the footstool of 
God, to the throne of God himself, we ask, what are the bles¬ 
sings that flow from this single volume, let the question be 
answered by the pen of the evangelist, the harp of the prophet, 
and the records of the book of life. Such is the best of classics 
the world has ever admired; such, the noblest that man has 
ever adopted as a guide.—Grimke. 

Questions.—What is the best classic? What is unrivalled? What shall 
we find with respect to its evidences ? What of its authenticity ? What 
of its authority ? Why ? What shall we find if we reflect on its truths ? 
How must we estimate the value of its treasures ? What, if we inquire who 
have vindicated its rights and illustrated its excellences ? What, if we in¬ 
quire what are its benefits ? What, if we ask what are the blessings that 
flow from this single volume ? I hope all my young friends will read this 
blessed volume, this BEST or BOOKS, with great care and attention ? 

Spelling Lesson Cl. 

Ac cel er ate (Ak sAl' Ar 'Ate), v. to hasten, quicken the motion of. 
Ag ri cul tu rists ('Ag r£ kul' tshA 'rlsts), n. phi. of Agriculturist, a farmer, a 

husbandman; one skilled in agriculture or husbandry, [pher, pupil of Plato. 
Ar is to tie (Ar' Is 'tA tl), n.p?'op. an ancient, celebrated, and famous philoso- 
Bld' ding, n. command, direction; order; invitation ; an offer: par. of Bid, 

to command, to order; to desire ; to invite ; to offer a price ; to propose. 
Clin ton (kiln' tn), n. prop, a man’s name. 
Com mu ni ca tions (k6m 'mi ne kA' shAnz), n. plu. of Communication, cor¬ 

respondence ; intercourse ; passage, means of passing from place to place; 
the act of imparting. [which can not be sounded without a vowel: 

Con so nant (k6n' sA 'nAnt), a. agreeable; consistent; agreeing: n. a letter 
Dis ci pies (dls si' plz), n.plu. of Disciple, a scholar, a learner; a follower. 
Di vert (d« vArt'), v. to turn aside; to turn off; to draw to; to amuse ; to please. 
Du ly (di' 1A), ad. justly; properly ; fitly ; at the proper time. 
Flue tu a tion ('flAk tshA A' shAn), n. uncertainty; unsteadiness; arising 

and falling ; a waving or alternate motion. 

26 
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Fire g6', v. to give up, resign; to quit; to forbear to enjoy or possess. 
Gov er nors (guv' ur 'nurz), n. pin. of Governor, the chief magistrate of a 

state; one who governs or rules. [gardens. 
Hor ti cul ture (hdr' t£ 'kul tsh&re), n. the cultivation or art of cultivating 
Im pose (tin p6ze'), v. to lay or put on; to enjoin as a duty ; to deceive. 
In au gu ral (In &w' g& 'rai), a. belonging or relating to inauguration. 
In he rent (in he' r&nt), a. innate, naturally belonging to; existing in some¬ 

thing else. [sion or invasion. 
In roads (In' rodez), n. plu. of Inroad, encroachment; attack ; sudden incur- 
Le gions (le' junz), n. plu. of Legion, a body of soldiers; a great or vast 

number. [make laws. 
Le gis la ture (lej' is TA tshure), n. the body of men invested with power to 
Mis un der stood ('mis &n dur stdd'), pre. of Misunderstand, to mistake, to 

take in a wrong sense; to misconceive. 
Ob serves (6b z&rvz), pres. t. of Observe, to remark; to see, to notice; to re¬ 

gard ; to watch ; to obey ; to celebrate. [ship. 
Pat ron age (pit' run 'Ije), n. countenance or support; protection ; guardian- 
Pli' t6, n. prop, a celebrated philosopher of Athens and pupil of Socrates for 

eight years. [ment; exaltation in rank or honor ; preferment. 
Pro mo tion (pr6 mo' shun), n. encouragement, act of promoting; advance- 
Rad i cal (rad' e 'Ml), a. principal, fundamental; original; primitive; im¬ 

planted by nature : n. an element; a primitive or root of a word; a let¬ 
ter ; one who advocates extreme measures in a political or other refor¬ 
mation. 

Rec om mend ed ('rik 6m mind' ed), pre. of Recommend, to commend or offer 
to another's notice; to praise or commend another; to make acceptable. 

Re luc tant ly (re luk' tint 'le), ad. unwillingly; with aversion or opposition. 
Re su med (re zumd'), pre. of Resume, to take or begin again; to take back. 
Sires (sirez), n. plu. of Sire, a father; the male parent of a beast; a title of 

respect to a king. 
Sub ject ed (sub jekt' ed), pre. of Subject, to make liable, expose; to bring or 

put under subjection or power ; to reduce; to enslave ; to submit. 
Sib' jh 'gi ted, pre. of Subjugate, to conquer, subdue; to bring under power 

or reduce to slavery. [place to another. 
Trans mlt' ted, pre. of Transmit, to hand down or send from one person or 
Un cer tain (in ser' tin), a. unsettled, irregular; not certain, doubtful. 
Un wise (in wlze'), a. indiscreet, not dictated by or defective in wisdom; im¬ 

prudent. 

Reading Lesson CL 

The Cultivation of the Soil the natural Occupation of man—its 
Advantages and Importance. 

Extracts from an Address delivered before the New York Horticultural Soci¬ 
ety, at their Anniversary, on the eighth of September, 1829. 

1. The cultivation of the soil is the natural occupation of man, 
and almost all ages and countries rank agriculturists as their 
most numerous population : and where nations are so unwise as 
to seek in other countries for the radical means of subsistence, 
they must be content to be subjected to every fluctuation which 
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the caprice or ambition of foreign powers may impose j their 
condition uncertain, their independence a mere name. 

2. In our own happy country, no folly of our rulers, no mad¬ 
ness of legislation can, I trust, possibly divert any considerable 
portion of our population from this their great and natural pur¬ 
suit. Generations must have passed away, before even the ne¬ 
cessary offices of commerce and manufactures can make any 
serious inroads upon this great basis of our nation’s power. 

3. Is it not then the obvious dictate of good sense and sound 
wisdom, that the energy of freemen should be mainly directed 
to improve this mighty interest; and, may we not fairly hope that 
the aid of government will be called in to strengthen this right 
arm of her resources 1 Let it be the pride then and glory of 
every American, to improve the inheritance transmitted to his 
keeping, and let each consider it his duty to add to its value by 
his own efforts: so shall our posterity not blush to own their im¬ 
mediate sires. 

4. Of the vital importance of Agriculture and Horticulture, 
the Legislature of the State of New York has always been duly 
sensible. At an early period, the members of that honorable 
body formed themselves into a society for the promotion of those 
branches of physical knowledge; and, at least, this good has 
flowed from their zeal, that our state has been gradually stim¬ 
ulated to a degree of exertion and patronage in favor of these 
pursuits, greater than that of any other member of the confed¬ 
eracy. 

5. All our Governors, since the revolution, from the patriotic 
George Clinton to his enlightened relative, have, in their com¬ 
munications to our state councils, recommended this great in¬ 
terest to their protection. u As agriculture is the source of our 
subsistence, (says the late De Witt Clinton, in his Inaugural 
Speech as Governor of New York,) the basis of our strength, 
and the foundation of our prosperity, it is pleasing to observe 
the public attention awakened to its importance, and associa¬ 
tions springing up in several counties, to cherish its interests.” 

6. Again he observes, “ this important pursuit is the founda¬ 
tion of wealth, power, and prosperity: it requires the energies of 
the mind, as well as the powers of the body: it demands the 
light of science to guide its progress, and the munificence of 
government to accelerate its movements; to extend its useful¬ 
ness, and to diffuse its blessings.” 

7. Of the moral purity and dignity inherent in the cultivation 
of the earth, I need not here insist at length. It is too obvious 
to be misunderstood, and is illustrated in the life and writings 
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of many of the most distinguished names in our own, as well as 
in foreign nations. I will merely allude to the fact, that a gar¬ 
den was the seat of man in his state of innocence, and that it 
was in a garden that Plato and Aristotle instructed their disci¬ 
ples in sublime lessons of wisdom, inferior only to the truths 
which revelation has brought to light. And when majestic 
Rome subjugated and civilized the barbarous nations around 
her, by the vigor of her arms and the triumphs of her policy, 
the commanders of her victorious legions were chosen from the 
cultivators of her fields. 

8. In our own nation, the father of his country left reluctantly 
the farm for the field of battle, and having overcome the enemies 
of freedom, returned to the labors of agriculture. And when a 
second time his services were demanded, having filled the meas¬ 
ure of his own and his country’s glory, he again resumed those 
peaceful pursuits which it was his delight to cherish, and which 
nothing but his country’s call could have induced him to forego. 
Thence he was summoned by his Maker to a higher scene ; and, 
although death on the field of battle is more consonant to human 
pride, to surrender our life at his bidding, is more agreeable to 
the wish of our Maker. Thus it was ordered by his Creator, 
that man in a state of innocence, should exercise the arts of ag¬ 
riculture for his enjoyment, and in a state of trial, its labor for 
his security. The foundations of our republic were cemented 
in blood; but let us trust that its supremacy will be reared by 
the innocent arts of peace.—Dr. John W. Francis. 

Questions.—What is the natural occupation of man? When will the 
condition of a nation be uncertain, and their independence a name ? Before 
what must generations have passed away ? What, then, is the obvious dictate 
of good sense and sound wisdom ? What, then, should be the glory of every 
American ? Of what has the Legislature of the State of New York always 
been duly sensible ? What did Gov. De Witt Clinton say is the BASIS of 
our STRENGTH, and the FOUNDATION of our PROSPERITY? This 
important pursuit is also the foundation of what ? It demands what ? Can 
any thing have a more beneficial or salutary influence on the SOCIAL and 
MORAL condition of our fellow-citizens than the cultivation of FLOWERS 
and TREES by which their residences are adorned and beautified ? What 
is too obvious to be misunderstood ? Is illustrated in what ? What was the 
seat of man in his innocence ? Who were chosen from the cultivators of the 
fields ? The FATHER of his COUNTRY left what ? What, only, could 
have induced WASHINGTON to forego those peaceful pursuits? What is 
more consonant to human pride ? What more agreeable to the wish of our 
Maker ? What was ordered by our Creator ? What were cemented in blood ? 
What should we rear by the INNOCENT ARTS of PEACE ? 
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Spelling Lesson CII. 

Clus ter ing (kl&s' t&r ing), part. a. collecting or gathering into bodies; grow¬ 
ing in bunches: par. of Cluster, to collect into bodies; to grow in 
bunches: n. a bunch, a number of things growing together; a collection 
of persons. 

Do main (dA mine'), n. dominion, empire; estate; possession. 
Hirps, n. pin. and pres. t. of Harp, a stringed instrument of music; a constel¬ 

lation : v. to play on the harp ; to dwell on vexatiously. 
I-lm' It 'liss, a. unlimited, having no bounds. 
Mys tic (mis' tlk), a. secret, hidden; sacredly obscure; emblematical: n. one 

of a sect of Christians. \n. a sheath or case for arrows. 
Uuiv er (kwlv' ur), v. to shake; to tremble ; to quake; to shudder; to shiver: 
Sa ble (si' bl), a. black; dark, dusky : n. an animal of the weasel kind ; the 

dark fur of the sable. 
Stir' tltng, part. a. suddenly impressing with fear or surprise: par. of Startle, 

to alarm, frighten, or impress with fear suddenly ; to shock; to deter; to 
shrink: n. a sudden alarm; a shock. 

Thought ful (£Aiwt' fdj), a. contemplative, meditative; full of thought; anx¬ 
ious ; careful, attentive. 

Reading Lesson CII. 

Intimations of Immortality. 

1. O, listen, man ! 
A voice within us speaks the startling word, 
“ Man, thou shalt never die.” Celestial voices 
Hymn it around our souls: according harps, 
By angel fingers touched when the mild stars 
Of morning sang together, sound forth still 
The song of our great immortality! 
Thick, clustering orbs, and this our fair domain, 
The tall, dark mountains, and the deep-toned seas, 
Join in this solemn universal song. 

2. O, listen, ye, our spirits! drink it in 
From all the air! ’Tis in the gentle moonlight; 
’Tis floating in day’s setting glories ; night, 
Wrapped in her sable robe, with silent step 
Comes to our bed and breathes it in our ears; 
Night and the dawn, bright day and thoughtful eve, 
All times, all bounds, the limitless expanse 
As one vast, mystic instrument are touched 
By an unseen living Hand, and conscious chords 
Quiver with joy in this great jubilee : 
The dying hear it; and as sounds of earth 
Grow dull and distant, wake their passing souls 
To mingle in this heavenly harmony.—Richard H. Dana. 

26* 
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Questions.—What speaks the startling voice*? When the mild stars did 
what *? What join in universal song*? Night, wrapped in sable robe, does 
what *? What quiver with joy *? What mingle in this heavenly harmony *? 

Spelling Lesson CI1. 

Bea con light (b4‘ kn-'llte), n. a light raised on an eminence to direct the way 
or give notice of danger. 

Bon dage (b£n' dlje), n. restraint of a person's liberty by compulsion; slavery; 
captivity; imprisonment. 

Chap el (tsh&p' 41), n. a house for divine public worship; a church. 
Dirk-r6l 'ling, a. having a dark and rolling appearance. 
Je ho vah (je h<5>' va), n. prop, the Hebrew name of God. 
Lean (l«4n), v. to rest on or against; to incline; to waver; to bend : n. the 

part of the flesh composed of muscle without fat: a. not fat; meager; 
hungry; barren; thin; poor. 

Reading Lesson CI1I. 

The Rocfc of the Pilgrims, 

L A rock in the wilderness welcomed our sires, 
From bondage far over the dark-rolling sea ; 

On that holy altar they kindled the fires, 
Jehovah, which glow in our bosoms for thee. 

Thy blessings descended in sunshine and shower, 
Or rose from the soil that was sown by thy hand ; 

The mountain and valley rejoiced in thy power, 
And heaven encircled and smiled on the land. 

2. The Pilgrims of old an example have given 
Of mild resignation, devotion, and love, 

Which beams like the star in the blue vault of heaven ; 
A beacon-light hung in their mansion above. 

In church and cathedral we kneel in our prayer. 
Their temple and chapel were valley and hill; 

But God is the same in the isle or the air, 
And He is the Rock that we lean upon still. 

George P. Morris. 

Questions.—What welcomed our sires'? The blessings descended in 
what*? Or rose in what *? What rejoiced *? In what'l The Pilgrims of old 
have given an example of what *? What were their temple and chapel 7 Who 
is the same in the isle or the air *? Can any one estimate the very great bles¬ 
sings conferred upon our happy COUNTRY by the self-sacrifices, de¬ 

voted PIETY, and unexampled fortitude of that noble band of PIL¬ 
GRIM FATHERS'? 
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Spelling Lesson CIV. 

Au gust (4w' g&st), n. the eighth month of the year. 
A while (4 hwile'), ad. for some time; for a space of or a short time. 
Bios som’s (bl&s' s&mz), n. posses, case of Blossom, the flower of a plant or a 

tree: v. to put forth blossoms. [to cut or pare wood or stone. 
Chis el led (tshlz' lid), pre. of Chisel, to cut or carve with a chisel: n. a tool 
D&sk, n. an inclining table on which to write; a pulpit. 
Gath er est (g4th' Ar ’est), pres. t. sec. per. sin. of Gather, to pluck, to pick; to 

collect, bring together; to assemble; to contract, pucker; to crop; to form 
into pus; to glean; to be condensed: n. a fold, a plait; a pucker ; cloth 

Ga zer (g4' zAr), n. one who gazes. [drawn together. 
Glas sy (glas' si), a. resembling glass in its transparency; made of or like 
Hlze, n. a watery vapor in the air, mist; fog. [glass; vitreous. 
Heart-sick (hirt'-slk), a. pained in heart or mind. 
Him, n. a low buzzing or murmuring noise or sound, as of bees, insects, or 

running brooks; a deception ; a jest; a hoax: v. to sing low as bees ; to 
buzz; to murmur; to impose on. 

Hush es (hAsh' Iz), pres. t. of Hush, to silence, to quiet; to calm, to still: a. 
quiet, silent; calm, still: in. silence! be still! no noise ! 

Laughs (I4fs), pres. t. and n. plu. of Laugh, to appear or be gay or mirthful; 
to scorn, deride; to ridicule: n. an expression of mirth or merriment. 

Mead ow’s (med' dAze), n. posses, case of Meadow, a tract of grass land, low 
land, or field for mowing; or, from which hay is annually made. 

Mid, prep, among, in the midst or middle; mingled with. 
Moss-cup (m6s'-kAp), n. something formed of moss resembling a cup. 
Move less (mAAv' 14s), a. fixed, not to be moved or put out of place. 
N4me' 14ss, a. destitute of or having no name. 
O ver looks ('A vAr lASks'), pres. t. of Overlook, to view from a higher place; 

to inspect, to review; to neglect, pass over without notice; to peruse ; to 
excuse. 

Sin' lAss, a. free or exempt from sin, innocent; pure ; perfect. 
Slum ber ous (si Am' bAr 'As), a. causing or inviting sleep; sleepy, not waking. 
Un mo ving (An m65' ving), a. having no motion; not moving ; not affecting. 
Wei comes (wM' kuinz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Welcome, to salute with kind¬ 

ness ; to entertain in a hospitable manner: n. a kind reception: a. re¬ 
ceived willingly or with gladness; free of expense. 

Wi den ing (wl' dn Ing), par. of Widen, to become or make wide or wider; 
to extend. 

Reading Lesson CIV. 

August. 

1. The quiet August noon is come ; 
A slumberous silence fills the sky; 

The fields are still, the woods are aumb, 
In glassy sleep the waters lie. 

2. And mark yon soft white clouds, that rest 
Above our vale, a moveless throng; 
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The cattle on the mountain’s breast 
Enjoy the grateful shadow long. 

3. Oh, how unlike those merry hours 
In sunny June, when earth laughs out; 

When the fresh winds make love to flowers, 
And woodlands sing and waters shout! 

4. When in the grass sweet waters talk, 
And strains of tiny music swell 

From every moss-cup of the rock, 
From every nameless blossom’s bell! 

5. But now, a joy too deep for sound, 
A peace no other season knows, 

Hushes the heavens, and wraps the ground, 
The blessing of supreme repose. 

6. Away! I will not be, to-day, 
The only slave of toil and care ; 

Away from desk and dust, away ! 
I’ll be as idle as the air. 

7. Beneath the open sky abroad, 
Among the plants and breathing things, 

The sinless, peaceful works of God, 
I’ll share the calm the season brings. 

8. Come thou, in whose soft eyes I see 
The gentle meaning of the heart, 

One day amid the woods with thee, 
From men and all their cares apart. 

9. And where, upon the meadow’s breast, 
The shadow of the thicket lies, 

The blue wild flowers thou gatherest 
Shall glow yet deeper near thine eyes. 

10. Come, and when, mid the calm profound, 
1 turn, those gentle eyes to seek, 

They, like the lovely landscape round, 
Of innocence and peace shall speak. 

11. Rest here, beneath the unmoving shade, 
And on the silent valleys gaze, 
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Winding and widening till they fade 
In yon soft ring of summer haze. 

12. The village trees their summits rear 
Still as its spire : and yonder flock, 

At rest in those calm fields, appear 
As chiselled from the lifeless rock. 

13 One tranquil mount the scene o’erlooks, 
Where the hushed winds their sabbath keep, 

While a near hum, from bees and brooks, 
Comes faintly like the breath of sleep. 

14. Well might the gazer deem, that when, 
Worn with the struggle and the strife, 

And heart-sick at the sons of men, 
The good forsake the scenes of life; 

15. Like the deep quiet, that awhile 
Lingers the lovely landscape o’er, 

Shall be the peace whose holy smile 
Welcomes them to a happier shore.—Bryant. 

Questions.—What is quiet? What enjoy the grateful shadow? What 
hushes the heavens ? The season brings what ? What shall glow ? Rest 
where ? On what gaze ? What rear their summits ? What appear as chis¬ 
elled from the rock ? What does the scene overlook ? What comes faintly ? 
Like what ? What lingers ? What welcomes to a happier shore ? Whom ? 
Can any thing more cheer the heart or more delight the eye than a walk in the 
beautiful fields, or under the shade of trees, by the side of a quietly 
running stream 1 Can any thing more deeply impress us with a REVER¬ 
ENCE for our MAKER? 

Spelling Lesson CV. 

A ban don (4 b4n' dim), v. to give up; to forsake entirely or wholly ; to de¬ 
sert ; to relinquish. 

Ac knowl edg ing (4k n<5l' 14dj tng), par. of Acknowledge, to own with grain 
uude, to receive or admit with respect and approbation ; to confess. 

Ag o ni zing (4g' 6 'ni ztng), part. a. suffering or writhing with severe pain 
or torture : par. of Agonize, to be in or writhe with severe, extreme, or 
excessive pain or torture; to suffer violent anguish. 

Con vul sions (k«5n v&l' sh&nz), n. pin. of Convulsion, a tumult, a commotion ; 
an irregular and violent motion; involuntary contraction of the mus¬ 
cles, or violent spasm. 

Deg ra da tions ('d4g r4 d4' shimzA n. plu. of Degradation, degeneracy, base¬ 
ness; a deprivation of office, nonor, dignity, &c. 
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Dis pen sa tions ('dis p&n si' shunz), n. plu. of Dispensation, distribution, 
that which is dispensed; a system of principles; method or plan of Prov¬ 
idence. 

En ter tain ing ('en t&r tine' Ing), par. of Entertain, to cherish, keep in mind 
with favor; to talk with; to treat at table, receive hospitably; to amuse, 
divert; to keep. 

Ex ter mi na ting (eks t&r' me 'ni ting), part. a. totally destroying, extirpa¬ 
ting : par. of Exterminate, to root out; to destroy; to drive away; to 
extirpate. 

F&d' &r '41, a. relating or pertaining to a league or contract; confederate. 
Fid' er '41 Ists, n. plu. of Federalist, one of a former political party in the 

United States. [restrain. 
Gov ern (gfrv' urn), v. to rule, to manage; to direct, regulate; to control; to 
Hav ock (hiv' frk), n. ravage, general devastation, waste; destruction; 

slaughter: v. to destroy, to lay waste ; to ravage. 
High-mind ed (hi'-mind 'ed), a. magnanimous, having honorable pride; not 

mean ; proud; arrogant. [enforce upon the mind by admonitions. 
In cul ca ting (In kul' kl 'ting), par. of Inculcate, to teach, urge, impress, or 
In jur ing (In' jhr 'Ing), par. of Injure, to lorong, to annoy; to hurt, to 

damage ; to impair; to grieve. 
In tol er ance (In t<5l' er '4nse), n. want of toleration; a persecuting spirit. 
In va sions (In va' zhunz), n. plu. of Invasion, encroachment, infringement; 

a hostile entrance ; an attack. [age. 
Mi nor i ty (me nur' e 'te), n. the smaller number; the state of being under 
O ver ru ling ('6 vur r63' ling), part. a. controlling by superior power; super¬ 

seding : par. of Overrule, to control or influence by superior power; to 
supersede or reject. 

Per se cu tions ('p&r se kb' sh&nz), n. plu. of Persecution, the practice or act 
of persecuting; or, state of being persecuted. [of being possible. 

Pos si bil i ty ('p3s se bll' le 'te), n. the power of existing or happening, state 
Right ful (rite' fill), a. just, lawful; having a right or just claim. 
Spasms (sp4zmz), n. pin. of Spasm, a violent commotion; involuntary con¬ 

traction of the muscles ; a cramp; a convulsion. 
Tern per ance (t&m' per '4nse), n. moderation in the indulgence of the natural 

appetites and passions, the abstaining from the use of all intoxicating 
drinks, sobriety; calmness; patience. [ing to theory. 

The o ret ic ('the 6 r&t' Ik), a. speculative, not practical; belonging or pertain- 
Thou sandth (th'6^x z4ndth), a. the ordinal of a thousand; the hundredth ten 

times repeated. 
Throes {thrbze), n. plu. of Throe, excessive anguish; extreme pain; a pang. 
T6l' hr '4 ted, pre. of Tolerate, to allow, to permit; to suffer; not to restrain. 
Un dis turb ed ('bn dis turbd'), a. not disturbed or molested; calm ; tranquil; 

not interrupted. [phantoms : n. one who forms wild schemes. 
Vis ion a ry (vlzh' &n '4 r4), a. imaginary; fanciful, not real; affected by 

Reading Lesson CY. 

Extract from President Jefferson! s Inaugural Address. 

1. During the contest of opinion through which we have 
passed, the animation of discussions and of exertions has some¬ 
times worn an aspect which might impose on strangers, unused 
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to think freely, and to speak and to write what they think; but 
this being now decided by the voice of the nation, announced 
according to the rules of the constitution, all will, of course, ar¬ 
range themselves under the will of the law, and unite in com¬ 
mon efforts for the common good. 

2. All, too, will bear in mind this sacred principle, that, though 
the will of the majority is, in all cases, to prevail, that will, to 
be rightful, must be reasonable ; that the minority possess thek 
equal rights, which equal laws must protect, and to violate 
which would be oppression. Let us then, fellow-citizens, unite 
with one heart and one mind. 

3. Let us restore to social intercourse that harmony and af¬ 
fection, without which liberty, and even life itself, are but dreary 
things; and let us reflect, that, having banished from our land 
that religious intolerance under which mankind so long bled 
and suffered, we have yet gained little, if we countenance a po¬ 
litical intolerance, as despotic, as wicked, and capable of as bit¬ 
ter and bloody persecutions. 

4. During the throes and convulsions of the ancient world ; 
during the agonizing spasms of infuriated man, seeking, through 
blood and slaughter, his long-lost liberty; it was not Avonderful 
that the agitation of the billows should reach even this distant 
and peaceful shore; that this should be more felt and feared by 
some, and less by others; and should divide opinions, as to 
measures of safety. 

5. But every difference of opinion is not a difference of prin¬ 
ciple. We have called by different names brethren of the same 
principle. We are all republicans; we are all federalists. If 
there be any among us who would wish to dissoh'e this union, 
or to change its republican form, let them stand undisturbed, as 
monuments of the safety with which error of opinion may be 
tolerated, where reason is left free to combat it. 

6. I know, indeed, that some honest men fear that a republi¬ 
can government can not be strong; that this government is not 
strong enough. But would the honest patriot, in the full tide 
of successful experiment, abandon a government which has so 
far kept us free and firm, on the theoretic and visionary fear, 
that this government, the world’s best hope, may, by possibility, 
Avant energy to preserve itself? I trust not; I believe this, on 
the contrary, the strongest government on earth. 

7. I believe it the only one where every man, at the call of 
the Lav, Avould fly to the standard of the law, and would meet 
invasions of the public order as his own personal concern. 
Sometimes it is said, that man can not be trusted Avith the gov 
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ernment of himself. Can he, then, be trusted with the govern¬ 
ment of others ? or have we found angels, in the form of kings, 
to govern him? Let history answer this question. 

8. Let us, then, with courage and confidence, pursue our own 
federal and republican principles ; our attachment to union and 
representative government. Kindly separated, by nature and a 
wide ocean, from the exterminating havock of one quarter of the 
globe; too high-minded to endure the degradations of the oth¬ 
ers ; possessing a chosen country, with room enough for our 
descendants to the thousandth and thousandth generation; en¬ 
tertaining a due sense of our equal right to the use of our own 
faculties ; to the acquisitions of our own industry ; to honor and 
confidence from our fellow-citizens ; 

9. Resulting not from birth, but from our actions, and their 
sense of them; enlightened by a benign religion, professed, in¬ 
deed, and practised in various forms, yet all of them inculcating 
honesty, truth, TEMPERANCE, gratitude, and the love of 
man; acknowledging and adoring an overruling Providence, 
which, by all its dispensations, proves that it delights in the 
happiness of man here and his greater happiness hereafter; with 
all these blessings, what more is necessary to make us a happy 
and prosperous people ? 

10. Still one thing more, fellow-citizens; a wise and frugal 
government, which shall restrain men from injuring one another; 
shall leave them otherwise free to regulate their own pur¬ 
suits of industry and improvement; and shall not take from the 
mouth of labor the bread it has earned. This is the sum of good 
government; and this is necessary to close the circle of our 
felicities. 

Questions.—What has sometimes worn an aspect? Which might what ? 
All should unite in what ? What must be reasonable ? What would be op¬ 
pression ? What are but dreary things? Without what? Under what did 
mankind long suffer and bleed? Is not ours a most blessed and HAPPY 
COUNTRY where all can worship God agreeably to the dictates of their own 

CONSCIENCES without molestation or fear? What was not wonder¬ 
ful? What is not a difference of principle? We are all what? Let whom 
stand undisturbed ? Some honest men fear what ? Would the honest patriot 
do what ? Which did Mr. Jefferson believe the strongest government on earth ? 
Ours is the ONLY government where every man would do what ? Let his¬ 
tory answer what ? Let us, then, pursue what ? We are kindly separated 
from and by what? We possess what? Entertain what? Resulting from 
what ? Enlightened by what ? Acknowledging what ? Can any nation be 
prosperous and happy which does not acknowledge an OVERRULING 
PROVIDENCE? A government should be what? To restrain men from 
what? To leave them free to regulate what? And shall not take what? 
Has any one b right to expect to prosper in his business if he does not pay 
those who labor for him all that they earn ? 
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Spelling Lesson CVI. 

Ad am (id' im),, n. prop, the name of the first man created. 
Am a zo ni an ('im i z6' ne 'in), a. relating to Amazonia. 
An tic (in' tlk), a. ridiculously wild, fanciful; odd : n. a buffoon. 
Ban ian-tree (bin' yin-'trefe), n. the name of a tree in India. 
Ba roche (bi rAshe'), n. prop, the name of a city in Hindoostan. 
Bind' id, part. a. inclined, turned down; curved; crooked. 
Bra mins (brl' mtnz), n. prop. plu. of Bramin, a Hindoo or Gentoo priest. 
Castes (kists), n. pin. of Caste, a kind, a sort; a breed; a race; a tribe. 
Cast ing (kist' tng), par. of Cast, to throw; to shed, to moult; to fling; 

condemn; to compute; to form, to found; to wreck: n. a throw, mo¬ 
tion ; air or mien ; shade ; mould ; form. 

Cor rect ly fkdr rfekt' le), ad. justly, rightly; exactly, accurately. 
Coun sel leu (kddn' slid), pre. of Counsel, to give advice; to advise; to warn : 

n. advice, direction; consultation; prudence; design; secrecy; an ad¬ 
vocate or pleader; one who gives advice. 

Cub beer Burr (kAb' bfefer 'bAr), n. prop, the name of a large banian-tree 
which grows on an island in the river Nerbudda. 

Dec can (dfek' kin), n. prop, the name of an extensive tract in Hindoostan. 
Doves (dAvz), n. plu,. of Dove, a domestic pigeon. 
En camp (fen kimp'), v. to form an army into a camp; to pitch tents. 
En camp ments (fen kimp' mfents), n. plu. of Encampment, a camp, tents 

pitched in order; act of encamping; place where soldiers lodge. 
Fa med (fimd), a. noted, celebrated; renowned. 
Fa mous (fi' mus), a. renowned, celebrated; noted. 
Fes ti vals (fifes' te ’vilz), n. plu. of Festival, a stated or anniversary day of 

feasting and joy, religious or civil; a solemn day : a. pertaining or be¬ 
longing to a feast, joyous. [circle; to enclose ; to reproach severely. 

Gird (gferd), v. to bind or tie around; to invest; to dress ; to prepare; to en- 
’GA ze rit', n. prop. the name of a province in Hindoostan. 
Heart-sha ped (hirt'-shipt), a. shaped like a heart. 
Herds man (hferdz' min), n. one who tends or keeps a herd. 
Htn' dAA, n. prop, a native of Hindoostan. 
Hin doos (htn' dflSz), n. prop. plu. of Hindoo. 
Htn' dSfls 'tin, n. prop, the name of a country in Asia. 
Hdt' tfest, a. having greatest heat or warmth; most ardent or eager. 
Im per vi ous (tm pfer' vfe 'As), a,, impenetrable, that can not be penetrated; im¬ 

passable. 
Ja tar ras (ji tir' riz), n. plu. of Jatarra, a Hindoo holyday. 
Loop-holes (lSAp'-hAlez), n. plu. of Loop-hole, an aperture or hole to give pas¬ 

sage ; a hole for a string ; an evasion; a shift. 
Lords (ldrdz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Lord, a master, a monarch; a ruler; a 

husband ; a nobleman; a peer; a tyrant: v. to domineer, rule despot¬ 
ically and haughtily. 

Mil' i 'bir, n. prop, a province on the west coast of Southern Hindoostan. 
Meas u red (mfezh' Ard), pre. of Measure, to ascertain extent or quantity; to 

compute by rule, mark out: n. means to an end ; that by which any thing 
is measured ; degree; time in music ; metre ; quantity; limit. 

Mon keys (m&ng' ktz), n. plu. of Monkey, a kind of animal resembling the 
baboon and ape, having a long tail; a word of contempt; a silly fellow. 

Nfer b&d' di, n. prop, the name of a river in Hindoostan. 
Oaks (Akez), n. plu. of Oak, a kind of tree. 
Out stretch ing (dit strfetsh' ing), part. a. extending, spreading out; expand¬ 

ing : par. of Outstretch, to extend ; to stretch or spread out; to expand. 

27 
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Over arch ed ('A v&r irtsht'), part. a. covered as with an arch : par. of Over¬ 
arch, to cover as with an arch. 

O ver shad ow ing ('A vfir shfid' A 'Ing), part. a. shading, sheltering; protect¬ 
ing : par. of Overshadow, to cover, throw a shade over, to shelter; to 
protect; to hide. 

Pa go das (pi gb' d&z), n. pin. of Pagoda, a temple in the East Indies in which 
idols are worshipped; the name of an idol or image; a gold or silver coin 
in Hindoostan. 

Pas tu ring (pis' tshfi 'ring), part. a. feeding on grass: par. of Pasture, to 
graze; to feed with grass; to place in a pasture: n. land used for gra¬ 
zing ; ground covered with grass for the food of cattle. 

Pa vil ion (pi vll' yin), n. a temporary, movable habitation or lodging place; 
a kind of tent; a house. [ingly beautiful feathers. 

Pea cocks (pAe' kAks), n. plu. of Peacock, a very large fowl having exceed- 
Pro gres sion (prA grfish' fin), n. gradual and regular advance; motion on¬ 

ward ; course. [divert; to delight; to revive; to relieve. 
Rec re a ting (rek' re 'i ting), par. of Recreate, to refresh after toil; to amuse, 
RA gile', v. to feast; to refresh; to entertain; to gratify; to fare sumptuously: 

n. a treat; a magnificent entertainment. 
Renown ed (re nAAnd'), a. celebrated; famous; eminent 
Sew ed (sAde), pre. of Sew, to unite or join by threads with a needle. 
Shi' did, pre. of Shade, to cover or hide from heat or light; to shelter; to 

darken, to obscure: n. interception of light; darkness, obscurity; shel¬ 
ter, screen ; degree of light; a ghost. 

Shel ters (shil' tfirz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Shelter, to take or give shelter; to 
cover, protect, or defend from violence, injury, or danger: n. a cover or 
defence from injury, violence, or danger ; security. 

Sh&n' nlng, part. a. avoiding, keeping clear of; escaping: par. of Shun, 
to avoid, keep clear of; to decline; to escape. 

SpArts, pies. t. and n. plu. of Sport, to frolick, to play; to make merry ; to di¬ 
vert ; to game : n. play; diversion, pastime ; mirth, jest; game; frolic. 

Stfi' tid, part. a. established, fixed; regular; settled; told; represented: pre. 
of State, to express or represent; to tell; to settle; to regulate: n. a re¬ 
public ; a body politic; condition; rank, dignity; pomp. 

Sup port ers (sfip pArt' firz), n. plu. of Supporter, that which or one who sup¬ 
ports or sustains; a prop. 

Sfis pfind', v. to hang; to delay ; to hinder; to interrupt; to intermit. 
Targe (t&rje), n. a target, a kind of small buckler or shield; a mark to fire at 

in practice. 
Thick est (thik.' kfist), a. closest, densest; grossest; most muddy; dullest. 
Trop i cal (trAp' A 'Ml), a. being within or belonging to the tropics; figurative. 
Twigs (twlgz), n. plu. of Twig, a small branch or shoot of a tree or other 
Um bra geous (fim bri' jfis), a. shady, yielding shade; dark. [plant. 
Vis tas (vis' tfiz), n. plu. of Vista, a view, as between rows of trees; a prospect 

j through an avenue. 

Reading Lesson CVI. 

The Banian- Tree. 

1. The banian-tree is a native of several parts of the East 
Indies. It has a woody stem, branching to a great height, and 
prodigious extent, with heart-shaped, entire leaves, ending in 
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acute points. Milton has thus beautifully and correctly de¬ 
scribed it, as the plant to which Adam advised to have recourst 
after having eaten the forbidden fruit: 

2. So counselled he; and both together went 
Into the thickest wood: there soon they chose 
The fig-tree; not that kind for fruit renowned, 
But such as at this day, to Indians known 
In Malabar or Deccan, spreads her arms, 
Branching so broad and long, that in the ground 
The bended twigs take root, and daughters grow 
About the mother tree, a pillared shade 
High overarched, and echoing walks between. 

3. There oft the Indian herdsman, shunning heat, 
Shelters in cool, and tends his pasturing herds 
At loop-holes cut through thickest shade: those leaves 
They gathered, broad as Amazonian targe, 
And, with what skill they had, together sewed, 
To gird their waist. 

4. Indeed the banian-tree, or Indian fig, is perhaps the most 
beautiful of nature’s productions in that genial climate, where 
she sports with so much profusion and variety. Some of these 
trees are of amazing size and great extent, as they are contin¬ 
ually increasing, and, contrary to most other things in animal 
and vegetable life, seem to be exempted from decay. 

5. Every branch from the main body throws out its . own 
roots; at first, in small, tender fibres, several yards from the 
ground: these continually grow thicker until they reach the 
surface ; and there, striking in, they increase to large trunks, and 
become parent trees, shooting out new branches from the top: 
these in time suspend their roots, which, swelling into trunks, 
produce other branches ; thus continuing in a state of progres¬ 
sion as long as the earth, the first parent of them all, contributes 
her sustenance. The Hindoos are peculiarly fond of the ban¬ 
ian-tree; they look upon it as an emblem of the Deity, from its 
long duration, its outstretching arms, and overshadowing benefi¬ 
cence ; they almost pay it divine honors, and 

“ Find a fane in every sacred grove.” 

6. Near these trees the most esteemed pagodas are generally 
erected; under their shade the Bramins spend their lives in re¬ 
ligious solitude ; and the natives of all castes and tribes are fond 
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of recreating- in the cool recesses, beautiful walks, and lovely 
vistas of this umbrageous canopy, impervious to the hottest 
beams of a tropical sun. 

7. A remarkably large tree of this kind grows on an island 
in the river Nerbudda, ten miles from the city of Baroche, in 
the province of Guzerat, a flourishing settlement lately in pos¬ 
session of the East India Company. It is distinguished by the 
lame of Cubbeer Burr, which was given it in honor of a famous 
aint. 

8. It was once much larger than at present; but high floods 
have carried away the banks of the island where it grows, and 
with them such parts of the tree as had thus far extended their 
roots; yet what remains is about 2000 feet in circumference, 
measured around the principal stems ; the overhanging branches, 
not yet struck down, cover a much larger space. 

9. The chief trunks of this single tree, (which in size greatly 
exceed our English elms and oaks,) amount to three hundred 
and fifty ; the smaller stems, forming into stronger supporters, 
are more than 3000 ; and, every one of these is casting out new 
branches and hanging roots, in time to form trunks, and become 
the parents of a future progeny. 

10. Cubbeer Burr is famed throughout Hindoostan for its 
great extent and surpassing beauty. The Indian armies gen¬ 
erally encamp around it; and, at stated seasons, solemn jatarras, 
or Hindoo festivals, are held there, to which thousands of vota¬ 
ries repair from various parts of the Mogul empire. It is said 
that 7000 persons find ample room to repose under its shade. 

11. The English gentlemen, on their hunting and shooting 
parties, used to form extensive encampments, and spend weeks 
together under this delightful pavilion ; which is generally filled 
with green wood-pigeons, doves, peacocks, and a variety of feath¬ 
ered songsters ; crowded with families of monkeys performing 
their antic tricks, and shaded by bats of a large size, many of 
them measuring upwards of six feet from the extremity of one 
wing to the other. 

12. This tree not only affords shelter, but sustenance, to all 
its inhabitants, being covered, amidst its bright foliage, with 
small figs of a rich scarlet, on which they all regale with as 
much delight as the lords of creation on their more various and 
costly fare.—Polehampton’s Gallery. 

Questions.—Of what country is the banian-tree a native? Who has 
beautifully described this tree ? The Indian herdsman often did what 1 The 
banian-tree is, perhaps, the most beautiful what ? Some of them are what ? 
And seem to be exempted from what ? What is thrown out ? What increase 1 
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To what? Who are peculiarly fond of this tree? How do they look upon 
it ? What are erected near these trees ? Who spend their lives under their 
shade ? What is impervious to the hottest beams of the sun ? Where does a 
remarkably large tree of this kind grow ? By what name is it distinguished ? 
What is its circumference? How many chief trunks has this tree ? How 
many smaller stems ? Throughout what is this tree famed ? Who generally 
encamp around it? What are held there? Who go there? How many 
persons can repose under its shade ? Who used to form extensive encamp¬ 
ments under this delightful tree? With what is it generally filled and 
crowded ? This tree affords what else besides shelter ? Does not the pro¬ 
duction of this really wonderful tree in that climate truly exhibit the great 
wisdom as well as GOODNESS of PROVIDENCE to his creatures? 

Spelling Lesson CVII. 

Ac com mo date (4k k6m' mA 'dAte), v. to furnish comfortably; to supply ; to 
fit, adjust; to adapt, make suitable. 

Af firm (if firm'), v. to declare, assert confidently; to ratify, confirm; to aver. 
Aid de camps ('Ade de kiwngz ), n. plu. of Aiddecamp, a military officer who 

attends on a general to convey his orders. 
A1 lies (41 11 ze'), n. plu. and pres. t. of Ally, one united or related by friend¬ 

ship, marriage, or confederacy: v. to unite or form a union or relation by 
resemblance, similitude, friendship, confederacy, compact, kindred, or 
marriage. 

An dre’s (in' dirz), n. prop, posses, case of Andre, a Major in the British army, 
stationed in the City-of New York, during the American Revolution, 
who was sent by Sir Henry Clinton as a SPY to meet Gen. Arnold, the 
American TRAITOR, and was taken at Tarrytown, County of West¬ 
chester, by three militia men, whose names were JOHN PAULDING, 
DAVID WILLIAMS, and ISAAC VAN WERT, who indignantly re¬ 
fused to be bribed and delivered him up to the American officers. 

Ar chi tec ture (ir' ke 'tfek tshire), n. the art or science of building. 
Ar nold’s (Ar' nuldz), n. prop, posses, case of Arnold, an American general in 

the Revolution who became a base and infamous TRAITOR of his 
country and died in England, despised and neglected. 

Bild, a. destitute of or without trees; having no hair or feathers on the head; 
inelegant; unadorned; base; plain. 

Bea con-fires (be' kn-'flrez), n. plu. of Beacon-fire, a fire on a,n eminence to 
give notice of danger or to direct the way. 

Bfed' r58m, n. an apartment used for a bed, a lodging room. [Belgium. 
Bel gi an (bfel' je '4n), a. belonging or relating to Belgium: n. a native of 
Board ed (bird' fed), part. a. covered with boards; furnished with men: n. the 

deck of a ship; a piece of wood or timber sawed thin, flat, and broad ; a 
table; food ; diet; a council: v. to lay with boards; to furnish food or 
diet; to enter a ship by force. [gallant. 

BrA' vfest, a. most courageous, boldest; noblest; finest; most daring; most 
By-and-by (bl'-And-bl'), ad. in a short time, soon; presently. 
Camp-gob lets (kAmp'-gdb lfets), n. plu. of Camp-goblet, a kind of bowl, cup, 

or drinking vessel, without a handle, used in camps. 
Cau tious ly (kAw' shus 'lfe), ad. with caution, warily; prudently. 
Chairs (tshArez), n. plu. of Chair, ft movable seat; a sedan ; a seat of jus¬ 

tice, &c. 
27# 
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Cham bers (tshime' birz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Chamber, a private or retired 
apartment or room; an apartment or room in the upper story of a house; 
a hollow or cavity; a court: v. to be wanton; to occupy, lodge, or be 
shut up as in a chamber. 

Cho rus (ko ris), n. the union of a company with a singer; part of music in 
which all the company join; a number of singers. 

Cir cu late (sir' ki 'lite), v. to pass about or move around; to spread; to diffuse 
or be diffused; to flow in veins, &c. 

Cir cu la ted (sir' ki 'li t&d), pre. of Circulate. 
Cold est (k<Md' est), a. least warm, most frigid; least hot; most reserved. 
Com mand er-in-chief (k8m mind' ur-ln-'tsh&ef), n. one who has the chief or 

supreme command. 
Com mu ni cate (k&m mi' ne 'kite), v. to give information of; to impart; to 

reveal; to have the means of passing; to partake of the sacrament. 
Com mu ni ca ting (k6m mi' ne 'ki ting), par. of Communicate. 
Con sist ed (kin slst' id), pre. of Consist, to he made up or composed of; to 

be comprised or contained in ; to be, to exist; to subsist. 
Con ti nen tal ('kin te n&n' til), a. pertoovrunga, relating to the United States; 

or, to a continent. 
Cooks (k56ks), n. plu. and pres. t. of Cook, one who dresses or prepares vict¬ 

uals : v. to dress or prepare victuals for the table. 
Cor re sponds ('kdr re spdndz'), pres. t. of Correspond, to fit, to answer; to 

suit; to agree; to keep up intercourse by writing letters to each other 
alternately. 

Craw ford (kriw' fird), n. prop, a man’s name. 
Cu li na ry (ki' le 'ni re), a. relating or belonging to the kitchen or cookery. 
Day time (di' time), n. the time in which the sun gives light. 
De can ters (de kin' turz), n. pin. of Decanter, a glass vessel for liquor. 
De fi cien cy (de fish' in 'se), n. a failing, imperfection; a defect; want. 
Dis band ed (dlz bind' id), pre. of Disband, to dismiss or retire from military 

service; to disperse; to break up. [keeps good discipline. 
Dis ci plin a ri an ('dls se plln i' re 'in), n. one who is strict or precise in or 
Dish es (dish' Iz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Dish, a vessel to serve food in at the 

table, tyc.; any particular kind of food: v. to serve or put in a dish. 
Dis pro por tion ate ly ('dls pro pire' shin 'ite le), ad. unsuitably; inad¬ 

equately. [ York; the wife of a duke. 
Dutch ess (dutsh' is), n. prop, the name of a county in the State of New 
East ward (eist' wurd), ad. towards the east. [peated. 
Eigh ti eth (i' te 'UK), a. the ordinal of eighty; the tenth eight times re- 
Em pha sis (im' fi 'sis), n. a particular stress laid upon a word or sentence. 
En gra ved (in grivd'), pre. of Engrave, to cut or make incisions in any thing 

with a graver or chisel; to impress deeply, to imprint. 
Ex cel len cy’s (ik' sil 'lin slz), n. posses, case of Excellency, a title of honor, 

usually given to governors, &c. 
Fas tid i ous (fis tld' e 'is), a. squeamish, over nice; disdainful. 
Fa ti gued (fi teegd'), pre. of Fatigue, to tire, weary excessively: n. toil; 

great weariness; lassitude. 
Fi del i ty (fe dil' le 'te), n. honesty, faithfulness; veracity; loyalty. 
Fire place (fire' plise), n. the part of the chimney in which to make a fire. 
Fish' kill, n. prop, the name of a village in the State of New York. 
French man (frinsh' min), n. prop, a native of France. 
Fron tier (fr<5n tier'), a. bbrdering; lying or being on the extreme part: n. 

the border or extreme part or verge of a country or territory which bor¬ 
ders on another country. 

Fir' nlsh 'tng, par. of Furnish, to supply; to provide; to fit up; to equip. 
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Gen er al’s (jAn' Ar 'alz), n. posses, case of General, the commander of an 
army; tne whole: a. common, usual; public ; extensive; relating to a 
whole class, &c. 

Glass es (glas' !z), n.plu. of Glass, a small vessel; a hard, brittle, transparent 
or clear substance made by melting sand and alkali: a. vitreous, made of 
glass : v. to cover with glass. 

Glens (glenz), n. plu. of Glen, a valley, a dale; a space between two hills. 
Gob' lets, n. plu. of Goblet, a kind of bowl, cup, or drinking vessel, havin 

no handle. 
Grave ly (grive' 1£), ad. soberly, sedately; seriously ; solemnly; deeply. 
Hap' less, a. unfortunate, luckless; unhappy. 
Has brook-house (haz' bruok-'hdise), n. the name of an old house situated a 

little south of the village of Newburg. 
Head quar ters (hed kwAr' tArz), n. plu. the quarters or place of residence of 

the commander-in-chief of an army, &c. 
Hick or y (hlk' kur 're), n. the name of a nut; and, of the tree which bears it. 
High lands (hi' lindz), n. prop.plu. the name of the mountains through which 

the Hudson river passes. [guests or strangers. 
Hos pi tal i ty ('h8s pA til' le 'te), n. kind and gratuitous entertainment of 
Hos pi tals (6s' pe 'tilz), n. plu. of Hospital, a building established for the re¬ 

ception of the sick, poor, insane, infirm, lame, wounded, &c. to be pro¬ 
vided for. [ravage. 

In cur sions (In kur' shunz), n. plu. of Incursion, attack; inroad; invasion; 
JAst, n. a yoke, something laughable or ridiculous: v. to make sport; to divert. 
Jo ker (jA' kAr), n. one who jokes. 
Kos ci us ko (k8s sA As' kA), n. prop, a brave and noble Polish officer, who 

joined the American army in 1777 and was placed by Gen. Washington 
at the head of the corps of engineers. He died in Switzerland in 1817. 
The cadets at West Point have erected an elegant monument to his 
memory. 

Lis ten ers (11s' sn 'Arz), n. plu. of Listener, one who listens. 
Lodg ed (lAdjd), pre. of Lodge, to place or be placed; to fix ; to settle; to rest 

at night; to reside, dwell: n. a small house ; a society ; a den; a kind 
of cave. [on which it is made; 

Ma dei ra (mi dA' r£), n. prop, the name of a very rich wine; and, of the island 
Mar bois (m&r b81s'), n. prop, the name of an eminent and patriotic French 

marquis. 
Mar quis de Chas tel leux (mir' lewis dA 'shis tel 168'), n. prop, the name 

of a French officer. 
Mar shals (m&r' shilz), n. plu. of Marshal, the chief officer of arms; the name 

of a civil officer: v. to arrange, dispose or rank in order. 
Mas sive (mis' slv), a. heavy, weighty; bulky, being in a lump. [river. 
'MAt t£ vA' in, n. prop, the name of a stream which empties into the Hudson 
Meats (mAAts), n. plu. of Meat, flesh to be eaten; food in general. 
Med i cal (m£d' A kil), a. relating or pertaining to the art of healing; medi¬ 

cinal; physical. 
Mer ri ment (m£r' rA 'mint), n. mirth, gayety; cheerfulness. 
Min gles (mtng' glz), pres. t. of Mingle, to blend, to be united with; to mix; to 

be mixed; to join ; to compound. [lofty bank. 
Moun tain-banks (m8dn' tln-'bingks), n. plu. of Mountain-bank, a high and 
Mugs (mAgz), n. plu. of Mug, a kind of cup or drinking vessel. 
New burg (ni' burg), n. prop, the name of a village on the bank of the Hud¬ 

son river. 
Noise less (n5lze' I£s), a. silent, making or having no noise or sound. 
North east (n5r£/t AAst'), n. the point between the north and east. 
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Odd ly (8d'1A), ad. strangely; singularly; unevenly; uncouthly. 
Pa ris ian (pi rlsh' in), a. relating or pertaining to Paris: n. prop, a citizen 

of Paris. [of any thing; to share. 
Pir ti' king, par. of Partake, to participate, to take or have a part in or share 
Pa stry (pi' stre), n. pies, cakes, &c., or baked paste of any kind. 
Pe cu li ar i ty (pe 'ki le ir' A 'ti), n. singularity; something peculiar; par¬ 

ticularity. [place; long duration. 
Per ma nence (pfer' mi 'nense), n. fixedness, continuance in the same state or 
Pic tu resque ('plk tshA risk'), a. beautiful and wild, representing or expres¬ 

sing a kind of peculiar beauty, natural or artificial, to the eye or mind; 
graphical; like a picture. 

Pla cid ly (plis' sld 'le), ad. gently, calmly; serenely; mildly; quietly; softly. 
Pleas an try (plAz' in 'tre), n. merriment, light or good humor; gayety; cheer¬ 

fulness. [the Hudson river. 
Pol lo pell’s Isl and (pAl' 16 'pfelz lie' ind), n. prop, the name of an island in 
Print' id, pre. of Print, to impress words on paper by the press and types; to 

mark or impress any thing or mark by impression: n. an impression 
made by types; a mark by impression ; a picture. 

Prom on tor y (prArn' in 'thr re), n. a high point of land projecting into the 
river, sea, or bay, &c.; a headland. 

Punch (punsh), n. a kind of drink made of spirits, water, sugar, and the 
juice of lemons; a pointed instrument to perforate holes; a buffoon. v. to 
perforate or bore; to thrust or push. 

Ram bles (rim' biz), n. pin. and pres. t. of Ramble, to wander or rove irregu¬ 
larly or loosely ; to stroll: n. a roving; a wandering or irregular excur¬ 
sion. [draw ; to relinquish any claim. 

Re cede (re seed'), v. to move or draw back; to retreat; to fall back; to with- 
Re cep tion (rA sip' shun), n. admission or a receiving; act of receiving. 
Re lite', v. to tell; to recite; to have reference, refer, or belong to. 
'Rip ir tee', n. a ready, smart, and witty reply. 
Ser ved (sirvd), pre. of Serve, to answer; to be fit; to perform duties or work 

for ; to assist; to attend or wait on; to worship; to promote; to obey. 
Side-door (side'-dAre), n. a door on the side of a room or building. 
Sig nals (stg' nilz), n. pin. of Signal, a sign that gives notice; a mark: a. 

remarkable; memorable; eminent. 
Smil lie (smll' le), n. prop, a man’s name. 
So ci al i ty ('sA shA il' li 'te), n. socialness, the act or quality of being social. 
Sol dier’s (sAle' jurz), n. posses, case of Soldier, a warrior, a brave man; a 

man engaged in military service. 
Spe cial (spish' il), a. particular; peculiar; chief; uncommon. 
Spit zen berg (spit' zn 'birg), n. the name of a particular kind of apples. 
Steu ben (stu bin'), n. prop, a brave and distinguished Prussian officer and 

Baron who visited the United States in 1777, and rendered great service 
to the army and country; the name of a county in the State of New 
York, and of several towns in the United States. 

Store hous es (stAre' hdfiz 'lz), n. plu. of Storehouse, a repository, a maga¬ 
zine ; a warehouse; a treasury. 

Sto ry-tel ler (stA' re-'til lur), n. one who tells anecdotes or stories. 
Sub al terns (sub 11' tirnz), n. pin. of Subaltern, an inferior officer: a. infe¬ 

rior ; subordinate, [mouthful, a small draught taken with the lips; a sip. 
Sip, v. to take, give, or eat supper or the evening meal; to sip: n. a small 
Sur gi cal (sir' je 'k&l), a. relating or pertaining to surgery. 
Tac tics (tik' tlks), n. plu, the art or science of disposing or ranging military 
Tip toe (tip' tA), 7i. the end of the toe. [or naval forces in order for battle. 
Un ceil ed (in sAAld'), a. not being ceiled. 
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Un couth-look ing (un kflS//*.'-163k 'lng), a. having a strange, unusual, awk¬ 
ward, or odd appearance. 

Un cur tain ed (&n k&r' tlnd), a. not having a curtain. 
Un fail ing (un file' lng), a. never failing, certain; sure; abiding. 
Ver planck’s Point (ver plingks' p&lnt), n. prop, the name of a point or pro¬ 

jection in the Hudson river. 
Vet er ans (vit' er 'anz), n. pin. of Veteran, an old soldier; one long prac¬ 

tised or exercised: a. long practised or experienced. 
Warm ed (w&rmd), pre. of Warm, to heat gently or moderately: a. having 
Weir (weer), n. prop, a man’s name. [moderate heat; ardent, zealous. 
West ches ter (wist' tshis 'tir), n. prop, the name of a county in the State of 

New York; the name of several towns in the United States. 
Wist Pdlnt', n. prop, a high point on the west bank of the Hudson river, 50 

miles above New York, where a military academy is situated. 
Whim si cal (hwtm' ze lk41), a. capricious, oddly fanciful; freakish. 
Wild ly (wild' le), ad. irregularly; disorderly; fiercely; licentiously. 
Wil lett (wtr lit), n. prop, the name of a Colonel who was distinguished for his 

bravery and valor in the American revolution; the name of a town in 
the State of New York. 

Wines (wlnez), n. phi. of Wine, the fermented juice of grapes; the juice of 
certain kinds of fruit, as cherries, &c. prepared with sugar, &c. 

Yeo man ry (y<V min 're), n. the collective body of yeomen, the farmers; the 
common people; the freeholders. 

Reading Lesson CVII. 

Washington's Headquarters. 
% 

t. The old Hasbrook-house, as it is called, situated on the 
west bank of the Hudson, a little south of the village of New- 
burg, is one of the most interesting relics of the first and heroic 
age of our republic ; for, at several periods of the war of the rev¬ 
olution, and especially from the autumn of 1782 until the troops 
were finally disbanded, it was occupied by General Washing¬ 
ton, as the headquarters of the American army. 

2. The views from the house and grounds, as well as the 
whole neighborhood around it, are rich alike in natural beauty 
and historical remembrances. You look from the old house 
upon the broad bay into which the Hudson expands itself, just 
before entering the deep, rocky bed, through which it flows 
towards the ocean between the lofty mountain-banks of the 
Highlands. 

3. On the opposite shore, is seen the ridge of mountains, upon 
the bald, rocky summits of which, during the war of 1776, the 
beacon-fires so often blazed to alarm the country at the incur¬ 
sions of the enemy from the south, or else to communicate sig¬ 
nals between the frontier posts in Westchester, along the line 
of the American position at Verplanck’s point, West Point, and 
the barracks and encampments on the plains of Fishkill. 
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4. As these mountains recede eastward from the river, you 
see the romantic stream of Mattavoan winding wildly along 
their base, through glens and over falls, until, at last, as if fa¬ 
tigued with its wanton rambles, it mingles quietly and placidly 
with the Hudson. On this side of it are stretched the rich plains 
of Dutchess county, with their woody and picturesque shores. 
All along these plains and shores are to be found other memo¬ 
rials of the revolution; for there were the storehouses, barracks 
and hospitals of our army, and there, for many months, were the 
headquarters of the father of American tactics, the disciplinarian 
Steuben. 

5. To the south, you look down upon the opening of the 
Highlands and the rock of Pollopell’s Island, once a military 
prison, and thence follow, with your eye, the Great River of the 
Mountains* till it turns suddenly and disappears around the 
rocky promontory of West Point; a spot consecrated by the 
most exciting recollections of our history, by the story of Arnold’s 
guilt and Andre’s hapless fate, and the incorruptible virtue of 
our yeomanry ; by the memory of the virtues of Kosciusko and 
Lafayette ; of the wisdom and valor of our own chiefs and sages. 

6. The Hasbrook-house itself, is a solid, irregular building of 
rough stone, erected about a century ago. The excellent land¬ 
scape, painted by Weir, and engraved with equal spirit and 
fidelity by Smillie, will give the reader a better idea of its ap¬ 
pearance and character than words can convey. The interior 
remains very nearly as Washington left it. The largest room 
is in the centre of the house, about twenty-four feet square, but 
so disproportionately low as to appear very much larger. 

7. It served the general during his residence there, in the 
daytime, for his hall of reception and his dining-room, where he 
regularly kept up a liberal, though plain hospitality. At night 
it was used as a bedroom for his aiddecamps and occasional 
military visiters and guests. It was long memorable among the 
veterans who had seen the chief there, for its huge wood fire, 
built against the wall, in, or rather under, a wide chimney, the 
fireplace of which was quite open at both sides. 

8. It was still more remarkable for the whimsical peculiarity 
of having seven doors, and but one window. The unceiled roof 
of this room, with its massive painted beams, corresponds to the 
simplicity of the rest of the building, as well as shows the indif¬ 
ference of our ancestors to the free communication of noise and 
cold air, which their wiser or more fastidious descendants take 
so much pains to avoid. On the northeast corner of the house, 

* The Indian name of the Hudson. 
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communicating with the large centre room, is a small chamber, 
which the general used as a study, or private office. 

9. Those who have had the good fortune to enjoy the ac¬ 
quaintance of officers of the northern division of our old army, 
have heard many a revolutionary anecdote, the scene of which 
was laid in the old square room at Newburg, “ with its seven 
doors and one window.” In it were every day served up, to as 
many guests as the table and chairs could accommodate, a din¬ 
ner and a supper, as plentiful as the country could supply, and 
as good as they could be made by the continental cooks, whose 
deficiency in culinary skill drew forth in one of his private let¬ 
ters, (since printed,) the only piece of literary pleasantry, it is 
believed, in which the great man was ever tempted to indulge. 

10. But then, as w^e have heard old soldiers affirm with 
great emphasis, there was always plenty of good wine. French 
wines for our French allies, and those who had acquired or who 
affected their tastes, and sound Madeira for the Americans of the 
old school, circulated briskly, and were taken in little silver 
mugs or goblets, made in France for the general’s camp 
equipage. 

11. They were accompanied by the famous apples of the 
Hudson, the Spitzenberg and other varieties, and invariably by 
heaped plates of hickory nuts, the amazing consumption of 
which, by the general and his staff, was the theme of boundless 
admiration to the Marquis de Chastelleux and other French 
officers. 

12. The jest, the argument, the song, and the story, circulated 
as briskly as the wine ; while the chief, at the head of his table, 
sat long, listened to all, or appeared to listen, smiled at and en¬ 
joyed all, but all gravely, without partaking much in the con¬ 
versation or at all contributing to the laugh, either by swelling 
its chorus or furnishing the occasion ; for he was neither a joker 
nor a story-teller. He had no talent, and he knew he had none, 
for humor, repartee, or amusing anecdote; and, if he had pos¬ 
sessed it, he was too wise to indulge in it in the position in 
which he was placed. 5 

13. One evidence, among many others, of the impression 
which Washington’s presence in this scene had made, and the 
dignity and permanence it could lend to every idea or recollec¬ 
tion, however trivial otherwise, with which it had been acciden¬ 
tally associated, was given some few years ago at Paris. 

14. The American minister, (we forget whether it was Mr. 
Crawford, Mr. Brown, or one of their successors,) and several 
of his countrymen, together with General Lafayette, were in- 
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vited to an entertainment at the house of a distinguished and pa¬ 
triotic Frenchman, who had served his country in his youth, in 
the United States, during the war of our independence. 

15. At the supper hour the company were shown into a room 
fitted up for the occasion, which contrasted quite oddly with the 
Parisian elegance of the other apartments, where they had spent 
their evening. A low, boarded, painted ceiling, with large 
beams, a single, small, uncurtained window, with numerous small 
doors, as well as the general style of the whole, gave at first the 
idea of the kitchen, or largest room of a Dutch or Belgian farm¬ 
house. 

16. On a long, rough table was a repast, just as little in keep¬ 
ing with the refined kitchen of Paris, as the room was with its 
architecture. It consisted of large dishes of meat, uncouth-look¬ 
ing pastry, and wine in decanters and bottles, accompanied by 
glasses and silver mugs, such as indicated other habits and tastes 
than those of modern Paris. “ Do you know where we now 
are?” said the host to General Lafayette and his companions. 

17. They paused for a few moments, in suspense. They had 
seen something like this before, but when and where ? u Ah, 
the seven doors and one window,” said Lafayette, “ and the sil¬ 
ver camp-goblets, such as our marshals of France used in my 
youth ! We are at Washington’s Headquarters on the Hudson, 
fifty years ago!” We relate the story as we have heard it told 
by the late Colonel Fish, and, if we mistake not, the host was the 
excellent M. Marbois. 

18 There is another anecdote of a .higher and more moral in¬ 
terest, the scene of which was also laid in this house. We re¬ 
member to have heard it told by the late Colonel Willett, our 
u bravest of the brave,” then past his eightieth year, with a feel¬ 
ing that warmed the coldest of his hearers, and made the tears 
gush into the eyes of his younger listeners. 

19. A British officer had been brought in from the river, a 
prisoner, and wounded. Some accidental circumstance had at¬ 
tracted to him General Washington’s special notice, who had him 
placed under the best medical and surgical care the army could 
afford, and ordered him to be lodged at his own quarters. There, 
according to custom, a large party of officers had assembled in 
the evening, to sup with the commander-in-chief. 

20. When the meats and cloth were removed, the unfailing 
nuts appeared, and the wine, a luxury seldom seen by American 
subalterns, except at “ his excellency’s” table, began to circulate. 
The general rose much before his usual hour, but, putting one 
of his aiddecamps in his place, requested his friends to remain, 
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adding, in a gentle tone, “ I have only to ask you to remember, in 
your sociality, that there is a wounded officer in the very nexi 
room" 

21. This injunction had its effect for a short time, but, as the 
wine and punch passed around, the soldier’s jest and mirth grad¬ 
ually broke forth, conversation warmed into argument, and, by- 
and-by, came a song. In the midst of all this, a side-door opened, 
and some one entered in silence and on tiptoe. It was the 
general. 

2*2. Without a word to any of the company, he passed silently 
along the table, with almost noiseless tread, fo the opposite door, 
which he opened and closed after him as gently and cautiously 
as a nurse in the sick room of a tender and beloved patient. The 
song, the story, the merriment, died away at once. All were 
hushed. All felt the rebuke, and dropped off quietly, one by 
one, to their chambers or tents.—Continued. 

Questions.—Where is the old Hasbrook-house situated ? By whom was 
it occupied? When? The views from the house and grounds are what ? 
You look from the old house upon what? What is seen on the opposite 
shore ? What was seen on these summits during the war of 177b ? As these 
mountains recede what do you see ? Along these plains and shores what are 
to be found ? To the south you look down upon what ? What is a conse¬ 
crated spot? Who was the American TRAITOR? Who was the British 
SPY ? Who was Kosciusko ? Who was Lafayette ? Should not every 
American revere the memory of these noble Patriots, LAFAYETTE and 
KOSCIUSKO ? When and of what was the Hasbrook-house built ? For 
what did the large room serve? It was long memorable for what? It was 
still more remarkable for what? What corresponds to the simplicity of tho 
rest of the building? What has seven doors and one window ? What drew 
forth a piece of literary pleasantry from Gen. Washington ? What was the 
theme of boundless admiration to the French officers ? Washington was not 
what ? He had no talent for what ? What occurred at Paris some years 
ago ? The scene of what other anecdote, of a higher and more moral interest, 
was laid in this house ? By whom was this anecdote told ? Who was 
brought to this house wounded ? How did the mognanimovs and generous 
WASHINGTON treat this British prisoner ? Who assembled in the even¬ 
ing ? What did Washington request on leaving the table ? Was not this 
request, prompted by the humane and benevolent feelings of Washington, a 
noble act ? Was his kind request kept in mind by the company ? What did 
Washington then ? Were there ever more prudence and knowledge of human 
nature, joined with goodness of heart, exhibited than in this act of Wash¬ 
ington? Will not all public officers, parents, and TEACHERS remem¬ 
ber and bear in mind this wise and noble example of our beloved WASH¬ 
INGTON; and, also remember, that the LAW OF KINDNESS is the 
BEST LAW? 

Spelling Lesson CVIII. 

Ac com pa ny (4k kiim' p4 'n4), v. to go along with; to be with or attended 
Ac qui es cence ( ak kw4 4s' sfcnse), n. compliance; content; rest. [by. 

28 
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Af ford ing (af ford' tag), par. of Afford, to yield; to produce; to be able to 
bear expenses; to grant; to confer ; to set a price. 

Alls ton (als' tn), n. prop, the name of an eminent painter or artist. 
A non y mous (a ndn' A 'mus), a. namelessr wanting a name; unknown. 
An ti qua ry (in' te 'kwA re), n. one who studies into the history of ancient 

things; one versed in or studious of antiquities. 
Ar rears (Ar reerz'), n. plu. of Arrear, that which is behind unpaid. 
At tain ing (it tAne' Ing), par. of Attain, to arrive ; to reach ; to come to; to 

obtain, procure; to gain. [favorable appearance; patronage. 
Au spi ces (aw' spls 'lz), n. plu. of Auspice, influence, protection; an omen; 
A wait ing (A wAte' tng), par. of Await, to expect, wait for; to attend ; to be 
Bar rack (bAr' rak), n. a building in which to lodge soldiers. [in store for 
Brood' Ad. pre. of Brood, tn consider anxiously; to muse ; to cherish; to cover 

under the wing: n. a hatch, number hatched at once; breed, offspring. 
Calm ed (k'Amd), pre. of Calm, to pacify, appease; to quiet; to still: n. seren¬ 

ity; stillness; quiet, tranquillity ; repose: a. serene; quiet; not agitated, 
undisturbed; still. [chivalry. 

Chiv al rous (shiv' 41 'r&s), a. gallant; knightly; warlike; pertaining to 
Clo sing (kid' zing), part. a. ending; shutting ; coalescing: par. of Close, to 

end, terminate; to conclude, finish; to enclose; to confine; to join, 
unite; to shut, make fast; to coalesce : n. conclusion ; end, termination; 
pause, cessation ; the time of shutting up. 

Cold-heart ed (kdld'-hArt 'ed), a. wanting feeling or passion; indifferent. 
Cole (kdle), n. prop, the name of an eminent painter or artist. [lesce. 
Com bines (kdm binez'), pres. t. of Combine, to unite, join; to agree ; to coa- 
Com pel (kom pel'), v. to force; to constrain ; to oblige ; to urge irresistibly. 
Com pli ca ted (kdm' pie 'kA tAd), part. a. perplexing, difficult; intricate: pre. 

of Complicate, to make complex or intricate ; to entangle; to infold; to 
involve. [partner. 

Comrades (kum' rAdez), n. plu. of Comrade, a companion, an associate; a 
Con fed er a tion (kdn 'fed Ar A' shun), n. a federal compact or union; a league; 

an alliance. 
Con ju gal (kdn' ju 'gAl), a. pertaining or belonging to marriage. 
Con tu me ly (kdn' ta 'me le), n. insolence, reproach; bitter or contemptuous 

language. [or contract. 
Con ven tion (kdn vAn'sh&n), n. an assembly; a temporary agreement, treaty, 
Cos tume (kds time'), n. an established or national mode or style of dress. 
Craft (krAft), n. small sailing vessels ; manual art; cunning. 
De lay (de 1A'), v. to defer, put off; to hinder, detain; to linger; to stop: n. 

hinderance; detention; stop; stay; procrastination, [uneasy, dissatify. 
Dis con tent ('dis kdn tAnt'), n. want of contentment, uneasiness: v. to make 
Dis con tents ('dls kdn tAnts'), n. plu. and pres. t. of Discontent. 
Dis pose (dls pdze'), v. to arrange, adjust; to bestow; to give; to place, pre¬ 

pare ; to sell; to incline. 
Drd' id-'llke, a. like a Druid, a priest among the ancient Celtics. 
Dun' lAp, 7i. prop, the name of an eminent painter or artist. 
En thro ned (An /Ardnd'), pi'e. of Enthrone, to ploxe on a throne; to exalt. 
En vi ed (An' vld), pre. of Envy, to feel uneasy, mortified, or vexed at the hap¬ 

piness, reputation, joy, excellence, or pleasure of another; to grieve at or 
repine at the wealth or success of another; to grudge ; to hate another 
for excellence or happiness: n. pain, vexation, mortification, or discon¬ 
tent at another’s prosperity or good ; malignity. 

Fel low-sol diers (fel' ld-sdle' jurz), n.plu. of Fellow-soldier, a soldier belong¬ 
ing to the same army, company, or regiment. 

Flf' thlnth, a. the fifth after the tenth. 
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Glo ri ous ly (glA' re 'us lfe), ad. nobly, illustriously; splendidly. 
Groups (grddps). n. pin. and pres. t. of Group, a cluster; assemblage, collec¬ 

tion ; a crowd, a throng: v. to form into a group or cluster; to unite in 
an assemblage. 

High-spir it ed (hi-splr' It 'fed), a. bold, daring; full of spirit; insolent. 
I dol a try (1 ddl' li 'trfe), n. excessive veneration for any thing; the worship 

of idols and images. 
Ill-di rect ed (il-dfe rfekt' fed), a. having an ill or wrong direction. [hasty. 
Im pa tient (tm pi' shfent), a. uneasy, not (Me to endure; not quiet; eager; 
Im per feet ly (lin pfer' ffekt 'lfe), ad. not entirely or completely ; not fully. 
Im po tence (Im'pA'tfense), n. weakness, defect; want of power, inability; 

incapacity. [existence. 
In di vid u al ly ('In dfe vld' jh 'il le), ad. separately; singly; with separate 
In form ing (in fdrm' Ing), par. of Inform, to tell; to acquaint; to instruct; 

to give intelligence; to accuse. 
In man (In' min), n. prop, the name of an eminent painter or artist. 
In sub or di na tion ('In sub 'dr dfe ni' shin), n. disobedience to lawful author¬ 

ity ; disorder. [lence, or abuse. 
In suit ing (In suit' Ing), par. of Insult, to treat with gross contempt, inso- 
In vi ta tion (in vfe ti' shin), n. solicitation, request to attend; act of inviting. 
I o ni a (1 A' nfe 'i), n. prop, a fertile province of Asia Minor. [guide. 
Lead er (lfefed' fir), n. a chief, a commander; one that leads or conducts; a 
Lo cal (1A' kil), a. pertaining, being in or of, or belonging to a place. 
Long-tri ed (ldng-trlde'), a. having been tried or tested fully. 
Loy al ty *(ldfe' il 'tfe), n. fidelity or faithful adherence to a ruler, king, prince, 

emperor, queen, &c., or magistrate. 
Mar' sfyill, n. jrrop. a man’s name. [muse ; to plan, contrive. 
Med i ta ted (mfed' fe 'ti tfed), pre. of Meditate, to think on, contemplate; to 
Mis ap pli ed ('mis ap pl'ide'), part. a. wrongly applied: par. of Misapply, to 

apply to a wrong purpose or person. 
Mo men tous (mi men' tus), a. important, of great consequence; weighty. 
Month’s (mfm//ts), n. posses, case of Month, the twelfth part of the year, four 

weeks. [sea-horse; a walrus. 
Mdrse, n. pi-op. the name of an eminent painter or artist; a man’s name: n. a 
North eas tern (ndr/./i fees' turn), a. being, towards, or belonging to the northeast. 
Of ten-quo ted ('df fn-kwA' tfed), a. being referred to or quoted frequently. 
Or ders (dr' durz), n^olu. and pres. t. of Order, a command; a rule; method ; 

rank ; class ; *E^ularity ; a society: v. to command; to regulate ; to bid; 
to direct. [exterior line. 

* Out lines (ddt' llnez), n. plu. of Outline, contour,first sketch; extremity; an 
1 Pirt' fed, pre. of Part, to take farewell or leave of; to separate ; to divide, to 

share; to quit each other: n. a portion, division less than the whole ; a 
share ; a number; a member; a side, party. [country. 

Pa tri ot’s (pi' trfe 'its), n. posses, case of Patriot, one who loves or defends his 
Per son a ges (pfer' sun ij tz), n. plu. of Personage, a person of distinction; 

character represented. 
Pfer vi' dfed, pre. of Pervade, to be all through or over; to pass through. 
Por trait (pAre' trite), n. a representation of a person, especially of the face; a 

painted likeness drawn from life. 
Por traits (pAre' trites), n. plu. of Portrait. 
Pro eras ti nate (prA kris' tfe 'nite), v. to defer to a future time; to put off; to 

delay ; to be dilatory. 
Ques tion ing (kwfes' tshfin 'Ing), par. of Question, to doubt; to inquire; to 

interrogate: n. inquiry ; act of asking; interrogatory ; doubt; a dispute; 
a trial. 
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Ral ly ing (r&l' le 'tng), par. of Rally, to reunite as things scattered; to come 
back to order; to treat jocosely or pleasantly; to restore or bring to order 
disordered troops: n. act of restoring or bringing to order; a satire; a 
banter. [a sickle ; to receive as a reward. 

Reap ed (re4pt\ pre. of Reap, to receive, obtain; to gather; to cut grain with 
Re bell ious (re bel' y&s), a. opposing, revolting from, or resisting lawful au¬ 

thority ; acting or engaging in rebellion. [respect. 
Re vere', v. to reverence, venerate; to honor ; to regard with fear mingled with 
Shaks peare’s (shakes' peerz), n. prop, posses, case of Shakspeare, a celebrated 

English poet. [a case; to line. 
Sheath (sheetn), v. to put into or enclose in a scabbard or case; to cover with 
Ship' ping, n. vessels for navigation, ships in general; a fleet: par. of Ship, 

to put into or on board of a ship or other vessel: n. a large vessel, for 
navigating the sea, with three masts. [ness. 

Sddnd' nfess, n. freedom from error, solidity.; entireness; health; truth; flrm- 
Stlp' u '14 tfed, part. a. agreed upon, covenanted; bargained : pre. of Stipulate, 

to make a covenant or agreement; to contract; to settle terms; to bargain. 
Stu' §.rt, 7i. prop, the name of an eminent painter or artist. 
Suf flee (s&f flze'), v. to be sufficient or enough; to satisfy; to content. 
Sul ly (sAl' le), 7i. prop, the name of an eminent painter or artist: v. to soil; 

to tarnish; to spot. 
Top ic (tAp' Ik), n. a subject or matter of discourse; a general head. 
To ries (tA' rlz), n. plu. of Tory, one who, during the American revolution, 

opposed the war, and advocated royal power or tfie claims of Great Britain; 
one who, in Great Britain, favors the old constitution and the ecclesiasti¬ 
cal hierarchy. [management. 

Trans ac tion (trAns 4k' shAn), n. an affair, a performance, an act; dealing; 
Trum' bill, n. prop, the name of an eminent painter or artist. 
Un cloth ed (un klAthd'), a. not clothed, wa7iting clothing: pre. of Unclothe, 

to strip, make maked; to deprive of clothing. 
Un paid (An p4de'), a. not paid or discharged; being or remaining due. 
Van der lyn (vAn' d&r 'lln), n. prop, the name of an eminent painter or artist. 
Ver ging (v&r' jlng), par. of Verge, to tend; to bend downward: n. the edge, 

the brink; a border; a rod, a wand. 
Vir gil (vfer' jll), n. prop, an eminent and celebrated Latin poet. 
Whigs (hwtgz), n. plu. of Whig, one of a political party opposed to thetories, 

one who is in favor of a free government. 
Wor thi er (wAr' the 'Ar), a. more excellent, more meritorious; more deserving. 

Reading Lesson CVIII. 

Washington's Headquarters.—Concluded. 

1. But the Newburg Headquarters are also memorable as the 
scene of a far more important transaction. In the autumn of 
1783, the war had closed with glory. The national indepen¬ 
dence had been won. The army, which had fought the battles, 
which had gone through the hardships and privations, of that 
long, and doubtful, and bloody war without a murmur, were en¬ 
camped on the hanks of the Hudson, unpaid, almost unclothed, 
individually loaded with private debt, awaiting to he disbanded, 
and to return to the pursuits of civil life, without the prospect 
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of any settlement of their long arrears of pay, and without the 
means of temporary support, until other prospects might open 
upon them in their new avocations. 

2. It was under these circumstances, while Congress, from 
the impotence of our frame of government under the old confed¬ 
eration, and the extreme poverty of the country, found them¬ 
selves utterly unable to advance even a single month’s pay, 
and, as if loath to meet the question, seemed but to delay and 
procrastinate any decision upon it; the impatient and suffering 
soldiery, losing, as their military excitement died away with its 
cause, all feeling of loyalty towards their civil rulers, began to 
regard them as cold-hearted and ungrateful masters, who sought 
to avoid the scanty and stipulated payment of those services, the 
abundant fruits of which they had already reaped. 

3. Then it was that the celebrated anonymous Newburg let¬ 
ters were circulated through the camp, touching, with powerful 
effect, upon every topic that could rouse the feelings of men suf¬ 
fering under the sense of wrong, and sensitive to every stain 
upon their honor. The glowing language of this address painted 
their country as trampling upon their rights, disdaining their 
cries, and insulting their distress. 

4. It spoke of farther acquiescence and submission to such in¬ 
jury and contumely, as exposing the high-spirited soldier to 

| u the jest of tories and the scorn of whigs ; the ridicule, and, 
' what is worse, the pity of the world.” Finally, the writer called 

upon his fellow-soldiers, never to sheath their swords until they 
had obtained full and ample justice, and pointed distinctly to 
their u illustrious leader,” as the chief under whose auspices and 

] directions they could most boldly claim, and most successfully 
( compel, the unwilling justice of their country. 

5. The power of this appeal did not consist merely in its ani¬ 
mated and polished eloquence. It was far more powerful, and, 
therefore, more dangerous, because it came warm from the heart, 
and did but give bold utterance to the thoughts over which 
thousands had long brooded in silence. 

6. Precisely that state of feeling pervaded the whole army, 
ti that discontent towards their civil rulers, verging every hour 

more and more towards indignation and hatred, that despair of 
justice from any other means or quarter than themselves and 
their own good swords, that rallying of all their hopes and affec¬ 
tions to their comrades in arms and their long-tried chief, such 
as in other times and countries, have again and again enthroned 
the successful military leader upon the ruins of the republic he 
had gloriously served. 

28* 
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7. The disinterested patriotism of Washington rejected the 
lure to his ambition; his firm and mild prudence repressed the 
discontents, and preserved the honor of the army, as well as the 
peace, and, probably, the future liberties of his country. It was 
the triumph of patriotic wisdom over the sense of injury, ovei 
misapplied genius and eloquence, over chivalrous, but ill-directed 
feeling. 

8. The opinions and the arguments of Washington, expressed 
in his orders, and in the address delivered by him to his officers, 
calmed the minds of the army, and brought them, at once, to a 
sense of submissive duty; not solely from the weight of moral 
truth and noble sentiment, great as that was, but because they 
came from a person whom the army had long been accustomed 
to love, to revere, and to obey; the purity of whose views, the 
soundness of whose judgment, and the sincerity of whose friend¬ 
ship, no man could dream of questioning. 

9. Shortly after, the army disbanded itself. The veterans laid 
down their swords in peace, trusting to the faith and gratitude 
of their country, leaving the honor of the u Continental Army” 
unstained, and the holy cause of liberty unsullied by any one 
act of rebellious, or ambitious, or selfish insubordination. 

10. They fulfilled the prophetic language of their chief, when, 
in the closing words of his address on this memorable occasion, 
he expressed his sure confidence, that their patient virtue, rising 
superior to the pressure of the most complicated sufferings, would 
enable “ posterity to say, when speaking of the glorious example 
they had exhibited to mankind; had this day been wanting, the 
world had never seen the last stage of perfection to which hu¬ 
man nature is capable of attaining.” 

11. Why should we dilate here on the particulars of this 
transaction? They form the brightest page in our history, the 
noblest theme of our orators; but no eloquence can increase the 
interest and dignity of the narrative, as told in the plain lan¬ 
guage of Marshall, and in the orders and addresses of Washing¬ 
ton himself. 
! 12. Let it suffice for us to fulfil faithfully the humbler task 
of the local antiquary, which we have here undertaken to per¬ 
form. When any of our readers visit this scene, they will feel 
grateful to us for informing them, that it was in the little north¬ 
eastern room of the “old stone house” at Newburg, that Wash¬ 
ington meditated on this momentous question, and prepared the 
general orders to the army, and the address, which he read, with 
such happy effect, to the military convention that assembled, at 
his invitation, on the 15th of October, 1783, at a large barrack 
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or storehouse, then called u the new building,” in the immediate 
neighborhood. 

13. It was but a few days after this, that, upon the lawn be¬ 
fore the house, Washington finally parted with that portion of 
his army which did not accompany him to take possession of 
New York. He parted with his faithful comrades with a deep 
emotion, that contrasted strongly with the cold and calm seren¬ 
ity of manner which had distinguished him throughout the 
whole seven years of the wrar. 

14. That parting hour has often suggested itself to the writer,1 
as affording one of the most splendid and abundant subjects that 
American history can furnish to the painter. It combines the 
richest materials of landscape, portrait, history, and invention, 
any of which might predominate, or all be united, as the pecu¬ 
liar talent or taste of the artist might dictate. 

15. It offers to the painter, magnificent and varied scenery, 
shipping, and river craft of the old times, with their white sails 
and picturesque outlines, arms, military costume, fine horses, 
beautiful women and children with every expression of conju¬ 
gal and filial joy, mixed with the soldiers in groups such as art 
might dispose and contrast at its pleasure, numerous most inter¬ 
esting historical personages, and, above the w^hole, the lofty per¬ 
son and majestic presence of the chief himself, not the grave and 
venerable man wre are accustomed to see in the fine portraits of 
Stuart, but still in the pride of manly and military grace and 
beauty, and melted into tenderness as he parts from the tried 
and loved companions of seven years of danger, hardship, and 
toil. 

16. Ornaments and pride of American art; Allston, Trum¬ 
bull, Vanderlyn, Dunlap, Cole, Sully, Morse, Inman, Weir; we 
commend this subject to your genius, to your patriotism! It is 
a natural and good tendency of the human mind, and one lead¬ 
ing to excellent ends, that prompts the man of taste or the 
scholar to 

“ Worship the turf where Virgil trod, 
And think it like no other sod, 
And guard each leaf from Shakspeare’s tree, 
With Druid-like idolatry.” 

17. But how much more elevated the feeling, how much 
worthier in the motive, and salutary in the influence, are the 
emotions that throb in the patriot’s breast as he treads upon a 
soil, dignified by recollections of wisdom, of courage, of public 
virtue, such as those we have now imperfectly described! 

18. If, therefore, to use the often-quoted, and deservedly often 
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quoted language of Johnson, “ that man is little to be envied 
whose patriotism would not gain force upon the plains of Mara¬ 
thon, or whose piety would not grow warmer among the ruins 
of Ionia what shall we say of the American who feels no 
glow of patriotism, who kindles not into warmer love for his 
country, and her glorious institutions, who rises into no grand 
and fervent aspiration for the virtue and the happiness of this 
people, when he enters the humble, but venerable walls of the 
HEADQUARTERS AT NeWBURG.-GULIAN C. VeRPLANCK. 

Questions.—The Newburg Headquarters are also memorable for what ! 
When did the Revolutionary War close ! What had been won ! Who were 
encamped on the banks of the Hudson ! In what condition was the army I 
Without what I What did the suffering soldiery lose! And began to do 
what I What were then circulated through the camp! The glowing lan¬ 
guage of this address painted what ! It spoke of what ! What did the wri¬ 
ter call on his fellow-soldiers to do I Why was this appeal dangerous ! What 
pervaded the whole army ! What did the DISINTERESTED PATRIOTISM 
of Washington reject ! His prudence repressed what ! And preserved 
what I It was the triumph of what 1 What calmed the minds of the army 1 
What took place shortly after ! The army fulfilled what 1 Can the people 
of this country too much revere the PRUDENCE and PATRIOTIC DE¬ 
VOTEDNESS of WASHINGTON at this trying time'? What do the par¬ 
ticulars of this transaction form ! Where did Washington meditate on this 
momentous question ! When did the Military Convention assemble 1 Where I 
Where did Washington part with a portion of his army ! How did he part 
with his faithful comrades ! What does this parting hour suggest ! What 
does it combine! What offer! What is a natural and good tendency! 
What is much more elevated, or salutary in its influence! Who is little to 
be envied ! Will all my young friends continually bear in mind the great 
toil, privation, and suffering endured by the HEROES and PATRIOTS 
of the REVOLUTION to secure the LIBERTIES which they now enjoy, 
and so conduct themselves as not to jeopard those liberties or to become un¬ 
worthy of them ! 

Spelling Lesson CIX 

Bade (bad), pre. of Bid, to command, to order; to desire; to invite; to offer a 
price; to propose. 

Com pan ion ship (k<5m pin' y&n 'ship), n. fellowship ; company. 
Cor al (kdr' il), n. a kind of sea-plant or zoophite, a hard, calcareous substance 

ivhich partakes both of the nature of animals and vegetables; a child’s 
plaything or ornament. 

Dwel lers (dweT lurz), n. plu. of Dweller, an inhabitant; one who dwells. 
Flash' Ing, part. a. glittering as transient flame: par. of Flash, to break forth 

suddenly as light; to glitter as transient flame ; to burst out into a flame, 
light, or wit: n. a sudden blaze; a sudden burst of light or wit. 

Fling, v. to send forth, to cast; to throw; to dart; to flounce; to cast with 
violence; to wince; to sneer; to scatter: n. a cast, a throw ; a sneer, a 
jibe; a sarcasm, a contemptuous remark. 
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Flown (flAne), per. par. of Fly, to pass or run away, depart; to move with 
wings; to move rapidly; to shun, avoid; to escape: n. a small winged 
insect; a kind of balance or part of a machine or engine. 

Hcav ing (heev' Ing), part. a. panting or swelling; lifting; forcing up : par. 
of Heave, to raise, to throw, to lift, or force up; to swell; to pant; to 
vomit: n. a lift; a throw; a rising ; an effort to vomit. 

Mys ter y (nits' tur 're), n. something secret, not understood, or unexplained; 
or, above human intelligence; an enigma; a trade. 

Pre side (pre zlde'), v. to be set over; to watch over; to direct. 
Reck less (rek' 14s), a. careless; regardless; heedless. 
R4v' 41, n. a f:ast with noisy and loose jollity: v. to carouse; to feast with 

loose and clamorous merriment, 
Sun light (s&n' llte), n. the light of the sun. 
Thril led (^rt Id), pre. of Thrill, to tingle; to penetrate; to pierce ; to feel a 

sharp tingling sensation : n. a sharp sound; a tingling sensation; a 
breathing hole. 

Trem bled (tr4m' bid), pre. of Tremble, to shudder; to quake; to shake. 
Tri um phant ly (trl um' f&nt 'le), ad. with triumph; victoriously. 
Un check ed (fin tshekt'), a. unrestrained, not checked. 
Un earth ly (an 4rth' le), a. not terrestrial, not earthly. 
Un spa ring (un spi' ring), a. liberal; not sparing. 

Reading Lesson CIX. 

Music of the Ocean. 

“ And the people of this place say, that, at certain seasons, beautiful sounds 
are heard from the ocean.”—Manor's Voyages. 

1. Lonely and wild it rose, 
That strain of solemn music from the sea, 
As though the bright air trembled to disclose 

An ocean mystery. 
Again a low, sweet tone, 

Fainting in murmurs on the listening day, 
Just bade the excited thought its presence own, 

Then died away. 

2. Once more the gush of sound, 
Struggling and swelling from the heaving plain, 
Thrilled a rich peal triumphantly around, 

And fled again. 
O, boundless deep! we know 

Thou hast strange wonders in thy gloom concealed, 
Gems, flashing gems, from whose unearthly glow 

Sunlight is sealed. 

3. And an eternal spring 
Showers her rich colors with unsparing hand 
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Where coral trees their graceful branches fling 
O’er golden sand. 
But tell, O, restless main ! 

Who are the dwellers in thy world beneath, 
That thus the watery realm can not contain 

The joy they breathe ? 

4. Emblem of glorious might! 
Are thy wild children like thyself arrayed, 
Strong in immortal and unchecked delight, 

Which can not fade ? 
Or to mankind allied, 

Toiling with wo, and passion’s fiery sting, 
Like their own home, where storms or peace preside, 

As the winds bring ? 

5. Alas, for human thought! 
How does it flee existence, worn and old, 
To win companionship with beings wrought 

Of finer mould! 
’Tis vain the reckless waves 

Join with loud revel the dim ages flown, 
But keep each secret of their hidden caves 

Dark and unknown. 
Walsh’s National Gazette. 

Questions.—What rose 1 How ? What died away 7 What thrilled 
around 'l What has strange wonders concealed 1 What showers her rich 
colors 1 What flees existence 'l To do whatl What is vain 1 What can 
be more delightful to a reflecting mind than the music of the ocean 1 

Spelling Lesson CX. 

An gel-bands (&ne' j&l-'bandz), n. plu. of Angel-band, a company or band of 
angels. [young persons. 

Chil dren’s (tshlT drlnz), n. plu. posses, case of Children, sons or daughters ; 
Cor o net (kdr' A 'net), n. an inferior or little crown worn by the nobility. 
E phem e ron (e ffem' e 'r5n), n. a worm that lives one day only. 
Foun tains (fddn' tlnz), n. plu. of Fountain, first principle, source; aspring; 

a well; a jet; a spout of water; first cause, original; the head of a river. 
Frank in cense (fr&ngk' In 'sfense), n. a dry, odoriferous, resinous substance, 

used as a perfume. 
G<5d' like, a. having superior excellence; divine, resembling God. 
Hon or eth (bn' nQr '&th), pres. t. of the third per. sin. of Honor, to esteem, to 

regard; to reverence; to exalt or dignify: n. respect; reverence; repu¬ 
tation; dignity; magnanimity; chastity; regard to reputation. 
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In flex i ble (In fl&ks' e 'bl), a. firm, not to be changed; not to be bent, stiff; 
that will not yield ; not to be prevailed on. [the birthplace of Mahomet. 

Mec ca (m&k' k&), n. prop, a city and the capital of Arabia, famous for being 
Mount Ver non’s (mdSnt v&r' nhnz), n. prop, posses, case of Mount Vernon, 

the seat of George Washington, on the Potomac, 16 miles below the City 
of Washington; the name of several towns in the United States. 

New-born (n&'-bdrn), a. just brought to life or existence. 
Pa ter Pa tri ae (pi' t&r pi' tre 'e), n. prop. “ The Father of his Country.” 
Pearl ed (perldj, part. a. adorned or set like or with pearls. 
Reap (reep), v. to gather; to receive; to obtain; to cut grain with a sickle 

to receive as a reward. 
Reap er’s (reep' firz), n. posses, case of Reaper, one who reaps. 
Re pris' sing, par. of Repress, to restrain; to crush, subdue. 
Sick le (slk' kl), n. an instrument or tool for reaping. 
Spir' tin, a. pertaining or belonging to Sparta: n. prop, a native of Sparta, 

a celebrated city of Peloponnesus, famous for the bravery of its citizens; 
the name of several towns in the United States. 

Tis sue (ttsh' 6), n. cloth or any thing interwoven with figured colors or with 
gold or silver: v. to variegate; to interweave. 

Tro phi cd (tri' ftd), a. adorned with trophies. 
Un no ted (un n6' tid), a. not noted or regarded; not observed. 
V&r' nil, a. belonging to or appearing in the spring. 
Vi o let-gem med (vl' i 'l&t-jimd), a. being gemmed with violets. 
Wor ship ped (w&r' shlpt), pre. of Worship, to adore; to honor; tc adore, 

serve, or reverence religiously: n. adoration; religious reverence; dig¬ 
nity ; title of honor. 

Reading Lesson CX. 

On laying the Corner-Stone of the Monument to the Mother of 
Washington. 

1. Long hast thou slept unnoted. Nature stole 
In her soft ministry around thy bed, 
Spreading her vernal tissue, violet-gemmed, 
And pearled with dews. • 

2. She hade bright Summer bring 
Gifts of frankincense, with sweet song of birds, 
And Autumn cast his reaper’s coronet 
Down at thy feet, and stormy Winter speak 
Sternly of man’s neglect. 

3. But now we come 
To do thee homage, mother of our chief! 
Fit homage, such as honoreth him who pays. 

Methinks we see thee, as in olden time j 
Simple in garb, majestic and serene, 
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Unmoved by pomp or circumstance, in truth 
Inflexible, and with a Spartan zeal 
Repressing vice, and making folly grave. 

4. Thou didst not deem it woman’s part to waste 
Life in inglorious sloth, to sport awhile 
Amidst the flowers, or on the summer wave, 
There fleet, like the ephemeron, away, 
Building no temple in her children’s hearts, 
Save to the vanity and pride of life 
Which she had worshipped. 

5. For the might that clothed 
The u Pater Patrias,” for the glorious deeds 
That make Mount Vernon’s tomb a Mecca shrine 
For all the earth, what thanks to thee are due, 
Who, midst his elements of being, wrought, 
We know not; Heaven can tell. 

G. Rise, sculptured pile ! 
And show a race unborn, who rests below, 
And say to mothers what a holy charge 
Is theirs, with what a kingly power their love 
Might rule the fountains of the new-born mind. 
Warn them to wake at early dawn, and sow 
Good seed, before the world hath sown her tares 
Nor in their toil decline, that angel-bands 
May put the sickle in and reap for God, 
And gather to his garner. 

7. Ye, who stand, 
With thrilling breast, to view her trophied praise, 
Wfio nobly reared Virginia’s godlike chief; 
Ye, whose last thought upon your nightly couch, 
Whose first at waking, is your cradled son, 
What though no high ambition prompts to rear 
A second Washington ; or leave your name 
Wrought out in marble with a nation’s tears 
Of deathless gratitude ; yet may you raise 
A monument above the stars ; a soul 
Led by your teachings, and your prayers to God. 

Mrs. Sigourney. 

Questions.—Who has long slept unnoted 1 What was violet-gemmed 1 

What spoke sternly of man’s neglect'? Who was inflexible1? in what1? 
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What was not deemed woman’s part by the Mother of Washington ? Do not 
the people of this country owe much, very much, to the MOTHER op 

WASHINGTON ? Is it at all probable that, without the instructions of 
SUCH A MOTHER, Washington would have possessed all those amiable, 

noble, and manly VIRTUES which so admirably fitted him to achieve the IN¬ 
DEPENDENCE of his country? Can any one be a great and good man 
who does not respect and revere his MOTHER ? A holy charge is given 
to whom ? What may every mother raise ? 

Spelling Lesson CXI. 

Ac tive ly (4 k' tlv '14), ad. in an active manner; busily; briskly, nimbly. 
A1 lay (4114'), v. to pacify, make quiet; to abate, mitigate, or subdue. 
An ni ver sa ry ('4n n4 v&r' s4 're), n. the day on which some remarkable event 

is annually celebrated: a. annual; returning with the year. [to attend. 
A wait ed (4 w4te' &d), pre. of Await, to be in store for; to expect, wait for; 
Bronze, n. a kind of metal compounded of copper and tin, to which zinc is some¬ 

times added; a medal: v. to imitate bronze; to harden; to color like 
bronze. [shoot of a plant, &c., a germe. 

Bud, v. to be in bloom; to put forth shoots or buds; to inoculate: n. the first 
Com pen sa tion ('k6m pAn s4' shun), n. recompense, remuneration ; amends. 
Con sum ma tion ('k6n sum m4- shun), n. completion, end; perfection. 
D4s' p6ts, n. plu. of Despot, an absolute king, emperor, or prince; a tyrant. 
De vel op ed (de v£l' Apt), pre. of Develop, to lay open, unfold; to unravel; 

to uncover. [interest; or, from bias or prejudice; impartiality. 
Dis in ter est ed ness (dlz In' t&r '£st £d 'nAs), n. freedom from private or self- 
Em ble mat i cal ly ('4m blA m4t' 4 'k41 14), ad. by means or in the manner 

of emblems. 
For tu nate ly (fdr tshi 'n&te le), ad. happily, luckily; successfully. 
Fruit less (frflSt' 14s), a. vain, useless, productive of no advantage; barren, 

destitute of fruit; unprofitable. 
Guar an ty (g4r' 4n 'te), v. to warrant, make sure; to undertake the perfor¬ 

mance of a treaty, agreement, or stipulation ; to indemnify. 
Har mo ni ous (hir mb' ne '4s), a. agreeing, concordant; suitable, adapted to 

each other; musical. 
Im meas u ra bly (tm mezh' 4 'r4 ble), ad. immensely; beyond all measure. 
Im mense ly (tm mense' le), ad. very greatly, vastly; infinitely, without 
In cal cu la bly (In k41' kA '14 ble), ad. beyond calculation. [measure. 
In hab it ing (In h4b' It 'tng), par. of Inhabit, to occupy, live in; to dwell. 
In ter com mu ni ca tion ('tn tAr k5m 'mi ne kA' shin), n. mutual or recipro¬ 

cal communication. [or apprehension; suspicion in love. 
Jeal ous ies (j£l' 14s 'tz), n.plu. of Jealousy, suspicious fear, caution, vigilance, 
Lan guish ing (lAng' gwlsh 'tng), part. a. dull, inactive, not spirited; droop¬ 

ing ; growing feeble: par. of Languish, to become inactive ; to grow fee- 
• ble; to lose vigor; to droop, pine away. [loiter, hesitate; to protract. 

Lin ger ed (ling' gArd), pre. of Linger, to remain or wait long; to delay ; to 
Mar tyrs (m&r' tArz), n. plu. and pres. 1. of Martyr, one who suffers or is put 

to death for the truth of the gospel or in defence of any cause: v. to put 
to death or destroy for adherence to or defence of what any one believes 
to be truth. [stance, existing on or in the earth. 

Min' 4r '41, a. belonging to or consisting of fossil bodies; n. a fossil body or sub- 
Ob li ga tions ('6b 14 g4' shAnz), n. plu. of Obligation, that favor which binds 

us to show kindness, gratitude, <f*e.; the binding power or force of duty, 
vow, promise, oath, or contract. 

29 
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O mit (A mit'l, v. to pass by, not to mention; to leave out; to neglect. 
Op er a ting (6p' fer 'k ting), par. of Operate, to act, to produce or have effect; 

to have agency ; to perform. 
PA' gin, a. heathenish; gentile : n. a heathen ; a gentile ; one who worships 

idols; an idolater; one unacquainted with the true God. 
Par tial ly (p&r' shil 'lfe), ad. in part; with partiality or unjust favor or bias. 
'PI 6 neer', n. one who goes before to remove obstructions, or to clear or prepare 

the way for another; or, for an army. 
Plight ed (pllte' fed), part. a. pledged: pre. of Plight, to pledge; to give as se¬ 

curity : n. condition, state; case; pledge; state of being involved. 
Pro por tion ed (prA pAre' shund), part. a. adjusted with due proportion: pre. 

of Proportion, to adjust parts to each or to one another; to form sym¬ 
metrically : n. comparative relation, ratio; symmetry; size ; equal share. 

Rail-roads (rile'-rAdez), n.plu. of Rail-road, a road or way on which iron rails 
are laid for the wheels of cars and other vehicles to run on for the con¬ 
veyance or transportation of passengers, goods. &c. 

Rfe defem', v. to perform what has been promised; to ransom; to rescue, liber¬ 
ate, or repurchase from bondage ; to deliver from; to save. 

Rev e nues (rfev' e 'nize), n. plu. of Revenue, the annual income or produce 
of taxes, customs, duties, excise, <pc. which a nation or state collects or re¬ 
ceives into the treasury for public use; the annual profits, rents, or income 
of an individual, or of a king, prinoe, &c. 

Sparse ly (sparse' lfe), ad. at a distance from each other. 
Stocks (stAks), n. plu. a frame in which the legs of criminals are confined for 

punishment: n. plu. and pres. t. of Stock, something fixed, solid, and 
senseless to be worshipped; a store, a fund ; capital, fund of money; cat¬ 
tle ; body or stem of a tree or plant; lineage; a close neck-cloth; the 
frame of a gun : v. to store, furnish ; to fill; to supply. 

Ter mi nate (tfer' me 'nite), v. to end, to close; to put an end to, to conclude 4 
to limit; to bound ; to be limited. 

Ter mi na ted (tfer' mfe 'ni tfed), pre. of Terminate. 
Thir teen (thtif tfefen), a. ten and three. [bleach. 
Whi tens (hwl' tnz), pres: t. of Whiten, to make, become, or grow white; to 
Whi ten ed (hwl' tnd), pre. of Whiten. 

Reading Lesson CXI. 

The Unparalleled Increase and Comparative Greatness of the 
United States. 

An Extract from an Address delivered on the 4th of July, 1837, by Lieut. 
Gov. Luther Bradish. 

j 1. The labors of the Revolution terminated, another almost 
equally arduous awaited the Confederacy; indeed, the former 
would have been almost fruitless without the accomplishment 
of the latter. Fortunately again for the country, the most dis¬ 
tinguished of those who had mingled actively in the revolution, 
who were familiar with rts principles and its objects, and, who 
knew well its cost and its value, still lingered among us to ani¬ 
mate by their patriotism, aid by their counsel, and encourage 
by their example. 
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2. To allay the jealousies, arrange the conflicting claims, 
harmonize the various and discordant views, and form a union 
of thirteen new and independent states upon a just and perma¬ 
nent basis ; to establish a national government, that, while it 
contained all the powers requisite for national purposes, should 
leave to the individual states and the people whatever might be 
necessary for the advancement and protection of local interests, 
and thus give organized effect to the principles declared at the 
commencement of the revolution ; to redeem the plighted faith, 
establish the public credit, and provide for the future wants of 
the country; to accomplish all this required all the wisdom 
and all the patriotism of the remarkable men of that remarkable 
period. And yet all this was done, and the new governments 
went into harmonious and successful operation. 

3. Here, fellow’-citizens, is the consummation of our revolu¬ 
tion. And here we see the commencement of that great exper¬ 
iment of free government, upon which the whole world, with 
different views, have looked with intense interest. Let us for a 
moment see what, thus far, have been its operation and its results. 
To determine these, let us recur to the period of the revolution, 
and see what was our situation then, and compare it with what 
it is now. 

4. We were then less than three millions of people, sparsely 
scattered over thirteen states, partially settled, and imperfectly 
cultivated. We were deeply involved in national debt, without 
credit or revenues ; our commerce limited and languishing ; our 
agricultural and manufacturing industry paralyzed ; our means 
of education few' and imperfect; and, a general gloom and de¬ 
pression everywhere apparent. 

5. And what is our situation now ? Thirteen new stars have 
been added to the field of our country’s flag, which we see so 
emblematically and so beautifully represented here this day. 
We are now at least sixteen millions of people, inhabiting 
twenty-six states, generally settled, and well cultivated ; out of 
debt, in high credit, with surplus revenues ; a commerce whose 
canvass whitens every sea; our agriculture prosperous; our 
manufactures greatly multiplied, extended, and improved ; our 
facilities for intercommunication, by means of canals, rail-roads, 
and a new application of steam power, immeasurably increased ; 
our means of education ample; our institutions, civil, religious, 
literary, and charitable, liberal in their establishment, and pros¬ 
perous in their condition; in short, the elements of national 
power, and the means of every rational enjoyment of civilized 
life, incalculably multiplied and enlarged. 
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6. Our condition as a nation has not more improved in these 
than in many other important particulars. How changed are the 
face and general appearance of our country! The forest has 
fallen before the axe of the hardy pioneer, and the wilderness 
has been made literally to bud and blossom as the rose. Where 
savage beasts of late pursued their prey, and still more savage 
man, in Pagan idolatry, bowed down to stocks and stones, there 
now rise temples dedicated to the worship of the living and the 
true God. 

7. Cultivated fields occupy the places of barren wastes. Cities, 
villages, and towns have sprung into existence, as if by enchant- 

.ment, and are now everywhere scattered over a country which 
was then a wilderness. The mineral, and other resources of the 
country have been developed; enterprise stimulated and pro¬ 
tected ; and the wealth and power of the country immensely 
increased. 

8. Such, fellow-citizens, are the magic changes which sixty 
years of freedom have wrought in our country ! Will any one 
tell me that these, instead of being the legitimate fruits of free 
government and free institutions, are the result of the native en¬ 
ergies of the country ? Where else, I would ask, under what 
other government and institutions, during the same period, have 
similar results or equal improvements been produced ? I answer, 
and without the fear of contradiction, or of error, nowhere. On 
the contrary, it is not too much to say, that, during this period, 
more useful and important improvements of almost every kind ; 
greater advances in population, in wealth, and in all that con¬ 
stitutes individual prosperity and national power, have been 
made in our country than in any, or even all others besides. 

9. And these, fellow-citizens, are the legitimate fruits of our 
government and institutions ; the natural results of that- perfect 
freedom of enterprise, and security of person and property which 
these guaranty. It is this freedom, operating upon the elements 
of individual happiness, and national power and its results, held 
up to the contemplation of the reflecting in the old world, that 
has excited the admiration of her people, and the terror of her 
despots. And it is this freedom, with all its countless and ines¬ 
timable blessings, that constitutes the rich inheritance, which we 
of this generation have received from bur fathers of the revolu¬ 
tion. 

10. And here, I should do equal violence to my own feelings, 
and injustice to the occasion, were I to omit a more particular 
expression of my own and the country’s obligations to that noble 
band of patriots and public benefactors. I see around me some 
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whose venerable locks, whitened by the frosts of many winters, 
proclaim that they too mingled in those glorious scenes. I 
thank heaven, venerable patriots, that you have been preserved 
to witness the return of this anniversary, and to give us the 
countenance of your presence on this occasion. 

11. Although your country may have hitherto failed to re¬ 
ward your services to her, in a manner proportioned to their 
value and their usefulness, she has not failed to acknowledge 
them: and when you now look around upon that country, which 
you helped to make free, and perceive the general happiness of 
its people, and the present wealth, prosperity, and power of the 
nation ; and reflect that these are, in some measure, the fruits 
of your efforts, your privations, and your services, you will 
find in these a compensation for those efforts, privations, and 
services, which disinterestedness only knows how to appreciate, 
and patriotism to value. And although your country may raise 
no monument of marble or bronze to your names, they will live 
in the annals of her history and in the hearts of your country¬ 
men, while memory shall continue to hold her seat, and national 
gratitude have a place on earth. 

12. It is my humble prayer to heaven, that the evening of 
your days may be as tranquil and happy as their dawn and 
meridian have been honorable and useful; and, that when the 
shades of night shall close around you, and your watch on earth 
shall terminate, “ having fought a good fight, finished your 
course, and kept the faith,” you may go to join the army of 
saints and martyrs, and “ the spirits of just men made perfect 
in heaven.” 

Questions.—What awaited the Confederacy'? What was fortunate for 
the country ? What required all the wisdom and all the patriotism of the 
remarkable men of that remarkable period ? What went into successful oper¬ 
ation ? Upon what has the whole world looked with intense interest ? At 
the period of our Revolution, what was the population of the United States ? 
What was then limited? What paralyzed? What was imperfect? What 
apparent? What whitens every sea? What multiplied and improved ? What 
is immeasurably increased ? Will not the extensive RAIL-ROADS and 
numerous STEAM-BOATS throughout the length and breadth of our coun¬ 
try have a tendency to connect and unite our wide-spread population with 
all their diversified interests inlo one INDISSOLUBLE bond of UNION ? 
Can any thing so effectually break up all SECTIONAL FEELING as the 
increased and greatly increasing facilities for intercourse between the Eastern, 
Northern, Western, and Southern portions of our Republic ? What are in¬ 
calculably multiplied ? What has been made to blossom as the rose ? What 
have sprung into existence as by enchantment ? What has immensely in¬ 
creased ? What have been made in our country more than in all others, du¬ 
ring the last sixty years? These are the legitimate fruits of what? What 
has excited the admiration of the PEOPLE in Europe, and the terror of 
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her DESPOTS'? Does not our country owe much to the Patriots of our 
Revolution 1 Is it not our duty to render them as happy as the infirmities of 
age will permit both by personal and individual acts of kindness and by pub¬ 

lic provision for them I Their disinterestedness and patriotism can do what I 
Their names will live as long as what 'l Should not their memories be cher¬ 
ished by every American FREEMAN 'l 

Spelling Lesson CXI I. 

A void ed (4 vdld' fed), pre. of Avoid, to shun; to escape or keep at a distance 
from ; to retire, withdraw ; to become vacant. 

A wakes (fe wakes'), pres. t. of Awake, to rouse from sleep; to cease to sleep ; 
to excite, to put into new action. 

Cha ses (tsha' slz), pres. t. and n. plu. of Chase, to pursue ; to hunt; to drive: 
n. pursuit of any thing; that which is hunted; hunt; ground where 
beasts are hunted ; a printer’s frame, 

Curse (kurse), n. condemnation, malediction; affliction, torment; wish of evil, 
execration : v. to wish evil to, execrate ; to torment, afflict. 

Dis eas ed (dlz feezd'), part. a. affected with disease: pre. of Disease, to afflict 
with sickness, pain, or disease; to pain; to infect: n. sickness; distem¬ 
per, malady. [for services. 

Earns (fernz), pres. t. of Earn, to obtain ; to gain by labor; to merit or deserve 
En tice ments (fen tise' mfents), n. plu. of Enticement, allurement; the act, 

practice, or means of enticing to evil; instigation. 
Fdl fll' 11 ng, par. of Fulfil, to perform, accomplish; to complete; to answer 

any prophecy or promise. [light. 
Glis tens (gifs' snz), pres.t. of Glisten, to shine, to be bright; to sparkle with 
Hand maid (hind' made), n. a female attendant; a maid that waits at hand. 
Har di hood (h&r' de 'hid), n. stoutness; boldness; intrepidity; bravery. 
Hi lar i ty (he lir' e 'te), n. gayety; merriment, mirth. 
HSSp, n. a band of wood or metal, generally used to confine the staves of a 

cask, &c.; any thing circular: v. to bind, enclose, or fasten with hoops. 
Im be cile (1m bfes' sll), a. iveak, feeble of body or mind; languid; impotent. 
In ces sant (In sfes' sfent), a. continual, constant; unceasing. 
In du rates (In' ji 'rates), pres. t. of Indurate, to harden, grow, or make hard; 

to make unfeeling, insensible, or obdurate: a. hard; obdurate, impenitent. 
In ter val (In' tfer 'vfel), n. time or space between ; distance; remission of dis¬ 

ease; a tract of low, level ground along the banks of a river or between 
hills. 

I ras ci ble (1 rfes' se 'bl), a. irritable, disposed to anger; easily provoked. 
Joe und (jdk' und), a. lively; gay, airy ; merry. [to delay or be dilatory. 
Loi ters (lde' tferz), pres. t. of Loiter, to linger, to waste on trifles; to be idle; 
Out speed ed (<Bit speed' fed), pre. of Outspeed, to outrun, to exceed in celerity 

or despatch. 
Pos i tive (p3z' e 'ttv), a,, real, certain;• absolute; confident; express ; direct. 
Prl' mfe’, a. first in order of time; original. [continue; to put off. 
Pro longs (prfe longz'), pres. t. of Prolong, to lengthen out, extend in time; to 
Prompt ings (prSmt' fngz), n. phi. of Prompting, incitement or movement; a 

teaching, direction. [foreseeing and providing for wants. 
Prov i dent (prov' fe 'dfent), a. forecasting, foreseeing; prudent; cautious; 
Q,ui e tude (kwk e 'tide), n. rest, repose; tranquillity. 
Rfe vfer' bfer '4 tfed, part. a. resounding, repelled from side to side: pre. of Re¬ 

verberate, to rebound, to resound ; to beat, send, or drive back, as sc.nd 
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Rust, n. the corroded surface of any metal, the red crust on iron; foul matter ; 
a disease in grain : v. to gather or contract rust; to impair by inaction. 

Sa lu bri ous (si lu' br& v6s), a. healthful, 'promoting health; wholesome. 
Sick en (stk' kn), v. to languish; to make or become sick; to fall into dis¬ 

ease ; to be disgusted. 
Spirts' min, n. one who loves, pursues, or sports in hunting, fishing, &c. 
Un con scious ly (un kin' shus 'le), ad. vnthout perception or knowledge. 
Un en vi a ble (tin kn' xk '4 bl), a. not deserving envy or desire. 
Un gui ded (in gl' did), a. not directed, led, or guided. 
Un sat is fac tor y (in sit' Is 'fik tur 're), a. not giving satisfaction. 
Un sat is fi ed (un sit' Is 'fide), a. discontented, not satisfied. 
Un trim med (in trimd'), a. not trimmed or put in order; not dressed; plain. 
Vi va ci ty (ve vis' se 'te), n. liveliness, sprightliness; animation; life. 
Wreck ed (rikt), pre. of Wreck, to drive or dash against the shore or rocks and 

break; to strand ; to destroy, to ruin ; to suffer total loss: n. destruction 
or ruins of a ship ; shipwreck; ruin ; the remains of any thing ruined. 

Reading Lesson CXII. 

Industry. 

1. It has been wisely ordered by a beneficent Providence, that 
the necessities of man properly administered to, should become 
sources of enjoyment; and though, according to the primal curse, 
the field of existence must be moistened by the sweat of his brow, 
yet that his very labor should give health to his bod}’’, and con¬ 
tentment to his mind. 

2. It is universally observed, by such as have looked upon life 
with thinking eyes, that those whom necessity requires to be con¬ 
stantly employed, are the most cheerful among mankind ; while, 
on the contrary, the disciples of sloth, they who u cling to their 
couch and sicken years away,” are irascible in temper, and dis¬ 
eased or imbecile in body ; unsatisfied with themselves, and un¬ 
satisfactory to all around them. 

3. The salutary influence and the necessity of activity, as re¬ 
gards both the mental and corporeal functions, are not denied, 
even by those who purchase ease at the expense of health, and 
for a state of unenviable and bloated quietude, barter the spirit 
and vivacity which industry only can enjoy. 

4. Nature, by her secret and mysterious promptings, teaches 
all who live, that exercise is requisite: the child chases its hoop 
or ball, in obedience to her felt commands, until his cheek glows 
and his brow glistens from the salubrious pastime ; the sportsman 
awakes the morning with the reverberated thunder of his warfare 
on the feathered tribe, and others pursue dangerous and toilsome 
modes of recreation, all unconsciously fulfilling her provident 
decrees. 

5. Hilarity of heart and hardihood of frame spirits always joc- 
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und, and limbs always vigorous, courage to face danger, and 
strength to bear fatigue, can be enjoyed only by him who indu¬ 
rates his body by frequent exposure, and renders it pliant by in¬ 
cessant motion ; who, by being always employed, gives sadness 
no time to fasten on his spirits, and earns refreshing slumber by 
useful toil. 

6. A state of ease is at best but a neutral state of being, alike dis¬ 
tant frompositive happiness and positive misery. But it is the source 
of misery ; for, as the bark that is suffered to lie unattended to on 
the ocean, its sails untrimmed, and its helm unguided, may be 
wrecked by a sudden storm, which vigilance could easily have 
avoided ; so, in the bark of life, he who loiters with careless indif¬ 
ference on the stream of time, may be overtaken by the tempests 
that activity had outspeeded, or be dashed against the rocks, that 
by the exertions of industry had been passed in safety. 

7. Industry prolongs life. It can not conquer death, but can 
defer his hour ; and spreads over the interval a thousand enjoy¬ 
ments that make it pleasure to live. As rust and decay rapidly 
consume the machine that is not kept in use, so disease wears 
out the frame of indolence, until existence becomes a burden, and 
the grave a bed of rest. 

8. INDUSTRY is the FRIEND of VIRTUE ; and, INDO¬ 
LENCE the HANDMAID of VICE. The active are seldom 
criminal; but the most of those who yield to guilty enticements, 
might trace their lapse from rectitude to habits of idleness, which, 
leaving the heart vacant, gave full opportunity for the evil pas¬ 
sions and desires of our nature to exert their power.—William 
Leggett. 

Questions.—What has been wisely ordered ? What gives health to man’s 
body and contentment to his mind ? Who are the most cheerful among man¬ 
kind'? Who are irascible in temper, diseased in body, or unsatisfied with 
themselves ? What are not denied ? By whom ? What does nature teach ? 
The child does what ? Until what ? The sportsman does what ? What can 
be enjoyed ? By whom only ? What is a neutral state? It is the source of 
what? He who loiters may be overtaken by what? Or dashed against 
what? INDUSTRY PROLONGS what? And spreads what ? Rust and 
decay do what? So disease does what? INDUSTRY is the FRIEND of 
what? INDOLENCE is the HANDMAID of what? Who are seldom 
criminal ? What can mostly be traced to habits of Idleness ? Can any 
'ne be HAPPY, or even a GOOD CITIZEN, who does not pursue some 
seful and respectable business either to benefit himself or others ? 

Spelling Lesson CXI1I. 

A lac ri ty (k 14k' r£ ste), n. cheerfulness; readiness; liveliness. 
Bold er (b61d' ur), a. braver; more daring ; stouter; more impudent. 
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Calm est (kam' 4st), a. most quiet, least agitated ; most serene; least disturbed. 
Con strain (k6n strine'), v. to urge, to press; to compel, to force ; to confine. 
Cour te ous ly (k&r' te 'us 14), ad.politely, respectfully; civilly; complaisantly. 
Crook ed (kr6ok' fed), a. perverse, untoward; bent, not straight; curving; 

winding; oblique. 
Dis char ging (dts tsh&r' jlr.g), par. of Discharge, to perform; to execute ; to 

emit, throw out; to unload, disburden; to dismiss, break up; to release, 
to free ; to pay; to let off a gun ; to give vent to: n. vent; an unload¬ 
ing; dismission; explosion; ransom; release, liberation ; payment; per 
formance, execution. [place ; to quibble. 

Dodg ing (d<$dj' Ing), par. of Dodge, to start suddenly aside; to evade or shift 
Drives (drivez), pres. t. and n. plu. of Drive, to expel, force out or along; to 

urge; to compel; to guide; to send ; to chase ; to rush or hurry forward 
or on; to tend ; to aim at: n. a passage in or a course for a carriage. 

En gage ments (4n gije' m&nts), n. plu. of Engagement, obligation by agree¬ 
ment ; occupation; employment; a fight, battle; the act of engaging. 

E rect (4 r4kt'), a. firm, unshaken; bold ; perpendicular, upright, not leaning: 
v. to raise, to build, to set up; to found ; to place or set upright; to exalt. 

Ex pan sion (4ks pin' shun), n. act of expanding or spreading out ; extent; 
dilation; enlargement. 

Ful ter (fll' tur), v. to hesitate, to be unsteady; to fail; to stammer; to hesitate 
in speech or utterance. 

Health ful ly (hfel/A' fll '14), ad. in a healthful manner, wholesomely; in health. 
Health-in spi ring ('h&lth-tn spi' ring), a. causing or inspiring health. 
Hcav en-at test ing (h4v' vn-it t4st' Ing), a. being attested or approved by 

Heaven. 
Heaves (h44vz), n. plu. a disease of horses: pres. t. and n. plu. of Heave, to 

throw, raise, lift, or force up; to swell; to pant; to vomit: n. a lift; a 
throw ; a rising; an effort to vomit. 

I in ped i ment (tm p4d' 4 'mint), n. obstruction; hinderance. 
In i qui tous (In Ik' kwi 'tits), a. wicked; unjust. 
Inspection (In spek' shin), n. view, close survey; superintendence, over- 

sight; a careful examination. 
In ten tions (In tin' sh&nz), n. plu. of Intention, aim, design; purpose; end. 
Mid, a. furious; enraged, angry ; distracted, disordered in mind; infatuated: 

v. to make furious or angry. [nobly; bravely. 
Mag nan i mous ly (mag nln' 4 'mis 14), ad. with greatness of mind, liberally; 
Pay ing (pa' Ing), par. of Pay, to discharge as a debt or duty; to fulfil; to 

return or give an equivalent; to recompense; to reward; to suffer: n. 
wages, compensation for services ; hire ; payment; reward. [exact. 

Scru pu lous (skrflo' pi 'lis), a. nicely doubtful; cautious; nice; carefully 
Shrink ing (shrtngk' Ing), par. of Shrink, to retire, fall back as from danger, 

to recoil; to decline to act from fear; to contract itself; to shrivel; to be¬ 
come less: n. a contraction ; a drawing together. 

Sian der ed (slin' dird), pre. of Slander, to defame, to belie; to injure or cen¬ 
sure maliciously by false reports: n. defamation; reproach; ill name; a 
false report or statement maliciously uttered or made to injure or defame 
a person’s reputation. 

Spirt' Ing, par. of Sport, to play; to frolick; to make merry; to divert; to 
game: n. play; diversion, pastime; mirth, jest; game; frolic. 

Stead i ly (st4d' 4 '14), ad. regularly, constantly; firmly; without deviating. 
Stream lets (str44m' lfets), n.plu. of Streamlet, a small stream, a rivulet. 
Sub sti tutes (sib' st4 'tites), pi-es. t. and n. plu. of Substitute, to p;d in the 

place of another: n. one acting for or in the place of another; that which 
is used for another thing. 
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T<5s' stng, par. of Toss, to keep in play; to throw with the hand ; to agitate; 
to roll and tumble; to disquiet; to fling: n. act of throwing or tossing 
upward ; a jerk ; a cast. 

Vi cis si tude (v& sis' se 'tide), n. a change; revolution; a regular change or 
succession. [or inflation ; to infold; to encircle. 

VI nd, v. to turn, to change; to move around; to twist; to sound by blowing 

Reading Lesson CXIII. 

Decisive Integrity. 

Extract from Mr. Wirt’s Address to the Students of Rutgers College. 

1. The man who is so conscious of the rectitude of his inten¬ 
tions, as to be willing to open his bosom to the inspection of the 
world, is in possession of one of the strongest pillars of a decided 
character. The course of such a man will be firm and steady, 
because he has nothing to fear from the world, and is sure of 
the approbation and support of Heaven. While he, who is con¬ 
scious of secret and dark designs which, if known, would blast 
him, is perpetually shrinking and dodging from public observa¬ 
tion, and is afraid of all around, and much more of all above 
him. 

2. Such a man may, indeed, pursue his iniquitous plans, 
steadily ; he may waste himself to a skeleton in the guilty pur¬ 
suit ; but it is impossible that he can pursue them with the 
same health-inspiring confidence, and exulting alacrity, with 
him who feels, at every step, that he is in the pursuit of honest 
ends, by honest means. 

3. The clear, unclouded brow, the open countenance, the 
brilliant eye which can look an honest man steadfastly, yet 
courteously in the face, the healthfully beating heart, and the 
firm, elastic step, belong to him whose bosom is free from guile, 
and who knows that all his motives and purposes are pure and 
right. Why should such a man falter in his course ? He may 
be slandered ; he may be deserted by the world: but he has 
that within which will keep him erect, and enable him to move 
onward in his course with his eyes fixed on Heaven, which he 
knows will not desert him. 

4. Let your FIRST STEP, then, in that discipline which is 
to give you decision of character, be the heroic determination 
TO BE HONEST MEN, and to preserve this character 
through every vicissitude of fortune, and in every relation which 
connects you with society. I do not use this phrase, “ honest 
men,” in the narrow sense, merely, of meeting your pecuniary 
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engagements, and paying your debts; for this the common pride 
of gentlemen will constrain you to do. 

5. I use it in its larger sense of discharging all your duties, 
both public and private, both open and secret, with the most 
scrupulous, Heaven-attesting integrity: in that sense, farther, 
which drives from the bosom all little, dark, crooked, sordid, 
debasing considerations of self, and substitutes in their place 
a bolder, loftier, and nobler spirit: one that will dispose you to 
consider yourselves as born, not so much for yourselves, as for 
your country, and your fellow-creatures, and which will lead 
you to act on every occasion sincerely, justly, generously, mag¬ 
nanimously. 

6. There is a morality on a larger scale, perfectly consistent 
with a just attention to your own affairs, which it would be the 
height of folly to neglect: a generous expansion, a proud eleva¬ 
tion, and conscious greatness of character, which is the best 
preparation for a decided course, in every situation into which 
you can be thrown ; and, it is to this high and noble tone of 
character that I would have you to aspire. 

7. I would not have you to resemble those weak and meager 
streamlets, which lose their direction at every petty impediment 
that presents itself, and stop, and turn back, and creep around, 
and search out every little channel through which they may 
wind their feeble and sickly course. Nor yet would I have you 
to resemble the headlong torrent that carries havock in its mad 
career. 

8. But I would have you like the ocean, that noblest emblem 
of majestic Decision, which, in the calmest hour, still heaves its 
resistless might of waters to the shore, filling the heavens, day 
and night, with the echoes of its sublime Declaration of Inde¬ 
pendence, and tossing and sporting, on its bed, with an imperial 
consciousness of strength that laughs at opposition. It is this 
depth, and weight, and power, and purity of character, that l 
would have you to resemble ; and, I would have you, like the 
waters of the ocean, to become the purer by your own action. 

Questions.—Who is in possession of one of the strongest pillars of a de¬ 

cided character ? What will the course of such a man be ? Why ? Who 
is perpetually shrinking and dodging 7 What is impossible ? What belong 
to him who knows that all his motives and purposes are pure and right? 
Such a man may be what? But he will do what ? What, in giving decis¬ 
ion to character, should be the FIRST STEP of every young man ? How 
should this term “honest men” be understood? Can any one be a good 

and respectable citizen who is not honest in ALL his transactions and in¬ 
tercourse with men ? What would it be the height of folly to neglect ? To 
what should every young man aspire ? What should he not resemble ? He 
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should be like what 7 What laughs at opposition 7 Like the waters of the 
ocean every young man should become what 7 Will all my young friends 
remember this all-important advice, never SACRIFICE PRINCIPLE to 
please ANY ONE 7 And, also remember, that, GOOD PRINCIPLES 
with FEW or even with NO friends are far better than MANY friends 

without GOOD PRINCIPLES I 

Spelling Lesson CXIV. 

Ac com pa ni ment (4k k&m' pi 'n4 m4nt), n. an addition or the adding of 
any thing by way of symmetry; or, for ornament or harmony. 

Ach e ron (4k' e 'r8n), n. prop, the name of an ancient fabulous person. 
Adjunct (4dr jingkt), n. something added or united to another: a. added to, 

or united with, [hold on ; to take by legal authority ; to gain, win over. 
At tach es (4t t4tsh' iz), pres. t. of Attach, to join, unite; to take, seize, lay 
A ver nus (4 vfcr' n&s), n. prop, the name of an ancient fabulous lake. 
Bee hives (bee' hivez), n. plu. of Beehive, a kind of box, case, or vessel in 

which to keep bees. 
Bra cing (br4' sing), part. a. strengthening: par. of Brace, to bind, to tie 

close; to tighten ; to strengthen ; to strain up: n. a piece of timber made 
with bevel joints; a bandage or strap ; a pair, a couple. 

Buff-vel vet (b&f-vel' vtt), n. a kind of velvet having or resembling buff. 
Cap sule (k4p' shule), n. the pod or seed-vessel of a plant. [rate. 
Cheap (tsheep), a. common, of little worth; bearing or being at a low price or 
Com plete ly (k6m plete' le), ad. entirely, wholly; fully ; perfectly. 
Cot ton-wood (k8t' tn-'w&dj, n. the name of a tree. [to custom. 
Cus tom a ry (kus' tfim ’4 re), a. usual; habitual; according or conformable 
Cy press (sp pr4s), n. a; kind of tree; emblem of mourning. 
Dile, v. a vale, a valley; a place between hills. 
Death-like (de'A'-llke), a. resembling death, still. [fine. 
De scribe (de skrlbe'), v. to represent by words; to mark out, delineate ; tode- 
Dis mal (dlz' m41), a. gloomy, melancholy; dark; calamitous; unhappy, sor¬ 

rowful. 
Edge (edje), n. the extreme border of any thing; brink ; keenness ; sharpness; 

the thin, sharp, cutting part of a blade or side of an instrument: v. to 
sharpen; to give an edge ; to border ; to move edgewise. 

El lip ti cal (41 lip' te 'k41), a. having the form of, pertaining to, or like an el¬ 
lipsis; oval; defective. [enclose, surround. 

En vel ops (en vel' ups), pres. t. of Envelop, to cover, inwrap; to hide; to 
Fes toons (f4s t58nz'), n. plu. of Festoon, an ornament, wreath, or gar¬ 

land. of flowers; or, of carved work. [mal. 
Fi bre (fl' bur), n a small, fine, slender filament or thread of a plant or ani- 
Fd ne' r4 '41, a. suiting a funeral, mournful; dark; dismal. [edness. 
Home sick ness (home' stk 'nes), n. anxiety to see or about home; discontent- 
Horse-hair (h5rse'-h4re), n. the hair of horses. 
Hu mid i ty (hu mid' e 'te), n. moisture, dampness; moderate wetness, [play. 
In di ca tion ('In de k4' shun), n. mark, sign; token; symptom; note; dis- 
In ter la ced ('in t4r 14ste'), part. a. intermixed; inserted: pre. of Interlace, 

to intermix; to put one thing with another; to insert. 
In un da ted (in un' d4 't4d), part. a. overflowed: pre. of Inundate, to over¬ 

flow with water, &c.; to deluge. 
In vest (in v&st'), v. to clothe, adorn; to dress, array; to surround; to en¬ 

close ; to confer; to depute; to lay siege to; to convert to or vest in 
some other property. 
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Jay (ji), n. a bird with gaudy feathers. [slow. 
La zy (14' zA), a. sluggish, averse to action or labor; indolent; slothful; idle; 
Lu gu bri ous (14 g4' bre '4s), a. mournful; sorrowful. 
Mat tress es (mat' tres 'lz), n. plu. of Mattress, a kind of bed stuffed with moss, 

hair, or other soft material, and quilted. 
Moc ca sin (m6k' ka 'sin), a. resembling a moccasin: n. the name of the shoe 

or cover for the foot usually worn by the native Indians; a kind of shoe 
or cover for the foot made of soft leather, having no sole. 

Mos che toes (m6s kA' t4ze), n. plu. of Moscheto, a small, very annoying, and 
troublesome insect whose sting is very vexatious and painful. 

Mdss, n. a kind of vegetable substance grooving on trees, &c.; a bog: v. to 
cover with moss. [tree or plant; flattering ; fawning for favors. 

Par a sit i cal ('pAr 4 sit' 4 'kAl), a. growing on the stem, or branch of another 
Po et ic (pA At' lk), a. sublime, suitable or pertaining to poetry; written in 

verse. 
Re ap pears ('re Ap pAArz'), pres. t. of Reappear, to appear the second time. 
Se pul chral (sA p41' krAl), a. relating to burial or the grave. 
Shag' gAd, a. hairy or like long hair; rough with long hair or wool; rugged. 
StAg' nant, a. not running or flowing in a current; motionless, still; no&ac- 

tive; dull. 
Styx (stlks), n. prop, the name of an ancient fabulous river. 
Swamp (swAmp), n. low, wet, soft ground; a marsh; a bog; a fen: v. to 

whelm or sink in a swamp; to plunge into inextricable difficulties. 
Swamps (swAmps), n. plu. and pres. t. of Swamp. 
Swain py (swAm' pA), a. low, wet, and soft; like a swamp; boggy. 
Swirm, v. to collect in a crowd, to throng ; to rise as bees on leaving a hive : 

n. a great number or large body of bees; a multitude; a crowd. 

Reading Lesson CXIV. 

Cypress Swamps of the Mississippi. 

1. Beyond the lakes there are immense swamps of cypress, 
which swamps constitute a vast proportion of the inundated 
lands of the Mississippi and its waters. No prospect on earth 
can be more gloomy. The poetic Styx or Acheron had not a 
greater union of dismal circumstances. Well may the cypress 
have been esteemed a funereal and lugubrious tree. 

2. When the tree has shed its leaves, for it is a deciduous tree, 
a cypress swamp, with its countless interlaced branches of a 
hoary gray, has an aspect of desolation and death, that, often as 
I have been impressed with it, I can not describe. In summer, 
its fine, short, and deep green leaves invest these hoary branches 
with a drapery of crape. 

3. The water in which they grow is a vast and dead level, 
two or three feet deep, still leaving the innumerable cypress 
“knees,” as they are called, or very elliptical trunks, resembling 
circular beehives, throwing their points above the waters. This 

30 
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water is covered with a thick coat of green matter, resembling 
green buff-velvet. The moschetoes swarm above the water in 
countless millions. 

4. A very frequent adjunct to this horrible scenery is the 
moccasin snake, with his huge scaly body lying in folds upon 
the side of a cypress knee ; and, if you approach too near, lazy 
and reckless as he is, he throws the upper jaw of his huge mouth 
almost back to his neck, giving you ample warning of his abil¬ 
ity and will to defend himself. 

5. I travelled forty miles along this river swamp, and a con¬ 
siderable part of the way in the edge of it, in which the horse 
sunk, at every step, half up to his knees. I was enveloped, for 
the whole distance, with a cloud of moschetoes. Like the an¬ 
cient Avernus, I do not remember to have seen a single bird, in 
the whole distance, except the blue jay. Nothing interrupted the 
death-like silence, but the hum of moschetoes. 

6. There can not be well imagined another feature to the 
gloom of these vast and dismal forests, to finish this kind of 
landscape, more in keeping with the rest, than the long moss, 
or Spanish beard ; and this funereal drapery attaches itself to 
the cypress in preference to any other tree. There is not, that 
I know, an object in nature, which produces such a number of 
sepulchral images as the view of the cypress forests, all shagged, 
dark, and enveloped in hanging festoons of moss. 

7. If you would inspire an inhabitant of New England, pos¬ 
sessed of the customary portion of feeling, with the degree of 
homesickness which would strike to the heart, transfer him in¬ 
stantly from the hill and dale, the bracing air and varied scen¬ 
ery of the north, to the cypress swamps of the south, that are 
covered with the long moss. 

8. This curious appendage to the trees is first visible in the 
cypress swamps at about thirty-three degrees, and is seen thence 
to the gulf. It is the constant accompaniment of the trees in 
deep bottoms and swampy lands, and seems to be an indication 
of the degree of humidity in the atmosphere. I have observed 
that, in dry and hilly pine woods, far from streams and stagnant 
waters, it almost wholly disappears; but in the pine woods it 
Teappears as you approach bottoms, streams, and swamps. I 
have remarked too, that, where it so completely envelops the 
cypress as to show nothing but the festoons of the dark gray 
moss, other trees are wholly free from it. It seems less inclined 
to attach itself to the cotton-wood trees than to any other. 

9. This moss is a plant of the parasitical species, being propa¬ 
gated by seed, which forms in a capsule that is preceded by a 
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very minute, but beautiful purple flower. Although, when the 
trees that have cast their leaves are covered with it, they appear 
as if they were dead, yet the moss will not live long on a dead tree. 
It is well known that this moss, when managed by a process 
like that of preparing hemp or flax, separates from its bark, and 
the black fibre that remains is not unlike horse-hair, elastic, in¬ 
corruptible, and an admirable and cheap article for mattresses, 
of which are formed most of the beds of the southern people of 
this region.—T. Flint. 

Questions.—What constitute a great proportion of the inundated lands of 
the Mississippi 1 What may the cypress be well esteemed] What has an 
aspect of desolation and death ] What are invested with a drapery of crape ] 
What is a vast and dead level] What resemble circular beehives] This 
water is covered with what ] Resembling what ] What swarm above the 
water] What is a frequent adjunct to this dismal scenery] How far did 
Mr. Flint travel along this river swamp ] How ] With what was he envel¬ 
oped ] What only, of the bird kind, did he see] By what, only, was the 
death-like silence interrupted I What can not be well imagined] What 
does the view of these cypress forests produce ] What would affect deeply 
an inhabitant of New England with homesickness ] Where is this curious 
appendage to the trees first visible ] How far thence ] It is the constant 
accompaniment where ] Where does it disappear] What may also be re¬ 
marked ] Of what species is this moss ] The moss will not live on what ] 
For what can this moss be used, and what, to a great extent, are formed 
of it ] 

Spelling Lesson CXY. 

An ec dotes (in' ik 'd&tes), n. pin. of Anecdote, a biographical incident; a 
short story or fact; secret history. 

Be rift', part. a. deprived of; left or made destitute: per. par. of Bereave, to 
deprive of; to take away from; to strip. 

Care-worn (kire'-wArn), a. fatigued and worn out by care. 
Chief tain (tsheef' tin), n. a leader or head of a tribe, clan, or parly; a cap¬ 

tain ; a commander. [lieve in. 
Con fi ded (kAn f\' did), pre. of Confide, to rely on; to trust in fully ; to be- 
Con nu bi al (kAn nA' bi '41), a. conjugal, matrimonial; nuptial, pertaining 

to marriage. [tered ; covered; hid; private ; insidious. 
Cov ert (kAv' Art), n. a thicket, a hiding place; a shelter; a defence: a. shel- 
Crouch ed (krAAtsht), pre. of Crouch, to lie dose to the ground; to stoop low ; 

to fawn, bend servilely; to cringe. 
De ser tion (d£ zir' shAn), n. the act of forsaking or abandoning ; dereliction. 
De spatch ed (d£ spitsht'), pre. of Despatch, to send away hastily; to execute 

or perform any business speedily or quickly ; to put to death ; to finish : 
n. hasty execution; speedy performance; an express; haste; speed; 
hasty messenger. 

Des per a tion ('dis pir 4' shAn), n. hopelessness; rage ; fury ; despair. 
De spi sed (di splzu), pre. of Despise, to disdain, to abhor; to scorn; to 

contemn. 
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Dis hon or ed (dlz 6n' nurd), pre. of Dishonor, to treat with indignity; to 
disgrace-, to violate chastity: n. disgrace, ignominy; reproach; shame. 

Dis may ed (dlz mide'), pre. of Dismay, to discourage, to dishearten; to de¬ 
press the spirits ; to affright, terrify: n. fall of courage ; depression; ter- 

Drea ri ness (dree' re 'n&s), n. dismalness; gloomy solitude. [ror; fear. 
E spou sed (e spdizd'), pre. of Espouse, to embrace, unite with; to betroth to 

another; to promise in marriage ; to marry ; to maintain; to defend. 
Ex pe di ent. (hks pe' de 'int), n. way or means to an end; device; a shift: a. 

proper, fit; suitable ; convenient. 
Fam ish ed (fim' Isht), part. a. exhausted, destitute: pre. of Famish, to ex¬ 

haust the strength of; to perish byxlestitution; to starve; to kill with or 
die of hunger. [an imitator. 

Fol low er (fdl' 16 'hr), n. one who follows, an adherent; a disciple; a copier, 
Foun dor ing (fdin' dir 'Ing), par. of Founder, to fill and sink.; to fail; to 

make lame: n. one who founds, establishes, or begins; one who casts 
vessels of metals. 

Fu gi tive (fu' ji 'tlv), n. one who flees from danger; one who runs from his 
station; a runaway; a deserter: a. flying, wandering; fleeting; vola¬ 
tile ; not durable, unstable ; fleeing. 

Gli' ring, par. of Glare, to look with fierce, piercing eyes; to shine so as to 
dazzle the eyes or sight: n. a dazzling, overpowering, or bright light; 
lustre; splendor. 

Gra ced (griste), pre. of Grace, to adorn, dignify; to embellish ; to honor: 
n. kindness; virtue; favor of God; pardon, privilege; ornament; beauty; 
a short prayer; religious affections. 

Hir' 4s 'sing, part. a. fatiguing, 'annoying; teasing: par. of Harass, to fa¬ 
tigue, to weary ; to tease, annoy ; to perplex. 

Hu mil i a ted (hi mil' e 'i thd), part. a. humbled, depressed; degraded : pre. 
of Humiliate, to humble ; to depress; to lower in condition. 

In dig nant (In dig' nint), a. affected with anger and disdain; raging ; feel¬ 
ing scorn or contempt. 

Lurk ing-place (lirk' Ing-'plise), n. a hiding place; a secret place ; a den. 
Mo rass es (m6 ris' Iz), n. plu. of Morass, a marsh, a tract of low, moist 

ground; a bog ; a fen. 
Phil ip (fll' Ip), n. prop, the name of an Indian chief; a man’s or boy’s name. 
Prej u di ced (prhj' 6 'dlst), part. a. unduly biased; filled with prejudice : pre. 

of Prejudice, to fill with prejudice, to bias the mind unduly; to hurt, to 
injure: n. previous bias or bent of the mind; prepossession; premature 
opinion, judgment without examination; injury. [vagabond. 

'Ren e gi' d6, n. one who deserts to an enemy; an apostaste; a deserter; a 
Smite, pre. of Smite, to strike; to blast; to destroy, to kill; to afflict. 
Sir rdind', v. to encompass; to enclose; to environ. 
Trus ti est (trhs' te 'fest), a. most faithful, most worthy of trust; truest; most 
Un ta ma ble (in ti' mi 'bl), a. that can not be tamed. [honest. 
Wan der er (w6n' dir 'hr), n. one who wanders, rambles, or roves. 
Wild' ness, n. state of being wild, rudeness fierceness, savageness; irregu¬ 

larity ; alienation of mind. 

Reading Lesson CXV. 

Death of King Philip. 

1. It is said that when the Indian chieftain, King Philip, had 
long borne up against a series of miseries and misfortunes^ the 
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treachery of his followers reduced him to utter despondency. 
The spring of hope was broken; the ardor of enterprise was 
extinguished: he looked around, and all was danger and dark¬ 
ness ; there was no eye to pity, or any arm that could bring de¬ 
liverance. 

2. With a scanty band of followers, who still remained true 
to his desperate fortunes, the unhappy Philip wandered back to 
the vicinity of Mount Hope, the ancient dwelling of his fathers. 
He wandered, like a spectre, among the scenes of former power 
and prosperity, bereft of home, of family, and friends. 

3. Even at his last refuge of desperation and despair, a sullen 
grandeur gathers around his memory. We picture him to our¬ 
selves seated among his care-worn followers, brooding in silence 
over his blasted fortunes’ and acquiring a savage sublimity from 
the wildness and dreariness of his lurking-place. Defeated, but 
not dismayed; crushed to the earth, but not humiliated ; he 
seemed to grow more haughty beneath disaster, and to experi¬ 
ence a fierce satisfaction in draining the last dregs of bitterness. 

4. Little minds are tamed and subdued by misfortunes; but 
great minds rise above them. The idea of submission awa¬ 
kened the fury of Philip, and he smote to death a follower who 
proposed an expedient of peace. The brother of the victim 
escaped, and in revenge betrayed the retreat of his chieftain. 

5. A body of white men and Indians were immediately de¬ 
spatched to the swamp where Philip lay crouched, glaring with 
fury and despair. Before he was aware of their approach, they 
had begun to surround him. In a little while he saw five of 
his trustiest followers laid dead at his feet; all resistance was 
vain ; he rushed forth from his covert, and made a headlong at¬ 
tempt to escape, but was shot through the heart by a renegado 
Indian of his own nation. 

6. Such was the fate of the brave, but unfortunate King 
Philip ; persecuted while living, slandered and dishonored when 
dead. If, however, we consider even the prejudiced anecdotes 
furnished us by his enemies, we may perceive in them traces of 
amiable and lofty character, sufficient to awaken sympathy for 
his fate, and respect for his memory. We find, that, amidst all 
the harassing cares and ferocious passions of constant warfare, 
he was alive to the softer feelings of CONNUBIAL LOVE 
and PATERNAL TENDERNESS, and to the generous senti¬ 
ment of FRIENDSHIP. 

7. The captivity of his beloved wife and only son is mentioned 
with exultation, as causing him poignant misery: the death of 
any near friend is triumphantly recorded as a new blow on his 

30* 
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sensibilities; but the treachery and desertion of many of his 
followers, in whose affections he had confided, are said to have des¬ 
olated his heart, and to have bereaved him of all farther comfort. 

8. He was a patriot, attached to his native soil; a prince, 
true to his subjects, and indignant of their wrongs ; a soldier, 
daring in battle, firm in adversity, patient of fatigue, of hunger, 
of every variety of bodily suffering, and ready to perish in the 
cause he had espoused. Proud of heart, and with an untamable 
love of natural liberty, he preferred to enjoy it among the beasts 
of the forests, or in the dismal and famished recesses of swamps 
and morasses, rather than bow his haughty spirit to submission, 
and live dependant and despised in the ease and luxury of the 
settlements. 

9. With heroic qualities and bold achievements that would 
have graced a civilized warrior, and have rendered him the 
theme of the poet and the historian, he lived a wanderer and a 
fugitive in his native land, and went down, like a lonely bark, 
foundering amidst darkness and tempest; without a pitying 
eye to weep his fall, or a friendly hand to make a record of his 
struggles. Irving. 

Questions.—Who was reduced to despondency 1 What was broken"? 
What extinguished ? There was no eye to do what ? To what place did the 
unhappy Philip wander ? Bereft of what ? What gathers around his mem¬ 
ory ? We picture what ? He seemed to do what ? What are subdued by 
MISFORTUNES ? What RISE above them ? What awakened the fury 
of Philip? Who betrayed him? Who were immediately despatched ? 
whom was Philip shot ? What was his fate while living ? What, when 
dead? What may we perceive? Sufficient for what? He was alive to 
what ? What caused him poignant misery ? What desolated his heart ? He 
was attached to what ? True to what ? Patient of what ? Ready to do 
what? He preferred what? Rather than do what? How did he live? 
And went down like what ? Without what ? Is it not a most melancholy 

reflection that so many of the brave and noble race of INDIANS in our 
country have been lmnted doom as the wild beasts of the forest ? And is it 
not also still more melancholia if possible, that so many of them have been, by 
that accursed thing called RUM, furnished them by while people, DEGRA¬ 
DED and RUINED ? 

Spelling Lesson CXVI. 

Ab er crom bie (4b' &r 'kr6m be), n. prop, the name of a celebrated English 
general. [side of a hill. 

Ac cliv i ties (4k kltv' h 'tlz), n. phi. of Acclivity, ascent, rising ground ,• the 
Am herst (4m' hurst), n. prop. the name of an English general; the name of 

several towns in the United States. 
Am mu ni tion ('4m mi nish' hn), n. military stores. 
A new (4 nu ), ad. over again, afresh; another time ; newly. 
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An noy ing (An nAA' Ing), part. a. vexing, injurious: par. of Annoy, to in¬ 
commode, to vex; to injure, disturb, or molest by repeated acts. 

Ap point ing (ip pdint' Ing), par. of Appoint, to name and commission; to 
establish, fix on, determine; to settle ; to constitute. 

Ar til ler y (ar til' lAr 're), n. cannon, great guns, ordnance; weapons for 
war; the men who manage cannon, mortars, &c. 

Bat teaux (bit tAze'), n. pin. of Batteau, a long, light boat. 
Brad dock (brad' dAk), n. prop, the name of an English general. 
Bruns wick er (brAnz' wlk Ar), n. prop, the name of one of the nobility 

which formerly existed in England. 
Bruns wick ers (brAnz' wlk Arz), n. prop. plu. of Brunswicker. 
Cam paign (kim pine'), n. the time that an army keeps the field at any one 

time or in any one year; a large, open, flat country. 
Ca na di an (ki ni' dA 'in), a. pertaining or belonging to Canada: n. prop. 

a native or inhabitant of Canada. 
Cath o lie (kith' A ilk), a. pertaining or belonging to the Roman Catholic 

Church; universal; general; liberal: n. a papist. [humor, vexation. 
Cha grin ed (shi grAAnd'), pre. of Chagrin, to mortify; to vex, tease: n. ill 
Cham plain (shim pline'), n. prop, the name of a considerable lake lying be¬ 

tween the States of New York and Vermont. 
Com mis sion (kAm mlsh' An), n. authority given, charge; a trust; a war¬ 

rant of office; act of committing or perpetrating; employment; allow¬ 
ance to a factor: v. to empower, authorize ; to appoint. 

Com po sing (kAm pA' zing), par. of Compose, to form or constitute; to put in 
a proper state for any purpose; to settle; to put together; to calm, to 
quiet; to write ; to adjust or arrange letters. 

Crest (krAst), n. a lofty peak or point; a tuft on the top of the head ; a plume 
of feathers; a tuft of feathers or comb on the top of the head of some 
fowls ; pride, spirit; loftiness. 

Crown Point (kroAn pAlnt'), n. prop, a town situated on Lake Champlain, 
famous as a fortress during the French and Revolutionary wars. 

Crum bling (krAm' bllng), part. a., decaying, falling to decay: par. of Crum¬ 
ble, to fall or break into pieces; to fall to decay; to perish. 

East ward ly (AAst' wArd '1A), ad. towards the east. 
Em bar ka tion ('Am bir ki' shAn), n. the act of going or putting on board a 

ship or other vessel; the act of embarking. 
Em prise (Am prize'), n. an undertaking, enterprise; attempt of danger. 
Ev er greens (Av' Ar 'grAAnz), n. plu. of Evergreen, a plant, shrub, or tree that 

retains its verdure or is green all the year. 
Ex [>e di tions ('eks pA dish' Anz), n. plu. of Expedition, an undertaking, an 

enterprise; a march or voyage; haste, speed ; activity, despatch. 
Fail ures (file' yAjrez), n. plu. of Failure, a failing, non-performance; bank¬ 

ruptcy, a becoming insolvent; deficiency; omission; cessation. 
Fes ti val (fAs' tA ' vAl), n. a stated or anniversary day of feasting and joy, 

civil or religious; a solemn day: a. pertaining or belonging to a feast, 
F1A til' 14, n. a number or fleet of boats or small vessels. [joyous. 
Fort Du Q.uesne ('fArt di kine'), n. prop, the name of a fort built by the 

French on the Ohio river. [built by the English on Lake George. 
Fort Will iam Hen ry (fort wll' yAm hAn' rA), n. prop, the name of a fort 
Gal lan try (gAl' lAn 'trA), n. nobleness, bravery; civility; generosity; show, 

splendor of appearance; polite attention to ladies. 
Gaul (gAwl), n. prop, the ancient name of France, or an inhabitant of France. 
Gen er als (gAn' Ar 'AIz), n. plu. of General, the commander of an army; the 

whole: a. common, usual; public; extensive; relating to a whole class.* 
Howe (hAi), n. prop, the name of a celebrated English lord. 
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Im bo som ed (tm bS5' zumd), pre. of Imbosom, to be enclosed or surrounded ; 
to hold or embrace in the bosom ; to enclose in the midst. 

In de scri ba bly (in dfe skri' bi. 'blfe), ad. so as not to be described. 
In dis pu ta bly (in dls' ph 'ta ble), ad. beyond dispute or question. 
In vest ed (tn vest' fed), pre. of Invest, to lay siege to ; to clothe, to dress; to 

adorn; to array; to surround; to enclose ; to confer; to depute ; to 
convert to or vest in some other property. 

Lind' Ing, n. the act of coming or setting on shore; a place to land at or on: par. 
of Land, to set, come, or put on shore: n. ground, earth ; region; country. 

La ved (livd), pre. of Lave, to wash; to bathe; to lade; to throw out. 
Lo ca tion (16 ki' shun), n. situation with respect to place ; the act of placing. 
Lof ti ness (lAf' tfe 'nfes), n. height; elevation; pride ; haughtiness ; sublimity. 
Lou is burg (156' fe 'burg), n. prop, the capital of the island of Cape Breton. 
M6n trfe Hr, n. prop, the name of the largest city in Lower Canada; and, of 

an island in the river St. Lawrence and in lake Superior, and of a river 
in Wisconsin Territory. 

Mul ti tu di nous ('mul te ti' dfe 'nus), a. numerous; manifold. 
New En gland’s (ni tng' glindz), n. prop, posses, case of New England, the 

name originally given by Charles I., of England, to the northeast section 
of the United States, now comprehending the six States of Maine, New 
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut. 

Non-com bat ants (n5n-kum' bit 'fents), n. plu. of Non-combatant, one who 
does not fight or combat. 

Num ber ed (num' burd), pre. of Number, to count; to enumerate, reckon ; 
to tell: n. an aggregate or assemblage of two or more units; a great 
many, more than one ; multitude; measure, poetry ; verse. 

O ver shad ows ('6 vur shad' 6ze), pres. t. of Overshadow, to throw a shade 
over, to cover, to shelter; to protect; to hide. 

Pa geant (pij' fent), n. a pompous show or exhibition; a spectacle; a statue in 
a show : a. showy, superficial; pompous; ostentatious. 

Par lia ment (pir' lfe 'mfent), n. the assembly or legislature of Great Britain, 
which is composed of the house of lords and the house of commons. 

Peak ed (peek' fed), a. pointed, having a point. 
Plen ti ful ly (plfen' tfe 'fill lfe), ad. abundantly; copiously. 
Plu med (plumd), part. a. adorned with feathers: pre. of Plume, to adjust the 

feathers ; to adorn ; to value ; to strip: n. a feather, an ornament; pride; 
token of honor. 

Pre ce ding (pre sfe' ding), part. a. being or going before in time, rank, or 
place : par. of Precede, to be or go before in time, rank, or place. 

Pre cip i tous (pre sip' fe 'tus). a. rapidly or directly descending; very steep; 
headlong ; hasty; rash. 

Pros e cu tion ('prAs fe ki' shin), n. the act of endeavoring to accomplish some¬ 
thing ; pursuit; the commencement of a criminal suit; act of prosecuting. 

Pro vin cials (prA vln' shfelz), n. plu. of Provincial, a native or citizen of a 
province; a spiritual or chief governor: a. relating or belonging to a prov¬ 
ince ; rude. 

Q.ue bee (kwfe bfek'), n. prop, a strong city and capital of Lower Canada. 
Rifts, n. plu. of Raft, a frame or float of boards or timber. 
tanks (ringks), n. plu. and pres. t. of Rank, the order of common soldiers; a 

line of men; row; class, order; degree of dignity: v. to place abreast 
or in a line; to range or be ranged or placed; to have a degree of dig¬ 
nity : a. strong-scented ; rancid ; gross; luxuriant; strong. 

R4sh, a. hasty in action, precipitate; violent: n. an eruption or breaking out: 
v. to divide; to cut into pieces. [a revocation. 

Re cal led (re kald'), pre. of Recall, to call back; to revoke: n. a calling back; 
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lie mAn' stri 'ted, pre. of Remonstrate, to expostulate, to urge, exhibit, show, 
or present strong reasons against any thing. 

Ren dez vous ('rAn dA v55z'), n. a place for the assembling of troops; or, for 
ships to join company; a place or meeting appointed : v. to meet or as¬ 
semble at a place appointed, as troops. 

Rev eil le ('rAv A le'), n. a military beat or call of the drum in the morning. 
St. Sac ra ment (sint sik' rA 'mAnt), n.prop. the name given to Lake George 

by the French. [difficulty ; distress. 
Strait (strAte), n. a narrow pass or passage; pressing or distressing necessity ; 
Stur dy (stur' dA\ a. stout, hardy; strong; lusty; stiff. 
Ti con de ro ga (tl 'kAn de rA' gA), n. prop, the name of a town at the conflu¬ 

ence of the outlet of Lake George with Lake Champlain. 
Trans por ta tion ('trAns pAr ti' shun), n. conveyance, removal; the act of con¬ 

veying from one place to another; banishment. 
Un pre ce dent ed (An prAs' sA 'dent Ad), a. having no precedent ox example. 
Vex ed ly (vAks' Ad '1A), ad. in a vexed, agitated, or irritated manner. 
VIv' Id 'nAss, n. brightness; life; sprightliness; vigor; liveliness; strength. 
Webb, n. prop, the name of an English general. 
Whale-boats (hwAle'-bAtes), n. plu. of Whale-boat, a kind of boat used in 

catching or taking whales. 
With Al', ad. likewise, along with the rest, besides; at the same time. 
Wolfe (willf), n. prop. the name of a very brave and magnanimous English 

general. 

Reading Lesson CXVI. 

General Abercrombie's Expedition against Ticonderoga.—Descent 
of Lake George. 

1. The campaign against Canada, of 1758, opened with great 
apparent spirit. Not only did the hostile incursions of the Ca¬ 
nadian Indians continue very annoying to the frontier settle¬ 
ments, but the mother country and the colonies alike felt that 
they had much to accomplish to repair the losses and disappoint¬ 
ments of the two preceding years. Indeed, the repeated failures 
of Braddock, and Webb, and Lord Loudon, had chagrined and 
exasperated the nation. 

2. The elder Pitt even declared in parliament that there ap¬ 
peared to be a determination on the part of the officers in com¬ 
mand, against any vigorous execution of the service of the coun¬ 
try ; and when, during the same year, the king was remonstra¬ 
ted with on appointing so young and rash a madman as Wolfe 
to conduct the meditated expedition against Quebec, the sturdy 
Brunswicker vexedly replied, u If he is mad, I hope he will bite 
some of my generals.” 

3. It was under these circumstances that England determined 
to put forth her whole energies in the three formidable expedi¬ 
tions this year projected, viz: against Louisburg, under General 
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Amherst; against Fort Du Quesne, on the Ohio ; and the third 
and principal division against Ticonderoga and Crown Point, 
with a view of striking a blow upon Montreal. It is this latter 
campaign with which the progress of our story is connected. 

4. For the prosecution of this high emprise, an army of regu¬ 
lar troops and provincials was assembled, unprecedented for its 
numbers in the annals of American warfare. Lord Loudon 
having been recalled, the command devolved upon General Ab¬ 
ercrombie, who determined to lead the expedition in person. 
The rendezvous of the formidable army destined upon this ser¬ 
vice, was at the head of Lake George, or Lake St. Sacrament, 
as it was called by the French, from the remarkable purity and 
transparency of its waters, which were for a long' time conveyed 
to France for the services of the Catholic altar. After it came 
indisputably into the possession of the English, it was baptized 
anew, in honor of the Brunswickers. 

5. This lake is thirty-five miles long, with a mean breadth 
not exceeding two. Its elevation is one hundred and sixty feet 
above the waters of Champlain, into which it rushes through a 
rocky strait of two and a half miles at its northeastern extremity. 
Its location is in the high northern region of New York, imbo- 
somed deep among the mountains. The summer landscape 
from its head is indescribably grand and beautiful. At the dis¬ 
tance of fourteen miles, the lake turns to the right, stretching 
off eastwardly, and is lost among the mountains. 

6. The prospect, therefore, resembles a stupendous amphithe¬ 
atre, the mountains composing which rise by steep and precipi¬ 
tous acclivities to the height of more than a thousand feet. On 
the right, the French mountain rears its lofty crest, in sullen 
grandeur, to an elevation of fourteen hundred feet, sloping off 
gradually to the west, until its base is laved by the bright waters 
of St. Sacrament. In some instances the mountain summits are 
bald, and the rocks stand forth from their sides in bold and 
naked relief. 

7. But for the most part, the heights are covered to their tops 
with deciduous trees and shrubs, plentifully sprinkled with the 
darker shades of the evergreens. At the point where the lake 
takes a more eastern direction, a bay sets up among the hills to 
the northwest, beyond which, as far as vision extends, hills rise 
above hills, surprising for their loftiness, till at length their 
peaked summits are lost in the clouds. 

8. The bosom of the lake itself is adorned with multitudinous 
ittle islands, the fresh verdure of which, in summer, being, with 
he surrounding mountains, reflected back with peculiar vivid- 
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ness from the pure element, adds greatly to the picturesque 
effect, by thus mingling the beautiful with the rugged and sub¬ 
lime. Wild and desolate as this romantic region then was, and 
yet continues, its shores have nevertheless been consecrated with 
more blood than any other spot in America. 

9. For a long period it was the Thermopylae through which 
alone the French supposed they must pass in their repeated at 
tempts upon the extensive and fertile valley of the Hudson 
And fierce and bloody were the conflicts for its possession 
Even to this day, in the gloomy solitude of the forest which 
overshadows the Bloody Pond, or among the crumbling ruins 
of Fort William Henry, “the spectres of the gallant but forgot¬ 
ten dead ; the spirits of the Britain and the Gaul; the hardy 
American and the plumed Indian, seem to start up and meet 
the traveller at every step.” 

10. The embarkation took place early on a clear and beauti¬ 
ful morning of July. The spectacle was full of life and anima¬ 
tion, and withal very imposing. The forces collected on the 
occasion numbered seven thousand British troops of the line, 
and upwards of ten thousand provincials, exclusive of the many 
hundreds of non-combatants necessarily in the train of such an 
army. 

11. The flotilla for their transportation to Ticonderoga, at the 
farther extremity of the lake, consisted of nine hundred batteaux, 
and one hundred and thirty-five whale-boats, together with a 
sufficient number of rafts to convey the heavy stores and ammu¬ 
nition, and the artillery to cover the landing of the troops, in 
the neighborhood of the works first to be invested. The utmost 
confidence of success inspired both officers and men, and all was 
activity and gayety in getting in motion, from the instant the 
reveille started the armed host from their repose at the dawn, 
until the embarkation was complete. 

12. So sure were all of an easy victory, that they went forth 
as to a grand review, or the pageant of a national festival. A 
part of England’s “ chivalry was gathered there,” of whom was 
the accomplished Lord Howe, distinguished alike for his gener¬ 
osity, his gallantry, and his courage. Many other young no¬ 
blemen, of high bearing and promise, were likewise there : 
together with a still greater number of nature’s noblemen, in the 
persons of New England’s hardy sons, both in commission and 
in the ranks.— Continued. 

Questions.—How was the campaign, of 1758, against Canada, opened 1 
By whom 7 Who were very annoying 7 England and the colonies felt what 7 
What had chagrined and exasperated England 7 About what was the king 
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of England remonstrated with 7 What did England then determine to do 7 
What was unprecedented! Upon whom did the command of this expedition 
devolve 7 Where was the rendezvous of this formidable army 7 What was 
Lake George called by the French 7 Why! What is its length! Its 
breadth 7 Its elevation 7 Above what other lake 7 Where is it located 7 
What is indescribably beautiful 7 The prospect resembles what 7 What rears 
its lofty crest 7 To what height 7 What are sometimes bald 7 The heights 
are generally covered with what 7 The loftiness of what is surprising 7 With 
what is the bosom of the lake adorned 7 What adds greatly to the picturesque 
effect 7 With what have the shores of this lake been consecrated 7 Is it not 
a melancholy reflection that so many brave and heroic men have been 
sacrificed on this delightful spot by the ABSURD and FOOLISH practice 

of WAR 7 The French supposed what 7 What seem to start up and meet 
the traveller on this spot 7 When did the embarkation take place 7 What did 
the forces collected number 7 Of what did the flotilla for transporting the troops, 
&e. consist 7 What inspired both officers and men 7 How did they go forth 7 

Spelling Lesson CXV1I. 

Al ba ny (ah b4 'ne), n. prop, a city and capital of the stale of New York; the 
name of several towns in the United States. 

A loft (a 1<5ft'), ad. above, in the air; on high. 
Am a teur (Am 4 ture'), n. a lover of a science; or, of the fine arts. 
A quat ic (4 kw4t' Ik), a. pertaining to, living, or growing in the ivater; watery. 
Ar rna da (4r mi' d4), n. a fleet of armed vessels of war. [val force. 
Ar ma ment (lr' m4 'mint), n. a body of men equipped for war; a land or na- 
Ar mor (ir' mur), n. defensive arms; dress worn in battle to protect the body. 
Ar ray (ir ra'), n. order of battle ; dress ; a jury empannelled : v. to dress, to 

deck ; to put in order; to empannel. 
Bag' pipes, n. pin. of Bagpipe, a musical wind instrument. 
Bald-ea gles (bald' ee 'glz), n. pin. of Bald-eagle, a kind of eagle. 
Bar ges (bir'jlz), n. pin. of Barge, a boat for burden, or for pleasure. 
Brace (brise), v. to strengthen; to bind, to tie close; to tighten ; to strain up: 

n. a piece of timber made with bevel joints; a bandage or strap; a pair, 
a couple. 

Braw ny (braw'ne), a. muscyilous,fleshy; strong; firm; hard; bulky. 
Brea can (bre' k4n), n. a kind of garment worn on the legs of the Highlanders. 
Bu gle man (bi' gl vm4n), n. one who plays the bugle. 
Buoy an cy (biiSe' 4n 'se), n. lightness; the quality of floating. 
Bur' nlsh 'Ing, par. of Burnish, to brighten; to polish, make smooth; to grow 

bright: n. gloss, brightness; lustre. [sion. 
Ca tas tro phe (k4 t4s' tri 'fe), n. disaster; calamity ; a final event; conclu- 
Cen o taph (s&n' o 't4f), n. a monument erected to one elsewhere buried. 
Chron i cle (kr5n' e 'kl), v. to record in history; to register: n. an historical 

account or register of events; a history. 
Col o nists (k6l' 6 'nlsts), n. plu. of Colonist, an inhabitant of a colony. 
Con ve ni ence (k<5n ve' n4 Anse), n. necessity, accommodation; fitness; pro¬ 

priety* commodiousness; ease. 
Coup d’ceil (k88 d41e'), n. « slight, rapid, or first view or glance of any thing. 
Courts (korts), n. plu. and pres. t. of Court, those who compose the council of a 

king or emperor ; hall or seat of justice; the residence of a king, prince, 
&c.; open space before a house; a palace: v. tc woo, make love; to 
seek, flatter ; to solicit. 
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Din, n. a loud noise; a continued sound : v. to stun with noise. 
Dis clo sed (dls klAzd), pre. of Disclose, to lay open to the view; to discover ; 

to reveal; to make known, to tell; to uncover. 
Dls pites', n. plu. and pres. t. of Dispute, controversy; contest in words : v. 

to contend for in words; to debate; to argue; to discuss. 
Drums (drumz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Drum, an instrument of military music ; 

part of the ear: v. to beat a drum ; to beat. 
E lec tri fy (A 14k' trA 'fl), v. to excite suddenly; to charge with, affect by, or 

communicate electricity to. [involve; to confuse ; to abash. 
Em bar ras sed (4m bir' rAst), pre. of Embarrass, to perplex; to entangle; to 
En li ven ed (4n 11' vnd), pre. of Enliven, to animate; to cheer; to make 

quick or alive, active, or gay. 
Es pla nade ('4s pli nide'), n. an open, void, or sloping space; or, of a parapet. 
Ex hil a ra ting (4gz hi 1' A 'ri ting) , part. a. enlivening, cheering: par. of 

Exhilarate, to make cheerful or merry ; to enliven; to gladden. 
Ey ries (A' rlz), n. plu. of Eyry, a place where birds of prey build their nests. 
Fight ing (flte' Ing), par. of Fight, to contend in battle; to make resistance; 

to make war; to strive; to carry on contention: n. a battle ; a combat; 
an engagement. 

Flank (flAngk), n. part of the side of an army; or, of an animal; the side; 
part of a bastion: v. to attack or turn the flank ; to secure on the side. 

Flash ed (flAsht), pre. of Flash, to break forth suddenly as light; to glitter as 
transient flame; to burst out into a flame, light, or wit: n. a sudden 
blaze; a sudden burst of light or wit. 

Flut ter ing (flit' t&r 'Ing), par. of Flutter, to move with quick vibrations; to 
fly or move the wings rapidly; to hover; to agitate: n. hurry; confu¬ 
sion ; rapid motion. 

Fort Ed ward (fArt 4d' wird), n. prop, the name of a town 47 miles north of 
Albany which was an important military station in the American Revo¬ 
lution. [a fort; defence; safety. 

For tress es (fAr' tr4s 'lz), n. plu. of Fortress, a fortified pla,ce; a strong hold ; 
Frin ged (frlnjd), po,rt. a. adorned or bordered with fringe: pre. of Fringe, to 

adorn, border, or trim with fringe or edging: n. an ornamental appen¬ 
dage or trimming; an edging; a border. 

Gk' 14, 7i. a day of show, festivity, and amusement; a grand entertainment. 
Gaunts (gAnts), n. prop. plu. of Gaunt, a man's name: a. thin, slender; 

empty; lean. [airy; most jovial. 
Gay est (gk' 4st), a., finest, most shovyy; most cheerful, most merry; most 
Gor ges (gAr- jlz), n. plu. of Gorge, the most narrow part between; the throat; 

the gullet: v. to glut; to satiate. [mountainous country or region. 
High land (hi' IAnd), a. pertaining to the highlanders of Scotland: n. a 
High landers (hi' 14nd 'iirz), n. prop. plu. of Highlander, aninhabitant of the 

highlands of Scotland; a mountaineer. 
II lu min ing (tl li' min 'Ing), par. of Illumine, to make light or bright; to 

enlighten ; to decorate; to adorn. 
Im bed ded (tm b4d' d4d), pre. of Imbed, to be enclosed as by surrounding mat¬ 

ter ; to sink, cover, or enclose as in a bed. 
In har mo ni ous ('In hAr mA' nA 'is), a. discordant; not harmonious. 
In hos pi ta ble (In hds' pA 't4 bl), a. affording no conveniences, subsistence, or 

shelter to strangers; not kind or attentive; not disposed to entertain 
strangers. * 

In ten si ty (In t4n' sA 'tA), n. extreme degree; state of being intense ; excess. 
JAke, n. a fist, something witty; raillery: v. to jest; to cast jokes at; to rally. 
Lord John Mur ray (l5rd jAn m&r' rA), n. prop, the name of a Scotch lord or 

nobleman. 
31 
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Molt en (mile' tn), 'part. a. melted; made of melted metal. 
Mus ter ing (mis' tur 'Ing), par. of Master, to assemble and review troops; to 

assemble, meet together: n. a review, collection, or register of forces. 
Neigh ing (n&' Ing), par. of Neigh, to cry as or utter the voice of a horse: n. 

the voice of a horse, [firmness; force: v. to strengthen or give vigor to. 
Nerves (nervz), n. pin. of Nerve, an organ of sensation and motion; strength; 
Oars (irez), n. plu. of Oar, an instrument to row a boat with: v. to row, impel 

by rowing. [ment; a hinderance; an obstruction. 
Ob sta cles (8b' sti 'klz), n. plu. of Obstacle, that which opposes, an impedi- 
Odds (8dz), n. plu. and sin. inequality, superiority; debate, dispute; ad van- 

tage; excess. 
On sets (8n' sits), n. plu. of Onset, an attack; an assault; a storm. 
Peer ed (peerd), pre. of Peer, to a,ppear, come just in sight: n. a nobleman; 

an equal; one of the same rank. [choly. 
Pen sive ness (pen' slv 'nis), n. seriousness, thoughtfulness; sadness; melan- 
Per cep ti bly (pir sip' ti 'bli), ad. so as to be perceived. 
Per cys (per' siz). n. prop. plu. of Percy, a man’s name. 
Pha ses (fi' siz), n. piu. of Phase, any appearance of illumination exhibited to 

the eye; appearance of the moon, &c. [Scotch Highlanders. 
Pi broch (pi' brok), n. a kind of wild, irregular, martial music, peculiar to the 
Po si tions (pi zlsh' inz), n. plu. of Position, situation; attitude; state; prin¬ 

ciple laid down, proposition. 
Pro long ed (pri lingd'), part. a. lengthened in time: pre. of Prolong, to 

lengthen out, extend in time ; to continue; to put off. 
Pridd-splr' It 'id, a. filled with ardor and patriotism; haughty, arrogant. 
Pur pos ed (p&r' pust), pre. of Purpose, to intend; to design ; to mean ; to 

resolve: n. intention; end or aim ; design ; effect. 
Ran gers (rine' jurz), n. plu. of Ranger, one who ranges; a kind of dog. 
Read i ness (rid 4 'nis), n. willingness; promptitude ; state of being ready. 
Re gi men tal ('rij 4 min' til), a. belonging to a regiment. 
Re gi ments (rij' 4 'mints), n. plu. of Regiment, a body of soldiers or troops 

consisting of several companies under or commanded by a colonel, [of. 
Re sem bled (ri zim' bid), pre. of Resemble, to be like or to have the likeness 
Re sound ed (ri z3dnd' id), pre. of Resound, to echo, to sound back or return 

sounds; to celebrate. [petition. 
Ri val ry (ri' vil 're), n. emulation, strife for superiority or excellence; com- 
R8dt, n. confusion of an army defeated; a defeat; a rabble; a multitude : v. 

to defeat; to put into confusion by defeat. 
Se ques ter ed (si kwis' t&rd), pre. of Sequester, to be separated from other 

things; to set apart or aside; to seize or deprive of possessions. 
Shag gy (shig' gi), a. rugged; rough with long hair or wool; hairy or like 

long nair. 
Shift'Ing, par. of Shift, to alter, to move; to change; to transfer; to find 

means; to resort to expedients; to evade; to put off: n. a change; an 
expedient; an evasion; last resource; artifice. 

Sin ew y (sin' n& '4), a. consisting of sinews, muscular; strong; nervous. 
Slain (sline), per. par. of Slay, to kid; to butcher; to destroy. 
Splr' It 'id, part. a. full of spirit, bold; lively: pre. of Spirit, to animate, ex¬ 

cite ; to encourage: n. disposition; temper; ardor; vigor, excitement; 
breath; immaterial substance; the soul; strong, intoxicating, stimula¬ 
ting, or inflammable liquors, as brandy, rum, &c. [magnificence, pomp. 

Splen dors (splin' d&rz), n. plu. of Splendor, brilliancy, great brightness; lustre; 
State li er (stite' 14 'ur), a. more august, more grand; more majestic; loftier. 
St. Cloud (sint kldfid'), n. prop, the name of the French court or council of 

the king. 
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St. James (s&nt jimez), n. prop, the name of the English court or council of the 
king; the name of one of the Apostles. 

Stream ers (streem' urz), n. plu. of Streamer, a small flag, ensign, or pennant. 
Stud' ding, par. of Stud, to set or adorn with ornaments or studs: n. a small 

post, a stake; a button, a knob; a kind of nail. 
Suite (sweet), n. retinue, company; a set, a series ; a train. 
Tal bots (til' bits), n. prop. plu. of Talbot, a man’s name. 
Tir' tin, n. a kind of woollen stuff; a small coasting vessel with one mast. 
Thorn dyke {th6xn' dike), n. prop, the name of an English captain. 
Tift' id, a. covered, growing, or adorned with tufts. 
Un e qual led (in i' kwild), a. superior, having no equal; unrivalled. 
Un rep re sent ed (in 'rip re zint' id), a. not represented. [the eye. 
Webs (wibz), n. plu. of Web, any thing woven; texture of threads; a film on 
West min ster Ab bey (wist' min 'stir ib' be), n. prop, the name of an abbey 

in London, England, a grand specimen of Gothic architecture, founded 
by Sebert, king of the East Saxons, in 610. It contains a great number 
of monuments, erected to the memory of kings, heroes, &c. 

Wheel ing (hwiel' tng), par. of Wheel, to turn or move around; to turn on 
an axis ; to move or convey on wheels : n. any circular body that turns 
on an axis; an instrument for spinning ; a rotation ; revolution; a turn¬ 
ing about. 

Reading Lesson CXVII. 

General Abercrombie's Expedition against Ticonderoga.—Descent 
of Lake George.—Concluded. 

1. Nor were the spirited colonists of New York unrepre¬ 
sented. Their sons, both of English and Dutch descent, sus¬ 
tained a generous rivalry in their chivalrous bearing, and 
evinced an equal readiness to “rush to-glory or the grave,” for 
the honor of their country. These proud-spirited Americans, 
with the blood of freemen ardently running through their veins, 
neither knew nor cared whether they were descended from the 
Talbots, the John of Gaunts, or the Percys; but their hearts 
beat as high, and their souls were as brave, and their sinewy 
arms could strike as heavy blows, as those who could trace the 
longest ancestry, or wore the proudest crest. 

2. There,. also, was the proud Highland regiment of Lord 
John Murray, with their bagpipes, their tartan breacan, fringed 
down their brawny legs, and their black plumes in their bon¬ 
nets. What an array, and what a splendid armament, for a 
small and quiet lake, sequestered so deep in the interior of what 
was then a woody continent, and imbedded in a wild and remote 
chasm, among a hundred mountains! 

3. Who would have supposed that this lonely and inhospita¬ 
ble region, u where there were nothing but rocks and solitudes 
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and bleak mountains to contend for, would have been the thea¬ 
tre on which the disputes between the rival courts of St. James 
and St. Cloud should be decided; and on which the embattled 
hosts of Europe, at the distance of a thousand leagues from their 
respective homes, should have joined in the bloody conflict for 
empire!” 

4. Lord Howe and his suite had not joined the army since 
4he removal of the headquarters to Fort William Henry; but 

aving reached Fort Edward from Albany on the preceding 
evening, purposed to take horse early, and ride the remaining 
ten miles on the morning of the embarkation. Emerging from 
the forest intervening between the two fortresses, and breaking 
suddenly, and for the first time, in full view of the St. Sacra¬ 
ment, an hour before the sun had peered above the eastern 
range of the mountains, he involuntarily checked his impatient 
steed, now rendered more restiff by the din of martial music 
swelling upon the air in advance, and sat motionless, gazing 
upon the gorgeous splendors that flashed around, first burnish¬ 
ing the lofty summits of the mountains with gold, and then, by 
degrees, illumining the whole amphitheatre in a blaze of une¬ 
qualled beauty and brightness. 

5. The morning being perfectly clear, after the light mists 
which floated gracefully along the sides of the hills had disap¬ 
peared, the sky glowed brighter and purer than many of them 
had ever seen it. Before them, at their feet, lay the crystal wa¬ 
ters of the lake like a mirror of molten silver ; the green islands 
tufted with trees, floating, as it were, in the clear element. In 
the camp, on the open esplanade by the shore, was the muster¬ 
ing of troops, the hurrying to and fro of the officers, the rattling 
of armor, the neighing of steeds, with all the inharmonious con¬ 
fusion which such a scene must necessarily present. 

6. Beyond, wide spread upon the lake, were the thousand 
barges, shifting and changing places as convenience required, 
the banners of the different regiments streaming gayly in the 
breeze, Avhile the swell of cheerful voices, the rolling of the 
drums, the prolonged and exhilarating notes of the trumpet, as 
they resounded among the mountains, combined to throw over 
the whole wild region an air of enchantment, which bound the 
ardent military amateur as with a spell. 

7. Indeed, the whole of this memorable passage of Lake St. 
Sacrament resembled more the pageant of a grand aquatic gala, or 
a dream of romance, than a chapter of real life. Stretching down 
the lake, the scenery partook of the same wild and glorious char- 
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acter, and every mile of their progress disclosed new objects of 
wonder, or presented fresh sources of delight. 

8. The tops and shaggy sides of the mountains afforded new 
phases with every turn, while the relative positions of the boats 
were changing continually as they shot forward among the 
islands studding the whole distance of the lake; and hills, 
rocks, islands, every thing, were reflected back, fresh and 
beautiful as nature had made them. It was a day of unmin 
gled pleasure. A fine elastic breeze swept through the gorge 
of the mountains, serving to brace the nferves, and produce a 
glow of good feeling, humor, and hilarity, which lasted till the 
setting sun. 

9. The animal spirits were often cheered and enlivened by 
favorite airs from the well appointed regimental bands. Wheel¬ 
ing aloft, with untiring wing, as if moving with, and watching 
over the armament, were several noble bald-eagles, whose eyries 
hung on the beetling crags, affording to the soldiers a happy 
presage of victory. The bagpipes of the Highlanders would 
thrill every soul in the armada with the pibroch, or an expert 
bugleman electrify the multitude by causing the hills and the 
glens to echo with the stirring notes wound from his instrument. 

10. The effect of the varying and shifting movements of the 
barges among the islands, with their different streamers flutter¬ 
ing in the air, now shooting in this direction, and now running 
in that, was exceedingly fine, animating, and romantic. Ta¬ 
king these movements in connexion with the nodding of plumes, 
the dazzling glitter of polished armor, and the flashing of the 
oars at every stroke as they rose from the sparkling waters, the 
whole prospect, seen at a coup d'ceil, was of surpassing mag¬ 
nificence. 

11. Gayest among the gay on this occasion was our friend 
Captain Thorndyke, with his spirited company of rangers, des¬ 
tined to act on the right flank. Nor did the healthy buoyancy 
of spirits which prevailed during the voyage perceptibly dimin¬ 
ish, until the laugh and the song, the light joke and the brisk 
repartee, had fairly expended themselves, and the giant shadows 
of the western mountains were thrown far across the lake, soften¬ 
ing the intensity of light, and bringing with them that chastened 
pensiveness which loves to dwell in the shade. 

12. The landing of the expedition was effected in good order. 
But the particulars of the two days’ fighting that followed, the 
formidable obstacles which embarrassed their progress, the un¬ 
expected odds they were doomed to encounter, the repeated and 
furious onsets, the prodigies of valor performed to no purpose 

31* 
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the defeat, the overthrow, and the rout, are matters which we 
leave with the graver and statelier historians, who chronicle dull 
facts to be used as webs in weaving the romance of history. 

13. Among the higher officers slain was the truly noble 
Lord Howe, the pride of the army, and a universal favorite, 
whose remains repose in our soil, and to whose memory a cen¬ 
otaph was erected in Westminster Abbey by American gener¬ 
osity. And many were the American mothers and daughters 
who were called to mourn the catastrophe of that day.—Will¬ 

iam L. Stone. 

Questions.—Who sustained a generous rivalry 7 They neither knew nor 
cared for what 7 Can any thing be more contemptible than to boast of one’s 
ANCESTRY as if that should give honor or reputation without intellect, 

personal efforts, or GOOD CONDUCT 'l What regiment was also there 'l 
Who would suppose what 7 Can any thing be more melancholy than these 
national disputes 'l Who involuntarily checked his impatient steed, and gazed 
upon what 'l What was perfectly clear 7 What lay at their feet ? What 
was passing in the camp 7 What were spread upon the lake 7 What threw 
an air of enchantment 'l Over what 7 This memorable passage resembled 
what 7 What presented fresh sources of delight 1 What were fresh and 
beautiful 7 What swept through the gorges of the mountains 7 What were 
often cheered 7 By what 7 What were a happy presage of victory 7 What 
caused the hills and glens to echo 7 What was exceedingly fine 7 What was 
of surpassing magnificence 7 Who was gayest among the gay 7 What did 
not perceptibly diminish 7 Until what 7 What was in good order 7 What 
are left to the grave or stately historian 7 Who, the pride of the army, was 
slain 7 Where has a cenotaph to his memory been erected 7 By whom 7 Who 
were called to mourn the catastrophe of that day 7 Is it not lamentably 
deplorable that, age after age, has seen country after country filled with 
WIDOWS and ORPHANS by the cruel practice of WAR1 

Spelling Lesson CXVIII. 

A bra ham (4' br4 'Mm), n. prop, the name of the celebrated plains lying south 
and viest of Quebec; a man’s or boy’s name. [prive of. 

A bridge (a bridje'), v. to lessen, diminish; to contract; to shorten; to de- 
Ap pre hen sions ('4p pre hen' shinz), n. pin. of Apprehension, suspicion; 

fear; conception ; act of apprehending. 
Ar mi slice (&r' me 'stls), n. a cessation of arms for a short time; a truce. 
As cen den cy (4s s&n' d4n 'se), n. superior influence; controlling power. 
Au gu ries (4w' g& 'rlz), n. pin. of Augury, an omen; act of prognosticating 

by omens ; a divination by birds. [attend. 
A waits (4 wites'), pres. t. of Await, to be in store for; to expect, wait for; to 
Bar ri er (b4r' re Ar), n. an obstruction, a hinderance; a bar; a stop; a boun¬ 

dary, a limit; a fortification, a defence. 
Bunk er’s Hill (b&ngk’ 4rz 'hll), n. prop, the name of a hill in Charlestown, 

near Boston, where a celebrated battle was fought, in 1775, between the 
Americans and English. 

Con fed er ate (kfin ffed' fer Ate), a. united in a league; allied by treaty: n. 
an ally ; an accomplice: v. to join or unite in a leage or alliance. 
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Con tend ing (kAn tfend' Ing), part. a. striving in opposition or debate; wran¬ 
gling : par. of Contend, to strive in opposition or debate ; to struggle ; to 
wrangle; to dispute; to contest. 

Cour te sies (k&r' te 'stz), n. pin. of Courtesy, civility ; kind treatment; po¬ 
liteness ; complaisance, elegance of manners. 

Del i ca cy (dfel' e 'kfe sfe), n. nice attention to right or care to avoid wrong or 
offence, scrupulousness; softness ; tenderness ; nicety; daintiness; po 
liteness. 

Dis un ion (dts yine' yun), n. separation, want of concord; disjunction. 
En gines (fen' jlnz), n.plu. of Engine, means, that by which any effect is pro¬ 

duced; an instrument, a kind of machine for throwing water to extin¬ 
guish fire; an agent. [ceptible. 

Ev a nes cent ('fev fe nes' sfent), a. fleeting, passing away; vanishing; imper- 
Fort Or ange (fArt Ar' rtnje), n. prop, the name of a fort built by the En¬ 

glish on the Hudson river. 
Fri tfer' nil, a. brotherly, becoming brothers; pertaining to a brother. [time. 
Fu tu ri ty (fi ti' re 'te), n. time to come; events to come; future state or 
Great Brit am (grite brtt' tn), n. prop, the name generally given to the islands 

of Britain and Ireland, as a United Kingdom. 
Han cock (h&n' kAk), n. prop, the name of one of the prominent leaders of the 

American Revolution; the name of several counties and towns in the 
United States. 

Hfer' feld 'fed, pre. of Herald, to introduce, as by a herald: n. a harbinger, a 
forerunner; an officer who registers genealogies, proclaims war or peace, 
regulates coats of arms, &c.; a proclaimer, a publisher. 

In di vis i ble ('tn de ytz' A 'bl), a. not to be divided or broken into parts. 
In land (In' lfend), a. interior, remote from the sea: n. the interior part of a 

country. [mix; to be mixed or incorporated. 
In ter min gled ('tn tfer mtng' gld), pre. of Intermingle, to mingle together; to 
Jousts (jfests), n. pin. and pres. t. of Joust, a mode encounter on horseback; a 

tilt: v. to run in a tilt; to engage in a mock fight, [of an Indian chief. 
King Phil ip’s (king ftp tps), n. prop, posses, case of King Philip, the name 
Lex ing ton (lfeks' Ing 'tin), n. prop, the name of a town in Worcester county, 

Massachusetts, where the first regular battle was fought betiveen the English 
and Americans in 1775 ; the name of several towns in the United States. 

Li bra ries (IP brfe 'rtz), n. pin. of Library, a collection of books for public or 
Marts, n. plu. of Mart, a place of public sale or traffic; a market, [private me. 
MA' hlwk, n. prop, the name of a beautiful river in the State of New York. 
Ob so lete (Ab' sA 'lete), a. out of use, dismed; neglected ; obscure. 
Ob struc tions (Ab struk' shunz), n. plu. of Obstruction, that which impedes 

progress, a hinderance; an impediment; an obstacle. 
Offend ing (Af ffend' 1 ng), par. of Offend, to displease, to disgust; to make 

angry ; to transgress ; to be criminal; to assail. 
Op pres ses (Ap prfes' stz), pres. t. of Oppress, to overpower; to burden with 

impositions ; to crush by hardship; to subdue. 
O ver hang ('A vAr hfeng'), v. to jut or project over. 
Per pe tu i ty ('pfer pe ti' e 'te), n. continued, uninterrupted existence; indefi¬ 

nite or endless duration or duration to all futurity. 
Pil iar (pll' lur), n. that which sustains or upholds; a supporter; a kind of 

column; a monument. 
Pledg es (plfedj' tz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Pledge, that which is given as secu¬ 

rity for the performance of an act; a pawn ; a gage; a surety ; a deposite 
as security: v. to give as security or warrant; to pawn or put in pawn. 

PI A me, n. a feather, o.n orno.ment; pride; token of honor: v. to adjust the 
feathers; to adorn ; to value ; to strip. 
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Pro scri bed (prA skrlbd'), 'part. a. denounced, doomed: pre. of Proscribe, to 
denounce, to doom ; to condemn; to censure capitally ; to interdict. 

Re new (rA ni'), v. to revive, to repeat, confirm; to make anew; to begin again; 
to renovate. 

Rev o lu tion i zing ('rfev A 1A' shun '1 zing), par. of Revolutionize, to effect a 
complete change in the government or constitution of a country, &c. 

Sea ling (ski' ling), par. of Scale, to mount or climb, as on ladders; to strip 
or take off scales; to weigh : n. gradation, graduated scheme or figure; 
a part of the crusty covering of some kinds of fish; a balance; means of 
ascent, a ladder ; a line of distances, a gamut. 

Se vere ly (se vere' 1A), ad. distressingly,-painfully; with severity ; rigorously. 
Sha ped (shapt), pre. of Shape, to form, adjust; to create; to mould; to make; 

to suit: n. form ; make ; appearance; idea; figure. 
Site, n. situation, place; local position ; seat. 
Sur vey ed (sur vade'), pre. of Survey, to view, inspect; to oversee, overlook. 
Sus que han nah ('sAs kwA hAn' nA), n. prop, the name of a river which rises 

in the State of New York and runs south to the Chesapeake Bay. 
Sway ed (swide), pre. of Sway, to influence; to govern; to wield, to rule; to 

incline; to bias; to have, weight: n. influence, power; rule; dominion; 
direction. [fear. 

Ter rors (tfer' rurz), n. phi. of Terror, dread, the cause of fear; great alarm or 
Tour na ments (tS5r' nA 'ments), n. plu. of Tournament, a military exercise 

or sport on horseback; a tilt. 
Truce (trASse), n. a cessation or suspension of hostilities; a temporary peace. 
Van tage-ground (vAn' tlje-'grddnd), n. superiority of place, stale, or condition. 
War ren (w6r' rln), n. prop, the name of a brave American general; a man’s 

name: n. an enclosed place or park for rabbits. 
Womb (w66m), n. the place where any thing exists or is produced. 

Reading Lesson CXVIII. 

The Importance and Influence of Internal Improvements in our 
Country. 

Extract from an Address delivered before the Legislatures of Massachusetts and 
New York, at Springfield (Mass.), at the celebration of the completion of 
the Western Rail-Road, in 1842—by Gov. William H. Seward. 

1. Nor can we forget that it was Massachusetts that encoun¬ 
tered firsthand suffered most from the tyranny which resulted in 
our National Independence ; that the first blood shed in that sa¬ 
cred cause flowed at Lexington, and that Liberty’s earliest ram¬ 
part was established upon Bunker’s Hill. Nevertheless the 
struggles and sacrifices of Massachusetts have, until now, been 
mown to us through traditions not her own, and seem to have 
oeen those of a distant, though an allied people; of a country 
separated from us by mountain barriers such as divide every 
continent into states and empires. 

2. But what a change is here! This morning’s sun was 
just greeting the site of old Fort Orange as we took our leave, 
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and now when he has scarcely reached the meridian, we have 
crossed that hitherto impassable barrier and met you here on 
the shore of the Connecticut, the battle ground of King Philip’s 
cruel wars; and, before that sun shall set we might ascend the 
Heights of Charlestown, or rest upon the rock that was wet 
with the blood that flowed from the weary feet of the Pilgrim 
Fathers. 

3. Sir, you have well set forth the benefits which will result 
to you, to us, to our country, and to mankind, from the triumph 
of modern science over the physical obstructions to intercourse 
between the American communities. I can advert to but one 
of these results, the increasing strength of the States, and the 
perpetuity of the Union. New York, Massachusetts, and her 
sister States of New England, will no longer be merely confed¬ 
erate States. Their interests, their affections, and their sympa¬ 
thies will now be intermingled, and a common and indivisible 
destiny, whether of good or evil, awaits them all. 

4. Had such connexions existed when the British throne at¬ 
tempted to abridge the rights of the Colonies, what power could 
have wounded Massachusetts when New York could have 
rushed to her defence ? Could Great Britain and her savage 
allies have scourged so severely our infant settlements upon the 
Mohawk and the Susquehannah, if New England could have 
gone to her relief? How vain will be any attempt hereafter to 
array us against each other! Since Providence has been 
pleased to permit these States to be thus joined together, who 
shall put them asunder? 

5. Rightly have you assumed that on this occasion we in¬ 
dulge no jealousies of your prosperity, and no apprehensions of 
harm from your growing power or influence. The Hudson is 
beautiful in our eyes, for it flows through the land of our birth ; 
and. our institutions and marts overhang its waters. But if its 
shores be not the true and proper seat of commerce and of em¬ 
pire, or if we have not the virtues and the energies necessary to 
retain our vantage-ground, we shall not try to check the pros¬ 
perity or the political ascendency of our sister States. 

6. Far from indulging such unworthy thoughts, we regart 
this and every other improvement as calculated to promote ou 
own prosperity, and what is far more important than the ad 
vancement of our State or of yours, the UNION and HAR¬ 
MONY of the WHOLE AMERICAN FAMILY. The 
bond that brings us into so close connexion is capable of being 
extended from your coast to the Mississippi, and of being fastened 
around not only New York and the first thirteen, but all the 
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twenty-six States. This is the policy of New York, and her 
ambition. We rejoice in your co-operation, and invite its con¬ 
tinuance, UNTIL ALARMS OF DISUNION SHALL BE AMONG THE OBSO¬ 

LETE DANGERS OF THE REPUBLIC. 

7. New York has been addressed here in language of mag¬ 
nanimity. It would not become me to speak of her position, 
her resources, or her influence. And yet I may, without offend¬ 
ing the delicacy of her representatives here, and of her people at 
home, claim that she is not altogether unworthy of admiration. 
Our mountains, cataracts, and lakes can not be surveyed without 
lifting the soul on high. Our metropolis and our inland cities, 
our canals and rail-roads, our colleges and schools, and our 
twelve thousand libraries, evince emulation and a desire to pro¬ 
mote the welfare of our country, the progress of civilization, and 
the happiness of mankind. 

8. While we acknowledge that it was your Warren that of¬ 
fered up his life at Charlestown, your Adams and your Hancock 

who were. the proscribed leaders in the revolution, and your 
Franklin, whose wisdom swayed its councils, we can not forget 
that Ticonderoga and Saratoga are within our borders, that it 
was a son of New York that fell in scaling the Heights of Abra¬ 
ham ; that another shaped every pillar of the constitution, and 
twined the evergreen around its capital; that our Fulton sent 
forth the mighty mechanical agent that is revolutionizing the 
world, and that but for our Clinton, his lofty genius and un¬ 
daunted perseverance, the events of this day and all its joyous 
anticipations had slept together in the womb of futurity. 

9. The grandeur of this occasion oppresses me. It is not as 
some have supposed, the first time that States have met. On 
many occasions, in all ages, States, Nations, and Empires have 
come together; but the trumpet heralded their approach ; they 
met in the shock of war ; one or the other sunk to rise no more, 
and desolation marked for the warning of mankind, the scene 
of the fearful encounter. And if sometimes chivalry asked an 
armistice, it was but to light up with evanescent smiles the stern 
visage of war. How different is this scene! Here are no con¬ 
tending hosts, no destructive engines, nor the terrors, nor even 
the pomp of war. Not a helmet, sword, or plume is seen in 
all this vast assemblage. 

10. Nor is this a hollow truce between contending States. 
We are not here upon a cloth of gold and under a silken canopy 
to practise deceitful courtesies, nor in an amphitheatre, with 
jousts and tournaments, to make trial of skill in arms prepara¬ 
tory to a fatal conflict. We have come here enlightened and 
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fraternal States, without pageantry, or even insignia of power, 
to renew pledges of fidelity, and to cultivate affection and all the 
arts of peace. Well may our sister States look upon the scene 
with favor, and the nations of the earth draw* from it good au¬ 
guries of UNIVERSAL AND PERPETUAL PEACE. 

Questions.—Where was the first blood shed in the sacred cause of 
our NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE 7 Where was liberty’s earliest ram¬ 
part established 7 What was just greeting 7 When what 7 What might 
they have ascended 7 What will add to the perpetuity of the Union 7 What 
will no longer be 7 What will now be intermingled 7 What awaits them 
all 7 What could Great Britain have not done 7 If what 7 What will be 
vain 7 Who indulge no jealousies 7 Who will not try to check what 7 
Every improvement is calculated to do what 7 What is capable of being ex¬ 
tended 7 What will our Rail-Roads and Canals INDISSOLUBLY CON¬ 
NECT and UNITE 7 When will alarms of Disunion be obsolete dangers of 
our republic 7 What may be claimed for the State of New York 7 What 
evince emulation and a desire to promote the welfare and happiness of man¬ 
kind 7 Who offered up his life at Charlestown 7 Who were proscribed lead¬ 
ers in the American Revolution 7 Whose wisdom swayed its councils 7 What, 
within the borders of the State of New York 7 Who fell in scaling the 
Heights of Abraham 7 Who sent forth the mighty mechanical agent 7 
What did CLINTON’S lofty genius and undaunted perseverance accomplish 7 
Who met in the shock of war 7 Desolation marked what 7 What was there 
not in the vast assemblage at Springfield 7 They did not meet on what 7 To 
practise what 7 They met to renew what 7 To cultivate what 7 What may 
the nations of the earth draw from it 7 

Spelling Lesson CX1X. 

Ad mits (id mlts'), pres. t. of Admit, to permit or suffer to enter; to grant; to 
allow; to receive. 

Ar rear (ir reer'), n. that which is behind unpaid. 
Beau ty’s (bft' tlz), n. posses, case of Beauty, that which pleases the eye; a par¬ 

ticular excellence; symmetry, grace; a very handsome person; an as¬ 
semblage of ornaments ; elegance; harmony. 

Broi der ed (Br3e' durd), part. a. adorned with or like figures of needleicork: 
pre. of Broider, to adorn with figures of needlework. 

Dal li ance (dif 14 'inse), n. act of fondness; mutual caresses; delay. 
De lay ed (d4 lide'), pre. of Delay, to hinder, to stop; to detain; to defer, put 

off; to linger: n. hinderance; detention; stop, stay ; procrastination, j 
Dof fed (d6ft), pre. of Doff, to put off, to strip; to put away. 
Fi' ding, part. a. losing color; decaying; withering: par. of Fade, to lose 

color, grow dim; to decay; to perish or die gradually; to wither; to 
vanish; to languish. 

Fltsh, n. a glow, a violent or sudden impulse or flow of blood to the face; 
bloom; growth; abundance; a run of cards : v. to flow suddenly or 
with violence ; to redden suddenly ; to glow ; to elate ; to come in haste; 
to be gay : a. glowing; fresh; full of vigor; affluent; liberal. 

Fringe (frtnje), n. an ornamental appendage or trimming; an edging; a 
border: v. to adorn, border, or trim-with fringe or edging. [or blast. 

Frost-king’s (fr6st'-k!ngz), n. posses, case of Frost-king, the autumnal cold 
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Hist' tng, part. a. proceeding or moving fast; hurrying: par. of Haste, to 
move or proceed fast; to hurry ; to push forward or on: n. speed, hurry; 
precipitation ; despatch. 

Hec tic (hfek' tlk), a. denoting a slow, continual fever; troubled with a mor¬ 
bid heat; habitual; constitutional: n. an habitual fever. 

Mourn ful (m6rn' fill), a. sorrowful, expi'essive of grief; lamentable. 
Mur mur ed (mir' murd), pre. of Murmur, to give a low, muttering, shrill 

sound; to complain; to grumble; to utter discontent: n. a low, buzzing, 
continued noise ; a complaint generally in a low voice. 

Mu sing (mi' ztng), part. a. meditating in silence: par. of Muse, to meditate, 
to think on; to ponder, to study in silence: n. the deity or power of poe¬ 
try ; deep thought, close attention. 

Saw' 6st, sec. per. sin. of the pre. of See, to behold; to perceive by the eye ; tc 
look ; to descry; to discern; to observe. 

Tr£ss, n. a lock; a ringlet; a knot or curl of hair. 
Tri fle (tri' fl), v. to treat lightly, to make of no importance; to talk or act with 

levity or folly, or without seriousness or dignity; to waste away, dissi¬ 
pate : n. a thing of very little or no moment, value, importance, or conse¬ 
quence. 

Um ber ed (um' bird), a. shaded; clouded; painted with umber. 
Var nish ed (vir' nlsht), part. a. made or rendered fair in external appear¬ 

ance: pre. of Varnish, to make, give, or render fair in external appear¬ 
ance ; to cover; to lay varnish on ; to palliate : n. a thick, viscid, glossy 
or shining liquid ; a cover. 

Reading Lesson CXIX. 

Autumn. 

1. Tree! why hast thou doffed thy mantle of green 
For the gorgeous garb of an Indian queen? 
With the umbered brown, and the crimson stain, 
And the yellow fringe on its broidered train ? 
And the autumn gale through its branches sighed 
Of a long arrear, for the transient pride. 

2. Stream! why is thy rushing step delayed ? 
Thy tuneful talk to the pebbles staid ? 
Hath the Spoiler found thee who wrecks the plains ? 
Didst thou trifle with him till he chilled thy veins ? 
But it murmured on with a mournful tone, 
Till fetters of ice were around it thrown. 

3. Rose! why art thou drooping thy beautiful head ? 
Hast thou bowed to the frost-king’s kiss of dread ? 
When thou sawest his deeds in the withering vale, 
Didst thou, lingering, list to his varnished tale ? 
And she answered not, but strove to fold 
In her bosom the blight of his dalliance bold. 
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4. Yet ye still have a voice to the musing heart, 
Tree, Stream, and Rose, as ye sadly part, 
“We are symbols, ye say, of the hasting doom 
Of youth, and of health, and of beauty’s bloom, 
When Disease, with a hectic flush doth glow, 
And Time steal on with his tress of snow.” 

5. Is this all ? is your painful lesson done 1 
And they spoke in their bitterness, every one, 
“ The soul that admits in an evil hour, 
The breath of VICE to its sacred bower, 
Will find its peace with its glory die, 
Like the fading hues of an autumn sky.” 

Mrs. Sigourney. 

Questions.—What has the tree doffed 7 For what 7 What sighed through 
its branches 1 What was delayed 7 What murmured with a mournful tone 7 
What strove to fold 7 In what 7 What are symbols of the hasting doom 7 
When disease does what 7 When time does what 7 What will be found to 
DIE 7 When 7 Like what 7 Can any one have PEACE or HAPPINESS 
who indulges in ANY VICE 7 Will all my young friends remember this, and 
never be GUILTY of any IMPROPER CONDUCT 7 

Spelling Lesson CXX. 

Af ri can (if' r4 'kin), n. prop, a native of Africa: a. belonging or pertaining 
to Africa. 

Bip tlze', v. to administer the sacrament of baptism to; to christen. [pher. 
Con fu cius (kdn fi' sh&s), n. prop, the name of a celebrated ancient philoso- 
Ef fu sions (if f&' zhunz), n. pin. of Effusion, the act of pouring out, as words; 

or, as a liquid ; that which is poured out; waste. [fire. 
En kin die (in kin' dl), v. to rouse into action, excite; to inflame; to set on 
Eu rip i des (y& rip' 4 'd4z), n. prop, the name of a celebrated tragic writer, a 

disciple of Socrates. 
God head (g6d' hid), n. prop, divine nature; a deity in person. 
Grov el ling (gr6v' vl 'ling), part. a. having no dignity or elevation; mean ; 

creeping : par. of Grovel, to crawl or creep on the ground ; to cringe, to 
be low or mean. [prophet. 

Hi bik' kuk, n. prop, one of the books of the Old Testament; the name of a 
Heart-touch ing (hart-t&tsh' Ing), a. affecting or touching the heart, moving. 
Ho mer (hi' m&r), n. prop, the name of a celebrated ancient Greek poet; the 

name of several towns in the United States : n. a Hebrew measure. 
lm press (1m' pres), n. a mark, likeness; a stamp ; indentation made by pres¬ 

sure ; figure; device. 
In fi del i ty ('In fi dil' 14 'ti), n. disbelief of the inspiration of the Scriptures, 

or of the divine original of Christianity; unfaithfulness; unbelief; 
treachery. [of God. 

Je ho vah’s (ji hi' viz), n. prop, posses, case of Jehovah, the Hebrew name 
Jer e mi ah ('jer 4 ml' a), n. prop, one of the books of the Old Testament; the 

name of a prophet; a man’s or boy’s name, [worshipped by the Hindoos. 
Jug ger naut (jig' g&r niwt), n. prop, the name of a Hindoo idol or god 

32 
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Lof ti est (l<5f' te v&st), a. most elevated, most sublime; highest; proudest; most 
haughty; most stately. 

Mi h6m' et, n. prop, the name of the founder of the Mahometan religion. 
Mil len ni al (mil ten' ne tel), a. belonging or pertaining to the millennium. 
Mo ses (m<V z&z), n. prop, the name of the writer of the first five books of the Old 

'Testament; a man’s or boy’s name. 
Ot way (5t' wi), n. prop, a man’s name. [warmth; vehemence. 
Pi' thd s, n. that which excites emotion, passion, or feeling; affection of mind; 
Paul (piwl), n. prop, the name of an apostle; a man’s or boy’s name. 
Po et’s (pA' its), n. posses, case of Poet, one who writes poetry or poems. 
Prev a lence (prev' k 'tense), n. predominance, most general existence; superi¬ 

ority ; influence, efficacy; most efficacious force. 
Prom ul ga tion ('prSm ul gi' sh&n), n. publication, a publishing; open dec¬ 

laration or exhibition; notice. 
Ran cor (ring' kur), n. virulence, enmity; inveterate malignity; spite, malice. 
Re deim' tng, part. a. saving, ransoming; rescuing : par. of Redeem, to ran¬ 

som ; to rescue, liberate, or repurchase from bondage; to deliver from; 
to save ; to perform what has been promised. 

Re It' ir 'ite, v. to repeat; to repeat again and again. 
Ruth less (r&&t/i lis), a. cruel, barbarousj pitiless. 
Sane ti fy (singk' te 'fl), v. to make holy, purify; to set apart for a sacred use. 
Sigh ing (sP ing), par. of Sigh, to express sorrow by deep breathing; to emit 

the breath audibly: n. a deep and audible breathing ; a violent emission 
of breath. 

Soul-el e va ting (s6le-el' e 'vi ting), a. having a tendency to elevate the soul. 
Un af feet ing ('un if fekt' Ing), a. not adapted to 'move the passions; not pa¬ 

thetic. 

Reading Lesson CXX. 

The American Bible Society. 

1. I am persuaded that there is no person present, who does 
not feel the inspiration of this occasion. For myself, I congrat¬ 
ulate my country, that we now find on her annals the name of 
the American Bible Society. 

2. This is an occasion to awaken the best feelings of the 
heart. We are assembled, not to rouse the rancor of political 
zeal; not to arrange plans of foreign contest; not to shout the 
triumphs of victory : we have a nobler object; to aid the march 
of the everlasting gospel through the world, spread abroad a 
fountain, whose waters are intended for the healing of the nations. 

3. The design of this august institution is not merely to re¬ 
lieve the wants of our own country, but to extend the hand of 
charity to the most distant lands; to break asunder the fetters 
of Mahometan imposture ; to purify the abominations of Jugger¬ 
naut ; to snatch the Hindoo widow from the funeral pile ; to 
raise the degraded African to the sublime contemplation of God 
and immortality ; to tame and baptize in the waters of life the 
American savage ; to pour the light of heaven upon the dark- 
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ness of the Andes; and to call back the nations from the altars 
of Satan to the temple of the living God. 

4. These high objects are to be accomplished by the univer¬ 
sal promulgation of the Bible; the Bible, that volume, conceived 
in the councils of eternal mercy, containing the wondrous story 
of redeeming love, blazing with the lustre of Jehovah’s glory; 
that volume, pre-eminently calculated to soften the heart, sanc¬ 
tify the affections, and elevate the soul of man ; to enkindle the 
poet’s fire, and teach the philosopher wisdom; to consecrate the 
domestic relations ; to pour the balm of heaven into the wounded 
heart; to cheer the dying hour, and shed the light of immortal¬ 
ity upon th>2 darkness of the tomb. 

5. I reiterate the mighty term, the BIBLE ; that richest of 

man’s treasure, that best of heaven’s gifts. Amazing volume! 
in every one of thy pages, I see the impress of the Godhead. 
How divine are thy doctrines, how pure thy precepts, how sub¬ 
lime thy language! How unaffecting is the tenderness of an 
Otway, or a Euripides, when compared with the heart-touching 
pathos of thy David or Jeremiah ! How do the loftiest effusions 
of a Milton or a Homer sink, when contrasted with the sublimer 
strains of thine Isaiah or Habakkuk ! 

6. And how do the pure and soul-elevating doctrines of thy 
Moses or thy Paul look down, as from the height of heaven, 
upon the grovelling systems of a Mahomet or a Confucius! 
Give this Bible an empire in every heart, and the prevalence o-f 
crime and misery would yield to the universal diffusion of mil¬ 
lennial glory. 

7. Destroy this Bible, let the ruthless arm of infidelity 

tear this sun from the moral heavens, and all would be DARK¬ 
NESS, and GUILT, and WRETCHEDNESS; again would 

“ Earth fee! the wound, and nature from her seat, 
Sighing through all her works, give signs of wo, 
That ALL WAS LOST.” 

Dr. E. D. Grif FIN. 

Questions.—About what did Dr. Griffin congratulate our country ! What 
did this occasion awaken ! The society was not assembled to rouse what! 
Not to arrange what ! Not to shout what ! They had what ! To aid what ! 
The design of the institution is not merely to do what ! To break what 
asunder ! To purify what ! To snatch what ! To raise what ! To tame 
what! To pour the light of heaven upon what ! To call back what! By 
what are these high objects to be accomplished! The BIBLE contains 
what! It is pre-eminently calculated to do what! To enkindle what ! 
To consecrate what! To pour the balm of heaven into what! To cheer 
what! What is the richest of MAN’S TREASURE, that best of HEAV¬ 
EN’S GIFTS! How pure are what! How sublime is what! How un- 
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affecting is what 1 When I What sink when contrasted with what 1 What 
look down upon what I When and to what would the prevalence of crime 
and misery yield 1 When would all be darkness, and guilt, and WRETCH¬ 
EDNESS 'l Will all my young friends remember, that, all that is good or de¬ 
sirable comes to us directly or indirectly through or by the influence, inculca¬ 

tions, or INJUNCTIONS of the BIBLE, and read it attentively and care¬ 
fully 1 

Spelling Lesson CXXI. 

Ad min is tra tion (id 'min Is tri' shim), n. the executive pa,rl of government, 
those having care of public affairs; the act of administering. 

Con sol i da ted (k6n s6l' e 'di ted), part. a. made firm, compact; united: pre. 
of Consolidate, to make solid, firm, hard, or compact; to unite or become 
firm or solid ; to harden. 

Fr£4r, a. more liable ; more open; franker, more candid. 
Heal thi er (h&l' thk 'ur), a. sounder, more whoksome; more conducive to 

health; more free from sickness. [by admonitions. 
In cul cate (In kid' kite"), v. to teach, urge, enforce, or impress upon the mind 
In vig o ra ted (In vig' 6 'ri tfed), pre. of Invigorate, to strengthen, to give en¬ 

ergy and life to; to animate. 
Mon ar chies (m<W ar 'klz), n. plu. of Monarchy, a government in the hands 

of a single person; a kingdom; an empire. 
Por tu guese (pore' tshu 'geze), a. belonging or pertaining to Portugal: n. 

prop. plu. the people of Portugal; the language of Portugal. [avowal. 
Rec og ni tion ('rfek Sg nlsh' in) n. an acknowkdgment; a formal or solemn 
Re stric tions (re strlk' sh&nz), n. plu. of Restriction, restraint; limitation; 

confinement. [fall, sink, tend downward. 
S&b si' did, pre. of Subside, to cease to rage, to become tranquil; to abate; to 
Swit zer land (swlt' z&r 'lind), n. prop, the name of a country in Europe. 

Reading Lesson CXXI. 

The Influence of our Institutions upon other Countries. 

Extract from an Anniversary Discourse delivered before the New York His¬ 
torical Society, Dec. 1828—by Chancellor Kent. 

1. It was observed at the beginning of this discourse, that we 
had in this state illustrious annals to appeal to, and I humbly 
hope that I have made good the assertion. The noble monument 
erecting on Bunker’s Hill to the memory of her early patriots, 
does honor to the pride and zeal of the sons of New England ; 
but the records of this state, in the hands of some future historian, 
are capable of elevating a loftier monument, and one of less 
perishable materials, on which, not the rays of the setting sun, 
but the rays of a nation’s glory, as long as letters shall endure, 
will continue u to play and linger on its summit ” 

2. I wish not, however, to cherish or inculcate that patriotism 
32* 
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which is purely local or exclusive. My object is more disinter¬ 
ested and liberal. It is to enkindle that generous zeal and ardent 
public virtue, with which Scipio, and other citizens of Rome, are 
said to have been inspired, as often as they beheld the domestic 
images of their ancestors. The glory of each state is the com¬ 
mon property of the nation, and our freedom was established by 
the united will, and consolidated efforts, of every part of the 
Union. 

3. Our responsibility for the wise and temperate use of civil 
liberty, is of general obligation ; and it is our example as a na¬ 
tion that has sensibly affected the civilized world. The image 
of personal freedom, of order, of security, of happiness, and of 
national prosperity, which our country presents, has had its influ¬ 
ence wherever learning and commerce have penetrated. When 
our revolution began, despotism prevailed everywhere, except in 
Great Britain and her colonies ; or, if civil liberty existed at all 
on the continent of Europe, it dwelt in timid retirement, in the 
romantic valleys of Switzerland, within the shade of the loftiest 
Alps. 

4. But we have lived to witness a visible improvement in the 
institutions and policy of nations. After the tempest of the French 
revolution had subsided, and its ravages were repaired, it left 
the nations upon which it had spent its fury, in a better and 
healthier condition than it found them. This was some compen¬ 
sation for the injustice and the miseries which it had produced. 
Limited monarchies, resting on a recognition of popular rights, 
and constitutional restrictions upon power, and invigorated by 
the admission of the principle of representation, are now estab¬ 
lished in the kingdoms of France and the Netherlands. 

5. The energy of the press and of popular instruction, and 
the free and liberal spirit of the age, control or mitigate the evils 
of a bad administration, or chastise its abuses in every depart¬ 
ment of government, and they carry their influence to the high¬ 
est ranks and summits of society. Those mighty causes will 
gradually enlarge the sphere of their action, and produce freer 
institutions, and a better administration of justice, in every part 
of Europe. 

6. At any rate, we are assured that in our hemisphere, from the 
head of the gulf of Mexico, through all the good and bad forms 
of government in Spanish and Portuguese America down to 
“the farthest verge of the green earth,” the force of our great ex¬ 
ample is strongly felt, and the eye is turned, with RESPECT 
and REVERENCE, to the character of our power, and the 
SPLENDOR of our RISING GREATNESS. 
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Questions.—What does honor to the pride and zeal of the sons of New 
England ! What are capable of elevating a loftier monument ! Chancellor 
Kent did not wish to cherish or inculcate what 1 He wished to enkindle what ! 
What is the COMMON PROPERTY of the nation ! What has affected 
the civilized world ! What has had its influence wherever learning and com¬ 
merce have penetrated ! When our revolution began where did DESPOTISM 
prevail! Where only, on the continent of Europe, did civil liberty exist! 
What are now established in the kingdoms of France and the Netherlands ! 
What control or mitigate the evils of a bad administration ! Where is the 
force of OUR GREAT EXAMPLE felt! Will all my young friends remem¬ 
ber that this, our blessed government, seems to have been established by Provi¬ 
dence, through the instrumentality of the PATRIOTS and HEROES of 
our REVOLUTION, especially as a MODEL GOVERNMENT to be admired 
and copied by the whole world; and, by noble, generous, virtuous, and patri¬ 

otic conduct, aid in perpetuating it! 

Spelling Lesson CXXII. 

A be ce da ri an ('A be se dA' re 'an), n. one who is learning or who teaches 
the alphabet. [withdraw the affections; to sell: a. withdrawn from. 

Al ien ate (Me" yin 'Ate), v. to transfer; to estrange, make indifferent; to 
Back woods man (bik w&dz' min), n. an inhabitant of a newly settled ter¬ 

ritory or western country. 
Bi' is, n. a direction, bent; inclination; propensity; prepossession, partiality; 

the weight lodged on one side of any thing: v. to incline to one side, act 
partially. [horn; a shining bead of glass ; a plant. 

Bu gie (bii' gl), n. an instrument of martial or military music; a hunting 
Bui warks (b&l' wurks), n. plu. of Bulwark, protection, shelter; means of 
Bur' ritt, n. prop, a man’s name. [safety; a fort; a fortification. 
Chan dler’s (tshin' dlfrrz), n. posses, case of Chandler, one who makes or sells 

candles, [exhausted ; to spend; to destroy ; to eat, devour; to squander. 
Con sumes (k5n sumez'), pres. t. of Consume, to waste away, expend; to be 
Con trol ling (k&n tr<V ling), part. a. directing, governing: par. of Control, 

to direct, govern; to restrain, to check, overpower; to have under com¬ 
mand or authority over: n. check, restraint; command, power over ; au- 

Dl' A 'dem, n. a crown; the ensign, badge, or mark of royalty. [thority. 
Dim med (dlmd), pre. of Dim, to obscure; to cloud, darken: a. obscure; not 

having a quick sight; seeing imperfectly, not clearly. 
Dims (dl mz), pres. t. of Dim. 
D<3r' mint, a. sleeping; concealed ; not made known. 
E li hu (e 11' hi), n. prop, a man’s or boy’s name. [any thing. 
E mer ged (e m&rjd'), pre. of Emerge, to issue or proceed from; to rise out of 
E mer gen cy (e mir' jen 'se), n. an unexpected event, exigence; a sudden oc- 
t casion; pressing necessity; a rising out of or coming into view. 
E ner vates (e ner' vites), pres. t. of Enervate, to weaken, deprive of vigor, 

force, or nerve; to render feeble. 
En rich ing (in rltsh' Ing), par. of Enrich, to make rich or wealthy; to fer¬ 

tilize; to supply with an abundance. [of liberty. 
En slave (en slAve'), v. to reduce or subject to bandage or servitude; to deprive 
Fan ned (find), pre. of Fan, to blow; to cool; to winnow with a fan : n. an 

instrument to blow and cool the face when too warm; an instrument to 
winnow or clean grain. 

Fli' ml ng, part. a. burning with a blo.ze: par. of Flame, to burn with a blaze; 
to shine as fire: n. a blaze, light emitted from fire; heat; ardor; rage; 
violence. 
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For gets (f Sr g4ts'), pres. t. of Forget, to lose remembrance or memory of; to 
neglect, to slight; to overlook. 

Gem (jem), n. a precious stone; a jewel; a bud : v. to adorn as with jewels. 
Gol con da (gSl kSn’ di), n. prop, the name of a celebrated fort of Hindoostan, 

a considerable depot for diamonds; the name of a town in the U. States. 
Grad u ate (grid' jii 'ite), n. one who is honored or dignified with a degree : v. 

to advance or change by degrees; to mark with, or divide into degrees ; 
to temper ; to honor with, or confer a degree on. [large ; like Hercules. 

Her cu le an (h4r ki' 14 'in), a. very great, difficult, or laborious; very strong; 
High-road (hl'-rSde), n. course, train of action; a public road. 
Im pel led (tm p41d-), pre. of Impel, to urge or drive forward or on ; to press on. 
In du ces (tn d&' slz), pres. t. of Induce, to produce, to cause; to influence, to 

prevail on; to persuade. 
In tro due tion ('In tro d&k' shin), n. a bringing, conducting, or ushering into 

notice, practice, or use; a preface; a preliminary discourse or first part 
of a book. 

Jew el led (ju' lid), part. a. adorned with precious stones or ornaments of great 
value: pre. of Jewel, to adorn with jewels: n. an ornament worn by 
ladies, any ornament of great value; a precious stone, a gem. 

Law giv er (liw' glv lur), n. one who makes laws; a legislator. 
Lore, n. learning; instruction; doctrine. 
Mile' stine, n. a stone set on the side of a road to mark the distance of a mile. 
Mould ing (mild' Ing), par. of Mould, to form, to shape; to model; to gather 

or contract mould; to rot: n. a cast, a form; fine, soft earth or soil; 
downy substance; concreted matter ; a spot. [which to place a statue. 

Nich es (nltsh' lz), n. plu. of Niche, a hollow, recess, or cavity in a wall in 
Ox ford (6ks' f urd), n. prop, the name of a place in England where a celebra¬ 

ted and famous university is situated; the name of a county and of sev¬ 
eral towns in the United States. 

Pearls (p4rlz), n. plu. and pres. t. of Pearl, a precious substance; a smooth, 
hard, white, and shining substance or gem, found in a kind of shellfish or 
oyster; a film: v. to set or adorn with pearls. 

Per cep tions (p4r sip' sh&nz), n. plu. of Perception, the power, act, or faculty 
of perceiving; idea; notion. [no value, worthless. 

Price less (prise' 14s), a. too valuable to admit of a price, invaluable; having 
Pri va tion (pri vi' shun), n. absence or deprivation of any thing necessary for 

comfort; want; loss, removal, or destruction of any thing. 
Puf' flng, part. a. being inflated or swelled with wind: par. of Puff, to swell, 

as with wind; to blow, to pant; to inflate; to praise too much: n. a 
small blast of wind ; any thing light and porous ; unmerited praise. 

Quench less (kwlnsh' 14s), a. that can not be quenched or extinguished. 
Quo ted (kwo' t4d), pre. of Quote, to cite, adduce, or repeat a passage from an 

author, or the words of another. [on. 
Re ly (r4 11'), v. to depend upon; to put trust or have confidence in; to rest 
Robes (rAbez), n. plu. and pres. t. of Robe, a dress of state or dignity ; a long 

gown : v. to array; to dress magnificently or pompously; to invest. 
Sear ed (siird), pre. of Sear, to make callous or insensible; to cauterize ; to 

burn ; to wither ; to dry : a. dry; withered. 
Self-cul ture (s4lf-kul' tshAre), n. culture or instruction of one’s self. 
Self-ed u ca ted (s41f-4d' ji 'ki t4d), a. educated or instructed by one’s self. 
Self-re li ance ('s41f-r4 11' inse), n. reliance or dependance on one’s own exer- 
Self-taught (s41f-tiwt'), a. taught or instructed by one’s self, [tions or efforts. 
Shar pen ed (shir' pnd), pre. of Sharpen, to render perception more acute or 

quick; to make or grow sharp ; to give a keen edge or point; to edge, to 
point; to make more tart or sour. 
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Sledge-ham mer (sledje'-h4m 'infer), n. a very large, heavy hammer used by 
blacksmiths in beating or flattening heated iron. 

Spar kle (spar' kl), v. to shine, to glitter; to emit sparks; to twinkle: n. a 
spark ; a luminous particle ; a small particle of fire. 

Tl 4' ra, n. a diadem or crown; a kind of head-dress; a kind of turban. 
Tra cing (trA' sing), par. of Trace, to mark out, delineate; to draw ; to follow 

exactly: n. a mark drawn; a footstep, a track ; a vestige; a chain, strap,1 
or rope of a harness by which the horse draws. 

Un der stand ings ('fin dfer stAnd' Ingz), n. pin. of Understanding, the facul¬ 
ties of the mind; the intellectual powers; agreement; knowledge; skill; 
sense; intelligence. 

Un dim med (fen dtmd'), a. not obscured, darkened, or dimmed. 
U ni ver si ty ('yfe ne ver' se 't4). n. a school in which all branches of learning, 

and the arts and sciences are taught and studied; an assemblage of colleges 
established at any place. 

Un tu tor ed (fen tu' tferd), a. uninslructed, untaught; undisciplined. 
Vul can (vfel' kin), n. prop, the fabled inventor or author of smith’s work; the 

name of the ancient fabulous god of subterraneous fires. 
Wil low (wU' 16), n. a kind of tree. 
Van kee (yfing' kee), n. prop, the name given to an inhabitant of New England ; 

a corrupt pronunciation of the word English by native Indians of America. 

Reading Lesson CXXII. 

Self-Instruction. 

1. Though man is by nature a dependant being, yet he is 
rendered still more so by art, since false indulgence has taught 
him to think that he can take but few unaided steps. The 
“ untutored mind,” oppressed with a sense of its ignorance, seeks 
not of its own strength to break the bonds which fetter its dor¬ 
mant energies, but ever looks to some controlling spirit, that 
may direct its pursuits and give a new bias to its thoughts. 
There are, however, a few’, in this age of improvement, who act 
upon their own responsibility ; a few, who, turning aside from 
the beaten track, have undertaken the Herculean task of in¬ 
structing themselves, of moulding their own minds, and enrich¬ 
ing them with pearls of thought, to gain which they have fear¬ 
lessly plunged into the broad ocean of investigation. 

2. These self-taught men are generally those whose situation 
in life renders it difficult for them to gain access to our halls of 
learning, but who, determined to rise from their humble sphere, 
have, by arduous toil and persevering research, gradually eleva¬ 
ted themselves in the scale of intelligence, and gained honorable 
niches in the temple of Science. It is to examples so rare that 
fame points proudly. Theirs are the names most often heard 
in the blasts of her u silver bugle.” t 

3. Happy it is for them that the doors of a university have 
been closed against them; by being obliged to depend upon their 
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own strength they have learned a lesson of self-reliance which 
they can never forget. Self-culture has called forth the hidden 
energies of the soul and fitted its votaries to become the pillars 
and bulwarks of society. It has taught them that man is not a 
K leaning willow,” but a being u noble in reason and infinite in 
faculties that he must not rely wholly on foreign aid, but must 
task his own powers, and be able fully to measure his own abil¬ 
ities. This resolute spirit, though latent, can, when fanned into 
a flame, lead him through every trying emergency, and teach 
him to remove obstacle after obstacle, till the path lies open to 
the goal of his ambition, the proudest pinnacle of science. 

4. In taking a survey of the master-spirits that have at differ¬ 
ent periods swayed the world, we find the most prominent among 
them to be those who have risen by their own exertions, and 
overcome all opposition with their own hands; men who have 
emerged from obscurity, and by dint of unremitting labor passed 
every milestone on the high-road to wisdom; men who, de¬ 
prived of all outward aid, have turned inward to their own un¬ 
derstandings, and found a teacher there: a teacher who continu¬ 
ally ui^-ed them M onward and upward,” until the aspirations 
of that mind which God has made immortal, have impelled 
them forward to their high and honorable destiny. And all 
have this teacher, this quenchless spirit, and might have this 
same unconquerable resolution. 

5. Poor men might, did they choose it, become Kings, not of 
a state or empire, but of the broad dominions of the world of in¬ 
telligence ; they might grasp the sceptre of knowledge and reign 
in prouder state than does the monarch in his jewelled robes 
and glittering tiara; for, what diadem so priceless as that of wis¬ 
dom ? They might search the pages of ancient lore, and win 
many a gem to sparkle in that crown, of which the proudest 
kings of earth might still be proud. 

6. A life of luxury induces sloth, dims the mental perceptions, 
and enervates a frame naturally vigorous; while the senses, 
sharpened by privation, are rendered better capable of deep re¬ 
flection, and the eye of the soul becomes expanded till its piercing 
vision can gaze undimmed upon the sparkling treasures of intel¬ 
lect. Learning delights to visit the hut of the backwoodsman as 
well as the lofty mansion of the citizen ; all may drink, yet still 
her unfailing fountain will be ever full: its pleasant waters 
flow on, and their falling music seems to say 

“ Come, drink till thou art satisfied ; 
Yea, drink, for we are free.” 

How sweet is the reward of that mind which can say, “ I have 
been my own teacher.” 
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7. How much more enjoyment does it know than he, who, 
having all the advantages which learning could bestow, has cast 
them lightly aside and refused instruction. It feels that the 
knowledge it has gained is its own, by a right which none can 
either question or take away. And it knows that the treasures 
it may have acquired can never be lost or perverted to ignoble 
purposes, because being obliged to toil for them, it has learned 
to estimate them at their real value. As no theory can be sus¬ 
tained without illustration, I will point out a few from among 
the mass of numerous instances in which men have risen, by their 
own exertions, to fill exalted stations in the world of letters. 

8. Among the first on the list comes the self-educated Frank¬ 
lin, the Father of American Science. When a rough, awkward 
boy, the Governor of New York, having heard of his uncommon 
abilities, sent for him in order to test his acquirements, thinking, 
no doubt, with a very short line, to sound the mind of the untu¬ 
tored “ Yankee.” In the course of conversation the youthful 
Franklin quoted Locke, at which the astonished lawgiver started 
back in amazement. “ Locke! and pray, sir, where did you 
study Locke ?” u At home, in a tallow chandler’s shop,” was 
the answer. The same persevering spirit which led him to search 
the secrets of philosophy impelled him forward until science 
gave into his hand the keys of her power, and “ the lightning 
played harmless at his feet.” 

9. One more example will suffice. Elihu Burritt, the once 
rude son of Vulcan, while working at his anvil, has man¬ 
aged to hammer into his head a host of ideas brighter than the 
sparks which follow each strokq.of his trusty sledge, besides fifty 
different languages, and a vast store of information on all sub¬ 
jects which might make a graduate of Oxford blush and hang 
his head with shame. He works by day at the forge and con¬ 
sumes the midnight oil in searching out the countless treasures 
of mind, and nobly has he been repaid. As light after light 
beams upon him he forgets in his rapture all the toil which 
those rays have cost him ; his eagle vision is not dimmed by 
tracing the courses of the brilliant planets or even the pathway 
of the “ god of day.” He leaves the puffing bellows and the 
.flaming forge to seek those gems of thought which have been 
scattered in rich profusion by those who have lived before him, 
and whose works survive them. 

10. His hands are seared by the heated iron, but his heart is 
open to the influences of sublime thought; those thoughts which 
tend to heaven. The more he learns, the more humble he seems 
to become, and does not cast aside his trusty sledge-hammer be- 
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cause he is freed from the toils of ignorance. He still views him¬ 
self as an abecedarian in the intellectual world, but he means to 
press forward and prove to the world that the poor man, the me¬ 
chanic may be a scholar ; and that, though scanty his means, 
11 his mind, to him a kingdom is” more priceless than the gems of 
Golconda. YOUNG MEN of America! this example is be¬ 

fore you ; follow it one and all, and you will find that “ learn¬ 
ing is a companion which no misfortune can depress, no enemy 
alienate or enslave; at home a friend, abroad an introduction, 
in solitude a solace, in society an ornamentand, if you rightly 
value this inestimable blessing you will find that it is Power. 

—A. K. Clar.k. 

Questions.—What is man rendered by art 7 What has false indulgence 
taught him 7 The untutored mind seeks not what 1 What have become the 
pillars and bulwarks of society 7 What lesson does SELF-RELIANCE teach 7 
What can lead a man through every trying emergency 7 In taking a survey 
of the master-spirits what shall we find 7 What diadem is priceless 7 What 
INDUCES SLOTH 7 The senses sharpened by PRIVATION are better 
capable of what 7 Learning delights to do what 7 What has the self-taught 

mind learned to do'? What did a PERSEVERING SPIRIT lead Frank¬ 

lin to do 7 What has Ei.ihu Burritt, by his INDUSTRY and PERSE¬ 
VERANCE, managed to do 7 He means to prove what to the world 7 Will 
all my young friends remember, that, LEARNING is POWER, if its posses¬ 
sor be MORALLY as \^ell as intellectually EDUCATED 7 

Spelling Lesson CXX1II. 
Av e nues (iv' e 'n&ze). n. phi. of Avenue, a way or opening for entrance into 

a place; a passage; a wide street; an alley or walk planted with trees. 
Bliss' fill, a. full of joy and felicity, happy in the highest degree, blessed. 
Cho ral (kA' rAl), a. belonging to, sung by, or singing in a choir. 
Good ly (gdd' le), a. beautiful, pleasant; graceful, comely; fine. 
Greets, pres. t. of Greet, to salute in kindness; to congratulate; to address. 
In her it ors (In hfer' It 'urz), n. plu. of Inheritor, an heir, one who inherits or 

may inherit. [sand ; an immense number. 
Myr i ad (mtr' e 'id), a. numbering ten thousand : n. the number of ten thou- 
O ceans (o' shunz), n. plu. of Ocean, the largest body of water, the sea. 
Pre sump tu ous ly (pre zum' tshA 'us l£), ad. with rash or vain confidence; 

arrogantly; wilfully. [ceives. 
Re cip i ents (re sip' A 'Ants), n. plu. of Recipient, one who or that which re~ 
Re mem bcrs (re mfem' burz), pres. t. of Remember, to bear, have, or keep in mind. 
Tu ned (t&nd), part. a. uttered harmoniously: pre. of Tune, to put into a mu¬ 

sical state ; to sing : n. a diversity or series of musical notes; harmony. 

Reading Lesson CXXIII. 

The Duty of Submission to the Ways of Providence. 

Extract, from an Address delivered at the Annual Examination of the Pupils of 
the Blind Asylum in the City of New York, July, 1814—by S. S. Randall. 

1. Children of the great and beneficent common parent of the 
human family! inheritors of the kingdom of heaven ! meek 
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and patient subjects of that moral discipline which best prepares 
its recipients for the sublime destiny which awaits them beyond 
die grave! repine not at the dispensation which has fallen to 
your share in this present evil world ! murmur not that the pall 
of thick darkness is drawn for you over the varied and beautiful 
scenery of the external world, and that the myriad faces of na¬ 
ture in her grandeur and repose greet not your senses. 

2. Rather be thankful, deeply, sincerely, heartily thankful, 
that the gift of an intelligent existence is yours: that you are 
secluded from the thousand avenues of temptation, of guilt, and of 
crime into which others are heedlessly and presumptuously rush¬ 
ing ; that you are surrounded by kind friends, by tried benefactors, 
by sympathetic guides; and that, through their exertions, the keys 
of knowledge and of virtue have been placed in your possession. 

3. Although you may not look abroad into this goodly world 
of ours, and see the sun in his brightness, the moon and the 
stars in their glory, the earth clothed with verdure, the moun¬ 
tains, the oceans, the lakes, the rivers, and the innumerable 
works of man, you can the more adequately appreciate, undis¬ 
turbed by all extraneous considerations, the solemn harmony and 
the exceeding beauty of the universe of mind. 

4. Pleasantly too, on your attentive ears, falls the “sad, 
sweet music of humanity,” whether coming in the well remem¬ 
bered, familial voices of home, of fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, 
friends, from those your teachers, your benefactors and guides, or 
from the great and busy world from which you are secluded, 
but which, amid all its selfishness, its anxieties, and its attrac¬ 
tions, kindly remembers and often greets you in your retirement. 

5. Cherish then, in your heart of hearts, that true and living 
faith, which bursts even the darkness of the grave, and soars on 
the strong wings of infinite love to a blissful immortality. 
Strive to be useful to those around you, to deal justly, love 
mercy, and walk humbly before God, whatever may be his dis¬ 
pensations towards you: and, your glad voices shall unite with 
those of the “just made perfect” in choral strains of heavenly 
birth “ tuned to an angel’s lyre.” 

Questions.—Is it not wrong to repine or murmur at any LOSS or DEPRI¬ 
VATION ! Why should those who are BLIND be thankful ? What can be 
more delightful to a truly benevolent mind than to see the anxious and pious 
care of the parents and teachers of the unfortunate blind 1 Or, what more 
delightful than to see the self-sacrificing devotedness and disinterested BE¬ 
NEVOLENCE of those patrons of this noble Institution who spend their time 
and money, to provide means for their support, and for their intellectual, 
moral, and RELIGIOUS education! Is it not one of the very strongest 
proofs of our highly cultivated and refined state of civilization, that so many 
benevolent and charitable INSTITUTIONS exists in our country! 
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EXERCISES IN ELOCUTION. 

1. Many who possess much, enjoy but little. 

2. Religous contention is Satan’s harvest. 

3. If your principles are false, no apology can make them 
fight', if founded in truth, no censure can make them wrong. 

4. Peace is the happy, natural state of man • 
War—his corruption and disgrace. 

5. There’s a divinity that shapes our ends, 
Rough-hew them as we will. 

6. Haste !—to his ear the glad report convey. 

7. Stretch to the race!—Away !■—Away! 

8. Come, mighty monarch, haste ! the fortress gain ! 

9. Wherefore, O warriors! make your promise vain ? 

10. Conquest awaits you. Seize the glorious prize !j 

11. The cry was—“ Tidings! from the host, 
“ Of weight. A messenger comes post.” 

12. “ To arms! To arms!” a thousand voices cried* 

13. “ Forbear ! The field is mine,” he cries. 
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14. “Who dares to fly from yonder swords,” he cries, 
“ Who dares to tremble, by this weapon dies.” 

15. Here—under leave of Brutus and the rest,— 
And Brutus is an honorable man,— 
So are they all, all honorable men,— 
Come I to speak in Cesar’s funeral. 

16. Stand! Bayard! Stand!—the steed obey’d. 

17. Haste! Pass the seas. Thy flying sails employ ! 
Fly hence ! Begone ! 

18. ’Tis death I seek; but, ere I yield to fate, 
I trust to crush thee with my falling weight. 

19. Him, by his arms, Rambaldo knows, and cries, 
“ What seek’st thou here, or whither wouldst thou bend?” 

20. “ Speed, Malise! speed! ” he loudly cried; 
“ The mustering place is Lanrick mead; 
Speed forth the signal, Norman ! Speed /” 

21. Peace! Peace /—To other than to me, 
Thy words were evil augury. 

22. A warm heart, in this cold world, is like 
A beacon-light—wasting its feeble flame 
Upon the wintry deep, that feels it not, 
And trembling with each pitiless gust that blows, 
Till its faint fire is spent. 

23. Nature, in her productions slow, aspires, 
By just degrees, to reach perfection's height. 

24. Warriors, attend! survey this bloody sword. 

25. On Bertram, then, he laid his hand;— 
“ Should every fiend to whom thou’rt sold 
Rise in thine aid, I keep my hold! 
A rouse there! Ho /—take spear and sword! 
Attach the murderer of your lord!” 

26. Rise! Rise, ye citizens! your gates defend; 
Behold the foe at hand. 
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27. “ Return, ye warriors!”—thus aloud he cried. 

28. “What bring’st thou here?11—she cried. 
“Lo, war and death I bring.” the chief replied. 

29. Hence! home, you idle creatures! get you home. 
You blocks,—you stones.—you ivorse than senseless 

things. 

30. Fight, gentlemen of England! fight, bold yeomen ! 
Draw, archers, draw your arrows to the head: 
Spur your proud horses hard, and ride in blood; 
Amaze the welkin with your broken staves ! 

31. Wo to the wretch who fails to rear, 
At this dread sign, his ready spear. 

32. “ Up ! comrades, up! in Rokeby’s halls, 
Ne’er be it said our courage falls.” 

33. Boldly she spake, “ Soldiers, attend ! 
My father was the soldier’s friend.” 

34. “ Revenge! Revenge!11 the Saxons cried. 

35. ilOn! On/”—was still his stern exclaim; 
“ Confront the battery’s jaws of flame! 
Rush on the level gun ! 
My steel-clad cuirassiers! advance! 
Each Hulan, forward., with his lance! 
My Guard!—my chosen,—charge for France!— 
Fra,nee, and Napoleon!11 

3G. “Soldiers! stand firm!” exclaim’d the British chief, 
“England shall tell the fight.” 

37. Burst the storm on Phocis’ walls! 
Rise!—or Greece forever falls. 

38. Yet, though destruction sweep these lovely plains, 
Rise! fellow men! our country yet remains. 

39. Where was thine arm, O vengeance? and thy rod, 
That smote the foes of Zion and of God ? 
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Angels ! and ministers of grace / defend us; 
Save me,—and hover o’er me with your wings. 
Ye heavenly guards l 

Truth 
Comes to us with a slow, and doubtful step; 
Measuring the ground she treads on, and forever 
Turning her curious eye, to see that all 
Is right, behind; and,, with keen survey, 
Choosing her onward path. 

Seize upon truth, wherever found, 
On Christian, or on heathen ground; 
Among your friends, among your foes:, 
The plant’s divine, wherder it grows. 

11 And- do you now put on your best attire ? 
And do you now cuM out a holiday ? 
And do you now strew flowers in his way 
That comes in triumph over Pompey’s blood ? 
Begone / 

Off! off! you base and hireling pack; 
Lay not your brutal touch upon the thing 
God made in his own image. 

Fail! In the lexicon of youth, 
"Which Fate reserves for an illustrious manhood, 
There’s no such word as fail.. 

A horse ! a horse ! my kingdom for a horse \ 
I have set my life upon a cast, 
And I will stand the hazard ©f the die. 
I think, there be six Richmonds in the field; 
Five have I slain to-day, instead c-f him:— 
A horse! a horse ! my kingdom for a horse! 

Preach patience to the sea, when jarring winds,. 
Throw up the swelling billows to the sky; 
And if your reason mitigate her fury, 
My soul will be as calm. 
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47. What! shall one of us, 
That struck the foremost man of all this world, 
But for supporting robbers, shall we—now— 
Contaminate our fingers with base bribes? 
And sell the mighty space of our large honors, 
For so much trash as may be grasped thus? 
I’d rather be a dog, and bay the moon, 
Than such a Roman. 

48. Silence, ye winds, 
That make outrageous war upon the ocean : 
And thou, old ocean! lull thy boisterous waves; 
Ye wavering elements, be hushed as death, 
While I impose my dread commands. 

49. THE. AMERICAN EAGLE. 

His throne is on the mountain-top; 
His fields the boundless air ,* 
And hoary peaks, that proudly prop 
The skies, his dwellings are. 
He rises, like a thing of light, 
Amid the noontide blaze: 
The midway sun is clear and bright; 
It cannot dim his gaze. 

50. EXERCISE ON P. 

Peter Prickle Prandle picked three pecks of prickly pears, 
from three prickly prangly pear trees: if then Peter Prickle 
Prandle picked three pecks of prickly pears from three prickly 
prangly pear trees, where are the three pecks of prickly pears, 
that Peter Prickle Prandle picked, from the three prickly pran¬ 
gly pear trees? Success to the successful prickly prangly pear 
picker. 

51. EXERCISE ON TW. 

When a twister twisting would twist him a twist, for twisting 
a twist three twists he will twist: but if one of the twists untwist 
from the twist, the twist untwisting untwists the twist. 
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52. EXERCISE ON TH. 

The Thistle Sifter.—Theophilus Thistle, the successful thistle 
sifter, in sifting a sieve full of unsifted thistles, thrust three thou¬ 
sand thistles through the thick of his thumb: if then Theophilus 
Thistle, the successful thistle sifter, in sifting a sieve full of unsift¬ 
ed thistles, thrust three thousand thistles through the thick of his 
thumb; see that thou, in sifting a sieve full of unsifted thistles, dost 
not thrust three thousand thistles through the thick of thy thumb. 

53. INSTRUCTIONS ON DELIVERY. 

Speak the speech, I pray you, as I pronounced it to you, trip¬ 
pingly on the tongue. But if you mouth it, as many of our play¬ 
ers do, I had as lief the town-crier had spoken my lines. And do 
not saw the air too much with your hands; but use all gently:, for 
in the very torrent, tempest, and, as I may say, whirlwind of 
your passion, you must acquire and beget a temperance, that may 
give it smoothness. Oh! it offends me to the soul, to hear a robusti¬ 
ous, periioig-pated fellow tear a passion to tatters, to very rags, to 
split the ears of the groundlings; who, (for the most part,)are 
capable of nothing, but inexplicable dumb-show and noise. I 
would have such a fellow whipp'd for o’erdoing termagant; it 
out-Herods Herod. Pray you, avoid it. Be not too tame, 
neither ; but let your own discretion be your tutor. Suit the ac¬ 
tion to the word; the word to the action; with this special ob¬ 
servance, that you o’erstep not the modesty of nature: for any¬ 
thing so overdone, is from the purpose of playing; whose end, 
both at the first and now, was, and is—to hold, as ’twere, the 
mirror up to nature; to show virtue her own feature; scorn, her 
own image, and the very age and body of the time, his form and 
pressure. Now, this overdone, or come tardy off, though it may 
make the unskilful laugh, cannot but make the judicious grieve: 
the censure of one of which, must, in your allowance, o’erweigh a 
whole theatre of others. Oh! there be players that I have seen 
play, and heard others praise, and that highly, that, neither having 
the accent of Christian, nor the gait of Christian, pagan nor 
man, have so strutted and bellowed, that I have thought some of 
Nature’s journeymen had made men, and not made them loell; 
they imitated humanity so abominably.—Shaksp ear e. 
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54. LAS CASAS DISSUADING FROM BATTLE. 

Is then the dreadful measure of your cruelty not yet complete? 
Battle! against whom ? Against a king, in whose mild bosom 
your atrocious injuries, even yet, have not excited hate, but who, 
insulted or victorious, still sues for peace. Against a people, 
who never wronged the living being their Creator formed; a 
people ! who received you as cherished guests, with eager hospi¬ 
tality and confiding kindness. Generously and freely did they 
share with you, their comforts, their treasures, and their homes ; 
you repaid them by fraud, oppression, and dishonor. Pizarro, 
hear me ! Hear me, chieftains! And thou, All-powerful! whose 
thunder can shiver into sand the adamantine rock, whose light¬ 
nings can pierce the core of the riven and quaking earth, O let 
thy power give effect to thy servant’s words, as thy spirit gives 
courage to his will! Do not, I implore you, chieftains,—do not, 
I implore you, renew the foul barbarities your insatiate avarice 
has inflicted on this wretched, unoffending race. But hush, my 
sighs!—fall not, ye drops of useless sorrow!—heart-breaking 
anguish, choke not my utterance. 

Oh God! thou hast anointed me thy servant—not to curse, but 
to bless my countrymen: yet now my blessing on their force, 
were blasphemy against thy goodness. No ! I curse your pur¬ 
poses; I curse the bond of blood, by which you are united. May 
fell division, infamy, and rout, defeat your projects, and rebuke 
your hopes !—On you, and on your children, be the peril of the 
innocent blood, which shall be shed this day! I leave you and 
for ever! And when at length we meet again, before the blessed 
tribunal of that Deity whose mild doctrines, and whose mercies, 
ye have this day renounced, then shall you feel the agony and 
grief of soul which now tear the bosom of your weak accuser! 

Sheridan. 

54. THE MISER AND PLUTUS. 

The wind was high—the window shakes ; 
With sudden start the miser wakes! 
Along the silent room he stalks; 
Looks back, and trembles as he walks ! 
Each lock and every bolt he tries, 
In ev’ry creek and corner pries; 
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Then opes his chest, with treasure stor’d, 
And stands in rapture o’er his hoard : 
But now, with sudden qualms possess’d 
He wrings his hands; he beats his breast; 
By conscience stung, he wildly stares, 
And thus his guilty soul declares: 
Had the deep earth her stores confin’d, 
This heart had known sweet peace of mind; 
But virtue’s sold! good gods ! what price 
Can recompense the pangs of vice ! 
O bane of good! seducing cheat! 
Can man, weak man, thy power defeat? 
Gold banish’d honor from the mind. 
And only left the name behind; 
Gold sow’d the world with ev’ry ill; 
Gold taught the murd’rer’s sword to kill: 
’Twas gold instructed coward hearts 
In treach’ry’s more pernicious arts. 
Who can recount the mischiefs o’er? 
.Virtue resides on earth no more! 

56. HENRY V. TO HIS TROOPS. 

Once more unto the breach, dear friends! once more 
Or close the wall up with our English dead. 
In peace, there’s nothing so becomes a man 
As modest stillness and humility; 
But when the blast of war blows in our ears, 
Then, imitate the action of the tiger; 
Stiffen the sinews, summon up the blood, 
Disguise fair Nature with hard-favor’d Rage: 
Then, lend the eye a terrible aspect; 
Let it pry through the portage of the head, 
Like the brass cannon; let the brow o’erwhelm it, 
As fearfully as doth a galled rock 
O’erhang and jutty his confounded base. 
Swill’d with the wild and wasteful ocean. 
Now set the teeth, and stretch the nostril wide; 
Hold hard the breath, and bend up every spirit 
To its full height! On. on, you noble English! 
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Whose blood is fet* from fathers of war-proof; 
Fathers, that, like so many Alexanders, 
Have, in these parts, from morn till even, fought, 
And sheath’d their swords for lack of argument; 
Be copy now to men of grosser blood, 
And teach them how to war!—Shakspeare. 

* Fet; fetched, derived. 

57. THE RIGHT TO TAX AMERICA. 

“ But, Mr. Speaker, we have a right to tax America.” Oh, 
inestimable right! Oh, wonderful, transcendent right! the asser¬ 
tion of which has cost this country thirteen provinces, six islands, 
one hundred thousand lives, and seventy millions of money. Oh, 
invaluable right! for the sake of which we have sacrificed our 
rank among nations, our importance abroad, and our happiness 
at home! Oh, right! more dear to us than our existence ! which 
has already cost us so much, and which seems likely to cost us 
our all. Infatuated man ! miserable and undone country ! not to 
know that the claim of right, without the power of enforcing it, 
is nugatory and idle. We have a right to tax America—the noble 
lord tells us—therefore we ought to tax America. This is the 
profound' logic which comprises the whole chain of his reasoning. 

Not inferior to this was the wisdom of him who resolved to 
shear the wolf What, shear a wolf! Have you considered the 
resistance, the difficulty, the danger of the attempt? No, says 
the madman, I have considered nothing but the right. Man has 
a right of dominion over the beasts of the forest; and therefore I 
will shear the wolf. How wonderful that a nation could be 
thus deluded! But the noble lord deals in cheats and delusions. 
They are the daily traffic of his invention ; and he will continue 
to play off his cheats on this house, so long as he thinks them 
necessary to his purpose, and so long as he has money enough at 
command to bribe gentlemen to pretend that they believe him. 
But a black and bitter day of reckoning will surely come; and 
whenever that day comes, I trust I shall be able, by a parliament¬ 
ary impeachment, to bring upon the heads of the authors of out 

calamities, the punishment they deserve.—Burke. 
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58. PITT’S REPLY TO SIR ROBERT WALPOLE. 

The atrocious crime of being a young man, which the honor¬ 
able gentleman has, with such spirit and decency, charged upon 
me, I shall neither attempt to palliate nor deny; but content my¬ 
self with hoping, that I may be one of those whose follies cease 
with their youth, and not of that number, who are ignorant in 
spite of-experience. Whether youth can be imputed to a man as 
a reproach, I will not assume the province of determining; but 
surely age may become justly contemptible, if the opportunities 
which it brings have passed away without improvement, and vice 
appears to prevail when the passions have subsided. The wretch, 
who, after having seen the consequences of a thousand errors, 
continues still to blunder, and whose age has only added obstina¬ 
cy to stupidity, is surely the object either of abhorrence or con¬ 
tempt, and deserves not that his gray hairs should secure him 
from insult. Much more is he to be abhorred, who, as he has 
advanced in age, has receded from virtue, and become more 
wicked with less temptation; who prostitutes himself for money 
which he cannot enjoy, and spends the remains of his life in the 
ruin of his country. 

But youth is not my'only crime; I am accused of acting a the¬ 
atrical part.! A theatrical part may either imply some pecu¬ 
liarity of gesture, or a dissimulation of my real sentiments, and 
an adoption of the opinions and language of another man. In the 
first sense, the charge is too trifling to be confuted; and deserves 
only to be mentioned, that it may be despised. I am at liberty, 
like every other man, to use my own language; and though, per¬ 
haps, I may have some ambition to please this gentleman, I shall 
not lay myself under any restraint, nor very solicitously copy 
his diction or his mien, however matured by age, or modeled by 
experience. 
- But, if any man shall, by charging me with theatrical behavior, 
imply, that I utter any sentiments but my own, I shall treat him 
as a calumniator and a villain; nor shall any protection shelter 
him from the treatment he deserves. I shall, on such an occasion, 
without scruple, trample upon all those forms with which wealth 
and dignity intrench themselves, nor shall any thing but age 
restrain my resentment; age, which always brings one privi¬ 
lege—that of being insolent and supercilious, without punishment. 

But, with regard to those whom I have offended, I am of 
opinon, that if I had acted a borrowed part, I should have avoid¬ 
ed their censure: the heat that offended them, is the ardor of con- 
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viction, and that zeal for the service of my country, which neither 
hope nor fear shall influence me to suppress. I will not sit un¬ 
concerned while my liberty is invaded, nor look in silence upon 
public robbery. I will exert my endeavors, at whatever hazard, 
to repel the aggressor, and drag the thief to justice, whoever may 
protect him in his villainy, and whoever may partake of his plun¬ 
der. 

59. MARCO JBOZZARIS. 

At midnight, in his guarded tent, 
The Turk lay dreaming of the hour, 

When Greece—her knee in suppliance bent— 
Should tremble at his power. 

In dreams, through camp and court, he bore 
The trophies of a conqueror; 

In dreams, his song of triumph heard : 
Then wore his monarch’s signet ring ; 
Then press’d that monarch’s throne, a king ; 
As wild his thoughts, and gay of wing, 

As Eden’s garden-bird. 

An hour pass’d on; the Turk awoke;— 
That bright dream was his last: 

He woke, to die midst flame and smoke, 
And shout, and groan, and sabre-stroke, 

And death-shots falling thick and fast, 
As lightning from the mountain-cloud ; 
And heard, with voice as trumpet loud, 

Bozzaris cheer his band; 
“Strike! till the last armed foe expires! 
Strike ! for your altars and your fires! 
Strike! for the green graves of your sires! 

God, and your native land!” 

They fought like brave men, long and well; 
They pil’d the ground with Moslem slain; 

They conquer’d—but Bozzaris fell, 
Bleeding at every vein. 

His few surviving comrades saw 
His smile, when rang their proud hurrah, 

And the red field was won; 
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Then saw in death his eyelids close, 
Calmly as to a night’s repose, 

Like flowers at set of sun. 

Come to the bridal-chamber, Death; 
Come to the mother, when she feels 

For the first time, her first-born’s breath: 
Come, when the blessed seals, 

Which close the pestilence, are broke, 
And crowded cities wail its stroke; 
Come, in consumption’s ghastly form. 
The earthquake’s shock, the ocean’s storm;—- 
Come, when the heart beats high and warm, 

With banquet-song, and dance, and wine, 
And thou art terrible;—the tear, 
The groan, the knell, the pall, the bier, 
And all we know, or dream, or fear 

Of agony, are thine. 
But to the hero, when his sword 

Has won the battle for the free, 
Thy voice sounds like a prophet’s word, 
And in its hollow tones are heard 

The thanks of millions yet to be. 

Bozzaris ! with the storied brave, 
Greece nurtured in her glory’s prime, 

Rest thee; there is no prouder grave, 
Even in her own proud clime. 
We tell thy doom without a sigh; 

For thou art "Freedom’s now, and Fame’s; 
One of the few, the immortal names, 

That were not born to die.—Halleck. 

60. KNOWLEDGE. 

Pleasure is a shadow, wealth is vanity, and power a pageant; 
but knowledge is ecstatic in enjoyment, perennial in fame, un¬ 
limited in space, and infinite in duration. In the performance of 
its sacred office, it fears no danger, spares no expense, omits no 
exertion. It scales the mountain, looks into the volcano, dives 
into the ocean; perforates the earth, wings its flight into the skies, 
encircles the globe, explores the sea and land, contemplates the 
distant, examines the minute, comprehends the great, ascends to 
the sublime: no place too remote for its grasp, no heavens too ex¬ 
alted for its reach.—De Witt Clinton. 
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61. TAKING OF WARSAW. 

1. When leagu’d Oppression pour’d to northern wars 
Her whisker’d pandoors and her fierce hussars, 
Waved her dread standard to the breeze of morn, 
Peal’d her loud drum, and twang’d her trumpet horn, 
Tumultuous horror brooded o’er her van, 
Presaging wrath to Poland, and to man ! 

2. Warsaw’s last champion, from her height, survey’d, 
Wide o’er the fields, a waste of ruin laid,— 
“ O Heaven!” he cried, “my bleeding country save: 
Is there no hand on high to shield the brave ? 
What, though destruction sweep these lovely plains, 
Rise, fellow men! our country yet remains! 
By that dread name, we wave the sword on high, 
And swear for her to live—with her to die /” 

3. He said, and on the rampart-heights array’d 
His trusty warriors, few, but undismay’d. 
Firm-paced and slow, a horrid front they form, 
Still as the breeze, but dreadful as the storm; 
Low, murmuring sounds along their banners fly, 
Revenge, or death,—the watchword and reply. 
Then peal’d the notes, omnipotent to charm, 
And the loud tocsin toll’d their last alarm ! 

4. In vain, alas! in vain, ye gallant few! 
From rank to rank your volley’d thunder flew:— 
Oh! bloodiest picture in the book of Time! 
Sarmatia fell, unwept, without a crime; 
Found not a generous friend, a pitying foe, 
Strength in her arms, nor mercy in her wo ! 
Dropp’d from her nerveless grasp the shatter’d spear, 
Closed her bright eye, and curb’d her high career!— 
Hope, for a season, bade the world farewell, 
And Freedom shriek’d—as Kosciusko fell. 

Departed spirits of the mighty dead ! 
Ye that at Marathon and Leuctra bled! 
Friends of the world! restore your swords to man, 
Fight in his sacred cause, and lead the van! 

5. 
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Yet for Sarmatia’s tears of blood atone, 
And make her arm puissant as your own! 
Oh ! once again to Freedom’s cause return 
The patriot Tell—the Bruce of Bannockburn! 

Campbell. 

72. THE VICTIM. 

1. “ Hand me the bowl, ye jovial band,” 
He said—“’twill rouse my mirth;” 

But Conscience seiz’d his trembling hand. 
And dash’d the cup to earth. 

2. He look’d around, he blush’d, he laugh’d, 
He sipp’d the sparkling wave; 

In it he read—-“who drinks this draught, 
Shall dig a murderer's grave!” 

3. He started up, like one from sleep, 
And trembled for his life; 

He gaz’d,—and saw his children weep— 
He saw his weeping wife. 

4. In his deep dream, he had not felt 
Their agonies and fears; 

But now he saw them as they knelt, 
To plead with prayers and tears. 

5. But the foul fiend her hateful spell 
Threw o’er his wilder’d mind; 

He saw, in every hope, a hell; 
He was to reason, blind. 

6. He grasp’d the bowl to seek relief; 
No more his conscience said: 

His bosom friend was sunk in grief, 
His children begg’d for bread. 

7. Through haunts of horror and of strife, 
He pass’d down life’s dark tide; 

He curs’d his beggar’d babes and wife;— 
He curs’d his God—and died! 

Philadelphia Casket. 
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63. SPEECH OF JAMES OTIS. 

England may as well dam up the waters of the Nile with bul¬ 
rushes, as to fetter the step of Freedom, more proud and firm in 
this youthful land, than -where she treads the sequestered glens of 
Scotland, or couches herself among the magnificent mountains of 
Switzerland. Arbitrary principles, like those against which 
we now contend, have cost one king of England his life, another 
his crown, and they may yet cost a third his most flourishing 
colonies. 

Some have sneeringly asked, “ Are the Americans too poor to 
pay a few pounds on stamped paper?” No! America, thanks to 
God and herself, is rich. But the right to take ten pounds, implies 
the right to take a thousand; and what must be the wealth, that 
avarice, aided by power, cannot exhaust! True, the spectre is 
now small; but the shadow he casts before him is huge enough to 
darken all this fair land. Others, in sentimental style, talk of the im¬ 
mense debt of gratitude which we owe to England. And what is 
the amount of this debt ? Why, truly it is the same that the young 
lion owes to the dam, which has brought it forth on the solitude 
of the mountain, or left it amid the winds and storms of the desert. 

We plunged into the wave, with the great charter of freedom 
in our teeth, because the fagot and torch were behind us. We have 
waked the new world from its savage lethargy; forests have been 
prostrated in our path ; towns and cities have grown up suddenly 
as the flowers of the tropics, and the fires in our autumual woods are 
scarcely more rapid than the increase of our wealth and population. 
And do we owe all this to the kind succor of the mother country? 
No! we owe it to the tyranny that drove us from her, to the pelting 
storms which invigorated our helpless infancy.—Francis. 

64. SCIENCE AND RELIGION. 

What gives the mind its latent strength to scan, 
And chains brute instinct at the feet of man? 
Bids the wild comet, in its path of flame, 
Compute its periods and declare its name? 
With deathless radiance decks historic page, 
And wakes the treasures of a buried age ? 
Majestic Science, from his cloister’d shrine, 
Heard, and replied—“ This godlike power is mine.” 

2 
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“ O then,” said Man, “my troubled spirit lead, 
Which feels its weakness and deplores its need. 
Come and the shadowy vale of death illume, 
Show sin a pardon, and disarm the tomb.” 
High o’er his ponderous tomes his hand he rais’d, 
His proud brow kindling as the suppliant gaz’d. 
“ With Ignorance I war, and hoary Time, 
Who wreck with vandal rage my works sublime; 
What can I more?—dismiss your idle pain ; 
Your search is fruitless and your labor vain.” 
But from the cell, where long she dwelt apart. 
Her silent temple in the contrite heart, 
Religion came, and where proud Science fail’d, 
She bent her knee to earth, and with her sire prevail’d. 

Sigourney. 

65. ON THE DEATH OF o’cONNELL. 

Fellow countrymen—O’Connell is no more! The animat¬ 
ing spirit of Ireland has passed away ! The light of the nation is 
extinguished! Weep and wail, and let your grief be without 
limit, O, children of Ireland! for the cup of your affliction is full, 
and the extent of your suffering without measure. The pride ol 
your hearts has been stricken down. The bright one of Erin is 
removed. The Liberator of our country has departed! With a 
season of sorrow it has pleased the Almighty to afflict us to the 
uttermost. Pestilence and famine blight our people; and in a 
foreign country, far away from his own loved native land, low 
lies the veteran Champion of Ireland’s liberties! Oh! well 
may we mourn him! for the whole human race deplore his loss, 
and the gloom of our bereavement afflicts the world. Fellow- 
countrymen! how shall we best prove that we love him whilst 
living, or mourn for him when dead? By reverencing his 
principles—by obeying his dictates—by pursuing the same noble 
objects in the peaceful steps he trod. In one sense—in the true 
sense—O’Connell is not' dead. Men like unto him never die. 
All that was mortal has passed away, but the immortal part 
remains. His spirit, fellow-countrymen! abides with you. His 
moral teachings are spread forever through you and through the 
universe. No time can extinguish the lessons of his wisdom. 
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For ourselves, associated as we were here by him, our purpose 
is determined, to stand by his principles, and to abide by his doc¬ 
trines, and them alone. This is our fixed and unanimous resolve. 
Throughout the wide world a mighty void is felt. Who shall 
fill it up? What nation—what people has not lost a benefactor? 
Our country has lost its guide and leader. Oh ! let that country 
still be directed by his wisdom, and be marshalled beneath his 
standard. His paths were the paths of peace.—He walked in 
the ways of the law and of order. Remember, still remember, 
his motto of the Association—the moral of his wisdom and 
experience—“The man who commits a crime gives strength to 
the enemy.” 

By his long and faithful services, by the noble example of his 
life, we beseech, we implore you—fellow-countrymen—swerve 
not from the principles, desert not the objects, nor abandon the 
doctrines, of O’Connell!—Loyal National Repeal Address. 

66. THE TASSING OF THE RUBICON. 

A gentleman, Mr. President, speaking of Cesar’s benevolent 
disposition, and of the reluctance with which he entered into the 
civil war, observes, “ How long did he pause upon the brink of 
the Rubicon!” How came he to the brink of that river ! How 
dared he cross it! Shall private men respect the boundaries of 
private property, and shall a man pay no respect to the bounda¬ 
ries of his country’s rights? How dared he cross that river ! Oh ! 
but he paused upon the brink! He should have perished upon 
the brink ere he had crossed it! Why did he pause? Why does 
a man’s heart palpitate when, he is on the point of committing an 
unlawful deed? Why does the very murderer, his victim sleep¬ 
ing before him, and his glaring eye taking the measure of the 
blow, strike wide of the mortal part? Because of conscience! 
’Tvvas that made Cesar pause upon the brink of the Rubicon. 
Compassion! What compassion? The compassion of an assassin,, 
that feels a momentary shudder, as his weapon begins to cut! 

Cesar paused upon the brink of the Rubicon! What was the 
Rubicon? The boundary of Cesar’s province. From what did 
it separate his province? From his country. Was that count.y 
a desert? No: it was cultivated and fertile; rich an 1 populous! 
Its sons were men of genius, spirit, and generosity! Its daughters 
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?re lovely, susceptible, and chaste! Friendship was its inhabit- 
it! Love was its inhabitant! Domestic affection was its in- 
ib’tant! Liberty was its inhabitant! All bounded by the stream 

the Rubicon! What was Cesar, that stood upon the bank of 
it stream? A traitor! bringing war and pestilence into the 
art of that country! No wonder that he paused—no wonder 
his imagination wrought upon by his conscience, he had he¬ 

ld blood instead of water, and heard groans, instead of mur- 
urs! No wonder, if some Gorgon horror had turned him into 
one upon the spot! But, no! he cried, “The die is cast!” He 
unged!—he crossed!—and Rome was free nomore.=—Knowles, 

67. SLANDER. 

What is slander ? 
’Tis an assassin—at the midnight hour 
Urged on by Envy, that, with footstep soft, 
Steals on the slumber of sweet innocence, 
And with the dark drawn dagger of the mind, 
Drinks deep the crimson current of the heart. 
It is a worm, that crawls on beauty’s cheek, 
Like the vile viper in a vale of flowers, 
And riots in ambrosial blossoms there. 
It is a coward in a coat of mail, 
That wages war against the brave, and wise, 
And like the long, lean lizard, that will mar 
The Urn's sleep, it wounds the noblest breast. 
Oft have I seen this demon of the soul, 
This murderer of sleep, with visage smooth, 
And countenance serene as Heaven’s own sky;—- 
But storms were raving in the world of thought .*■ 
Oft, have I seen a smile upon its brow; 
But, like the lightning from a stormy cloud, 
It shock’d) the soul and disappear’d in darkness. 
Oft have I seen it weep at tales of wo, 
And sigh as if the heart would break with anguish; 
But, like the drop, that drips from Java’s treer 
And the fell blast, that sweeps Arabian sands., 
It wither’d, every floweret of the vale. 
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I saw it tread upon a lily fair; 
A maid of whom the world could say no harm ; 
And when she sunk beneath the mortal wound, 
It broke into the sacred sepulchre, 
And dragged its victim from the hallowed grave. 
For public eyes to gaze on. It hath wept, 
That from the earth its victim passed away, 
Ere it had taken vengeance on his virtues. 
Yea, I have seen this cursed child of Envy 
Breathe mildew on the sacred fame of him, 
Who once had been his country’s benefactor; 
And, on the sepulchre of his repose, 
Bedewed with many a tributary tear, 
Dance in the moonlight of a summer’s sky, 
With savage satisfaction.—Milford Bard, 

68. warren’s address at the bunker iiill battle. 

Stand! the ground’s your own, my braves! 
Will ye give it up to slaves ? 
Will ye look for greener graves? 

Hope ye mercy still ? 
What’s the mercy despots feel! 
Hear it—in that battle peal! 
Read it—on yon bristling steel! 

Ask it—ye who will. 
Fear ye foes who kill for hire ? 
Will ye to your homes retire? 
Look behind you ! they’re afire! 

And before you, see/— 
Who have done it ? From the vale 
On they come! and will ye quail ? 
Leaden rain and iron hail 

Let their welcome be! 
In the God of battles trust! 
Die we may—and die we must: 
But, O ! where can dust to dust 

Be consign’d so well, 
As where Heaven its dews shall shed 
On the martyr’d patriot's bed, 
And the rocks shall raise their head, 

Of his deeds to tell! Pierpont. 
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69. THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM. 

When marshall’cl on the nightly plain, 
The glittering host bestud the sky, 

One star alone, of all the train, 
Can fix the sinner's wandering eye. 

Hark ! hark ! to God the chorus breaks. 
From every host, from every gem; 

But one alone, the Savior speaks, 
It is the star of Bethlehem. 

Once, on the raging seas I rode ; 
The storm was loud, the night was dark, 

The ocean yawn’d, and rudely blow’d 
The wind, that toss’d my found’ring bark. 

Deep horror, then, my vitals froze; 
Death-struck, I ceas’d the tide to stem; 

When, suddenly, a star arose, 
It was the star of Bethlehem. 

It was my guide, my light, my all, 
It bade my dark forebodings cease; 

And through the storm, and danger’s thrall, 
It led me to the port of peace. 

Now, safely moor’d—my perils o’er, 
I ’ll sing, first in night’s diadem, 

Forever, and forever more, 
The star, the star of Bethlehem. White. 

70. VIRTUE THE BEST TREASURE. 

Virtue, the strength and beauty of the soul, 
Is the best gift of Heav’n : a happiness 
That, even above the smiles and frowns of fate, 
Exalts great nature’s favorites: a wealth 
That ne’er encumbers; nor to baser hands 
Can be transferr’d. It is the only good 
Man justly boasts of, or can call his own. 
Riches are oft by guilt and baseness earn’d. 
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But for one end one much-neglected use, 
Are riches worth our care; (for nature’s wants 
Arefew, and without opulence supplied ;) 
This noble end is to produce the soul, 
To show the virtues in their fairest light, 
And make humanity the minister 
Of bounteous Providence. 

I stand as one upon a rock, 
Environ’d with a wilderness of sea; 
Who marks the waxing tide grow wave by wave, 
Expecting ever, when some envious surge 
Will, in his brinish bowels swallow him. 

71. THE APPLE-DUMPLINGS, AND GEORGE THE THIRD. 

Once in the chase, this monarch, drooping, 
From his high consequence and wisdom stooping, 

Enter’d, through curiosity, a cot, 
Where an old crone was hanging on the pot; 

The wrinkled, blear-eyed, good old granny, 
In this same cot, illum’d by many a cranny, 

Had apple-dumplings ready for the pot; 
In tempting row the naked dumplings lay, 
When lo ! the monarch, in his usual way, 

Like lightningask’d, “What’s here, what’s here? what? what? 
what? what?” 

Then taking up a dumpiing in his hand, 
His eyes with admiration did expand— 

And oft did majesty the dumpling grapple; 
“’Tis monstrous, monstrous, monstrous hard,” he cried; 
“ What makes the thing so hard?” The dame replied, 

Low courtesying, “ Please your majesty, the apple.” 
“Very astonishing indeed ! strange thing !” 
(Turning the dumpling round) rejoin’d the king, 
“’Tis most extraordinary now, all this is— 
It beats the conjurer’s capers all to pieces— 
Strange I should never of a dumpling dream,— 
But Goody, tell me, where, where, where’s the seam?” 
“ Sire, there’s no seam,” quoth she, “ I never knew 
That folks did apple-dumplings sew!”— 
“ No !” cried the staring monarch with a grin, 
“Then, where, where, where, pray, got the apple in?”—Wolcot. 
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72. THE DESTRUCTION OF SENACHERIB. 

The Assyrian came down like a wolf on the fold, 
And his cohorts were gleaming in purple and gold; 
And the sheen of his spears was like stars on the sea, 
When the blue wave rolls nightly, on deep'Galilee. 

Like the leaves of the forest when summer is green, 
That host, with their banners, at sunset were seen : 
Like the leaves of the forest when autumn hath blown, 
That host, on the morrow, lay wither’d and strown. 

For the angel of death spread his wings on the blast, 
And breath’d in the face of the foe, as he pass’d; 
And the eyes of the sleepers wax’d deadly, and chill, 
And their hearts but once heav’d, and forever were still! 

And there lay the steed, with his nostrils all wide, 
But through them there roll’d not the breath of his pride; 
And the foam of his gasping lay white on the turf, 
And cold as the spray of the rock-beating surf. 

And there lay the rider, distorted and pale, 
With the dew on his brow, and the rust on his mail; 
And the tents were all silent, the banners alone, 
The lances, unlifted, the trumpets, unblown. 

And the widows of Ashur are loud in their wail, 
And the idols are broke in the temple of Baal; 
And the might of the Gentile, unsmote by the sword, 
Hath melted, like snow, in the glance of the Lord\—-Byron. 

73. THE NEEDLE. 

The gay belles of fashion may boast of excelling 
In waltz or cotillion, at whist or quadrille; 

And seek admiration, by vauntingly telling 
Of drawing, and painting, and musical skill; 

But give me the fair one, in country or city, 
Whose home, and its duties, are dear to her heart; 

Who cheerfully warbles some rustical ditty, 
While plying the needle, with exquisite art; 

The bright little needle,the swift flying needle, 
The needle—directed by beauty, and art. 
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If iove has a potent, a magical token, 
A talisman, ever resistless, and true, 

A charm, that is never evaded or broken, 
A witchery, certain the heart to subdue, 

’Tis this, and his armory never has furnish’d, 
So keen, and unerring, or polish’d a dart, 

(Let beauty direct it,) so pointed, and burnish’d;— 
And, oh! it is certain of touching the heart! 

The bright little needle, the swift flying needle, 
The needle, directed by beauty and art. 

Be wise,then, ye maidens, nor seek admiration, 
By dressing for conquest, and flirting with all; 

You never, whate’er be your fortune, or station, 
Appear half so lovely, at rout, or at ball. 

As gaily conven’d at the wor^-covered table, 
Each cheerfully active, and playing her part, 

Beguiling the task, with a song, or a fable, 
And plying the needle with exquisite art; 

The swift knitting needle, the long darning needle, 
The needle, directed by beauty and art.— Woodworth. 

74. DUTY OF LITERARY MEN TO THEIR COUNTRY. 

1. We cannot honor our country with too deep a reverence; 
we cannot love her with an affection too pure and fervent; we 
cannot serve her with an energy of purpose or a faithfulness of 
zeal, too steadfast and ardent. And what is our country? It is 
not the East, with her hills and her valleys, with her countless 
sails, and the rocky ramparts of her shores ! It is not the North, 
with her thousand villages, and her harvest-home, with her fion- 
liers of the lake and the ocean! It is not the West, with her 
forest-sea and her inland isles: with her luxuriant expanses, cloth¬ 
ed in the verdant corn, with her beautiful Ohio, and her majestic 
Missouri ! Nor is it yet the South, opulent in the mimic snow of 
the cotton, in the rich plantations of the rustling cane, and in the 
golden robes of the rice-field! What are these but the sister 
families of one greater, better, holier family, our country ? 

2. I come not here to speak the dialect, or to give the counsels, of 
the patriot-statesman. But I come a patriot-scholar, to vindicate 

3 
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the rights, and to plead for the interests, of American Literature. 
And be assured that we cannot, as patriot-scholars, think too high¬ 
ly of that country, or sacrifice too much for her. And let us never 
forget, let us rather remember with a religious awe, that the union 
of these States is indispensable to our Literature, as it is to our 
national independence and civil liberties, to our prosperity, hap¬ 
piness and improvement. 

3. If, indeed, we desire to behold a Literature, like that whic. 
has sculptured, with such energy of expression—which has paint¬ 
ed so faithfully and vividly, the crimes, the vices, the follies of an¬ 
cient and modern EuropeIf we desire that our land should 
furnish for the orator and the novelist, for the painter and the poet, 
age after age, the wild romantic scenery of war; the glittering 
march of armies, and the revelry of the camp; the shrieks and 
blasphemies, and all the horrors of the battle field; the desolation 
of the harvest, and the burning cottage; the storm, the sack, and 
the ruin of cities:—If we desire to unchain the furious passions of 
jealousy and selfishness, of hatred, revenge and ambition, those 
lions, that now sleep harmless in their den:—If we desire, that 
the lake, the river, the ocean, should blush with the blood of bro¬ 
thers ; that the winds should waft from the land to the sea, from 
the sea to the land, the roar and the smoke of battle; that the 
very mountain-tops should become altars for the sacrifice of bro¬ 
thers —if we desire that these, and such as these —the elements 
to an incredible extent, of the Literature of the old world—should 
be the elements of our Literature, then, but then only, let us hurl 
from its pedestal the majestic statue of our Union, and scatter its 
fragments over all our land! 

4. But, if we covet for our country, the noblest, purest, loveliest 
Literature, the world has ever seen, —such a Literature as shall 
honor God, and bless Mankind ; a Literature, whose smiles might 
play upon an Angel’s face, whose tears “ would not stain an An¬ 
gel’s cheek;” then let us cling to the union of these states, with a 
patriot’s love, with a scholar’s enthusiasm, with a Christian’s hope! 
In her heavenly character, as a holocaust self-sacrificed to God; at 
the height of her glory, as the ornament of a free, educated, 
peaceful Christian people,—American Literature will find that 
THE INTELLECTUAL SPIRIT IS HER VERY TREE OF LIFE, AND THAT 

UNION, HER GARDEN OF PARADISE.-GHmke. 
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75. BEST CURE FOR TROUBLE. 

Ben Brisk a philosopher was, 
In the genuine sense of the word; 

And he held, that repining, whatever the cause, 
Was unmanly, and weak, and absurd. 

When Mat Mope was assaulted by trouble, 
Though in morals as pure as a vestal, 

He sigh’d, and exclaim’d, “ Life’s a bubble,” 
Then blew it away—with a pistol! 

Tom Tipple, when trouble intruded, 
And his fortune and credit were sunk, 

By a too common error deluded, 
Drown’d trouble, and made himself drunk! 

But Ben had a way of his own, 
When grievances made him uneasy; 

He bade the blue devils begone, 
Brav'd trouble, and made himself busy. 

When sorrow embitters our days, 
And poisons each source of enjoyment; 

The surest specific he says, 
For trouble, and grief, is—employment. 

76. othello’s apology. 

Most potent, grave, and reverend seigniors; 
My very noble, and approv’d good masters: 
That I have ta’en away this old man’s daughter, 
It is most true ; true, I have married her : 
The very head and front of my offending 
Hath this extent; no more. 

Rude am I in speech, 
And little bless’d with the set phrase of peace : 
For since these arms of mine had seven years’ pith, 
Till now some nine moons wasted, they have us’d 
Their dearest action in the tented field ; 
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And little of this great world can I speak, 
More than pertains to feats of broil and battle; 
And, therefore, little shall I grace my cause, 
In speaking of myself. Yet, by your patience, 
I will a round, unvarnish’d tale deliver, 
Of my whole course of love; what drugs, what charms, 
What conjuration, and what mighty magic, 
(For such proceedings I am charg’d withal) 
I won his daughter with. 
Her father lov’d me, oft invited me; 
Still question’d me the story of my life, 
From year to year: the battles, sieges, fortunes, 
That I had past. 
I ran it through, e’en from my boyish days, 
To the very moment that he bade me tell it: 
Wherein I spake of most disastrous chances; 
Of moving accidents by flood and field; 
Of hairbreadth ’scapes, in the imminent deadly breach ; 
Of being taken by the insolent foe, 
And sold to slavery; of my redemption thence. 
And with it all my travel’s history. 

All these to hear, 
Would Desdemona seriously incline; 
But still the house affairs would draw her thence, 
Which ever as she could with haste despatch, 
She’d come again, and, with a greedy ear, 
Devour up my discourse. Which, I observing,~ 
Took once a pliant hour, and found good means 
To draw from her a prayer of earnest heart, 
That I would all my pilgrimage dilate, 
Whereof by parcels she had something heard, 
But- not distinctly. 

I did consent; 
And often did beguile her of her tears, 
When I did speak of some distressful stroke, 
That my youth suffer’d. My story being done, 
She gave me for my pains, a world of sighs. 
She swore in faith, ’twas strange, ’twas passing strange; 
’Twas pitiful, ’twas wondrous pitiful; 
She wish’d she had not heard it: yet she wish’d 
That heaven had made her such a man. 

She thank’d me, 
And bade me, if I had a friend that lov’d her. 
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I should but teach him how to tell my story, 
And that would woo her. On this hint I spake; 
She lov’d we, for the dangers I had pass’d, 
And I lov’d Aer, that she did pity them. 
This is the only witchcraft, which I’ve used. 

77. THE WILLING WIFE. 

A man had once a vicious wife: 
(A most uncommon thing in life); 
His days and nights were spent in strife unceasing. 

Her tongue went glibly all day long, 
Sweet contradiction, still her song, 
And all the poor man did, was wrong, and ill-done. 

A truce without doors, or within, 
From speeches long as tradesmen spin, 
Or rest from her eternal din, he found not. 

He every soothing art displayed; 
Tried of what stuff her skin was made : 
Failing in all, to Heaven he prayed—to take her. 

Once, walking by a river’s side, 
In mournful terms, “ My dear,” he cried, 
“ No more let feuds our peace divide ;—I’ll end them. 

“ Weary of life, and quite resign’d, 
To drown, I have made up my mind;— 
So tie my hands as fast behind, as can be, 

“ Or nature may assert her reign, 
My arms assist, my will restrain, 
And, swimming, I once more regain, my troubles.” 

With eager haste the dame complies, 
While joy stands glistening in her eyes ; 
Already, in her thoughts, he dies, before her 
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“Yet, when I view the rolling tide, 
Nature revolts,” he said; “beside, 
I would not be a suicide, and die thus. 

“ It would be better, far, I think, 
While close I stand upon the brink, 
You push me in,—nay, never shrink: but do it.” 

To give the blow the more effect, 
Some twenty yards she ran direct, 
And did—what she could least expect, she should do. 

He slips aside, himself to save, 
So souse—she dashes, in the wave, 
And gave—what ne’er she gave before—much pleasure. 

“ Dear husband, help! I sink !” she cried; 
“ Thou best of wives—” the man replied, . 
“ I would, but you my hands have tied; heaven help you.” 

78. CASSIUS AGAINST CESAR. 

Honor is the subject of my story.—- 
I cannot tell what you, and other men, 
Think of this life ; but for my single selfj 
I had as lief not be, as live to be 
In awe of such a thing as I myself. 
I was born free as Cesar; so were you ; 
We both have fed as well; and we can both 
Endure the winter’s cold as well as he. 
For, once upon a raw and gusty day, 
The troubled Tiber chafing with its shores, 
Cesar says to me,—“ Darest thou, Cassius, now, 
Leap in with me, into this angry flood, 
And swim to yonder point?”—Upon the word, 
Accoutred as I was, I plunged in, 
And bade him follow; so, indeed, he did. 
The torrent roar’d, and we did buffet it, 
With lusty sinews, throwing it aside, 
And stemming it, with hearts of controversy. 
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But ere we could arrive the point proposed, 
Cesar cried,—£- Help me, Cassius, or I sink.” 
/, as Eneas; our great ancestor, 
Did from the flames of Troy, upon his shoulders, 
The old Anchises bear,—so, from the waves of Tiber, 
Did I the tired Cesar; and this man 
Is now become a god; and Cassius is 
A wretched creature; and must bend his body, 
If Cesar carelessly but nod on him. 

He had a fever when he was in Spain, 
And when the Jit was on him, I did mark 
How he did shake: ’tis true this god did shake; 
His coward lips did from their color fly; 
And that same eye whose bend doth awe the world, 
Did lose its lustre; I did hear him groan, 
Aye, and that tongue of his, that bade the Romans 
Mark him and write his speeches in their books, 
“Alas !” it cried—£C Give me some drink, Titinius,” 
As a sick girl. 

Ye gods ! it doth amaze me, 
A man of such a feeble temper should 
So get the start of the majestic world, 
And bear the palm alone. 
Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world, 
Like a Colossus, and we, petty men, 
Walk under his huge legs, and peep about, 
To find ourselves dishonorable graves. 
Men, at some time, are masters of their fates; 
The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, 
But in ourselves, that we are underlings. 
Brutus and Cesar ! What should be in that Cesar? 
Why should that name be sounded more than yours ? 
Write them together : yours is as fair a name; 
Sound them: it doth become the mouth as well; 
Weigh them: it is as heavy; conjure with ’em; 
Brutus will start a spirit as soon as Cesar. 

Now, in the name of all the gods at once, 
Upon what meats doth this our Cesar feed. 
That he hath grown so great? Age, thou art sham’d; 
Rome, thou hast lost the breed of noble bloods. 
When went there by an age. since the great flood, 
But it was famed with more than with one man? 
When could they say, till now, that talked of Rome, 
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That her wide walls encompass’d but one man ? 
Oh ! you and I have heard our fathers say, 
There was a Brutus once, that would have brooked 
The infernal devil, to keep his state in Rome, 
As easily as a king. Shakspeare. 

79. CATO’s SENATE. 

Cato. Fathers, we once again are met in council 
Cesar’s approach has summoned us together, 
And Rome attends her fate from our resolves. 
How shall we treat this bold, aspiring man ? 
Success still follows him, and backs his crimes. 
Pharsalia gave him Rome: Eygpt has since 
Received his yoke, and the whole Nile is Cesar’s. 
Why should I mention Juba’s overthrow, 
And Scipio’s death ? Numidia’s burning sands, 
Still smoke with blood. ’Tis time we should decree 
What course to take. Our foe advances on us, 
And envies us even Libya’s sultry deserts. 
Fathers, pronounce your thoughts : are they still fixed 
To hold it out, and fight it to the last? 
Or, are your hearts subdued at length and wrought 
By time and ill success, to a submission ? 
Sempronius, speak.— 

Sempronius. My voice is still for war. 
Gods ! can a Roman senate long debate, 
Which of the two to choose, slavery or death? 
No; let us rise at once, gird on our swords, 
And, at the head of our remaining troops, 
Att ick the foej break through the thick array 
Of his throng’d legions, and charge home upon him. 
Perhaps some arm, more lucky than the rest, 
May reach his heart, and free the world from bondage. 
Rise, fathers, rise/ ’tis Rome demands your help; 
Rise, and revenge her slaughter’d citizens, 
Or share their fate! The corpse of half her senate 
Manure the fields of Thessaly, while we 
Sit here, deliberating in cold debates, 
If we should sacrifice our lives to honor, 
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Or wear them out in servitude and chains. 
Rouse up, for shame! our brotheis of Pharsalia, 
Point at their wounds, and cry aloud—To battle! 
Great Pompey’s shade complains that we are slow, 
And Scipio’s ghost walks unreveng’d amongst us!— 

Cato. Let not a torrent of impetuous zeal 
Transport thee, thus, beyond the bounds of reason 
True fortitude is seen in great exploits, 
That justice warrants, and that wisdom guides: 
All else is towering phrensy and distraction. 
Are not the lives of those, who draw the sword, 
In Rome’s defence, intrusted to our care ? 
Should we thus lead them to a field of slaughter, 
Might not the impartial world, with reason, say, 
We lavished at our deaths, the blood of thousands, 
To grace our fall, and make our ruin glorious?— 
Lucius, we next would know what’s your opinion. 

Lucius. My thoughts, I must confess, are turn’d on peace. 
Already, have our quarrels filled the world 
With widows and with orphans: Scythia mourns 
Our guilty wars, and earth’s remotest regions 
Lie half-unpeopled by the feuds of Rome: 
’Tis time to sheathe the sword, and spare mankind. 
It is not Cesar, but the gods, my fathers ; 
The gods declare against us, and repel 
Our vain attempts. To urge the foe to battle, 
(Prompted by blind revenge and wild despair,) 
Were to refuse the awards of Providence, 
And not to rest in Heaven’s determination. 
Already have we shown our love to Rome; 
Now, let us show submission to the gods. 
We took up arms, not to revenge ourselves, 
But free the commonwealth; when this end fails, 
Arms have no further use: our country’s cause, 
That drew our swords, now wrests them from our hands, 
And bids us not delight in Roman blood, 
Unprofitably shed: what men could do 
Is done already: Heaven and earth will witness, 
If Rome must fall, that we are innocent. 

Semp. This smooth discourse, and mild behavior, oft 
Conceal a traitor; something whispers me 
All is not right;—Cato beware of Lucius, 
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Cato. Let us appear nor rash, nor diffident; 
Immoderate valor swells into a fault. 
And fear, admitted into public councils, 
Betrays, like treason. Let us shun them both. 
Fathers, I cannot see that our affairs 
Are grown thus desperate: we have bulwarks round us, 
Within our walls are troops, inured to toil 
In Afric’s heats, and seasoned to the sun; 
Numidia’s spacious kingdom lies behind us, 
Ready to rise, at its young prince’s call. 
While there is hope, do not distrust the gods; 
But wait, at least, till Cesar’s near approach 
Force us to yield. ’Twill never be too late 
To sue for chains, and own a conqueror. 
Why should Rome fall a moment ere her time? 
No, let us draw her term of freedom out, 
In its full length, and spin it to the last. 
So, shall we gain still one day’s liberty; 
And let me perish, but, in Cato's judgment, 
A day, an hour, of virtuous liberty, 
Is worth a whole eternity in bondage.—Addison. 

80. BTUTUS’ ORATION ON THE DEATH OF CESAR. 

Romans, countrymen, and lovers! hear me for my cause: and 
be silent that you may hear. Believe me for mine honour ; 
and have respect unto mine honour that you may believe. Cen¬ 
sure me in your wisdom; and awake your senses that you may 
the better judge. 

If there be any in this assembly, any dear friend of Cesar’s, 
to him I say that Brutus’ love to Cesar was no less than his. 
If, then, that friend demand why Brutus rose against Cesar, this 
is my answer: Not that I loved Cesar less, but that I loved 
Rome more. Had you rather Cesar were living, and die all 
slaves, than that Cesar were dead, and live all freemen? 

As Cesar loved me, I weep for him; as he was fortunate, 
I rejoice at it; as he was valiant, I honour him ; but, as he was 
ambitious, I slew him. There are tears for his love, joy for his 
fortune, honour for his valor, and death for his ambition. 

Who is here so base, that would be a bondman? If any, 
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speak; for him have I offended. Who is here so rude that 
would not be a Roman? If any, speak; for him have I offended. 
WTho is here so vile that will not love his country? If any, 
speak; for him have I offended. I pause for a reply. 

None! Then none have I offended. I have done no more to 
Cesar, than you should do to Brutus. The question of his death 
is enrolled in the Capitol; his glory not extenuated, wherein he 
was worthy; nor his offences enforced, for which he suffered 
death. 

Here comes his body, mourned by Mark Antony, who, 
though he had no hand in his death, shall receive the benefit of 
his dying; a place in the commonwealth: as which of you shall 
not? With this, I depart: That, as I slew my best lover for the 
good of Rome, I have the same dagger for myself, when it 
shall please my country to need my death. Shakspeare. 

81. Antony’s oration over the dead body of cesar. 

Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears; 
I come to bury Cesar, not to praise him. 
The evil that men do, lives after them; 
The good is oft interred with their bones ; 
So let it be with Cesar! The noble Brutus 
Hath told you, Cesar was ambitious: 
If it were so, it were a grievous fault, 
And grievously hath Cesar answered it. 
Here, under leave of Brutus and the rest, 
(For Brutus is an honorable man; 
So are they all, all, honorable men :) 
Come I to speak in Cesar’s funeral. 

He was my friend, faithful and just to me; 
But Brutus says he was ambitious; 
And Brutus is an honorable man. 
He hath brought many captives home to Rome, 
Whose ransoms did the general coffers fill: 
Did this in Cesar seem ambitious? 
When that the poor have cried, Cesar hath wept; 
Ambition should be made of sterner stuff; 
Yet Brutus says, he was ambitious; 
And Brutus is an honorable man. 
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You all did see, that, on the Lupercal, 
I thrice presented him a kingly crown, 
Which he did thrice refuse. Was this ambition? 
Yet Brutus says, he was ambitious, 
And sure, he is an honorable man. 
I speak not to disprove what Brutus spake, 
But here I am to speak what I do know. 
You all did love him once, not without cause; 
What cause withholds you then, to mourn for him? 
O judgment! thou art fled to brutish beasts, 
And men have lost their reason ! Bear with me : 
My heart is in the coffin, there, with Cesar, 
And I must pause till it come back to me. 
######## 

Eut yesterday, the word of Cesar might 
Have stood against the world; now lies he there, 
And none so poor to do him reverence. 
O masters! if I were disposed to stir 
Your hearts and minds to mutiny and rage, 
I should do Brutus wrong, and Cassius wrong, 
Who, you all know, are honorable men: 
I will not do them wrong; I rather choose 
To wrong the dead, to wrong myself and you, 
Than I will wrong such honorable men. 

But here’s a parchment, with the seal of Cesar; 
I found it in his closet; ’t is his will; 
Let but the commons hear this testament, 
(Which, pardon me, I do not mean to read,) 
And they would go and kiss dead Cesar’s wounds, 
And dip their napkins in his sacred blood; 
Yea, beg a hair of him for memory, 
And, dying, mention it within their wills, 
Bequeathing it as a rich legacy 
Unto their issue. 
Good friends, sweet friends, let me not stir you up 
To such a sudden flood of mutiny. 
They that have done this deed are honorable; 
What private griefs they have, alas, I know not, 
That made them do it; they are wise and honorable, 
And will, no doubt, with reason answer you. 
I come not, friends, to steal away your hearts; 
I am no orator, as Brutus is; 
But. as you know me all, a plain, blunt man. 
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That loves my friend; and that they know full well 
That gave me public leave to speak of him. 
For I have neither wit, nor words, nor worth, 
Action, nor utterance, nor the power of speech, 
To stir men’s blood : I only speak right on: 
I tell you that which you yourselves do know; 
Show you sweet Cesar’s wounds, poor, poor, dumb mouths, 
And bid them speak for me. But were I Brutus, 
And Brutus, Antony, there were an Antony 
Would ruffle up your spirits, and put a tongue 
In every wound of Cesar, that should move 
The stones of Rome to rise and mutiny.—Shakspeare. 

82. HUBERT AND ARTHUR. 

Hub. [to the attendants ] Heat me these irons hot, and, 
look thou stand 

Within the arras; when I strike my foot 
Upon the bosom of the ground, rush forth; 
And bind the boy, whom you shall find with me, 
Fast to the chair. Be heedful. Hence, and watch! 

Attendant. I hope your warrant will bear out the deed. 
Hub. Uncleanly scruples! Fear not you;—look to’t. 

[Attendants retire.] 
Young lad, come forth; I have to say with you. 

Arth. Good morrow, Hubert. 
Hub. Good morrow, little prince. 
Arth. As little prince as may be:—You are sad. 
Hub. Indeed, I have been merrier. 
Arth. Mercy on me ! 

Methinks, nobody should be sad, but I. 
So I were out of prison, and kept sheep, 
I should be merry as the day is long; 
And so I would be, here, but that I doubt 
My uncle practises more harm to me. 
He is afraid of me, and I of him. 
Is it my fault, that I was Geoffrey’s son ? 
No, it is not, indeed; and would to Heaven 
I were your son, so you would love me, Hubert. 

Hub. (If I talk to him, with his innocent prate 
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He will awake my mercy, which lies dead. 
Therefore I will be sudden, and despatch.) 

Arth. Are you sick, Hubert? you look pale, to-day; 
In sooth, I would you were a little sick, 
That I might sit all night, and watch with you. 
I warrant, I love you more than you do me. 

Hub. His words do take possession of my bosom.— 
Read here, young Arthur. [Showing a paper.] 

(How now, foolish rheum ? 
I must be brief, lest resolution fail!) 
Can you not read it? Is it not fair writ? 

Arth. Too fairly, Hubert, for so foul effect. 
Must you, with hot irons, burn out both mine eyes ? 

Hub. Young boy, I must. 
Arth. And will you ? 
Hub. And I will. 
Arth.. Have you the heart ? When your head did but ache, 

I .knit my handkerchief about your brows, 
(The best I had,—a princess gave it me,) 
And I did never ask it you again. 
And with my hand, at midnight, held your head ; 
And, like the watchful minutes to the hour, 
Still and anon cheered up the heavy time, 
Saying, What lack you ? and, Where lies your grief? 
And will you, will you now put out mine eyes, 
These eyes, that never did, and never shall 
So much as frown on you ? 

Hub. I’ve sworn to do’t; 
And, with hot irons, must I burn them out! 

Arth. Ah! none, but in this iron age, would do’t. 
The iron, of itself, though heat red hot, 
Approaching near these eyes, would drink my tears, 
And quench his fiery indignation, 
E’en in the metter of my innocence. 
Are you more stubborn hard, than hammer’d iron? 
And if an angel should have come to me, 
And told me, Hubert should put out mine eyes, 
I would not have believ’d no tongue, but Hubert’s; 

Hub. Come forth. [Stamps.] 
[Re-enter attendants with cords, irons, Spc.] 

Do as I bid you. 
Arth. O, save me! Hubert, save ! my eyes are out, 

E’en with the fierce looks of these bloody men. 
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Hub. Give me the iron, I say, and bind him here. 
Arth. Alas! what need you be so boisterous rough?— 

I will not struggle; I will stand stone still. 
I pray thee, Hubert, let me noi. be bound! 
Nay, hear me, Hubert! drive these men away, 
And I will sit as quiet as a lamb; 
I will not stir, nor wince, nor speak a word, 
Nor look upon the iron angrily;— 
Thrust but these men away, and I’ll forgive you 
Whatever torment you do put me to! 

Hub, [To attendants.] Go, stand within;—leave me 
alone with him. 

Attend. I am best pleased to be from such a deed. 
[A ttendants retire. 

Arth. Alas ! I then have chid away my friend; 
He hath a stern look, but a gentle heart. 
Let him come back, that his compassion may 
Give life to yours. 

Hub. Come, boy, prepare yourself. 
Arth. Is there no remedy? 
Hub. None, but to lose your eyes! 
Arth. O heaven! that there were but a mote in yours, 

A grain, a dust, a gnat, a wandering hair, 
Any annoyance in that precious sense! 
Then, feeling what small things are boisterous there, 
Your vile intent must needs seem horrible. 

Hub. Is this your promise ? Go to, hold your tongue. 
Arth. Hubert, the utterance of a brace of tongues 

Must needs want pleading for a pair of eyes. 
Let me not hold my tongue! let me not, Hubert! 
Or, Hubert, if you will, cut out my tongue, 
So I may keep mine eyes;—O, spare mine eyes, 
Though to no use, but still to look on you ! 
Lo! by my troth, the instrument is cold, 
And would not harm me. 

Hub. I can heat it, boy. 
Arth. No, in good sooth; the fire is dead with grief. 
Hub. But, with my breath, I can revive it, boy. 
Arth. Nay, if you do, you will but make it blush, 

And glow with shame for your proceedings, Hubert. 
All things, that you would use to do me wrong, 
Deny their office. Only you do lack 
That mercy, which fierce fire, and iron, extend. 
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Hub. Well, see to live;—I will not touch thine eyes, 
For all the treasures that thine uncle owns. 
Yet am I sworn, and I did purpose, boy, 
With this same very iron to burn them out. 

Arth. O, now you look like Hubert! all this while 
You were disguised. 

Hub. Peace—no more. Adieu! 
Your uncle must not know you are not dead. 
I’ll fill these dogged spies with false reports. 
And, pretty child, sleep doubtless, and secure 
That Hubert, for the wealth of all the world, 
Will not offend thee! 

Arth. O heaven!—I thank you, Hubert. 
Hub. Silence—no more! Go closely in with me; 

Much danger do I undergo for thee! 

83. ROLLA AND ALONZO. ] 

[Enter Rolla disguised as a monk.] 

Rolla. Inform me, friend, is Alonzo, the Peruvian, confined 
in this dungeon! 

Sentinel. He is. 
Rolla. I must speak with him. 
Sent. You must not. 
Rolla. He is my friend. 
Sent. Not if he were your brother. 
Rolla. What is to be his fate? 
Sent. He dies at sunrise. 
Rolla. Ha! then I am come in time—■ 
Sent. Just to witness his death. 
Rolla. [advancing towards the door.] Soldier—I must speak 

with him. 
Seut. [pushing him back with his gun ] Back ! back! it is 

impossible. 
Rolla. 1 do entreat you but for one moment. 
Sent. You entreat in vain—my orders are most strict. 
Rolla. Look on this massive wedge of gold ! Look on these 

precious gems. In thy land they will be wealth for thee and 
thine, beyond thy hope or wish. Take them, they are thine, let 
me but pass one moment with Alonzo. 
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Sent. Away ! Wouldst thou corrupt me? Me, an old Cas¬ 
tilian!-1 know my duty better. 

Rolla. Soldier! hast thou a wife ? 
Sent. I have. 
Rolla. Hast thou children? 
Sent. Four honest, lovely hoys. 
Rolla. Where didst thou leave them ? 
Sent. In my native village,—in the very cot where 1 was 

born. 
Rolla. Dost thou love thy wife and children ? 
Sent. Do I love them ? God knows my heart,—1 do. 
Rolla. Soldier! Imagine thou wast doomed to die a cruel 

death in in a strange land—what would be thy last request? 
Sent. That some of my comrades should carry my dying 

blessing to my wife and children, 
Rolla. What if that comrade was at thy prison door, and 

should there be told, thy fellow soldier dies at sunrise, yet thou 
shalt not for a moment see him, nor shalt thou bear his dying 
blessing to his poor children, or his wretched wife—what wouldst 
thou think of him, who thus could drive thy comrade from the 
door? 

Sent. How! 
Rolla. Alonzo has a wife and child; and I am come but to 

receive for her, and for her poor babe, the last blessing of my 
friend. 

Sent. Go in. [sentinel goes out.] 
Rolla. [calls] Alonzo! Alonzo! 

[Enter Alonzo speaking as he comes in.] 
Alon. How! is my hour elapsed? Well, I am ready. 
Rolla. Alonzo,-know me ! 
Alon. Rolla! Heavens! how didst thou pass the guard? 
Rolla. There is not a moment to be lost in words. This 

disguise I tore from the dead body of a friar, as I passed our field 
of battle. It has gained me entrance to thy dungeon; now take 
it thou, and fly. 

Alon. And Rolla- 
Rolla. Will remain here in thy place. 
Alon. And die forme! No! Rather eternal tortures rack 

me. 
Rolla. I shall not die, Alonzo. It is thy life Pizarro seeks, 

not Rolla’s; and thy arm may soon deliver me from prison. Or, 
should it be otherwise, I am as a blighted tree in the desert; 
nothing lives beneath mv shelter. Thou art a husband and a 

4 
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father; the being of a lovely wife and helpless infant, depend 
upon thy life. Go ! go ! Alonzo, not to save thyself, but Cora 
and thy child. 

Alon. Urge me not thus my friend—I am prepared to die 

in peace. 
Rolla. To die in peace! devoting her you have sworn to 

live for, to madness, misery, and death! 
Alon. Merciful heavens ! 
Rolla. If thou art yet irresolute, Alonzo—now mark me 

well. Thou knowest that Rolla never pledged his word and 
shrunk from its fulfilment. And here I swear, if thou art proud¬ 
ly obstinate, thou shalt have the desperate triumph of seeing 
Rolla perish by thy side. 

Alon. O Rolla! you distract me? Wear you the robe, and, 
though dreadful the necessity, we will strike down the guard, 
and force our passage. 

Rolla. What the soldier on duty here ? 
Alon. Yes, else, seeing two, the alarm will be instant death. 
Rolla. For my nation’s safety, I would not harm him. That 

soldier, mark me, is a man! All are not men that wear the 
human form. He refused my prayers, refused my gold, deny¬ 
ing to admit—till his own feelings bribed him. I will not risk 
a hair of that man’s head, to save my heart-strings from consum¬ 
ing fire. But haste! A moment’s further pause, and all is lost. 

Alon. Rolla, I fear thy friendship drives me from honor and 
from right. 

Rolla. Did Rolla ever counsel dishonor to his friend? [throw¬ 
ing the friar*s garment over his shoulders.] There ! conceal thy 
face—Now God be with thee. 

84. WEALTH AND FASHION. 

Caroline. What a pity it is, Horace, that we are born under a 
republican government. 

Horace. Upon my word, that is a patriotic observation for an 
American. 

C. O, I know that it is not a popular one; we must all join 
in the cry of liberty and equality, and bless our stars that we have 
neither kings nor emperors to rule over us. If we don’t join in 
the shout, and hang our hats on hickory trees, or liberty poles, 
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we are considered unnatural monsters. For my part, I am tired 
of it, and I am determined to say what I think. I hate repub¬ 
licanism. I hate liberty and equality; and I don’t hesitate to de¬ 
clare, that I am for monarchy. You may laugh, but I would 
say it at the stake. 

H. Bravo! why you have almost run yourself out of breath, 
Cara; you deserve to be prime minister to the king. 

C. You mistake me, Horace. I have no wish to mingle in 
political broils, not even if I could be as renowned as Pitt or Fox; 
but I must say, I think our equality is odious. What do you think? 
to-day the new chambermaid put her head into the door, and said, 
Caroline, your marm wants you.” 

H. Excellent! I suppose if ours were a monarchical govern¬ 
ment, she would have bent one knee to the ground, and saluted 
your little foot, before she spoke. 

C. No, Horace, you know there are no such forms as those, 
except in the papal dominions. I believe his Holiness the Pope 
requires such a ceremony. 

H. Perhaps you would like to be a Pope. 
C. No I am no Roman Catholic. 
H. May I ask your Highness, what you would like to be? 
C. (Glancing at the glass.) I should like to be a countess. 
H. You are moderate in your ambition. A countess, now¬ 

adays, is the fag end of nobility. 
C. O! but it sounds so delightfully.—The young Countess 

Caroline! 
H. If sound is all, you shall have that pleasure; we will call 

you the young Countess Caroline ! 
C. That would be mere burlesque, Horace, and would make 

me ridiculous. 
II True; nothing can be more inconsistent than for us to aim 

at titles. 
C.. For us, I grant you; but if they were hereditary, if we 

had been born to them, if they came to us through belted knights 
and high-born dames, then we might be proud to wear them. I 
never shall cease to regret, that I was not born under a monarchy. 

H. You seem to forget that all are not lords and ladies in the 
royal dominions. Suppose you should have drawn your first 
breath among plebeians; suppose it should have been your lot to 
crouch and bend, or be trodden under foot by some titled person¬ 
age, whom in your heart you despised ; what then ? 

C. You may easily suppose, thut I did not mean to take those 
chances. No, I meant to be born among the higher ranks. 
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H. Your own reason must tell you, that all cannot be born 
among the higher ranks, for then the lower ones would be want¬ 
ing, which constitute the comparison. Now Caroline we come 
to the very point. Is it not better to be born under a government 
in which there is neither extreme of high or low; where one 
man cannot be raised pre-eminently over another; and where our 
nobility consists of talent and virtue. 

C. This sounds very patriotic, brother, but I am inclined to 
think that wealth constitutes our nobility, and the right of abusing 
each other our liberty. 

H, You are as fond of .aphorisms as ever Lavater was, but 
they are not always true. 

C. I will just ask you, if our rich men, who ride in their own 
carriages, who have fine houses, and who count by millions, are 
not our great men ? 

H. They have all the greatness money can buy; but this is a 
very limited one. 

G. In my opinion, money is power. 
H. You mistake, Caroline; money may buy a temporary 

power, but talent is power itself; and when united to virtue, a 
godlike power, one before which the mere man of millions quails. 
No; give me talent, health, and unwavering principle, and I will 
not ask for wealth, but I will carve my own way; and, depend 
upon it, wealth will be honorably mine. 

C. Well, Horace, I heartily wish you the possession of all 
together, talent, principle, and wealth. Really, wdthout flattery, 
the two first you have; and the last, according to your own idea, 
will come when you beckon to it. Now I can tell you, that I 
feel as determined as you do, to carve my own way.” I see 
you smile, but I have always believed we could accomplish what 
we steadily will. Depend upon it, the time is not distant, when 
you shall see me in possession of all the rank that any one can 
obtain in our plebeian country. 

Author of Three Experiments. 

85. "WHAT ARE EMBLEMS ? 

Cecilia. Pray, papa, what is an emblem ? I have met the 
word in my lesson to-day, and I do not quite understand it. 

Papa. An emblem, my dear, is a visible image of an invisible 
thing. 
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C. An invisible image of,—I can hardly comprehend. 
P. Well, I will explain it more at length. There are certain 

notions that we form in our minds without the help of our eyes 
or any of our senses. Thus, virtue, vice, honor, disgrace, time, 
death, and the like, are not sensible objects, but ideas of the 
understanding. 

C. Yes,—we cannot feel them, nor see them, but we can think 
about them. 

P. Now it sometimes happens, that we wish to represent one 
of these in a visible form,—that is, to offer something to the 
sight that shall raise a similar notion in the minds of the behold¬ 
ers. For instance, you know the court-house, where trials are 
held. It would be easy to write over the door, in order to dis¬ 
tinguish it, “ This is the Court-house;” but it is a more ingeni¬ 
ous and elegant way of pointing it out, to place upon the building 
a figure representing the purpose for which it was erected, 
namely, to distribute justice. For this end, a human figure is 
made, distinguished by tokens which bear a relation to the charac¬ 
ter of that virtue. Justice carefully weighs both sides of a 
cause; she is, therefore, represented as holding a pair of scales. 
It is her office to punish crimes; she therefore holds a sword. 
This is then an emblematical figure, and the sword and scales 
are emblems. 

C. I understand this very well. I have a figure of Death in 
my fable-book. I suppose that is emblematical. 

P. Certainly, or you would not know it meant death. How 
is it represented ? 

C. He is nothing but bones, and he holds a scytljjJijHn one 
hand, and an hour-glass in the other. 

P. Well, how do you interpret these emblems? 
C. I suppose he is all bones, because nothing but bones are 

left, after a dead body has lain long in the grave. 
P. What does the scythe represent? 
C. Is it not because Death mows down everything ? 
P. Yes. No instrument could so properly represent the wide- 

wasting swa}^ of death, which sweeps down the race of animals, 
like flowers falling under the hands of the mower. It is a 
simile used in the Scriptures. 

C. The hour-glass is to show people, I suppose, that their 
time is come. 

P. Right. In the hour-glass that Death holds, all the sand 
has run from the upper to the lower part. Have you ever ob- 
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served upon a monument, an old figure with wings, and a scythe, 
and with his head bald, all but a single lock before ? 

C. O yes, and I have been told it is Time. 
P. Well, and what do you make of it? Why is he old? 
C. O! because he has lasted a long time. 
P. And why has he wings ? 
C. Because time is swift, and flies away. 
P. What is his single lock of hair for ? 
C. I have been thinking, and cannot make it out. 
P. I thought that would puzzle you. It relates to time, as 

giving opportunity for doing anything. It is to be seized as it 
presents itself, or it will escape, and cannot be recovered. Thus, 
the proverb says, “ Take Time by the forelock.” I have here 
got a few emblematical pictures. Let us see if you can find out 
their meaning. Here is an old, half-ruined building, supported 
by props ; and the figure of Time is sawing through one of the 
props. 

C. That must be Old Ages surely. 
P. Yes. Here is a man standing on the summit of a steep 

cliff, and going to ascend a ladder, which he has placed against a 
cloud. 

C. Let me see,—that must be Ambition, I think. He is very 
high, already, but he wants to be higher still, though his ladder 
is only supported by a cloud. 

P. Very right. Here is a walking-stick, the lower part of 
which is set in the water, and it appears crooked. What does 
the j? 

lie stick really crooked? 
I, but it is the property of the water to give it that ap¬ 

pearance. 
C. Then it must signify Deception. 
P. It is. I dare say, you will at once know this fellow, who 

is running as fast as his legs will carry him, and looking back at 
his shadow. 

C. He must be Fear or Terror, I fancy. 
P. Yes, you may call him which you please. What do you 

think of this candle held before a mirror, in which its figure is 
exactly reflected? 

C. I do not know what it meaus. 
P. It represents Truth. The object is a luminous one, to 

show the clearness and brightness of truth. You see here a 
woman disentangling and reeling off a very perplexed skein of 
thread. 
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C. She must have a great deal of patience. 
P. True, she is Patience herself. What do you think of this 

pleasing female, who looks with such kindness upon the droop¬ 
ing plants she is watering ? 

C. That must be Charity, I believe. 
P. Here is a lady sitting demurely with one linguer on her 

lip, while she holds a bridle in the other hand. 
C. The finger on her lip, I suppose, denotes Silence. The 

bridle must mean confinement. I should almost fancy her to be 
a schoolmistress. 

P. Ha ! ha ! I hope indeed, many schoolmistresses are endued 
with her spirit, for she is Prudence or Discretion. Well, we 
have now got to the end of our pictures, and, upon the whole, 
you have interpreted them very well.—Evenings at Home. 

86. UTOPIAS. 

Supposed Dialogue between Hiero and Archimedes. 

Hiero. You have come in good time, dreamer. I was beginning to 
get tired of myself, you come along with your Utopias, and that will 
restore my gaiety. 

Archimedes. I have no Utopias, Sire, I predict the future, not after 
the manner of divines, by inspiration which often deceives, but by calcu¬ 
lation which never lies. 

H. I do not deny your science as to things present, my Prometheus, 
and I know how to appreciate your worth, but your scientific dreams and 
distractions are very amusing nevertheless. 

A. When you were inquiring the quantity of gold which a jeweller 
had abstracted from your crown, you hardly suspected that the solution 
of a problem was in the bath. 

H. (laughing.) By Apollo and Mercury! you call to my mind one of 
your most amusing absences. I seem to see you still running stark naked 
through the palace, crying Eureka! Eureka! It was so droll, a nude phi¬ 
losopher, that I had not strength to forbid the merriment of my slaves, 
though they are the worst race that lives beneath the sun. 

A. They are bad because they are slaves. They are lazy because they 
have no motive to labor. This too is one of those things which will dis¬ 
appear. 

H. Not so fast. Society without slaves is just as impossible as orators 
without voice, carts without horses, vessels without i ars or sails, and 
lamps without oil or grease. Before we can get along without slaves, 
man will come to fly in the air, without getting drowned as Icarus did. 

A. You are quite right, sire, that all those impossibilities are of the same 
order. If, twenty centuries hence, your conversation could be recalled, 
one would laugh at your having set down as impossibilities things so ele¬ 
mentary. You speak of orators without voice. I am sure the day will 
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come when with the simple language of the fingers and gestures a deaf 
mute will excite as much enthusiasm as Demosthenes did among the 
Athenians. 

H. That deaf mutes may come to understand one another I admit; but 
to believe that they will ever arrive at eloquence is a foolish Utopia. YoU 
might as well say that cloth will some day be woven out of stone, Or that 
a limb will be amputated without given its owner any pain. 

A. You may laugh, but the day will come when, thanks to fire, paving 
stones will be transformed into silken fabrics; when, thanks to some un¬ 
known fluid, surgical operations will be performed to the laughter of the 
subjects. 

H. (laughing) Ha! ha! you abuse the permission of serving me with 
stories. You soon will be telling me that from my palace in Syracuse I 
can hear all that is said in that of the tyrant of Agrigentum, and converse 
with him. 

A. I should only speak the truth if I did.—Not only will people be 
able to converse from Syracuse to Agrigentum, but to Rome, to Athens, 
to Babylon, to the ends of the world. It will take less time to converse 
at such distances than to write the same words upon our tablets. 

H. By Pollux! (Laughing immoderately.) Do you reckon then upon 
the lightning for your messenger ? 

A. Precisely so. The lightning will one day become the carrier of let¬ 
ters. You have heard of Salmoneus, who once imitated the thunder, in 
contempt of Jupiter ? Well, men will do more : they will disarm Ju¬ 
piter simply by bristling their houses with points. They will confine 
the thunder in a tube, and launch it at pleasure; the length of this tube 
will not exceed half that of your sword. To produce this thunder, which 
will bellow with the voice of Etna, it will only be necessary for the fila¬ 
ments of a plant or an old linen rag to imbibe a certain liquid, or it may 
be done by combining charcoal, sulphur and saltpetre. 

H. You are crazy, my poor philosopher, and I am sorry for it, for you 
have more science, in your single head than all the sages who speak our 
Greek language. 

A. The day will come, your majesty, when these copyists, who take 
several days to copy 64 pages of Writing, will give place to a machine that 
will do it in less than one second; the day when a person will only have 
to sit down before one of our metallic mirrors, to leave his portrait im¬ 
pressed upon it; what do I say, a portrait? Nay, the whole panorama 
which the eye can embrace at once will remain impressed upon the mir¬ 
rors. Carriages will pass" through space without horses, with the speed 
of the north wind; vessels of iron or wood, at pleasure, will brave the 
most tempestuous waves, without either sails or rowers; and people will 
pass through the air with more ease than they now cross the straights of 
Sicil/. 

H. I must stop you, my dear Archimedes, for fear some indiscreet per¬ 
son should overhear you, and write down your conversation for the great 
amusement of the rabble. All these Utopias will be realised when neigh¬ 
bor shall not be jealous of neighbor, nor potter of potter, as Hesiod says. 

A. And that day, I beg your pardon, will come. A philosopher will be 
born in Gaul, in the district of the Sequani, who will teach men the laws 
of social harmony. He, also, will be treated as a Utopiast; but, like me, 
the future will avenge him.—Democratic Pacifque. 














